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ABSTRACT 

Mitigating the environmental impacts of the built environment is at the centre of attention for researchers, 
international commissions, legislative bodies, and policy makers. The UK has set an ambitious national target 
for a 100% reduction in GHG emissions by 2050 (against 1990 levels). Current operational energy 
consumption by the residential sector constitutes 15% of these emissions. Energy performance 
improvements of existing homes play a substantial role in the achievement of this target. The UK is however 
facing a major challenge to introduce retrofit measures as it inherits one of the oldest, most culturally rich 
housing stocks in Europe. Traditional dwellings make up a large part of the UK housing stock; they are 
generally poorly performing but also of high architectural and/or historic value. However, their contribution 
to decarbonisation has not yet been fully realised because of a range of difficulties surrounding the 
application of energy retrofit interventions to this part of the stock. The main hurdles are due to the risks 
imposed to their heritage value and to the thermo-hygrometric balance of their constructions. 

The aim of this research is to propose a systemic approach to intervene in Traditional Listed Dwellings (TLDs) 
to improve their energy performance and shape a more future-proof heritage. A mixed methodology has 
been developed that utilises C19th TLD case studies in the South-East of England, to investigate their current 
energy performance and the possible improvements using responsible, safe, and effective energy retrofit 
scenarios. A critical comprehensive review of literature was followed by collection of data through secondary 
sources. Primary data has been collected through visual and measured surveys, questionnaires, interviews, 
utility bills, meter-readings, data-logging and thermal-imaging. The output of this stage was used to feed into 
the next data generation stage via energy simulation applications. Passive retrofit solutions were devised and 
simulated, individually and combined, to investigate their impact on the energy efficiency of the selected case 
studies, alongside the potential risks to their heritage value and the thermo-hygrometric balance of their 
constructions. The use of mixed methods, multiple case studies and multiple units of analysis facilitated the 
triangulation of findings, which enhanced the validity and reliability of the results of the energy simulation. 
Finally, the parametric analysis of the proposed solutions permitted the development of packages of 
responsible, safe and effective retrofit interventions and a sensitivity analysis of the simulation results 
highlighted the areas of the envelope where appropriate interventions were more likely to generate the 
highest energy and carbon savings. 

The results of this study highlight the major importance of draught-proofing (amongst the low-risk measures) 
and of interventions in wall constructions (amongst the medium- and/or high-risk measures). However, the 
triangulation of findings challenged the actual effectiveness of retrofit measures for walls when it was shown 
that savings made in heating energy can be counteracted by high level of risk imposed to the heritage value 
and to the thermo-hygrometric balance of the envelope.  This contrasts with the level of interventions 
applicable to windows, which can result in higher reductions in energy consumption. The findings of this 
study show that the range of baseline conditions and limitations imposed by heritage value and condensation 
risk are the main determinants of the amount of energy and carbon savings obtainable by means of suitable 
retrofit interventions.  

This study demonstrated that, although individual assessment of TLDs remains essential to devise a safe, 
responsible, and effective retrofit package, which not only improves energy performance and decrease 
carbon emissions but also respects heritage characteristics of the building, it is possible to devise a 
comprehensive, systemic methodology for intervention in this particular part of the stock with an aim to 
create more generalisable solutions applicable to a wider population of buildings of heritage value.  The 
major contribution of this study, which is a holistic and tiered methodology, is unprecedented. This in-depth 
analysis methodology was applied to a number of representative TLD CSs, and can be replicated in a wider, 
similar or different context. The results can be generalised to be directly used for a series of suitable 
interventions in other parts of this stock and demonstrate the largely unexplored potentialities for energy 
consumption and carbon emissions reduction inherent in a responsible and safe retrofit of TLDs.  
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Glossary of terms (used in IES-VE) 

Apache-Sim   The central simulation processor in IES-VE, which enables to assess every 

aspect of thermal performance as well as share results and input across a wide variety of other VE 

applications. It is comprised, amongst other, of the following tools: VistaPro, ApLocate, Constructions 

Database. 

Apache Systems Tab  This Database is one of the tools of Apache-Sim. It allows to describe the 

characteristics of systems supplying heating, domestic hot water, ventilation and air conditioning to rooms. 

Ap-Locate   This Database is one of the tools of Apache-Sim. It contains values for 

latitude, longitude and height above sea level of a wide range of sites throughout the world drawn from 

standard Tables published by CIBSE and ASHRAE. 

Construction    Materials build-up. In IES, a construction defines the thermal properties of a 

building element such as a wall, ceiling, or window. It consists of a number of layers of different materials, 

together with thermal properties of the materials, surface properties and other attributes used in thermal 

analysis. 

Constructions Database This Database is one of the tools of Apache-Sim. It provides facilities for 

viewing and editing constructions used throughout the VE. 

Macro-Flo   The VE application that simulates and analyses all aspects of airflow air flow 

processes over different periods.  In this study it was used to account for natural ventilation and mechanical 

ventilation. 

Model-IT   The 3D data model application at the heart of the VE, where the geometry 

can be created, imported, modified. It provides geometry data shared by all applications. 

Sun-Cast   The application that calculates the position of the sun in the sky, track 

solar penetration throughout the building interior and calculate shadows. 

Vista-Pro   This application is one of the tools of Apache-Sim. It is aimed at quickly and 

easily analyse the results from one or more simulations carried out using the thermal modelling tools. 
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Glossary of terms (used in this study) 

Status-quo Model   The energy model created as an output of the first stage of data 

collection (using visual and measured surveys, questionnaires, interviews, literature review, secondary data 

collection and thermal imaging). 

Calibrated Model   The energy model obtained from the status-quo model by adjusting 

input parameters to fulfil the calibration criteria, following the second stage of data collection (using utility 

bills, meter-readings, and data logging). 

Normalised Model   The energy model obtained from the calibrated model by 

standardising behavioural determinants of heating energy consumption following the third stage of data 

collection (using literature review and secondary data collection). 

Base-case Model   The energy model obtained from the normalised model by 

standardising the heating system(s) upgrading it to a high efficiency gas boiler. 

Post-intervention Model  The energy model obtained from the base-case model by modifying 

its envelope to apply the selected responsible and safe range of retrofit interventions. 

Thermal Envelope   That part of the envelope that separates the conditioned part of the 

building (subject to being heated and/or cooled) from the external space or from other parts of the building 

that are not conditioned. In this study, given the status-quo of the dwellings under investigation and the 

assumptions made to create the status-quo models, any reference to the thermal envelope only considers 

the external thermal envelope, i.e. that part of the envelope that separates the heated part of the dwelling 

from the external space (adjacent dwellings are all assumed to be occupied and heated). 

Treated Floor Area   The conditioned area of the building. The CSs investigated do not use 

any form of air-conditioning; hence, in this study treated floor area (TFA) is the heated floor area of the 

dwellings. 

Form Factor    Thermal Envelope to Treated Floor Area ratio. 

 

 

Note: 

Every reference to Brighton in the text is meaning the city of Brighton and Hove. 

Every reference to envelope in the text is meaning the thermal envelope. 

Every reference to IES in the text is meaning IES-VE. 
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1.1 Overview of this chapter 

In this first chapter an outline of the context for the research is given. This comprises the rational for 

research, which generated the research questions, aims and objectives. The contribution to the knowledge is 

also briefly identified and the thesis structure is outlined. 

1.2 Rationale for research  

Anthropogenic activities are one of - if not the main - cause of climate change (IPCC, 2014) and are 

responsible for the significant increase in greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions. More than 80% of GHG in the 

UK are constituted of carbon dioxide (CO2) (CCC, 2017). As an early signatory of the Kyoto agreement in 1998, 

the UK has long been concerned about climate change and how to face this threat. With the Climate Change 

Act (2008), recently updated (CCC, 2019b), the UK Government committed to completely phase out GHG 

emissions by 2050. 

The operation of the built environment (Business, Public, Residential and Industrial sectors) in the UK is 

responsible for 36% of the GHG emissions; 15% of the total is generated by the residential sector (BEIS, 2021). 

Carbon dioxide constitutes the majority of direct GHG emissions for this sector (96%), the main source being 

the use of natural gas for heating and cooking (BEIS, 2021). Although switching to a more renewable energy 

resource might seem to be able to address the direct GHG emissions problem, there will be some indirect 

implications not only on the GHG emissions associated with procuring energy but also on other 

environmental impact criteria (Daly et a., 2015; Gill, 2005; Konadu et al., 2015; Lisky et al., 2014). It is 

therefore a pressing priority to devise measures to improve the energy performance of UK dwellings.  

Furthermore, most of the 28 million homes existing today are estimated to still be in use by 2050 (TSB, 2008; 

Wright, 2008). Hence, retrofitting the existent housing stock can surely play a major role in mitigating climate 

change.  

The UK is however facing a major challenge to address retrofit measures in this sector as it inherits the oldest, 

as well as one of the most culturally rich yet worst performing housing stocks in Europe (Eurofund, 2016; 

Nicol et al., 2016). Approximately one quarter of dwellings in the UK, are traditional buildings (STBA, 2012a). 

This definition applies to dwellings built before 1919 with solid permeable walls (Historic England, 2011a). 

Most of these buildings are generally considered to be poorly performing (Boardman, 2007). Nevertheless, 

they are major contributors to the character and aesthetics of their area (Organ et al., 2020).  So far, the role 

of these buildings in the process of carbon reduction of the residential sector has been limited because this 

part of the stock is generally considered difficult to improve. In fact, there are some uncertainties about what 

can be achieved when the common retrofit measures for non-traditional buildings are applied to dwellings of 

traditional construction (STBA, 2012a). According to the Sustainable Traditional Buildings Alliance (STBA, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attribution_of_recent_climate_change
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2012a), this is mainly due to the lack of proper understanding of how traditional buildings behave as well as 

the effects energy-efficient refurbishment may have on them. Interventions that do not account for the 

delicate thermo-hygrometric balance of their constructions may not give the expected outcome and turn out 

to be detrimental for the fabric and occupants’ health (May & Griffith, 2015). 

The problem becomes even more complex considering that about one quarter of the traditional housing 

stock in the UK is listed or within Conservation Areas (Bottrill, 2005)1. Figure 1.1 shows the proportion of GHG 

emissions that in UK come from the Built Environment and from the housing sector (BEIS, 2021), alongside 

the proportion of traditional dwellings (STBA, 2012a) and dwellings listed and/or in Conservation Areas 

(Bottrill, 2005).  

 

FIGURE 1.1 PROPORTION OF THE UK GHG EMISSIONS ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND THE HOUSING SECTOR (FOR 

WHICH IS INDICATED THE PROPORTION OF TRADITIONAL DWELLINGS AND LISTED DWELLINGS AND/OR IN CONSERVATION AREAS) 

Listed dwellings are buildings designated as having special architectural merit and/or historic interest 

therefore protected to ensure that any intervention on them does not affect their significance (Planning Act, 

1990); the listing in fact requires that any alteration to the building needs previous listed building consent 

granted by the Local Planning Authority. The protection imposed by the listing, however, sometimes turns 

out to be a hurdle in the process of retrofitting TLDs (Mansfield, 2011) because many typical measures 

adoptable for the rest of the housing stock are not allowed in the case of listed properties. These buildings 

can in fact be exempt also from any alteration planned to improve their energy performance (as prescribed 

 

1 The proportion could be bigger considering that one single listed entry can sometimes cover a number of individual 
units, such as a row of terraced houses. See section 3.2.2 for an estimate of the number of listed dwellings in England. 
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by Part L1B of the Building Regulations) whenever such intervention may potentially detriment their historic 

or architectural value.  

Therefore, the listing makes the energy upgrade of this part of the stock particularly challenging as any 

retrofit measure needs to be weighed against the damage it may pose to its heritage value. Nevertheless, 

retrofit interventions may contribute to the final aim of listing by allowing these assets to survive and be fully 

enjoyed by future generations. This principle is also contained in The National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF). It states that conserving heritage assets - in a way that is appropriate to their significance - is of 

fundamental importance for the purpose of contributing to the quality of life of future generations (DCLG, 

2012); this same set of documents also stresses the need for a transition to a low-carbon future, encouraging 

the reuse of existing resources, including existing buildings. The NPPF emphasises the importance of pursuing 

sustainable development, defining such progress as one that also contributes “to the protection and 

enhancement of the historic environment” while prescribing “positive improvements” for it (DCLG, 2012). 

The NPPF does not prioritise heritage preservation vs energy conservation, suggesting instead the need to 

consider any retrofit measure balancing the degree of potential harm to the heritage significance against its 

effectiveness in reducing energy consumption.  

To maintain this part of the stock, while increasing its contribution to the decarbonisation process of the UK 

dwellings, responsible, safe, and effective solutions for TLDs must be devised. This can be done by carefully 

balancing energy upgrade measures with conservation issues, weighting the trade-offs between energy 

improvements as a result of such interventions, impacts on the thermo-hygrometric balance of the 

constructions and heritage value of this section of the stock. 

1.3 Problem statement and research questions 

Given this agenda, the thesis sets out to address a complex and delicate problem. The urgent need to 

improve the energy performance of the UK housing stock should be set against the current poor performance 

of traditional dwellings, the fundamental importance of their conservation and the delicate issues 

surrounding the thermo-hygrometric balance of their fabric. The research questions to address are therefore 

the following: 

RQ1. What are the current methods to assess the energy performance and thermo-hygrometric behaviour of 

buildings (with special reference to TLDs)? Do they have limitations? And if so,  

RQ2. What are the areas for improvement and how can those improvements be introduced? 

RQ3. How to best identify a range of permissible energy retrofit interventions for TLDs, to effectively protect 

their heritage value (responsible) while ensuring an appropriate thermo-hygrometric balance (safe)? 
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RQ4. What are the implications of potential responsible and safe retrofit solutions in terms of energy 

consumption and CO2 emissions of TLDs? 

RQ5. How to devise (responsible and safe) combinations of solutions to achieve a reasonable trade-off 

between performance improvements, thermo-hygrometric balance, and heritage protection?  

1.4 Aim and Objectives 

This research aims to formulate an in-depth, comprehensive methodology to support suitable retrofit 

intervention decisions for Traditional Listed Dwellings (TLDs) and shape a more future-proof heritage, taking 

into account the impact of retrofit measures on heritage value, thermo-hygrometric balance, energy 

consumption and CO2 emissions.  

To successfully achieve the aim of this research, the following objectives need to be fulfilled: 

1) to establish the most appropriate method for carrying out energy analysis to best serve the purpose of 

this study 

2) to devise a methodological approach to data generation which is reliable, valid, and replicable in similar 

or identical contexts 

3) to devise a systemic methodology for the selection of representative case study (CS) TLDs to be utilised 

for the design and development of the research instruments for this study 

4) to establish the actual energy consumption and thermo-hygrometric behaviour of the CSs selected in 

their status-quo condition 

5) to generate a baseline scenario of heating energy consumption (HEC) and CO2 emissions as a benchmark 

to help evaluate the benefits of selected passive retrofit interventions across different CSs 

6) to devise a process for the selection of responsible and safe energy retrofit measures for the TLDs 

investigated 

7) to determine the impact of proposed interventions on the CSs investigated (with reference to their 

heritage value, thermo-hygrometric balance, energy consumption and CO2 emissions)  

8) to determine the most effective combinations of retrofit interventions with the least negative impact on 

heritage value and thermo-hygrometric balance 

9) to devise a systematic method to assist with the choice of areas of intervention having highest impact on 

dwellings’ final HEC and CO2 emissions.  
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The research questions (presented in section 1.3) underlying the aim of this study can be answered by 

achieving the objectives described in this section. Figure 1.2 illustrates how research questions (RQs), aim and 

objectives (Objs) of this study relate to each other.  

Obj1 is a direct consequence of RQ1, aiming to identify, among the current methods for energy performance 

analysis, the most suitable one for this study. This stage of analysis concludes with the choice of dynamic 

energy simulation (DES) as the main method to be used in this research (section 3.1). 

Objs 2 to 5 are necessary steps for overcoming the limitations in DES methods when applied for TLDs (RQ2), 

therefore they provide answers to RQ2. Obj2 aims to devise a validation strategy for the energy models 

created, to build confidence in the results from simulation (section 3.4.2). The choice of calibration as a 

suitable strategy for validation, leads to the need for representative case studies (Obj3) to provide the 

metered data necessary to perform this task (Obj4) (sections 3.2.4 and 3.3). Obj5 finally addresses the 

limitations in the generalizability of results obtained from DES and case studies research, facilitating cross 

case comparison (section 3.5). 

RQs3 leads to Obj6, hence the selection of suitable interventions for TLDs. RQ4 is answered by both Obj5 - 

which generates a benchmark for assessing energy and carbon savings post intervention – and Obj7 - which 

models and simulates the interventions (chapter 5) to assess their impact (chapter 6). 

Finally, Objs 8 and 9 are both a consequence of RQ5: Obj8 determines the most effective, safe, and 

responsible combinations by means of parametric analysis and Obj9 elaborates on the same data, by means 

of sensitivity analysis, to highlight the area of intervention to be privileged when a whole house retrofit 

approach may not be feasible (chapter 6).   

 

FIGURE 1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS, AIM AND OBJECTIVES. 

1.5 Contribution to knowledge  

The major contribution of this study to knowledge, lies in the development and application of a rigorous, 

layered, and systemic mixed-methods approach on multiple CSs of TLDs to devise suitable retrofit 

interventions to reduce their carbon emissions. The literature review showed the lack of such comprehensive 
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methodology that ensures that all participating factors - within the scope of the study - are taken into 

account and the need for it has been repeatedly called for by academics. The literature review also evidenced 

the lack of similar all-inclusive studies in the UK, investigating TLDs with a holistic approach, to devise 

measures to improve their energy performance. Hence the approach taken in this study is unprecedented. 

Another contribution to knowledge is to be envisaged in the results of this research. The methodology 

devised allows for carrying out of a number of different combinations of solutions to evaluate a range of 

intervention scenarios assessing the impact of each of those interventions one-at-a-time (OAAT) or in 

combination with each other.  

As a secondary outcome, the study of the performance of heritage buildings in their unimproved condition 

could support homeowners, practitioners and professional bodies in the decisions involving energy upgrade 

measures for this part of the housing stock, diagnosing areas where energy savings could be made more 

effectively. 

The outcome of this research could finally aid policy makers and legislators (local and central governments, 

English Heritage, etc.) in the formulation of new, clear, and easy to access guidance and incentives for the 

retrofit of TLDs.  

1.6 Thesis structure 

Chapter one provides an overview of the context for this research. Subsequently, the research questions, aim 

and objectives, are presented; the contribution to the knowledge is outlined and the thesis structure is 

introduced. 

Chapter two reviews the current state-of-the-art literature concerning energy performance and retrofit of 

traditional buildings, in the first instance to investigate the context in which the research problem and 

questions are set. It then examines what has already been written on the subject and identifies areas, within 

this field of research, where current body of study may be weak and some gaps in the knowledge are found, 

thus providing a rationale for this research. The body of research on the subject of modelling and energy 

simulation, calibration of energy models, normalisation and sensitivity analysis (SA) is reported and analysed 

to aid in designing the research and in devising the research instrument, the data collection/generation and 

data analysis strategies and methods, based on what has been deployed in similar studies so far. 

Chapter three concentrates on the research methodology and methods and provides a description of the 

mixed-methods approach on multiple CSs used to achieve the aim of the thesis. Based on the knowledge 

gained from the literature review, the chapter presents the methods of data collection, generation and 

analysis used for this work: visual and measured surveys, questionnaires, interviews, data-logging, meter-

reading, thermography, building energy simulation, parametric and sensitivity analysis. It describes each of 
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the stages of the research and how these are linked together, from models’ development to the simulation 

and analysis of selected responsible and safe retrofit interventions, individually and combined. 

Chapter four describes in-depth the process of generation of base-case models, through the development of 

status-quo models, followed by their calibration and normalisation. The base-case models will then be used in 

the following stages of simulation and analysis for the evaluation of the results obtainable by means of 

selected retrofit interventions. 

Chapter five reports the strategy devised for selection of responsible and safe interventions for the CSs 

investigated, their modelling and condensation risk assessment, their final application to base-cases, and 

their simulation. 

Chapter six presents the results of simulations. It reports the comprehensive analysis of the influence of each 

combination of interventions on the building’s thermal performance and carbon footprint, producing a 

ranking of responsible, safe, and effective combinations. It concludes with presenting the results of SA and 

discussing the areas of intervention with the highest impact on the HEC and CO2 emissions. 

Chapter seven discusses the results presented in chapter six, allowing for cross-case comparison, and 

triangulating these findings with those of the wider context of the body of research in this field. The 

contribution of this study starts being developed in this chapter and will be elaborated on further in the last 

chapter of this thesis. 

Chapter eight summarises and concludes the study. It also reflects on the limitations of the research and 

suggests future areas of research based on findings of this study. 
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Chapter 2. Literature review 
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2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the critical review of literature conducted in this study, aiming, in the first instance, to 

investigate the context in which the research problem and questions are set. Secondly, it examines what has 

already been done about energy performance and retrofit of traditional buildings, to help identify areas 

where the current body of study may be weak and some gaps in the knowledge may be found, thus providing 

a rationale for this study. The body of research on this subject has been read, critically analysed and 

organised in the following sections, to aid in the definition of the research design and in the decisions 

concerning the methodology and methods to be adopted, theoretically discussed and developed in next 

chapter.  

2.2 Background 

Despite Climate Change being probably “the greatest long-term challenge facing the human race” (HM 

Government, 2006), it seems there is still a lot left to be done by the construction industry, especially with 

reference to the existing building stock.  

Mitigating environmental impacts has been a focus of attention for international commissions, legislative 

bodies, and policy makers for the last 20 years. In 1997, the Kyoto Protocol, mandated the 37 signatories 

countries, among which the UK, to reduce GHG emissions; the agreement was based on the scientific 

consensus that human-made CO2 emissions - constituting the majority of the overall GHG emissions - are 

extremely likely to be a main contributor to global warming and climate change.  

At a national level, the Climate Change Act (2008) is the basis for the UK’s approach to tackling and 

responding to climate change (CCC, 2008). With it, the nation committed to lowering GHG emissions by at 

least 80% by 2050 against 1990 levels. In 2019, following the advice of the Committee for Climate Change 

(CCC), the final target imposed originally was further increased, aiming for a 100% reduction. This ambitious 

target is certainly much needed today, but also implies bigger challenges (Figure 2.1) and necessitates urgent 

and effective new plans to be delivered successfully (BEIS, 2019c; CCC, 2019a, 2019b and 2021).  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_opinion_on_climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_opinion_on_climate_change
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide_in_Earth's_atmosphere
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2008/27/contents
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FIGURE 2.1 INDICATIVE RATES OF DECARBONISATION REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE 80% AND 100% CO2 REDUCTIONS BY 2050 (CCC, 
2019B) 

To achieve the zero target, the Act required the adoption of medium-term carbon budgets; they set stage 

reductions in CO2 emissions to be achieved in the years leading up to 2050. The first and second carbon 

budget (2008-2012 and 2013-2017), were both outperformed (Frankhauser at al., 2018). The Government’s 

projections 2018 (BEIS, 2019d) predicted that the third carbon budget would be outperformed as well but, 

with the new target in mind, the achievement of the fourth and fifth budgets may be more challenging 

(Priestley, 2019). The 2021 CCC report stated that progress to date has been insufficient to fulfil the 

commitment (CCC, 2021). 

The built environment in the UK is responsible for more than one third of the total GHG emissions to date 

(BEIS, 2021 updating data from 2019d, BEIS, 2018; Lloyd-Jones, 2010; Oreszczyn & Lowe, 2005). Therefore, 

buildings certainly play a critical role in the Government’s ambitious reduction targets. However, three-

quarters of the reduction in emissions achieved from 2012 to 2016 came from the power sector, thanks to 

the reduction in the use of coal for power generation. Little progress instead has been made in the buildings 

sector and insulation rates remain too low (CCC, 2017, 2019a, 2021). Direct emissions from buildings 

decreased in the first half of the past decade but have risen since, even taking in annual variations of winter 

temperatures (CCC, 2017, 2019a, 2021), as shown in Figure 2.2.  
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FIGURE 2.2 UK EMISSIONS BY SECTOR (CCC, 2021) 

Hence, according to the 2019 report from the Committee on Climate Change (CCC, 2019a), progress in 

deploying measures to reduce emissions was off-track for buildings, and much below what is considered 

necessary to achieve the zero emissions target. The 2021 report (CCC,2021) acknowledged the rapid decrease 

in emissions in 2020, almost entirely due to the COVID-19 lockdowns and the impact they had on energy 

demand, mostly for travel. However, it stressed that the conditions that generated such decrease are only 

temporary, and improvements have been uneven among sectors. Therefore, it is urgent to devise solutions to 

address this gap.  

However, the problem of retrofitting the built environment is complex and often left to the individual 

expertise and skills of the design team. The literature highlighted the need for decision support tools to 

facilitate the comparative assessment of interventions on each specific context (Ahmed et al., 2017a). Hence, 

more research is needed in this field to aid in the development and application of the most suitable energy 

retrofit interventions for each building. 

Within the built environment, 18% of all CO2 emissions stem from the residential sector (BEIS, 2019a). Little 

progress has been made since 2008 in the reduction of emissions from dwellings; this sector stalled after 

2012 (CCC, 2017) and it even registered an increase in emissions since 2017 (BEIS, 2019c). The 2021 CCC 

Report (CCC, 2021) highlighted that the COVID pandemic has further contributed to increase the carbon 

emissions from residential buildings, which resulted the only sector displaying an overall growth in emissions 

(+2% temperature adjusted), as shown in Figure 2.3. The need for effective policies to reduce dwellings 

emissions due to space heating has been newly emphasized in the report (CCC, 2021) to ensure the 

achievement of the sixth carbon budget’s commitment. 
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FIGURE 2.3 CHANGE IN UK CO2 EMISSIONS IN 2019-2020 BY SECTOR (CCC, 2021) 

As of 2018, the housing sector in the UK accounts of approximately 28 million dwellings (MHCLG, 2018a), of 

which more than 75% are likely to still be in use in 2050 (Boardman et al., 2005; Power, 2008; TSB, 2008), 

which accounts for 21 million units. The main reason for this is the current low demolition rates as well as low 

new construction rates (CEC, 2008; Ravetz, 2008). With a proportion of less than 1% of the dwelling stock 

newly built each year (CIBSE, 2008; MHCLG, 2018b) and low energy houses comprising today only a minority 

of dwellings (Vale & Vale, 2010), it is not reasonable to assume that adequate carbon reductions can be 

achieved simply by counting on new highly energy-efficient buildings. There is an urgent need to upgrade and 

improve the energy performance of the existing housing stock to decrease its environmental impact, meet 

the carbon emissions targets and provide energy efficient and comfortable homes in the years to come. This 

process needs to be done with a holistic, systematic, and sustainable approach (Boardman, 2007). 

In line with these considerations, even before the zero emissions target was set, the UK Green Building 

Council stated that achieving the significant levels of carbon reductions asked by the Climate Change Act “will 

require a complete transformation of the UK’s existing homes to dramatically reduce domestic emissions” 

(UK-GBC, 2014: p. 5). In the UK, this is unquestionably a major challenge because of the generally poor energy 

performance of this part of the stock.  

Analysing the energy consumption of UK dwellings in detail, indicates that heating accounts for 

approximately 65% of the total UK household energy use, as shown in Table 2.1 (BEIS, 2019a). 

 

 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.brighton.ac.uk/science/article/pii/S0301421512006003#bib42
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TABLE 2.1 DOMESTIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY END USE (BEIS, 2019B) 

End use 
Thousand tonnes of oil 
equivalent (ktoe) %  

Space heating 27,144 64.8% 

Water heating 7,040 16.8% 

Cooking 1,108 2.6% 

Lighting 1,215 2.9% 

Appliances 5,360 12.8% 

Total domestic 41,866 100% 

For this reason, to achieve the carbon reduction target for the residential sector, it is the Government’s aim 

to reduce heating energy consumption (HEC) through retrofit interventions (HM Government, 2012). 

Therefore, the attention to the thermal performance of buildings has noticeably increased in the last decade 

in order to reduce their energy demand and consequently the carbon emissions and fuel costs associated 

with it (Little et al., 2015). 

Looking at the age of the existing housing stock, the UK owns the oldest dwellings in Europe (BPIE, 2011). 

Approximately 6 million, more than one fifth of the total housing stock in UK, are traditional buildings (STBA, 

2012a) such definition applies to dwellings built before 1919 with solid permeable walls (Historic England, 

2011). They represent the 21% of the housing stock in England (Organ et al., 2020) and were built at a time 

when very low energy standards were applied (Dowson et al., 2012) and when the comfort expectations of 

the users were certainly different from those of today (DCLG 2012). Only following the oil crisis, in the 70s did 

the Building Regulations start to set up U-value standards for dwellings to limit heat-loss. Therefore, the 

homes built before that time, typically perform poorly due to solid walls, single-glazing, un-insulated roofs, 

and floors.  

To pursue the aim of reducing carbon emissions, demolition of this section of the housing stock would not be 

the most sustainable solution. Indeed, previous studies have already highlighted how refurbishment of 

traditional buildings is the best choice in terms of energy savings and waste reduction, as well as mitigation of 

other environmental impact categories (Godwin, 2011; Power, 2008; Sanfilippo and Ngan, 2007; Wilson, 

2007). When considering the embodied energy across their lifecycle (Power, 2008), it has been argued that 

they could even result better performing than new buildings (Organ et al., 2020).  However, despite they have 

been identified as a key target for energy efficiency retrofit (DECC, 2012), their role in contributing to energy 

and carbon reductions has been very limited to date.  

The problem of retrofitting traditional dwellings in the UK is extremely challenging as they behave in a way 

which is totally different from modern ones. Their materials and constructions are, in fact, meant to allow the 

passage of moisture; any unsympathetic intervention, that does not take this characteristic into account, may 

turn out to be detrimental (BRE, 2014b). 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.ezproxy.brighton.ac.uk/science/article/pii/S0301421512006003#bib43
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Furthermore, most of these buildings are also certainly of some cultural or historical value, therefore their 

preservation is of highest importance as a symbol of history and culture of a society. Hence, most alterations 

on traditional dwellings need to be weighed as well against the effects that they can have on their fabric and 

aesthetics (STBA, 2012a; Organ et al., 2020).  

The criticality of the problem increases considering that about 25% of the traditional housing stock in the UK 

are listed dwellings (approximately 300,000) or dwellings that belong to conservation areas (1.2 million) 

(Bottrill, 2005)2. Listed buildings are an important part of the nation’s heritage hence their conservation is a 

main concern because of their architectural and/or historical values. However, the energy upgrade of these 

buildings is also a key issue, to enable them to be resilient and withstand future challenges. The NPPF 

considers energy retrofit a priority to work towards a low-carbon future as well as to protect the heritage, to 

keep it operational and enjoyable for the next generations (DCLG, 2012). At the same time, any intervention 

in this type of dwellings is a particularly sensitive issue; to the point that they can be exempt from fulfilling 

any energy performance requirement when rented out or sold  (Directive 2010/31/EU of the European 

Parliament), or when subject to works of restoration, refurbishment or extension, if these prove to put the 

building’s heritage value at risk (AD L1B, HM Government, 2010). Any retrofit measure must be carefully 

assessed when it comes to act on such a delicate subject where cultural heritage is involved. The proposed 

interventions must ensure that the impacts will be beneficial and effective whilst preserving the historical 

character of the building (Halliday, 2009).  That is why restrictions apply to the permissible alterations on 

listed buildings. At a first glance this limits their potential for energy improvement (Prince’s Regeneration 

Trust, 2010).  

The Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 attempted to simplify the regulatory process for alterations 

of large heritage buildings or of groups of buildings with the introduction of Heritage Partnership Agreements 

(HPAs) and Local Listed Buildings Consent Orders (LLBCOs). Both these instruments allow for listed building 

consent to be granted for specified works for alteration of listed buildings. Although not specifically aimed at 

this, HPAs and/or LLBCOs could be used as means to roll out the application of sympathetic energy retrofit 

measures on large groups of similar heritage buildings (Historic England, 2015a and 2015b). These have 

however been rarely used and in very specific contexts.  

Hence, the existence of two apparently incommunicable formations: ‘conservationists’, who strive for the 

protection of the heritage to the point of unconditionally considering it exempt from any energy upgrading 

 

2 The proportion could be bigger as one single listed entry can sometimes cover a number of individual units, such as 
a row of terraced houses and also because this is a relatively old reference.  
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measure in that potential threat to its character and significance, and ‘environmentalists’ who would 

paradoxically surrender to the loss of the heritage in name of a low-carbon future.  

A viable solution could be found as mediation between these two extremes: the principles of heritage 

conservation and environment protection could find a common ground in a sustainable approach. The mere 

conservation of heritage buildings contributes to the social aspect of sustainability, keeping future 

generations linked to their history. However, it is not specifically strong when it comes to the environmental 

and economic sides of sustainability; these two aspects are likely to undermine the social one in the long run 

because at some point to keep poorly performing buildings in use may not anymore be environmentally 

justifiable. Operating energy in fact is a key part of the sustainability of a system because of the direct 

connection with the production of carbon emissions and the consumption of non-renewable resources. 

Therefore, the body of scientific research corroborates that it is necessary to devise ways to improve the 

energy performance of TLDs with low-impact interventions that respect the characteristics of buildings in 

order to allow the heritage to withstand future challenges (Godwin, 2011; Organ et al., 2020). Such an 

approach can help to keep areas of cultural and heritage merit in UK towns and cities liveable for residents 

for a longer, more sustained period of time, therefore integrating resilience strategies not just into the design 

of new buildings (Al-Saeed et al., 2014) but also in the conservation of the historic heritage. 

2.3 Energy performance of the existing building stock 

A critical review of literature shows that there is a significant gap in research on the existing building stock 

energy performance in its original condition. This gap in knowledge generated the first substantial ambiguity 

around energy retrofit measures suitable for traditional buildings (Moran, 2013; Panayiotou, 2014; STBA, 

2012). This field of research has recently developed, however, the study of the energy performance of 

buildings in their status-quo, is still fundamental to establish a base-case to effectively measure interventions’ 

impacts when parameters are altered.  

2.3.1 Energy performance of dwellings 

The studies reviewed in this section show how prevalent the use of energy simulation tools is to investigate 

the current energy consumption and potential retrofit measures applicable to existing dwellings. Energy 

simulation was applied to models representative of a typical part of the building stock, or to real CSs; the 

availability of real buildings to investigate and the number of CSs involved constitute an important 

determinant of the type and depth of the research conducted, and of the validation approach used.  

Energy models representative of typical dwellings stocks and dynamic energy simulation (DES) were used in 

the studies conducted by Porrit (2012) and Marshall et al. (2016) in the UK, Fazeli and Davidsdottir (2017) in 

Island, Panayiotou (2014) in Cyprus. The number of models created varies among the studies, depending on 
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the size of the population investigated (from only one model for the study conducted by Marshall et al. 

investigating a typical UK semi-detached dwelling, to seven models needed in Porrit’s study to represent the 

housing stock in London and South-East England).  Their purposes range from investigating the thermal 

behaviour of the representative models under specific weather scenarios (Porrit, 2012) or the variation of 

their energy performance due to physical (e.g. aging) or social (e.g. different energy conservation behaviours) 

factors (Fazeli and Davidsdottir, 2017) or to different occupancy patterns (Marshall et al., 2016), or to a range 

of energy saving measures (Panayiotou, 2014). The models created by all the mentioned studies relied on 

input data obtained by the statistical analysis of the population to investigate and by benchmark studies for 

the decisions concerning, amongst others, type of dwelling, materials and constructions, floor area, glazed 

area, weather data, infiltration rate, ventilation rate, internal heat gains, type of heating/cooling and 

domestic hot water (DHW) system and occupancy data. These studies did not use real CS dwellings but 

created hypothetical models representative of a population. As such, their validation strategy was made 

either using statistical energy data (Marshall et al., 2016), or data from similar studies (Panayiotou, 2014), or 

measured DHW data from the population investigated (Fazeli and Davidsdottir, 2017), or indoor temperature 

data from one small dwelling belonging to the typology investigated (Porrit, 2012). 

The use of real CSs instead, allows for calibration of the results obtained from simulation using measured 

energy use and/or indoor conditions data. The study conducted by Summerfield et al. (2015) applied this 

concept to a wide number of cases using a simplified steady-state simulation tool; a sample of 255 three-

bedroom dwellings was selected in the UK, and divided in construction age-bands, to compare measured and 

simulated gas consumption over two years. The study used predictions from the Cambridge Housing Model 

to provide basic data on the characteristics of each household (age and other socio-demographic data) and 

dwelling (age-band, type, and size). For post-1919 dwellings, measured annual gas consumption was found 

slightly higher than the model predictions. For pre-1919 dwellings instead, the empirical estimates were 

markedly lower than the model predictions. According to the authors, these results suggest that retrofit of 

older dwellings may generate lower energy savings than predicted by current models. However, this study 

also confirms the importance of using empirical data for calibration of traditional buildings energy models to 

guarantee that their predicted thermal behaviour resembles the one of their real-world counterparts. The 

research conducted by Georgiou (2015), using seven CSs and DES, achieved a more powerful validation of the 

models created, utilising both real energy use data and indoor temperatures. 

2.3.2 Energy performance of traditional buildings of heritage value 

A minority of the studies reviewed investigated the performance of traditional buildings of heritage value. 

Most of them utilised a few (or only one) CSs of listed public buildings. The use of questionnaire surveys has 

been sometimes considered a reliable method for the investigation of the status-quo energy performance, 
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like in the study conducted by Akande et al. (2015) of six CSs listed churches. However, it proves inadequate, 

on its own, to then devise and assess potential solutions for energy upgrading the CSs selected.  

More in-depth studies were conducted using one single CS of heritage value and energy simulation for 

assessing the actual energy consumption and the potential reduction obtainable with various retrofit 

measures. However, energy modelling buildings of heritage value can prove quite challenging, due - amongst 

other reasons - to the complexity of their geometry and constructions. This limitation was noted in the study 

conducted by Franco et al. (2014) investigating potential retrofit interventions on a large listed public building 

in Italy using a quasi-steady-state simulation tool.  To create the model, in fact, the authors had to simplify 

the actual geometry of the building (the irregular shapes of the historical walls were approximated to right 

angles and constant thickness and the vaulted ceilings were modelled as flat ones). This may have had some 

risk of rendering the model non-representative of the actual building and its real performance.  The model 

was validated using one year of energy use data, but such data was available only for a portion of the 

building, which is a further limitation of the study.  

The use of dynamic tools implies the same difficulties in the definition of the geometry and requires a wider 

range of input data to be collected to ensure the reliability of the results generated. One single CS heritage 

building was investigated using DES in the research conducted by Blecich et al. (2016) in Croatia, to assess the 

current performance of the building selected before and after energy improvement interventions.  The model 

was validated calibrating the results of the simulation with measured energy data from a nearby similar 

building, which proves an interesting method, but the validity of it could be questioned. One single case was 

also investigated in the studies conducted by Ascione et al. (2011), Mora et al. (2015), and Sahin et al. (2015), 

also in the Mediterranean region. All of them made use of DES to assess the status-quo energy performance 

and the benefits of selected interventions on a heritage public building accounting for its cultural heritage 

value. The most holistic approach was adopted by Ascione et al. (2011), proposing a methodology for the 

performance analysis which coupled several experimental studies and simulations aiming at generating a 

model as close as possible to the real building. The model was validated comparing the results of the energy 

simulation with the meter-reading of gas and electricity. This approach guarantees an in-depth understanding 

of the building’s materials and techniques and the generation of a realistic model but does not prove to be 

easily replicable on historic dwellings due to the invasiveness of the experimental studies involved (e.g. core 

testing).  

Few other studies were conducted on listed buildings in their entirety. The conspicuous body of research 

produced by Historic Scotland and Historic England on the analysis of traditional buildings performance 

looked in depth at one or more elements of the external envelope, like windows (Baker, 2008a; Heat et al., 

2010a; Heat and Baker, 2013; Wood at al., 2009) or walls (Baker & Rhee-Duverne, 2013), or specifically at 

their U-values (Baker, 2008b; Baker, 2011) or investigated the potentialities of energy simulation software in 
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the evaluation of the building energy performance (Barnham et al., 2008; Heat et al., 2010b; Ingram & 

Jenkins, 2013; Jenkins, 2008).  

The critical review of the literature on the subject of retrofitting buildings of historic or architectural merit, 

confirms what was already evinced by Brostrom et al. (2014), that often the two aspects of energy efficiency 

improvements and preservation of heritage values were addressed from separate perspectives failing to take 

a comprehensive approach to the problem. The projects that attempted to devise a method for decision-

making concerning energy improvement measures for historic buildings (Gigliarelli et al., 2011; Grytli, 2012) 

often concluded identifying the fundamental phases of this process as: definition of the existing condition 

and performance of the building; assessment of possible measures through interdisciplinary tools and 

methods; selection of the most appropriate interventions. To date, there is scientific consensus about the 

need for such a systematic approach where environmental considerations can be weighed against the impact 

on heritage values. 

Investigating traditional dwellings of heritage value, Giombini and Pinchi (2015), in Italy, noticed how the 

historic built environment, often considered poorly performing but untouchable, is generally excluded from 

studies and retrofit scenarios. This knowledge gap was pointed out also by Krugten et al. (2016), in The 

Netherlands, although historical dwellings, in this study, are those built before 1970. This research focused 

only on energy efficiency, but the authors concluded noting that cultural values of dwellings (and the 

potential impact of energy saving measures on them) are also factors that should be considered in the 

decision-making process to improve the overall sustainability of historic dwellings.  

One study in the southern European region, attempted a comprehensive approach to the energy analysis of 

heritage dwellings in their status-quo and post retrofit. The methodology devised by Flores (2013) utilised CSs 

and multiple methods of data collection and generation, including DES and monitoring. However, this study 

was set in the Mediterranean area, where energy used for heating is only 20% of the whole domestic sector 

energy consumption (EEA, 2017), where the main heating systems are mostly individual electric devices and 

the DHW is generally provided by hot water tanks and electric immersion heaters (Flores, 2013). All these 

factors make this work only generalisable to the same or similar climate.  

In the UK, both Organ et al. (2020) and Wise et al. (2021) utilised steady-state models (SAP and RdSAP) for 

the analysis of the outcome of a range of retrofit measures for traditional dwellings. The first study created 

five archetypal models, representative of the population investigated, while the second utilised 12 CS 

traditional heritage dwellings.  A more in-depth analysis would have been possible by means of DES, 

however, both studies are important as they highlighted the potential energy and carbon savings achievable 

with sensible retrofit interventions for this part of the stock that has often been excluded from the 

decarbonisation efforts. The research carried out by Ingram (2013) in Scotland, made use of both steady-
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state (SAP and RdSAP) and dynamic simulation (IES-VE) tools to assess the energy performance of five CSs 

traditional dwellings aiming to compare the quality of the results generated by the different methods. Only in 

one dwelling did the research use measured data over a whole year to calibrate predicted energy demand 

against measured data. Acknowledging the limitations intrinsic in the limited sample of cases utilised, this 

study is significant because it found that the dynamic simulation methodology can provide a highly detailed 

analysis for the investigation of traditional dwellings, hence should be preferred to steady-state tools; 

however, its accuracy also strictly depends upon accurate data collection. Similarly, Moran (2013) 

investigated three CSs traditional dwellings in Bath, simulating their energy consumption using three steady-

state assessment systems and one dynamic modelling tool and validating the predicted energy use results 

against actual energy use data, confirming the higher reliability of the results obtainable with DES. This study 

moved one step further as it also assessed the outcome of a range of retrofit measures on the dwellings 

investigated. The research conducted by Mohammadpourkarbasi (2015) also made use of DES to assess the 

energy performance of a 19th C terraced house, before and after the application of a range of energy saving 

measures and validated the model using empirical energy use data.  

2.3.3 Key findings – the knowledge gap 

The critical literature review evidenced how the use of DES is extensive in research concerning the energy 

performance of buildings; the choice of CSs allows for a reliable validation when using simulation as main 

method because it consents to compare simulated and measured data, providing triangulation of findings 

and a better reliability of the results generated. The studies conducted on heritage buildings constitute only a 

minority of the whole body of research about energy efficiency and are often limited either to the 

investigation of potential retrofit interventions or of their heritage value, while a comprehensive approach to 

the problem has been repeatedly called for, to aid in the decision making concerning responsible energy 

retrofit measures for this part of the stock. Furthermore, most of the studies on heritage buildings looked at 

one single CS (often public) and little has been done to date for heritage dwellings. The research conducted 

on traditional dwellings by Ingram (2013) and Moran (2013) in the UK, are good examples (however limited 

to the investigation of their status-quo – Ingram, 2013 – and both using a limited number of cases and a 

validation strategy limited to energy consumption data, applied only for part of the cases). The studies 

conducted by Organ et al. (2020) and Wise et al. (2021) attempted a more comprehensive approach to the 

problem of traditional heritage dwellings retrofit. However, their results may have some limitations due to 

the use of steady-state models, of archetypal dwellings instead of real CSs (Organ et al., 2020), and to the lack 

of a validation strategy based on measured data. Nothing similar has been done yet using the materials and 

construction frequently used in the South-East of England. Furthermore, the methodology can be improved 

using multiple methods of data collection, quality check and analysis and more CSs could be used to enhance 

the validity of the study. Due to the wide range of uncertainty in the input data and in the assumptions 
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necessary to model traditional dwellings, the potential of such models to accurately represent the thermal 

behaviour of the real building that they represent is strictly linked to the amount of data used for calibration. 

Only a few studies on traditional heritage buildings calibrated their results with real data and frequently they 

were limited to a single CS. 

The literature reviewed cast light on a gap in research concerning the investigation of current energy 

performance and thermal behaviour of TLDs in England, to aid in the decisions regarding potential retrofit 

interventions for this part of the stock using a holistic and comprehensive methodology capable of balancing 

environmental and cultural issues. 

Table 2.2 summarises the main sources of literature reviewed, concerning energy performance of: dwellings, 

heritage public buildings and traditional heritage/listed dwellings. Highlighted in grey are the studies that 

made use of simulation for investigating the current energy performance and, often, potential improvements 

attainable with retrofit interventions; highlighted in yellow are the studies executed in the UK of which only 

one (Porritt, 2012) is directly comparable to the current study for its geographical location. 

TABLE 2.2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE CONCERNING ENERGY PERFORMANCE OF: DWELLINGS, HERITAGE PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND 

TRADITIONAL HERITAGE/LISTED DWELLINGS 

Subject Author 
(year) 

Study 
location 

Sample 
size 
 

Research tool Data used for 
validation 

Comments 

 
Dwellings 

Fazeli and 
Davidsdottir 
(2017) 

 
Iceland 

3 Models  
Represen
tative of 
dwelling 
types 

Simulation  
 

12years hot 
water use  

Limited validation strategy 
Behavioural energy-saving 
measures only 

Georgiou 
(2015) 

 
Cyprus 

7  
CSs 
detached 
houses 

Simulation  
 

1year electricity 
and oil use 
1month indoor 
temperature 

Not specific to traditional 
and/or heritage dwellings 

Marshall et 
al. (2016) 

 
UK 

1 Model  
Represen
tative of 
typical 
semideta
ched 
solid-
walled 
dwelling 

Simulation  
 

Statistical 1year 
gas and 
electricity use 

Limited validation strategy  
Behavioural energy-saving 
measures only 

Panayiotou 
(2014) 

 
Cyprus 

2 Models  
Represen
tative of 
typical 
types of 
new and 
existing 
dwellings 

Simulation 
 

Results from 
similar studies 

Limited validation strategy   
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Porrit (2012)  
England 
(South- 

East) 

7 Models  
Represen
tative of 
dwelling 
types 

Simulation  
 

1month indoor 
temperature for 
a studio flat 

Limited validation strategy  
Thermal behaviour during 
heat waves only 

Summerfield 
et al. (2015) 

 
UK 

255  
CSs 
three-
bedroom
s 
dwellings 

Simulation  
 

2 years gas use  Steady-state models only 
Limited validation strategy  
Status-quo condition only 

Heritage 
public 
buildings 

Ascione et 
al. (2011) 

Italy 1 CS 
public 
heritage 
building 

Simulation and 
experimental 
studies 
 

1year gas and 
electricity use 

Only one CS 
Invasive methods of data 
collection 
Limited validation strategy 

Akande et al. 
(2015) 

 
UK 

6 CSs 
grade I 
listed 
churches 

Questionnaire 
survey  
 

n.a. Limited research 
methodology and methods 
Status-quo condition only 

Blecich et al. 
(2016) 

 
Croatia 

1 CS 
public 
heritage 
building 

Simulation  
 

1year gas and 
electricity use of 
a nearby similar 
building 

Only one CS 
Limited validation strategy 

Franco et al. 
(2014) 

 
Italy 

1 CS 
public 
heritage 
building 

Simulation  
 

1year gas and 
electricity use of 
a part of the 
complex 
 

Only one CS 
Limited validation strategy 

Mora et al. 
(2015) 

 
Italy 

1 CS 
public 
heritage 
building 

Simulation  
 

gas and 
electricity use 

Only one CS 
Limited validation strategy 

Sahin et al. 
(2015) 

 
Turkey 

1 CS 
historical 
building 

Simulation  
 

1year gas and 
electricity use 
10 days indoor 
temperature of 
each room 

Only one CS 
 

Traditional 
heritage/ 
listed 
dwellings 
 
 

Flores (2013)  
Portugal 
(Oporto) 

10 CSs 
historical 
dwellings 

Simulation  
 

1year electricity 
use 
1month indoor 
temperature for 
4 CSs 

Limited in its geographic 
context 

Ingram 
(2013) 

 
Scotland 

5 CSs 
tradition
al 
dwellings 

Simulation  
 

1year gas and 
electricity use 
for 1 dwelling 

Limited validation strategy  
Status-quo condition only 

Krugten et 
al. (2016) 

 
The 

Netherland
s 

3 CSs 
neighbou
rhoods in 
3 cities 

Energy labels  
 

n.a. Limited research 
methodology and methods 
Assessment of energy 
savings only 

Mohammad
pourkarbasi 
(2015) 

 
UK 

1 CS 19C 
end-
terraced 
house 

Simulation  
 

1year gas and 
electricity use 

Only one CS 
Limited validation strategy  
Assessment of energy 
savings only 
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Moran 
(2013) 

 
England 
(Bath) 

3 CSs 
tradition
al 
dwellings 

Simulation  
 

1year gas and 
electricity use  

Limited number of CSs  
Limited validation strategy 

Organ et al. 
(2020) 

 
UK 

5 Models  
represen
tative of 
tradition
al 
dwelling  

Simulation  
 

n.a. Limited validation strategy 
due to the use of archetypal 
models 
Steady-state models only 

Wise et al. 
(2021) 

 
UK 

12 CSs 
heritage 
dwellings 

Simulation  
 

1year total 
energy use 

Steady-state models only  
Behavioural energy-saving 
measures and low-risk 
interventions only 

2.4 Modelling and simulation in traditional buildings  

2.4.1 Overview 

The vast body of research concerning energy simulation of buildings was examined to aid in the decision 

concerning the most applicable method for the energy analysis for the purpose of this study; then, to select 

the most suitable software capable of modelling traditional dwellings.  

A simulation model is a computer model that provides information on the energy uses in a building (ASHRAE, 

2002). It is made using input data concerning building geometry, materials, systems, and occupancy, along 

with specific weather data. When run, the computer simulation can predict the energy use and demand in 

the building investigated for a time interval specified in the simulation model (ASHRAE, 2002). Szokolay et al. 

(2008) defined the term modelling as making a “logic machine”, capable of representing the material 

properties of the building and physics processes in it. According to Szokolay et al. (2008) simulation is a 

numerical experimentation with the model aiming to assess its response to changing conditions inside and 

outside the building. Wei et al. (2014) described the process of BES as a mathematical model of the energy 

required to heat a building. It considers a range of heat flows, which includes: heat from internal sources (e.g. 

people and equipment), heat from the heating system, heat through ventilation and infiltration, heat 

transmission through the building envelope, heat from solar gain through external windows and heat stored 

in or released from thermal mass. 

The application of simulation methods for the analysis of the building energy performance is a validated 

strategy used to assist in the design process of energy efficient buildings, as well as in the choice of suitable 

retrofit interventions on the existing stock (Table 2.3). It can be employed to explore the effects of local 

climate, occupants’ behaviour, geometry, materials, construction techniques and retrofit interventions on the 

building’s final energy consumption. Simulation has several advantages compared to a field test: it is less time 

consuming and less expensive compared to a field experiment; importantly, in buildings in use, it is non-
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intrusive; it can control factors like outside weather data to isolate the sole effects of occupancy as well as 

those of one retrofit measure or of a combination of them (Yang et al., 2014).  

Nevertheless, when it comes to traditional buildings, there are some important concerns with regards to the 

proper application of models and performance simulation software to investigate the energy consumption of 

this part of the stock. Primary concerns are raised around deploying energy simulation for historical buildings, 

particularly because the complexity of the construction materials and technology of the traditional stock 

compared to new buildings, requires skilled and knowledgeable modellers (STBA, 2012a, 2012b). 

2.4.2 Performance Gap  

Research highlighted a substantial performance gap existing between the design target and measured 

performance of both new and refurbished buildings in the UK, where imperfect modelling, specification 

uncertainty, occupant behaviour, and poor workmanship and site management have been identified amongst 

the main causes (Glew et al., 2017; Hardy et al., 2018). Previous research about performance and energy 

efficiency of traditional buildings frequently highlighted a significant gap between current monitored research 

evidence and most modelling of traditional building performance (Barnham et al., 2008; Heat et al., 2010b; 

Ingram & Jenkins, 2013; Jenkins, 2008; Moran, 2013, STBA, 2012a). Performance Gap is a research field in 

itself and will not be further investigated in this study but it is interesting to compare the studies by Wingfield 

et al. (2011), Thompson & Bootland (2011) and Taylor & Morgan (2011) on the Performance Gap for new 

build, with works by Rye (2010), Baker (2011) and Hubbard (2011) on traditional buildings. From the cited 

studies, it emerges how the Performance Gap between the model of a traditional building and as-built reality 

may be considerable. However, while new buildings’ performance is frequently overestimated by the 

simulation, research has demonstrated that traditional buildings often perform much better than expected 

because of processes and synergies that are not well seized by simulation.  

2.4.3 Building Performance Evaluation methods 

There is a general agreement about the need for Building Performance Evaluation (BPE) methods to help 

better understand the actual energy performance of buildings and how this can be improved, ultimately 

aiming to close the gap between predicted and real performance (Sharpe, 2013). These are applicable to both 

new and existing buildings.  

A large body of research on BPE of new dwellings was carried out by the Zero Carbon Hub (2013, 2014a and 

2014b) and focused on zero carbon homes. The approach taken in these studies includes a range of methods 

and tools, e.g.: airtightness testing, analysis of designs and relevant documents, building users satisfaction 

surveys, co-heating tests, external and internal temperature and humidity monitoring, fabric testing, flow 

rates checks of MVHR units, monitoring of heating, electricity, and hot water, internal carbon dioxide 
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monitoring, windows opening monitoring, interviews with design and construction team members, thermal 

imaging and walkthrough surveys to name but a few (Zero Carbon Hub, 2021). 

The National Energy Efficiency Database (NEED) (BEIS, 2021b) evaluated existing dwellings retrofit based on 

annual fuel bill data. Furthermore, a range of in-use monitoring and BPE projects has been undertaken to 

investigate the actual performance of retrofitted dwellings. Although these studies were often limited to a 

few buildings, they usually utilised a more in-depth approach. An extensive analysis of energy performance of 

retrofitted homes was carried out as a part of the Retrofit for the Future (RfF) programme, which applied a 

whole-house approach to deep retrofitting of social housing, aimed at achieving an 80% CO2 reduction. Both 

the Technology Strategy Board (now Innovate UK) (TSB, 2014) and Oxford Brookes University (Gupta & Gregg, 

2016; Gupta et al, 2015) produced a large body of research examining the RfF programme to highlight the gap 

between intent and outcome. The methods and tools utilised in these studies included: airtightness testing, 

energy and water use monitoring, environmental conditions monitoring, final project reports analysis, 

interviews with residents, on-site technical reviews of the completed retrofits, project team diaries and 

thermal imaging. Gupta and Barnfied (2014) also investigated unintended consequences of retrofit 

interventions in a large number of households across the UK utilizing occupant interviews, questionnaires, 

activity diaries and monitoring of energy use and environmental conditions to collect qualitative and 

quantitative data on energy use and behaviours. The study conducted by Sharpe and Shearer (2012) looked 

at the pre- and post-retrofit performance of one single listed stone tenement building by means of space and 

water heating energy consumption monitoring and subsequent analysis, users satisfaction surveys, 

monitoring of indoor temperature, CO2 and RH, and thermal imaging.  Stinson et al. (2015) investigated the 

performance of one single building element (a retrofitted flat roof) in a historic library, by means of U-value 

measurement (using heat flux meters and thermocouples) and hygrothermal analysis (using data loggers and 

visual surveys) of the roof construction, before and after the intervention.  

A major determinant of the performance gap in retrofit projects, is the increased risk of interstitial 

condensation introduced by internal wall insulation (BEIS, 2021a), hence BPE studies often aim to assess the 

outcome of the application of internal wall insulation in retrofit projects. For this purpose, Jenkins (2011) 

utilised in-situ measurement of U-values in older stone properties and Bennadji et al (2012) used 

thermographic surveys in masonry and lath walls in a traditional domestic building. Nevertheless, limited 

empirical research has been conducted on the dynamic moisture behaviour of traditional buildings. To 

address this gap, the Demonstration of Energy Efficiency Potential (DEEP) project is currently performing BPE 

before and after retrofit of solid walls insulation (BEIS, 2021a).  

All the methods described contribute to investigating the actual performance of new or existing buildings in 

use and can provide reliable data to compare the simulated performance of retrofitted dwellings vs the real 

outcome of interventions.  
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2.4.4 Dynamic simulation software applications vs. steady-state assessment applications  

Not only do the results of simulations frequently differ from the real monitored data, but also, the results 

achieved for the same building using different assessment tools often vary significantly. This is even more 

true for traditional buildings, where many constructions are unknown, and the models can only produce a 

simplified version of the real CS. Historic Scotland commissioned several studies to assess the applicability 

and accuracy of current energy modelling tools in relation to older, traditionally built properties. Barnham et 

al. (2008) showed how different steady-state energy rating tools (NHER, SAP, RdSAP) used on the same 

building, generated different results, depending on the content and amount of the input data. A conspicuous 

body of research was conducted to compare steady-state and dynamic energy simulation (DES) methods. 

Heath et al. (2010b) obtained a wide range of results for the same building simulated using different steady-

state calculation systems (SAP, RdSAP, NHER, SBEM) and a dynamic one (ESP-r), which generated 

uncertainties in identifying which application provides the most accurate output. The authors concluded 

affirming that the sensitivity of any software model is largely conditioned by the ‘human element’: the 

knowledge and expertise of the software user as well as the occupants’ behaviour. Furthermore, the range of 

assumptions (heating pattern, heating mix, occupancy pattern, U-values, air-exchange rates to cite but some) 

made by most models can build up some inaccuracies. The authors agreed in considering the assessment 

produced by the current rating systems only as a relative indicator of the energy use of a traditional building, 

which heats and cools in different ways from a modern one and deserves a more holistic approach to 

properly describe its thermal behaviour. Finally, they acknowledged the accuracy of the calculation 

methodology behind DES models, where each component in the building fabric can be modelled accurately in 

terms of thermal conductivity, hygroscopicity and density, the heating system is placed within the building, 

accurate heating regime sets in terms of time and temperature can be applied and calculations can be 

undertaken on a variable time frame over a full year.  

On the other hand, a DES involves massive amount of data, which is not always easy to procure (input data) 

or interpret (output data). Ingram and Jenkins (2013) arrived at a similar conclusion analysing the difference 

between steady-state calculation models (SAP for new dwellings, Rd SAP for existing ones, SBEM for non-

domestic properties) and some DES models (IES-VE, Tas, Hevacomp). The latter were deemed far more 

detailed, therefore applicable to domestic buildings for research purposes. 

When it comes to energy analysis of traditional terraced flats, Jenkins (2008) also observed the need to 

address the important modelling issue of considering the heat-loss to neighbouring residential units (both 

occupied and unoccupied). The study recommended the use of a DES model for this purpose, to evaluate 

varying heat-loss parameters over time, while steady-state models, by definition, generally struggle to 

quantify such effects accurately.  
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The steady-state applications currently used for energy efficiency rating (like NHER, SAP, rdSAP) are therefore 

considered not to be appropriate for historic dwellings for several reasons. In terms of construction dates, 

most energy modelling software systems use bands related to changes in Building Standards to guarantee, to 

some extent, a certain level of accuracy (Heath et al., 2010b), which is good but not enough. In fact, 

everything built before 1919 is generally grouped into a single category (‘Pre-1919’ or ‘Pre-1900’, depending 

on the software) regardless of the changes of construction materials and techniques throughout the country 

along the decades. Traditional buildings nonetheless differ widely, as for their age and location, in terms of 

their forms, materials and construction methods (Organ et al., 2020). This frequently generates imprecision 

when modelling the energy efficiency of older dwellings with steady-state methods. Some steady-state 

software packages use general climate data for each country, not accounting for local ones; this as well can 

lead to unrealistic energy results depending on the geographic location of the property. Furthermore, steady-

state energy assessment tools use standard U-values to assign to the external envelope, independently from 

the actual constructions (Rye, 2010; Baker, 2011). This leads to a misunderstanding of the thermal 

performance of these elements, usually underestimated, and thus contributes to the degree of error 

embedded in whole building models. Finally, the purpose of steady-state applications differs from DES 

software applications in that the former can simulate the energy use of buildings in a static setting (as 

opposed to a dynamic setting, which is what happens in reality). As such, steady-state applications must 

assume many variables in real life as constant, to be able to deal with simulation. Their simulation therefore 

is much more unrealistic than that obtained by DES. DES instead produces real-time and dynamic results, 

hence its output changes as and when the contextual conditions of the simulated space change (e.g. external 

ambient temperature, solar-gain, micro and macro flows, air ventilations, air exchange, convectional heat 

exchange, etc.). 

There is now scientific consensus in considering that dynamic models are more likely to produce realistic 

results in relation to traditional dwellings. Hence, the use of DES was preferred in this study as it ensures 

accuracy, flexibility, more control over parameters and ease of adjustment; therefore, it is more likely to 

provide this study with more accurate and realistic results for TLDs. 

2.4.5 Dynamic simulation software applications in research 

Numerous whole building DES programs are available today and many studies attempted an evaluation and 

comparison of them. Crawley at al. (2008) analysed 20 major programs highlighting potentialities and limits 

for each of them. They evinced that many simulation models are mostly design tools used to investigate, 

more or less in depth, the potential energy consumption of a building at an early stage during its design 

process, while some others are more suitable for a deep energy investigation of an existing building. Yang et 

al. (2014) compared five software currently used for design as well as analysis of existing buildings: DOE-2, 

Energy-Plus, IES-VE, ESP-R, TRNSYS. They concluded that Energy-Plus and IES-VE are both suitable to analyse 
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the overall energy consumption of a building, as they are both capable of connecting occupancy load and 

changes with heating requirements.  

Energy-Plus and IES-VE were described with reference to their strengths and weaknesses by Szokolay et al. 

(2008). Energy-Plus has the most comprehensive coverage of materials, systems and weather data and is 

available for free. The program, however, lacks a comprehensive easy-to-use graphical user interface. 

Therefore, geometry needs to be entered numerically and this can lead to a long process and increases the 

risk of human errors. Moreover, any error in the model development stage is only revealed during the 

simulation run time. IES-VE, on the other hand, has an excellent combination of modelling capabilities and a 

simple and clear user interface. It provides several simulation tools that share the same information across, 

and this increases the efficiency of simulation studies. However, it is expensive and requires considerable 

experience to use it effectively.  

Therefore, initial investigation was conducted into previously published research that made use of Energy-

Plus or IES-VE, to clarify the potentialities and limits of their use for the modelling of traditional dwellings. 

When Energy-Plus was still relatively new, Olsen & Chen (2003) used it to evaluate the potential energy 

savings of different low-energy cooling systems for a recently built building outside London. Their research 

presented results from validation studies and concluded that Energy-Plus provides sufficient accuracy for 

most energy simulation applications. The software has since been used to simulate dwellings energy 

consumption in a wide body of research. Pernigotto et al. (2012) applied Energy-Plus to evaluate a whole set 

of possible retrofit alternatives for a model representative of an apartment building in three different climatic 

regions in Italy, to find the optimal solution for energy refurbishment, considering energy aspects as well as 

economic impacts. Love (2014) used Energy-Plus to model a typical semi-detached UK dwelling and explore 

the sensitivity of heating energy consumption to the occupants’ heating behaviour. Love noted that models 

using standard (normative) behavioural assumptions, such as SAP, underestimate post-retrofit-intervention 

heating demand, for a variety of reasons and mainly because they do not account for occupants’ increased 

demand for comfort. Hence, the author chose Energy-Plus modelling software to include in the energy 

calculations not only the physical effect of retrofit interventions, but also the impacts of behavioural 

reactions. The research conducted by Wei et al. (2014) tested and verified the applicability of Energy-Plus for 

building performance simulation to quantify the impact of a set of energy saving behavioural measures on 

the residential space heating demand calculated for a pilot CS mid-terrace house in the South-West of 

England. Energy-Plus was also used to evaluate the energy performance of traditional existing buildings by 

Stazi et al. (2013). Their study, however, looked at only one element of the building envelope. They evaluated 

three different traditional wall constructions typical of temperate climates to identify optimal energy retrofit 

solutions using both experimental methods (monitoring) and analytical methods (energy simulation). By 

comparing the values measured during monitoring with the calculated ones, it was possible to develop 
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realistic virtual models. Energy-plus proved successful in studying historic buildings (Ascione et al. 2011) to 

reliably predict the current performance, as well as to investigate and test various retrofit scenarios from an 

environmental and economical point of view.  

A large body of research was also conducted using IES-VE for energy analysis of existing buildings and 

simulation of retrofit options. This software was successfully used in the UK for office buildings 

refurbishment, to evaluate the potentialities of double-skin façades (Pomponi, 2015), as well as for public 

buildings retrofit, to assess the energy performance pre- and post-intervention (Ahmed et al., 2017b). IES-VE 

was also used to simulate the performance of existing dwellings as well as possible effects of different passive 

interventions in the research conducted by McNally (2014) in Northern Ireland. It was also deemed an 

appropriate simulation tool to model innovative retrofit solutions, like triple-vacuum-glazed windows, for 

solid walled dwellings (Memon, 2014). In this study, IES-VE was utilised mainly because of the capabilities for 

modelling the specific retrofit solution investigated; however, the software was also considered the most 

suitable amongst a range of DES tools, as it facilitates a thorough evaluation of the building’s space-heating 

energy use, solar penetration, natural ventilation, infiltration and heating profiles, utilising realistic weather 

files. The software was chosen to simulate the energy performance (pre- and post-interventions) of listed 20th 

C dwellings in the UK (Ben and Steemers, 2014) where it was considered the most suitable tool due to its 

capabilities in the modelling of occupants’ behaviour and in testing different scenarios produced by a range of 

behavioural and physical variables. Ingram (2013), evaluating the status-quo energy performance of 

traditional dwellings in Scotland, concluded that the prime benefit of such simulation method is in its depth. 

On the other hand, the author advised on the possible drawbacks inherent in the use of DES models, that 

require detailed input data to provide detailed output. The validity of IES-VE also inarguably depends upon a 

certain level of expertise in the data collection as well as in the analysis of results. However, the software 

proved to be successful when used in research on traditional heritage dwellings retrofit. IES-VE was 

effectively adopted for the simulation of the energy and carbon emission savings achievable with different 

interventions on traditional dwellings in Bath (Moran, 2013), where it was deemed the most appropriate 

option to produce reliable results, comparing those obtained from the IES-VE simulation with those given by 

steady-state assessment tools and determining the loss of detail as a result of adopting steady-state models. 

The literature research conducted and reported here gives good reasons to believe that either Energy-Plus or 

IES-VE are suitable software to be used in this study for modelling the energy performance of TLDs.  
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2.5 Model validation 

2.5.1 Introduction 

The use of BES tools aiming to improve the energy performance of existing buildings has noticeably 

increased, but to use such tools with confidence, it is necessary to devise strategies to overcome their 

limitations (section 2.5.2) and improve their reliability. This can be achieved matching simulated and 

monitored data through the process called calibration, which is investigated in this section.  

2.5.2 Limitations of BES applications 

The use of BES applications to investigate and optimise the energy performance of buildings has enormously 

increased since they first emerged in the 70s (Monetti et al., 2015). Their widespread use is mainly a 

consequence of the increased awareness of the need to implement tighter energy conservation measures for 

buildings, triggered by the first oil crisis in late 1970s (Reddy, 2005).  

However, several studies to date highlighted significant discrepancies between simulated performance and 

measured data when energy simulation tools were deployed to assess the energy behaviour of existing 

buildings or to foresee that of new ones (BRE, 2014b; Dall & Toft, 2012; Heat et al., 2010; Hubbard, 2011; 

Ingram & Jenkins, 2013; Jenkins, 2008; Moran, 2013; STBA, 2012; Taylor & Morgan, 2011; Thompson & 

Bootland, 2011; Wingfield et al., 2011). Therefore, such instruments were frequently criticised for their lack 

of precision. These findings turned out to generate concern about the use of BES for retrofit as well as new 

design projects (Coakley, 2014).   

Concerns are even stronger when it comes to simulation of traditional buildings because of the intrinsic 

difficulties in correctly reproducing the thermal behaviour of this part of the stock (STBA, 2012).  This is 

mainly due to the amount of uncertainty associated with the inputted data necessary for modelling a 

traditional building and is even more true in the case of a building of heritage value. The main hurdles for 

investigation of the thermal envelope of such type of buildings are inherent in the analysis of their 

constructions and therefore of their U-values (Baker, 2011; Barnham et al., 2008; Rye, 2010). In fact, most of 

the times, intrusive tests are not permissible in old buildings of heritage value. When core sampling or U-

value testing are allowable, the complexity of traditional constructions and sometimes the changes applied to 

them over the time - for which, most of the times, no documentation is available - do not guarantee that the 

material build-ups discovered and the U-values measured only on a portion of the envelope, are the same 

found elsewhere in the same building, hence giving little scope for their use (Ascione, 2011; Baker, 2011; Rye, 

2010). The use of DES methods is especially recommended for investigating traditional dwellings, as allow for 

manually inputting wider range of data to facilitate simulation of the real condition of a building more 

accurately. 
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2.5.3 Validation of energy models  

In addition to the uncertainties discussed in 2.5.2, there are the complicacies in the investigation of buildings 

in use, which increase the need of thoroughly devised strategies for validating the results of DES, to ensure 

that the models created can generate realistic results.  

ASHRAE (2017b) considers three methods to evaluate the accuracy of simulation models:  

• empirical validation, where simulated results are compared to monitored data from real buildings 

• analytical verification, where the simulation outputs are compared to results from a known analytical 

solution 

• comparative testing, which compares the current software to previous versions or to other programs. 

Empirical validation is generally applied in CS research using BES for performance analysis. The comparison 

between the results generated through simulation and empirical data provides a powerful validation tool and 

a way to build confidence in the models (Baranowski & Ferdin-Grygierek, 2009; Maile et al., 2012; Raftery et 

al., 2011; Ryan & Sansquist, 2012). 

The International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP) and the American Society of 

Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) are considered the two main institutions 

worldwide that worked to devise guidelines for Measurement & Verification (M&V) methodologies (Gines 

Cooke, 2018). Both consider calibrated simulation to determine the savings obtainable using energy 

conservation measures. Calibrated simulation is defined as “a 3D model made in a computer software which 

requires a series of inputs (e.g. occupancy profiles, internal gains, construction properties, etc.) that are 

optimised in order for the outputs to match a series of energy bills or readings” (Gines Cooke, 2018, p.15). 

According to ASHRAE-Guideline 14 (2002), the “whole building calibrated simulation approach” is used for 

simulation of energy consumption of existing building stock pre- and post-retrofit intervention where energy 

models are validated by calibration with measured energy use data. Calibration, in this context, is defined as 

“the process of comparing the output or results of a measurement or model with that of some standard, 

determining the deviation and relevant uncertainty and adjusting the measuring device or model 

accordingly” (ASHRAE, 2002: p.7).  

Empirical validation of a simulation can be extremely challenging because getting meaningful results for 

comparison requires that all the input parameters, including construction materials, dimensions, internal 

gains and local weather, match those of the real building under test (Coakley, 2014; Porrit, 2012). Doing this 

for existing buildings, where much of the fabric is hidden from view, implies a certain amount of assumption 

to construct the simulation model. During the monitoring period, accurate records are required to provide 

adequate input data. These include recording the number of occupants in each room at any time, any gains 
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from equipment and lighting and the operation of openings (windows and doors). The complexity of this task 

– mainly due to the wide range of parameters to be collected – can lead to what Reddy (2005) defined as the 

“identifiability problem,” i.e., the inability to identify a unique solution set since the problem is 

“underdetermined”. Regardless of its complexity, this process is of paramount importance in the case of 

simulation of traditional buildings.  Calibration in fact, allows for building confidence in the model’s capability 

of representing the actual thermal behaviour and energy performance of the real building. 

2.5.4 The development of calibration methods 

Looking at strategies for validating DES models, in their early work for the International Energy Agency, Lomas 

et al. (1997) suggested to compare the simulated results to measured data as the most feasible route. Hence, 

they carried out an empirical comparative study to test this method, setting an example that many followed 

since. A considerable number of studies on calibration procedures have been carried out to date; an 

exhaustive literature review about the subject can be found in Coakley (2014), Fabrizio & Monetti (2015) and 

Reddy (2005). Reviewing methods to tune BES models to measured data, Coakley (2014) considered the 

detailed model calibration method compared to the black box (mathematical or statistical model where the 

input parameters are not taken directly from the physical environment) and grey box (where input 

parameters are sourced from a physical system) as three different approaches to simulate building energy 

performance. The author considered detailed model calibration method as the most capable to generate an 

accurate prediction of the building’s performance, when “high-quality” input data is collected. 

Monitored data used for detailed model calibration was initially simply obtained from utility bills; then spot 

measured data were mostly used to improve the accuracy of the calibration results and finally, the use of 

monthly data over one year or of hourly data for a month, a season, or a year, were frequently considered 

the most accurate way to check the BES results (Fabrizio & Monetti, 2015; Reddy, 2005). The number of 

measured data considered necessary for an accurate calibration increased therefore over the time. However, 

the quality of such data mainly depends on the availability of advanced metering systems which is generally 

possible only for scientific research purposes and rarely applicable in the industry (Gines Cooke, 2018).  

The aim of calibration was originally to achieve set percentage differences (PDs) between simulated and 

monitored data (Diamond & Hunn, 1981). The use of PDs, however, implies the possibility of the so called 

“cancellation effect” (Diamond & Hunn, 1981) when negative values could be compensated by positive ones. 

Therefore, standardised statistical indices (section 2.5.6) were proposed to improve the procedure for 

developing calibrated simulation models (Haberl & Bou-Saada, 1995). 
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2.5.5 Calibration methods 

Although researchers and international bodies (ASHRAE, DoE, FEMP) agree on certain standard criteria and 

statistical indices for validating a calibrated model, the literatures reviewed still indicates the lack of general 

guidelines on how to actually perform such task (Coakley, 2014; Gines Cooke, 2018; Gallagher et al., 2018; 

Raftery et al., 2011). Reddy’s study (2005) classified the most common calibration methods as: 

(1) manual calibration methods, based on an iterative approach - which are the most common 

methods in current studies (Fabrizio & Monetti, 2015) - carried out by the researcher fine-tuning the 

input data with a trial-and-error approach, excluding the use of any automated procedure 

(2) graphical-based calibration methods, which use graphical representations and comparative displays 

of the results (Reddy, 2005) 

(3) calibration methods based on special tests and analysis procedures, which utilize measures like 

short or long-term monitoring periods and/or special tests (such as blower-door tests or thermal 

transmittance tests) (Reddy, 2005) 

(4) calibration methods based on automated techniques, analytical and mathematical approaches, 

which include all approaches not manually driven by the researcher (Reddy, 2005). 

More recently, Coakley (2014) simplified the classification given by Reddy (2005) dividing the calibration 

methods into two main categories:  

(1) manual (iterative approaches that rely on the intervention of the modeller, excluding any form of 

automated calibration)  

(2)  automated methods (approaches characterised by automated processes) 

and detailed a wide range of different approaches as applications of these two main methods. 

A calibration process can adopt more than one method - e.g. use of graphical analysis methods to support 

iterative manual calibration - in synergy in an attempt to produce a model that more closely resembles the 

actual building’s behaviour (Fabrizio & Monetti, 2015). Whatever the method chosen, all the cited studies 

agree about the essential steps to perform calibration, as follows:  

- data collection 

- data input to model 

- comparison of predicted performance with actual 

- evaluation whether the desired accuracy has been achieved.  

These steps are repeated, using subsequent data checks, until the calibration is successful. 

2.5.6 Metrics of calibration 

The criteria for assessing the output of the calibration process are numerous but mostly defined around 

statistical indices. These metrics are internationally used to quantify the discrepancies between actual and 
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simulated data - generally concerning energy consumption - at selected time intervals (Fabrizio & Monetti, 

2015; Reddy, 2005). 

Three main bodies set the statistical criteria internationally used (Fabrizio & Monetti, 2015; Gines Cooke, 

2018; Ruiz & Bandera, 2017):  

- American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE, 2002) 

- International Performance Measurements and Verification Protocol (IPMVP, 2003) 

- Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP, 2008). 

The ASHRAE, IPMVP and FEMP approaches to calibration validate the models exclusively in the context of 

energy using statistical indices. Most of the reviewed studies (Kim et al., 2017; Monetti et al., 2015; Pan et al., 

2007; Parker et al., 2012; Yuan et al., 2017 to name but a few) deployed energy data and the metrics 

proposed by the abovementioned bodies with different nuances, mainly concerning the time periods 

investigated, the weather files (local or related to a nearby station, average or year-specific) used and the 

amount of data monitored. According to the ASHRAE methodology, the calibration should possibly be 

conducted over a year using monthly or hourly energy data and possibly local weather files corresponding to 

the same period of monitoring. The simulation is considered calibrated if the monthly (or hourly) simulated 

and monitored energy use data achieve established statistical criteria; these indices are meant to describe 

how well simulated data matches the measured data at the selected time intervals. They are the Normalised 

Mean Bias Error (NMBE) and the Coefficient of Variation of the Root Mean Squared Error (CV(RMSE)), 

respectively: 

NMBE= [Σ(aD-sD) / ΣaD] x 100 

CV(RMSE)= {[Σ(aD-sD)²/ n]½ / µ} x 100 

where: 

n = total number of data 

aD = measured data 

sD= simulated data 

µ = mean of measured data. 

The NMBE is a percentage indicator of the level of bias of the modelled data relative to the monitored data. 

The major flaw for this measure, like for the PD, is the “offsetting error”, where positive and negative bias 

cancel out each other. For this reason, it should not be used alone, but complemented by the CV(RMSE). The 

CV(RMSE) illustrates how well the simulated data points match the measured ones and, using squared values, 

is not affected by the offsetting error. 

For validation of monthly data, ASHRAE-Guidelines (2002) recommend values of the NMBE within ±5% and 

CVRMSE <15%; for hourly validation the coefficients suggested are ±10% and <30%, respectively. The closer 

those values are to zero, the better the calibration achieved (ASHRAE, 2002). However, as pointed out by 
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Royapoor & Roskilly (2015), the level of accepted error is not necessarily the same for different models and 

should be decided based on the purpose of the energy model and on the actual availability of primary input 

data for the model’s creation. 

2.5.7 Sources of uncertainty 

While the range of criteria for validating a simulation tool are in general agreed, the actual process of 

calibration is sometimes considered a work of trial and error where a lot is left to the personal judgement of 

the researcher’s (Maile et al., 2012; Raftery et al., 2011).  

Some authors suggest that, to overcome the intrinsic potential bias in this process, input data should be 

sourcesd and checked according to a hierarchy given by their source and type (Raftery et al., 2011; Gines 

Cooke, 2018; Parker et al., 2012). According to Parker et al. (2012) - following Raftery’s (2011) study - the 

sources hierarchy should range from first-hand primary data (more accurate) to secondary data, as follows:  

- data-logged measurements 

- direct observations (visual surveys) 

- commissioning documents (as-built drawings and specifications) 

- standards, specifications and guidelines.  

To avoid subjectivity in approach when calibrating energy models, several authors pointed out the 

importance of identifying all different sources of uncertainty influencing the output of the energy simulation 

(De Wit & Augenbroe, 2002; Hopfe & Hensen, 2011; Macdonald & Clarke, 2007). A detailed literature review 

can aid classification of the most influencial input parameters on building energy consumption, to be taken 

into account during the data-checking process, when adjusting the input data for calibration (Monetti et al., 

2015; Ogando et al., 2017; Royapoor & Roskilly, 2015). Such sources of discrepancies between simulated and 

actual results were identified in previous works and are listed as follows (according to the number of 

references to each source to provide some indication of their significance): 

- occupancy pattern (De Wit & Augenbroe, 2002; Hoes et al., 2009; Knight et al., 2007; Marini 

et al., 2014; Parker et al., 2012; Reeves et al., 2012; Ryan & Sanquist, 2012; Stazi, 2017) 

- air ventilation/infiltration rates (Blecich et al., 2016; Gucyeter, 2018; Knight et al., 2007; 

Ogando et al., 2017; Parker et al., 2012; Stazi, 2017; Jones et al., 2015) 

- efficiency of appliances and their usage (Blecich et al., 2016; Knight et al., 2007; Parker et al.,  

2012; Reeves et al., 2012; Ryan & Sanquist, 2012) 

- building fabric assumptions (De Wit & Augenbroe, 2002; Parker et al.,  2012) 

- efficiency of heating and cooling equipment (De Wit & Augenbroe, 2002; Knight et al., 2007; 

Parker et al., 2012) 

- internal heat gains (Blecich et al., 2016; Knight et al., 2007; Parker et al.,  2012) 
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- lighting usage (Parker et al.,  2012; Reeves et al., 2012; Ryan & Sanquist, 2012) 

- set-point temperatures (Ben and Steemers, 2014; Blecich et al., 2016; Parker et al., 2012) 

- weather data (Blecich et al., 2016; Knight et al., 2007; Parker et al., 2012) 

- use of shading devices (Blecich et al., 2016). 

Such parameters are all likely to be influential on the final calibration and need to be tuned in order to 

achieve the best possible match between simulated and measured data. This tuning is what Monetti et al.  

(2015) defined as the “optimisation process”, which iteratively continues until the minimum error (defined by 

the metrics explained in section 2.5.6)  is found between output data and measured data, therefore the 

simulated output from the model matches closely the monitored data. 

2.5.8 Precedent approaches to calibration of BES 

Most of the studies reviewed to date which used BES tools on real CS buildings, adopted a calibration only 

aimed at comparing energy (electricity and/or gas) use data (measured and simulated). Often, they simply 

compared annual or monthly data - simulated and measured - using graphic analysis and/or PD (Ascione et 

al., 2011; Ben and Steemers, 2014; Blecich et al., 2016; Diamond & Hunn, 1981; Franco et al., 2014; Ingram, 

2013; Knight et al., 2007; Mohammadpourkarbasi, 2015; Moran, 2013; Reeves et al., 2012; see Table 2.3). 

These are more simplistic approaches to calibration than the use of the metrics suggested by ASHRAE, but 

also the most frequently used in studies concerning buildings of heritage value (Ascione et al., 2011; Blecich 

et al., 2016; Franco et al., 2014) and traditional dwellings (Ingram, 2013; Mohammadpourkarbasi, 2015; 

Moran, 2013). Previous research suggests however that ASHRAE statistical indices used over one whole year 

period on monthly energy data (Parker et al., 2012) or on hourly energy data (Raftery et al., 2011; Yang & 

Becerik-Gerber, 2015) would potentially provide a more robust alternative approach to calibration. Some 

studies complemented the statistical indices with graphic analysis (Pan et al., 2007; Yoong et al., 2003); some 

other used the indices recommended by ASHRAE but with more flexibility concerning the limits imposed on 

them (Yoong et al. 2003); finally, some used such indices but adopting for them the limits suggested by 

IPVMP (Lara at al., 2017). Some studies used the ASHRAE approach but for shorter periods of monitoring, 

calibrating monthly or hourly data, for periods of 6 months (Yuan et al., 2017), or one single month (Marini et 

al., 2014; Monetti et al., 2015; Yang & Becerik-Gerber, 2015) or only for a few days (Kim et al., 2017). In each 

of the above studies, the accuracy of the validation carried out is linked to the complexity of the calibration 

process performed and to the amount of data which was feasible to collect and often higher in the works 

limited to the investigation of one CS. The final purpose of the study is an important determinant for the 

decision concerning the amount of monitored data collected and the depth of the calibration carried out; 

therefore, when the final aim was exclusively the calibration of a BES, generally the most extensive use of 

monitored data was made and ASHRAE statistical indices criteria were applied in the calibration. However, in 

many other studies, calibration was not the aim but merely a tool that allowed for achieving reliable energy 
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models to be used in subsequent stages of research for the simulation of potential interventions; in such 

studies the data used for calibration were generally limited and the acceptable bounds for the statistical 

indices - if used at all - were more flexible. Whatever the method used, the iterative process of calibration is 

time consuming and requires a conspicuous amount of data; hence all the previously cited research only 

calibrated one single CS, apart from the study conducted by Reeves et al. (2012) and Moran (2013) where, 

respectively, 2 and 3 CSs were used for calibration. 

It needs to be noted that ASHRAE (2002) recommendations only aim to achieve an acceptable 

correspondence between predicted and actual energy consumption being the statistical indices proposed 

related only to it in the context of the Guidelines. Such validation approach, as pointed out by Coakley (2014) 

and Fabrizio & Monetti (2015), does not take into account other influential parameters, such as indoor 

conditions, at the risk of producing models that do not really correspond to the actual building.  

A different approach for calibration was proposed in the study conducted by Bozonnet et al. (2011). Here, the 

daily mean simulated and monitored indoor air-temperature and relative humidity (RH) and the external 

surface temperatures of one roof were compared over 2 months to achieve the aimed PD of 10%, envisaged 

as desirable to guarantee that the model represented the actual thermal behaviour of the roof investigated. 

The calibration concluded imputing to the uncertainties about the occupancy schedule and occupant 

behaviour some of the observed differences between the measured and simulated temperature data. The 

research conducted by Drissi Lamrhari & Benhamou (2018) also deployed a calibration strategy based on 

temperature and RH data in the analysis of the thermal behaviour and energy savings achievable with 

different measures in a Moroccan dwelling. The monitored data were recorded over two periods during 

summer and winter (113 days in total) and was used to assess maximum deviation from simulated data for 

the same periods. A similar approach was also used by Porritt (2012) for calibration of a BES model of a 

traditional dwelling, monitoring exclusively indoor and outdoor temperatures, in the living room and 

bedroom, for 10 days during the 2003 heat wave. Similarly, the research conducted by Stazi et al. (2017) on a 

newly built dwelling in Italy, used BES and calibrated the model using the ASHRAE criteria only on indoor 

surface temperatures and air temperatures over a period of one month. The exclusive use of temperature - in 

the last two studies- or temperature and RH - in the previous two - for calibration is likely due to the aim of 

the simulations performed, which was mainly to understand the thermal behaviour of the dwellings 

investigated. 

A validation strategy based exclusively on temperature and RH data was also frequently used in most studies 

that investigated the hygro-thermal behaviour of museum buildings using BES (Coelho et al., 2018; 

Baranowski & Frdyn-Grygierek, 2009; Kramer et al.,2015; Sciurpi et al., 2017) to ensure the perfect conditions 

for the conservation of the artefacts.   
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A validation strategy purely based on temperature data was also performed for office buildings in the 

research conducted by Cipriano et al. (2015). This study aimed to determine the uncertainty and precision of 

the energy simulation model with the specific purpose to contribute to the improvement of calibration 

methods using NMBE and CV(RMSE) criteria (ASHRAE, 2002) and graphic analysis exclusively on hourly 

temperature data collected over one month.  

The use of indoor temperature and RH measured data, when added to the data concerning energy 

consumption, can increase the depth of the calibration performed, achieving a higher confidence in the 

model created to represent the complexity of processes and synergies taking place in the real building as 

closely as possible. This is what was already attempted in the study conducted by Lomas et al. (1997) using 

test cells and a short monitoring period of 10+10 days, in which hourly HEC and indoor temperature were 

recorded to be then used for calibration. More recently, various studies utilised a calibration performed on 

indoor climate data as well as energy data with different levels of depth. The studies conducted by Mustafaraj 

et al. (2014) and Royapoor & Roskilly (2015) deployed this approach in detail, both using one single office 

building, and a monitoring period of a whole year to collect data concerning hourly energy consumption and 

indoor temperature. An even more in-depth approach was attempted by Coakley (2014) and Gucyeter 

(2018), both investigating a single public building. One year of hourly indoor temperature and daily (Coakley, 

2014) or monthly (Gucyeter, 2018), energy consumption data were collected and then used in calibration to 

achieve NMBE and CV(RMSE) limits as suggested by ASHRAE (2002) for both energy consumption and 

temperature data. 

Calibration performed using indoor climate data as well as energy data was also used for validation of energy 

simulation models of dwellings. The study conducted by Alev et al. (2014) investigated three CSs dwellings in 

the North of Europe and calibrated the simulations using simulated and measured data, collected over a 

period of four months. Such data were compared using a more flexible approach, by means of graphic 

analysis and average difference - for indoor temperature data - and PD - for energy data. When energy 

models are used for simulating real dwellings in use, a wide variety of parameters (mainly linked to 

occupancy profile and pattern of use) are uncertain, vary over time and affect the indoor conditions. This can 

be one reason as to why application of a calibration based on temperature data was rarely performed for 

periods longer than one month for dwellings in use. Amongst the most comprehensive studies to date, is the 

one conducted by Georgiou (2015), in Cyprus, which deployed one year of monthly energy consumption data, 

and one month of indoor hourly temperature data for seven dwellings. The calibration process aimed to 

achieve, respectively: NMBE and CV(RMSE) criteria (ASHRAE, 2002) for monthly energy consumption and PD 

of +/-10% for most of hourly indoor temperature data.  

When it comes to traditional buildings or buildings of heritage value, the number of studies which deployed a 

thorough calibration strategy is much less and they are generally limited to one single public building using a 
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short period of monitoring and more generic calibration criteria. Ogando et al. (2017) complemented the 

monthly energy consumption data collected over one year, using two months of hourly monitored indoor 

temperature. Sahin et al. (2015) used the ASHRAE criteria for calibrating temperature data and a more 

flexible approach for energy data. Only one study reviewed investigated traditional dwellings of heritage 

value using a calibration strategy for the energy simulations: Flores (2013) deployed the mean of 2 years 

energy consumption estimated by bills in 10 dwellings and complemented these data with the monitoring of 

indoor temperature at half hour intervals for 1 month for only 4 of the cases. The limits considered 

acceptable for calibration, however, are more flexible in this study than elsewhere and models were 

considered calibrated when an “acceptable error” was achieved for the annual energy consumption and the 

graphic analysis for indoor temperatures showed similarity between simulated and monitored data graphs. 

2.5.9 Key findings 

To conclude, different calibration criteria and levels of depth, were used to validate the results of BES in the 

studies investigated; the amount of data monitored, the length of the monitoring period, the accuracy of the 

calibration criteria depend mainly on the aim of the study, the number of cases investigated, the resources 

available and the accessibility of the cases. The statistical indices proposed by ASHRAE have been utilised in 

the context of different research as parameters for model calibration, to different extents of flexibility, 

depending on the main purpose of the study and on the procedure adopted. These parameters were not 

always used to calibrate a full year worth of data and were deployed not only for energy use data. Many 

studies used also other types of analysis based on PD of annual - or sub-annual - measured vs simulated data 

and/or graphic analysis. 

Whatever the chosen approach to calibration, the body of research reviewed agrees on the fundamental 

importance of a validation process to guarantee the reliability of the results generated by simulation. The use 

of multiple units of analysis and a comprehensive data collection can further increase the reliability of the 

results generated.  

Table 2.3 reports a synthesis of the literature reviewed concerning studies that deployed calibration 

techniques. It highlights: 

- in yellow, the studies that deployed multiple monitoring methods to collect energy consumption and 

indoor conditions data 

- in light grey, the studies that used multiple monitoring methods to collect energy consumption and 

indoor conditions data, as well as ASHRAE statistical criteria for calibration (for all or part of them) 

- in dark grey, the studies that used only energy data monitoring and ASHRAE or IPVMP statistical criteria 

for calibration 
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- in blue the studies that did not use energy data monitoring for calibration but only indoor conditions 

data. 

TABLE 2.3 REVIEW OF CALIBRATION METHODS USED IN THE LITERATURE CONCERNING ENERGY SIMULATION OF BUILDINGS 

Building 
Type 

Author N. of 
cases 

Simulation 
tool 

Locatio
n 

Weather 
file 

Monitored data Calibration criteria Strengths Limitations 

Single-
zone test 
rooms 

Lomas et 
al. (1997) 

3  25 
programs 

Englan
d 

Actual 
weather 
file 

10+10 days of 
hourly heating 
energy 
consumption & 
indoor hourly 
temperature 

PD of measured and 
simulated total 
energy consumption 
and peak 
temperatures & 
graphic analysis of 
hourly data over the 
two periods 

- Early attempt to 
calibration of BES 
- Use of energy and 
temperature data 

- Simple zone test 
rooms deployed 
- Short period of 
monitoring 
 

Test 
building 

Monetti 
et al. 
(2015) 

1 E plus Belgiu
m 

Actual 
weather 
file 

1 winter month of 
hourly energy 
consumption 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 
hourly energy 
consumption 

- ASHRAE criteria - Only one CS 
- Short period of 
monitoring 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 

Office 
buildings 

Cipriano 
et al. 
(2015) 

1 E plus Spain Actual 
weather 
file 

1 month of indoor 
hourly temperature 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) & 
graphic analysis for 
hourly temperature 
data 

- ASHRAE criteria 
- Graphic analysis 
- Consideration of 
indoor conditions 

- Only one CS 
- Limited period of 
monitoring 
- Exclusive use of 
temperature data 
 

Kim et al. 
(2017) 

1 E plus South 
Korea 

Actual 
weather 
file 

4 days of hourly 
heating energy 
consumption 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) & 
graphic analysis for 
hourly energy 
consumption 

- ASHRAE criteria 
- Graphic analysis 

- Only one CS 
- Short period of 
monitoring 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
 

Mustafar
aj et al. 
(2014) 

1  E plus Ireland Actual 
weather 
file 

1 year of hourly 
energy 
consumption & 
indoor hourly 
temperature 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 
hourly energy data 
& graphic analysis of 
energy consumption 
and temperature 
data 

- Use of energy and 
temperature data  
- ASHRAE criteria for 
energy data 
- Graphic analysis 
for energy and 
temperature data 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
graphic analysis for 
temperature data 
 

Royapoor 
& Roskilly 
(2015) 

1  E plus Englan
d 

Actual 
weather 
file 

1 year of hourly 
energy 
consumption & 
indoor hourly 
temperature 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 
hourly energy data 
& temperature 

accuracy of 1.5C 
for 99.5% of data 

- Use of energy and 
temperature data 
 - ASHRAE criteria 
for energy data 
- Statistical criteria 
for temperature 
data 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
 

Yuan et 
al., 
(2017) 

1 E plus Malays
ia 

- 6 months of 
monthly electricity 
consumption 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 
monthly electricity 
consumption 

- ASHRAE criteria 
 

- Only one CS 
- Short period of 
monitoring 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
 

Commer
cial 
buildings 

Diamond 
& Hunn 
(1981) 

7 DOE-2 Mexico - 1 year of monthly 
energy 
consumption 

PD of measured and 
predicted energy 
consumption 

- Monthly PD criteria 
- Whole year 
monitored data 
- Multiple CS 

- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
 

Pan et al. 
(2007) 

1 DOE-2 China Actual & 
typical 
weather 
file 

1 year of monthly 
energy 
consumption 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 
monthly energy 
consumption & 
graphic analysis 

- ASHRAE criteria 
- Graphic analysis 
- Whole year  

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
 

Parker et 
al. (2012) 

1 IES-VE Englan
d 

Typical 
year 

1 year of monthly 
energy 
consumption 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 

- ASHRAE criteria 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
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monthly energy 
consumption 

- Typical year 
weather file 
 

Yoong et 
al., 
(2003) 

1 DOE-2.1E Korea Actual 
weather 
file 

1 year of monthly 
energy 
consumption 

PD and NMBE and 
CV (RMSE) criteria 
(“low” values of 
each measure) for 
monthly energy 
consumption & 
graphic analysis 

- PD criteria 
- NMBE and 
CV(RMSE) criteria 
- Graphic analysis 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Generic values of 
NMBE and 
CV(RMSE) 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data; 

Academi
c 
buildings 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lara at al. 
(2017) 

1 E plus Italy Actual 
weather 
file 

1 year of hourly 
and monthly 
energy 
consumption 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(IPVMP values) for 
hourly and monthly 
energy consumption 
& graphic analysis 

- IPVMP criteria 
- Graphic analysis 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 

Coakley 
(2014) 

1 E plus Ireland Actual 
weather 
file 

1 year of daily 
heating 
consumption and 
hourly electrical 
consumption & 
indoor temperature 

NMBE, CV (RMSE) 
criteria (ASHRAE 
values) and GOF 
(Good Of Fit) criteria 
for energy 
consumption and 
temperature data; 
graphic analysis 

- Use of energy and 
temperature data 
- ASHRAE criteria 
- GOF criteria 
- Graphic analysis 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
 

Gucyeter 
(2018) 

1 - Turkey Actual 
weather 
file 

1 year of monthly 
energy 
consumption & 
indoor hourly 
temperature 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 
monthly energy 
consumption & 
hourly temperature 
data 

- Use of energy and 
temperature data 
- ASHRAE criteria 
- Whole year 
monitored data 
 

- Only one CS 
 

Knight et 
al., 
(2007) 

1 ECOTECT, 
iSBEM 

Englan
d 

Actual 
weather 
file 

1 year of half-
hourly energy 
consumption 

PD of measured and 
predicted monthly 
energy consumption 
& graphic analysis 

- PD criteria 
- Graphic analysis 
 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 

Raftery 
et al. 
(2011) 

1 E plus Ireland - 1 year of hourly 
energy 
consumption  

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 
hourly energy 
consumption 

- ASHRAE criteria 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 

Reeves et 
al. (2012) 

2  IES-VE, 
Ecotec, 
Green 
Building 
Studio 

Florida Typical 
year 

1 year of monthly 
energy 
consumption 

PD (15 %) of 
measured and 
predicted total 
energy consumption  

- PD criteria 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Limited number CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
- PD calculated only 
on total annual data 
- Typical year 
weather file  

Tahmase
bi & 
Mahdavi 
(2013) 

1 E plus Austria Actual 
weather 
file 

3 months of indoor 
hourly temperature 

CV (RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE) and R2 
(Coefficient of 
determination) for 
temperature data 

- CV(RMSE) criteria 
- Consideration of 
indoor conditions 

- Only one CS 
- Short period of 
monitoring 
- Exclusive use of 
temperature data 

Yang & 
Becerik-
Gerber 
(2015) 

1 Open 
studio, 
E plus 

Califor
nia 

Typical 
year 

4 months + 8 
months of hourly 
energy 
consumption 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE) for hourly 
energy data  

- ASHRAE criteria 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
- Typical year 
weather file 

Historic 
public 
buildings 
 
 
 

Ascione 
et al. 
(2011) 

1  E plus Italy Typical 
year 

1 year of average 
monthly energy 
consumption 

PD of measured and 
predicted total 
energy consumption 
& graphic analysis 

- PD criteria 
- Graphic analysis 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
- PD calculated only 
on total annual data 
- Typical year 
weather file  
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Blecich et 
al. (2016) 

1 “In-house 
developed 
dynamic 
simulation 
model” 

Croatia Typical 
year 

1 year of weather-
normalised energy 
demand estimated 
from the 
billing history of a 
nearby similar 
building 

PD (mean and 
maximum) of 
estimated and 
predicted total 
energy consumption 

- PD criteria 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
- PD calculated only 
on total annual data 
- PD calculated on 
estimated energy 
use 
- Typical year 
weather file  

Coelho et 
al. (2018) 

1 WUFI Plus Portug
al 

Actual 
weather 
file 

1 year of indoor 
temperature and 
water vapour 
pressure 

NMBE, CV (RMSE) 
(IPMVP values) and 
fit criteria for hourly 
temperature and 
water vapour 
pressure 

- IPMVP criteria 
-Use of 4 statistical 
indices for 2 
variables 
- Whole year 
monitored data 
 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
temperature and 
water vapour data 
 

Franco et 
al. (2014) 

1 Quasi-
steady-
state 
simulation 
tool 

Italy Typical 
year 

1 year of energy 
consumption of a 
part of the complex 
 

PD of measured and 
predicted total 
energy consumption  

- PD criteria 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
- PD calculated only 
on total annual data 
- PD calculated only 
for part of the 
complex 
- Typical year 
weather file 

Ogando 
et al. 
(2017) 

1  BC5eORE Spain Typical 
year 
(energy) 
& Actual 
weather 
file 
(tempera
ture) 

1 year of monthly 
energy 
consumption & two 
months of indoor 
hourly temperature  

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 
hourly temperature 

& PD (10 %) for 
measured and 
predicted monthly 
energy consumption 

- Use of energy and 
temperature data 
- ASHRAE criteria for 
temperature data 
- PD criteria for 
energy data 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Short period of 
monitored 
temperature data 
 

Sahin et 
al. (2015) 

1  EER Turkey Actual 
weather 
file 

1 year of monthly 
electricity 
consumption and 
annual oil 
consumption &10 
days of indoor 
hourly temperature  

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 
hourly temperature; 
graphic analysis for 
electricity monthly 
consumption; PD for 
measured and 
predicted oil annual 
consumption 

- Use of energy and 
temperature data 
- ASHRAE criteria for 
temperature data 
- PD criteria for 
annual oil data 
- Graphic analysis 
for electricity data 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Short period of 
monitored 
temperature data 
 

Sciurpi et 
al., 2017 

1 E plus Italy Actual 
weather 
file 

1 year of indoor 
hourly temperature 
and RH 

NMBE and RMSE 
criteria 

- NMBE and RMSE  
- Consideration of 
indoor conditions 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Exclusive use of 
temperature and RH 
data 
 
 

Dwelling
s 

Alev et 
al., 2014 

3 IDA-ICE Estonia
, 
Finland
, 
Swede
n 

Actual 
weather 
file  

4 months (no 
occupants) of 
energy data and 
indoor temperature  

Graphic analysis and  
average difference 
for indoor 
temperature data & 
% difference energy 
data 

- PD criteria 
- Average difference 
criteria 
- Graphic analysis 
 
 

-Limited number of 
CS 
- Generic criteria for 
calibration of energy 
data 
 

Ben and 
Steemers
(2014) 

1 IES/VE Englan
d 

Actual 
weather 
file 

1 year of energy 
consumption 

PD - PD criteria 
 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
- Generic criteria for 
calibration 

Bozonnet 
et al. 
(2011) 

1  Trnsys France Actual 
weather 
file 

2 months of roof 
temperature 
(external surface), 
indoor temperature 
and RH  

PD (10%) & graphic 
analysis of daily 
mean roof 
temperature 
(external surface) 
and daily mean 
indoor temperature  

- PD criteria 
- Graphic analysis 
- Consideration of 
indoor conditions 

- Only one CS 
- Short period of 
monitoring 
- Exclusive use of 
temperature data 
- Use of daily mean 
data. 
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Drissi 
Lamrhari 
& 
Benhamo
u (2018) 

1 TRYNS-TCS Moroc
co 

Actual 
weather 
file 

113 days (summer 
and winter) of 
indoor temperature 
and RH (12 minutes 
intervals) 

Max deviation - Winter and 
summer period of 
monitoring 
- Short monitoring 
intervals 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
temperature and RH 
data 
 

Giorgiou 
(2015) 

7  E plus Cyprus Typical 
year 

1 year of monthly 
energy 
consumption & a 
month of indoor 
hourly 
temperature. 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 
monthly energy 
consumption & PD 

(10% for most of 
data) for indoor 
hourly temperature 

- Use of energy and 
temperature data 
- ASHRAE criteria for 
energy data 
- PD for 
temperature data 

- Short period of 
monitored 
temperature data 
- Generic limit for 
PD 
- Typical year 
weather file 
 

Marini et 
al. (2014) 

1 E plus Englan
d 

Actual 
weather 
file 

1 month of hourly 
gas, electricity and 
hot water 
consumption 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 
hourly gas, 
electricity and hot 
water consumption 

- ASHRAE criteria 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
 

Morelli et 
al. (2012) 

1 Be 10 Denma
rk 

Typical 
year 

1 year of energy 
consumption 

PD - PD criteria 
 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
- Generic criteria for 
calibration. 

Porrit 
(2012) 

1 
repres
entati
ve 
studio 
flat  

IES/VE Englan
d 

Actual 
weather 
file 

10 days of indoor 
and outdoor hourly 
temperature during 
the 2003 heat wave  

Temperature 

accuracy of 1.5C 
for most of the data 

- Consideration of 
indoor conditions 
 

- Only one CS 
- Limited period of 
monitoring 
- Exclusive use of 
temperature data 
- Use of a generic 
limit of acceptance 
 

Stazi et 
al. (2017) 

1 E plus Italy Actual 
weather 
file 

1 month of outdoor 
and indoor (air and 
surface) 
temperature (10 
minutes intervals) 

NMBE and CV 
(RMSE) criteria 
(ASHRAE values) for 
temperature data 
 

- ASHRAE criteria 
- Graphic analysis. 
 

- Only one CS 
- Limited period of 
monitoring 
- Exclusive use of 
temperature data 

Tradition
al and 
heritage 
dwelling
s 
 

Ingram 
(2013) 

1  IES, SAP, Rd 
SAP 

Scotlan
d 

Typical 
year 

1 year of monthly 
energy 
consumption 

Graphic analysis - Graphic analysis 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
- Exclusive use of 
graphic analysis 
-Typical year 
weather file 

Moham
madpour
karbasi 
(2015) 

1 PHPP, 
DesignBuild
er 

Englan
d 

Typical 
year & 
future 
weather 
data 

2 years of energy 
consumption 

Comparison of 
measured and 
predicted total 
energy consumption 
& graphic analysis 

- Graphic analysis 
- 2 years monitored 
data 

- Only one CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
- Generic criteria for 
calibration 
- Typical year 
weather file 

Moran 
(2013) 

3  IES-VE, SAP, 
PHPP 

Englan
d 

Typical 
year 

1 year of energy 
consumption 

Graphic analysis and 
PD  

- PD criteria 
- Graphic analysis 
- Whole year 
monitored data 

- Limited number of 
CS 
- Exclusive use of 
energy data 
- Generic criteria for 
calibration 
-Typical year 
weather file 

Flores 
(2013) 

10 
(4 
calibra
ted) 

IES-VE Portug
al 

Typical 
year 

Mean of 2 years 
energy 
consumption 
estimated by bills in 
all CS & 1 month of 
indoor temperature 
in 4 CS at half hour 
intervals 

Acceptable error for 
annual energy 
consumption & 
graphic analysis for 
indoor 
temperatures  

- Use of energy and 
temperature data 
- Assessment of 
error for energy 
data 
- Graphic analysis 
for indoor 
temperature 
 

- Limited number of 
CS calibrated using 
both energy and 
temperature data 
- Limited period of 
monitored 
temperature data 
- Generic criteria for 
calibration of energy 
data 
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- Exclusive use of 
graphic analysis for 
temperature data 
-Typical year 
weather file 

2.6 Normalisation 

2.6.1 The setting of conditions of use for BES 

A critical review of literature has been carried out to investigate the meaning of normalisation in BES models, 

the reason for it and the methods deployed in precedent studies. 

Normalisation, as a strategy for setting standardised conditions of use, has only been deployed in a few of the 

studies reviewed: Georgiou (2015) and Stazi (2017) both considered this stage of research having 

fundamental importance for the analysis of the outcome of retrofit measures on multiple CSs. Georgiou 

(2015) used BES to assess the benefits of potential retrofit interventions on 7 CSs, representative of the 

dwelling stock in Cyprus (section 2.3.1).  The calibrated models were normalised to generate a baseline 

scenario of performance, using a typical weather year (and not the specific one related to the same period of 

data collection used for calibration) and standardised occupancy profile and pattern of use of the heating and 

air-conditioning systems. The normalised models were finally used to simulate the intervention scenarios. 

The results concerning energy consumption post-interventions were compared with the baseline normalised 

performance to devise combinations of effective interventions. The author explained the need for 

normalisation as related to the aim of the study, which is to be used as a guidance on retrofit measures 

(Georgiou, 2015). The research conducted by Stazi (2017) used 12 CSs corresponding to diverse typologies of 

dwellings in the centre of Italy and the setting of standard conditions was deemed of fundamental 

importance to allow comparison between the models. Therefore, having calibrated the energy models using 

real monitored data, in each virtual model the ad-hoc profiles of use were replaced by standard ones.  

The studies that used BES to create models of dwellings representative of certain typologies, constructions, 

or periods, adopted a standardised occupancy profile and pattern of use, as they did not refer to any specific 

real CS dwelling. The models created this way may be less precise, as they are intrinsically generic and 

developed without any use of calibration, although sometimes used other validation strategies. This 

approach was taken in the research carried out by Marshall et al. (2016), which used a dynamic energy model 

of a typical UK hard-to-treat dwelling and assessed the impact of different energy retrofit intervention and 

occupancy patterns. The study conducted by Memon (2014) used a typical model as well, based on the 

construction of a 20th C solid walled dwelling in UK and applied standardised occupancy and pattern of use 

for the simulation of the status-quo and of the interventions. The study conducted by Porrit (2011) used a 

dynamic energy model representative of a typical Victorian terraced house and sourced data from the Time 

Use Survey (Office for National Statistics, 2003) to generate standardised occupancy profiles. The profiles 
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used aimed at modelling the behaviour and pattern of use of two different types of occupants: a family of 

four and an elderly couple. Standard occupancy profile, pattern of use and set of appliances (based on data 

published by the Electricity Authority of Cyprus) were also used by Panayiotou (2014) for the simulation of 

the energy models of two typical dwellings in Cyprus. 

Some studies used standardised input values also when working on real dwellings. The research conducted by 

Ben and Steemers (2014), although modelling a real dwelling, utilised standardised input behavioural 

parameters in the BES of the status-quo and of the retrofit interventions. The reason given for this choice, 

was that the case selected was meant to be representative of the whole complex of similar dwellings to 

which it belongs (the Brunswick Centre in London). The research conducted by Moran (2013), in Bath, used 

three CSs traditional dwellings and simulated them deploying standardised occupancy profile and pattern of 

use. This way, although analysing multiple real dwellings, the study did not need a normalisation strategy. 

The author, however, admitted the limits in the actual potentialities of the calibration for models created this 

way, because of the variety of lifestyles and comfort criteria in the real-life dwellings; these are not taken into 

account using a standardised profile for all when simulating their status-quo. Moran suggested the need for 

additional research to align the model to reflect the occupancy effects on energy demand. Similarly, Ingram 

(2013) used five CSs traditional dwellings in Scotland, but standardised occupancy profile and pattern of use 

to facilitate the analysis of results of simulations for energy advice, accounting for potential future occupants. 

However, according to Ingram (2013), as previously argued by Gill et al. (2010) and Andersen et al. (2009), the 

occupancy effect is one of the most significant determinants of the total energy requirement of a dwelling, 

although others disagree on the magnitude of such influence (Guerra Santin & Itard, 2010). Ingram concluded 

that, to provide energy advice based on a standardised consumption pattern, has weaknesses that can be 

overcome only by applying a more realistic occupancy pattern. In both the studies conducted by Franco et al. 

(2014) and by Blecich et al. (2016), the choice of a standardised occupancy profile and pattern of use for the 

modelling and simulation of heritage buildings energy performance pre- and post-intervention, was a 

consequence of the fact that the buildings were abandoned at the time of the study.  

Most of the research that used only one single case for BES, deployed the real occupancy profile, pattern of 

use, systems and appliances of the specific building investigated for obvious reasons. In such cases in fact, the 

baseline scenario does not need a normalisation for the purpose of cross-case comparison.  This was the 

approach taken by Historic Scotland when investigating the baseline performance and improvement options 

of a 19th C villa (IES, 2009), as well as the one chosen by Mohammadpourkarbasi (2015) for a 19th C terraced 

house in Liverpool. Investigating the energy performance and thermal behaviour of one traditional heritage 

public building, both Ascione et al. (2011) in Italy, and Sahin et al. (2015) in Turkey, deployed BES and real 

input conditions concerning occupancy and pattern of use. In the latter, this choice was facilitated by the fact 

that the heating system was operated for the whole building according to a fixed time schedule during the 
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entire heating season. Therefore, the heating set-points and pattern of use of the heating system were 

extremely regular and not subject to changes as a result of individual behavioural attitudes. Investigating one 

single case, the real data can be used in the simulations of the status-quo condition and of the condition post-

interventions, hence, normalisation may not be performed. The results of simulations of the interventions 

can then be compared to those relating to the buildings in their status-quo.  

Others used the real specific conditions of each individual building both for the simulation of the status-quo 

and for the interventions when modelling multiple CSs. When normalisation is not carried out, the different 

models can be only compared to their own status-quo condition. Flores’ study (2013) used 10 CSs to 

investigate energy efficient measures for heritage traditional dwellings deploying BES. The research deployed 

actual data concerning number of occupants, pattern of use of heating system and appliances and 

temperature set-points. The analysis of the results from simulation, allowed for establishment of a baseline 

performance of Oporto's traditional buildings and the identification of their potential improvements. The 

author did not make use of any normalisation in the following stages of simulation of interventions on the 

selected dwellings. This stage directly compared the results from the design scenarios with the initial status-

quo model for each of the dwellings, following a method already identified in the literature (IES, 2009). 

Therefore, the pattern of use adopted for the first round of simulations (investigating status-quo energy 

performance) is the same as that used for the second one (investigating the effect of potential retrofit 

measures). Using this approach, however, the comparison of the results of the same interventions on 

different cases may be extremely challenging, when not impracticable without normalisation. Furthermore, it 

can be argued that normalisation can also accomplish the aim of exclusively isolating the physical 

determinants of HEC for the selected dwellings. In this study, on the other hand, such task can be much more 

complex as the multiple cases also present different appliances, heating and DHW systems, as well as 

occupancy profiles and pattern of use. 

Table 2.4 reports a synthesis of the relevant literature reviewed for the purpose of investigating: 

- the meaning of normalization as explained by previous studies 

- the reason for normalisation 

- the normalization strategies deployed in precedent studies 

and therefore, of devising the most suitable strategy for the current research.  
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TABLE 2.4 REVIEW OF LITERATURE CONCERNING BES FOR THE ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL RETROFIT INTERVENTIONS 

Conditions Author Location Model  

Real conditions for status-quo 
scenario (Calibration)/ 
standard conditions 
(Normalisation) for baseline 
and post intervention 
scenarios 

Georgiou, 2015 Cyprus Models of 7 CSs detached houses  

Stazi, 2017 Italy Models of 12 CSs buildings 

Standard 
conditions for 
status-quo and 
post-intervention 
scenarios 

Ty
p

ic
al

 

b
u

ild
in

gs
 

Memon, 2014 UK 1 Model of a typical 20th C dwelling 

Marshall et al., 2016 
 

UK 1 Model of a typical UK solid wall dwelling 

Panayiotou, 2014 
 

Cyprus 2 Models of a typical existing and new 
dwellings  

Porrit, 2012 UK 1 Model of a typical 19th C dwelling 

C
S 

Ben and Steemers, 2017 UK Model of 1 CS heritage dwelling  

Blecich et al., 2016 Croatia Model of 1 CS heritage public building  

Franco et al., 2014 Italy Model of 1 CS heritage public building  

Ingram, 2013 UK Models of 5 CSs traditional dwellings  

Moran, 2013 UK Models of 3 CSs traditional dwellings  

Real conditions for status-
quo and post-intervention 
scenarios 

Ascione et al., 2011 Italy Model of 1 CS public heritage building  

Flores, 2013 Portugal Models of 10 CSs traditional dwellings  

IES, 2009 UK Model of 1 CS mid-19th C villa  

Mohammadpourkarbasi, 
2015 

UK Model of 1 CS mid-19th C terraced house  

Sahin et al., 2015 Turkey Model of 1 CS public heritage building 

 

2.6.2 Determinants of HEC 

The main determinants of HEC in dwellings were considered to devise a suitable strategy to set standard 

conditions for the purpose of this study. According to Yao & Steemers (2005) the energy demand in a 

dwelling can be determined by two types of determinants: behavioural determinants and physical 

determinants.  

The energy consumption linked to behavioural determinants (Mansouri et al., 1996) is strongly related to 

people’s habits (but may be influenced by the season, with reference to use of some appliances). The energy 

consumption linked to physical determinants, on the other hand, is mainly related to climate, building size 

and design, space-heating systems. According to Yao & Steemers (2005) heating/cooling and lighting energy 

is in general determined mainly by physical determinants and has lower correlation to people’s habits, 

although influenced by people’s occupancy pattern.  

When discussing behavioural determinants, Flores’ (2013) approach was slightly different. The author divided 

them into two categories: choice (of equipment and systems) and pattern of use. The first relates to the 

selection of - more or less efficient - equipment and building services. The second deals with the - efficient 

and conscientious - use of said equipment, hence, in the residential sector, with the lighting operation, the 

thermal environment control (including equipment, openings and shading devices) and the use of appliances 

(e.g. use in off-peak hours, stand-by mode, etc.). Therefore, according to Flores, the heating system, although 

not strictly a behavioural determinant itself, is not to be included amongst physical determinants of energy 
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consumption either, being it the result of a personal choice of the occupants, hence deeply influenced by 

occupants’ behaviour.  

2.7 Sensitivity Analysis 

A review of literature was carried out to understand the meaning and use of sensitivity analysis (SA) to 

investigate the degree to which an input parameter affects the model output. 

A primary distinction should be done between important and sensitive input parameters (Crick et al., 1987). 

Out of the whole input parameters for making an energy model, sensitive parameters (whether important or 

otherwise) are those which have a major influence on the results of the simulation. Important parameters are 

those sensitive input parameters, whose uncertainty contributes substantially to the uncertainty in results. In 

other words, importance of a parameter is associated with (or a function of) the correlation between its 

uncertainty as an input parameter and the uncertainty of the output parameter(s). 

Hence, according to Hamby (1994) and as illustrated in Figure 2.4, “an important parameter is always 

sensitive because parameter variability will not appear in the output unless the model is sensitive to the 

input. A sensitive parameter, however, is not necessarily important because it may be known precisely, 

thereby having little variability to add to the output”.  

 

FIGURE 2.4 PARAMETERS IN A MODEL (CRICK ET AL., 1987) 

Such distinction between important and sensitive parameters is also reflected on the type of analysis that can 

be conducted on them: while SA aims at identifying parameters’ sensitivity, or at understanding the input-

output relationship and at highlighting the most influential input parameters (Hamby, 1994; Cricks et al., 

1987; Solmaz et al., 2018), uncertainty analysis aims at discerning parameters’ importance. Therefore, 

uncertainty analysis can be considered a variation of SA, which is defined as the measure of the effect of a 

given input (or parameter) on the produced output (Saltelli et al., 2004).  Uncertainty analysis is frequently 

coupled with SA when the input parameters variation is not available (Chiesa & Fregonara, 2019; Cucchi et al., 
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2019; Di Giuseppe et al., 2019; Hopfe & Hensen, 2011; MacDonald & Strachan, 2001; Serban et al., 2019). In 

those studies, the variations of input parameters were not identifiable with a good degree of certainty, 

therefore probabilistic inputs, within the range of variations of each of the parameters, were essential to 

account for uncertainties.  

SA is used in many scientific fields and it is popular in building energy analysis to aid in the decision-making 

process of both new building design and retrofit projects (Rodrigues & Freire, 2017; Silvero et al., 2019; 

Solmaz et al., 2018; Ibraheem, 2018 to cite but some). SA results in a 'sensitivity ranking' of the input 

parameters according to the amount of influence each has on the model output (Hamby, 1994). 

In research that deploys BES, SA can be conducted for a range of reasons, aiming to determine one or more 

of the following (Hamby, 1994): 

- the uncertain input parameters, to reduce uncertainty in the output and increase model accuracy 

- the insignificant input parameters, to remove from the model to avoid unnecessary complicacies in 

the simulation runs 

- the input parameters that contribute most to the output variability  

- the input parameters most highly correlated with the output 

- the consequences resulting from changing a given input parameter. 

According to Heiselberg et al. (2009), SA methods can be categorised into three groups based on the number 

of inputs and the interactions between them: 

1. Local: often the one-at-a-time (OAAT) approach 

2. Global: the significance of an input factor is evaluated by varying all other input factors as well 

3. Screening: the significance of each input is evaluated in turn and the sensitivity index is evaluated by 

the average of the partial derivatives at different points in the input space. The method developed by 

Morris (1991) is one of the most commonly used screening methods. 

Other categorisations have been made but the one made by Heiselberg et al. (2009) is the most commonly 

adopted and was followed by many researchers, such as Nguyen and Reiter (2015). Kristensen & Petersen, 

(2016), Senel Solmaz et al. (2018) and Tian (2013) further simplified this distinction to: local and global 

methods, including the screening-based methods within the global ones.  

Most of the times, more than one type of SA methods could be deployed, and they may not necessarily 

generate identical results. However, the slightly different sensitivity ranking outputted by different SA 

methods, is irrelevant considering that the main aim of any SA is the identification of those parameters that 

consistently result to have the highest ranking (Hamby, 1994). The choice of the method to use is based on its 

practicality and is determined based on the computational cost associated with it and the usefulness of the 
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results produced (Hamby, 1994; Kristensen & Petersen, 2016; Menberg et al., 2016; Tian, 2013; Yang et al., 

2016).   

Local SA is generally considered a straightforward method, however prone to for some important drawbacks 

(Tian, 2013). Hamby (1994) considered the OAAT method as the simplest approach to SA, where the 

sensitivity of measures is determined by varying each parameter while all others are kept constant. Hence, 

local SA cannot consider interactions between more than one input at-a-time. Therefore, it is only capable of 

identifying a cluster of most sensible input parameters and not useful in the actual ranking of such 

parameters (Kristensen & Petersen, 2016). Despite the limitations, this approach was used in previous 

research for its ease of application and low computational costs associated with it. Ben & Steemers (2014) 

examined the relative impact of different physical and behavioural energy retrofit parameters on the final 

energy use of the Brunswick Centre in London with the OAAT method. Lam et al. (2008) deployed local SA as 

well to identify the most effective energy conservation measures for 10 air-conditioned office buildings in 

Hong Kong. 

Global SA methods, on the other hand, are recommended when the influence of multiple input values on the 

outcome is investigated. Global SA methods are regarded as the most reliable, but in return more 

computationally demanding compared to local SA. Between Global SA methods, Standardised Regression 

analysis -using a stepwise regression procedure- is considered by the literature the most comprehensive 

technique (Ibraheem, 2018; Solmaz et al., 2018; Tian, 2013), relatively easy to perform with commercially 

available software (Yang et al., 2016).  

A summary comparison of the most widely used SA methods in building performance analysis can be seen in 

Table 2.5, produced according to the characteristics described by Solmaz et al. (2018) and Tian (2013).  
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TABLE 2.5 SA METHODS IN BUILDING PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS (SOLMAZ ET AL., 2018; TIAN, 2013) 

Type Method Indicators Characteristics 

Local Local SA - - One input factor at a time around a base-case 
- Low computational cost 
- No interaction between inputs 
- No self-verification 

Global Regression SRC 
t-value 

- Suitable for linear models Low 
computational 
cost SRRC - Suitable for non-linear but monotonic models 

Screen - - Suitable for a large number of inputs 
- High computational cost 
- Model-free approach 
- No self-verification 
- Not suitable for UA 
- Not suitable for linear or monotonic models 

Variance-
based 

FAST 
Sobol 

- For each input, decomposes the variance of the model output 
- Model free approach 
- High computational cost 

Meta-model MARS 
ACOSSO 
SVM 

- High computational cost 
- For each input, quantifies the variance of the model output 
- Accuracy dependent on the meta-model 

SA applied for building performance analysis studies follows a similar pattern for different types of 

applications, as follows (Hamby, 1994; Tian, 2013):  

- Determine independent and dependent variables 

- Assign probability density functions to each input parameter (when input parameters are uncertain) 

- Generate an input matrix 

- Create building energy models 

- Run energy models 

- Collect simulation results 

- Run SA, assessing the influence and relative importance of each input/output relationship 

- Present sensitivity analysis results. 

2.8 Multi-objective building performance optimisation 

SA allows for assessment of the impact of one or multiple independent variables on one single dependent 

variable at a time. However, when the outcome of the variation of multiple parameters needs to be 

investigated to see the effect it has on more than one target, SA may not be the most suitable approach. Such 

complex questions can turn into extremely computationally demanding problems to solve. For this purpose, 

multi-objective building performance optimisation (BPO) could be utilised in the Built Environment sector 

(Abbass et al., 2001, Soutullo et al., 2018). The most commonly used algorithms for BPO are evolutionary 

algorithms (Hyojoo & Changwan, 2018) which can simultaneously evaluate a wide range of alternatives 

having more than one target, to come up with optimal solutions (Xu & Guo, 2019). Evolutionary optimisation 

https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.brighton.ac.uk/science/article/pii/S0959652618311296?via%3Dihub#bib1
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.brighton.ac.uk/science/article/pii/S0959652618311296?via%3Dihub#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.brighton.ac.uk/science/article/pii/S0959652618311296?via%3Dihub#!
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algorithms are often used in retrofit studies; among these, the one conducted by Hyojoo & Changwan (2018) 

utilised four different types of algorithms for retrofit planning in public buildings, aiming to achieve optimal 

solutions that fulfil four objectives: minimizing energy consumption, CO2 emissions and retrofit costs, while 

maximizing thermal comfort. Among evolutionary algorithms, the most popular are the multi-

objective genetic algorithms (GAs)(Chau et al., 2017; Fonseca and Fleming, 1995; Yang, 2021; Reis et al., 

2010). These algorithms utilise techniques from evolutionary biology (e.g. inheritance, selection, mutation, 

crossover) to develop a solution for complex problems manipulating a range of parameters at the same time 

(Yang, 2021). They are an effective strategy to address multi-objective design problems finding optimal 

solutions in a short time. GAs can handle many design variables and are particularly suitable for building 

performance optimisation problems where a decision must be taken based on the weight assigned to a range 

of objectives (Aghamolaei et al., 2021; Ascione et al., 2016 and 2017; Bre et al., 2016; Malatji et al., 2013; 

Pannier et al., 2021; Vukadinovic et al.,2021; Wright et al., 2015; Zuhaib et al., 2019).  

GAs, defined as combinational optimisers, are especially useful for solving complex nonlinear problems (Chau 

et al., 2017) involving the selection of values of variables, with the objective of quantifying performance (Reis 

et al., 2010). Normally the objectives of building performance optimisation concern the minimization of 

energy consumption, costs, indoor discomfort, and environmental impact. Among these, two or three 

objectives are generally investigated because a higher number would require excessive computational time. 

The GA generates a ‘Darwininan’ evolution of a population of individuals (parameters) through a series of 

generations. From generation to generation, the population undergoes an iterative improvement through the 

processes of crossover and mutation of the best individuals (Ascione et al., 2016).  

GAs have been used extensively as tools for optimisation in engineering design to solve complex optimisation 

problems, managing uncertainties (Zamarripa, 2012).  Wright et al (2015) applied a bi-objective GA to find the 

optimal trade-off between energy cost and occupants thermal comfort in a building’s thermal design. Bre et 

al. (2016) combined sensitivity analysis and simulation-based optimisation to optimise the thermal and 

energy performance of residential buildings. The objective functions to be minimised in this study were the 

total degree-hours in the naturally ventilated living room and the total energy consumption by air-

conditioning in the bedrooms. Vukadinovic et al. (2021) utilised GA for passive solar design optimisation for 

dwellings, researching the best combination of multiple parameters to successfully achieve three objectives: 

to minimise heating and cooling energy use and to ensure indoor thermal comfort. GAs was also used to aid 

the calibration process when using DES and aiming to achieve a correspondence between both energy 

consumption and indoor conditions data, simulated and measured (Zuhaib et al (2019). 

GAs were often used to solve complex retrofit problems, where multiple parameters were investigated, and 

their best combination was researched to achieve more than one objective simultaneously.  Problems as 

such, however, are extremely time consuming to solve. Hence, building performance optimisation algorithms 

https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.brighton.ac.uk/science/article/pii/S0959652618311296?via%3Dihub#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.brighton.ac.uk/science/article/pii/S0959652618311296?via%3Dihub#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.brighton.ac.uk/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/genetic-algorithms
https://www-sciencedirect-com.ezproxy.brighton.ac.uk/science/article/pii/S0959652618311296?via%3Dihub#bib29
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/optimisation-problem
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/optimisation-problem
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have often been used to reduce computational time by cutting the range of explored scenarios, which can be 

selected by the optimisation logic.  

Pannier et al. (2021) utilised a methodology that combined multi-objective optimisation with DES to help 

building stock managers to set their refurbishment priorities, optimising investment cost and energy 

consumption, and meeting yearly budget constraints. Malatji et al. (2013) applied GAs to devise optimal 

retrofit strategies which maximised the energy savings and minimised the payback period. Aghamolaei et al 

(2020) used GAs in the optimisation process to achieve retrofit interventions that ensure indoor thermal 

comfort while decreasing the environmental impacts such as Green House Gases emissions (GHG).  

The use of building performance optimisation algorithms combined with DES to support the analysis of 

complex building energy retrofit problems, allows for significant computational time savings. Soutullo et al. 

(2018) utilised GAs to evaluate the impact of retrofit interventions for dwellings. In this study TRNSYS 

combined with the software GenOpt was used to automate the DES runs, with sensible time savings. 

Eskander et al. (2017) utilised an optimisation model to identify the best set of retrofit measures aiming to 

maximize the annual energy savings, while minimizing the initial investment; a multi-objective GA was coded 

in MATLAB for this purpose. Ascione et al (2016) utilised GA to aid in decision making for the energy retrofit 

of hospital buildings. The cost-optimal analysis required to compare the global cost and the primary energy 

consumption for a range of packages of energy measures. The approach taken in this study performed 

simulation-based optimisation runs by coupling numerical optimisation algorithms with DES. Thus, it 

consisted of an iterative process that determined the progressive improvement of the solution until a 

convergence criterion was satisfied. In particular, coupling between EnergyPlus and MATLAB® was employed 

using the coupling function built into MATLAB®. Through this function, MATLAB® can launch EnergyPlus 

simulations as well as handle text based EnergyPlus inputs and outputs. Thus, the coupling of these two 

programs allows them to automatically run a huge set of dynamic energy simulations that are managed by 

the optimisation algorithms written in MATLAB® environment. MATLAB® automatically interrogates 

EnergyPlus to evaluate the energy performance of the building models for a range of retrofit scenarios. To 

couple the cost-optimal analysis with BPO algorithms is particularly worthwhile when big and complex 

buildings are examined because reliable energy simulations require high running times and a huge domain of 

energy retrofit scenarios must be explored. In this study SA was used instead of GA due to unavailability of 

such option in IES as the main BES tool used. 
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2.9 Conclusion 

A systematic literature review underlined all the phases of this research and aided in: 

• investigating the research field 

• identifying the gap in this field of research that led into formation of the research questions, research 

aim, and objectives set for this study 

• developing a unique and comprehensive methodology to achieve the subsequent objectives 

• devising methods and tools to de adopted. 

The studies investigated showed that, while some work was undertaken on the subject of energy 

performance of traditional buildings, just very few of the studies actually focused on buildings of heritage 

value. The ones that deployed a more comprehensive approach investigating energy performance of 

traditional heritage buildings were often focused on one specific CS - frequently a public building -therefore 

remaining limited in scope, applicability and generalisability.  Those few in-depth studies that concerned 

heritage dwellings and used multiple CSs, were mostly conducted in contexts different from the UK, where 

different climatic conditions were prevailing, and different construction methods and different energy use 

types and patterns existed. The literature review evidenced the lack of a comprehensive validated, layered 

methodology, capable of integrating a whole set of methods for data collection, data generation and data 

analysis to apply to multiple cases of TLDs using multiple units of analysis in the context of UK. It then aided 

with the definition of all the methods utilised and in understanding aims, potentialities and limits of the tools 

deployed. 
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Chapter 3. Methodology and Methods 
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3.1 Methodological framework 

3.1.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a description of the methodology devised and utilised to achieve the aim of the thesis. 

Based on the knowledge gained from the literature review, it presents the methods of data collection, 

generation and analysis used for this work: visual and measured surveys, questionnaires, interviews, data 

logging, meter-reading, thermography, energy simulation, parametric and sensitivity analysis. It describes 

stages of the research design in detail and how these are linked together, from the process of model 

development, the simulation of the status-quo, the strategy used to calibrate the simulations and to generate 

base-case models, to the simulation and analysis of retrofit interventions, individually and combined. 

3.1.2 Rationale 

The questions and objectives identified for this research determined the chosen approaches and methods for 

data collection, generation, and analysis. The literature reviewed often considered a sequential approach the 

most appropriate to address energy efficiency improvements and management of change for heritage 

buildings (Changeworks, 2008; Drewe & Dobie, 2008; Historic England, 2011; Flores, 2013; Ingram, 2013; 

Moran, 2013; Sahin et al., 2015). The most common approach starts from establishing a baseline scenario for 

the evaluation of different retrofit solutions (Bell et al., 2010; Bothwell et al., 2011; Charles, 2012; Hong et al., 

2006; Pomponi & Piroozfar, 2015) and for heritage impact assessment (Blecich et al., 2016; ICOMOS, 2010; 

Morris et al., 2008). It is then possible to identify potential changes to be introduced to the baseline scenario 

and measure their impact against the base-case performance. This framework is what the study aims to 

adopt investigating appropriate retrofit solutions and their effect on energy consumption and carbon 

emissions, alongside thermo-hygrometric balance, and heritage value of TLDs. In doing so, the chosen 

approach assesses negative and/or positive consequences of introduced changes, as set within the research 

design, to fulfil the research aim and objectives and answer the research questions. 

Therefore, the methodological sequential approach for this research stems from the identification of the 

heritage value recognised by the listing of selected CSs and moves on to gauging the current energy 

performance and thermal behaviour of the CSs investigated and the potential improvements achievable with 

responsible and safe retrofit interventions. The selected retrofit interventions target the reduction of the 

energy consumed by heating for the reasons explained in section 2.2. This can be done by means of passive 

or active strategies (Kostantinou & Prieto Hoces, 2018). Passive measures are meant to improve the thermal 

envelope to reduce the heat-loss through it. Active measures, such as heating systems upgrade and 

renewable energies, instead, aim at producing and distributing energy more efficiently.  This study is focused 
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on passive measures3. Behavioural change measures are not within the scope of this research. The results 

obtained from the simulation of the selected measures will be subject to comparative and sensitivity analysis 

of such solutions to propose responsible, safe, and effective combinations of interventions. 

For the specific nature of this research, its aim, objectives, the type of data available and corresponding 

analysis methods required, a pragmatic research approach could be taken, hence a mixed-methods strategy 

(Crano et al., 2014; Creswell, 2014; Knight et al., 2008; Kumar, 2014; Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Leech & 

Onwuegbuzie, 2009), which is the most suitable to address broad or complex research questions (Yin, 2018). 

It starts with a critical literature review and desktop research to build up the underlying framework for 

collection, generation, and analysis of primary data through a multiplication of different methods. In fact, the 

fundamental principle of mixed-methods research lays in the collection of multiple data using a range of 

strategies, approaches and methods so that their combination “could result in complementary strengths and 

non-overlapping weaknesses “(Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004: p.18). A mixed-methods approach can couple 

the insights provided by quantitative and qualitative research to generate more comprehensive answers to 

the research questions (Johnson & Turner, 2003), increasing the understanding of TLDs current performance 

and potential improvements and allowing for the generalisation of findings. 

3.1.3 The approach 

According to Leech & Onwuegbuzie (2009), mixed-methods design can use qualitative and quantitative 

methods concurrently or sequentially and with emphasis put on both or on one approach mainly (equal or 

dominant status). The specific design adopted for this study utilises qualitative and quantitative methods at 

different and subsequent stages, with equal or dominant status given respectively to a quantitative or 

qualitative approach. The literature review conducted in similar studies (e.g. Ascione et al., 2011; Blecich et 

al., 2016; Flores, 2013; Franco et al., 2014; Lloyd et al., 2008; Mora et al., 2015; Sahin et al., 2015, to name 

but a few) and summarised in chapter 2, evidenced how such a comprehensive approach proves to be the 

most suitable to consider all the complex synergies that characterise historic buildings. However, a 

comprehensive approach, has rarely been applied to TLDs, and previous attempts have been limited to single 

or few CSs, while the need for further research on a larger number of cases has been repeatedly pointed out.  

Table 3.1 contains the combination of methods chosen to fulfil each of the six research objectives, the tools 

and/or sources utilised, the data type (primary or secondary data, qualitative or quantitative) collected or 

generated in this study and a description of them. 

 

3 Active measures were introduced as part of the process used for generating base-cases, when all the CSs were upgraded 
with the same high efficiency gas boiler (see section 4.4.2). Their outcome has been presented in section 6.2 and 
discussed in section 7.4. Dehumidifiers were also considered, as part of the passive retrofit strategy, when the measures 
selected implied high risks of condensation (see section 5.5.4). 
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TABLE 3.1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES, METHODS, TOOLS/SOURCES AND DATA COLLECTED OR GENERATED 

Objective Method  Tools-Sources Data Type Data specification 

1. 
Selection of method 
for energy analysis 

Literature review 
Desktop research 

Internet 
Library 

Primary 
Qualitative 

Precedent approaches 
Available software applications 

2.  
Models’ creation and 
validation 

Visual survey Direct observation Primary 
Qualitative 

Location, Orientation, Layout 
Type and mechanism of 
openings 
Appliances 
Materials and constructions 
Heating systems 
Domestic Hot Water systems 

Measured survey Measurements Primary 
Quantitative 

Measures 
Size of openings CAD drawings 

Questionnaire Set of open, closed, 
and multiple-choice 
questions 

Primary 
Quantitative 
Qualitative 

Occupancy profile 
Pattern of use 
Temperature set-points 
Appliances 
Retrofit interventions already 
executed 

Interview The scheme of the 
questionnaire 

Thermal Imaging Thermal Camera Primary 
Qualitative 

Areas of air-leakage 
Areas of thermal bridging 
Constructions 

Literature review 
Desktop research 

Internet 
Library 

Secondary 
Quantitative 

Air-leakage values 
Materials and Constructions 

Simulation stage 1 Simulation software Primary 
Quantitative 

Current simulated energy 
consumption and CO2 emissions 
Indoor temperature and RH 

Calibration (adjusting input 
variables and re-running 
the simulations) 

PD, graphic analysis, 
NMBE and CV(RMSE) 
and Simulation 
software and Excel 

Primary 
Quantitative 
Qualitative 

Energy consumption (gas/LPG 
and electricity) simulated and 
monitored 
Temperature and RH simulated 
and monitored 

3. 
Selection of CSs 

Convenient and purposive 
approach 

Invitation letters Primary 
Qualitative 

Location 
Age 
Floor level 
Orientation 
Listing grade 

4. 
Status-quo energy 
performance and 
thermal behaviour 

Monitoring Utility bills Primary 
Quantitative 

Gas and electricity consumption 

Meter-readings Primary 
Quantitative 

Indoor temperature 
Indoor RH  Data loggers 

5. 
Baseline scenario  

Literature review 
Desktop research 

Internet 
Library 

Secondary 
Quantitative 

Occupancy profile 
Pattern of use 
Temperature set-points 
Heating systems 

Simulation stage 2 Simulation software Primary 
Quantitative 

Baseline performance 

6. 
Selection of 
responsible and safe 
retrofit solutions 

Literature review 
Desktop research 

Internet 
Library 

Secondary  
Qualitative 

Heritage value 
Responsible retrofit 
interventions  Interviews/consultations 

with experts 
Set of open questions Primary 

Qualitative 

Condensation risk 
assessment (simulation) 

Simulation software Primary 
Quantitative 

Thermo-hygrometric properties 
of the constructions 
Indoor temperature and RH 
Outdoor temperature and RH 

7. 
Post-interventions 
scenario 

Simulation stage 3 Simulation software Primary 
Quantitative 

Post-interventions energy 
consumption and CO2 emissions 
(low-risk interventions) 
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Simulation stage 4 Simulation software Primary 
Quantitative 

Post-intervention energy 
consumption and CO2 emissions 
(medium- and/or high-risk 
interventions) 

8. Assessment of the 
interventions 

Comparative/parametric 
analysis 

The output of Baseline 
and post-intervention 
scenarios 
Excel 

Primary 
Quantitative 
Qualitative 

Energy and carbon savings of 
the interventions (individually 
and combined) 
Level of risk 
 

9. Devising a method 
for evaluating the 
impact of each area of 
intervention 

Sensitivity analysis The output of Baseline 
and post-intervention 
scenarios 
SPSS 

Primary 
Quantitative 
 

Energy and carbon savings  
 

 

A clear description of data sources and the way they contribute to the findings of the research is an important 

part of any study and guarantees the reliability and validity of the results (Benbasat et al., 1987; Swanborn, 

2010). Figure 3.1 describes the methodological approach, highlighting the methods utilised (light-grey shapes, 

capital letters) in their sequential order, and the data collected (light-grey, bullet points) or generated from 

them (dark-grey shapes, bullet points) at each subsequent stage of research (in yellow). 
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FIGURE 3.1 RESEARCH FRAMEWORK: 

METHODS, DATA GATHERED AND 

GENERATED, AND STAGES OF RESEARCH 
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3.2 Case study research  

3.2.1 Overview  

This research aims to propose a systemic methodology to intervene in TLDs in the South-East of England to 

improve their energy performance. To achieve this aim, the use of BPE methods for existing CSs, before and 

after retrofit, was considered as a possible strategy. However, it is not within the scope of this study to 

investigate the performance gap between predicted and actual energy savings but instead to assess the 

potential savings achievable for TLDs with a range of suitable retrofit options and the areas of intervention 

that most contribute to such savings.  

As pointed out by Sharpe (2013), gaining access to private houses to undertake BPE can be challenging. In 

searching for CSs for this research, further limitations would be imposed by the need to find available TLDs 

undergoing retrofit at the time of the study. Furthermore, even assuming that representative CSs could have 

been selected for the purpose of BPE pre-and post-retrofit, the range of solutions investigated would have 

been limited and the study would have provided just a partial answer to the research questions. Even 

involving a large number of case study households, it would be challenging to provide statistical analysis from 

the emerging findings (Gupta and Barnfied, 2014). 

As a result, energy simulation was chosen instead as the main method of data generation, as it allows for 

testing multiple scenarios. As explained in detail in section 2.5, energy simulation offers better reliability 

when models can be validated. Model calibration using real metered data is a strong validation strategy and 

is only possible using real CSs. Hence, CS research was chosen as the most appropriate approach for this 

study. Key to such an approach is the investigation of a subject within a context (Proverbs & Gameson, 2008), 

to study information systems in their natural settings, and generate theories from practice (Benbasat et al., 

1987). CS research is often associated with a holistic approach, one that accounts for complex sets of causes 

and the most suitable to answer “what” and “how” questions (Swanborn, 2010), as those formulated in this 

study.  

According to Yin (2013), in CS research the most robust results can be achieved by triangulation of data 

sources and method types. Multiple-case design allows for cross-case analysis and the extension of theories, 

and the use of multiple units of analysis enables triangulation and guarantees better reliability of the research 

conclusions (Benbasat et al., 1987). Therefore, the primary data collection and analysis phase of this research 

uses multiple CSs as the main approach in which a multitude of different methods provide and support data 

for multiple units of analysis. The methods utilised are described in detail in this chapter and include the 

following:  

- visual surveys 
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- measured surveys 

- questionnaires 

- interviews 

- thermographic surveys 

- utility bills and energy meter-readings 

- temperature and RH data logging 

- dynamic energy simulation 

- comparative/parametric and sensitivity analyses. 

The CSs selected in this study are not undergoing any actual retrofit. Nevertheless, BPE methods were 

reviewed (section 2.4.3) and applied to gather primary data to be used for understanding the actual thermo-

hygrometric behaviour of the buildings in use, for making realistic energy models of their existing condition 

and finally for calibrating such models.  

As noted by de Wilde (2014) to address the range of issues that contribute to the performance gap, work is 

required to validate energy model outputs and to improve the quality of model input data. The combination 

of such multiple methods on multiple CSs allows for triangulation of findings, increasing the validity and 

reliability of research. For this purpose, Airtightness and U-values testing were also considered to add to the 

reliability of input data; however, these BPE methods were excluded from this study for the reasons 

explained in sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2. 

Concerning the practicability of any generalisation out of CSs, Tsang (2014) explained that cases are not to be 

considered as sampling units and should be treated instead as experiments. They can therefore be 

generalised to theoretical propositions (Yin, 2013). It is of paramount importance to note that the knowledge 

claims which can be made with a CS approach, are not of the same nature and application as those made 

using pure quantitative methods. Swanborn (2010) compared CS research design (intensive) to survey design 

(extensive). While survey research calculates frequencies to provide a statistical generalisation, the purpose 

of CS research is to expand and generalise theories, hence the outcome can be what Yin calls “analytical 

generalisation” (Rowley, 2002; Yin, 2018; Yin, 2014). Such generalisation is not strictly linked to the number 

of cases investigated and could potentially be achieved also by means of one individual CS, if effectively 

chosen and analysed by means of multiple units of analysis (Flyvbierg, 2006; Painting et al., 2014; Swanborn, 

2010). Due to the in-depth level of observation possible with CS research, analytical generalisation has, 

according to Flyvbierg (2006), same if not higher value than statistical generalisation.  

In designing CS research, Proverbs and Gameson (2008) argue that early consideration should be given to the 

type of approach to use. While in longitudinal CS research the aim is investigating a subject to identify change 

or development over time, cross-sectional studies investigate the situation at a moment in time (Proverbs & 
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Gameson, 2008). The CSs investigated are not undergoing any actual retrofit intervention or behavioural 

change in use during the period of investigation, hence a transversal design was applied.  

3.2.2 Target population  

Flyvbierg (2006), argued that generalisability from CSs can be increased by the strategic selection of cases, 

which should be chosen, according to Yin (2018), amongst those that more likely can illuminate the research 

questions. In order to select representative CSs for the purpose of this research, it was first necessary to 

define the target population, for which the study aims to generalise its findings. This is made of TLDs in the 

South-East of England. At present, no statistics are available to define the actual number of this population 

with a good degree of certainty and to establish which age band is the most representative of the whole 

TLDs. The only data available today refers to the whole listed entries in England, that is 376,099, according to 

Historic England (2018). They can be buildings - residential or non-residential - or other structures, e.g. 

lampposts or balustrades in Brighton; each of which can refer to an individual unit or to a number of units. 

They have been clustered, in Figure 3.2, as per their period, where it is evident that most listed entries (63%) 

are pre-20th Century buildings and belong to the 18th and 19th C. 

 

FIGURE 3.2 GRAPH DETAILING THE AGE RANGE OF LISTED ENTRIES IN THE UK (HISTORIC ENGLAND, 2018B) 

Looking specifically at TLDs, it is reasonable to conclude that the great majority of them belong to the 19th C, 

when the major population growth was recorded, leading to a surge in demand for housing, with the 

development of the terraced house typology before, during and after the industrial revolution (Muthesius, 

1982); terraces constitute in fact around half of the pre-1919 housing stock according to Whitman et al., 

(2016). Therefore, 19th C listed dwellings were chosen as the target population in this study.  

3.2.3 The geographical location 

The City of Brighton and Hove was chosen as the geographical setting for this study due to the wide 

combination of different influential factors that it provides, which make it an exemplar case within the UK 

housing context.  

Brighton is centrally located within the South-East coast of England, which is the geographical area that this 

research aims to investigate. It has been predicted that this region will experience the highest temperature 
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rise in the UK by the end of the 21st C (Jenkins et al., 2009). Therefore, this is also the area where the CO2 

emissions control needs to be implemented most. 

Brighton has many pre-1919 dwellings: approximately 40,000 of the total 104,100 dwellings in the city, were 

built before 1919, almost 40% of the housing stock (BEST, 2008). This proportion outweighs by far the 

average share of traditional dwellings in England, where approximately 20% of the dwellings are traditional 

buildings (DCLG, 2018).  

Most historic buildings in the city belong to the early 19th C, the Regency period, when Brighton was 

developed into a seaside resort, and enriched with unrivalled examples of Regency Architecture (Antram & 

Morrice, 2008; Berry, 2000; Collis & Carder, 2010). The same metamorphosis took place for many other 

fishing villages along the South Coast of England. Eastbourne, Hastings, Portsmouth, Southampton, and 

Worthing, closer to Brighton, and further: Dawlish, Lyme, Margate, Ramsgate, Sidmouth, Southend, 

Teignmouth, Weymouth to name but a few, were all developed in the same period. They were nestled in the 

area considered the most favourable in England for a coastal resort, because sheltered from the northern 

winds, but exposed to the beneficial sea breezes (Sutherland, 1997). Until the early 18th century, in these 

seaside towns, houses were built with their backs to the sea, mainly to protect them from the wind; later on, 

when the picturesque values of seascape views became more attractive, these resorts were embellished with 

fashionable homes built on wide crescents and terraces, parallel to the sea-shore, with large windows to 

afford the best view of the sea (Sutherland, 1997). A similar typology of buildings characterised, during the 

early 19th C, the South Coast of England, of which Brighton was then considered as the gem. 

According to BHCC (2008), Regency buildings have a great value as part of the city’s historic heritage. These 

buildings contribute to the overall character and appearance of the city, have witnessed the history and 

culture of the community, and contribute positively to the economy, acting as catalyst for tourism (BHCC, 

2008). Hence, special care is needed for the preservation of their character. This places constraints on the 

retrofit adaptations allowed for such buildings when the interventions may affect their characteristic 

architectural and/or historic values. This part of the stock, however, cannot be disregarded in the current 

decarbonisation policies of cities as “pursuing sustainable development involves seeking positive 

improvements in the historic environment” (DCLG, 2012). Energy upgrading heritage dwellings is a means to 

allow them to withstand future challenges and therefore, it is unquestionably an aspect of heritage 

conservation. 

A substantial number of the traditional dwellings in the city of Brighton and Hove are listed. However, to 

estimate their actual amount, some considerations are needed. The listed entries are 1218 (BHCC, 2018a). 

They include dwellings, churches, public buildings, and other structures. However, the Council does not hold 

any record of statistical breakdown for the data concerning such entries; nor are they aware of such data 
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existing elsewhere. Therefore, it was necessary to search the current records of listed entries for Brighton, to 

gather information about: 

• dates of construction 

• current number of listed residential entries 

• listed entries that include more than one dwelling 

• proportion of listed dwellings for each grade.  

Out of the total number of entries, 99% are dated before 1919, therefore traditional buildings, and more than 

60% are residential. Most of the times, one single listed residential entry, refers to a cluster of individual 

buildings, frequently a listed terrace of houses. Therefore, the number of entries that are houses is roughly 

estimated to be more than 3000, counting most of the biggest listed terraces. It needs to be noted, however, 

that many of the listed residential units are magnificent Regency terraced houses that have been split into 

four or five individual dwellings, one at each floor level. Hence, the number of individual units (TLDs) is surely 

more than the total estimated number of listed houses. Only considering some of the largest 19th C terraces 

(for instance in Adelaide Crescent, Bedford Square, Arundel Terrace, Brunswick Place, Brunswick Square, 

Brunswick Terrace, Grand Parade, Lansdowne Place, Marine Parade, Palmeira Square, Powis Square, Regency 

Square, Roundhill Crescent, Sussex Square) and assuming each house has been divided into four flats, brings 

up the total estimated number of listed dwellings to over 5000. Further and deeper investigation would be 

necessary to break down this estimate into exact numbers but from this initial study, it can be concluded that 

certainly more than 12% of the traditional dwellings in town are listed. 

Most of these residential estates perform poorly (BEST, 2008) because they were built at a time when very 

low living and energy standards were applied, when construction materials and technologies were limited 

and because of lack of investment in this sector. This condition could be a consequence of the general trend 

in Brighton (product of an imbalance between supply and demand in the local housing market) that shows a 

tendency to split houses into flats and rent them out, leading to a higher rate of deterioration. The House 

Condition Report (BHCC, 2008) showed how the building type profile in Brighton & Hove differs from the 

national pattern with a much higher level of houses converted into flats, which is over seven times the 

average national rate. The amount of privately rented properties in Brighton & Hove is 21% (BHCC 2018b), 

that is twice the national average. Affordability is also a key issue, with high average house prices, and high 

rental prices. 

Such setting for this research can produce results that will prove likely to be easy to tailor or amend in order to 

propose valid solutions for similar listed properties elsewhere in South-East England; the methodology 

proposed, once tested and proved successful in this setting, should also be valid to apply anywhere else for 

investigation of retrofit measures for historic dwellings.  
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Finally, the choice of Brighton as setting for this research, adds to the novelty of the study as it provides an 

unprecedented in-depth analysis of the Regency dwellings that characterise this as many other coastal cities, 

investigating their current energy performance and thermal behaviour, as well as the outcome of potential 

energy improvements which can be applied to them. 

3.2.4 CSs selection 

In order to decide how to pick representative cases out of the population of Brighton’s 19th C listed dwellings, 

the proportion of grade I, II* and II dwellings was first taken into account. The list of Brighton entries reflects 

the trend found in the rest of England (Historic England, 2018) with more than 90% of the listed entries being 

grade II, the remainder being grade II* and grade I. Therefore, it was first considered whether to use a 

stratified sampling to allow a proportional representation for each grade. However, it was decided to start 

with a call for participants open to all residents or owners of 19th C listed dwellings, independently from their 

grade. This way, there was a risk of not finding any available participant from grade II* and grade I because of 

their rarity. This was considered an acceptable risk - to be eventually addressed using purposive sampling as a 

secondary strategy - for two main reasons: 

- due to their rarity, grade I and II* dwellings, may also give little scope for generalisation  

- the solutions proposed in this study for grade II dwellings could easily be assessed and tailored - 

accounting for heritage value and practicality of each measure on a case-by-case basis - also for 

dwellings of grade II* and I.  

Random statistical sampling was excluded as well, as it would not be appropriate for a research that does not 

build up its claims exclusively on quantitative methods. In fact, random samples may result, according to 

Flyvbjerg (2006), incapable of producing the kind of insight desired in CS research.  

Therefore, CSs were selected using a non-probability sampling strategy (Bryman, 2008) obtained by carefully 

balancing purposive and convenience sampling techniques. A first filtering was made to find potential 

participants interested and willing to participate in this study, to be able to warrant an initial number of 

accessible dwellings. For this purpose, a letter was circulated within the University of Brighton mail system. 

This initial convenient sampling technique provided a first set of accessible dwellings from which 

representative samples could be selected. Initially 11 potential CSs were selected from those who replied to 

the call (the excluded ones were either not listed or located outside the research geographical boundaries); 

Figure 3.3 shows the location of the properties.   
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FIGURE 3.3 MAP SHOWING THE LOCATION OF THE CSS SELECTED AFTER THE FIRST CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS  

(ADAPTED FROM: HTTPS://WWW.GOOGLE.CO.UK/MAPS) 

Another risk implied in this convenient type of search is that it might limit the use pattern as the majority of 

occupants would belong to academia or academic environment, probably with highly environmentally-aware 

behavioural patterns; however, it is not the scope of this research to investigate behavioural attitudes of the 

occupants and how to improve them, therefore the type of participants interested in taking part, was not 

considered relevant to the research. 

The analysis of the data concerning the population being studied - collected through literature review, 

secondary data collection and conversations with experts in this sector - aided in the subsequent search for 

participants. Purposive sampling was applied at this stage to support the decision concerning the remaining 

CSs necessary to be representative of the entire population investigated. In the process of arranging the first 

site visit, some of the previously agreed participants withdrew from the study, which reduced the number of 

cases down to only three units (CSs 2, 7 and 8). For the second search, it was decided to use invitation letters 

delivered door to door in two main areas of investigation: Kemp Town and Brunswick Town. The CSs found 

here, were built from the beginning to the end of the 19th C, according to the taste for large terraces of 

houses dedicated to the wealthy class that was moving to Brighton to enjoy the seaside. These two areas, 

spread respectively to the East and West of the city seafront, are where the finest examples of Regency and 

early Victorian planning and architecture can be found in Brighton. Such areas, being the earliest grand 

Regency developments in town, constitute an example followed for the rest of that century. They are also 

https://www.google.co.uk/maps
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representative (with some slight changes in the size of bricks sometimes during the second half of the 

century) of materials and techniques used for all the rest of the 19th C throughout the city. This second search 

for participants, lead to the final selection of 9 CSs. They are presented in Table 3.2, where numbers follow 

the chronological order of acquisition; in grey are highlighted the cases selected after the first call for 

participants, in white those that withdrew after the first selection, in yellow those added with the second 

search. 

TABLE 3.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CSS SELECTED 

Case 
study 
N. 

Location Typology  Date of construction Grade Ownership info 

CS1 First Avenue Flat in converted house 2nd half of the 19th C. II Tenant 

CS2 Brunswick Place Flat in converted house 1st half of the 19th C. II Tenant 

CS3 To be confirmed Flat in converted house 2nd half of the 19th C. II Owner/occupier 

CS4 Hanover Crescent Terraced house 1st half of the 19th C. II Owner/occupier 

CS5 Brunswick Place Flat in converted house 1st half of the 19th C. II Owner/occupier 

CS6 Russel Square Flat in converted house 1820 II Owner/occupier 

CS7 Arundel Terrace Maisonette in converted house 1st half of the 19th C. I Owner/occupier 

CS8 Norfolk Terrace Flat in converted house 1860 II Owner/occupier 

CS9 Grand Parade Flat in converted house 1st half of the 19th C. II Owner/occupier 

CS10 Roundhill Crescent Flat in converted house 2nd half of the 19th C. II Owner/occupier 

CS11 Sussex Square Flat in converted house 1st half of the 19th C I Owner/occupier 

CS12 Sussex Square Maisonette in converted house 1st half of the 19th C. I Owner/occupier 

CS13 Arundel Terrace Flat in converted house 1st half of the 19th C. I Owner/occupier 

CS14 Lewes Crescent Flat in converted house 1st half of the 19th C. I Owner/occupier 

CS15 Lewes Crescent Brunswick Place 1st half of the 19th C. I Owner/occupier 

CS16 Brunswick Road Flat in converted house 2nd half of the 19th C. II Tenant 

CS17  Adelaide Crescent Flat in converted house 2nd half of the 19th C. II* Owner/occupier 

In this study, a multiple-case approach was considered the most suitable to enable triangulation of findings 

and comprehensive answers to the research questions. According to Rowley (2002), multiple cases can be 

regarded as equivalent to multiple experiments, hence they can contribute more rigorously to establishing a 

theory when two or more of them show similar results - a literal replication - or contrasting results - a 

theoretical replication (Yin, 2018). A fundamental decision at this stage had to be made about the right 

number of cases to investigate. The sample size needs in the first place to be large enough to allow 

comparative studies on the chosen cases (Gay & Airasian, 2000; Oppenheim, 1992). According to Yin (2018), 

the use of just two cases can increase the confidence in the analytical generalisation obtainable with single CS 

research. Swanborn (2010), mentioned that generally multiple-case research is conducted using four to five 

cases. Rowley (2002) suggested the use of six to ten cases, to allow for analysis of similarities and contrasts in 

the results.  

To maximise what can be learnt from the cases, the decision concerning their number was made upon the 

analysis of the variables expected in the population from which the cases are drawn (Stake, 1995). To be 

representative of the population, the sample size used should attempt to cover most variables of such 
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population. Therefore, the overarching variables to take into account were investigated and they can be 

described, as follows: 

• Period of construction (first or second half of the 19th C) 

• Aspect (dual or single)4 

• Floor level (Lower-Ground Floor, Ground Floor, Middle Floor, Top Floor)  

• Orientation (South, East, West) 5. 

The majority of the dwellings representative of the population in this study face East, West or South, and 

form part of large squares open to the sea and frequently complemented by grand terraces overlooking the 

southern promenade along the seafront (Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6). North-facing properties (either single or 

dual aspect) were not considered due to the extreme rarity of such cases in the population investigated.  

 

FIGURE 3.4 VIEW OF KEMP TOWN ESTATE BY C & R SICKELMORE (REGENCY SOCIETY, 2018) 

 

FIGURE 3.5 VIEW OF BRUNSWICK SQUARE AND TERRACE BY BUSBY (REGENCY SOCIETY, 2018) 

 

4 What is intended by aspect of a property in this research is the number of sides where windows are located. Being flats 
in converted terraced houses, CSs are either single aspect (in the case of small properties opened only on one side) or 
dual aspect (if opened with windows on two opposite sides).  A few triple aspect ones can be found at the end of a row 
of terraced houses, but they were not taken into account because of their rarity.  
5 For both dual and single aspect dwellings a distinction was made according to their orientation as well; this is 
straightforward for the single aspect ones, while for the double aspect ones, the orientation of the main elevation was 
considered. 
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FIGURE 3.6 SITE PLAN FOR BRUNSWICK SQUARE AND TERRACE BY BUSBY (REGENCY SOCIETY, 2018) 

In the case of single-aspect properties the only variation considered was the West facing one, for the 

impracticality of finding available single-aspect cases facing East or South. However, single-aspect properties 

are an extremely rare case in the context of listed 19th C dwellings because this population is mostly obtained 

by the subdivision of grand terraced houses into flats, one at each floor, therefore mostly constituted by dual 

aspect dwellings. It was decided to include single-aspect dwellings (CSs 8 and 16) in the investigation because 

they could be used as initial cases to analyse, due to their modelling and calibration being more 

straightforward, thanks to their simpler geometry and smaller number of construction variables.  

After the first run of simulations, the calibration performed on all the models, finally led to the exclusion of 

CS15, as it constantly failed to achieve the calibration criteria, resulting in it being an outlier. This decision 

was made since the occupants moved away during the period of investigation and therefore it was not 

possible to gather any more measured data to aid in the calibration process. 

The CSs finally selected are well distributed geographically in the two areas of investigation (see Table 3.6 and 

section 5.3). Only CS8 is located between such areas, in Norfolk Conservation Area, adjacent to Brunswick 

Town. It was decided to keep this CS in the research, as its materials and construction methods are the same 

as other selected cases. The cases investigated mostly belong to the first half of the 19th C (the period that 

saw the spread of Regency Architecture in town), nonetheless, the materials and techniques have chiefly 

been the same throughout the century. The CSs selected constitute a good mixture of grade I, grade II and 

grade II* dwellings and of owned and tenanted flats. Needless to say, owner-occupiers may have different 

incentives compared to tenants when it comes to any refurbishment interventions. However, this aspect was 

disregarded in this research because, while the individual attitude toward energy retrofit measures is 
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certainly linked to behavioural aspects, they are not within the scope of this study, which investigates 

potential environmental benefits of permissible passive retrofit interventions on the selected dwellings. The 

eight CSs selected and utilised cover all the overarching variables, as described above and identified in Table 

3.3. Therefore, they allow detailed exploration of a snapshot of the 19th C listed dwellings typology, typical of 

Brighton, as well as other seaside towns in the South of England.  

TABLE 3.3 CSS AND OVERARCHING VARIABLES   

Case 
studies 

1800 
1850 

1851 
1900 

Dual 
aspect 
West 
facing 

Dual 
aspect 
East 
facing 

Dual 
aspect 
South 
facing 

Single 
aspect  
 

Lower 
ground 
floor 

Ground 
floor 

Middle 
floors 
 

Top 
floor 

CS2           

CS7           

CS8           

CS12           

CS13           

CS14           

CS16           

CS17           

3.3 Primary data collection strategy and research instruments 

3.3.1 The simulation software 

The research methodology involves the use of DESs to identify the current energy consumption and carbon 

emissions for each CS and to assess the potential energy and carbon savings achievable with different 

combinations of retrofit interventions. Simulation was chosen as it has several advantages compared to physical 

modelling (including mock-up tests and field tests): it is less time consuming and less expensive; importantly, in 

the case of buildings in-use, it is non-intrusive (Yang et al., 2014); factors like outside weather can be controlled 

and changed in order to account for the effects of occupancy alone as well as those of one specific retrofit 

measure or of a combination of more than one (Wei et al., 2014), hence allowing for a full factorial parametric 

analysis of all the variables involved to address adequately the given research questions. Simulation was 

preferred to mathematical modelling (Diakaki et al., 2013) as well because it is a more developed method that 

allows for the testing of different retrofit scenarios with a more user-friendly approach and requiring less coding 

skills; simulation can in fact assess the effect of individual measures even when they are part of a combination of 

measures implemented all at the same time; it can also investigate the interaction between the measures 

implemented within themselves and with the different parameters of the building (Gines Cooke, 2018). 

To make a decision concerning the simulation software to use, a literature search (chapter 2) was conducted 

together with a desk survey of the available data and conversations with experts in the sector. It was 

concluded that either Energy-Plus (Ascione et al., 2011; Olsen & Chen, 2003; Pernigotto et al., 2012; Stazi et 

al., 2013; US Department of Energy, 2015; Yang et al., 2014; Wei et al., 2014) or IES-VE (Ahmed et al., 2017b; 
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Banfill et al., 2012; IES-VE, 2009; Ingram, 2013; McNally, 2014; Memon, 2014; Moran, 2013; Pomponi, 2015; 

Yang et al., 2014) is a suitable software to be used in this study for modelling the energy efficiency of TLDs. 

IES-VE was chosen because it is an application developed in the UK and its use is widespread in the country as 

well as around the world. It offers a more user-friendly interface and requires fewer coding skills than Energy-

Plus. Like Energy-Plus, it is already validated by a number of studies (IES-VE, 2020a and 2020b) and it allows 

for simulation of multiple-case scenarios to be applied to the same model, hence the comparative analysis of 

the interventions is easily manageable. Unlike Energy-Plus, it is not an open source (which can potentially 

introduce some limitations on more advanced coding in complex simulations). However, such specialised 

level of coding was not considered to be essential in the case of this research, as IES-VE is more than 

accommodating for all the variables which are deemed required to be manipulated/configured in TLDs for the 

purpose of this study. 

3.3.2 Visual and measured surveys  

The body of scientific research agrees on the importance of using empirical data to achieve a good similarity 

between the modelled and the monitored fuel consumption pertaining to space heating (Alonghi et al., 2014; 

Ascione et al., 2015; Barnham et al., 2008; Hong et al., 2006; Ingram, 2013; Ingram & Jenkins, 2013; 

Panayiotou, 2014; Stazi et al., 2013). It was therefore fundamental to investigate each building in-depth in its 

geographical location, orientation, building typology, shape, measures, materials and construction methods, 

size and type of openings, heating and DHW system(s) and domestic appliances, as a part of the in-depth, 

multi-units of analysis, multi-CS approach chosen for this study.  Hence, visual inspection and measured 

surveys were conducted for each CS and the data collected served as input data in the energy simulation 

software (appendices 5 and 11).  

3.3.3 Questionnaires 

Data about occupancy profile, pattern of use, lifestyle and temperature set-points, ventilation habits, building 

services, appliances, retrofit interventions already executed in the dwelling and eventual hurdles faced to 

implement them, was gathered for each CS using a questionnaire survey which was filled by the participants 

on the day of the survey. The literature review conducted on users’ behaviour’ impact on energy 

performance of dwellings and questionnaires strategies (appendix 3a), together with the analysis of the input 

data necessary for the modelling software, guided the design of the data collection instrument (i.e., 

questionnaire). The questionnaire was then revised with the aid of a human geographer and further refined 

before distribution to the participants (appendix 3b).  
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3.3.4 Semi-structured interviews 

On the same day of the survey, a follow-up interview with the participants was conducted. The 

questionnaires already (partially or totally) filled in by them, were extremely helpful to guide the structured 

interviews, as they constituted a basis for discussion and helped to identify issues and unclear points (Leaman 

et al., 2010). The use of interviews was fundamental to guarantee that all questions were answered, to obtain 

a full depth and range of information (Proverbs & Gameson, 2008), to clarify any misunderstandings or 

provide additional explanations where required (Atkinson, 2015), and finally to develop a relationship with 

the interviewees that was of use later in the study (Proverbs & Gameson, 2008).  

3.3.5 Utility bills and meter-readings 

The use of CSs presents an ideal opportunity to check the simulated energy consumption output against 

actual energy use data, therefore guaranteeing a higher reliability of the models created. For this purpose, 

historic data were provided from the residents, to be used as initial check of the results of the simulations. 

Then, the main household electricity and gas (or LPG) supply meter-readings were collected in each dwelling 

over a period of at least one calendar year. The frequency of the readings varied between the cases and 

depended on the participants actual availability or ease of contact; it goes from less than one month to a 

period up to four months. In similar research (Lloyd et al. 2008; Moran 2013) the historic data, combined with 

an analytical review of seasonal meter-reading helped work out the share of energy use for space heating, 

hot water, cooking, and appliances. In this study instead, the detailed information given by the interviewees, 

guided in the definition of accurate profiles set up in the simulation software to describe the pattern of use 

for the heating system, appliances, and lights within each dwelling. The energy consumption obtained from 

the simulations, carried out using the profiles generated, was then compared with the actual meter-reading 

in each dwelling to aid in the calibration of the simulations (section 4.3.2).  

Table 3.4 provides a synopsis of the spot meter-readings that were performed, for an overall period of one 

year, in each dwelling investigated. The frequency of such readings and the days when they were performed 

differ for most dwellings. This is due to the actual availability and ease of contact of the occupants; however, 

it does not affect the validity of the calibration performed using such data as each model was validated 

independently (appendix 11). 
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TABLE 3.4 SPOT METER-READINGS IN EACH CS 

 

3.3.6 Data logging 

This study used data loggers as monitoring instruments to record indoor temperature and relative humidity 

(RH) in each CS. These measurements were used to aid in the calibration of the first round of simulations and 

as a checkpoint to quality control the data provided by the users concerning patterns of use and temperature 

set-points. Such monitoring can be considered of an indicative nature (Guerra-Santin & Tweed, 2015) as the 

results obtained from data logging helped control the accuracy of input data while providing an insight in the 

actual thermo-hygrometric behavior of the dwellings investigated. Through data logging, the actual 

conditions of the dwellings in use were measured and recorded for two periods (during the heating and non-

heating season) of one to three months each time, depending on availability of the occupants and on the 

results of the calibration performed (see section 4.3.3). For each CS, the period of investigation and the 

rooms monitored are detailed in appendix 11. The data logging performed, providing a triangulation of the 

data obtained from the interviews and of the outputs from the simulations, finally contributed to a better 

reliability of the results generated.  

To gain the necessary consent from the participants, an informative letter was delivered during the 

recruitment phase of the research, providing details about the use of such devices (appendix 2). A consent 

form was then submitted to the participants to read and sign on the day agreed for the survey (appendix 2); 

this way, on the same day, the researcher could clarify any potential doubt that the participants may have 

had concerning the invasiveness of the study. 
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Hobo data loggers (model: Hobo UX100-03, temperature and RH data logger) were chosen to be deployed in 

this research. They can record temperatures in the range from -20°C to 70°C and RH from 15% to 95% with a 

±0.21°C and ±3.5% accuracy respectively. Such data loggers were chosen as they are widely used in research 

(Ahrentzen et al., 2016; Altan et al., 2013; Cipriano et al., 2015; Da Cunha, 2015; Ding et al., 2016; Dunham et 

al., 2005; Georgiou, 2015; Kavgic et al., 2012; Khalfan & Sharples, 2016; Loyd et al., 2008; Porrit, 2012); they 

are accurate (Da Cunha, 2015), affordable, low-maintenance, easy to operate and durable, compact 

instruments that consume little power (Da Cunha, 2015; Whiteman et al., 2000); they guarantee sufficient 

precision for the purpose of this study and have enough storage capacity for the periods of data collection 

intended (ONSET, 2018). The university was able to finance the purchase of 8 devices, which were made 

available to use at the end of April 2017 and were after that employed in four dwellings at a time (one in the 

living area and one in the bedroom area in each flat simultaneously during each data collection period).  

No calibration was needed for the loggers prior to their use as they were new devices and calibration was 

recommended by the supplier after 5 years of use (ONSET, 2018).  All the participants gave their consent for 

the use of such monitoring devices, which were therefore deployed in all the dwellings investigated. 

When positioning the data loggers, the best practices described in the literature were taken into account 

(appendix 4). However, it was also necessary to agree their position with the participants, not to generate too 

much disruption in their normal activities and not to make them feel as constantly under vigilance, which may 

have reduced their willingness in taking part in the study. 

Table 3.5 summarises the periods of data logging carried out for each CS, highlighting: the heating periods in 

red and the non-heating periods in green. The periods of data collection deployed were different for each 

dwelling due to the availability of only a limited number of data loggers, which led to the need of rotating 

them. Also, the total length of the periods of data collection varies in different CSs, from a minimum of only 

two months (in CS16), to a maximum of six months (in CSs 2, 7, 12, 13 and 14). The length of the periods of 

monitoring depended on the actual availability and ease of contact of the occupants, as well as on the ease of 

calibration. The aimed length of monitoring was at least 4 months in total; however, when discrepancies 

between simulated output and monitored data were revealed, a longer period of monitoring was considered 

necessary to allow for further test of the most uncertain parameters.  Only CS16 was monitored for a period 

shorter than 4 months because the tenants left the dwelling during the time of this study. Therefore, it was 

not possible to have access to it anymore after March 2018. Nevertheless, although limited to winter months, 

the monitoring includes heating as well as non-heating periods (as the dwelling was vacant for a few weeks). 

This allowed for sufficient depth of analysis of the thermal behaviour of the building. The calibration 

performed using that shorter period of investigation was successful and the final model was considered 

acceptable to be used in the further stages of analysis.  
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Measurements can be done at intervals from minutes to hours (Guerra-Santin & Tweed, 2015; Loyd et al., 

2008; Mba et al., 2016). Initially a 15minutes interval was chosen to test the storage capacity of the devices 

when they were deployed for two months. For better matching of monitored and simulated data during the 

calibration process (using statical indices), the main data collection used 10 and 30minutes intervals. These 

aligned with the simulation time-steps used by the software. No significant differences were found in the 

outcome of calibration where the different intervals were used.  Both 10 and 30minutes intervals also 

ensured a more in-depth level of calibration than the hourly data which is recommended by the ASHRAE 

guideline (section 2.5).   

TABLE 3.5 SUMMARY OF THE PERIODS OF DATA LOGGING FOR EACH CS (HEATING PERIODS IN RED; NON-HEATING PERIODS IN GREEN) 

 

In all the cases the recorded data clearly showed some differences with simulation results (initially up to +/-

5°C and up to +/-20% RH). These discrepancies helped in the calibration phase of the first round of 

simulations, fine-tuning data such as actual length of the period of use of the heating system during the year 

and its use profile during the week, temperature set-point(s), ventilation habits, heat gains due to occupancy 

patterns, lighting, appliances (where such data was confirmed by the participants) as well as assumptions 

concerning air-leakage and materials build-up of the envelope, where needed (section 4.3). 

3.3.7 Thermographic surveys 

The use of core-testing, blower door tests, or other intrusive methods of investigation of the materials build-

up of the constructions and of the air leakage characteristics of the dwellings, was not possible because of the 

heritage value and private ownership of the dwellings investigated. Hence, thermographic surveys were 

undertaken (thermal camera Flir, model E60) to aid in the understanding of the composition of the thermal 

envelope and in identifying possible thermal bridges or patterns of air-leakage.  

Similarly to those conducted in analogous studies, the thermographic surveys conducted in this research can 

be classified as (Fox et al., 2014):  
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• passive, as they investigated the building fabric without the use of any artificial stimulus aside from 

the normal heating, as set by the users 

• qualitative, as the colour patterns within a thermal image, which represent differences in measured 

infrared radiation, were visually evaluated 

• internal, as well as external (whenever possible as the location of the building allowed for taking 

external photos).  

The surveys undertaken and reported in appendix 11 for each CS, assisted in identifying: the areas of 

ventilation losses (mainly around openings), thermal bridges (at junctions and corners or where insulation 

was missing), moisture or condensation. They aided in the refinement of the assumptions concerning air-

leakage materials build-up of the thermal envelope during the making of the model and the following 

calibration stage. 

3.4 Simulation stage 1: Status-quo scenario  

3.4.1 Models creation  

The whole set of data collected, concerning orientation, layout and measurements, construction layers, 

heating and DHW system(s), appliances, lighting systems and profiles of use, replaced the default values in 

datasets built in the energy performance simulation package to create a 3D model for each dwelling and its 

adjacencies. This was used to predict the status-quo energy consumption and indoor conditions of each CS 

for a year. The simulation calculated the energy used by the modeled dwelling accounting for building 

operation, climate, internal gains and solar penetration (taking into account the effects of adjacent 

obstructions and self-shading) (IES-VE, 2009, 2015a, 2015b and 2016). 

An in-depth report of the phases of model development, the sources of input data used, as well as all the 

assumptions made, is provided in chapter 4. For each CS, a detailed account of the input data and parameters 

used in the development of the model can be found in appendix 11.  

Table 3.6 reports a summary of the following key data for each CS: Conservation Area, location, typology and 

ownership info, construction date/period, variant6, geometry, number of occupants, total area and treated 

floor area (TFA), as well as the period(s) of data logging and date of the infra-red survey undertaken.  

 

6 Refers to the variables summarised in Table 3.3. 
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TABLE 3.6 CSS SYNOPSIS 
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3.4.2 Models calibration 

The results achieved through simulation were checked against the figures collected through utility bills, 

meter-readings, and data logging, to calibrate the models and achieve results as close to the actual energy 

consumption and thermal behaviour of the CSs under investigation as possible. 

The validation procedure specifically devised for this study is based on the comprehensive critical review of 

literature reported in section 2.5. It builds on and further develops the approach previously taken in other 

studies (Bertagnolio, 2012; Mustafarj et al., 2014; Raftery et al., 2011). In all those studies, the approach 

chosen was centred around two levels of calibration: 

- level one, based on available as-built data, such as data obtained from energy audit inspections of 

buildings, and used to run a first simulation 

- level two, based on monitored data collected on-site, by means of the measurement equipment and 

information collected through surveys and interviews.  

In this study, the second level of calibration was organised in two stages, where monitored energy 

consumption data and indoor condition data were subsequently compared to the simulated results and the 

input data were adjusted accordingly (see section 4.3 for an in-depth description of the process of calibration 

performed).  

3.5 Simulation stage 2: Baseline scenario 

The DES operated in this study is meant to investigate the level of reduction in HEC (hence in CO2 emissions) 

achievable by means of selected responsible and safe passive retrofit measures. For this purpose, a 

comparison must be performed between the existing status of the dwellings investigated and the status post-

interventions. A normalisation stage is necessary at this stage to facilitate such comparison across different 

CSs (section 2.6). The CSs investigated need firstly to be normalised in order not to be influenced by the 

different occupancy profiles and patterns of use (heating system regimes, temperature set-points, ventilation 

habits, appliances). Secondly, the range of different heating systems (characterised by different efficiencies) 

must also be accounted for and standardised, to generate a baseline scenario of performance where only the 

envelope characteristics are taken into account in the determination of HEC both pre- and post-intervention. 

A detailed description of the process devised in this study for the generation of base-case models is provided 

in section 4.4. 

The second stage of simulation interested the normalised and base-case models and produced a baseline 

scenario to refer to in the following stages of analysis. 
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3.6 Selection of permissible, responsible, and safe retrofit interventions  

Chapter 5 describes the process devised in this study for the selection of suitable retrofit interventions and 

their modelling in detail. The energy performance of the CSs post-intervention was then simulated and used 

to assess the effectiveness of the selected measures. 

Amongst the permissible measures, responsible ones must be first selected, hence respectful of the heritage 

value of each specific CS investigated.  In fact, the management of change in heritage buildings needs to be 

nested in the right balance between heritage values and admissible interventions (Planning - Listed Buildings 

and Conservation Areas- Act, 1990).  

Adding to the complexity of retrofitting TLDs, is the thermal and moisture behaviour of materials and typical 

constructs of traditional buildings, which differs from that of modern ones (Historic England, 2011; EST 2007; 

Jenkins, 2008; Baker et al., 2007) and can be compromised by unsympathetic interventions. The measures 

selected must therefore also be safe, hence exclude the risk of interstitial condensation taking place in the 

envelope construction.  

The approach devised in this study, using a combination of methods, as described in chapter 5, generated 

possible scenarios of responsible and safe measures, to be simulated in the following stage of research. 

3.7 Simulation stages 3 and 4: Post-intervention scenarios  

The retrofit measures were divided into low-, medium- and/or high-risk interventions, in accordance with the 

level of risk imposed on the heritage value and the thermo-hygrometric balance of the envelope (chapter 5). 

The third stage of simulation was conducted to investigate the impact of low-risk retrofit solutions on the 

building performance through DES. This was carried out by applying the low-risk interventions, one-at-a-time 

(OAAT) and combined, to the base-case models which were created in the second stage of simulation.  

In the fourth stage of simulation, the medium-and high-risk measures were introduced to each base-case 

model once all the low-risk measures had been applied, as explained in section 5.6.2. Medium- and/or high-

risk interventions were finally simulated, in OAAT and combined status. The results of both stages of 

simulations were then compared with the baseline scenario in the following stage of analysis to assess 

realistic energy savings and carbon reduction potential of the selected retrofit interventions, individually and 

combined. 

3.8 Analysis and discussion of the results  

Chapter 6 presents the parametric and sensitivity analysis of the results of simulation. Both local and global 

SA were used in this study (section 2.7). Global SA was deemed the most appropriate approach to assess the 
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influence of multiple areas of intervention, each susceptible to multiple measures (as described in chapter 5) 

on the outcome HEC and CO2 emissions. Multiple Regression (MR) analysis was used for this purpose, as 

suggested by previous research because it is considered the most comprehensive technique (Ibraheem, 2018; 

Solmaz et al., 2018; Tian, 2013), while being easy to perform with commercially available software (Yang et 

al., 2016). Then, Local SA was also used to assess the individual influence of each measure when applied 

OAAT. 

The use of GA was reviewed and considered as it was deployed in previous energy retrofit studies (section 

2.8); however, this was not deemed necessary for several reasons. First of all, the design of the current study 

was such that it did not require simultaneous scrutiny of more than one output variable. The second reason 

was that the simulation software package of choice did not have any built-in capability to accommodate GA 

analysis. This could have been resolved in combination with secondary software applications, had the 

research design of this study required analysis of multiple output variables at a time. 

The analysis and the subsequent discussion of findings (reported in chapter 7) consider the areas of 

intervention as parameters susceptible of changes (the potential retrofit interventions). Analysis and 

discussion are meant to achieve the final aim of this thesis and devise a methodology for decision making in 

retrofit of TLDs. This way, an overall comprehensive approach to such measures can be taken, capable of 

balancing energy and carbon savings, thermo-hygrometric balance of the constructions and historic features 

conservation.  

3.9 Conclusion 

Figure 3.7 describes the research design developed for this study. The first stage of data collection was used 

to create the models. The first run of simulations produced data concerning the energy performance and 

thermal behaviour of the CSs investigated in their unimproved status-quo condition. The results of 

simulations were then compared with real data obtained from monitoring (second stage of data collection) in 

the calibration process to achieve models that accurately represent the actual energy consumption and 

thermal behaviour of the real dwellings. The third stage of data collection produced base-case models from 

the calibrated models. A second set of simulations was then run on the base-case models to generate a 

baseline scenario to refer to when assessing retrofit measures. The fourth stage of data collection produced 

an inventory of appropriate retrofit interventions for the selected CSs, which were divided into low-, medium- 

and/or high-risk measures. The interventions were applied to the base-case models to run a third and fourth 

set of simulations and test the outcomes of each retrofit measure, individually and in combination with other 

interventions, on the energy performance and carbon emissions of the CSs. A parametric analysis was then 

conducted to aid in the formulation of responsible, safe, and effective combinations of measures for 
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retrofitting TLDs. Finally, sensitivity analysis allowed for the identification of the areas of intervention where 

the highest savings in HEC and carbon emissions could be achieved.  

 

FIGURE 3.7 RESEARCH DESIGN AND SUBSEQUENT STAGES OF SIMULATION 
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Chapter 4. Generation of base-case models 
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4.1 Introduction 

  The research instrument in this study is constructed around successive stages of DES.  To create accurate 

models of the selected CSs, a mixed methods approach was developed, where multiple methods were used 

to gather, collate, and analyse a wide range of input and monitored data (see chapter 3). Once the status-quo 

models were created, the first DES was run for buildings’ existing conditions and the output data was used for 

calibration of the model in cross-comparison with actual monitored data. The calibrated models were then 

normalised to generate base-case models. These were used, in the following stages of research, to produce a 

range of post-intervention model variations to assess the benefits of potential measures. This chapter 

describes, in detail, the approach taken in this study for the creation of accurate status-quo models, their 

calibration and normalization, to finally generate realistic base-case models, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. 

 

 

FIGURE 4.1 THE RESEARCH DESIGN: FROM STATUS-QUO TO BASE-CASE MODELS 

4.2 Status-quo models 

4.2.1 Geometry 

Using the layout and measurements taken during the walk-around visual surveys, floor plans were produced 

in Autocad. The .dxf drawings were then imported in the IES-VE software and a 3D model was created in 

Model-IT (the model building component of IES). IES-VE uses a relatively simple model geometry which does 

not necessarily comply with the architectural drawing protocols or technical design drawing conventions. The 

model produced in IES was therefore a simplified version of the drawings generated based on the surveys. It 

is crucial to reduce unnecessary model complexity to avoid potential simulation errors due to excessive level 

of details, which may confuse the application during simulation runs with very little to no impact on the 

outcomes of simulations.  

For each dwelling, the adjacent volumes were also modelled, to consider the thermal conditions at the 

boundary and to quantify the shading effects on solar gain calculations (Table 3.6 - p.78 - shows the models - 
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in blue - and their surroundings - in magenta). For all the CSs, the neighbouring dwellings were also occupied.  

Hence, the models were considered in adiabatic condition with the adjacent building volumes and the 

temperature difference was assumed to be negligible, by default (IES-VE, 2015c and 2016). The communal 

stairwell was also considered in adiabatic conditions in the models because the central staircase of these 

terraces has frequently been heated by radiators since these townhouses were converted into flats.  

Furthermore: 

- the communal entrance hall often contains a draught lobby, in the form of a second door after the 

main entrance, which was proved effective at retaining heat in the common hallway and stair 

(Changeworks, 2008; Curtis, 2016) 

- similar results were obtained when comparing the measured temperature of uninsulated and 

unheated stairwells and that of the heated rooms in similar properties (Baker, 2011) 

- the calibration of the models created gave satisfactory results for all the CSs investigated, given the 

assumption of adiabatic conditions for all adjacencies (section 4.3 and appendix 11).  

Table 4.1 presents a synopsis of relevant physical data affecting the heating energy demand of the CSs under 

investigation, which includes treated floor area7 (TFA), thermal envelope area, thermal envelope-to-TFA ratio8 

(form factor), windows-to-external walls area ratio9 (WWR), orientation10. These data will be utilised in the 

stage of analysis and discussion of results (chapters 6 and 7).  

TABLE 4.1 THE NON-VARIABLE FACTORS AFFECTING HEC IN THE CSS INVESTIGATED 

 
TFA  
m2 

Thermal 
envelope 

 m2 

Thermal 
envelope-to-

TFA ratio WWR % Orientation  

CS2 76.90 62.20 0.81 24 W 

CS7 195.49 331.00 1.69 18 S 

CS8 62.40 28.70 0.46 33 W 

CS12 158.15 190.62 1.21 20 W 

CS13 123.93 155.30 1.25 25 S 

CS14 148.70 288.30 1.94 18 E 

CS16 72.72 118.50 1.63 20 W 

CS17 120.45 106.60 0.89 19 E 

 

7 Heated floor area of the dwellings. 
8 The thermal envelope-to-TFA ratio, or Heat-loss Form Factor is calculated as the ratio of the thermal envelope surface 
area to the treated floor area (TFA). This corresponds to the ratio of surface area that can lose heat (the envelope 
exposed to the external environment in this study) to the floor area that gets heated (TFA). 
9 The windows-to-walls ratio is calculated as the ratio of the total area of windows to the total area of external walls 
(those exposed to the external environment). 
10 As explained in section 3.2.4, orientation is intended here the orientation of the main elevation. 
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4.2.2 Orientation, site location and weather data 

Once the models were created in Model-IT, using the AP-Locate application, data related to the site location 

and weather was inputted. Ap-Locate contains site data that include values for latitude, longitude, and 

altitude for a wide range of sites throughout the world drawn from standard Tables published by CIBSE and 

ASHRAE.  

ASHRAE (2002) suggests the use of local hourly weather data that corresponds to the same time period as the 

energy use data to which the model will be calibrated (section 4.3). However, if the savings are to be 

“normalised” to represent a typical year, the use of average local weather data or of data from a weather 

station site near to the building under investigation (usually an airport), is also considered acceptable 

(ASHRAE, 2002). The site selected for this research is Brighton and this is a non-ASHRAE location. Therefore, 

initially the weather dataset relative to Shoreham Airport (the nearest geographical location in the basic set 

of weather files databases included in the software) was used.  

During the calibration phase, it was decided to adopt an average Brighton weather file provided by Meteo-

Norm, to allow a more accurate comparison between simulated and monitored energy, temperature and RH 

data and to aid this way in the calibration process. Brighton weather data for the period from January 2017 to 

February 2018, measured by the local Brighton weather station, was also requested from, and provided by 

the Channel Coastal Observatory (Southampton). This is not an .epw file, therefore not usable in the 

simulations but it has been helpful as a check point for the calibration to explain those days which showed 

evident discrepancies in the graph when comparing simulated and measured temperatures and RH.  

To enhance the confidence level in the created models, a further stage of calibration was performed using 

the specific Brighton weather file pertaining to the year 2017 acquired from IES. This further step aided to 

achieve a closer matching of simulated and monitored data.  

4.2.3 Openings and shading/insulation studies 

When the geometry was completed, the types of openings, their exposure type, and their profiles of use 

were edited using the IES module Macro-Flo. Macro-Flo simulates the flow of air through openings in the 

building envelope due to natural ventilation and air-infiltration. A database of openings (external and internal 

windows and doors) was therefore created for each CS based on the data collected during the visual and 

measured survey. Each window was described using an Opening-Type-Properties-Database (IES-VE, 2015d, 

2015e and 2018f). It stores information concerning window’s geometry, leakage characteristics, degree and 

timing of window opening and (when appropriate) its dependence on room temperature and/or RH. A profile 

was therefore created for each window to define its pattern of use according to the information obtained 

from the interviewees (see appendix 11 for the specific profiles devised for each opening).  
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It should be noted that the Crack Flow Coefficient11 (CFC) and the Crack Length12 (CL) were given a value of 

zero for all the openings in Macro-Flo. The reason for this is that to be able to calculate the ventilation rates 

using those values, requires, in addition to data about maximum openable area of each external opening - 

provided by the measured survey - detailed information about cracks in the building envelope, as well as 

wind pressure coefficients for the building surfaces - data which was not possible to measure at this stage. 

Although the use of ad-hoc data for CFC and CL could potentially give very accurate results accounting for 

outdoor weather conditions, it also implies the risk that misleading results could be generated without 

detailed knowledge of such data. Therefore, the Macro-Flo analysis was only used in this study to calculate 

natural ventilation, excluding air-leakage, adopting a simplification previously used in similar research 

(Marshall et al., 2016). 

The air-leakage (from windows and fabric) was considered instead as a uniform rate in the Room Data, using 

the values suggested by CIBSE (2015) and calibrated (as described in sections 4.2.7 and 4.3 and reported in 

appendix 11 for each model). The risk in doing so is that, although this strategy has the advantage of shorter 

simulation times, the software cannot consider the effects of buoyancy, wind speed and direction in the air-

changes rates used for each room. This may generate discrepancies between simulated and monitored 

temperatures, which were evident where the simulations produced flat graphs for the internal temperature, 

not reproducing the oscillations in temperature measured in the actual dwellings. This was accounted for and 

factored in during the calibration of the simulations using internal temperatures (section 4.3.3) and was 

however considered an acceptable simplification of the real scenario by previous research (Sdei et al., 2015). 

For internal closed doors the rates suggested by IES (IES-VE, 2015d and 2015e) were used, that are of 1.3 ls-

1m-1Pa-0.6 for the CFC and of 100% for CL around the opening perimeter. It is noted that, although every effort 

was made to gather accurate input data to guarantee the generation of models that resemble their real-

world counterpart in their energy and thermal behaviour, the models created are a simplification of the real-

life scenario, therefore they cannot take into account all the multitude of processes and synergies that take 

place in a real building. Furthermore, as previously explained by Bozonnet et al. (2011), any small variation in 

the occupancy schedule and occupant behaviour in dwellings in-use, could easily explain some of the 

observed differences between the measured and simulated temperatures. 

Macro-Flo also calculates the wind pressures on the building envelopes. It is a function of wind speed, wind 

direction and building geometry. To calculate wind pressure, Macro-Flo uses coefficients derived from wind 

tunnel experiments (IES-VE, 2015d and 2015e), which are different for low-rise and high-rise buildings and for 

a range of exposure types and were applied to each model accordingly to the floor level of each flat.  

 

11 A coefficient characterising the leakage properties of the crack. 
12 The length of the crack around the opening, expressed as a percentage of the opening’s perimeter length. 
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Finally, the Sun-Cast module was run to perform shading and solar insolation studies for the created 

geometries, considering their orientations. The impacts of air movement (as generated by Macro-Flo) and 

solar shading calculations (as generated by Sun-Cast) were then quantified in terms of heat gains and energy 

consumption to be used in Apache-Sim, the thermal simulation engine in the IES. 

4.2.4 Construction Templates  

In the Apache-Sim module (IES-VE, 2015a), the software models the dynamic interactions between the 

building and the external climate, the internal loads and processes, accounting for heating and mechanical 

system(s) and for occupancy. It does this by integrating data from the other modules of the software to 

analyse solar irradiation, daylight harvesting, natural airflows, and systems performance. 

IES software calculates the envelope’s U-values based on thickness, conductivity, density, heat capacity and 

resistance of each building element (referred to as “construction" in the IES terminology). Using the Building 

Template Manager, within Apache-Sim (IES-VE, 1015f, 2017 and 2018a), construction templates were 

therefore created, to assign the internal and external constructions and thermal properties to each model. 

They consist of layers of different materials, characterised by their thermo-hygrometric properties and 

surface properties, to be used in the thermal analysis.  

Because of the heritage value of the dwellings and of their private ownership, it was not possible to use any 

type of invasive technique, e.g. core sampling, to gain a better understanding of the components of each 

construction. Therefore, specific building elements were created based on the assumptions made from:  

• measured thickness of such elements (whenever measurements were possible) 

• visual survey (when some materials were visible) 

• tactile inspection (to aid in the understanding of the internal faces of the walls - solid walls, or plaster 

on lath, or drylining) 

• questionnaires and interviews with the occupants (which were sometimes aware of the materials and 

constructions in their dwelling) 

• literature review  

• secondary data collection  

• conversations with local heritage experts about the typical constructions of that area at that time  

• voluntary work carried out by the researcher at the Regency Town House (Brunswick Square, Hove) 

which was there and then undergoing restoration 

• thermographic surveys (used as quality checks for some assumptions concerning the constructions in 

some CSs, e.g. in CS13 where it showed the lack of insulation in the flat roof).  

A detailed account of the data sourcing process and of the constructions used in each CS are given in 

appendices 5 and 11. The build-up of specific constructions allowed the software to generate U-values for 
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each building element, to be used in the simulation of the current performance of the dwellings. In the last 

two stages of simulations, these U-values were upgraded according to the new retrofitted constructions 

proposed in each stage.  

4.2.5 Heating and DHW Systems 

Heating and DHW Systems were inputted for each dwelling in the Apache Systems Tab within the Thermal 

Template Tab. As part of the visual survey, data concerning the fuel(s) used, boiler and DHW tank (when 

present) nameplate and size was collected; data concerning the seasonal efficiency, and DHW delivery 

efficiency was then gathered online from their respective manufacturer’s websites and inputted in the 

Apache Systems Tab for each system. Appendix 5 (Table 0.3) reports the heating and DHW system(s) in each 

CS. Most of the dwellings have central heating except CS8 (heated using an LPG heater and an electric 

heater), most have combi boilers, one system boiler and one regular boiler. DHW is provided in different 

ways: directly by the combi boiler where present or stored in a HW tank and heated by the system or regular 

boiler, or by an electric immersion heater. 

As the research is set in the UK, the National Calculation Methodology (NCM) System-Data-Wizard in IES was 

used to aid in the definition of the characteristics of the heating systems using the default values proposed 

given a certain boiler efficiency inputted. On the Apache Systems dialog box, a set of NCM system types are 

available for selection (IES-VE, 2015g). The system specifications entered here are interpreted into Apache 

Systems, where they are used for sizing central plant and calculating fuel consumption and carbon emissions. 

Therefore, in the Apache Systems Tab, only the boiler’s seasonal efficiency (BSE) was manually inputted for 

each boiler according to the values provided by the manufacturer. The NCM System-Data-Wizard then 

assigned by default a value to the heating delivery efficiency (HDE) for each type of system. The software 

finally calculated the value of the Seasonal Coefficient of Performance (SCoP) given BSE and HDE. SCoP Is a 

parameter used in the Apache Systems tab to describe the efficiency of the heating system. Together with 

the Auxiliary Energy Value (energy required for fans, pumps, and controls) and with the fuel(s) specified for 

heating, it serves to define the system’s performance in relation to carbon emissions. This value is linked to 

the BSE as indicated in the following equation: SCoP = BSE * HDE. 

The pattern of use of the heating system(s) and temperature set-point(s) were also set through specific 

profiles in the Thermal Template for each room in each model, based on the dada collected using 

questionnaire surveys and interviews with the participants (sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4, appendix 3b).  

The DHW consumption for each dwelling was estimated based on the number of occupants, using statistical 

findings from previous research. In each CS, the formula proposed by Energy Saving Trust (2008) for the 

average use (in litres a day) of DHW in UK dwellings was used; this is:  

DHW = (40+28N) l/day 
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where N is the number of occupants. The value obtained this way was then divided by 24 to obtain the l/h 

consumed in the dwelling. The obtained value corresponds to the total estimated litres of DHW consumed in 

the dwelling each hour when the DHW system is in use. This total was then assigned: 

- either to only one room thermal template (e.g. bathroom or kitchen), assuming no other room 

template has a DHW system when running the simulations 

- or it was split into two or more parts and assigned as a DHW consumption value to different room 

templates. This last option was considered necessary when a dwelling had more than one DHW system, 

in order to take into account the energy consumed by both of them; this was relevant when the two 

systems had two different DHW delivery efficiencies or used different energy sources (electricity and 

gas). 

Furthermore, questions concerning the DHW usage, which were included in the questionnaires and 

interviews, aided in understanding whether the pattern of use of the DHW indicated any anomaly that may 

lead to any over or below average use because of the occupants’ habits. This was the case in CSs 8 and 16, 

where the electric immersion heater was rarely used because the occupants take showers somewhere else 

during the week or because they do not generally use hot water. Such pattern was accounted for in the 

corresponding profiles which were set to “off constantly” for most days and the DHW consumption in 

l/h(max) was calculated according to the EST formula only for the days when the profile was set to “on 

continuously”.  

4.2.6 Heat gains 

Internal heat gains for each room template (IES-VE, 2015g) were assigned using data collected through the 

visual surveys (presence and type of appliances and lighting fittings) and questionnaires-interviews 

(occupancy profile, pattern of use) and adopting the values suggested for the heat gains by CIBSE Guide A 

(2015). These are reported in appendix 5. 

4.2.7 Air-exchanges  

Air-infiltration rates - due to windows and fabric - were accounted for by setting values of air-changes-per-

hour (ACH) for each room template in Apace-Sim, using the Air Exchanges Tab in the Thermal Template.  

CIBSE Guide A (2015) provides empirical values of ACH for rooms in flats (storeys1-5) on normally exposed 

sites in winter: they range from 1.40ACH (for leaky buildings) to 0.25ACH (for extremely air-tight buildings). 

For each room a value was assigned initially within the range measured by CIBSE. This value was chosen in 

accordance with the output from the visual survey (concerning type, age and condition of the 

windows/doors) as well as from the questionnaires (concerning the participants’ individual assessment of the 

draughtiness of their openings) and from the thermal imaging survey. The air-leakage values before the 

calibration were set as follows: 
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- 1.4 ACH for rooms with old leaky single-glazed sash windows on exposed south-facing walls (the 

strongest winds in this area mostly coming from south-west) 

- 0.7 ACH for rooms with old leaky single-glazed windows on partially sheltered walls 

- 0.5 ACH for rooms with single or double-glazed windows renovated and-or draught-proofed on 

partially or totally sheltered walls  

- 0.25 ACH for rooms with new double-glazed windows with gas infills. 

During the calibration such values were fine-tuned (within the range suggested by CIBSE) to achieve the 

acceptable PDs between simulated and monitored energy consumption data, a good degree of similarity 

between simulated and monitored temperature and RH graph, and acceptable NMBE and CV(RMSE) between 

such data, as explained in section 4.3. This process sometimes led to a considerable reduction of the rates 

initially assumed. Because the properties under investigation were all listed buildings, were in use and all 

privately owned, it was not possible to perform a blower-door test to measure the actual air-leakage rates. 

Therefore, for the purpose of this research, the new values assigned to air-leakage after calibration were 

considered acceptable when the calibration criteria were fulfilled. Such air-leakage values were also 

compared with those used in the literature concerning similar buildings and found in the range of those 

previously used (IES-VE, 2009; Johnston et al., 2004; Moran, 2013; Stephen, 1998 to cite but some). 

It is worth noting that some of the dwellings also contain fireplaces which were still used. For rooms where a 

fireplace was found, the corresponding ventilation values from BRE (2016) were used as follows: 

- 80 m3/hr for open chimneys (vertical duct for combustion diameter 200mm or more) 

- 20 m3/hr for blocked chimneys (ventilator area less than 30mm2). 

Where intermittent extract fans were found, in the kitchen and bathrooms, the value of 15l/s was used, as 

suggested by CIBSE Guide A (2015). Air exchanges due to ventilation instead were not inputted for any room 

thermal template; these air exchanges were in fact calculated in Macro-Flo using user defined profiles for the 

pattern of use of windows, based on the data collected from the questionnaire surveys and interviews. The 

Macro-Flo analysis, on the other hand, does not account for air-infiltration through the windows, as explained 

in section 4.2.3. A detailed description of the values used for each CS is provided in appendix 11. 

4.3 Calibrated models 

4.3.1 Stage 1  

Once the status-quo energy models were created (section 4.2), the energy simulations were run using the 

average weather files specific to Brighton, as provided by Meteo-Norm. The results of annual energy 

consumption were accessed in Vista-pro and were then exported to Excel. 
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4.3.2 Stage 2  

A first screening of the validity of the created models, was done using the estimated annual energy 

consumption data, as evinced by the energy bills, in order to assess the capability of the models to predict 

current energy consumption of the dwellings in their status-quo, as well as energy and CO2 emission savings 

in the intervention scenarios. 

Meanwhile, the electricity and gas (or LPG, wherever applicable) spot meter-readings of each CS were carried 

out. This allowed for a calibration to be performed using actual figures where a whole year of energy 

consumption data was accounted for. PDs between simulation results and measured data were calculated for 

each energy use category over the specific annual period of investigation. This was done using the following 

equation, based on the work of Reeves et al. (2012): 

PD = [(Simulated Results – Measured Results) / Measured Results] x 100 

Values of the PD in the range of ±10% were considered acceptable as suggested by previous research 

(Ogando et al., 2017), which are more accurate than the values used by others in similar contexts (Maamari 

et al., 2006 and Reeves et al., 2012 considered acceptable PDs within ±15% range; see section 2.5). The input 

values used in the first set of simulations for each CS were therefore checked and fine-tuned, where needed, 

to calibrate the simulation outcome with the metered data to obtain results within the acceptable range.  

To increase the reliability of the models, within this stage, a further calibration was performed using sub-annual 

energy data: those monitored and estimated by the simulations for the same periods. At this point, it needs to 

be pointed out that ASHRAE (2002) criteria for calibration, frequently adopted in previous research when 

validating BES models using energy data, suggest the use of other statistical indices (namely the NMBE and 

CV(RMSE)) applying them to hourly or monthly energy data (section 2.5). However, the ASHRAE procedure, 

developed in America, is exclusively aimed at calibration of energy consumption data. The calibration strategy 

developed for this research instead, aims at balancing accuracy in energy consumption outputs as well as 

thermal behaviour data. Furthermore, due to the constraints of this research (which makes use of CS real 

dwellings with all the implications linked to the occupants’ actual participation and ease of contact), energy 

use data for a year was collected using spot measurements that spanned from 1 to 7 months from each other 

(section 3.3.6).  

This calibration stage was obviously more challenging than the previous one, operated on annual data. In 

fact, when considering shorter periods, energy consumption data was much more affected by changes in a 

multitude of behavioural factors and occupancy patterns. These may easily differ from the general 

annual/seasonal profiles generated from the questionnaires and interviews with the occupants. It was the 

duty of the researcher, whenever possible on the day of meter-reading, to ask a few more questions from the 
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occupants, and take note of any change in the profiles of use generated from the first interviews that may 

have happened during the specific period of meter-reading. Such profiles were further refined and updated, 

for each period of investigation, according to any special condition that the occupants were aware of (i.e., 

guests staying over certain periods, periods of vacancy of the dwelling, periods of more or less intense 

occupancy due to changes in the usual schedule, etc.).  

Hence, a more flexible approach than the one suggested by ASHRAE was taken in this calibration stage, aimed 

at achieving PDs between metered and simulated energy consumption data within ±15% for all the sub-

annual periods13.  

In line with ASHRAE approach, NMBE and CV(RMSE) 14 were also finally calculated for all the sub-annual periods 

relative to one whole year. However, for the reasons just explained, more flexible limits than the ones imposed 

by ASHRAE for monthly data had to be considered acceptable. Each model was therefore iteratively refined, 

and the outputs were compared to measured data until: 

- the PD calculated for the whole annual energy data was within the limits of ±10% 

- PDs calculated for individual sub-annual energy data were within the limits of ±15% (wherever 

possible) and, for all sub-annual data, the NMBE was within ±10% and the CV(RMSE) was below 30% 

indicating that the simulations were sufficiently calibrated.  

When using metered data collected during 2018, the calibration was performed using the average Brighton 

weather. For metered data collected during 2017, a parallel simulation was run using the specific weather 

file generated via Weather Analytics for 2017 in Brighton (recommended by ASHRAE Guideline, as explained 

in sections 2.5 and 4.2.2) acquired from IES. This further simulation was aimed to eliminate calibration 

discrepancies due to annual changes in weather profile. When it was proven that the weather was not the 

main cause of such errors, then other factors pertaining to the building fabric, pattern of use, and heating 

system - identified as the principal sources of simulation errors in the literature (section 2.5.7) - were 

examined more confidently to address the source of discrepancies.  

 

13 Because of the challenges given by the implications of varied patterns of use during short periods of time, in a few cases such limits 

were not achieved for all the sub-annual periods and this was reported in detail in appendix 11. 
14  See section 2.8.5 for a description of the statistical indices suggested by ASHRAE for calibration of dynamic energy models. The 

formulas used at this stage of research were as follows: 
NMBE= [Σ(aD-sD) / ΣaD] x 100 
CV(RMSE)= [Σ(aD-sD)² / n]½ / µ 
where: 
n = total number of data 
aD = measured data 
sD= simulated data 
µ = mean of measured data = ΣaD/n 
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4.3.3 Stage 3  

When the calibration process was successful to this point, the last stage was performed to further calibrate the 

models using indoor conditions data. This was done initially using graphic analysis when the winter and summer 

cycles of data logging were completed. The sub-hourly temperature and RH data acquired by the sensors were 

compared with the ones outputted from the DESs for the same periods and for the same rooms. At this stage, 

the objective was to validate the thermal behaviour of the models, examining if the simulated and monitored 

graphs showed notable discrepancies between each other or were reliable, while also aiding to understand the 

building envelope characteristics and the behaviour of its thermal mass. The graphic analysis provided a 

straightforward visual comparison of simulated and monitored data, aiding in identifying where discrepancies 

existed, therefore where it was most likely that errors occurred. This stage of calibration was performed, like 

the previous one and for the same reasons, using respectively: the average Brighton weather file, when using 

data collected during 2018; the weather file relative to 2017, when using data collected during that year. At 

this stage, to account for the heat gain from adjacent properties in the assessment of indoor temperature and 

RH of the dwellings that experience prolonged periods of vacancy during the heating season (CSs 2 and 16), the 

simulations had to be run supposing the adjacent dwellings were heated (19C) even when the CSs were 

vacated, hence non heated, during the heating season. 

When the graphic analysis produced satisfactory results, simulated and monitored temperature and RH data 

were finally used in a last stage of calibration comparing them according to ASHRAE statistical indices. All the 

models were validated using NMBE and CV(RMSE) for sub-hourly (time intervals of 10 minutes and/or 30 

minutes) temperature and RH data for at least two periods of 1-to-2 months each, in two different rooms, in 

the living rooms and bedrooms respectively.  

Therefore, the calibration process devised this way, moves one steps further from what was done by previous 

research where energy and temperature data was used more extensively for calibration of BES of dwellings 

(Georgiou, 2015, section 2.5.8). In fact, while monitoring energy consumption using spot measurements (vs 

monthly data), this study also monitored temperature data for 3 to 6 months (vs one single month of 

monitored data in previous research). The use of two monitoring periods allowed for considering heating as 

well as non-heating periods for calibration, adding to the validity of the calibration process. Furthermore, the 

monitored data was collected at intervals shorter than one hour and calibrated meeting the ASHRAE’s set 

criteria for all the data (vs PDs used in the previous study for most of temperature data). Importantly, the 

current study also used RH data, calibrated in the same way as the temperature data was, which is 

unprecedented in similar research. In fact, the attempt made by Bozonnet et al. (2011) used exclusively 

temperature and RH data not complementing them with energy use data and deployed PD and graphic 

analysis of daily mean indoor temperature data collected during a period of two months (section 2.5.8).  
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FIGURE 4.2 THE CALIBRATION PROCESS 

The novelty of this calibration approach is even more evident when compared to what was previously done in 

most of the studies concerning traditional dwellings (Ingram, 2013; Mohammadpourkarbasi, 2015; Moran, 

2013; see section 2.5.8) where the calibration was only performed on energy data and simply comparing 

annual or monthly data - simulated and measured - using graphic analysis and/or PDs. When calibration was 

attempted in a previous study concerning traditional heritage dwellings using both energy and indoor 

conditions data (Flores, 2013), the strategy adopted lacked the use of statistical criteria for the analysis of 

energy data only considering the error in total annual consumption; furthermore, temperature data was 

monitored over one month (failing to assess the building behaviour during heating and non-heating seasons 

and only considering one of the indoor condition variables); lastly, in the study conducted by Flores, the 

calibration of indoor conditions was carried out using only graphic analysis, which is more subjective if not 

complemented with the results of statistical criteria. All the previous studies on traditional dwellings used 

calibration only on one or a few models (section 2.5.8) while the calibration procedure devised and applied in 

this research was tested and proved successful for 8 CSs under investigation, adding to the validity, reliability 

and generalisability of the findings. Figure 4.2 illustrates the calibration process devised and tested in this 

study.  
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4.3.4 Input Data Hierarchy 

Previous research pointed out how calibration can be extremely dependent on the researcher’s personal 

judgment about the individual relevance of the multitude of parameters that need to be inputted in the 

simulation software (Maile et al., 2012; Raftery et al., 2011). Therefore, to avoid such subjective approach 

and to improve the reliability and accuracy of the calibration, a hierarchy was devised for the wide range of 

input data based on the source used to obtain them, as suggested in previous studies (Gines Cooke, 2018; 

Parker et al., 2012; Raftery et al., 2011). Three levels of checks were carried out, during the different stages of 

calibration (Figure 4.2), reflecting such hierarchy of sources. They are reported in appendix 6. 

4.3.5 Summary of the calibration process 

The iterative calibration process continued, for each CS, until: 

- the PD between simulated and measured annual energy data was within 10% 

- PDs between simulated and measured sub-annual energy data were within 15% and/or NMBE and 

CVRMSE were within ±10% and <30% respectively 

- a good similarity between the graphs of simulated and monitored temperature and RH was achieved 

for all the periods of data collection and all the rooms monitored 

- NMBE and CV(RMSE) between simulated and monitored temperature and RH achieved values within 

±10% and <30% respectively, for all the periods of data collection and all the rooms. 

When all these criteria were fulfilled, the models were considered an accurate representation of the actual 

dwellings. This process resulted in what Maile et al. (2012) called a “trial-and-error approach” that changes 

input parameters (according to a hierarchy) until the results are within the specified error margin, and can be 

summarised as: 

- running the simulations of the models 

- comparing outputs with monitored data 

- identifying discrepancies and potential, relevant source(s) of error 

- fine-tuning relevant parameters 

- running the simulations of the new modified models. 

The process of calibration was successful for 8 out of 9 CSs. CS15 was considered an outlier and excluded 

from the following stages of simulation15 (section 3.2.4). The remaining 8 CSs, were all calibrated using a full 

 

15 The occupants moved during the study, therefore it was not possible to carry out another stage of data logging. 
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year of energy consumption data and 3-to-516 months of temperature and RH data. It should finally be noted 

that: 

- periods of data logging and meter-readings are slightly different for each CS, but this did not affect 

the quality of the calibration as each model was validated independently and individually using their 

corresponding period of weather files data 

- the graphic analysis had to conclude in some cases acknowledging discrepancies between the 

simulated and monitored data graphs concerning temperature and, more frequently, RH. However, 

this is an accepted practice in similar studies (Bozonnet et al., 2011; Flores, 2013; Sdei et al., 2015). In 

fact, whilst every effort was made to accurately set the construction materials, infiltration values, 

internal gains and occupancy profiles within the simulation models, this data constitutes some varied 

degrees of simplification of what happens in reality. Therefore, in some cases, the real graphs may 

have different patterns compared to the graphs obtained from simulation (appendix 11).  

To conclude, it must be stressed that the final purpose of this stage was to serve this research aim, which is 

different from the mere validation of BES. In fact, BES was used in this context to test the relative effects of 

potential retrofit interventions on selected CSs, assessing the risk of condensation and the changes in energy 

consumption between the base-case and retrofitted models. Of fundamental importance, calibration is a 

stage of this research which is aimed at ensuring that the created models for simulation resemble the 

behaviour of the actual buildings as closely as possible. Therefore, whereas it is desirable to predict the 

internal temperatures and RH as accurately as possible to ensure the actual thermo-hygrometric behaviour is 

replicated by the models, the change in energy consumption between the base-case models of the dwellings 

and the models with interventions are what this research aspires to investigate.  

4.4 Base-case models 

4.4.1 The setting of standard conditions   

To make a decision about the strategy to adopt to set standard conditions for the purpose of this study, the 

main determinants of energy consumption in dwellings were firstly considered (section 2.6). They were 

divided into:  

- contextual determinants, which can be  

o linked to the physical characteristics (weather, size, envelope) or  

o generated by long-term-choices (heating/DHW systems and appliances) 

- behavioural determinants, which are  

o linked to the pattern of use of the dwelling.  

 

16 The only exception was CS16 as explained in section 3.3.6.  
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Both determinants together, are responsible for the whole energy consumed in dwellings (Figure 4.3).  

 

FIGURE 4.3 DETERMINANTS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN DWELLINGS - HIGHLIGHTED IN PURPLE THE DETERMINANTS RELATED TO 

HEATING ENERGY CONSUMPTION, IN WHITE THOSE NEEDING NORMALISATION 

Not all determinants affect heating energy consumption (HEC). Hence, the process devised in this study to 

generate a baseline scenario, aims to: 

- exclude the contextual and behavioural determinants of energy consumption which are not strictly 

related to heating (i.e. DHW system and appliances and their pattern of use) 

- standardise the behavioural determinants of HEC (i.e. heating season, heating system daily schedule, 

ventilation habits) 

to obtain normalised models, and then to: 

- standardise the contextual determinants of HEC which are a consequence of long-term choices (i.e. 

heating systems) 

to generate base-case models. 

4.4.2 Stage 1 – Normalised models 

The first stage of this process was aimed at modifying the calibrated models to obtain normalised models. 

The normalised models facilitate cross-case analysis and allow the isolation of physical variables affecting HEC 

by excluding all the determinants which are not directly pertaining to heating. Hence, the normalised models 

were assumed to be unoccupied and heated. This way appliances, DHW systems, and their schedules of use, 

alongside heat gains due to various occupancy patterns, were all disregarded from the simulations because 

such determinants are not within the boundaries set in this study.  

To determine the most effective retrofit interventions it is necessary to obtain HEC % savings calculating the 

difference in energy consumption pre- and post-retrofit. Occupancy was excluded in both the baseline and 
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post-retrofit scenarios. If the occupancy were to be included in both pre- and post-retrofit, HEC savings 

calculated using the percentage difference would have been only slightly varied. Such relative comparative 

method was used to make sure that the impact of the exclusion of occupancy heat loads is kept to a 

minimum. This was done in the interest of facilitating cross-case comparisons.  

Excluding occupancy heat gains in the retrofitted scenarios does not allow assessment of overheating risk, 

however, this was not within the scope of this study. The methodology devised is flexible enough to allow for 

the inclusion of indoor comfort in the analysis, if needed (see section 8.5.3). A test was carried out to assess 

whether the exclusion of occupancy heat gains could result in overlooking overheating risk in the post-retrofit 

scenarios. The test utilised CIBSE TM59 (2017) methodology in one CS (in its baseline scenario and after the 

application of the most effective combination of interventions) and did not show any risk due to overheating. 

The results are reported in appendix 14.  

To identify and compare the actual reductions in HEC that selected retrofit interventions can have on the 

dwellings investigated, it was fundamental at this stage to produce models where the behavioural 

determinants could be disregarded as much as possible. The normalisation process therefore needed to 

include heating season, pattern of use of heating system(s) and ventilation habits to allow comparison of 

findings.   

The decision concerning the standardised heating season to apply to all CS, was made based on the last 

Energy Follow-Up Survey -EFUS- (BRE, 2013), aimed to collect data on patterns of energy use in the English 

housing stock to update the assumptions for current models. The report states that most households in 

England heat their homes daily for an average period of 5.6 months, from October to March-April. Therefore, 

the heating period for the normalised models was set to 15th October to 20th April, which also matches the 

average heating season as given by the interviewees.  

The EFUS also highlighted that most households in the UK heat their homes according to a fixed weekly 

pattern where, usually, weekdays have a different time-schedule from weekends (BRE, 2013). To decide 

about the heating schedule and set-point(s) to assign to all the dwellings, data from CIBSE Guide A (2015) and 

BRE (2014a, 2018) were used. CIBSE (2015) provides winter thermal comfort temperatures for different 

rooms in dwellings (with living rooms, bedrooms, and bathrooms in the range of 22-23°C, 17-19°C and 20-

22°C respectively). Most studies that deployed standard pattern of use for the BES of dwellings in the UK 

(Ingram, 2013; Moran, 2013; Porrit, 2012) referred to SAP 2009 (BRE, 2010), which provides heating set-point 

temperatures for use in calculating dwellings energy consumption. In accordance with previous research and 

following SAP 2009 indications, the normalised temperature set-point used in this research in the living areas 

is 21°C, whereas the set-point for all the other areas is 18°C. The hours of heating were set according to SAP 
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and Rd SAP calculations (based on EFUS and in accordance with CIBSE, 2015) as detailed in Table 4.2 (BRE, 

2014a, 2018). 

TABLE 4.2 TEMPERATURE SET-POINT AND HOURS OF HEATING AS SET IN THE NORMALISED MODELS 

Rooms Temperature set-
point 

Hours of heating 

Weekday Weekend 

Living room 21 7am-9am and 4pm-11pm 7am-11pm 

Other rooms 18 

Lastly, ventilation rates needed to be standardised for all the CSs. Considering the windows always shut, 

because of no occupancy, would lead to excluding any heat-loss due to ventilation, therefore to unrealistic 

values of space HEC. Pre- and post-intervention heat-losses would anyway be the same, which means this will 

hardly have any impact on the results because what the research aims to assess is the change in energy 

consumption between the pre- and post-retrofit scenarios. However, it was finally decided to generate 

profiles concerning natural ventilation, to allow for a more realistic scenario, to better assess the thermal 

behaviour of the dwellings pre- and post-interventions and to take into account the risk of condensation as a 

consequence of changes in the fabric. Indoor temperatures and RH are main determinants that trigger 

natural ventilation in dwellings. Therefore, to avoid overheating and excessive indoor RH, a profile was used 

in Macro-Flow for each window, based on the literature. SAP (BRE, 2018: Table P2) provides values of the 

threshold temperature (corresponding to the likelihood of high internal temperatures) around 22° C. 

Similarly, Memon (2014) used a standardised profile for ventilation based on the condition that if the indoor 

temperature exceeds 24°C and the building is occupied then the windows will be open. A similar approach 

was also taken by Porrit (2012) in his study of a typical 19th C dwelling in the South-East of England, where 

windows were considered opened by up to 25% of their openable area. The same value for the opening 

percentage was used in this study. According to CIBSE (2015), RH in the range of 40-70% is considered 

acceptable in dwellings. Therefore, a formula profile was set and applied to the whole year, that ensures that 

the windows are open when the indoor temperature exceeds 22° C and/or the indoor RH exceeds 70% during 

the same time when the dwelling is heated. 

Apart from temperature stimulus, another important determinant in the profile of windows opening in 

dwellings is the indoor air quality; a high proportion of occupants operate the windows in order to refresh the 

indoor air (Andersen et al. 2009; Drakou et al., 2011; Drakou & Tsangrassoulis, 2012). However, assuming the 

dwellings are unoccupied during the whole period of investigation, high percentages of CO2 can be excluded 

from the determinants of windows opening in this study. Nevertheless, a check was done of the values given 

for air-leakage in each habitable room to assess if they already provide the air exchange rates suggested by 

CIBSE Guide A (2015) and Approved Document F (HM Government, 2010) of the Building Regulations. CIBSE 

(2015) recommends minimum ventilation rates to ensure air quality in occupied spaces based on the 
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European Standard BS EN 13779 and relates them to the number of occupants. However, CIBSE’s values are 

related mainly to non-residential buildings and linked to the number of occupants, which for the purpose of 

normalisation is considered zero.  The Approved Document F (HM Government, 2010) instead, prescribes 

values for whole building ventilation rates (in l/s) based on the number of bedrooms (assuming two 

occupants in the main bedroom and one occupant in all other bedrooms). The values prescribed by the 

Building Regulations for all the habitable rooms in a dwelling, are given in Table 4.3. 

TABLE 4.3 THE WHOLE DWELLING VENTILATION RATE (L/S) ACCORDING TO APPROVED DOCUMENT F (HM GOVERNMENT, 2010)    
OF THE BUILDING REGULATIONS 

Number of bedrooms in the 
dwelling 

1 2 3 4 5 

Whole dwelling ventilation rate 
(l/s) (B) 

13 17 21 25 29 

Therefore, to check if the infiltration rate assigned to each dwelling already fulfils the minimum requirements 

for whole dwelling ventilation, as requested by the Building Regulations, for each model a calculation was 

carried out based on the values assigned to the ACH in each room template and on the conversion equation: 

1l/s = 3.6 m3/hour 17 as follows:  

ACH x m3 room /3.6 = l/s (A) 

If the infiltration rate in l/s, obtained this way (A) resulted in values lower than those given in Table 4.3 (B), 

then an input value for the natural ventilation would have been added to each room template in the 

ventilation tab to account for the heat-loss due to natural ventilation rates to ensure good air quality. 

However, this was not the case for any CS, as expected, as the status-quo ACH due to infiltration was higher 

than that prescribed by Building Regulations. This finding is in accordance with what already evinced by the 

literature (EST, 2006): most of the times, the air-leakage values of dwellings in England, exceed the values of 

0.5ACH, considered necessary to provide a healthy and comfortable environment for the occupants (EST, 

2006; BRE, 2009).   

Lastly, to normalise the models, it was necessary to equalise the pattern of use of the shading devices. Two 

patterns were used, as shown in Table 4.4, for the heating and non-heating periods respectively, as they are 

characterised by different hours of daylight. 

TABLE 4.4 PATTERN OF USE OF THE INTERNAL SHADING DEVICES AS SET IN THE NORMALISED MODELS 

Period Time of shading device closed 

1st Jan - 20th April 12midnight-7am; 8pm - 12midnight 

21thApril - 15thOctober 12midnight-7am; 11pm – 12 midnight 

16th October – 31st December 12midnight-7am; 8pm - 12midnight 

Hence, for all normalised models: 

 

17 1m3 = 1000 l, therefore (m3/hour) = 1000l/3600seconds 
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- the same heating schedule, temperature set-points, ventilation and shading devices profile were 

applied 

- DHW and appliances were considered not in use 

- energy consumption output was exclusively due to space-heating. 

Finally, it was noted that the normalised scenario of energy consumption obtained in this way is the closest to 

that assessed by the EPC according to the SAP methodology. In fact, the SAP rating accounts for energy costs 

associated with space heating and ventilation, assuming a standard occupancy profile and pattern of use (as 

in the normalised scenario) and excluding cost savings from energy generation technologies (BRE, 2012) 

(none are in place for the CSs investigated). The SAP rating does not include energy used for cooking or 

appliances, which was also excluded in the normalised scenario. However, it also accounts for energy 

associated with water heating and lighting, hence it could be assumed that the energy consumption 

associated with the SAP rating result may be slightly higher than that obtained from the simulation of the 

normalised models in this study. A comparison between HEC in normalised scenarios and those calculated 

through SAP ratings was made, and the results are reported in appendix 13.   

4.4.3 Stage 2 – Base-case models 

The normalised models were finally used to create base-case models and generate a baseline scenario of 

energy consumption and carbon emissions. The base-case model must represent the dwelling as it would 

have existed in the absence of the energy conservation measures (ASHRAE,2002), hence, in the context of 

this study, in its initial status-quo condition, as documented during the measured survey. The retrofitted 

models, on the other hand, represent the building after the energy conservation measures are applied. 

According to ASHRAE (2002), the only differences between the base-case and post-retrofit models must be 

limited to the retrofit measures only. All other factors, including weather and occupancy, must be uniform 

between the two models. 

The normalisation strategy was aimed to equalise all the behavioural determinants to allow for cross-case 

comparison. At this point, it had to be noted how the effect of long-term choices can certainly be relevant on 

HEC. However, it is not within the scope of this research to investigate potential changes in the users’ 

behaviour or mere upgrade of systems and how they relate to energy consumption; instead, the physical 

determinants of energy consumption are at the centre of attention. Therefore, to allow for comparison 

between different models where only their physical determinants can play a role in the output concerning 

HEC, the same heating system was applied to all the normalised models. The standardised system applied 

(Table 4.5) is a high efficiency boiler, as in the approach suggested by English Heritage (Historic England, 

2008; English Heritage, 2008b), which recommends the boiler upgrade as the first intervention to be 

implemented in heritage buildings; precedent studies also showed that this measure can be the most 
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effective and cost-efficient while having minimum to no impact on the heritage significance (Rhee-Duverne 

and Baker, 2015).   

TABLE 4.5 HEATING SYSTEM(S) IN THE STATUS-QUO AND NORMALISED SCENARIO AND UPGRADED BOILER IN THE BASELINE SCENARIO 

CS Status-quo and Normalised Baseline 

Heating system(s) BSE18 SCoP19 Heating system BSE SCoP 

2 Gas Combi boiler 0.81 0.7228 Gas Combi boiler 0.90 0.8031 

7 Gas Regular boiler  0.78 0.696 Gas Combi boiler 0.90 0.8031 

Electric underfloor heating - 1.067 

8 LPG gas burner 0.70 0.5600 Gas Combi boiler 0.90 0.8031 

Electric heater 0.80 0.7467 

12 Gas System boiler 0.81 0.7228 Gas Combi boiler 0.90 0.8031 

13 Gas Combi boiler 0.81 0.7228 Gas Combi boiler 0.90 0.8031 

14 Gas Combi boiler 0.78 0.696 Gas Combi boiler 0.90 0.8031 

Gas Combi boiler 0.90 0.8031 

16 Gas Combi boiler 0.85 0.7585 Gas Combi boiler 0.90 0.8031 

17 Gas Combi boiler 0.85 0.7585 Gas Combi boiler 0.90 0.8031 

The generation of base-case models was meant to conclude the process of setting same conditions for all CSs. 

The results achieved from base-case models simulation, constituted the benchmark to refer to when 

assessing realistic energy savings and carbon reduction potential improvements as a consequence of retrofit 

interventions.  

4.5 Conclusion 

This chapter first described the process of creation of the status-quo models. The dynamic thermal simulation 

operated for each CS, involved creating a 3D model of the dwelling and its adjacencies. This was used to 

simulate the dwelling’s operation for a year and calculate the energy used by the models through assessment 

of buildings operation, climate gains/losses as well as internal and solar gains. The calibration and 

normalisation strategy were then discussed to provide a detailed account of the creation of base-case 

models. These were used to generate a baseline scenario of energy consumption and carbon emissions to 

refer to in assessing the benefits of selected retrofit interventions in the following stages of research. Figure 

4.4 represents a synthesis of the models created in this study developing from the status-quo model. 

 

18 Boiler Seasonal Efficiency. It is the ratio of the total seasonal heat output to the total seasonal fuel input.  
19 Seasonal Coefficient of Performance of the Heating System. IES automatically calculates the value of the SCoP for each 
system created, given the Boiler Seasonal Efficiency (manually inputted) and the Heating Delivery Efficiency (HDE), 
assigned to each system by default. 
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FIGURE 4.4 PROCESS OF MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
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Chapter 5. Energy retrofit interventions 
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5.1 Introduction  

This chapter provides a detailed description of the process devised for the selection of responsible, safe and 

effective energy retrofit measures for the CSs under investigation. It includes the strategy deployed for the 

choice of suitable materials and the modelling of moisture-safe interventions, to be simulated in the 

subsequent stage of research. The approach taken in this stage of research follows the steps summarised in 

Figure 5.1. 

 

FIGURE 5.1 PROCESS FOR THE SELECTION, MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF SUITABLE ENERGY RETROFIT MEASURES  
FOR TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS OF HERITAGE VALUE 

5.2 Review of regulation, guidance, and precedent studies  

First of all, in order to make an informed decision concerning the retrofit measures available to improve the 

energy performance of TLDs, a wide range of literature was consulted, covering regulation, guidance and 

advice, as well as previous academic research on energy retrofit of traditional buildings and buildings of 

heritage value. Reports and publications by Historic England (including materials formerly published by 

English Heritage), Historic Scotland, The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB), The 

Sustainable Traditional Buildings Alliance (STBA), The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, Building Research 
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Establishment (BRE), Technology Strategy Board (TSB), Energy Saving Trust (EST), were utilised for a 

comprehensive review.  

These sources were complemented by the review of the current body of research on retrofit interventions for 

traditional and/or heritage buildings. Table 5.1 reports a synthesis of the studies which were consulted 

concerning energy retrofit, their geographic setting (those carried out in the UK are highlighted), the main 

method(s), and the retrofit interventions (passive measures in green, active and behavioural measures in 

red).  

TABLE 5.1 REVIEW OF LITERATURE CONCERNING ENERGY RETROFIT FOR DWELLINGS 

Author, year Research 
setting 

Case study Main research 
method 
 

Retrofit interventions  

Arregi &Little, 
2016 

Ireland A solid wall 
dwelling 

Simulation Internal wall insulation 
Ground floor insulation 

Ascione et al., 
2011 

Italy A heritage 
public building 

Simulation Energy efficient lighting system 
Boiler upgrade  
Temperature set-points 
Draught-proofing 
Energy efficient windows 
Internal wall insulation 

Atkinson, 2015 UK Traditional 
dwellings 

Field observations 
Secondary data 
collection 
Thermographic 
surveys 

External wall insulation 

Avola et al., 2019 Italy Dwellings Simulation External wall insulation 

Banfill et al., 2012 
 

UK Solid wall 
dwellings 

Experiment  
Simulation 

Draught-proofing 
Double glazed windows 
Ground floor insulation 
Loft insulation  
Internal wall insulation 

Ben & Steemers, 
2014 

UK Listed dwellings Simulation Behavioural changes 
Insulation of hot water cylinder and pipes 
Boiler upgrade  
Draught-proofing 
Secondary glazing 
Cavity wall insulation 

Bianco et al., 
2016 

Italy Dwellings Experiment  
Simulation 

Roof insulation 

Blecich et al., 
2016 

Croatia Heritage public 
building 

Simulation External windows shading 
Energy efficient windows  
Ground floor insulation 
Roof insulation 
Internal wall insulation 

Bothwell et al., 
2011 

UK Social housing 
dwellings 

Simulation Boiler upgrade 
PV panels  
Triple glazed windows  
Ground floor insulation 
Loft insulation 
External wall insulation 

Broström et al., 
2014 

Sweden A dwelling of 
heritage value 

Simulation Heating system upgrade 
Draught-proofing 
Energy efficient windows 
Loft insulation 
External wall insulation 
Internal wall insulation 
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Byrne et al., 2013 Ireland A dwelling Monitoring 
Thermographic 
surveys 

Cavity wall insulation 
Loft insulation 

Campbell et al., 
2017 

UK Solid walled 
Dwellings 

Monitoring 
Experiment 
Thermographic 
surveys 
 

Internal wall insulation 

Dalla Mora et al., 
2015 

Italy A heritage 
residential 
building 

Experiment  
Simulation 

Heating system upgrade 
Solar panels 
Photovoltaic panels 
Energy efficient windows 
Internal wall insulation 

Eriksson et al., 
2014 

Sweden Historic 
dwellings 

Literature review External wall insulation 

Fabbri et al., 
2014 

Italy A dwelling Simulation Boiler upgrade  
Solar panels 
Energy efficient windows 
Walls insulation 

Flores, 2013 Portugal Traditional 
heritage 
dwellings 

Simulation Behavioural measures 
Heating system upgrade 
Draughtproofing  
Internal shutters 
Loft insulation 
Windows Improvements  
Ground floor insulation 
Roof insulation 
External wall insulation 

Forman, 2015 UK Solid walled 
dwellings 

Literature review 
Field observations 

External wall insulation 
Internal wall insulation 

Fregonara et al., 
2016 

Italy A single house Simulation Heating system upgrade 
Solar panels 
Photovoltaic panels 
Energy efficient windows 
External wall insulation 

Galatioto et al., 
2019 

Italy An historic 
office building 

Simulation Lighting system upgrade  
Shading devices 
Energy efficient windows 
Roof insulation 
Internal wall insulation 

Galliano et al., 
2015 

Italy A heritage 
public building 

Monitoring 
Simulation 

Internal cavity wall insulation 

Harrestrup & 
Svendsen, 2015 

Denmark A heritage 
public building 

Monitoring 
Simulation 

Internal wall insulation 

He et al., 2014 UK Dwellings Simulation Double-glazing 
Loft insulation 
Cavity walls insulation 
Internal wall insulation 

Heat et al., 2010a Scotland n.a. Experiment Slim profile double-glazing 

Heat et al., 2010b Scotland A solid wall 
house 

Simulation Boiler upgrade  
Double-glazed windows 
Ground floor insulation 
Loft insulation  
Internal wall insulation 

Heat & Baker, 
2013 

Scotland Listed buildings Experiment Slim profile double-glazing 

Hermann & 
Rodwell, 2015 

Sweden  Historic houses Qualitative analysis Photovoltaic panels  
External wall insulation 

Hopper at al., 
2012 

UK Traditional 
dwellings 

Thermographic 
surveys 

External wall insulation 
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Hugoni et al., 
2019 

Italy Apartment 
buildings 

Monitoring 
Simulation 

Boiler upgrade and remote control 
Energy efficient lighting system 
Photovoltaic panels  
Ground floor insulation 
Roof insulation 
External wall insulation 
Cavity wall insulation 

Kolaitis et al., 
2013 

Greece Residential 
buildings 

Simulation Behavioural changes 
External wall insulation 
Internal wall insulation 

Litti et al., 2018 Germany Heritage 
buildings 

Thermographic 
survey 
Experiment 
Simulation 
Life cycle assessment 

Draught-proofing 
Energy efficient windows 
 

Little et al., 2015 Scotland A Victorian 
tenement 
building 

Experiment  
Simulation 

Internal wall insulation: Cellulose fibres, Aerogel 
blankets, Phenolic foam boards, Calcium silicate 
boards 

Little and Arregi, 
2013 

Scotland Solid brick wall Simulation Internal wall insulation 

Lo Cascio et al., 
2016 

Australia Residential 
building 

Energy audit 
Simulation 

Energy efficient lighting 
Solar panels 
Draught-proofing 
Energy efficient windows 
Roof insulation 

Lowe, 2007 UK Residential 
buildings 

Simulation Heating system upgrade 
Energy efficient windows 
External wall insulation 
Internal wall insulation 

Mancini et al., 
2016 

Italy  A heritage 
public building 

Energy audit 
Thermographic 
survey 
Simulation 

Heating system upgrade 
Energy efficient windows 
Ground floor insulation 
Roof insulation  
Internal wall insulation 

Memon, 2014 UK Solid wall 
dwelling 

Simulation Triple vacuum glazed windows 

Moran, 2013 UK Traditional 
dwellings 

Simulation Boiler upgrade 
Photo voltaic 
Draught-proofing 
New double-glazed windows 
Secondary glazing 
Ground floor insulation: foil backed 
polyisocyanurate (PIR) board 
Roof insulation 
Internal walls insulation: fibre glass, sheep’s 
wool or hemp batts with wood fibreboard and 
lime plaster 

Morelli et al., 
2012 

Denmark A residential 
building 

Experiment  
Simulation 

Heating system upgrade 
Secondary glazing 
Internal wall insulation 

Nastasi & Di 
Matteo, 2016 

Italy Heritage 
buildings 

Simulation Heating system upgrade 
 

Neroutsou & 
Croxford, 2016 

UK A Victorian 
house 

Experiment Draught-proofing  
New double-glazed windows argon-filled  
New triple glazed windows 
Ground floor insulation: rockwool between 
joists 
Roof insulation: rock wool between rafters 
Internal walls insulation: wood fibreboard 

Organ et al., 2020 UK 5 Traditional 
dwellings 
archetypal 
models 

Simulation Heating system upgrade 
Photo voltaic 
Energy efficient lighting system 
New double-glazed windows 
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New triple-glazed windows 
Secondary glazing 
Ground floor insulation: wood fibre 
Loft insulation: wood fibre 
Internal wall insulation: wood fibre 
External wall insulation: wood fibre 

Rabani et al., 
2017 

Norway Residential, 
commercial 
and public 
buildings 

Literature review Photovoltaic panels 
Solar panels 
Green elevation 
Energy efficient façade system 

Rasmussen, 2011 Denmark A listed 
residential 
building 

Simulation Energy efficient windows 
Roof insulation 
Internal wall insulation 

Rhee Duverne & 
Baker, 2015 
 

UK A Victorian 
terrace house 

Experiment  
Simulation 

Services upgrade 
Repairs to fabric 
Draught-proofing 
Single glazed timber windows reinstated  
Secondary low-E glazing 
Secondary slim-profile double-glazing  
Ground floor insulation: wood fibreboard 
insulation  
Loft insulation: mineral wool and wood fibrboard 
insulation  
Internal wall insulation: impermeable 
Polyisocianurate (PIR) insulation and wood 
fibreboard insulation with lime plaster  

Sahin et al., 2015 Turkey A heritage 
public building 

Simulation Services upgrade 
Draught-proofing 
Energy efficient windows 
Ground floor insulation 
Loft insulation 
Roof insulation 
Internal wall insulation 

Sdei et al., 2015 UK and 
France 

Social housing Monitoring 
Simulation 

Draught-proofing 
Energy efficient windows 
Ground floor insulation 
Roof insulation  
External wall insulation 

Silvero et al., 
2019 

Paraguay A dwelling Simulation  
Sensitivity analysis 

Energy efficient windows 
Loft insulation 
Roof insulation 
External wall insulation 
Internal wall insulation 

Soulios et al., 
2019 

Denmark Historic 
building 

Simulation Internal wall insulation 

Vereecken et al., 
2015 

n.a. Masonry wall Simulation 
Probabilistic analysis 

Internal wall insulation 

Wise et al., 2021 UK 12 traditional 
heritage 
dwellings 

Simulation Boiler upgrade 
Behavioural measures 
Internal shading devices 
Secondary glazing 
Ground floor insulation 
External doors insulation 
Loft insulation 

Ylitalo et al., 2013 UK Offices Monitoring 
Simulation 

External roller blinds 

When addressing energy improvement interventions for older buildings of heritage value, a special approach 

is advocated unanimously by all the conservation bodies; one that, while aiming to improve the energy 

performance, also takes into account their thermo-hygrometric behaviour as well as their heritage value 

(English Heritage, 2008a, 2008b and 2008c; Historic England, 2012, 2016a, 2016b, 2016c, 2016d, 2016e, 
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2016f, 2016g, 2016h, 2017a, 2017b, 2018a; Historic Scotland, 2013; May & Griffith, 2015; SPAB, 2014 and 

2016; STBA, 2012a and 2015; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010; Suhr & Hunt, 2013).  

Traditional buildings are made of porous breathable materials, capable of absorbing moisture from the 

environment and releasing it when they dry out. Their thick, solid masonry walls also provide them with high 

thermal inertia. These proprieties combined, allow for traditional buildings to buffer humidity and heat 

fluctuations. Any unsympathetic intervention, that does not account for such delicate balance, can 

irreparably alter their thermo-hygrometric behaviour, imposing risks on the fabric’s integrity and the 

occupants’ health. Therefore, a clear understanding of the heat and moisture behaviour is of uppermost 

importance before planning any retrofit intervention on buildings of traditional construction, in order to 

avoid unintended consequences, such as problems of moisture, condensation or decay (especially for 

materials such as timber).  

A whole building approach is often called for by conservation bodies, one that considers the building as a 

whole and in its context “to find balanced solutions that save energy, sustain heritage significance, and 

maintain a comfortable and healthy indoor environment” (Historic England, 2018a: p.9). This can be achieved 

ensuring that any adopted measure is respectful of the heritage value of the building while being compatible 

with its traditional constructions, therefore minimising the risk of unintended consequences (STBA, 2015). 

The ‘fabric first’ approach, recommended in general by energy conservation bodies (EST, 2006b and 2007), is 

not easily applicable when it comes to TLDs. EST explains the “fabric first” approach for housing retrofit as 

one meant to, firstly, insulate the building envelope to minimise heat loss, hence the demand for energy; only 

subsequently it intervenes on the services and their control systems to ensure that they are as efficient as 

possible (EST, 2007). A far more cautious approach is recommended by conservation bodies when it comes to 

TLDs, whose fabric is the main feature needing protection. The final aim of any retrofit intervention in this 

case, must be to devise a balanced combination of energy improvements that respects the special character 

of the dwelling and avoids risks for the health of building fabric and occupants (Figure 5.2).  
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FIGURE 5.2 THE SPECIAL APPROACH RECOMMENDED BY CONSERVATION BODIES FOR TLDS RETROFIT 

Therefore, suitable retrofit measures for TLDs will need to be responsible (accounting for heritage 

conservation requirements), safe (respecting the thermo-hygrometric equilibrium of the constructions) and 

effective (improving the energy performance). In fact, the special character of TLDs is mainly in their 

materials and constructions, therefore extreme care must be taken with their fabric. Hence, the first stage of 

a whole building retrofit approach for traditional heritage dwellings, is that of improving building services and 

controls as well as intervening in the occupants’ behaviour to make both more energy efficient (Historic 

England, 2008a; Rhee-Duverne & Baker, 2015). Once services and occupants’ behaviour have been 

addressed, the fabric can be taken into account. 

The methodological approach devised for this study develops those already formulated by previous UK and 

international projects, namely RIBuild (Giorgi et al., 2019), 3ENCULT (Bastian & Troi, 2015), EFFESUS (Eriksson 

et al., 2014) and CALEBRE (Loveday & Vadodaria, 2013). RIBuild, 3ENCULT and EFFESUS all aimed at devising 

energy retrofit measures for European built heritage. The first focused on internal wall insulation solutions 

and the associated risks of condensation; the following two investigated a range of active and passive 

measures aiming to find a balance between heritage values conservation and energy improvements; the 

CALEBRE project, in the UK, investigated moisture safe retrofit measures for solid-walled dwellings aiming to 

improve air tightness and reduce the envelope U-values. In light of the review of literature and guidance on 

TLDs retrofit, the approach taken in this study combines that taken by these projects and tailors it to the 

specific context investigated, aiming to achieve more holistic and comprehensive solutions for TLDs retrofit 

that account for all the relevant factors involved.  

Within all the fabric-related measures (passive measures), the general consensus of conservation bodies is for 

the least intrusive interventions (English Heritage, 2008b and 2008c; Historic England, 2012, 2016a, 2016b, 

2016c, 2016d, 2016e, 2016f, 2016g, 2016h, 2017, 2018a; Historic Scotland, 2013; May & Griffith, 2015; SPAB, 
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2014 and 2016; STBA, 2012a and 2015; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010; Suhr & Hunt, 2013). The 

status-quo condition of the building strongly influences its initial energy performance, therefore, before 

considering any retrofit measure, regular maintenance of the building fabric and systems is strongly advised, 

together with timely repairs, when needed, to extend the service life (Historic England, 2018a; Historic 

Scotland, 2013; May & Griffith, 2015; SPAB, 2016; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010; Suhr & Hunt, 2013).  

Further developing the checklist of interventions produced by Historic England (2018a) in light of the 

literature review carried out and adapting the list to the specific contextual conditions of this study, the 

retrofit measures available were subdivided into low-(green), medium-(amber) and high-risk (red) options as 

presented in Table 5.2. 

TABLE 5.2 RETROFIT OPTIONS: LEVELS OF RISK 

Level of 
risk 

Skill level 
required 

Cost20 Disruption Reversibility Unintended 
Consequences 

Planning 
Permission 

Listed 
Building 
Consent 

Low-risk 
options  

Easily applied Low-cost Not 
disruptive 

Easily and 
totally 
reversible 

Minimal risk  Not needed Not needed 

Medium-
risk 
options 

Skilled 
workmanship 
needed 

Medium 
cost  

Moderately 
disruptive 

Reversible 
at some cost 

Need 
assessment of 
the risk  

May be 
needed, 
generally 
permissible 

Often 
needed, 
generally 
permissible 

High-risk 
options 

Very skilled 
workmanship 
needed 

High cost  Can be 
highly 
disruptive 

Reversible 
at high cost 
or not 
reversible at 
all 

Potential high 
risk 

Often 
needed, 
often 
permissible 

Always 
needed, 
often not 
permissible 

5.3 Assessment of heritage significance  

When planning retrofit interventions for TLDs, there is not a one-solution-fits-all answer to the problem, but 

all the measures available should be carefully assessed on a case-by-case basis, taking into account their 

efficiency, cost-effectiveness, suitability, impact on the heritage values and technical risks associated (Historic 

England, 2012). Hence, given the level of risk associated with all available options, the range of responsible 

retrofit measures to apply to the base-case models investigated, were decided following an assessment of 

heritage significance for each CS. This was performed utilising the information collected by means of: 

- the walk-in visual surveys carried out in the first stage of data collection (section 3.3.2) 

 

20 It cannot be ignored that the cost of implementing retrofit measures is one of the factors determining their 
applicability, hence should be accounted for when assessing their overall level of risk. However, cost implications are not 
part of the analysis carried out in this study. Hence, the measures were divided into low-, medium- and high-cost 
measures, following the classification given by Historic England (2018a), which does not provide an actual range of cost 
for them. 
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- the desktop research and secondary data collection carried out to gather data concerning the 

heritage value of each building, as well as the individual features contributing to such value and 

needing protection.  

The selected CSs all belong in Conservation Areas, defined as areas of “special architectural or historic 

interest the character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance" (Section 69, Planning Act 

1990).  Their special interest is described in the Conservation Area’s Character Statement, which provides an 

initial framework for a more detailed significance appraisal of each building under investigation.  Hence, 

firstly, for each CS, the Character Statement was searched and taken into account.  

CSs 2, 16 and 17 belong in Brunswick Town Conservation Area, as shown in Figure 5.3. 

 

FIGURE 5.3 BRUNSWICK TOWN CONSERVATION AREA 

The Character Statement describes Brunswick Town as “one of the finest examples of Regency and early 

Victorian planning and architecture in the country” (BHCC, 1997). Most of the area was conceived as a whole 

and built in two stages, during the first and second half of the 19th C. The first part of the development, 

Brunswick Square and Place, was designed by Busby and Wild and built between 1824 and 1840. The second 

part of the development, centred around Palmeira Square, was built during 1850-60. It was designed by 

Goldsmith as a completion of Adelaide Crescent, to the South, designed by Burton and only partially built in 

1830. “Formality and order” characterise the entire area according to the statement, and this uniformity and 

coherence are considered the main characteristics to be preserved and enhanced.  The Character Statement 

16 

2

 

17 

1st half 19th C Busby and Wild 

1850-60 Goldsmith 

1830 Burton 
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mainly describes the grand façades along Brunswick and Palmeira Square and the respective Crescents and 

Terraces along the seafront. They are inspired by the classical architecture, finished in stucco, often 

characterised by curved or elegantly bowed fronts and continuous slate roofs, mostly concealed behind 

parapets. The character of windows and doors is also mentioned in the document as a special feature, main 

contributor to the appearance of these buildings and needing protection. Each individual unit in this 

ensemble is part of a larger palace façade, the design of which is uniform in style, colours, and decorative 

elements. However, the unadorned brick and flint back elevations, as well as the more vernacular style of the 

mews streets, are also mentioned in the statement, and such minor examples of architecture, therefore, 

equally require careful consideration when planning interventions in this area. The original pattern of this 

ensemble, its scale, the sense of rhythm, the uniformity of roof heights, are the characteristics which must 

mostly be preserved according to the statement. 

CSs 7, 12, 13 and 14 are within Kemp Town Conservation Area, as shown in Figure 5.4. 

 

FIGURE 5.4 KEMP TOWN CONSERVATION AREA 

It is the first Regency development in the city, a magnificent estate, and a remarkable example of 19th C town 

planning. Its main character is defined by the uniformity of the ensemble, which gives to the rows of grand 

neoclassical façades the appearance of an elegant palace. In contrast with the pebble or bricks of back 

elevations and mews, the front façade of these buildings, is characterised by symmetry, clarity of form and 

continuity in the elevations. The main layout was designed as a “unified whole in itself” (BHCC, 1992 p.6) by 

7

 

13

 

14

 

12

 

1st half 19th C Busby and Wild 
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Busby and Wild, with the typical elements of their style, such as “heavily rusticated ground floors, deep and 

strongly projecting cornices, pilasters, columns, pediments and porticoes” (BHCC, 1992 p.6).  In this grand 

Regency development, the roof line was originally uniform in height. However, the horizontality got partially 

lost over the time, in those units where an added fifth floor as roof extension was inappropriately created. 

This is the case for CS7, where the upper floor of the maisonette was obtained by adding a top floor level as a 

conversion of the shallow pitched roof, interrupting the uniformity of the roof line of the whole terrace. The 

main entrances covered by porches are also characteristic of the main elevations in this area, e.g. in CS12. 

Finally, original four or six panelled doors and original sash windows, with the rhythm of their glazing bars and 

their decorative mouldings, internal shutters (when in place), balconies and railings are considered 

fundamental elements that contribute to the character and aesthetics of the area. The interiors of the 

buildings in this area are also mentioned in the Character Statement for contributing to their heritage value. 

The most decorated rooms were the ground and first floors, where “the most elaborate ceiling cornices, 

ceiling roses, skirtings and fireplaces (…) have generally survived the flat conversions” (BHCC, 1992 p.17).  

Only one of the selected dwellings, CS8, belongs in Montpellier and Cliftonhill Conservation Area. Although 

the two areas of investigation selected for this research are Brunswick and Kemp Town, it was decided to 

keep this CS as its materials and construction methods are the same as the other selected cases (section 

3.2.4) and because it is located just on the boundary of this area, adjacent to Brunswick Town Conservation 

Area (Figure 5.5).  

 

FIGURE 5.5 MONTPELLIER AND CLIFTONHILL CONSERVATION AREA 

8

8 

Brunswick Town 
Conservation Area 1850 
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The Character Statement (BHCC, 2005) describes this area as another outstanding example of Regency and 

early Victorian architecture. CS8 belongs in Norfolk Terrace, which was added in 1850. Most of the buildings 

here are covered in stucco and painted a pastel shade colour. Unfortunately, in many of the roofs, the 

original welsh slate was replaced by modern concrete tiles. Given the size of this area, its overall character is 

defined as “rather mixed, with continuous terraces along one side of some of the roads” (BHCC, 2005 p.7). 

All listed assets are included in The National Heritage List for England. The heritage value of TLDs in England, 

assessed by the Secretary of State prior to their listing, is specified in their Listing Description (Historic 

England, 2018b). Hence, at this stage, the Listing Description was considered for each CS (appendix11), to 

identify the special features contributing the most to the heritage value of the building, therefore needing 

protection. This description refers to each individual entry, whether it is a single building or, more often, a 

row of terrace houses. It is more specific and detailed about the characteristics of the building than the 

Character Statement, which refers to the general character of the area. However, for the dwellings 

investigated, the Listing Description was not detailed enough to cover each specific component or the 

different attributes of the heterogeneous building elements belonging to the same group (i.e. windows of the 

first, second or third floor level, or front and back windows). To complete the assessment, the notes from the 

visual survey, carried out alongside the measured survey, were of fundamental importance. They aided in the 

detailed recognition and evaluation of the original individual components, the alterations already made to 

them and their state of conservation. 

The permissible energy retrofit interventions for each CS were therefore assessed toward the impact that 

they may have on the heritage significance recognised to the dwelling and specifically on the heritage 

features of special importance, as highlighted through the secondary data collection and surveys carried out. 

Finally, an in-depth interview with a senior Conservation Officer (C.O.) on the 12.12.2019, allowed for 

refinement of the inclusion/exclusion criteria in the shaping of the list of permissible and responsible 

interventions, by means of an expert overview of the measures and their impact on the heritage value and 

specific features needing protection in each CS (Table 5.3).  

5.4 Responsible retrofit interventions  

A systematic approach was taken when shaping the list of responsible measures, which subdivided the 

external envelope of the dwellings investigated in six different areas of intervention. In the parametric 

analysis that followed the simulation of the new retrofitted scenarios, the areas of intervention constitute 

parameters, subject to changes as a result of potential retrofit interventions, which will be reflected in the 

variance of their respective U-value. 

Table 5.3 summarises the synthesis of the key areas of intervention (parameters) and the possible variations 

of each parameter. Following the approach taken by Historic England and explained in section 5.2, the retrofit 
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options are categorised as low-risk (in green), medium-risk (in amber), high-risk (in red) and those potentially 

permissible but excluded from this context because they are not applicable to the specific TLDs under 

investigation, due to their impact on heritage value and/or thermo-hygrometric behaviour (in grey).  

TABLE 5.3 AREAS OF INTERVENTION AND RETROFIT OPTIONS AVAILABLE  

Areas of intervention First stage Second stage 
Low-Risk options Medium-risk options High-risk options 

A1. Whole dwelling L1. Draught-proofing n.a. n.a. 

A2. 
Windows/ 
glazed doors 

A2a. Front L1. Heavy curtains and 
shutters 

M1. Secondary glazing 
(single) 

H1. Slim double-glazing 

M2. Secondary glazing 
(double) 

A2b. Back L1. Heavy curtains and 
shutters 

M1. Secondary glazing 
(single)  

H1. Slim double-glazing  

M2. Secondary glazing 
(double)  

A3. External 
Doors 

A3a. Front n.a. M1. Internal insulation 
board 

n.a. 

A3b. Back n.a. M1. Internal insulation 
board 

n.a. 

A4. Ground 
floor 

A4a. Solid ground floor 
 

L1. Carpets M1. Insulation board 
above 

H1. New breathable slab 
and insulation 

New concrete slab and 
insulation 

A4b. Suspended timber 
ground floors 

L1. Carpets M1. Insulation board 
above 

H1. Insulation between 
joists 

Ceiling n.a. Insulation between 
adjacent dwellings  

n.a. 

A5. Roof A5a. Pitched L1. Loft insulation M1. Insulation at rafters’ 
level between rafters 

H1. Insulation at rafters’ 
level above rafters 

Insulation at rafters’ 
level beneath rafters 

A5b. Flat n.a. M1. Insulation between 
joists 

H1. Insulation above 
(inverted roof) 

Insulation below the 
ceiling 

Insulation above (warm 
roof) 

A6. Walls External face n.a. New permeable renders External insulation 

A6a. Internal face 
plaster on lath 

n.a. M1. Internal blown 
insulation behind lath  

H1. Internal rolls/batts 
insulation on lath and 
plaster  

A6b. Internal face solid 
or dry-lined 

n.a. M1. New permeable 
plaster 

H1. Internal board 
insulation  

It should be noted that: 

- in the Table, intermediate ceilings were not considered an area of intervention, hence the retrofit 

measures applicable to them were excluded as an option (and coloured grey in the Table). In fact, the 

CSs investigated are converted flats within large terrace houses, and the adjacent dwellings are also 

all occupied and heated, hence assumed to be in adiabatic conditions in the models. Therefore, no 

heat-exchange takes place through the internal ceilings in the simulations.  

- A2 and A3 (windows and doors), were divided into two separate sub-areas of intervention (a - front 

opening - and b - back opening). This strategy is not meant to reflect a different approach from that 

of the conservation bodies when addressing retrofit measures for the front or the back as the listing 
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applies to the whole elements in the building, independently from where they are located, or from 

their visibility (Planning Act, 1990). The sub-classification was introduced because, in this context, the 

rear elevations were often subject to disparate interventions over the time, some of which were not 

even permissible, and were carried out, frequently, without any LBC (confirmed in the interview with 

the C.O. on 12.12.2019). Therefore, the original heritage features found in the back elevations were 

frequently compromised, subject to (often unsympathetic and uncoordinated21) interventions, or 

even completely lost. Hence, it is reasonable to assume a more flexible approach for the measures 

that address elements on the rear elevation of the building than for those on the front elevation.  

Table 5.4 reports a synopsis of the areas of intervention available for each CS, their size and the proportion of 

the thermal envelope taken up by each of them, alongside the TFA of each dwelling. 

TABLE 5.4 TFA AND THERMAL ENVELOPE AREA OF THE CSS 
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CS2  area m2 76.9 7.8 6.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.1 30.4 62.2 

% 12.5 11.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 27.5 48.9 100 

CS7 area m2 195.5 20.6 8.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 101.6 65.5 33.1 101.6 331.0 

% 6.2 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.7 19.8 10.0 30.7 100 

CS8 area m2 62.4 0.0 9.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 19.3 28.7 

% 0.0 32.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 67.2 100 

CS12 area m2 158.2 7.4 17.7 2.4 0.0 0.0 32.3 0.0 31.5 19.3 80.0 190.6 

% 3.9 9.3 1.3 0.0 0.0 16.9 0.0 16.5 10.1 42.0 100 

CS13 area m2 123.9 9.4 13.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 63.8 56.3 12.0 155.3 

% 6.1 8.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 41.1 36.3 7.7 100 

CS14 area m2 148.7 0.0 21.2 0.0 1.7 113.9 0.0 48.6 5.6 0.0 97.3 288.3 

% 0.0 7.4 0.0 0.6 39.5 0.0 16.9 1.9 0.0 33.7 100 

CS16 area m2 72.7 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 72.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 36.8 118.5 

% 7.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 61.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 31.1 100 

CS17 area m2 120.4 5.2 11.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.3 0.0 57.3 15.2 106.6 

% 4.9 10.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 16.2 0.0 53.8 14.3 100 

The following is a description of the areas of intervention and of the measures considered (and codified 

according to Table 5.3), because they are: 

 

21 Uncoordinated interventions are intended those lacking in unity or consistency. For example, in CS7 where only a few 
new uPVC windows were added in the back elevation, while the remaining original ones were conserved. 
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1. allowable by regulation, amongst which some were selected for each area of intervention because 

they were 

2. respectful of the heritage value (responsible), and were potentially 

3. respectful of the thermo-hygrometric balance (safe).  

5.4.1 A1: Whole dwelling 

Low-risk interventions 

Draught-proofing: A1L1 

Air-leakage is a major source of heat-loss for UK buildings (EST, 2007). Therefore, in efforts to reduce CO2 

emissions in building stock, heat-losses associated with air-leakage are generally addressed as a priority, by 

devising measures to improve the airtightness of dwellings (EST, 2007; EST, 2019). 

Looking specifically at traditional dwellings, the heat-loss rate due to ventilation was estimated to be similar 

to the amount associated with fabric performance of external walls, floor, roof (Banfill et al., 2012). 

Therefore, draught-proofing is often strongly encouraged when considering energy conservation measures 

for their envelope (Historic England, 2016a and 2016h; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010). 

This is even more the case for TLDs. In fact, the primary approach suggested by conservation bodies and 

experts in the sector, is that of repairing vs replacing any part of the old envelope (Changeworks, 2008; 

English Heritage, 2008b; Historic England, 2012, 2016a and 2018a; SPAB, 2016; STBA, 2012a and 2015; Suhr & 

Hunt, 2013; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010; to cite some). If carried out properly, draught-proofing is 

compatible with the principles of heritage conservation and can be highly effective in reducing heat-loss and 

the discomfort associated, alongside noise and dust (English Heritage, 2008b; Historic England, 2012). 

Therefore, this low-cost and low-impact intervention is strongly encouraged prior to considering any other 

passive retrofit measure, and in particular before altering the frame and glass of original windows, which 

would inevitably lead to some change in appearance and potentially to a loss of significance of the historic 

fabric (Historic England, 2016a and 2016h). In fact, it was shown that most of the improvements in comfort, 

energy and sound-proofing achievable with measures such as secondary-glazing, are mainly due to the 

reduction of draughts that result from a well-fitted new window (Historic England, 2016a). 

Draught-proofing can be applied to any window, door and rooflight. Anyway, to improve airtightness, a 

comprehensive approach should not be limited to such elements only. Other common paths of air-leakage 

should be carefully addressed, such as: gaps in and around suspended timber floors, gaps at the ceiling-to-

wall junction at the eaves, open chimneys, services, waste pipes, vents or extract fans penetrating through 

ceilings and walls, gaps in and around electrical installations (EST, 2006). Finally, covering keyholes or 

letterboxes can also aid to prevent draughts and reduce heat-losses (Suhr & Hunt, 2013; The Prince’s 

Regeneration Trust, 2010). 
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It is recommended that the amount of air infiltration and its sources are firstly identified before draught 

proofing the whole dwelling. This can be done with an air-pressurisation test, which would also be useful 

after the intervention is carried out, to check its effectiveness and eventually identify areas that need to be 

further addressed (Historic England, 2016a). 

It cannot be ignored that, when dealing with traditional dwellings, draught-proofing must be addressed with 

some caution as it could also imply some not negligible risks for fabric and occupants. Traditional buildings, in 

fact, need to ‘breathe’, thereby, absorbing and releasing moisture due to damp, rain or defects, freely. The 

permeable materials that characterise a traditional construction allow for such free movement of moisture 

within, until it evaporates (internally or externally) through the permeable finishes. Adequate ventilation is 

important to maintain the right air quality and remove the excess of moisture in new buildings (EST, 2006) 

and even more essential in traditional buildings to avoid damage to their fabric (Historic England, 2012 and 

2016a). Draught-proofing, although beneficial to reduce air-leakage and therefore heat-loss and HEC, could 

potentially alter the breathability characteristic of traditional dwellings. This can lead to problems, such as 

condensation and damage to the historic fabric, alongside negative effects on human health (Historic 

Scotland, 2013; May,2005; Ridley et al., 2003).  

The classic rule ‘build tight - ventilate right’ (EST, 2005), which is certainly valid for modern constructions, is 

not always applicable to traditional dwellings. Importantly, in traditional dwellings, ventilation is more 

effective when it is constant (The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010). There is therefore a limit to the amount 

of draught-proofing that can be performed in TLDs without interfering with their breathability and potentially 

causing unintended consequences. The use of mechanical ventilation systems is also not recommended for 

TLDs, as they could alter and potentially damage their fabric and aesthetic (Historic England, 2016d). Natural 

or mechanical air extractors are however suggested in those rooms where water vapour is more likely to be 

generated, e.g. kitchens and bathrooms (EST, 2005). In fact, moisture is acknowledged as the most significant 

source of pollution within a dwelling, with high quantities generated by common activities such as cooking, 

showering, bathing, and laundry (Ridley et al., 2013). Moisture from these activities can result in 

condensation and, in extreme cases, mould growth; to prevent this, the indoor RH should be kept below 70% 

by reducing the sources of moisture while also providing adequate ventilation (Ridley et al., 2013). 

When addressing draught-proofing for traditional buildings, most guidance aims for air-leakage values not 

lower than 0.5ACH. Such level of air-tightness helps ensure that the necessary ventilation is maintained, 

aiding in the moisture control and avoiding the risk of condensation, while reducing pollutants and providing 

enough fresh air and good indoor air quality (BRESCU, 1996 and 1997; EST, 2006; Jaggs & Scivyer, 2009; Ridley 

et al., 2013; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010). 
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5.4.2 A2: Windows 

The current body of regulations and guidance agree on the significance of historic windows and their 

irreplaceable features, major contributors to the character of TLDs’ elevations (Historic England, 2012 and 

2018a; SPAB, 2016; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010). Therefore, in retrofit of TLDs, conservation of 

windows should be given careful consideration, especially where they comprise both original frames and 

hand-made glasses, while aiming at upgrading and improving their energy efficiency as much as possible 

(Historic England, 2012; Historic Scotland, 2013). Overall, a similar approach applies to windows that 

constitute a later addition, when they preserve the overall character and pattern of the elevation (Historic 

England, 2012; confirmed in the interview with the C.O. on 12.12.2019). 

Moreover, this strategy also proves to be the healthiest and most economic option in the long run (Baker, 

2008a; Litti et al., 2018). A modern window in fact can potentially create a sealed new indoor condition that 

may lead to problems such as condensation and damp. Furthermore, the old timber used during the 19th C for 

window frames was generally high-quality softwood, slow-grown and highly durable. On the contrary, even 

the most sympathetic substitutes of old windows, often do not last as long as proclaimed; sunlight can alter 

their paints, their weather-stripping needs frequent renewal, their frames are easily damaged by the 

inevitable movement of old structures; repair is not that easy either for substitute windows, leading often to 

the need of full replacement instead (Baker, 2008a; SPAB, 2016).  Therefore, full replacement of old windows 

(frame and glass) should be considered the least viable option and any new window should be of same 

materials and style as the original one. The report of the low-, medium- and/or high-risk retrofit options 

chosen for windows in this study is presented as follows.  

Low-risk interventions 

Heavy curtains/internal shutters: A2L122 

A lot can be done through maintenance and 

repair of old windows (Figure 5.6) 

(Changeworks, 2008; Historic England, 2017b). 

Draught-proofing (section 5.4.1) is the first low-

risk option recommended to improve the energy 

efficiency of the whole envelope, including 

windows. However, it only addresses heat-

losses via draughts and does not affect the 

actual conductivity of the thermal element. 

 

22 This intervention is not considered as two separate interventions for front (A2aL1) and back (A2bL1) windows but was 
simulated only once as applied to all of them. 

FIGURE 5.6 CS15: REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF AN OLD WINDOW, 

WORK IN PROGRESS  
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Previous research on traditional sash and casement windows, has shown no significant changes to their U-

value before and after draught-proofing, as more than 70% of the heat-loss takes place through the glazing 

(Baker, 2008a).  

The low-risk retrofit option unanimously suggested by conservation bodies for traditional windows is the use 

of internal shading devices, such as curtains or blinds (Historic England, 2017; Historic Scotland, 2013; SPAB, 

2016; STBA, 2012; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010). The simple addition of well-fitted heavy curtains 

certainly improves the thermal behaviour of the window when closed. For this measure to be effective, 

however, the curtains should possibly be fitted from floor to ceiling and as closely to the wall as possible, to 

avoid draughts and heat-loss (Suhr and Hunt, 2013).  

Shutters for ground or first floor windows, were often used as a security measure in TLDs (Historic England, 

2017b). In England, these were prevalently internal ones, designed to avoid introspection, to keep light/solar 

gain under control when needed and retain heat inside at night. However, original shutters have been 

frequently sealed-up and re-painted or simply removed over the years (Changeworks, 2008). Restoring 

painted-up historic shutters is generally easy and improves the energy performance of windows (Historic 

England, 2012; Historic Scotland, 2013).  This was done in CS17 where shutters hidden in the reveal of the 

front windows and covered in plaster were recently discovered. Where original shutters were removed, the 

reinstatement of such elements can sensibly add to the energy performance of the windows (although only 

as a night-time option), while reducing street noise, increasing security, and restoring character to the 

property. Reinstated shutters should possibly be the original ones, if available, carefully restored, or 

remanufactured ones, in line with the historic features, possibly using the original joinery technique (Baker, 

2008a; Changeworks, 2008; Historic Scotland, 2013; SPAB, 2016; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010; 

Wood et al., 2009). Shutters can be reinstated without need for LBC, when evidence of their previous 

existence was found for the window. Alternatively, when addressing a dwelling that belongs to a terrace of 

houses, if the evidence of original shutters is found in other dwellings of the same listed terrace, it can be 

concluded that shutters were also originally present in the dwelling under the investigation (confirmed in the 

interview with the C.O. on 12.12.2019). 

The greatest reductions in heat-loss could potentially be achieved by combining shutters and heavy curtains, 

both closed (Baker, 2008a; Historic England, 2012). Therefore, in this research, the low-risk option considered 

for windows, in the few cases where shutters are in place or could be reinstated, is the addition of heavy 

curtains combined with shutters (for the front windows in CSs 2, 12, 16 and 17).  

In all other cases, where it was not possible to discern the presence of shutters in the original window, low-

emissivity (low-E) roller blinds were considered as preferred low-risk measure. This is because the analysis of 

secondary data concerning thermal performance of different shading devices (appendix5, Table 0.2) 
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highlighted low-E roller blinds, as the most energy efficient type of internal shading device (Fitton et al., 

2017).  

Figure 5.7 describes the decision-process devised in this study for the selection of responsible low-risk 

interventions for each external window (A2L1). In each CS, the shading devices selected this way were added 

to the base-case glazed constructions to simulate the energy performance post low-risk interventions. 

                 

*  Original shutters may still be in place (or evidence of their original existence may be found) 

FIGURE 5.7 DECISION-TREE-DIAGRAM FOR THE SELECTION OF INTERNAL SHADING DEVICES (A2L1) 

Medium- and/or high-risk interventions 

Secondary glazing: A2aM1, A2aM2 and A2bM1, A2bM2   

Although not requiring LBC in general, secondary glazing was considered a medium-risk option in this study 

for both front and back windows, as it implies some level of disruption, higher costs than draught-proofing 

and adding curtains and more skilled workmanship. When the internal detailing of the wall around the 

original window allows for it, secondary glazing is a straightforward option, generally recommended by 

conservation bodies (English Heritage, 2008a; Historic England, 2012, 2016h, 2017b and 2018a; Historic 

Scotland, 2013; SPAB, 2016; STBA, 2012; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010). This intervention is common 

practice for TLDs in Brighton and Hove (confirmed in the interview with the C.O. on 12.12.2019). 

While cutting out draughts (if carefully installed), this strategy also improves security, reduces noise (due to 

the added air gap between the panes) and decreases heat-losses through the existing window. Precedent 

studies that tested the thermal performance of traditional windows and the improvements achievable with 

simple retrofit measures, highlighted secondary glazing as the most effective option, capable of achieving 

more than 60% reduction in heat-loss (Baker, 2008a; Historic England, 2017b). The secondary glazing system 

generally recommended, consists of a fully independent window installed in the internal side of the existing 

Status quo condition 

No shading devices Curtains/blinds 

Add 

low-E blinds 

Conserve  

(or reinstate) and 

add  

heavy curtains 

  

Replace with  

low-E blinds 

Original shutters* 
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window and next to it (Changeworks, 2008; Historic England, 2016h). The main advantage of this retrofit 

measure for TLDs is in retaining the original window, thereby keeping the original features of the elevation - 

in their proportions, constructions, and materials.  As such, it imposes the lowest level of risk on the heritage 

value (English Heritage, 2008b; SPAB, 2016).  

These units are often made of slim aluminium frames (Historic Scotland, 2013; Suhr & Hunt, 2013). However, 

heritage conservation bodies usually suggest the use of timber-framed secondary glazing systems. These are 

heavier and potentially more difficult to manoeuvre but reduce the risk of thermal bridges (Historic England, 

2018a). The design of the secondary glazing should be as unintrusive as possible, mirroring that of the original 

retained window, to minimise the visual impact of the additional glazing as perceived from the outside, while 

allowing for ease of use (Changeworks, 2008; Historic England, 2016h). They can be openable (sliding sashes 

or casements) or fixed units; both can be removable. The option that implies the lowest level of risk to the 

original fabric and incurs the lowest costs, is the non-openable and removable unit, which warrants ease of 

cleaning and maintenance while ensuring reversibility. A non-openable unit is most likely only applicable to 

the windows that are never used (Suhr & Hunt, 2013); this said, as and when the ownership of the property 

changes, the efficiency and effectiveness of this option may be affected. 

When applying secondary glazing, the risk of 

condensation between the original window and the 

new one cannot be ignored. Figure 5.8 shows 

condensation taking place on the first-floor 

bedroom window in CS12 even before the 

application of any secondary glazing. The room is 

mostly unoccupied but heated and windows are 

rarely opened. The photo was taken after the 

laundry had been kept in the room to dry, 

generating condensation problems due to poor 

ventilation. The results of tests carried out on old 

windows retrofitted with secondary glazing, showed 

that, if warm moist air can access the gap between the secondary glazing and the original window, the air 

temperature could drop below its dew-point, resulting in condensation on the colder internal surface of the 

external pane (SPAB, 2016). In fact, the surface temperature of the external glazing will be colder post-

intervention, due to a higher temperature gradient. Therefore, the risk of condensation can increase 

compared to the status-quo condition. The condensation risk is even higher if both old window and 

secondary glazing are leaky, as this may allow a continuous flow of warm air to the external space, resulting 

in a higher condensation rate (SPAB, 2016). The general advice is not to draught-proof the original window to 

FIGURE 5.8 CS12: BACK WINDOW IN THE FIRST-FLOOR BEDROOM 
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reduce the risk of condensation allowing for some ventilation of the internal space by external air (English 

Heritage, 2016h and 2018a; SPAB, 2016).  The combined option should then be to ensure that the secondary 

glazing is firmly sealed; this way, the risk of condensation appears to be negligible, independently from the 

level of leakiness of the old external window (SPAB, 2016).  Historic England (2016h) suggests the following 

ways of minimising condensation due to secondary glazing: 

- keeping the secondary glazing closed if there are alternative means of ventilation 

- locating them where the normal direction of air flow is from outside to inside (south and/or west 

facing openings, in this climatic area) 

- fitting them with alternative means of ventilation which bypass the cavity. 

Frames can be positioned at any point within the window’s reveal. However, it is generally suggested to fit 

the secondary glazing system as closely to the original window as possible (Historic Scotland, 2013). To 

achieve the best thermal performance, the space between the new and old panes of glass should be 16-

20mm, thus avoiding the risk of convection currents in the cavity and subsequent heat-losses (Historic 

England, 2016h). However, the positioning of the secondary unit is mainly decided by the sizes of the original 

window frame and of the reveal, which generally dictates a distance up to 100mm.  

Not all windows are suitable for 

secondary glazing, due to limits 

imposed by the depth of the sill 

and reveal or by irregular shapes 

of the architraves (Historic 

England, 2012). In some of the 

windows in the CSs investigated, 

the application of secondary 

glazing is certainly more 

challenging then in others, due to 

limits in the size of the reveal 

(Figure 5.9). However, this option was considered applicable for all the windows in analysis, although 

sometimes at higher costs and needing careful detailing. It cannot be ignored that the use of secondary 

glazing sometimes results in the loss of use of internal shutters. This was not considered applicable to any of 

the CSs (although some do have shutters) and could be eventually addressed by systems that fit directly 

against the original window (Changeworks, 2008). The loss of some usable window ledge space and the need 

to reposition curtains are also practical issues to be taken into account when installing secondary glazing.  

In this study, the air cavity between old and new glass was assumed to be 50mm, given: 

- average measure of windows’ reveal taken by the measured surveys  

FIGURE 5.9 KITCHEN SASH WINDOW IN CS17 (LEFT) AND LIVING ROOM SASH WINDOW 

IN CS16 (RIGHT)   
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- general advice from conservation bodies to avoid convective heat-losses (Historic England, 2017b)  

- previous research in this field (IES, 2009; Litti et al.,2018).  

The performance achievable by means of secondary glazing can be sensibly increased using low-E glass23 

(Baker, 2008a; Heat et al., 2010; Rhee-Duverne & Baker, 2015; Suhr & Hunt, 2013; SPAB, 2016; Wood et al., 

2009). During the heating season, low-E glass reflects the heat back into the room, while during the non-

heating season heat from the sun is reflected outside keeping the room cooler (Historic England, 2017b). 

Hence, in this study, single, low-E secondary glazing, was considered the first medium-risk intervention for 

both front and back windows (A2aM1 and A2bM1).   

A further improvement in energy performance can be achieved incorporating double glazed low-E units in the 

secondary glazing system (Historic England, 2017b; Rhee-Duverne & Baker, 2015). Compared to single units, 

they obviously need a larger frame, which is not always supported within the space of the original window 

reveal. Furthermore, this glazing system is heavier, therefore more difficult to assemble/disassemble. Slim 

vacuum-glazing low-E units, could be an ideal solution for this option, as they are capable of achieving an 

optimum balance between performance improvement and space constraints, allowing for ease of use and 

maintaining unaltered the original window frame (Rhee-Duverne & Baker, 2015). Hence, in this study, slim 

vacuum low-E secondary glazing was considered the second medium-risk intervention for both front and back 

windows (A2aM2 and A2bM2).   

Slim double glazing: A2aH1 and A2bH1 

A more controversial retrofit solution for traditional windows of heritage value is the use of a slim double-

glazing unit (vacuum or gas filled) inserted in the old frame. This option has some advantages compared to 

secondary glazing and to conventional double-glazing (air- or gas-filled). It allows for improving the overall U-

value of the window while retaining the original frame and proportions. Slim double-glazed units (overall 

thickness ranging from 6.2 mm - vacuum filled - to 12 mm - air or gas filled), significantly thinner than 

conventional double-glazing, can be more easily accommodated within the frames of traditional windows, 

which are by default designed for single-glazing (Heat et al., 2010a; Suhr & Hunt, 2013). This solution could be 

more practical for windows frequently opened, while secondary glazing tends to be more complicated to use 

and entails higher risk of condensation. Slim double-glazing finally allows for an easier cleaning, maintenance 

or redecorating of the windows and does not require lifting out and storing away needed for a removable 

secondary glazing unit (Suhr & Hunt, 2013). 

 

23 Low-E glass is obtained by applying a coating to the inner pane of glass that reflects the infra-red radiation while letting 
light pass through the glass. A single-pane normal glass has an emissivity value of 0.8-0.9, while low-E glass can reach 
values below 0.2. 
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However, while slim double-glazing units proved to be effective (Heat et al., 2010) and applicable to listed 

buildings (Heat & Baker, 2013), they are not generally recommended by conservation bodies and only 

considered as an extreme measure (Historic England, 2018a) because of a range of issues surrounding them.  

Firstly, they are inevitably heavier than single-glazed panes, and often less easily operable. Retrofitted with 

slim double-glazing, casement windows could place excessive strain on their existing hinges (SPAB, 2016); 

similarly, vertical sliding sashes, may be more problematic to counterbalance. New sash cords and heavier 

sash weights may be necessary to facilitate more balanced opening (Historic Scotland, 2013).  

When the old timber frames are divided by slender glazing bars - which is often the case in Regency windows 

- they prove challenging to convert into double-glazed units, regardless of how thin the replacement double-

glazing is. In these multi-paned windows, slim double-glazing is generally less effective due to the difficulties 

in addressing the thermal bridging through the frame and glazing bars. This issue has been noticed mainly for 

metal frames and less often for timber ones (Historic England, 2017b).  Victorian ‘one-over-one’ windows are 

generally more appropriate and cost effective for this type of retrofit measure than typical Regency multi-

paned windows (Figure 5.10 left and right) and have shown considerable improvements in thermal 

performance when using slim-profile double-glazing (Historic Scotland, 2013; Heat et al., 2010a).  

                 

FIGURE 5.10 VICTORIAN ‘ONE OVER ONE’ WINDOWS IN THE FRONT ROOM OF CS12 (LEFT) AND TYPICAL REGENCY MULTI-PANED 

WINDOWS IN THE ADJACENT SUSSEX SQUARE, BRIGHTON (RIGHT) 

Furthermore, it cannot be ignored that any modern glass used for such units, often differs significantly from 

that used in the old single-glazed ones, with a potentially detrimental effect on the heritage value of the 

building. Old glass in fact, is of extremely high value, for its rarity and the workmanship that it entails, as well 

as for the unique type of reflection that it creates, which is not replicable by a modern flat glass-pane 

(Historic England, 2012; Historic Scotland, 2013). A similar appearance to that of the original glass, could 

potentially be achieved using a unit made of an outer layer of handmade glass, to suit the style and age of the 

property (Suhr & Hunt, 2013). Finally, the effectiveness of slim double-glazing depends mainly on the seals 
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that keep air and moisture out of the cavity. If they fail, the glazing system is difficult to repair and/or recycle 

(Historic England, 2017b).  

In order to decide the type of slim double-glazed system to use in this study, the body of literature available 

(Heat et al., 2010a; Heat & Baker, 2013; Memon, 2014 to cite but a few) was consulted again, together with 

data from the windows manufacturers. In any double-glazed system, when the cavity is filled with heavy 

gases such as Argon, Krypton or Xenon, the thermal performance improves compared to that of a double-

glazing filled with air because the thermal resistance of gases is higher. Measuring the U-values of different 

low-E slim double-glazed systems, Heat et al. (2010a) concluded that the thermal performance achievable 

with Kripton and Xenon gas is greater than the one achievable with Argon and that such performance is 

dependent on the cavity thickness. An even lower U-value can be achieved with vacuum-glazing formed of 

two low-E coated glass sheets (Heat et al., 2010a; Heat & Baker, 2013; Memon, 2014). The vacuum solution is 

not only more energy efficient, but also thinner than the alternative slim double-glazing gas filled, and 

therefore, more adaptable to the original window frames.  

It cannot be ignored that, even considering vacuum slim-profile - 6.5mm in total - the insertion of the new 

units in the original frames always requires very skilled workmanship, often needing a few alterations to 

frame and glazing bars to accommodate the new glazing and support the increased weight of it, and, overall, 

has a limited lifespan, is more difficult to repair and to recycle and does not always guarantee the expected 

outcome (Historic England, 2017b; SPAB, 2016). Furthermore, the tiny spacers between the panes of slim-

profile units, as well as the small metal plug where the air is evacuated, may result as dots on the glass and 

affect the exterior appearance of the window and overall character of the façade (Historic Scotland, 2013; 

Suhr & Hunt, 2013).  

For the above reasons, slim double-glazing is not easily seen favourably by conservation bodies and was 

considered in this study a high-risk retrofit option for both front (A2aH1) and back (A2bH1) windows. The 

applicability of it was assessed on a case-by-case basis, as an outcome of the heritage significance assessment 

carried out for each CS (section 5.3), as recommended by conservation bodies not to affect the overall 

character of the elevations (Changeworks, 2008). Slim-profile double-glazing is extremely unlikely to receive 

LBC, if proposed for an original window in a TLD when the historic frame still retains the original glass 

(Historic England, 2017b, 2018a; Historic Scotland, 2013). The approach of conservation bodies is generally 

more flexible when the original window is lost and was replaced with a new, unsympathetic one or the 

original glass was already previously replaced (Historic England, 2018a). Even more so, when slim double-

glazing is proposed to be applied to all the windows on the same elevation as a means to recover some 

uniformity in the façade, which might have otherwise been lost because of unsympathetic interventions 

executed in the past, more favourable decisions may be granted (confirmed in the interview with the C.O. on 

12.12.2019). 
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Hence, in this study, slim double-glazing units 

were considered applicable on the main elevation 

only for CS7 and CS16. The reason for this was, in 

CS7 (highlighted in blue in Figure 5.11), that part 

of the original windows (those in the master 

bedroom, circled in red) had already been 

replaced by new sympathetic double-glazed ones 

and the others in the same elevation had lost the 

original glazing.  In CS16 instead, the front 

windows are mainly hidden because they form 

part of a lower-ground floor elevation (Figure 

5.12), hence a more flexible approach may be 

negotiated.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For all the other CSs the front elevations are characterised by original windows and glazing, hence slim 

double-glazing was considered as a substitute for the original glazing only on the back elevations, the most 

altered over time. In CS7, an unsympathetic uPVC window had replaced the original one in the back 

elevation; in this case, the option of substituting such window with a new slim double-glazed timber unit was 

chosen and simulated. Such solution was preferred over a double-glazed low-E unit filled with gas or air, even 

though the latter were potentially applicable in this case (because the unsympathetic window should have 

been replaced in toto). This decision was made because previous research has demonstrated that slim low-E 

vacuum-glazing units can achieve the best thermal performance of all types of double-glazed units (Heat et 

al., 2010a; Heat & Baker, 2013; Pilkington, 2018; SPAB, 2016); also, importantly, because slim-profiles proved 

to be more easily adaptable to replicate the shape and proportions of old traditional windows (Suhr & Hunt, 

2013).   

FIGURE 5.12 CS16: FRONT ELEVATION 

FIGURE 5.11 CS7: SOUTH ELEVATION 
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Selection process for medium- and/or high-risk interventions for windows 

The retrofit options considered in this study for the front and back windows, the reasons for their exclusion, 

and those finally selected are summarised in Table 5.5. 

TABLE 5.5 RETROFIT OPTIONS FOR WINDOWS - IN GREEN THE ONES SELECTED IN THIS STUDY 

Retrofit option Variables Reason for exclusion/Code 

Secondary glazing Single Clear float Excluded as the literature recommends low-
emissivity glass when using secondary glazing 
to achieve lower U-values  

Low-E A2aM1 
A2bM1 

Double Clear float Excluded as the literature recommends low-
emissivity glass when using secondary glazing 
to achieve lower U-values  

Low-E 5-20mm cavity Excluded as the literature recommends slim 
double-glazed units to achieve lower U-values 
with thinner constructions  

Slim Air/gas 
filled 

Excluded as the literature recommends vacuum 
slim double-glazed units to achieve lower  
U-values with thinner constructions  

vacuum A2aM2 
A2bM2 

New Double-glazing Clear float Excluded as the literature recommends low-
emissivity glass when using new double glazing 
to achieve lower U-values  

Low-E 5-20mm cavity Excluded as the literature recommends slim 
double-glazed units to achieve lower U-values 
with thinner constructions  

Slim Air/gas 
filled 

Excluded as the literature recommends vacuum 
slim double-glazed units to achieve lower  
U-values with thinner constructions  

vacuum A2aH1 
A2bH2 

 

Figure 5.13 shows the decision-process devised in this study for the selection of responsible medium- and/or 

high-risk retrofit interventions for windows. In model, for each external window, the status-quo glazed 

constructions were replaced by the new constructions created to simulate all the retrofit options selected, 

both individually and in combination with other measures (appendix 11).  
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* When applicable as explained in this section (5.4.2) 
** 1.6 W/m2K (whole window U-value) or 1.2 W/m2K (centre of pane U-value) (HM Government, 2010) 

FIGURE 5.13 DECISION-TREE DIAGRAM FOR THE SELECTION OF MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK RETROFIT INTERVENTIONS FOR WINDOWS 

(A2A AND A2B) 

5.4.3 A3: Doors 

Similar to windows, historic doors contribute to the character of the elevation and to the heritage value of 

TLDs (Historic England, 2012, 2016a and 2018b; SPAB, 2016; The Prince Regeneration Trust, 2010). Insulating 
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front doors requires LBC and the opinion of conservation bodies may often be 

controversial as most of the external doors (particularly the front doors) are 

the original multi panelled ones.  

The decision concerning the actual applicability, practicality and effectiveness 

of such option needs to be taken on a case-by-case basis. In fact, usually, the 

energy savings achievable with this intervention, are not particularly 

significant, as front doors are generally made of solid wood and sometimes 

thicker than 60mm, therefore performing better than single-glazed windows 

in their status-quo. Hence, insulating external doors is often out-weighted by 

draught-proofing their doorframes (Historic England, 2016a). Furthermore, 

this intervention may not always be straightforward, when the door is paned 

or glazed, which is the case in many Regency properties. 

Only in CS12, does the main front door of the building belong to the flat 

(Figure 5.14). It is an oversized multipaned Regency door, facing Sussex 

Square and accessible through an entrance porch. The porch is rhythmically 

replicated in this row of terraced houses creating a composition of projecting 

and receding volumes (Figure 5.15). The door is flanked by single-glazed 

original panes and has a smooth finish on the internal face. Hence, it was 

deemed possible to intervene internally in the timber door, leaving the 

glazing panes unaltered. 

Doors on the back elevations, frequently overlooking internal courts 

and often a replacement of the original ones, are an easy fix when it 

comes to retrofitting. This is the case for CS14, where a leaky 

replacement timber door provides access to the rear garden (Figure 

5.16). 

Medium- and high -risk interventions  

Thin internal insulation board: A3aM1 and A3bM1 

Both front and back doors can be insulated using a thin insulation 

board, fitted to the internal face using an adhesive – generally more 

recommended than nails or screws - and finished internally with 

plywood (Historic Scotland, 2013). This solution mainly works for flat 

surfaces, without mouldings, providing a simple and reversible 

option (Historic Scotland, 2013; Suhr & Hunt, 2013).  
FIGURE 5.16 CS 13: THE BACK DOOR HIGHLIGHTED 

IN RED 

FIGURE 5.14 CS12: REGENCY FRONT 

DOOR 

FIGURE 5.15 CS12: THE ENTRANCE 

PORCH RHYTHMICALLY REPLICATED 

ALONG THIS GRAND TERRACE OF HOUSES 
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5.4.4 A4: Ground Floors  

Floors are major contributors to the comfort of the indoor environment. However, when a historic finish is 

still in place, the range of energy retrofit interventions applicable may be limited and needs to be addressed 

while maintaining the moisture equilibrium of the construction and preserving its heritage value (Suhr & 

Hunt, 2013). 

Low-risk interventions 

Carpets: A4aL1 and A4bL1 

The use of carpets on solid or suspended timber ground floors can add to the energy efficiency of the 

dwelling (Historic England, 2016e and 2016g). This was considered a low-risk measure, as it is easy to install, 

totally and easily reversible, cost-effective and implies low risks for the fabric if carried out with vapour-

permeable materials to avoid trapping moisture (Historic England, 2018a). It was considered an option only 

when the floor finishes are not of historic value and when carpets are a practical choice in relation to the use 

of the internal space24 (Historic England, 2016e and 2016g; confirmed in the interview with the C.O. on 

12.12.2019). Therefore, it was deemed not applicable in CS12 (Figure 5.17) as the room with a ground floor is 

a kitchen. It was applied in CS14 (solid ground floor) and CS16 (suspended ground floor), both lower-ground 

floor flats (Figure 5.18); however, in these CSs carpets were limited to the living and bedroom areas, 

excluding the entrance, kitchen and bathrooms for the same practical reasons (see appendix 11 for the report 

of each modelled construction in each CS). 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

24 In the cases reviewed for this study, carpets were not deemed a preferred option in kitchens and bathrooms (on any 
floor level) and in the entrance area (when this was accessed from the external space).  

FIGURE 5.17 CS12: GROUND FLOOR PLAN (LEFT) - HIGHLIGHTED IN RED THE GROUND 

FLOOR LEVEL - AND ENERGY MODEL (RIGHT) OF THE DWELLING (IN BLUE) AND THE 

ADJACENT VOLUMES (IN PURPLE) 
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Medium- and/or high-risk interventions 

Thin insulation board: A4aM1 and A4bM1 

Only when the floor finishes are not of historic value (and in addition to carpets), the use of a vapour-

permeable, high-performance thin insulation board, was considered a medium-risk option applicable to both 

solid and timber ground floors (Historic England, 2018a).  

The implications of this intervention, however, need to be carefully considered, as it could cause technical 

problems in adjoining floor levels (Historic England, 2016e, 2016g and 2018a). Furthermore, this solution may 

entail shortening the height of internal doors, as well lifting original skirting boards. These may be considered 

unacceptable alterations of the interior proportions (Interview with C.O., 12/12/2019). The thickness of the 

insulation board must therefore be limited, especially when the floor-to-ceiling height may already be 

restricted, which is the case for most lower-ground floor dwellings.  

Concrete slab and insulation 

Within the medium-risk options available for solid ground floors (Table 5.3, p.118), the use of concrete slab 

and insulation - generally an impermeable material - was excluded from the measures applicable to the CSs 

selected. This solution usually implies the use of a damp protection membrane. During the last few decades, 

new insulated concrete floors were often applied to replace historic solid ground floors with the aim of 

improving their energy performance while protecting the rooms against rising damp. However, this cannot be 

considered a safe option for TLDs because it has shown to be detrimental for traditional constructions, 

potentially damaging the historic fabric as well as diminishing indoor comfort. In fact, because of its low 

permeability, it alters the original breathability of the ground floor, inevitably leading to problems caused by 

excessive moisture being diverted and absorbed by the external walls, with negative consequences for the 

occupants - such as poor indoor air quality - and for the fabric - such as timber decay, infestation and mould 

growth - (Suhr & Hunt, 2013; Historic England, 2016e and 2018a). 

FIGURE 5.18 CS14 (LEFT) AND CS16 

(RIGHT) MODELS IN IES-VE - IN BLUE THE 

DWELLINGS INVESTIGATED 
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Limecrete floor: A4aH1 

Limecrete floors, on the other hand, are considered a safe solution to 

improve the energy performance of solid ground floors, and/or to 

restore their original thermo-hygrometric behaviour (Suhr & Hunt, 

2013). Lifting and reinstating the solid ground floor finish, could be 

possible without damaging it. However, the complexity of such task 

makes it a high-risk option, needing highly skilled workmanship and 

preferred when the floor finishes are not of historic value (Historic 

England, 2016e and 2018a; Historic Scotland, 2013). This is the case for 

CS14 (Figure 5.19), the only dwelling investigated having a solid ground 

floor.  

Insulation between joists: A4bH1 

Timber ground floors can be insulated between the joists using vapour-permeable materials (Suhr & Hunt, 

2013). This solution, however, was considered high-risk for suspended ground floors, applicable mainly when 

the floorboards are not of historic value (hence applied for both CSs 12 and 16). In fact, their removal can 

lead to damage of the old timber-boards and irreversibly alter the characteristics of the original flooring 

(Historic England, 2016g and 2018a).  

FIGURE 5.19 CS14: MODERN STONE 

TILES FOR THE GROUND FLOOR FINISH 
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Selection process for medium- and/or high-risk interventions for ground floors 

Figure 5.20 shows the decision-process devised for the selection of responsible medium- and/or high-risk 

interventions for solid and suspended ground floors (A4a and A4b) in this study.           

 

* In suspended timber ground floors 100 mm air gap must be ensured below the insulation 
** 0.25W/m2K (HM Government, 2010) 

FIGURE 5.20 DECISION-TREE DIAGRAM FOR THE SELECTION OF MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS  
FOR SOLID AND SUSPENDED GROUND FLOORS (A4A AND A4B) 

5.4.5 A5: Roof 

Insulating at roof level is considered an option that can particularly improve the energy performance of 

existing dwellings. However, in TLDs, it must be carried out after careful considerations and with extreme 
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care to avoid damages to the heritage value of the building and not to compromise the health of fabric and 

occupants.  

Low-risk interventions 

Loft insulation: A5aL1 

Conservation bodies unanimously consider loft insulation as a low-risk option for pitched roofs and 

recommend it as the simplest, cheapest and most straightforward approach whenever the loft is not a 

habitable space (Changeworks, 2008; English Heritage, 2008b; Historic England, 2012; Historic Scotland, 2013; 

May & Griffith, 2015; SPAB, 2014; STBA, 2012; to cite some). In fact, it does not involve the costs and 

disruption caused by insulating between rafters or renewing external roof finishes and/or the risks of 

impacting the original characteristics of the elevation as a result of raising the existing level of the finished 

roof. It was considered as the only option for pitched roofs when the loft space is not a habitable space (in 

CSs 7 and 17, see Figure 5.21). Ventilation should always be considered to reduce moisture risk (May & 

Griffith, 2015).  

Medium- and/or high-risk interventions 

Insulation at rafters or joists level: A5aM1 and A5bM1 

Insulating at rafter or joists level was considered a 

medium-risk option, respectively for pitched roofs when 

the loft space is habitable (Historic England, 2018a) and 

for flat roofs (Historic England, 2016b and 2018a). This 

was the case, for: 

- the pitched roof construction in CS14 - already 

insulated (Figure 5.22) 

- the flat roof constructions in CSs 7 - already 

insulated-, 12, 13 (Figure 5.23) and 14 (already insulated). 

FIGURE 5.22 CS14: PITCHED ROOF 

FIGURE 5.21 PITCHED ROOF IN CSS 7 (LEFT) AND 17 (RIGHT), BOTH NOT HABITABLE 
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It requires skilled workmanship, especially when historic ceilings are in place, to ensure that they will not be 

damaged (May & Griffith, 2015). A ventilation path should always be retained above the insulation to avoid 

moisture accumulation, which may cause problems for roof and ceiling timbers (Historic England, 2012; May 

& Griffith, 2015; Suhr & Hunt, 2013). 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Insulation above rafters or joists level: A5aH1 and A5bH1 

Insulation above rafters and above flat roofs raises the level of the finished roof, which may often be non-

permissible in TLDs and entails higher costs. Therefore, it was considered a high-risk option in this study. It 

might still be applicable, if the finished roof level does not unacceptably alter the rhythm of the adjoining 

terraced houses and if the loft space is habitable (Historic England, 2016b, 2016d, 2018a; Suhr & Hunt, 2013). 

In this study, it was considered for pitched roofs when they cover an extension at the back of the building, 

often already modified, and only when the loft space is habitable (CS14, Figure 5.22). This solution was also 

considered for flat roofs covering the back extensions, in CSs 12, 13 (Figure 5.23, centre and right) and 14. 

The insulation was assumed to be placed on top of the existing felt/bitumen layer(s) and covered by a new 

waterproof layer.  The removal of the existing waterproof layer was excluded as an option because more 

labour intensive and often not practicable. 

Insulation below rafters or joists level 

Insulation below rafters (for pitched roofs) and below joists level (for flat roofs) may compromise internal 

historic finishes (when they are in place) while reducing the internal height, which is already limited in the 

roof level dwellings under investigation. Therefore, this option was excluded in this study as it would 

unacceptably compromise the usability of the internal space (Historic England, 2016b, 2016d and 2018a; Suhr 

& Hunt, 2013).  

FIGURE 5.23 FLAT ROOFS IN CSS 7 (LEFT), 12 (CENTRE) AND 13 (RIGHT) HIGHLIGHTED IN RED DASHES 
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Selection process for medium- and/or high-risk interventions for roofs 

Figure 5.24 illustrates the decision-process devised in this study for the selection of responsible medium- 

and/or high-risk interventions for pitched and flat roofs (A5a and A5b).  

 

* 50mm clear space above the insulation must be ensured for ventilation 
** 0.18W/m2K for both pitched roofs (when insulation is not at ceiling level) and for flat roofs (HM Government, 2010) 

FIGURE 5.24 DECISION-TREE DIAGRAM FOR THE SELECTION OF MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS FOR PITCHED AND FLAT 

ROOFS (A5A AND A5B) 

5.4.6 A6: Walls 

The wall, with its materials, colour, decorative elements, together with windows, constitutes, the face of a 

building, therefore it is an essential element of the character of TLDs and needs special consideration 

(Historic England, 2012, 2016f, 2018a). Approved Document L1B (HM Government, 2010) mandates to 

improve the energy performance of an existing dwelling when changes or renovations are made to thermal 

elements (wall, floor, or roof). However, when it comes to buildings of traditional construction, the same 

regulation more compromisingly recommends improving energy efficiency ‘as far as is reasonably 

practicable’. This task can be especially challenging for external walls, because of the risks of condensation 
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build-up. In heritage dwellings, the potential loss of significance adds up to such risks. Hence, solid walls 

insulation remains one of the most difficult aspects of energy retrofit, highly debatable and technically 

challenging (Suhr & Hunt, 2013; SPAB, 2014). Furthermore, the findings of previous research suggest that 

traditional solid walls may perform much better than once thought (Baker, 2008b, 2011; Baker & Rhee-

Duverne, 2013; Rye, 2010; STBA, 2012a, 2012b). For these reasons, conservation bodies tend to prioritise 

other types of energy retrofit measures for TLDs, before considering wall insulation (Historic England, 2012, 

2018a). 

Medium- and/or high-risk interventions 

New permeable renders and external wall insulation 

In TLDs, a new render on the external face may be only considered 

when the elevation is plain and rendered and when the render needs 

to be completely replaced, because of lack of maintenance or because 

it was unsympathetically covered by a non-permeable material. This 

could potentially be the case for CS8 (Figure 5.25), whose external 

elevation, originally finished in lime plaster, was recently covered by a 

cementitious, non-breathable render. Nevertheless, further 

consideration should be taken for converted dwellings when they 

occupy only one floor of a building, if they are part of a bigger terrace 

of houses characterised by a uniform style. This is because in such 

cases, any intervention to the external face of one individual dwelling, 

may alter the overall appearance of the terrace, potentially ruining it 

(SPAB, 2014; STBA, 2015).  

The use of external wall insulation (EWI) is also extremely rare for front and back elevations in dwellings of 

heritage value because of the impact it has on the overall appearance of the building, on its proportions and 

details (Historic England, 2012; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010). Rear elevations often include 

extensions, as a part of the original plan or added at a later date. Because the listing applies to the whole 

building (Planning Act, 1990), the same limitations apply to front and rear elevations. However, a more 

flexible approach could potentially be negotiated for back elevations if they are already rendered. In fact, 

back elevations are more fragmented in shape and generally free from decorative elements, such as cornices, 

gables, and columns, which are usually intrinsic part of the character of the main elevation in grand Regency 

buildings. EWI may be more likely  if applied to the whole height of the elevation, as opposed to only one 

individual dwelling on one level of the building or one section of a terrace of houses. Hence, it would first 

require the consent of all the owners of the adjacent dwellings (confirmed in the interview with the C.O. on 

12.12.2019). This could potentially be the case for CS14, as the whole dwelling is part of an historic two-

FIGURE 5.25 CS8: EXTERNAL ELEVATION 

COVERED WITH CEMENTITIOUS RENDER 
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storey rear addition to the body of the main Regency corner building 

(Figure 5.26). Hence, any intervention on the external face of its walls 

may have to be only agreed with the owners of the first-floor 

dwelling above this one. However, the external walls of CS14 are 

currently finished in painted bricks (Figure 5.27) and the application 

of a render and insulation may unacceptably alter their character; 

hence this option could not be considered.  

For the reasons explained, new permeable renders and EWI were both 

excluded as retrofit options for both front and back elevations of all 

the CSs selected (Table 5.3).  

Internal wall insulation  

Internal wall insulation (IWI) is a particularly delicate intervention, 

whose impact must be first carefully assessed against the heritage 

value and moisture balance of the construction (English Heritage, 

2008b; Historic England, 2018a; Historic Scotland, 2013; May & 

Griffith, 2015; May & Sanders, 2018; SPAB, 2016; STBA, 2015; Suhr & 

Hunt, 2013; to cite some).  

Before intervening in internal walls, special consideration must be 

given to details such as wall and ceiling stucco decorations and 

plaster mouldings, which constitute a special part of the character 

and interest of TLDs (Historic England, 2012).  Internal insulation is a 

more straightforward intervention when little of historic interest has 

survived to present time and complete re-plastering can be carried 

out easily. However, when deciding about the applicability of IWI and the thickness of it, any changes in the 

internal dimensions must be taken into consideration, with reference to the loss of space, and the inevitable 

impact it may have on occupancy, comfort standards, property/rental values (Historic England, 2012). 

Furthermore, even when the internal walls are plastered and not decorated, there can be situations in which 

IWI is not appropriate for the character of the building, when part of the character of the space can be 

associated with the unevenness of the old plasterwork, which would be irreparably lost with a new plaster 

and even more so with a flat insulation material (Suhr & Hunt, 2013). This was not the case for any of the CSs 

investigated. 

In order to decide about the most suitable IWI method, a distinction was made based on the internal finishes 

between: 

FIGURE 5.26 CS14 HIGHLIGHTED IN RED 

FIGURE 5.27 CS14: DETAIL OF THE 

EXTERNAL WALL FINISHED IN PAINTED BRICKS 
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- lime plaster on lath (“walls finished in plaster on lath” hereafter) or 

- lime plaster directly over the solid wall and/or drylining (both named “solid walls” hereafter). 

Based on the main approaches to the application of IWI for solid masonry walls (Historic Scotland, 2013), the 

following possible options were considered in this study, respectively when insulation was applied on plaster 

on lath: 

- Insulation blown behind existing lath 

- Insulation applied over existing plaster 

or when insulation was applied on solid walls: 

- Insulation applied directly on plaster  

- Insulation held in place by timber framing. 

Drylined walls were considered like solid ones because it was assumed that, when the original lath (if any) 

went lost and was substituted by modern plasterboard, this can be removed and replaced with a new 

permeable plaster on insulation, applied either directly on the masonry (for thinner materials, such as 

aerogel-based blankets) or within a timber frame (for thicker insulation materials such as wood fibreboard). 

A brief description of the IWI options considered in this study is presented as follows.  

Blown insulation behind lath: A6aM1 

Most of the front walls in the selected CSs, are internally finished in plaster on lath (appendix 11). Whenever 

the room presents decorative elements, such as mouldings and stucco or timber works, in the form of 

cornices, dados and skirtings, IWI is generally not allowed, except for loose insulation blown behind lath, 

which is considered the only medium-risk option. This solution is applied in a similar way to the techniques 

used for cavity walls and has the advantage of retaining the existing lining while minimising the impact on the 

historic fabric and proportions and the disruption to the occupants (Historic England, 2012, 2016f and 2018a; 

Historic Scotland, 2013; May & Griffith, 2015; Suhr & Hunt, 2013). 

The main risk in the use of this method is the reduction of ventilation in the cavity between the lath and the 

original wall. Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to use a vapour permeable material (possibly open 

cell) to allow for some movement of air and water vapour, while avoiding draughts behind the lath. 

Appropriate materials could be blown cellulose, blown polystyrene beads, perlite, and water-based foam 

(Changeworks, 2008; Historic Scotland, 2013). This method is not recommended for very exposed walls 

because moisture could reach the (not ventilated) cavity space and potentially cause condensation 

(Changeworks, 2008). This must be accounted for when considering blown insulation for the front walls of 

the CSs facing south and south-west in this study (CSs 7 and 13). 
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Prior to applying blown insulation, the wall must be dry, therefore any repair needed for gutters and 

downpipes must be carried out in advance. Great care must also be taken that the wall will stay dry, by 

retaining or improving its vapour permeability (Historic Scotland, 2013).  

Before applying blown insulation, any gap in the base of the wall should be closed to prevent insulation 

material from falling into voids below (Historic Scotland, 2013). This can be done by removing the skirting 

board and adding fibrous material (i.e. wood wool or hemp fibre) to the base of the wall (Changeworks, 

2008). 

The insulation is then blown by a blower nozzle, through holes in the plaster made every metre; this is done 

from floor to ceiling. A thermal imaging survey should be carried out after completion to ensure that the 

insulation has filled all the voids and there are no patches that would lead to thermal bridges (Changeworks, 

2008; Historic Scotland, 2013). Finally, the holes should be closed and a new layer of breathable paint (clay or 

mineral based) should be applied when needed (Changeworks, 2008). 

Insulating plaster: A6bM1 

When the internal finish is plaster or plasterboard (A6b), the use of insulating plaster was proposed as 

medium-risk option (after removing any plasterboard initially in place) following the advice and guidance of 

conservation bodies (Historic England, 2018a; Suhr & Hunt, 2013).  

Insulation blankets and boards, batts, or rolls: A6aH1 and A6aH2, A6bH1 and A6bH2 

The first high-risk option considered for walls - both A6a and A6b - is the use of high-performance thin 

insulation materials, e.g. aerogel (A6aH1 and A6bH1), to maximise the internal space, while providing very 

good thermal resistance (Fantucci et al., 2020; Proctor Group Ltd., 2019). The use of aerogel insulation is not 

yet widespread because of the high manufacture costs associated with it and concerns about its 

environmental impacts (Buratti et al., 2016; Carty, 2017; Ibrahim et al., 2014). However, extremely low 

thermal conductivity and durability of aerogel insulation can be very influential factors when considering this 

solution as retrofit option (Buratti et al., 2016; Carty, 2017). Aerogel solutions have often been considered 

favourably by conservation bodies when rooms are decorated with cornices and skirtings (hence very limited 

change in thickness is allowable) not to alter the internal proportions and to keep the decorative elements in 

place (Historic England, 2018a).  When applied on walls finished in plaster on lath, this solution has some 

advantages compared to blown insulation as it maintains unchanged the ventilated cavity behind the laths, 

hence it limits risks of condensation taking place. It is especially recommended for exposed walls, which are 

more prone to be constantly wet (Changeworks, 2008; Historic Scotland, 2013). 

For walls - both A6a and A6b - without decorative elements, the alternative high-risk option considered is the 

use of insulation materials in form of boards, batts, or rolls (A6aH2 and A6bH2), directly fixed to the internal 
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face or fitted using timber battens, balancing the need for energy improvement, with the inevitable loss of 

internal space and proportions, and the risks of condensation. The literature review concerning retrofit 

measures for walls, highlighted wood fibreboard as one of the most suitable materials to be used for internal 

wall insulation (Changeworks, 2008; Historic England, 2012, 2016f, 2018a; Historic Scotland, 2013; SPAB, 

2014; Suhr & Hunt, 2013). Although its performance is not as high as that of some petrochemical materials 

(therefore requiring more substantial thickness), it has many advantages compared to them: it has a lower 

embodied energy, it is manufactured from renewable resources, it is reusable and recyclable and, most 

importantly, it is totally breathable, capable of storing any excess of water vapour from the internal 

environment and allowing transpiration from external sources into internal spaces (Greenspec, 2019).  

Sometimes, modern concrete render was added over the years to the external face of the wall (CS8, Figure 

5.25). This may compromise the overall breathability of the external envelope. Although a preferred option 

would be to remove the non-permeable finishes and to replace them with permeable ones, this solution is 

not practicable in the case of converted flats that are part of unspoilt terraces of houses as it would alter the 

architectural cohesion of the rest of the buildings changing the face of only one of them (Suhr and Hunt, 

2013).  In such cases, all the other practicable steps should be taken to ensure the highest possible level of 

permeability is achieved. This often requires the removal of wallpapers and vinyl paint finishes eventually 

applied on the internal plaster, as these also contribute to preventing the wall from breathing (Changeworks, 

2008). 
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Selection process for medium- and/or high-risk interventions for walls 

Figure 5.28 reports the decision-process devised in this study for the selection of responsible medium- and/or 

high-risk interventions for walls finished in plaster on lath or solid walls (A6a and A6b). 

 

* Limit the increase in thickness of the new construction to a max. of 20mm, regardless from the U-value improvement 
** 0.30W/m2K (HM Government, 2010) 

FIGURE 5.28 DECISION-TREE DIAGRAM FOR THE SELECTION OF MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS FOR WALLS FINISHED IN 

PLASTER ON LATH OR SOLID (A6A AND A6B) 

5.5 Modelling of the retrofit options 

5.5.1 Shaping the list of responsible retrofit interventions to model 

Table 5.6 contains the areas of intervention and the respective options finally considered applicable to the 

selected CSs. In the following stage of research, new envelope material build-ups were created by modifying 

the base-case constructions as per responsible interventions identified for each CS. The constructions devised 

this way, were then assessed for condensation, and revised when necessary to obtain responsible and safe 

solutions. The constructions generated finally replaced the material build-ups in the base-cases, to produce 

the new retrofitted scenarios for simulation to assess the effectiveness of each intervention in reducing HEC, 

and CO2 emissions. 
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Retrofit 
interventions 
identification 

Retrofitted constructions 

based on target U-values 

Hygrothermal 

analysis 

Is condensation 
risk avoided? 

Energy and 

CO2 

assessment 

yes 

Revision of 

retrofitted 

constructions no 

TABLE 5.6 AREAS OF INTERVENTION AND RESPONSIBLE RETROFIT OPTIONS SELECTED IN THIS STUDY FOR EACH OF THEM. 

Areas of intervention First stage Second stage 
Low-Risk options Medium-risk options High-risk options 

A1. Whole dwelling L1. Draught-
proofing 

n.a. n.a. 

A2. 
Windows/ 
glazed 
doors 

A2a. Front L1. Heavy curtains 
and shutters 

M1. Secondary glazing 
(single) 

H1. Slim double-glazing  

M2. Secondary glazing 
(double) 

A2b. Back L1. Heavy curtains 
and shutters 

M1. Secondary glazing 
(single) 

H1. Slim double-glazing  

M2. Secondary glazing 
(double) 

A3. 
External 
Doors 

A3a. Front n.a. M1. Internal insulation 
board - wood fibreboard 

n.a. 

A3b. Back n.a. M1. Internal insulation 
board - wood fibreboard 

n.a. 

A4. 
Ground 
floor 

A4a. Solid ground floor L1. Carpets – wool M1. Thin insulation board - 
aerogel 

H1. New limecrete floor 

A4b. Suspended timber 
ground floors 

L1. Carpets - wool M1. Thin insulation board - 
aerogel  

H1. Insulation between 
joists – sheep wool 

A5. Roof A5a. Pitched L1. Loft insulation – 
sheep wool 

M1. Insulation at rafters’ 
level between rafters – 
sheep wool 

H1. Insulation at rafters’ 
level above rafters – wood 
fibreboard 

A5b. Flat n.a. M1. Insulation between 
joists – sheep wool 

H1. Insulation above flat 
roof – wood fibreboard 

A6. Walls A6a. Internal face plaster 
on lath 

n.a. M1. Internal blown 
insulation behind lath - 
cellulose 

H1. Internal thin blanket 
insulation - aerogel 

H2. Internal board 
insulation – wood 
fibreboard 

A6b. Internal face solid or 
dry-lined 

M1. New permeable 
plaster - cork 

H1. Internal thin blanket 
insulation - aerogel 

H2.  Internal board 
insulation – wood 
fibreboard 

Figure 5.29 represents in synthesis the overall process devised in this study to model responsible and safe 

energy retrofit interventions to be assessed, in the following stage of research, by means of DES. 

  

FIGURE 5.29 THE PROCESS DEVISED TO MODEL RESPONSIBLE, SAFE AND EFFECTIVE ENERGY RETROFIT INTERVENTIONS 
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5.5.2 Definition of the new retrofitted scenarios  

The approach taken to model the selected retrofit interventions is presented as follows. Technicalities and 

physical constraints for each intervention are discussed in appendix 8a and the new constructions generated 

in IES-VE for each CS are reported in appendix 11.  

A1: Whole dwelling 

In light of review of the current body of research and the advice and mandatory requirements from 

regulations and guidance (section 5.4.1), a target of 0.5ACH was considered desirable to achieve by means of 

draught-proofing, to minimise condensation risk. Mechanical ventilation was excluded at this stage from the 

possible measures due to the high level of intrusiveness and risk to the fabric that it may impose (Historic 

England, 2018a) and because it is not within the scope of this study to investigate active measures. The 

reduction in air-leakage achievable by means of draught-proofing the whole dwelling was estimated to be not 

more than 0.3ACH. This assumption was based on Ridley et al. (2003), although their work assessed the 

reduction in air-infiltration rates due to the replacement of old windows in dwellings. It was considered to be 

on the safe side to account for the effect of draught-proofing the whole envelope in this study. In the 

following stage of analysis, when assessing medium- and/or high-risk interventions for windows, ground 

floors, roofs and walls, the same infiltration rates were used not to overestimate the amount of air infiltration 

reduction achievable.   

Therefore, in each room template in IES-VE, the approach taken in this study to address draught-proofing, is 

as follows: 

- if the status-quo infiltration rate was 0.8ACH or more, then the infiltration rate was reduced by 0.3 to 

a post-intervention infiltration rate not below 0.5ACH 

- if the status-quo infiltration rate was less than 0.8ACH but more than 0.5ACH, then a 0.5ACH 

infiltration rate was applied to the room template in the retrofitted scenario 

- if the status-quo infiltration rate was less than or equal to 0.5ACH, then the retrofitted scenario was 

left unchanged. 

A2: Windows  

Firstly, the low-risk intervention (internal shading devices) was applied to the base-case models and 

simulated (see appendix 8a for the data-sourcing and appendix 11 for the construction reports). Then, the 

available medium and high-risk interventions were applied to the BL scenario (Baseline scenario implemented 

of all the low-risk interventions) and simulated. 
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Table 5.7 reports, for each glazed construction: layers, cavity thermal resistance (in italic the values modified 

to obtain U-values matching with the reference U-values of low-E glazing constructions25), overall and centre 

of pane U-values and reference values for each of them, as obtained from the desktop research summarised 

in appendix 8a. 

TABLE 5.7 GLAZED CONSTRUCTIONS PROPERTIES  

Glazing Section of 
glazing  
(Graphic 
representation) 
 
  

Layers and cavity 
thermal resistance 
(m2K/W) 

Overall 
U-
value26 
kWh/m2 

Reference  
Overall U-
value 

Centre 
of pane 
U-value 
kWh/m2 

Reference 
Centre of 
pane U-
value27 

Net R-
value 
m2k/W 

So
la

r 
Tr

an
sm

it
ta

n
ce

 

So
la

r 
R

ef
le

ct
an

ce
 

g-
value 
(EN 
410) 

Reference 
g-value 
 

B 
 

 

6mm clear float 
5.55 4.8 5.69 5.3 0.18 

0.78 0.07 
0.82 0.8528 

M1 
 

5cm  6mm clear float 
50mm cavity (0.34) 
4mm Pilkington K 

2.35 2.0 1.92 1.9 0.52 
0.78 

 
0.73 

0.07 
 

0.09 
0.69 0.7229 

H1 
 

3mm Pilkington 
0.2mm cavity (0.8) 
3mm Pilkington K 

1.58 1.75 1.02 1.00 0.98 
0.73 

 
0.73 

0.09 
 

0.09 
0.66 0.6730 

M2 5cm  6mm clear float 
50mm cavity (0.18) 
3mm Pilkington K 
0.2mm cavity (0.8) 
3mm Pilkington K 

1.44 - 0.86 0.8 - 1.2 1.16 
0.78 

 
0.73 

 
0.73 

0.07 
 

0.09 
 

0.09 

0.55  

A3, A4, A5 and A6: doors, ground floors, roofs, and walls  

Choosing the insulants  

To decide a strategy for the choice of the insulation materials to use in the modelling of the interventions for 

opaque constructions, the available sources of regulations and guidance were consulted again. Secondary 

data on the products commonly used for industry-standard insulation was also collected from the suppliers, 

collated, and analysed.  

Insulation materials were classified as: natural (plant- or animal-based), mineral (inorganic), petrochemical 

(oil based), or composite (made of a combination of the former categories). Table 5.8, based on Suhr & Hunt 

(2013), reports a synthesis of the most common insulation materials available to date for each category.  

  

 

25 In accordance with the IES advice (IES-VE, 2018d), as explained in appendix 8a. 
26 The overall U-value can vary slightly for different windows having the same construction, as a consequence of the 
material used for the frame (wood of upvc in this research) and the percentage of framing (total cm2 of frame/total cm2 of 
the opening). 
27 Average value taken from previous research and from the manufactures data sheets (see appendix 8a). 
28 Value given by Pilkington Spectrum application by modelling a similar construction, where the original 19th C glass is 
approximated by 6mm of Pilkington Optifloat clear glass. 
29 Value given by Pilkington Spectrum application by modelling a similar construction, where the original 19th C glass is 
approximated by 6mm of Pilkington Optifloat clear glass. 
30 Value provided by Pilkington UK Limited for the Slim low-E vacuum glazing “Spacia” (see appendix 8a). 
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TABLE 5.8 COMMON INSULATION MATERIALS 

Natural (plant/animal derived) 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Cellulose 

Cork expanded 

Cotton 

Flax 

Hemp 

Reed 

Sheep's wool 

Wood fibreboard 

Mineral (inorganic) 
  
  
  
  
  
  

Aerogel 

Calcium silicate 

Cellular glass 

Foam glass 

Glass fibre 

Stone mineral wool 

Vermiculite 

Petrochemical (oil derived) 
  
  
  
  
  

Expanded polystyrene 

Extruded polystyrene 

Phenolic foam 

Polyurethane (PUR) 

Poly-isocyanurate (PIR) 

Recycled plastic fibre wool 

Composites 
  

Multifoils 

Vacuum insulated panels 

 

Most of the insulation materials can be available in more than one form: 

- Loose; ideal to insulate very small and/or irregular spaces as they can easily fill any gap avoiding the 

time-consuming cutting of blankets or rolls; however, also generally lighter materials, susceptible to 

air movement, that can alter their distribution on a flat surface, generating thermal bridges 

(therefore not recommended as an option for loft insulation) 

- Blankets/rolls; very flexible and generally easy to cut; adaptable to irregular surfaces and available in 

long lengths, hence not needing many joints  

- Batts/boards; rigid materials available in standard sizes, therefore needing careful consideration of 

the junctions to avoid thermal bridges. 

A review of the literature available and some of the producers’ technical reports was carried out to collect a 

range of values for each thermophysical property of such materials, obtained by experimental studies, 

previous research, and commercial reports (appendix 7).  

The critical review of literature and guidance concerning retrofit of traditional heritage buildings (section 5.2) 

highlighted a set of fundamental criteria to aid in the decision regarding the choice of materials. Based on the 
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literature, such criteria were weighted to aid in the choice of the materials to use for the selected 

interventions, as follows:  

- Essential (those which were unanimously considered to have fundamental importance to avoid 

unintended consequences and loss of character and must constitute the first threshold in the 

selection process) 

- Desired (those which were extremely recurrent in the literature, but whose importance needs to be 

balanced with that of all other criteria) 

- Optional (those which were frequently mentioned in the literature, therefore, to be used in the 

decision, but that could potentially succumb to the other criteria if in conflict). 

Table 5.9 reports the list of the criteria highlighted from the literature, their meaning and their place in the 

scale described (weight). 

TABLE 5.9 WEIGHTED CRITERIA FOR THE CHOICE OF INSULATION MATERIALS: ESSENTIAL (E), DESIRED (D) AND OPTIONAL (O) 

n Criteria Meaning Weight 

1 Compatibility The material used must be compatible with the existing ones, therefore 
breathable, hence hygroscopic, and permeable. 

E 

2 Reversibility Each intervention must be potentially removed if needed, to gain 
access to the original fabric. 

E 

3 Morphology Thermal bridges must be avoided, therefore the type of material used 
(i.e.: loose-fill, rolls, blankets, butts, or boards) must permit to cover 
uniformly the whole area of intervention. 

E 

4 Thermal performance The material chosen should have the lowest thermal conductivity, 
therefore the greatest potential to limit HEC, while also limiting the loss 
of internal space. 

E* 

5 Eco-friendliness The insulation used and its processes of extraction and production 
should not damage the environment; it should be made from natural or 
recycled materials, be biodegradable and recyclable itself. 

D 

6 Health and safety The material used should not be hazardous, should be easily handled, 
with minimal need for protective clothing for installation; it should not 
imply risks for the health of the occupants during its service life. 

O 

7 Ease of installation 
(buildability) 

It should be easily and effectively installed using conventional skills. O 

8 Longevity It should not easily degrade over time. For the materials likely to suffer 
a degree of dimensional instability during their installed life, there 
should be an established record of installed performance available to 
ensure their service life; materials likely to incur in degradation of 
performance when moist or wet should be excluded or adequately 
protected without compromising criteria n.1. 

O 

* Based on the outcome of the literature review this criterion was considered desirable. However, because of the 
specific scope and focus of this research, it was promoted to essential in this study. 

Appendix 7 describes in detail the process of selection of suitable materials for the modelling of the 

retrofitted constructions, as summarised in Figure 5.30. 
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* Criteria listed in Table 5.9 
** Refer to Table 0.8 in the appendix for the range of performance of each insulation material 

***Composite materials had been excluded at this stage because non breathable 

 
FIGURE 5.30 DECISION-TREE DIAGRAM FOR THE MODELLING OF RETROFIT INTERVENTIONS FOR OPAQUE CONSTRUCTIONS  - STAGE 1: 

CHOICE OF INSULATION MATERIALS 

This process led to the selection of the insulants listed in Table 5.10 and applied to each new retrofitted 

construction as reported in detail in appendix 11 for each CS. 

 

 

 

Insulation materials 

Selection process  

Select breathable 

materials  

Select materials suitable 

for reversible 

interventions 

Select materials available in the 

form (loose, rolls, boards) that most 

suits the intervention 

Select the material(s) in 

the best range** of 

thermal performance 

Are there natural 

materials within 

those selected?  

Choose the natural 

material characterised 

by: 

- lowest thermal 

conductivity (C4) * 

- lowest vapour 

resistivity (C1) * 

- highest specific heat 

capacity (C4) * 

- ease of installation 

(C7) * 

- longest lifespan (C8) * 

  

Chose the mineral or 

petrochemical*** 

material characterised 

by the lowest thermal 

conductivity (C4) * 

 

And 

 

the natural material 

characterised by the 

lowest thermal 

conductivity (C4) * 

  

yes no 
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TABLE 5.10 SELECTED INSULATION MATERIALS 

Material Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m3 

Specific heat 
capacity 
J/KgK 

Vapour resistivity 
MNs/gm 
 

Application(s) 

Aerogel blanket 0.015 149 1000 30 A4aM1, A4bM1, 
A6aH1, A6bH1 

Cellulose blown 0.040 50 2010 9.5 A6aM1 

Cork-Lime Plaster 0.070 689 933 47.5 A6bM1 

Foam glass loose-gravel 0.084 192 850 25 A4aH1 

Wood-fibre board (walls) 0.040 161 2100 21 A3aM1, A3bM1, 
A6aH2, A6bH2 

Wood-fibre board (roofs) 0.043 180 2100 21 A5aH1, A5bH1 

Sheep’s wool 0.038 20 1800 9 A4bH1,  
A5aM1, A5bM1 

The insulation materials, selected according to the strategy devised in this study (Figure 5.30), were added to 

the opaque constructions in IES-VE to model the range of medium- and/or high-risk interventions for them. 

Some of the constructions in the CSs selected had been subject to interventions during the last few decades 

and some insulation had already been added in the material build-ups of their base-case scenario. To ensure 

consistency in the approach to be taken in similar cases, a strategy was devised, as reported in Figure 5.31.  
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* see Figures 5.20, 5.24 and 5.28 
FIGURE 5.31  DECISION-TREE DIAGRAM FOR THE MODELLING OF RETROFIT INTERVENTIONS FOR OPAQUE CONSTRUCTIONS - STAGE 2: 

APPROACH FOR PREVIOUSLY INSULATED ELEMENTS 

Status quo condition 

Remove the 

insulation in 

place and add 

new material 

following the 

decision-making 

diagram for the 

respective area 

of intervention 

(A4, A5 or A6)* 

 

 

Add insulation 

following the  

decision-making 

diagram 

for the 

respective area 

of intervention 

(A4, A5 or A6)* 
 

Is the 

insulation 

older than 

10 years? 

 

No 

intervention 

 

Leave the 

insulation in 

place and add 

new material 

according to the 

decision-making 

diagram for the 

respective area 

of intervention 

(A4, A5 or A6)* 

yes no 
Is insulation 

already in 

place 

? 

Is the material 

used 

compatible, 

safe, and 

durable? 

  

Does the 

element 

already meet 

the target  

U-value? 

  

Is there  

space to add 

more 

insulation? 

  

Is there a 

suitable 

material better 

performing? 

  

yes 

  no no 

yes 

no 

yes 

Does the 

element 

already meet 

the target  

U-value? 

  

yes 

no 

no 

no 

yes 
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Detailing the retrofitted constructions 

An in-depth report concerning the data sourcing used for the modelling of the selected interventions and the 

practicalities inherent within each of them is presented in appendix 8a.  

In this study, only CSs 12 and 14 have external doors (to the front and back of the building respectively). 

Although aerogel solutions may give results that far outweigh those achieved through use of natural 

materials, the area is so limited that the benefits are insubstantial. Therefore, only wood fibreboard was 

modelled for this intervention (A3aM1 and A3bM1) and a layer of 5mm was added to the construction of the 

base-case scenario achieving a retrofitted U-value of 1.73 W/m2K. 

Tables 5.11-5.13 that follow, report the retrofitted constructions for ground floors, roofs, and walls. The 

layers added to the base-case construction are shown in colour for each option. The thickness of insulation 

was decided on a case-by-case basis aiming to achieve the target U-value required by the Building 

Regulations AD L1B (HM Government, 2010) for each construction, while respecting heritage value, 

accounting for the space available, allowing for ventilation where needed (i.e.: suspended ground floor 

insulation, pitched and flat roof insulation between joists/rafters). The constructions devised this way were 

then assessed for condensation, as explained in section 5.5.3, utilising the condensation analysis option in the 

consructions tab in IES-VE, (as described in detail in appendix 9b for one construction). As a coresult of this 

analysis, wherever needed, the thickness of the insulation layer was decreased in order to reduce the 

temperature gradient between internal and external spaces and avoid the risk of condensation taking place in 

the envelope. The constructions finally devised this way were applied to the base-case models to generate 

new retrofitted scenarios.  
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TABLE 5.11 RETROFIT OPTIONS FOR GROUND FLOORS (A4) 
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A4          GROUND FLOORS                                                                                             Target U-value: 0.25 W/m2K 
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TABLE 5.12 RETROFIT OPTIONS FOR ROOFS (A5) 
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A5          ROOFS                                                    Pitched (insulation at ceiling level): Target U-value 0.16 W/m2K 

                                                                               Pitched (insulation at rafter level):   Target U-value 0.18 W/m2K 

                                                                               Flat:                                                        Target U-value 0.18 W/m2K 
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TABLE 5.13 RETROFIT OPTIONS FOR WALLS (A6) 
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A6          WALLS                                                                                                                  Target U-value: 0.30 W/m2K 
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5.5.3 Condensation-risk analysis and refinement of the retrofitted constructions 

The importance of condensation analysis  

The porous materials that characterise traditional solid wall constructions, finished with lime-based plaster 

(internally) and stucco (externally), aid in keeping the building in good conditions (Historic England, 2012; 

Suhr & Hunt, 2013) by: 

- absorbing rainwater via capillary action (it then drains and evaporates when the wall dries out, aided 

by the action of wind and sun) 

- absorbing internal moisture in excess (produced through respiratory humidification, plant 

transpiration and human activities taking place in the rooms, mainly in kitchen and bathrooms) which 

can later be released back to the internal or external environment, as conditions allow, stabilising 

moisture levels and avoiding the risk of condensation 

- absorbing rising damp from the ground, which in turn can later be released as well, to the internal or 

external environment. 

This characteristic, called breathability, allows for a longer and healthier life of traditional buildings, where 

timber and masonry co-exist without any separating layer (Historic England, 2012).  

The use of internal insulation, while improving the thermal efficiency of walls, leads to a reduced 

temperature of the external fabric. This can in turn generate an increased level of moisture in the core of the 

external wall and for longer periods, pushing the dew point closer to the internal face and increasing the risk 

of condensation and decay within the wall (Curtis & Kennedy, 2016; Glew et al., 2017; Historic England, 2012 

and 2018a; Suhr & Hunt, 2013). When the insulation material acts as a barrier to the natural breathing 

process, trapping moisture within the wall fabric, there is increased risk of condensation.  Exposed walls 

(south or west facing ones in Brighton) are the most at risk as wind-driven rain can keep them wet for longer 

time. In fact, a damp wall is particularly less thermally efficient than a dry one because water is a better 

thermal conductor than masonry (Suhr & Hunt, 2013). Hence, the condition and exposure of the dwelling to 

the sun and prevailing winds, are also of uppermost importance when making decisions concerning wall 

insulation. For walls highly exposed to prevailing winds, where they are often wet as a result of wind-driven 

rain, insulation is not often encouraged (Historic Scotland, 2013).   

Therefore, as a first step in the modelling of safe interventions for TLDs, it is fundamental that any insulation - 

and finishing material used over it - is breathable, allowing for the movement of water vapour (Historic 

England, 2012; Historic Scotland, 2013; Suhr & Hunt, 2013), as highlighted in section 5.5.2. The hygroscopic 

properties of breathable insulation materials, together with the right amount of ventilation, allow for storing 

part of the vapour that can pass through the insulation form the inside, preventing it from reaching the cold 

masonry and condensing, while also permitting some moisture movement and evaporation both internally 
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and externally (Suhr & Hunt, 2013). As a second step, a condensation risk analysis31 should be carried out for 

each retrofitted construction, to ensure that the newly created solutions are moisture safe. For this purpose, 

a strategy was devised in this study as an outcome of the review of literature concerning methodologies and 

approaches to condensation analysis reported in appendix 9a. The body of literature agrees on the 

potentialities of Dynamic hygrothermal simulation tools to assess the building fabric over time under defined 

weather conditions (BEIS, 2021a; Delgado et al., 2010; Little et al., 2015; Woloszyn & Rode, 2008). This can be 

of utmost importance in investigating the risk of unintended consequences that may take place over long 

periods of time after retrofits. The IES condensation assessment used in this study is a steady state analysis, 

hence only capable of investigating vapour diffusion in each construction at a specific moment in time under 

steady boundary conditions. Like the Glaser method, it does not account for variations in the material 

properties due to changes in moisture content (BEIS, 2021a). Therefore, the setting of boundary conditions 

that allow for the analysis of a worst-case scenario (detailed in the following paragraphs) was considered 

extremely important to overcome the limitations that may be due to the use of a steady state approach.   

All the retrofitted constructions for ground floors (A4), roofs (A5) and walls (A6), once created in IES-VE, were 

tested for condensation, using the strategy devised and described as follows, to generate a range of 

responsible and safe interventions for further simulation and assessment of results in the following stages of 

research. 

Condensation analysis strategy  

Stage 1 – Definition of the thermo-hygrometric properties of each layer  

The condensation risk assessment was performed utilising the function available in IES-VE, in the 

construction-editing dialog-box. To successfully carry out the analysis, the vapour resistivity value of each 

layer of the construction must be inputted in the software, alongside all other thermo-hygrometric 

properties. Most of the insulation materials utilised (Table 5.10) were not contained within the library of 

materials (inclusive of all their thermo-hygrometric values) available in the software. Therefore, desktop 

research was needed to collect the relevant data to use in the simulation (either µ-value, vapour resistance, 

or vapour resistivity). When the vapour resistivity value was not available, the µ-value or vapour resistance 

value were sourced and converted into vapour resistivity using the following formulae: 

Vapour Resistivity (MNs/gm) x Vapour Permeability of still air32= µ-value (no unit) 

µ-value (no unit) x t33(m) = Equivalent air layer thickness (m) 

 

31 Condensation risk can also be assessed by means of laboratory tests or on-site assessments. However, both methods are 

costly and time consuming and the latter is not applicable prior to the application of the actual measures. 

32 Vapour Permeability of still air  is 0.2gm/MNs 
33 Thickness of the material 
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Equivalent air layer thickness (m)/ Vapour Permeability of still air  = Vapour Resistance (MNs/g) 

Vapour Resistance (MNs/g)/ t (m) = Vapour Resistivity (MNs/gm). 

Stage 2 – Definition of the boundary conditions 

The condensation analysis in IES, requires the boundary conditions (conditions on each side of the 

construction), including external and internal temperature and RH. 

For each construction, a chart is generated by the software showing the variation of the following variables 

through the cross section of the element: 

- Vapour pressure 

- Dry bulb temperature 

- Saturated vapour pressure. 

The two pressure profiles can then be analysed. If the actual vapour pressure profile crosses the saturation 

pressure profile at any point, this point is referred to as a condensation interface and a blue dot indicates it 

(see appendix 9b). 

The analysis performed in IES utilises input data aimed to reflect a specific scenario created by the researcher 

from the analysis of the actual weather file and of the indoor thermo-hygrometric conditions of the dwelling. 

It could be considered a simplification of the Dew Point and Glaser methods (BS 5250:2011). Both these 

methods take the transient temperature variation and the water vapour pressure drop across the wall 

assembly into account. The main difference between the IES analysis and the Glaser method is that the latter 

calculates the total amount of condensation predicted for each month of one year, to calculate the annual 

rate of condensation (as a result of the accumulated and evaporated condensation during the year in both 

winter and summer months). The construction investigated with the Glaser method fails the assessment only 

when the condensation at one or more interfaces does not completely evaporate. IES analysis instead, simply 

shows if condensation takes place in one or more interfaces of the element at a set moment in time, given 

certain set conditions, without specifying the amount of it. It is therefore a basic analysis, meant to provide 

an overview of the condensation risks implied. Nevertheless, it was considered applicable in this study 

because it can be of use to test the constructions created in a worst-case scenario of boundary conditions and 

can be used to modify such constructions accordingly to minimise condensation risks. In fact, if a construction 

assessed with the IES method under the worst-case scenario conditions, passes the condensation check, then 

it should be unlikely to develop interstitial condensation throughout the year. Furthermore, if condensation 

would take place under another scenario, it is likely that the generated condensation would evaporate 

throughout the year. 

When carrying out the condensation analysis in IES, it was immediately noticed that, in the constructions 

investigated, if the temperature difference between indoor and outdoor conditions was not extreme, the 
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dew-line (saturated vapour pressure line) and the actual vapour pressure line, may have never met, and so 

condensation may have not occurred at all. Condensation was more often taking place in the winter where 

the indoor set-point temperature in the analysis was 21°C (temperature set-point for living room in the 

baseline scenario) as the difference between indoor and outdoor temperature conditions was more extreme 

than where temperature set-point was 18°C (in all other rooms). However, it should also be considered that, 

in the real-world scenario, RH generally decreases as the internal temperature rises. Therefore, during heated 

hours in winter, although the temperature difference is at its highest point, the risk of condensation may be 

alleviated as the actual indoor RH in the room may decrease (Thorpe & Earthscan, 2014). This dynamic 

everchanging synergy between temperature and RH indoor conditions, is not automatically considered in the 

static condensation analysis performed with IES. Furthermore, the hygrothermal and porous materials used 

as insulations in the new retrofitted constructions, are per-se capable of storing any excess RH without harm 

on the fabric until conditions change so that the water can be released. The analysis performed by IES cannot 

take this dynamic condition into account either, as it is designed to investigate the construction in a specific 

moment in time.  

Hence, the right setting of boundary conditions is an extremely relevant and delicate task in the IES analysis. 

If it is wrongly addressed, it may lead to wrong conclusions.  The data input approach utilised in similar 

studies, together with what is suggested by standards (i.e. the Glaser method - BS EN ISO 13788:2002 - and 

the dynamic hygrothermal simulation method - BS EN ISO 15026:2007 - both described in BS 5250 (BSI,2011)) 

were considered, to help make decisions regarding the boundary conditions to use for the analysis (appendix 

9a).  

External boundary conditions  

Walls and Roofs. The external conditions utilised in the Glaser method are the monthly mean temperature 

and RH data from the average local weather file. The dynamic simulation method utilises instead, a year of 

temperature and RH values, as well as solar and longwave radiation, precipitation and wind speed and 

direction. 

The standard BS 5250 (BSI,2011) recommends the use of the worst climate predicted to occur once in N 

years, for both static and dynamic methods, where N is a number which reflects the likely consequences of 

condensation occurring in the building under consideration (ten years is considered appropriate for most 

buildings). Condensation-risk years with various return periods can be created by applying the corrections 

shown in Table D.2 of the standard to the mean monthly temperatures and RH of the average weather file. In 

accordance with the standard, in this study the following corrections were applied to the mean monthly 

external temperature and RH data obtained from the analysis of the Brighton average weather file, as 

provided by Meteonorm: 
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-1C to the mean temperature  

+4% to the mean RH. 

Because the IES analysis only assesses one specific moment in time, and because the highest difference 

between indoor and outdoor temperature (leading to highest risk of condensation) is recorded during the 

winter months for heated dwellings in this climatic area, the lowest monthly temperature value and the 

highest monthly RH value were inputted in IES to account for the worst-case scenario. 

It should be noted that in this study condensation analysis was performed also for the roof constructions 

retrofitted with loft insulation. However, it was acknowledged that, for such constructions, heat and 

especially moisture movement are dominated by air passage because substantial amount of air passes from 

the occupied rooms through gaps in the ceiling (May & Sanders, 2014 and 2018; BSI, 2014). Hence, 

condensation risk modelling for such constructions can be impracticable or misleading. Instead, practical 

methods for minimising condensation risks should be preferred, as suggested by literature (May & Sanders, 

2014). Similar uncertainties are highlighted when it comes to assessing condensation risk in warm pitched 

roofs. If the roof structure incorporates air cavities above the insulation layer, the only recommendation from 

the standards is that these should be ventilated, as specified in BS 5250:2011.  

Ground Floors. Most of the literature about condensation analysis only refers to external walls, either in their 

status-quo, or, prevalently, after the application of IWI (appendix 9a). The standard BS 5250:2011 however, 

provides advice also about the external conditions for assessment of condensation risk for ground floors. 

Such settings were utilised in this study, as follows: 

Solid Ground Floors. Solid ground floors were assessed including 2m of ground below each floor 

structure. The standard suggests that a reasonable estimate of the monthly mean temperatures in the 

ground 2m below the floor may be made by: 

1) Taking the 12 monthly mean external air temperatures, θm 

2) Averaging these to calculate the annual mean external air temperature, θan 

3) Calculating the average of the θm and θan (i.e. (θan+ θm)/2) for each month 

4) Displacing the calculated values by one month, so the January value becomes February, etc. 

For the analysis performed in this study, the lowest value calculated using this method was used, together 

with an external RH of 100% (in accordance with the standard BS 5250:2011). 

Suspended timber Ground Floors. The same external RH values utilised for walls were used, based on 

BS 5250:2011. The external temperatures were calculated, following the standard, using the formula: 

θsf= θe + Xr (θi– θe) (in °C) 

where: 
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θsf is the sub-floor temperature in °C 
θi is the internal air temperature in °C 
θe is the external air temperature in °C 
Xr34 = 0.0079Rf2– 0.1126Rf+ 0.683, for terraced houses 
where: 
Rf is the thermal resistance of the floor structure in m2K/W. 

Internal boundary conditions  

In the Glaser method, the internal conditions are defined as the indoor temperature set-point and typical 

moisture generation (kg/day) based on people and activities. The dynamic simulation method, instead, asks 

for internal conditions appropriate to the most severe expected use of the building (recommending as first 

choice measured values for similar buildings in a similar climate or set values specified by air conditioning 

systems). 

Therefore, for each construction in this study, the temperature set-points (21°C in the living area and 18°C in 

the rest of the dwelling) were used. 

For the indoor RH, the same value of 50% was used for all the constructions investigated. It reflects the 

average indoor RH based on the external daily mean temperature data, as recommended by BS EN 15026 

(annex C) and was often used in precedent studies to assess the risk of condensation, even when dynamic 

simulation method has been adopted (Harrestrup & Svendsen, 2016; Kolaitis et al., 2013; Kunzel, 1998 and 

2000; Liu et al., 2017; Soulios et al., 2019 to cite some). Although indoor RH may exceed 50% for some CSs 

when in use, this value was considered reasonable because: 

- higher RH values are more likely to take place when the heating system is not in use, hence indoor 

temperature is lower than 21°C and the risk of condensation is reduced (because of low/insignificant 

difference between indoor and outdoor temperature) 

- the analysis performed in IES cannot account for the positive buffering effect of natural insulation 

materials which could likely store the excess RH and release it later to the environment contributing 

to keep the indoor RH within safe limits. 

Stage 3 – Revision of the materials build-up  

When interstitial condensation occurs, the IES advice is to use vapor barrier or adjustments of the internal RH 

set-points (IES-VE, 2018c and 2018d). In this study, where breathable fabric and materials are involved, the first 

option was excluded35 to avoid altering the thermo-hygrometric balance of the constructions. Hence, before 

resolving to the application of active measures, such as the use of a dehumidifier (where needed, to reduce the 

 

34 BS 5250:2011 refers here to algorithms used for the calculation of the subfloor temperature given in BS EN ISO 13370 

35 For all but the roof constructions when insulated between rafters/joists (CSs 7, 12, 13 and 14) to avoid the use of 
dehumidifier (see appendix 11). 
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internal RH value), the constructions at risk were revised by firstly reducing the thickness of the insulation layer. 

The revised constructions were assessed again, and the process was eventually reiterated progressively 

reducing the insulation layer down to the minimum thicknesses reasonably achievable with each material. If 

despite the reduction in insulation thickness, the risk of condensation persisted, the use of a dehumidifier was 

deemed necessary to lower the indoor RH (only for the interventions where there was condensation risk). 
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Figure 5.32 shows the strategy devised in this study to assess the risk of condensation for each building 

element, and eventually refine the material build-ups to minimise such risk.

 

FIGURE 5.32 DECISION-TREE DIAGRAM FOR THE MODELLING OF RETROFIT INTERVENTIONS FOR OPAQUE CONSTRUCTIONS  - STAGE 3: 

CONDENSATION RISK ANALYSIS STRATEGY 

Is the retrofitted 
construction 1,2  

at risk of 
interstitial condensation  

according to the 
condensation 
analysis3,4,5,6?  

 

The retrofitted 
construction is 
moisture safe 

Is the retrofitted 
construction 1,7 

at risk of  
interstitial condensation  

according to the 
condensation analysis 

3,4,5,6? 

no 

yes 

yes 

Is the retrofitted  
 construction1,7 

at risk of  
interstitial condensation  

according to the 
condensation  
analysis 3,4,5,8? 

no 

yes Exclude this 
retrofit option 

Account for the 
use of 

dehumidifier and 
use a value of 

45% for indoor 
RH in the  

condensation 
analysis  

Reduce insulation 
thickness in 
steps7 down to a 
minimum of:   
- 10mm if aerogel 
blanket or 
insulated plaster 
- 40mm if natural 
insulation board, 
batt or roll  

  

no 
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1. INSULATION MATERIAL CHOSEN ACCORDING TO DECISION-TREE DIAGRAM STAGE 1 - INSULATION MATERIALS (FIGURE 5.30) 
2. INSULATION THICKNESS CHOSEN ACCORDING TO DECISION-TREE DIAGRAMS FOR FLOOR, ROOF AND WALLS (FIGURE 5.20, 5.24 AND 

5.28) 
3. OUTDOOR TEMPERATURE: THE LOWEST MONTHLY AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OBTAINED FROM THE BRIGHTON AVERAGE WEATHER 

FILE, CORRECTED TO ACCOUNT FOR THE WORST CLIMATE CONDITIONS PREDICTED TO OCCUR ONCE IN 10 YEARS (BS 5250:2011 + 

A1 2016) 
4. OUTDOOR RH: THE HIGHEST MONTHLY AVERAGE RH OBTAINED FROM THE BRIGHTON AVERAGE WEATHER FILE, CORRECTED TO 

ACCOUNT FOR THE WORST CLIMATE CONDITIONS PREDICTED TO OCCUR ONCE IN 10 YEARS (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
5. INDOOR TEMPERATURE: BASE-CASE MODEL SET-POINT TEMPERATURE FOR THE ROOM WHERE THE CONSTRUCTION IS IN PLACE (BS 

EN 15026) 
6. INDOOR RH: 50% (BS EN 15026) 
7. INSULATION THICKNESS PROGRESSIVELY HALVED, DOWN TO A MINIMUM OF: 10MM FOR AEROGEL BLANKET AND INSULATED 

PLASTER OR 40MM FOR NATURAL INSULATION BOARDS, BATTS AND ROLLS 
8. INDOOR RH: 45% AND ACCOUNT FOR THE USE OF DEHUMIDIFIER 

In each CS, each retrofitted element of the construction was assessed and revised - if needed - by means of 

the condensation analysis strategy devised in this study. Appendix 9b reports in detail the condensation 

analysis performed for one element of the construction in one CS. The same analysis was repeated then for 

each building element in each CS. Appendix 11 reports, for each CS investigated: 

- the material build-ups of the retrofitted constructions in their initial stage, aimed at achieving the 

target U-value of the building element 

- the condensation analysis carried out for each of them 

the final material build-ups modified (if needed) for each construction as a result of the condensation 

analysis.  

5.5.4 The use of dehumidifier for moisture-safe interventions  

Constructions at risk  

The condensation analysis performed with IES-VE as described in section 5.5.3, highlighted the risk of 

interstitial condensation in some CSs - in a few walls - even after the insulation thickness had been reduced 

down to the minimum thickness available or considered economically practicable (Figure 5.32).  

In CS7 the condensation analysis failed in one wall (Figure 5.33, highlighted in blue):  

- the external wall of the living room (south-facing and overlooking the sea, exposed to the prevailing 

winds in Brighton) finished in plaster on lath was found at risk of condensation when applying option 

A6aH2 (wood fibreboard). 
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FIGURE 5.33 CS7: IN BLUE THE WALL WHERE CONDENSATION RISK TAKES PLACE FOR INTERVENTION A6AH2 

In CS13, condensation was found in two walls (highlighted in blue in Figure 5.34): 

- the external wall of the living room (south-facing and overlooking the sea, however sheltered by the 

glazed porch) was found at risk of condensation when applying option A6aM1 (blown cellulose) 

- the external wall of the study (north-facing, sheltered - because on the first-floor level - and facing 

the internal courtyard of the building) was found at risk of condensation when applying all the 

options selected for that area of intervention, i.e. A6aM1 (blown cellulose), A6aH1 (aerogel blanket) 

and A6aH2 (wood fibreboard). 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 5.34 CS13: IN BLUE THE WALLS WHERE CONDENSATION RISK TAKES PLACE FOR INTERVENTIONS A6AM1, A6AH1 AND A6AH2   

In CS14, interstitial condensation risk was found when applying intervention A6bH2 (wood fibreboard) only 

on one wall (Figure 5.35, highlighted in blue in the plan): 
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- the external wall of the living room (east-facing and sheltered because on the lower-ground floor 

level and facing the internal courtyard of the building). 

  

FIGURE 5.35 CS14: IN BLUE THE WALL WHERE CONDENSATION RISK TAKES PLACE FOR INTERVENTION A6BH2 

In all these CSs, the analysis resulted in condensation risk even after the material build-ups of the retrofitted 

constructions were modified by reducing insulation thickness and assessed using the boundary conditions 

decided for this study, as follows (Figure 5.32): 

- Indoor Temperature 21°C (set-point of living room) 

- Indoor RH 50% (BS EN 15026:2007) 

- Outdoor Temperature 4.7°C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

- Outdoor RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016). 

Indoor RH control as a solution to the risk of condensation 

To address this issue, a number of factors were taken into account, which can all contribute to the successful 

installation of IWI. Amongst them the following two are considered of uppermost importance (Doggart, 

2012): 

• insulation must be fitted according to the manufacturers’ instructions 

• a ventilation strategy should be employed to remove excess of moist air when humidity is over a certain level. 

The condensation-risk analysis was therefore repeated, for the constructions at risk, considering the modified 

material build-ups (reduced thickness of insulation) alongside a modified indoor RH, assuming the use of 

dehumidifier in the rooms at risk. The condensation analysis performed after those adjustments, showed that 

condensation risk was resolved for all the problematic constructions, when the indoor RH was reduced to 

45% (appendix 11).  

The use of dehumidifier has been suggested in previous research (Cabrera et al., 1995; Harving et al., 1994; 

Hyndman et al., 2000; Warner et al., 2000) where the focus was on the reduction of house dust mite 

allergens and negative impacts on occupants’ health. By contrast, in this research, the use of a dehumidifier is 
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supposed to enable the assessment of some of the energy retrofit measures, where otherwise there would 

be potential risks to the fabric.  

Simulation of the dehumidifier annual energy consumption 

In the following stage of research, when running the energy simulations of the interventions at risk, the 

energy consumption associated with the use of dehumidifier (selected according to the strategy described in 

appendix 10) was added to the simulation results of the retrofit options. The results of the simulations of 

interventions where the use dehumidifier was inevitable were considered to identify the most effective use 

schedule. Therefore, in Vista-Pro, for each simulation run, the rooms where condensation risk had been 

highlighted, were analysed and indoor RH output data for the winter months (the period of condensation risk 

assessment) were exported to Excel. The hours in which the indoor RH exceeded 45% were calculated to 

make realistic predictions about hours of use of the machine. Finally, the results were multiplied by the 

dehumidifier power consumption (for humidifiers type A or B, in appendix 10, depending on the size of the 

rooms) to calculate the machine’s annual electricity consumption corresponding to the simulations 

associated with interventions at risk. The results were finally added to those obtained as an output from the 

energy simulations to generate the total energy consumption post intervention.  

The total gas and electricity consumption, obtained this way, were then multiplied by their conversion factors 

(BEIS, 2019b) to calculate the corresponding CO2 emissions as an outcome of each intervention. 

Lastly, a further set of simulations was carried out, to assess the change in energy consumption and CO2 

emissions associated with those combinations of interventions that excluded the measures at risk for the 

specific walls that failed condensation analysis, hence did not make use of dehumidifier. 

5.6 Simulation of the selected responsible and safe interventions 

5.6.1 Coding system 

The simulation of interventions was done in two stages (stages 3 and 4, as explained in section 3.7). Firstly, it 

involved the low-risk measures and generated the BL scenario by applying all the low-risk options available for 

each CS to the base-case models (stage 3 in Figure 3.7, p.82).  

The following simulations (stage 4 in Figure 3.7, p.82) involved the medium- and/or high-risk options applied 

to the BL scenario. This strategy is unanimously recommended by conservation bodies (English Heritage, 

2008b and 2008c; Historic England, 2012, 2016a, 2016b, 2016c, 2016d, 2016e, 2016f, 2016g, 2016h, 2017, 

2018a; Historic Scotland, 2013; SPAB, 2014 and 2016; STBA, 2012a and 2015; The Prince’s Regeneration 

Trust, 2010) and previous research (May & Griffith, 2015; Suhr & Hunt, 2013), who suggest the application of 

low-risk measures prior to the medium- and/or high-risk ones. In fact, they are: 

- the most easily applicable and removable 
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- the least expensive 

- non-disruptive 

- not requiring any planning application or LBC  

- not at risk of unintended consequences, which can instead take place for the other options. 

The interviews with the occupants - whether they were owners or not - confirmed that it is a common 

practice to firstly opt for low-risk interventions and eventually add other more expensive and disruptive ones, 

at subsequent stages.  

Therefore, only after all the low-risk interventions had been applied, the medium- and/or high-risk 

interventions were introduced to the BL scenarios and simulated, OAAT and in combination with each other. 

In CSs 7, 13 and 14, where dehumidifier was required, the combinations including the interventions at risk 

were simulated twice, once without and once with dehumidifier (section 5.5.4). 

In the analysis stage that followed, the areas of intervention (specifically their respective U-value), were 

considered as variables, while the interventions applicable on them, were treated as corresponding variations 

of such variables. To effectively manage the large number of simulations that resulted from the application of 

the interventions selected and modelled according to the strategy described in this chapter, a coding system 

was devised. This way, each unique simulation’s name clearly indicates for each CS the variable (and its 

variation) or combination of variables (and their variations) associated with it. Table 5.14 presents all the 

options devised, modelled, and simulated in this study for each area of intervention, and their corresponding 

codes, coloured according to their level of risk (as explained in Table 5.2, p.113).  
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TABLE 5.14 SUMMARY OF THE RETROFIT OPTIONS SELECTED AND THEIR CODES 

Areas of 
intervention/parameters 

Options/variations Code 

A1. Whole dwelling L1. Draught-proofing A1L1 

A2a. Windows front L1. Heavy curtains/Shutters A2L136 

M1. Secondary glazing (single low-E) 
M2. Secondary glazing (slim double-glazing low-E) 

A2aM1 
A2aM2 

H1. Slim double-glazing low-E A2aH1 

A2b. Windows back L1. Heavy curtains/Shutters A2L114 

M1. Secondary glazing (single low-E) 
M2. Secondary glazing (slim double-glazing low-E) 

A2bM1 
A2bM2 

H1. Slim double-glazing low-E A2bH1 

A3a. External doors front M1. Internal insulation board A3aM1 

A3b. External doors back M1. Internal insulation board A3bM1 

A4a. Solid ground floor L1. Carpets A4aL137 

M1. Thin Insulation board - aerogel A4aM1 

H1. New limecrete floor A4aH1 

A4b. Suspended timber 
ground floor 

L1. Carpets A4bL115 

M1. Thin Insulation board - aerogel A4bM1 

H1. Insulation between joists - sheep wool A4bH1 

A5a. Pitched roof L1. Loft insulation - sheep wool A5aL1 

M1. Insulation between rafters - sheep wool A5aM1 

H1. Insulation above rafters - wood fibreboard A5aH1 

A5b. Flat roof M1. Insulation between joists - sheep wool A5bM1 

H1. Insulation above flat roof - wood fibreboard A5bH1 

A6a. Walls 
internal face lath on plaster  

M1. Internal blown insulation behind lath - cellulose A6aM1 

H1. Internal insulation blanket - aerogel  A6aH1 

H2. Internal board insulation - wood fibreboard A6aH2 

A6b. Walls 
internal face solid or dry-lined 

M1. New permeable plaster - cork plaster A6bM1 

H1. Internal insulation blanket - aerogel A6bH1 

H2. Internal board insulation - wood fibreboard A6bH2 

Hence, for each CS, the codes used are as follows:  

CSx38_N for the normalised model 

CSx_B for the base-case model 

CSx_Ay39L1 for the low-risk interventions 

For the medium- and/or high-risk interventions, the source code used was obtained as a combination of all 

the variations applied each time to the model. Figure 5.36 provides a description of how this coding system 

works for one of the combinations simulated for CS13. 

 

36 Intervention L1 was applied for both front and back windows (when present) simultaneously, being a low-risk 
intervention. Hence, only one simulation was needed for it (A2L1).  
37 Intervention L1 was not applied for both solid and suspended ground floors simultaneously, although being a low-risk 
intervention because none of the CSs presented both these constructions. Hence, the list of codes includes both A4aL1 
and A4bL1.  
38 CS number given in this study according to the strategy described in section 3.2.4. 
39 Area of intervention number as given in Table 5.14. 
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FIGURE 5.36 THE CODE USED TO NAME THE MODEL OBTAINED BY APPLYING ONE OF THE COMBINATIONS OF SELECTED   
MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS TO THE BL SCENARIO OF CS13 

Figure 5.37 shows the areas of intervention for CS13, their codes and the whole range of options simulated 

for them (highlighted in the grey rectangles). The combination of measures simulated with the code shown in 

Figure 5.36 are coloured (according to their level of risk) and linked. For each combination, the output data 

extracted from the simulation run, were gas and electricity consumption. They were then used in the 

following stage of analysis together with their respective CO2 emissions. For this CS, a total of 233 simulations 

were run (Table 5.15) to assess the outcome of low-, medium- and/or high-risk interventions (with and 

without dehumidifier), OAAT and in combination with each other. 
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FIGURE 5.37 AREAS OF INTERVENTION AND RETROFIT OPTIONS CODES FOR CS13 

5.6.2 Combinations of low-, medium- and/or high-risk interventions 

To calculate the total number of models needed to assess all the combinations of measures, the two stages of 

simulation of interventions (described in section 5.6.1) were accounted for.  

The first stage was aimed at the low-risk (L) interventions only. They were first simulated individually. A 

further simulation was run of draught-proofing (A1L1) combined with the low-risk options which contribute 

most to improving the air-tightness of the envelope (i.e. internal shading devices and carpets), wherever 

applicable; this will be further examined in section 7.2.4. Finally, all the low-risk interventions available for 

each CS were applied to the base-case models and simulated.  

The following stage of simulation considered the base-case models implemented with all the low-risk options 

available for each CS (BL scenario), to which then the medium- and/or high-risk (M and H) options available 
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were applied. The measures were first simulated OAAT, then in combinations with all other possible 

interventions for each area. This type of design can be considered a factorial design that encompasses 

choosing a given number of changes (the retrofit measures) within each parameter variation range (the range 

of U-values obtainable for each area of intervention) and running the resultant models for all the possible 

combinations (Hamby, 1994). Each parameter’s sensitivity can be estimated using the results obtained in this 

manner. Therefore, given the medium- and/or high-risk options available for each area of intervention (nAi) 

(Table 5.14), the total simulation runs for each CS in this stage of simulation (N4, corresponding to stage 4 in 

section 3.7 and Figure 3.7), was calculated as explained in Figure 5.38. 

 

FIGURE 5.38 THE NUMBER OF SIMULATION-RUNS NECESSARY FOR THE SECOND STAGE OF ANALYSIS (N2) FOR EACH CS 

It should be noted that this stage of simulations was aimed at investigating only the outcome of: 

- the interventions applied individually (OAAT) 

- one subset of k-options combinations, with k = number of areas of interventions.  

Simulating other subsets of combinations was considered irrelevant in this stage of research due to the 

parametric and SA performed in the following stage. The analysis carried out of the simulations results 

allowed for achieving the aims of this study by:  

- generating combinations matrices where the best performing combinations utilising the least number 

of high-risk options was highlighted 

- assessing the most important area of intervention targeting HEC and associated CO2 emissions for 

each dwelling investigated, as well as the relative importance of each individual option’s impact on 

the final outcome 

hence excluded the need for further stages of simulations. 
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5.6.3 Total number of simulations of interventions 

For each CS, the total number of simulations (Nint) needed to assess the outcome of all low-, medium- and/or 

high-risk measures, OAAT and combined, was obtained by the sum of: 

- total simulation-runs for low-risk interventions (N3)40 

- total simulation-runs for medium- and/or high-risk interventions (N4)41 

- total simulation-runs for medium- and/or high-risk needing a dehumidifier (N5)42  

as follows: 

Nint= N3+N4+N5 

Table 5.15 presents a synopsis of the interventions available for each CS, in each area. The sum of all 

simulations is obtained at the bottom of each column, showing: 

- the number of low-risk options simulations (in green on the first line) 

- the number of medium- and/or high-risk options (OAAT and in combination) simulations (in black) 

- the added number of simulations for the interventions needing dehumidifier (in blue) 

- the individual totals (in bold)  

- the overall total (in red), which sums up to 800 simulation-runs needed in this stage of research. 

Figure 5.39 finally presents a schematic view of the CSs and their areas of intervention. 
 

 

  

 

40 Corresponding to simulation stage 3 in Figure 3.7, p.82. 
41 Corresponding to simulation stage 4 in Figure 3.7, p.82. 
42 For the CSs needing dehumidifier for the application of some retrofit interventions (section 5.5.4), N5refers to the 
combinations of interventions that excluded the measures at risk for the specific walls that failed condensation analysis, 
hence did not make use of dehumidifier. 
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TABLE 5.15 SUMMARY OF THE RETROFIT OPTIONS SELECTED, MODELLED AND SIMULATED FOR EACH CS  

Areas of 
intervention/parameters 

Options CS2 CS7 CS8 CS12 CS13 CS14 CS16 CS17 

A1. Whole dwelling L1  L1 L1 L1   L1 L1 

A2a. Windows front 
 
 

L1 L1 L1  L1 L1  L1 L1 

M1 
M2 

M1 
M2 

M1 
M2 

 M1  
M2 

M1 
M2 

 M1 
M2 

M1 
M2 

H143  H1     H1  

A2b. Windows back L144 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1  L1 

M1 
M2 

M1 
M2 

M1 
M2 

M1 
M2 

M1 
M2 

M1 
M2 

M1 
M2 

 M1 
M2 

H1 H1 H1 H1 H1 H1 H1  H1 

A3a. External doors 
front 

M1    M1     

A3b. External doors back M1      M1   

A4a. Solid ground floor L1      L1   

M1      M1   

H1      H1   

A4b. Suspended timber 
ground floor 

L1    45   L1  

M1    M1   M1  

H1    H1   H1  

A5a. Pitched roof L1  L1    46  L1 

M1  47    M1  48 

H1      H1   

A5b. Flat roof M1  M1  M1 M1 M1   

H1  49  H1 H1 H1   

A6a. Walls - internal face  
lath on plaster 

M1 M1 M1  M1 M1   M1 

H1 
H250 

H1 H1 
H2 

 H1 H1 
H2 

  H1 
H2 

A6b. Walls - internal face 
solid or dry-lined  

M1 M1 M1 M1 M1 M1 M1 M1 M1 

H1 
H2 

H1 
H2 

H1 
H2 

H1 
H2 

H1 
H2 

H1 
H2 

H1 
H2 

H1 
H2 

H1 
H2 

Total simulations for 
each CS 

 1+ 
10+ 
36 
= 47 

5+ 
(13+1) 
+ 
(81+27) 
= 127 

3+ 
6+ 
9= 
18 

3+ 
15+ 
144 
= 162 

1+ 
(13+3) + 
(108+108) 
= 233 

3+ 
(13+1) 
+ 
(72+24) 
= 113 

4+ 
8+ 
18 
= 30 

5+ 
11+ 
54 
= 70 

Total simulations  800 

 

       

  

 

43 Option A2aH1 was excluded for front windows when the windows frames and glass were the original ones. 
44 Only one simulation was carried out of option A2L1 as internal shading devices were applied to front and back windows 
simultaneously. 
45 Option A4bL1 was excluded for CS12 as the suspended timber ground floor in question is in the kitchen and the use of carpets was 

not considered a practical choice (see section 5.4.4).  
46 Option A5aL1 was excluded for CS14 as the loft space is a habitable room and currently in use (see section 5.4.5) 
47 Options A5aM1 and H1 were excluded for CS7 as the loft is not a habitable space (see section 5.4.5). 
48 Options A5aM1 and H1 were excluded as the loft is not a habitable space in CS17. 
49 Options A5bH1 was excluded for both flat roofs in CS7 because it would exceed the ridge level of the adjoining terraced houses (flat 

roof covering dining room) and it would create a step on the roof terrace (flat roof covering part of the master bedroom). 
50 Option A6aH2 was excluded where the walls are decorated with cornices and stucco mouldings. 
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FIGURE 5.39 CSS INDICATIVE SECTIONS 

SHOWING AREAS OF INTERVENTION 
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5.6.4 Simulation runs 

To effectively use the time required to conduct the whole simulations, they were batched and run in parallel, 

in folders of 9 to 15 simulations at a time, partly on the computer available at university and partly on the 

researcher’s PC.  Finally, the output gas and electricity energy consumption, obtained using Vista-Pro, were 

exported into Microsoft Excel™. 

A verification process followed, of the results given by the batched simulations for data quality check 

purposes. From each batch, two models were randomly picked and run manually again to check the results 

obtained against those imported in Microsoft Excel™ as an outcome of the batch simulations.  This strategy 

was meant to help check the accuracy and reliability of the simulations run in parallel as well to ensure that 

nothing went wrong in the process of manually exporting the results obtained. In a few cases, the results of 

this test were not satisfactory because of errors in exporting the data from the batch simulations to Microsoft 

Excel™ in the right order of the corresponding columns. The necessary corrections were made, and further 

checks were added in the same batch to ensure that all the results had been imported correctly. When a 

100% matching of the results was achieved, the simulations results were considered reliable and were used in 

Microsoft Excel™ for analysis. In Excel, the gas and electricity consumption data were then converted into CO2 

emissions Figures51 and were used to generate combinations matrices of interventions for each CS (chapter 

6). The energy and CO2 emissions data collected were finally organised to be imported into IBM SPSS™ to 

conduct the sensitivity analysis. 

5.7 Boundary settings 

Simulations assume the quality of workmanship to be adequate. Needless to say, when installing retrofit 

interventions, this factor is of uppermost importance; low-quality workmanship in fact has been identified 

among the main causes of performance gap in both new build and renovation projects, alongside bad 

communication between the design and construction teams (Sharpe, 2013). 

The Zero Carbon Hub report on performance gap focused on new homes (ZCH, 2014a) pointing out that 

improperly installed insulation compromises the expected building envelope energy performance. This 

problem demands an increased focus on installation practices for insulation and draught proofing. According 

to ZCH (2014), this is due to: 

- lack of energy performance-related training for the construction team 

- frequent labour changes on site, where each team member may have limited understanding of 

his/her part in achieving the energy performance target 

 

51 Energy consumption data were converted into CO2 emission data utilising the conversion factors published by the UK 
Government available at the time of this stage of research (BEIS, 2019b). 
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- incorrect identification of products on site once packaging is removed, which may lead to the wrong 

material being installed.  

All these factors also contribute to the performance gap found in dwelling retrofits. The TSB report on the 

Retrofit for the Future programme (TSB, 2014) highlighted the importance of testing for airtightness before, 

midway through the retrofit works (to identify unforeseen airflow paths) and after interventions. It also 

stressed that, to achieve the right level of airtightness, on-site installation quality is vital. This is confirmed by 

the DEEP literature review (BEIS, 2021a) which pointed out that infiltration rates are sometimes worsened when 

openings are upgraded, due to badly hung doors or poorly sealed windows. In the results of the Retrofit for 

the Future Programme (Gupta et al.2015), it was identified that substitution of specified products with others 

of inferior performance could be due to supply chain issues. This was particularly important during the 

construction stage where inadequate on-site understanding of the performance implication of those varied 

products was apparent.  

ZCH (2014a) suggested that some other crucial factors also contribute to bad quality workmanship: 

- wrong choices by the Procurement team, that often do not prioritise energy related skills when 

selecting contractors; 

- lack of understanding of site and buildability issues from the design team, leading to wrong or 

insufficient detailing; this, in turn, generating: 

o a number of ‘hard to insulate’ junctions in the specifications,  

o insufficient installation and commissioning guidance produced for the site teams, hence 

o unbuildable’ or ‘un-installable’ details that end up needing modifications on site;   

- inadequate Site Quality Assurance procedures that prioritise other issues over energy performance, 

obtaining often incorrectly installed services and thermal junction detailing different from the 

intended design. 

The risk of bad quality installation and workmanship is even higher when applying innovative insulation 

systems. Addressing this issue, the recommendation of Innovate UK (2016) is that installers should be 

selected among those experienced in successfully installing the specific systems. The range of poor-quality 

installations identified in retrofit schemes funded by the Government (Hansford, 2015) prompted the Each 

Home Counts review of retrofit standards (Bonfield, 2016) and the PAS 2030 (BSI, 2019a) and PAS 2035 (BSI, 

2019b) current standards for dwellings retrofit. To address installation issues, the PAS 2035 requires installers 

to be qualified and on a national register, and the PAS 2030 (BSI, 2019a) gives specifications for installers to 

follow when selecting materials, components and methods of installation in existing dwellings. 

Any retrofit intervention causes some disruption and needs careful management when residents are in 

occupation. It is not easily quantifiable how much this scenario can have an impact on the cost effectiveness 

of measures and limit the willingness of occupants to undertake retrofit for their homes. Most retrofits are 
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supported and funded by national policy, which determines the type and scale of retrofits implemented. 

Since the early 1990s, the UK Government has encouraged retrofits through a range of schemes and 

incentives, the most recent of which are the Green Deal (from 2013 to 2015) and the Energy Company 

Obligations (ECOs, from 2013 to date). With the current ECO3 (from 2018 to 2022) the Government sets an 

energy efficiency target, alongside eligibility criteria for households and requires that retrofits achieve the 

standards set out by the PAS 2030 (BSI, 2019a) and PAS 2035 (BSI, 2019b) to be funded. The retrofit 

installation rates of the ECO3 scheme are significantly lower than those of the previous two ECO schemes 

(BEIS, 2021a); this is certainly due to the limits imposed by eligibility criteria for such scheme but may also 

show a reduced willingness of residents to undertake retrofit works. In addition, to date, the Government has 

funded a range of smaller retrofit projects, such as the Retrofit for the Future (RfF) programme, concluded in 

2014 (UKGBC, 2022).  

The problem of disruption caused by retrofit works was investigated for the measures implemented with the 

RfF programme (TSB, 2014).  In the houses involved in the programme, it was noted that, when residents 

stayed during the internal wall insulation, they found it dirty and disruptive. To address these issues, the 

Technology Strategy Board stressed the importance of a continuous engagement of owners/tenants from the 

early stages of the project. This engagement can aid in understanding needs and expectations, increasing the 

residents understanding and acceptance of the works and giving them time to reflect and adapt to any delay 

or additional work if necessary. To minimise disruption, contingency plans should be made for the whole 

length of works: when occupants remain at home, temporary services and off-site storage might be needed; 

ultimately, residents should be given the choice to move somewhere else if their home cannot be habitable 

for the period of works. Finally, attention to detail is of fundamental importance during installation, to reduce 

avoidable costly last-minute solutions (TSB, 2014).    

To minimise disruption, the current body of research agrees on the obvious advantages of a whole house 

retrofit approach, where the performance of any retrofit measure is linked to the interactive effects of the 

other measures in place and where the highest cost savings in materials and labour can be made (BEIS, 

2019a). This is also the recommendation made by the Each Home Counts review of standards for retrofit 

(Bonfield, 2016). Hence, one key aspect of PAS 2035 (BSI, 2019) is the call for a whole-house approach to 

retrofit (Edwards,2019). However, current policy does not facilitate a deep retrofit approach, which is less 

commonplace than single measure retrofits, due to the higher up-front cost and to the current funding 

strategy, more targeted to small retrofits (Streicher et al., 2020). In fact, most interventions installed with the 

ECO schemes are only partial measures. Cavity wall and loft insulation, together with boiler installations, 

constitute nearly all the measures installed, while solid wall insulation retrofits are only a minority (BEIS, 

2021a). This scenario highlights an important limitation in the current Government policy because residents 
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that install single measures are generally unwilling to add further retrofit works at a later date, hence making 

a whole-house retrofit approach more unlikely to happen (BEIS, 2021a). 

5.8 Conclusion 

This chapter described the strategy devised in this study to select responsible and safe interventions for the 

CSs investigated, to assess their effectiveness by means of DES. The results from simulations will be utilised in 

the following stages of analysis. 

Applicable responsible measures were selected by means of literature review, secondary data collection and 

analysis and heritage impact assessment (carried out utilising walk-in visual surveys complemented by 

secondary data collection and literature review). The interventions were checked by means of an interview 

with a local senior conservation officer and were organised in low-, medium- and/or high-risk options to 

shape the list of responsible measures applicable to each CS.  

New material build-ups were then created in IES and assessed for condensation risk in the context of their 

corresponding CS. When the output of the analysis produced satisfactory results, the new constructions were 

considered ready for simulation.  

The base-case models were finally modified to assess the outcome of all the formulated interventions, 

individually and combined. The simulations were run in parallel and the results were checked and imported 

into Excel and finally in SPSS for the following stages of analysis.  
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Chapter 6. Analysis of results 
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6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the analysis of results of this study. It is organised in three stages, as follows: 

1. Status-quo, Normalised and Baseline scenario. The status-quo energy performance is presented, 

obtained from the first stage of data collection, used for the calibration of all energy models. These data 

are compared to: 

a. heating energy consumption (HEC) of the normalised models (section 4.4.1) 

b. HEC of the base-case models (generated by applying the same heating system to the 

normalised models, as explained in section 4.4.2). 

2. Low-risk interventions. The outcome of simulations of the low-risk interventions is presented, and a BL 

scenario is generated for each CS, once all available low-risk measures are applied. 

3. Medium- and/or high-risk interventions. The outcome of simulations of medium- and/or high-risk 

options applied to the BL scenario is presented. A parametric analysis of the combinations is carried out 

to come up with a range of responsible, safe, and most effective interventions for each CS. The 

outcomes of the sensitivity analysis (SA) performed using the results of simulations are then presented 

and discussed, highlighting the parameters with the highest impact on HEC and associated CO2 

emissions. Finally, the OAAT analysis of each parameter is carried out and utilised as a further check 

point of the results of SA and as a means for determining the variation(s) of each parameter which 

generate the highest energy and carbon savings. 

6.2 Status-quo, Normalised and Baseline scenario (B) 

The status-quo energy consumption, obtained from the spot measurements carried out for the duration of 

one year, varies significantly amongst the selected CSs. This is mainly due to differences in size, floor level, 

occupancy, heating systems and pattern of use between the investigated dwellings (Table 3.6, p.78, Table 4.5, 

p.103 and appendix 11).  

Figure 6.1 utilises box-and-whisker plots, which indicate the variability of data outside upper and lower 

quartiles. They are a means to graphically compare two or more data sets providing a quick visualisation of: 

the lowest and highest value, the median and quartiles. Boxplots have been used extensively in research as 

an effective tool to visualise the shapes of distributions, to find central tendencies, assess variability, and 

identify outliers (Denis et al., 2019; Hardy & Glew, 2019; Lomet et al., 2015; Jesus et al., 2018; to cite but 

some). 

The first two boxplots (highlighted in red) show the status-quo measured energy (gas and electricity) 

consumption for the CSs investigated. 
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FIGURE 6.1 STATUS-QUO, NORMALISED AND BASELINE ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION (KWH/Y) 

The wide range of gas consumption values in existing condition is reflected in the long shape of the boxplot. 

The mean value is 15726 kWh/y; the long whiskers show the maximum and minimum value. The maximum 

gas consumption (32064 kWh/y) refers to CS7 and is due to multiple reasons, certainly the most relevant 

being: 

- CS7 is the largest dwelling, with a treated floor area52 (TFA) of 195m2 (Table 4.1, p.85)  

- it has the largest thermal envelope area (331m2, Table 4.1) and one of the highest form factors (1.69, 

Table 4.1) 

- the heating system is used for more hours/day (the occupants here are both retired).  

The minimum gas (or LPG for CS8) consumption value is 1020 kWh/y and it refers to CS8, with the smallest 

TFA (62 m2, Table 4.1), thermal envelope area (29m2, Table 4.1) and form factor (0.46, Table 4.1) and 

occupied only in the evenings.  

The boxplot of the status-quo electricity consumption is much more compact, around the median value of 

3252 kWh/y. There is one outlier (more than 1.5 times the box-length from the median in the graph). This 

value refers to CS7, with 8179 kWh/y, due to the electric underfloor heating system used in the kitchen and in 

the main bathroom (while all the other CSs have gas or LPG powered heating systems).  

 

52 See the Glossary of terms used in this study. 

GAS   ELECTRICITY 

Status-quo 

GAS   ELECTRICITY 

Normalised 

GAS   ELECTRICITY 

Baseline 

15726 

32064 

1020 

3252 

8179 

14543 

12371 
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This measured data portrays a scenario of status-quo energy consumption significantly higher than that 

presented in the summary statistics for domestic energy consumption using the latest version of the National 

Energy Efficiency Data-Framework (NEED) (BEIS, 2021b). The NEED summary shows a median value of annual 

gas consumption just below 14000kWh for domestic properties built before 1919, and just below 10000kWh 

for converted flats (built before or after 1919).  The findings of this study however, showed a mean value of 

annual gas consumption for the cases studied close to 16000Wh and even a higher median (as presented in 

Figure 6.1, first boxplot). This suggests that converted heritage flats are among the worst performing 

properties in the category of traditional dwellings. 

The boxplots highlighted in yellow in Figure 6.1 show the results from simulation of the normalised scenario, 

that refers exclusively to HEC and has standardised pattern of use for all CSs.  In the normalised scenario the 

median values are centred. However, the boxplot for gas consumption is only slightly shorter than the status-

quo and this could be explained by: 

- the variations of TFAs, alongside other non-variable factors, i.e. thermal envelope-to-TFA ratio, 

windows-to-walls ratio, and orientation, as seen in Table 4.1, p.85   

- the variations of individual heating systems (in the normalised scenario only behavioural 

determinants of HEC were standardised; heating systems instead were still characterised by different 

energy efficiencies in this stage of simulation - see Table 4.5, p.103 - although running according to 

the same heating schedule and temperature set-points).  

The mean normalised gas consumption is 14543 kWh/y, not much lower than the status-quo mean value. 

However, the whiskers are much shorter in the normalised scenario, where the two extreme outputs (CSs 7 

and 8) are much closer to the median once the pattern of use has been normalised.  

The range of electricity consumption results is extremely narrow for the normalised scenario, as the 

simulations only consider HEC, having excluded all the electrically operated appliances. The only exception is 

again CS7, which shows an extreme value (at approximately three times the box-length from the median). 

This result was expected, as the normalised scenario maintains the individual status-quo heating system, 

which is partially electric in CS7 (Table 4.5).  

Finally, the boxplots highlighted in green in Figure 6.1 show the baseline scenario (B) for HEC, obtained from 

simulation of the normalised models with the same heating system (energy efficient gas boiler, Table 4.5) 

being applied to all.  The B scenario shows a more compacted gas consumption boxplot (mean value of 12371 

kWh/y). Whiskers are here much shorter than in the status-quo and normalised scenario because both 

pattern of use and heating systems have been standardised. In the B scenario the whiskers length is mainly 

due to the variations of TFAs between base-case models (alongside other non-variable factors, as seen in 
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Table 4.1).  The electricity consumption is nearly53 zero for all the CSs as the same gas boiler was applied for 

all of them (Table 4.5). The base-case models created this way, permitted to account exclusively for the 

changes in HEC due to the application of passive measures in the following simulation runs.  

Figure 6.2 shows the status-quo, normalised and baseline annual scenario of total energy consumption per 

m2 of TFA. Therefore, it excludes the differences due to the range of sizes of the dwellings investigated from 

the analysis of the determinants of energy consumption. The shape of the status-quo boxplot is still long, 

mainly due to the range of patterns of use and heating systems. The normalised scenario shows a much more 

compacted size of box and whiskers. In fact, the determinants of energy consumption were reduced to 

material build-ups and heating systems (alongside the non-variable factors – form factor, windows-to-walls 

ratio, and orientation, as seen in Table 4.1, p.85).  Finally, the B scenario shows a further reduction in the 

length of whiskers, having excluded the range of heating systems from the determinants of energy 

consumption. The mean value for the B scenario is 105.7 kWh/m2yr vs 124.6 kWh/m2yr for the normalised 

models, showing that the addition of new highly efficient gas boilers brings on average 19.3 kWh/m2yr energy 

savings. 

 

FIGURE 6.2 STATUS-QUO, NORMALISED AND BASELINE ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER M2 TFA (KWH/M2Y) 

A further graph was produced to depict the B scenario of annual HEC per m2 of TFA of each CS (Figure 6.3). It 

was used to assess the differences in results exclusively due to envelope material build-ups, alongside some 

non-variable factors shown in Table 4.1 (p.85). The largest difference in the baseline HEC per m2 is found 

between CSs 8 and 13. The thermal envelope constructions are similar and uninsulated in both these base-

 

53 The electricity consumption calculated by the software at this stage refers only to certain basic functions of the boiler, 
i.e.: 1. central heating pump (used to push the water through the radiators) and 2. boiler fan (used to extract the flue 
gases to the outside). 

Normalised  Status-quo Baseline 
 

105.7 
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case models. Hence the different HEC is likely due to variances in thermal envelope area (29 m2 for CS8 vs 

155m2 for CS13, see Table 4.1, p.85 and Figure 6.4) and form factor (0.46 vs 1.25, Table 4.1). The thermal 

envelope areas of CSs 7(331m2), 12(191m2) and 14(288m2), are larger than that of CS13, however their 

baseline HEC results lower than that of CS13. This is likely due to the base-case models envelope material 

build-ups, which in CSs 7, 12 and 14 have been partially insulated (see Table 6.2 and appendix 11 for the 

status-quo material build-ups of each CS).  

 

 

FIGURE 6.3 ANNUAL HEC PER M2 TFA (KWH/ M2Y) OF THE CSS IN THEIR BASELINE SCENARIO (B) 

 

FIGURE 6.4 CS13 (LEFT) AND CS8 (MIDDLE), WHERE THE HIGHEST DIFFERENCE IN THE B SCENARIO OF HEC/M2Y WAS FOUND – THE 

EXTERNAL ENVELOPE IS SHOWN IN COLOUR 

6.3 Low-risk interventions  

A first stage of simulation was conducted to assess the outcome of all the low-risk interventions applied - 

individually and combined - to each CS (stage 3 in section 3.7 and Figure 3.7, p.82). The medium- and/or high-

risk options were then applied to the models in their BL 
54scenario (stage 4 in section 3.7 and Figure 3.7, p.82).  

 

54 B scenario retrofitted with all the low-risk interventions applicable for each CS. 
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The BL scenario of annual HEC per m2 shows a similar pattern to the B scenario, with CS13 being the worst 

performing even after the application of the low-risk interventions (Figure 6.5).  

 
  

FIGURE 6.5 ANNUAL HEC PER M2 TFA (KWH/M2Y) OF THE CSS IN THEIR BL SCENARIO 

Figure 6.6 compares the B scenario of annual HEC (in dark blue), to the BL scenario (in light blue), and 

indicates the amount of savings (kWh/y) on the yellow boxes (kWh/y B scenario - kWh/y BL scenario). CS7 

achieves the highest savings, which account for 3637 kWh/y when comparing the BL scenario to the B 

scenario. CS7 in fact can benefit of three low-risk measures (draught-proofing, shading devices, and loft 

insulation) and achieves the highest savings from draught-proofing (Table 6.1).  
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FIGURE 6.6 ANNUAL HEC (KWH/Y) OF THE CSS IN THEIR B (DARK BLUE) AND BL (LIGHT BLUE) SCENARIO 

 
Figure 6.7 shows the percentage of energy savings achievable comparing the BL scenario to the B scenario 

(the low-risk interventions applicable to each CS are shown in each column).  The graph confirms CS7 as the 

dwelling that can be improved the most through application of low-risk interventions. CS13 shows the lowest 

potential for energy savings post low-risk interventions (2% only). The only low-risk intervention applicable to 

this CS is the use of shading devices (low-E blinds); however, in this dwelling, most of the windows have 

already got shading devices in the B scenario, leading therefore to a minimal improvement. 

 

FIGURE 6.7 ANNUAL HEC % SAVINGS [(KWH B – KWH BL) / KWH B] ACHIEVABLE AFTER THE APPLICATION OF ALL THE LOW-RISK 

INTERVENTIONS 
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Table 6.1 shows the energy savings achievable when each low-risk measure available is applied individually. 

Draught-proofing (A1L1) proves to be the low-risk option giving the highest energy savings for all CSs where 

this measure is applicable.  

TABLE 6.1 ANNUAL HEC % SAVINGS ACHIEVABLE AFTER THE OAAT APPLICATION OF THE LOW-RISK INTERVENTIONS AVAILABLE FOR 

EACH CS 

Low risk 
interventions 

CS2 CS7 CS8 CS12 CS13 CS14 CS16 CS17 

A1L1  
Draught-proofing  

n.a. 17.4 8 7.4 n.a. n.a. 8 9.1 

A2L1  
Shading devices 

6.6 1 5.5 2.4 2 5.6 2.4 3.1 

A4L1  
Carpets 

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 3.5 3.2 n.a. 

A5L1  
Loft insulation 

n.a. 0.5 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 4.3 

 

Comparing the energy savings obtainable from the application of the individual measures (Table 6.1) to those 

given by the measures combined (Figure 6.7) it is clear that, as expected, retrofitting multiple measures 

further reduces the HEC of dwellings. However, when combining measures, overall savings do not necessarily 

equate to the addition of each measure’s saving (only in CS12 the savings obtained combining draught-

proofing and shading devices are equal to the sum of the individual savings). For example, in CSs 7, 14 and 16 

the combined savings from the low-risk measures applied are slightly lower than the sum of the individual 

savings for such measures. This may be due to the “law of diminishing returns” for a combined impact of 

more than one intervention introduced (BEIS, 2021a).  In contrast, looking at CSs 8 and 17, the savings 

achievable by combining measures are slightly higher than those obtained by the measures applied OAAT.  

Such an irregular pattern was found in the NEED report (BEIS, 2021b) when measuring gas savings for homes 

that had applied combinations of measures.  This confirms, as noted in the DEEP research paper (BEIS, 

2021a), that it is still unclear how combined multiple measures actually perform to reduce heat loss. For this 

same reason (in Figure 6.7) it would not be applicable to show the individual savings percentage due to each 

intervention when presenting the results obtained from their combination. 

6.4 Medium- and/or high-risk interventions 

The following stage of analysis was conducted to assess the impact of medium- and/or high-risk options - 

individually and combined - on the energy performance of the base-case models once all the low-risk 

interventions were implemented (BL scenario). 

Figure 6.8 shows the whole range of responsible and safe interventions selected for the CSs investigated. The 

measures are organised by area of intervention and represented by their codes (section 5.6.1). All the 

medium-and high-risk measures (in the arrow in Figure 6.8) were applied to the BL scenario, both individually 
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and combined, aiming to achieve the target U-value given by the Building Regulations (HM Government, 

2010) for each thermal element (section 5.5). Table 6.2 that follows, shows for each area of intervention, the 

baseline U-value55 of the construction and the U-values achievable as an outcome of the interventions (in 

bold those that met or exceeded the target U-value). The target U-value was not always possible to achieve, 

due to heritage value considerations, condensation risk analysis, space constraints and maximum thickness of 

insulation achievable with the materials selected. Condensation risk (section 5.5.3) was the main cause of the 

limits imposed on the thickness of insulation layer added to wall constructions. This restricted the extent of 

U-value improvements, which range from 0.44W/m2K (for A6bH1 in CS7) to 0.92W/m2K (for A6aH2 and 

A6bH2 in CS13) in this study. This finding confirms what was pointed out by Little et al. (2015) in their study 

concerning hygrothermal risks associated with insulating sold walls, which suggested that sensible low-risk U-

values for the retrofitted constructions should range between 0.6 and 0.45W/m2K.  

770 new models were generated for all combinations of medium- and/or high-risk options, which when 

added to low-risk interventions simulations, totalled 800 simulations. The resulting annual gas and electricity 

consumption data were accessed in IES utilising Vista-pro and exported, firstly into Excel, and then into SPSS, 

for analysis. The analysis stage that followed was divided into the following three phases: 

- Analysis of individual and full parametric combinations of interventions (in Excel) 

- Global Sensitivity Analysis (Multiple Regression Analysis in SPSS) 

- OAAT Analysis (in SPSS). 

It should be noted that the OAAT analysis of the individual interventions was carried out as last stage of 

analysis in this study, because, firstly, SA allowed assessment of the impact of different areas of intervention 

on the reduction in HEC and CO2 emissions, then the OAAT analysis was used as a quality check and to assess 

each measure within its area of intervention. 

  

 

55 For each area of intervention, the area-weighted U-value was calculated. 
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FIGURE 6.8 AREAS OF INTERVENTION AND RETROFIT OPTIONS (INPUT DATA) AND OUTPUT DATA FOR THE ANALYSIS OF COMBINATIONS 

OF INTERVENTIONS 
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TABLE 6.2 ENVELOPE U-VALUES PRE- AND POST-INTERVENTIONS 

  
  

 
windows  doors  ground 

floor  

roof  walls  

Target U-value  
W/m2K 

1.656 

 
1.8 

 
0.25  0.18  0.30  
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/ 
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CS2 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

U-value Baseline (B) 5.55 5.55 
      

1.02 2.13 

U-value M1 2.35 2.35 
      

0.55 0.84 

∆U-value (B-M1) 3.20 3.20 
      

0.47 1.29 

U-value M2 1.44 1.44 
      

n.a. n.a. 

∆ U-value (B-M2) 4.11 4.11 
      

n.a. n.a. 

U-value H1 n.a. 1.58 
      

0.60 0.55 

∆ U-value (B-H1) n.a. 3.97 
      

0.42 1.58 

U-value H2 n.a. n.a. 
      

n.a. 0.68 

∆ U-value (B-H2) n.a. n.a. 
      

n.a. 1.45 

CS7 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

U-value Baseline (B) 1.63 2.22 
     

0.27 1.18 0.95 

U-value M1 1.48 1.79 
     

0.25 0.67 0.64 

∆ U-value (B-M1) 0.15 0.43 
     

0.02 0.51 0.31 

U-value M2 1.38 1.29 
     

n.a. n.a. n.a. 

∆ U-value (B-M2) 0.25 0.93 
     

n.a. n.a. n.a. 

U-value H1 1.48 1.44 
     

n.a. 0.66 0.44 

∆ U-value (B-H1) 0.15 0.78 
     

n.a. 0.52 0.51 

U-value H2 n.a. n.a. 
     

n.a. 0.54(d) 
0.94 

0.49 

∆ U-value (B-H2) n.a. n.a. 
     

n.a. 0.64(d) 
0.24 

0.46 

CS8 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

U-value Baseline (B) 
 

5.58 
       

1.36 

U-value M1 
 

2.25 
       

0.69 

∆ U-value (B-M1) 
 

3.33 
       

0.67 

U-value M2 
 

1.31 
       

n.a. 

∆ U-value (B-M2) 
 

4.27 
       

n.a. 

U-value H1 
 

1.46 
       

0.71 

∆ U-value (B-H1) 
 

4.13 
       

0.65 

U-value H2 
 

n.a. 
       

0.57 

∆ U-value (B-H2) 
 

n.a. 
       

0.79 

CS12 
  
  
  
  
  

U-value Baseline (B) 5.40 3.68 2.20 
  

0.91 
 

0.21 1.03 1.40 

U-value M1 3.15 1.84 1.73 
  

0.24 
 

0.20 0.60 0.82 

∆ U-value (B-M1) 2.24 1.83 0.47 
  

0.67 
 

0.01 0.43 0.58 

U-value M2 2.52 1.10 
   

n.a. 
 

n.a. n.a. n.a. 

∆ U-value (B-M2) 2.87 2.58 
   

n.a. 
 

n.a. n.a. n.a. 

 

56 Whole window U-value.  
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U-value H1 n.a. 1.23 
   

0.27 
 

0.18 0.61 0.75 

∆ U-value (B-H1) n.a. 2.44 
   

0.64 
 

0.02 0.42 0.65 

U-value H2 n.a. n.a. 
   

n.a. 
 

n.a. n.a. 0.60 

∆ U-value (B-H2) n.a. n.a. 
   

n.a. 
 

n.a. n.a. 0.80 

CS13 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

U-value Baseline (B) 3.97 5.56 
     

1.60 1.28 2.08 

U-value M1 2.30 2.31 
     

0.33 0.58(d) 
0.95 

0.95 

∆ U-value (B-M1) 1.49 3.26 
     

1.27 0.70(d) 
0.33 

1.13 

U-value M2 1.71 1.38 
     

0.18 n.a. n.a. 

∆ U-value (B-M2) 2.08 4.18 
     

1.42 n.a. n.a. 

U-value H1 n.a. 1.53 
     

n.a. 0.65(d) 
0.78 

0.78 

∆ U-value (B-H1) n.a. 4.04 
     

n.a. 0.62(d) 
0.49 

1.30 

U-value H2 n.a. n.a. 
     

n.a. 0.76(d) 
0.92 

0.92 

∆ U-value (B-H2) n.a. n.a. 
     

n.a. 0.52(d) 
0.36 

1.16 

CS14 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

U-value Baseline (B) 
 

5.09 
 

2.20 0.68 
 

0.28 0.28 
 

1.39 

U-value M1 
 

2.43 
 

1.73 0.24 
 

0.27 0.27 
 

0.77 

∆ U-value (B-M1) 
 

2.67 
 

0.47 0.44 
 

0.01 0.01 
 

0.62 

U-value M2 
 

1.66 
  

n.a. 
 

n.a. n.a. 
 

n.a. 

∆ U-value (B-M2) 
 

3.43 
  

n.a. 
 

n.a. n.a. 
 

n.a. 

U-value H1 
 

1.66 
  

0.25 
 

0.18 0.18 
 

0.59 

∆ U-value (B-H1) 
 

3.43 
  

0.44 
 

0.10 0.10 
 

0.80 

U-value H2 
 

n.a. 
  

n.a. 
 

n.a. n.a. 
 

0.56(d) 
0.65 

∆ U-value (B-H2) 
 

n.a. 
  

n.a. 
 

n.a. n.a. 
 

0.84(d) 
0.74 

CS16 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

U-value Baseline (B) 5.17 
    

0.66 
   

1.50 

U-value M1 2.16 
    

0.24 
   

0.72 

∆ U-value (B-M1) 3.01 
    

0.42 
   

0.77 

U-value M2 1.31 
    

n.a. 
   

n.a. 

∆ U-value (B-M2) 3.86 
    

n.a. 
   

n.a. 

U-value H1 1.44 
    

0.24 
   

0.70 

∆ U-value (B-H1) 3.73 
    

0.41 
   

0.80 

U-value H2 n.a. 
    

n.a. 
   

0.56 

∆ U-value (B-H2) n.a. 
    

n.a. 
   

0.94 

CS17 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

U-value Baseline (B) 5.60 5.20 
      

1.39 1.56 

U-value M1 2.21 3.03 
      

0.77 0.74 

∆ U-value (B-M1) 3.39 2.17 
      

0.62 0.82 

U-value M2 1.25 2.41 
      

n.a. n.a. 

∆ U-value (B-M2) 4.35 2.79 
      

n.a. n.a. 

U-value H1 n.a. 1.97 
      

0.71 0.50 

∆ U-value (B-H1) n.a. 3.23 
      

0.68 1.06 

U-value H2 n.a. n.a. 
      

0.67 0.53 

∆ U-value (B-H2) n.a. n.a. 
      

0.72 1.03 
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6.4.1 Parametric Analysis  

The results from simulation will be analysed in this section to devise variations of responsible, safe, and 

effective interventions for each CS. The Tables that follow present the energy and carbon savings (against the 

BL
57scenario) achievable by means of each medium- and/or high-risk intervention, individually and combined, 

ranked accordingly. The measures are highlighted in amber (medium-risk) and red (high-risk), according to 

the colours assigned to them in Table 5.2 (p.113) to indicate their respective level of risk. 

Where dehumidifier was not needed (section 5.5.4), CO2 emissions were obtained by multiplying the gas and 

electricity58components of HEC by their conversion coefficients (BEIS, 2019b). Therefore, these results are 

directly correlated, and energy and carbon savings follow the same pattern; hence, the ranking of 

interventions is the same when targeting HET and CO2 emissions savings.  

Table 6.3 presents the results obtained from simulation of medium and high-risk options OAAT for CS2. The 

highest energy and carbon savings (25%) are obtained by A6bH1 (aerogel insulation for solid walls) which far 

outweighs both the interventions available for walls finished in plaster on lath (A6aM1 and A6aH1, achieving 

8% and 7% energy savings respectively). This is due to: 

- the heritage value of A6a (front walls in this CS) decorated with original stucco mouldings, which 

limits the maximum thickness allowable for the added layer of internal insulation (section 5.4.6) – 

hence: wood fibreboard insulation (H2) is not applicable to front walls, only 2cm of aerogel blanket 

(H1) can be added internally and the medium-risk option blown cellulose (M1) generates higher 

savings than H1 

- the limited surface area of front walls (A6a in this CS) compared to back walls (A6b), i.e. 28% of the 

thermal envelope for A6a vs 50% for A6b (see Table 5.4, p.119).  

Interventions on windows generate here energy and carbon savings slightly higher than those obtained by 

any intervention on front walls, questioning the actual benefits of intervening at all on this area.  

  

 

57 This was obtained from the application of all low-risk interventions on the base-case models (B scenario). 
58 Minimal part and constant of the output HEC of baseline and post intervention models as exclusively due to boilers 

pumps and fans. 
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TABLE 6.3 MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS: INDIVIDUAL RANKING FOR CS2 

CS2 
 
 

Areas 
Codes 

 
 

Interventions 
HEC 

savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 
savings 

% 

 
Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2a 
Windows 
front 

M1 
Secondary glazing  

(single low-E) 757.8 9.4 9.3 5 

M2 

Secondary glazing 
(slim double-
glazing low-E) 890 11.0 10.9 4 

A2b 
Windows  
back 

M1 
Secondary glazing  

(single low-E) 562.6 7.0 6.9 9 

M2 

Secondary glazing 
(slim double-
glazing low-E) 707.4 8.7 8.7 7 

H1 
Slim double-
glazing low-E 720.2 8.9 8.9 6 

A6a Wall 
plaster 
on lath 

M1 
Blown cellulose 

insulation  620.6 7.7 7.6 8 

H1 Aerogel blanket 522.3 6.5 6.4 10 

A6b 
Wall 
solid 

M1 Cork plaster 1654.8 20.4 20.4 3 

H1 Aerogel blanket 2043.1 25.2 25.1 1 

H2 Wood fibreboard 1875.7 23.2 23.1 2 

Table 6.4 lists the results of all the measures combined and produces a ranking matrix of combinations. To aid 

the assessment of the combinations selected, the Tables of combinations are arranged as follows:  

- results corresponding to the 10 highest energy and carbon savings are shown in bold 

- combinations ranking cells (last column) are coloured: 

o in amber when the combinations do not include any high-risk intervention 

o in shades of red, from light to dark, in relation to the number of high-risk interventions that 

they include  

to come up with effective combinations that also imply the smallest risks59 to the thermo-hygrometric 

balance and heritage value of the envelope. 

The range of combinations available for CS2 (Table 6.4) generate 49% average HEC savings, with maximum 

and minimum values differing less than 5% from the mean. The Table also shows a recurring pattern, with the 

first of every group of 3 combinations being the most effective, certainly due to intervention A6bH1 being the 

most effective measure when applied individually (Table 6.3). Interestingly, the second most effective 

combination of interventions is amongst the most responsible and safest (including only one high-risk 

option). 

  

 

59 The level of risk of the options has also some level of correlation with the cost of the interventions as it was applied 
following Historic England (2018a) classification, which accounts for cost implications of measures amongst other factors 
(section 5.2). 
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TABLE 6.4 THE COMBINATIONS RANKING MATRIX FOR CS2 

CS2       

 

Combinations of Interventions 
 

HEC savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 

savings 
% 

 
 
Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2aM1 A2bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4137.8 51.1 50.9 9 

      A6bH2 3955.8 48.9 48.7 17 

      A6bM1 3725.7 46.0 45.8 31 

    A6aM1 A6bH1 4128.7 51.0 50.8 11 

      A6bH2 3950.9 48.8 48.6 19 

      A6bM1 3720.0 46.0 45.8 32 

  A2bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 3947.8 48.8 48.6 20 

      A6bH2 3770.9 46.6 46.4 28 

      A6bM1 3543.8 43.8 43.6 36 

    A6aM1 A6bH1 3942.4 48.7 48.5 21 

      A6bH2 3813.4 47.1 46.9 27 

      A6bM1 3586.5 44.3 44.1 35 

  A2bM2 A6aH1 A6bH1 4133.4 51.1 50.8 10 

      A6bH2 3951.7 48.8 48.6 18 

      A6bM1 3719.7 46.0 45.8 33 

    A6aM1 A6bH1 4177.5 51.6 51.4 5 

      A6bH2 3996.5 49.4 49.2 15 

   A6bM1 3760.6 46.5 46.3 29 

A2aM2 A2bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4283.2 52.9 52.7 3 

      A6bH2 4105.3 50.7 50.5 12 

      A6bM1 3870.0 47.8 47.6 25 

    A6aM1 A6bH1 4331.3 53.5 53.3 1 

      A6bH2 4148.4 51.2 51.0 6 

      A6bM1 3914.7 48.4 48.2 23 

  A2bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4097.4 50.6 50.4 14 

      A6bH2 3916.7 48.4 48.2 22 

      A6bM1 3685.0 45.5 45.3 34 

    A6aM1 A6bH1 4142.1 51.2 50.9 8 

      A6bH2 3962.8 49.0 48.7 16 

      A6bM1 3729.2 46.1 45.9 30 

  A2bM2 A6aH1 A6bH1 4280.1 52.9 52.6 4 

      A6bH2 4099.9 50.6 50.4 13 

      A6bM1 3862.3 47.7 47.5 26 

    A6aM1 A6bH1 4326.2 53.4 53.2 2 

      A6bH2 4144.4 51.2 51.0 7 

      A6bM1 3908.7 48.3 48.1 24 

Using the same approach described for CS2, Tables 6.5 - 6.24 that follow, present the ranking matrixes for all 

the other CSs. For CSs 7, 13 and 14 two Tables were generated: 
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- the first (d) contains the results of combinations of interventions where some need the use of 

dehumidifier to be safely applied (section 5.5.4), hence includes dehumidifier energy consumption in 

the calculated savings from the measures needing it (shown in blue in the Tables) 

- the second Table presents the outcome of simulations of the same combinations, however, the 

interventions with risk of condensation were excluded due to that risk.  

Wherever the dehumidifier was required, CO2 emissions are not directly proportional to the total HEC 

because of the added electricity consumption, hence two rankings were produced. The resulting ranking of 

the combinations does not always change between the two scenarios (with or without dehumidifier). HEC 

savings are always higher in the scenario with dehumidifier, showing that the added electricity consumption 

due the use of dehumidifier, is counterbalanced and exceeded by the extra savings as a result of fabric 

improvements.  

Like in CS2, interventions on solid walls (A6b) are the most effective when applied individually in CS7 in both 

scenarios, as shown in Tables 6.5 and 6.6. H1 (aerogel insulation) and H2 (wood fibreboard insulation) 

generate the highest energy and carbon savings (8% for both). These savings are much lower than those 

achievable from the same interventions in CS2 (where H1 and H2 generated 25% and 23% savings - in both 

energy and carbon -  respectively, see Table 6.3, p.197) due to differences in baseline U-values of the 

constructions (2.13W/m2K for the area-weighted solid walls U-value in CS2 vs 0.95W/m2K in CS7, see Table 

6.2, p.194) and sizes of this area of intervention (49% of the thermal envelope in CS2 vs 31% in CS7, see Table 

5.4, p.119). Interventions for walls finished in plaster on lath (A6a) are ranked immediately after A6b. Despite 

being front walls, they are not decorated and present no limitations due to heritage features. However, the 

condensation risk assessment limited the thickness of insulation applicable on both A6a and A6b, allowing for 

best retrofitted U-values of 0.54W/m2K with A6aH2 and 0.44W/m2K for A6bH1, both higher than the target 

U-value, as seen in Table 6.2.  
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TABLE 6.5 MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS: INDIVIDUAL RANKING FOR CS7D 

CS7d 

 
 
Areas Codes 

 
 

Interventions 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 
Ranking 

HEC 

CO2 
savings 

% 
Ranking 

CO2 

A2a 
Windows 
front 

M1 
Secondary glazing  

(single low-E) 49.0 0.3 12 0.3 12 

M2 

Secondary glazing 
(slim double-glazing 

low-E) 45.5 0.3 13 0.3 13 

H1 
Slim double-glazing 

low-E 515.5 3.2 7 3.1 7 

A2b 
Windows 
back 

M1 
Secondary glazing  

(single low-E) 122.8 0.8 11 0.7 11 

M2 

Secondary glazing 
(slim double-glazing 

low-E) 250.5 1.5 10 1.5 10 

H1 
Slim double-glazing 

low-E 343.2 2.1 8 2.1 8 

A5b Roof 
flat M1 

Sheep wool insulation 
between joists 275.8 1.7 9 1.7 9 

A6a  
Wall 
plaster 
on lath 

M1 
Blown cellulose 

insulation  1026.9 6.3 4 6.3 4 

H1 Aerogel blanket 1042.6 6.4 3 6.4 3 

H2 with 
D60 

Wood fibreboard 
752.5 4.6 6 4.0 6 

A6b 
Wall 
solid 

M1 Cork plaster 877.7 5.4 5 5.4 5 

H1 Aerogel blanket 1317.9 8.1 2 8.0 2 

H2 Wood fibreboard 1318.2 8.1 1 8.0 1 

TABLE 6.6 MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS: INDIVIDUAL RANKING FOR CS7 

CS7 

Codes 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 

savings 
% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2aM1 49.0 0.3 0.3 12 

A2aM2 45.5 0.3 0.3 13 

A2aH1 515.5 3.2 3.2 7 

A2bM1 122.8 0.8 0.8 11 

A2bM2 250.5 1.5 1.6 10 

A2bH1 343.2 2.1 2.2 8 

A5bM1 275.8 1.7 1.8 9 

A6aM1 1026.9 6.3 6.4 4 

A6aH1 1042.6 6.4 6.5 3 

A6aH2 561.3 3.4 3.6 6 

A6bM1 877.7 5.4 5.5 5 

A6bH1 1317.9 8.1 8.2 2 

A6bH2 1318.2 8.1 8.2 1 

 

60 Measure needing dehumidifier. 
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The range of combinations available for CS7 result in 14.6% and 14.1% average HEC savings in the scenario 

with dehumidifier (Table 6.7) and without (Table 6.8) respectively. These are much lower savings than those 

achievable for CS2 because CS7 is already partially retrofitted in its baseline scenario and the interventions 

can improve the envelope performance only to a certain extent (Table 6.2, p.194). For the best performing 

area of intervention (A6b) the retrofit allows for an improvement of the area weighted U-value of the 

construction which is only one third of that achievable in CS2 (1.58W/m2K maximum ∆U-value of solid walls in 

CS2 vs 0.51W/m2K in CS7, see Table 6.2). The Tables also show a recurring pattern, with the first two of every 

group of 3 combinations being the most effective, certainly due to interventions A6aH1, A6bH1 and A6bH2 

being the most effective measures when applied individually in both scenarios (Tables 6.5 and 6.6).  

TABLE 6.7 THE COMBINATIONS RANKING MATRIX FOR CS7D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER) 
CS7d          

          

Combinations of Interventions 
 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 
Ranking 

HEC 

CO2 
savings 

% 
Ranking 

CO2 

A5bM1 A2bH1 A2aH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2996.7 18.4 2 18.3 2 

        A6bH2 2997.4 18.4 1 18.3 1 

        A6bM1 2553.0 15.7 19 15.6 15 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 2743.1 16.9 14 13.3 44 

      with D A6bH2 2746.2 16.9 13 13.4 43 

        A6bM1 2294.3 14.1 45 10.6 61 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2981.2 18.3 4 18.2 4 

        A6bH2 2982.2 18.3 3 18.2 3 

        A6bM1 2537.5 15.6 20 15.5 16 

    A2aM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2524.9 15.5 23 15.4 18 

        A6bH2 2525.7 15.5 22 15.4 17 

        A6bM1 2080.2 12.8 59 12.7 47 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 2247.9 13.8 52 10.2 65 

      with D A6bH2 2251.7 13.8 51 10.2 63 

        A6bM1 1798.9 11.1 77 7.4 77 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2509.2 15.4 27 15.3 21 

        A6bH2 2509.9 15.4 26 15.3 20 

        A6bM1 2064.7 12.7 62 12.6 49 

    A2aM2 A6aH1 A6bH1 2522.8 15.5 25 15.4 19 

        A6bH2 2637.0 16.2 17 16.1 13 

        A6bM1 2077.9 12.8 61 12.7 48 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 2247.9 13.8 53 10.2 64 

      with D A6bH2 2252.1 13.8 50 10.2 62 

        A6bM1 1800.2 11.1 76 7.4 76 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2507.1 15.4 29 15.3 23 

        A6bH2 2508.0 15.4 28 15.3 22 

        A6bM1 2062.4 12.7 63 12.6 50 

  A2bM1 A2aH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2778.5 17.1 10 17.0 10 

        A6bH2 2779.0 17.1 9 17.0 9 

        A6bM1 2337.7 14.4 40 14.3 34 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 2523.4 15.5 24 12.0 56 
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      with D A6bH2 2526.3 15.5 21 12.0 55 

        A6bM1 2078.2 12.8 60 9.2 71 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2762.9 17.0 12 16.9 12 

        A6bH2 2763.4 17.0 11 16.9 11 

        A6bM1 2322.3 14.3 41 14.2 35 

    A2aM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2304.1 14.2 43 14.1 37 

        A6bH2 2305.2 14.2 42 14.1 36 

        A6bM1 1863.3 11.4 72 11.4 57 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 2026.1 12.4 66 8.8 73 

      with D A6bH2 2028.9 12.5 65 8.8 72 

        A6bM1 1581.8 9.7 80 6.1 80 

   A6aM1 A6bH1 2288.6 14.1 47 14.0 40 

        A6bH2 2289.6 14.1 46 14.0 39 

        A6bM1 1847.8 11.4 74 11.3 59 

    A2aM2 A6aH1 A6bH1 2301.8 14.1 44 14.1 38 

        A6bH2 2594.8 15.9 18 15.8 14 

        A6bM1 1860.8 11.4 73 11.4 58 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 1996.2 12.3 70 8.4 75 

      with D A6bH2 1998.4 12.3 69 8.4 74 

        A6bM1 1554.2 9.5 81 5.7 81 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2286.3 14.0 49 14.0 42 

        A6bH2 2287.4 14.1 48 14.0 41 

        A6bM1 1845.3 11.3 75 11.3 60 

  A2bM2 A2aH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2904.2 17.8 6 17.7 6 

        A6bH2 2905.0 17.8 5 17.7 5 

        A6bM1 2461.2 15.1 30 15.0 24 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 2650.0 16.3 16 12.8 46 

      with D A6bH2 2653.0 16.3 15 12.8 45 

        A6bM1 2202.4 13.5 54 10.0 66 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2888.7 17.7 8 17.6 8 

        A6bH2 2889.6 17.8 7 17.6 7 

        A6bM1 2445.5 15.0 32 14.9 26 

    A2aM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2429.8 14.9 36 14.8 30 

        A6bH2 2430.9 14.9 35 14.8 29 

        A6bM1 1985.9 12.2 71 12.1 54 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 2152.6 13.2 57 9.6 70 

      with D A6bH2 2178.2 13.4 55 9.8 68 

        A6bM1 1755.3 10.8 79 7.1 79 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2414.0 14.8 38 14.7 32 

        A6bH2 2437.0 15.0 33 14.9 27 

        A6bM1 2019.3 12.4 67 12.3 52 

    A2aM2 A6aH1 A6bH1 2427.5 14.9 37 14.8 31 

        A6bH2 2450.5 15.1 31 15.0 25 

        A6bM1 2031.2 12.5 64 12.4 51 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 2152.6 13.2 58 9.6 69 

      with D A6bH2 2178.1 13.4 56 9.8 67 

        A6bM1 1755.4 10.8 78 7.2 78 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2411.8 14.8 39 14.7 33 

        A6bH2 2435.0 15.0 34 14.9 28 

        A6bM1 2015.4 12.4 68 12.3 53 
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TABLE 6.8 THE COMBINATIONS RANKING MATRIX FOR CS7 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER) 

CS7 

Combinations of Interventions 
 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 
savings 

% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A5bM1 A2bH1 A2aH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2996.7 18.4 18.3 2 

        A6bH2 2997.4 18.4 18.3 1 

        A6bM1 2553.0 15.7 15.6 15 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 2512.5 15.4 15.3 20 

      without  A6bH2 2512.5 15.4 15.3 20 

       D A6bM1 2068.9 12.7 12.6 51 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2981.2 18.3 18.2 4 

        A6bH2 2982.2 18.3 18.2 3 

        A6bM1 2537.5 15.6 15.5 16 

    A2aM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2524.9 15.5 15.4 18 

        A6bH2 2525.7 15.5 15.4 17 

        A6bM1 2080.2 12.8 12.7 49 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 2040.4 12.5 12.5 55 

      without  A6bH2 2040.6 12.5 12.5 54 

      D  A6bM1 1597.7 9.8 9.8 76 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2509.2 15.4 15.3 23 

        A6bH2 2509.9 15.4 15.3 22 

        A6bM1 2064.7 12.7 12.6 52 

    A2aM2 A6aH1 A6bH1 2522.8 15.5 15.4 19 

        A6bH2 2637.0 16.2 16.1 13 

        A6bM1 2077.9 12.8 12.7 50 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 2038.7 12.5 12.4 57 

      without  A6bH2 2039.2 12.5 12.5 56 

      D  A6bM1 1594.5 9.8 9.7 77 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2507.1 15.4 15.3 25 

        A6bH2 2508.0 15.4 15.3 24 

        A6bM1 2062.4 12.7 12.6 53 

  A2bM1 A2aH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2778.5 17.1 17.0 10 

        A6bH2 2779.0 17.1 17.0 9 

        A6bM1 2337.7 14.4 14.3 38 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 2294.0 14.1 14.0 43 

      without  A6bH2 2293.9 14.1 14.0 44 

       D A6bM1 1853.0 11.4 11.3 69 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2762.9 17.0 16.9 12 

        A6bH2 2763.4 17.0 16.9 11 

        A6bM1 2322.3 14.3 14.2 39 

    A2aM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2304.1 14.2 14.1 41 

        A6bH2 2305.2 14.2 14.1 40 

        A6bM1 1863.3 11.4 11.4 67 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 1820.9 11.2 11.1 73 

      without  A6bH2 1821.3 11.2 11.1 72 

      D  A6bM1 1380.5 8.5 8.4 80 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2288.6 14.1 14.0 46 

        A6bH2 2289.6 14.1 14.0 45 

        A6bM1 1847.8 11.4 11.3 70 

    A2aM2 A6aH1 A6bH1 2301.8 14.1 14.1 42 
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        A6bH2 2594.8 15.9 15.8 14 

        A6bM1 1860.8 11.4 11.4 68 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 1817.8 11.2 11.1 75 

      without  A6bH2 1818.2 11.2 11.1 74 

       D A6bM1 1377.3 8.5 8.4 81 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2286.3 14.0 14.0 48 

        A6bH2 2287.4 14.1 14.0 47 

        A6bM1 1845.3 11.3 11.3 71 

  A2bM2 A2aH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2904.2 17.8 17.7 6 

        A6bH2 2905.0 17.8 17.7 5 

        A6bM1 2461.2 15.1 15.0 26 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 2420.3 14.9 14.8 35 

      without  A6bH2 2421.0 14.9 14.8 34 

      D  A6bM1 1975.9 12.1 12.1 62 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2888.7 17.7 17.6 8 

        A6bH2 2889.6 17.8 17.6 7 

        A6bM1 2445.5 15.0 14.9 28 

    A2aM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2429.8 14.9 14.8 32 

        A6bH2 2430.9 14.9 14.8 31 

        A6bM1 1985.9 12.2 12.1 61 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 1946.6 12.0 11.9 65 

      without  A6bH2 1968.9 12.1 12.0 63 

      D  A6bM1 1550.8 9.5 9.5 78 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2414.0 14.8 14.7 36 

        A6bH2 2437.0 15.0 14.9 29 

        A6bM1 2019.3 12.4 12.3 59 

    A2aM2 A6aH1 A6bH1 2427.5 14.9 14.8 33 

        A6bH2 2450.5 15.1 15.0 27 

        A6bM1 2031.2 12.5 12.4 58 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 1943.4 11.9 11.9 66 

      without  A6bH2 1965.9 12.1 12.0 64 

       D A6bM1 1547.5 9.5 9.4 79 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 2411.8 14.8 14.7 37 

        A6bH2 2435.0 15.0 14.9 30 

        A6bM1 2015.4 12.4 12.3 60 

In CS8, the OAAT simulations of interventions (Table 6.9) show that the highest energy and carbon savings are 

obtained by interventions for windows, with A2bM2 (slim-double low-E secondary glazing) and A2bH1 (slim-

double low-E glazing) achieving 29% and 30% energy savings respectively, which far outweigh the savings 

obtainable from interventions for walls, where the best performing A6bH2 (wood fibreboard insulation) 

achieves 15% energy savings.  
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TABLE 6.9 MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS: INDIVIDUAL RANKING FOR CS8 

CS8 

 
 
Areas Codes 

 
 

Interventions 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2  
Savings 

% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2b 
Windows 
back 

M1 
Secondary glazing  

(single low-E) 1067.5 23.4 21.6 3 

M2 

Secondary glazing 
(slim double-
glazing low-E) 1339.3 29.4 27.5 2 

H1 
Slim double-
glazing low-E 1379.9 30.3 28.4 1 

A6b 
Wall 
solid 

M1 Cork plaster 569.2 12.5 10.7 6 

H1 Aerogel blanket 598.6 13.1 11.4 5 

H2 Wood fibreboard 697.1 15.3 13.7 4 

The range of combinations available for CS8 (Table 6.10) result in 42% average HEC savings. The highest 

energy and carbon savings are achievable combining two high-risk interventions (slim-double glazing for 

windows and wood fibreboard insulation for walls).  

TABLE 6.10 THE COMBINATIONS RANKING MATRIX FOR CS8 
CS8      

Combinations of 
Interventions 

 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 
savings 

% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2bH1 A6bH1 1998.00 43.9 42.1 4 

  A6bH2 2111.40 46.3 44.6 1 

  A6bM1 2008.90 44.1 42.5 3 

A2bM1 A6bH1 1675.30 36.8 35.3 9 

  A6bH2 1788.40 39.3 37.8 7 

  A6bM1 1686.70 37.0 35.7 8 

A2bM2 A6bH1 1966.00 43.2 41.8 6 

  A6bH2 2081.50 45.7 44.3 2 

  A6bM1 1977.50 43.4 42.1 5 

 

In CS12 (Table 6.11), the highest energy and carbon savings (19%) are obtained by A6bH2 (wood fibreboard 

insulation for solid walls). This is again due to limitations imposed by the heritage value of front walls (A6a in 

this CS like in CS2), that also correspond to a smaller percentage of the thermal envelope (10% for A6a vs 42% 

for A6b, see Table 5.4, p.119).  
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TABLE 6.11 MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS: INDIVIDUAL RANKING FOR CS12 

CS12 

 
 
Areas Codes 

 
 

Interventions 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 
savings 

% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2a 
Windows 
front M1 

Secondary 
glazing  

(single low-E) 530.7 4.0 4.0 8 

M2 

Secondary 
glazing 

(slim double-
glazing low-

E) 650.6 4.9 4.9 7 

A2b 
Windows 
back M1 

Secondary 
glazing  

(single low-E) 826.4 6.3 6.2 6 

M2 

Secondary 
glazing 

(slim double-
glazing low-

E) 1050.7 8.0 7.9 5 

H1 
Slim double-
glazing low-E 1283.4 9.7 9.7 4 

A3a 
Doors 
front M1 

 
Wood 

fibreboard 45.9 0.3 0.3 13 

A4b 
Ground 
floor 

M1 
Aerogel 
board 411.6 3.1 3.1 11 

H1 

Sheep wool 
insulation 
between 

joists 329.8 2.5 2.5 12 

A5b 
Roof  
flat 

M1 

Sheep wool 
insulation 
between 

joists 19.0 0.1 0.1 14 

H1 

Wood 
fibreboard 
insulation 
above flat 

roof 13.9 0.1 0.1 15 

A6a 
Wall 
plaster 
on lath 

M1 

Blown 
cellulose 

insulation  451.7 3.4 3.4 9 

H1 
Aerogel 
blanket 446.3 3.4 3.4 10 

A6b 
Wall  
solid 

M1 Cork plaster 1791.2 13.6 13.5 3 

H1 
Aerogel 
blanket 2087.9 15.8 15.7 2 

H2 
Wood 

fibreboard 2538.1 19.2 19.1 1 

The combinations of interventions for CS12 (Table 6.12) result in 36% average HEC savings. The Table also 

shows a recurring pattern, with the second of every group of 3 combinations being the most effective, due to 

intervention A6bH2 being the most effective measure when applied individually (Table 6.11). Interestingly, 
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the most effective combination of interventions (generating 42% energy savings), includes 4 medium-risk 

measures, hence resulting amongst the most responsible and safest. 

TABLE 6.12 THE COMBINATIONS RANKING MATRIX FOR CS12 

CS12            

Combinations of Interventions 
 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh/y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 
savings 

% 

Ranking 
HEC 

and CO2 

A3aM1 A2bH1 A2aM1 A4bH1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4800.10 36.4 36.2 62 

            A6bH2 5325.40 40.3 40.1 14 

            A6bM1 4507.30 34.1 33.9 97 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4805.80 36.4 36.2 61 

            A6bH2 5331.00 40.4 40.2 13 

            A6bM1 4513.00 34.2 34.0 94 

        A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4791.70 36.3 36.1 64 

            A6bH2 5313.50 40.3 40.0 16 

            A6bM1 4498.80 34.1 33.9 100 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4797.40 36.3 36.1 63 

            A6bH2 5319.00 40.3 40.1 15 

            A6bM1 4504.50 34.1 33.9 98 

      A4bM1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4850.50 36.7 36.5 54 

            A6bH2 5365.70 40.7 40.4 10 

            A6bM1 4555.40 34.5 34.3 90 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4856.20 36.8 36.6 53 

            A6bH2 5371.20 40.7 40.5 9 

            A6bM1 4561.10 34.6 34.4 89 

        A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4842.30 36.7 36.5 57 

            A6bH2 5354.10 40.6 40.3 12 

            A6bM1 4546.90 34.4 34.2 92 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4848.00 36.7 36.5 55 

            A6bH2 5359.70 40.6 40.4 11 

            A6bM1 4552.60 34.5 34.3 91 

    A2aM2 A4bH1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4927.30 37.3 37.1 46 

            A6bH2 5452.60 41.3 41.1 6 

            A6bM1 4634.30 35.1 34.9 81 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4932.90 37.4 37.2 45 

            A6bH2 5458.40 41.4 41.1 5 

            A6bM1 4640.10 35.2 34.9 78 

        A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4918.90 37.3 37.0 48 

            A6bH2 5440.50 41.2 41.0 8 

            A6bM1 4625.80 35.0 34.8 84 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4924.50 37.3 37.1 47 

            A6bH2 5446.30 41.3 41.0 7 

            A6bM1 4631.60 35.1 34.9 83 

      A4bM1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4977.70 37.7 37.5 38 

            A6bH2 5492.90 41.6 41.4 2 

            A6bM1 4682.50 35.5 35.3 74 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4983.30 37.8 37.5 37 

            A6bH2 5498.70 41.7 41.4 1 

            A6bM1 4688.30 35.5 35.3 73 

        A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4969.60 37.7 37.4 41 

            A6bH2 5481.30 41.5 41.3 4 

            A6bM1 4673.90 35.4 35.2 76 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4975.20 37.7 37.5 39 
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            A6bH2 5487.10 41.6 41.3 3 

            A6bM1 4679.70 35.5 35.2 75 

  A2bM1 A2aM1 A4bH1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4326.40 32.8 32.6 122 

            A6bH2 4838.30 36.7 36.4 58 

            A6bM1 4032.10 30.5 30.4 142 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4331.90 32.8 32.6 121 

            A6bH2 4844.00 36.7 36.5 56 

            A6bM1 4037.60 30.6 30.4 141 

        A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4320.10 32.7 32.5 124 

            A6bH2 4827.60 36.6 36.4 60 

            A6bM1 4023.80 30.5 30.3 144 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4325.50 32.8 32.6 123 

            A6bH2 4833.30 36.6 36.4 59 

            A6bM1 4029.30 30.5 30.3 143 

      A4bM1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4381.90 33.2 33.0 114 

            A6bH2 4882.20 37.0 36.8 50 

            A6bM1 4084.30 30.9 30.8 138 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4387.30 33.2 33.0 113 

            A6bH2 4887.90 37.0 36.8 49 

            A6bM1 4089.90 31.0 30.8 137 

        A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4375.90 33.2 33.0 116 

            A6bH2 4871.70 36.9 36.7 52 

            A6bM1 4076.60 30.9 30.7 140 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4381.30 33.2 33.0 115 

            A6bH2 4877.40 37.0 36.7 51 

            A6bM1 4082.00 30.9 30.7 139 

    A2aM2 A4bH1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4453.30 33.7 33.5 106 

            A6bH2 4965.60 37.6 37.4 42 

            A6bM1 4159.00 31.5 31.3 134 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4459.10 33.8 33.6 105 

            A6bH2 4971.10 37.7 37.4 40 

            A6bM1 4164.80 31.6 31.4 133 

        A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4446.90 33.7 33.5 108 

            A6bH2 4954.90 37.5 37.3 44 

            A6bM1 4150.70 31.4 31.3 136 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4452.70 33.7 33.5 107 

            A6bH2 4960.50 37.6 37.4 43 

            A6bM1 4156.50 31.5 31.3 135 

      A4bM1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4508.70 34.2 34.0 95 

            A6bH2 5009.40 38.0 37.7 34 

            A6bM1 4211.20 31.9 31.7 130 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4514.50 34.2 34.0 93 

            A6bH2 5014.90 38.0 37.8 33 

            A6bM1 4217.00 32.0 31.8 129 

        A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4502.70 34.1 33.9 99 

            A6bH2 4998.90 37.9 37.7 36 

            A6bM1 4203.50 31.8 31.7 132 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4508.50 34.2 34.0 96 

            A6bH2 5004.50 37.9 37.7 35 

            A6bM1 4209.30 31.9 31.7 131 

  A2bM2 A2aM1 A4bH1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4583.90 34.7 34.5 86 

            A6bH2 5106.90 38.7 38.5 30 

            A6bM1 4287.90 32.5 32.3 126 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4589.60 34.8 34.6 85 

            A6bH2 5112.40 38.7 38.5 29 
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            A6bM1 4293.60 32.5 32.3 125 

        A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4576.70 34.7 34.5 88 

            A6bH2 5095.90 38.6 38.4 32 

            A6bM1 4280.60 32.4 32.2 128 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4582.40 34.7 34.5 87 

            A6bH2 5101.30 38.7 38.4 31 

            A6bM1 4286.30 32.5 32.3 127 

      A4bM1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4639.30 35.1 34.9 79 

            A6bH2 5150.70 39.0 38.8 26 

            A6bM1 4340.50 32.9 32.7 118 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4645.00 35.2 35.0 77 

            A6bH2 5156.20 39.1 38.8 25 

            A6bM1 4346.20 32.9 32.7 117 

        A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4631.90 35.1 34.9 82 

            A6bH2 5140.10 38.9 38.7 28 

            A6bM1 4333.10 32.8 32.6 120 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4637.60 35.1 34.9 80 

            A6bH2 5145.60 39.0 38.8 27 

            A6bM1 4338.80 32.9 32.7 119 

    A2aM2 A4bH1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4710.40 35.7 35.5 70 

            A6bH2 5234.10 39.7 39.4 22 

            A6bM1 4414.50 33.4 33.2 110 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4716.20 35.7 35.5 69 

            A6bH2 5239.90 39.7 39.5 21 

            A6bM1 4420.30 33.5 33.3 109 

        A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4703.20 35.6 35.4 72 

            A6bH2 5223.10 39.6 39.3 24 

            A6bM1 4407.10 33.4 33.2 112 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4709.00 35.7 35.5 71 

            A6bH2 5228.90 39.6 39.4 23 

            A6bM1 4412.90 33.4 33.2 111 

      A4bM1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4765.90 36.1 35.9 66 

            A6bH2 5277.90 40.0 39.8 18 

            A6bM1 4467.00 33.8 33.6 102 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4771.70 36.2 35.9 65 

            A6bH2 5283.70 40.0 39.8 17 

            A6bM1 4472.80 33.9 33.7 101 

        A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 4758.50 36.1 35.8 68 

            A6bH2 5267.30 39.9 39.7 20 

            A6bM1 4459.70 33.8 33.6 104 

          A6aM1 A6bH1 4764.30 36.1 35.9 67 

            A6bH2 5273.10 40.0 39.7 19 

            A6bM1 4465.50 33.8 33.6 103 

In CS13, interventions for the flat roof (A5b) are by far the most effective when applied individually in both 

scenarios (with dehumidifier - Table 6.13 - and without dehumidifier - Table 6.14), achieving 20% energy 

savings by means of wood fibreboard insulation added above the existing flat roof construction (A5bH1). Such 

savings far outweigh those achievable by interventions on walls, where blown cellulose (A6aM1) reaches 

6.4% in the best performing scenario with dehumidifier. In both scenarios, interventions on back windows 

can generate much higher energy savings than those given by measures for walls, ranging from 7% (A2bM1) 

to 9% (when applying slim-double low-E secondary glazing – A2bM2 - and new slim-double glazing – A2bH1).  
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TABLE 6.13 MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS: INDIVIDUAL RANKING FOR CS13D  

CS13d 

 
 
Areas Codes 

 
 

Interventions 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh/y) 

HEC  
savings 

% 
Ranking  

HEC  

CO2  
savings 

% 

 
Ranking  

CO2 

A2a 
Windows 
front 

M1 
Secondary glazing  

(single low-E) 50.5 0.3 13 0.3 
13 

M2 
Secondary glazing 

(slim double-glazing low-E) 85.6 0.5 12 0.5 
12 

A2b 
Windows 
back 

M1 
Secondary glazing  

(single low-E) 1108.6 7.1 5 7.1 
5 

M2 
Secondary glazing 

(slim double-glazing low-E) 1425.7 9.1 4 9.1 
4 

H1 Slim double-glazing low-E 1443.2 9.2 3 9.2 3 

A5b 
Roof  
flat 

M1 
Sheep wool insulation 

between joists 2754.6 17.6 2 17.5 
2 

H1 
Wood fibreboard insulation 

above flat roof 3104.2 19.8 1 19.8 
1 

A6a 
Wall 
plaster 
on lath 

M1  
with 
D61 

 
Blown cellulose insulation  

1000.7 6.4 6 5.8 

7 

H1  
with D 

Aerogel blanket 
981.3 6.3 7 5.9 

6 

H2  
with D 

Wood fibreboard 
834.7 5.3 8 4.9 

8 

A6b 
Wall 
solid 

M1 Cork plaster  572.4 3.7 11 3.6 11 

H1 Aerogel blanket 709.0 4.5 10 4.5 10 

H2 Wood fibreboard 719.9 4.6 9 4.6 9 

TABLE 6.14 MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS: INDIVIDUAL RANKING FOR CS13 

CS13 

Codes 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh/y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 
savings 

% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2  

A2aM1 50.5 0.3 0.3 13 

A2aM2 85.6 0.5 0.5 12 

A2bM1 1108.6 7.1 7.1 5 

A2bM2 1425.7 9.1 9.1 4 

A2bH1 1443.2 9.2 9.2 3 

A5bM1 2754.6 17.6 17.5 2 

A5bH1 3104.2 19.8 19.8 1 

A6aM1 659.3 4.2 4.2 9 

A6aH1 866.0 5.5 5.5 6 

A6aH2 648.5 4.1 4.1 10 

A6bM1 572.4 3.7 3.6 11 

A6bH1 709.0 4.5 4.5 8 

A6bH2 719.9 4.6 4.6 7 

 

61 Measure needing dehumidifier. 
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The range of combinations available for CS13 generate 40.3% and 38.2% average HEC savings in the scenario 

with dehumidifier (Table 6.15) and without (Table 6.16) respectively.  

TABLE 6.15 THE COMBINATIONS RANKING MATRIX FOR CS13 D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER)   

CS13d          

Combinations of Interventions 
 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh/y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 
Ranking 

HEC  

CO2 
savings 

% 
Ranking 

CO2  

A2aM1 A2bH1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6797.01 43.4 16 43.0 16 

   with D A6bH2 6821.21 43.6 12 43.1 12 

    A6bM1 6634.32 42.4 29 42.0 29 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 6768.92 43.3 20 42.8 20 

   with D A6bH2 6792.90 43.4 17 43.0 17 

    A6bM1 6605.12 42.2 31 41.8 31 

   A6aM1 A6bH1 6856.29 43.8 6 43.3 8 

   with D A6bH2 6880.47 44.0 3 43.4 3 

    A6bM1 6691.09 42.8 23 42.2 24 

  A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6362.69 40.7 57 40.2 57 

   with D A6bH2 6384.75 40.8 53 40.4 53 

    A6bM1 6204.40 39.7 74 39.2 74 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 6324.83 40.4 62 40.0 62 

   with D A6bH2 6347.47 40.6 60 40.1 59 

    A6bM1 6165.17 39.4 76 39.0 76 

   A6aM1 A6bH1 6415.83 41.0 47 40.5 50 

   with D A6bH2 6438.63 41.1 42 40.6 45 

    A6bM1 6255.82 40.0 68 39.4 70 

 A2bM1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6410.49 41.0 49 40.5 48 

   with D A6bH2 6433.83 41.1 43 40.7 43 

    A6bM1 6248.40 39.9 70 39.5 69 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 6376.55 40.8 54 40.3 54 

   with D A6bH2 6400.00 40.9 51 40.5 49 

    A6bM1 6213.82 39.7 72 39.3 72 

   A6aM1 A6bH1 6462.71 41.3 39 40.7 41 

   with D A6bH2 6486.21 41.5 36 40.9 37 

    A6bM1 6300.28 40.3 65 39.7 66 

  A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 5983.14 38.2 87 37.8 87 

   with D A6bH2 6005.53 38.4 85 37.9 85 

    A6bM1 5824.84 37.2 95 36.8 95 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 5940.88 38.0 90 37.5 90 

   with D A6bH2 5963.18 38.1 88 37.7 88 

    A6bM1 5782.76 37.0 98 36.5 97 

   A6aM1 A6bH1 6032.26 38.6 82 38.0 83 

   with D A6bH2 6054.66 38.7 80 38.1 81 

    A6bM1 5873.61 37.5 92 37.0 93 

 A2bM2 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6785.64 43.4 18 42.9 18 

   with D A6bH2 6809.56 43.5 14 43.1 14 

    A6bM1 6621.60 42.3 30 41.9 30 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 6756.89 43.2 21 42.7 21 

   with D A6bH2 6780.77 43.3 19 42.9 19 

    A6bM1 6592.70 42.1 32 41.7 32 
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   A6aM1 A6bH1 6844.56 43.7 8 43.2 11 

   with D A6bH2 6868.77 43.9 4 43.4 5 

    A6bM1 6679.97 42.7 25 42.1 26 

  A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6350.43 40.6 58 40.1 58 

   with D A6bH2 6372.73 40.7 55 40.3 56 

    A6bM1 6191.68 39.6 75 39.1 75 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 6312.77 40.3 63 39.9 63 

   with D A6bH2 6335.32 40.5 61 40.1 60 

    A6bM1 6153.24 39.3 77 38.9 77 

   A6aM1 A6bH1 6404.14 40.9 50 40.4 52 

   with D A6bH2 6426.77 41.1 45 40.5 47 

    A6bM1 6243.75 39.9 71 39.4 71 

A2aM2 A2bH1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6848.83 43.8 7 43.3 6 

   with D A6bH2 5963.18 38.1 88 37.7 88 

    A6bM1 6685.18 42.7 24 42.3 23 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 6817.86 43.6 13 43.1 13 

   with D A6bH2 6841.67 43.7 9 43.3 7 

    A6bM1 6653.83 42.5 27 42.1 27 

   A6aM1 A6bH1 6907.85 44.1 2 43.6 2 

   with D A6bH2 6931.40 44.3 1 43.8 1 

    A6bM1 6743.74 43.1 22 42.6 22 

  A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6410.84 41.0 48 40.5 46 

   with D A6bH2 6433.42 41.1 44 40.7 42 

    A6bM1 6251.42 40.0 69 39.5 68 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 6372.18 40.7 56 40.3 55 

   with D A6bH2 6394.96 40.9 52 40.4 51 

    A6bM1 6212.01 39.7 73 39.3 73 

   A6aM1 A6bH1 6467.42 41.3 38 40.8 39 

   with D A6bH2 6490.02 41.5 35 40.9 36 

    A6bM1 6305.61 40.3 64 39.8 65 

 A2bM1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6458.80 41.3 40 40.8 38 

   with D A6bH2 6482.26 41.4 37 41.0 35 

    A6bM1 6296.66 40.2 66 39.8 64 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 6423.51 41.1 46 40.6 44 

   with D A6bH2 6447.05 41.2 41 40.8 40 

    A6bM1 6260.41 40.0 67 39.6 67 

   A6aM1 A6bH1 6514.94 41.6 34 41.1 34 

   with D A6bH2 6538.34 41.8 33 41.2 33 

    A6bM1 6349.79 40.6 59 40.0 61 

  A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6030.90 38.5 83 38.1 82 

   with D A6bH2 6053.07 38.7 81 38.2 80 

    A6bM1 5872.56 37.5 93 37.1 92 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 5987.37 38.3 86 37.8 86 

   with D A6bH2 6009.81 38.4 84 38.0 84 

    A6bM1 5828.60 37.2 94 36.8 94 

   A6aM1 A6bH1 6082.46 38.9 79 38.3 79 

   with D A6bH2 6104.65 39.0 78 38.5 78 

    A6bM1 5922.39 37.8 91 37.3 91 

 A2bM2 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6836.30 43.7 10 43.2 9 

   with D A6bH2 6860.20 43.8 5 43.4 4 
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    A6bM1 6672.39 42.6 26 42.2 25 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 6805.29 43.5 15 43.1 15 

   with D A6bH2 6829.32 43.6 11 43.2 10 

    A6bM1 6641.25 42.4 28 42.0 28 

   A6aM1 A6bH1 5788.73 37.0 97 36.5 98 

   with D A6bH2 5811.43 37.1 96 36.6 96 

    A6bM1 5627.38 36.0 99 35.4 99 

  A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 5325.65 34.0 103 33.6 103 

   with D A6bH2 5346.89 34.2 102 33.8 102 

    A6bM1 5170.21 33.0 107 32.6 107 

   A6aH2 A6bH1 5270.78 33.7 105 33.3 105 

   with D A6bH2 5292.71 33.8 104 33.4 104 

    A6bM1 5113.73 32.7 108 32.3 108 

   A6aM1 A6bH1 5375.62 34.4 101 33.8 101 

   with D A6bH2 5397.66 34.5 100 34.0 100 

    A6bM1 5218.60 33.4 106 32.8 106 

TABLE 6.16 THE COMBINATIONS RANKING MATRIX FOR CS13 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER) 
CS13         

Combinations of Interventions 
 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh/y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 

savings 
% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2aM1 A2bH1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6558.40 41.9 41.7 8 

      without  A6bH2 6581.20 42.1 41.9 6 

       D A6bM1 6397.30 40.9 40.7 24 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 6447.80 41.2 41.0 17 

      without  A6bH2 6470.90 41.4 41.2 14 

       D A6bM1 6286.80 40.2 40.0 29 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 6392.80 40.9 40.7 25 

      without  A6bH2 6415.60 41.0 40.8 22 

       D A6bM1 6232.20 39.8 39.7 33 

    A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6129.90 39.2 39.0 43 

      without  A6bH2 6151.70 39.3 39.2 40 

       D A6bM1 5973.00 38.2 38.0 64 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 6011.00 38.4 38.3 60 

      without  A6bH2 6032.80 38.6 38.4 54 

      D  A6bM1 5853.50 37.4 37.3 74 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 5963.50 38.1 38.0 66 

      without A6bH2 5985.10 38.2 38.1 63 

      D  A6bM1 5806.50 37.1 37.0 79 

  A2bM1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6183.80 39.5 39.4 38 

      without  A6bH2 6206.10 39.7 39.5 36 

       D A6bM1 6024.10 38.5 38.3 56 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 6069.80 38.8 38.6 49 

      without  A6bH2 6092.30 38.9 38.8 46 

      D  A6bM1 5909.60 37.8 37.6 70 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 6018.40 38.5 38.3 58 

      without  A6bH2 6040.80 38.6 38.4 53 

      D  A6bM1 5858.60 37.4 37.3 73 

    A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 5763.90 36.8 36.7 82 

      without  A6bH2 5784.90 37.0 36.8 81 
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       D A6bM1 5607.70 35.8 35.7 91 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 5641.20 36.1 35.9 88 

      without  A6bH2 5662.40 36.2 36.0 85 

      D  A6bM1 5484.60 35.1 34.9 94 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 5597.50 35.8 35.6 92 

      without  A6bH2 5618.50 35.9 35.8 90 

       D A6bM1 5441.10 34.8 34.6 96 

  A2bM2 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6544.80 41.8 41.7 9 

      without  A6bH2 6567.90 42.0 41.8 7 

      D  A6bM1 6798.40 43.4 43.3 1 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 6434.70 41.1 41.0 20 

      without  A6bH2 6457.80 41.3 41.1 16 

      D  A6bM1 6273.20 40.1 39.9 31 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 6379.50 40.8 40.6 26 

      without  A6bH2 6398.40 40.9 40.7 23 

       D A6bM1 6218.40 39.7 39.6 35 

    A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6116.60 39.1 38.9 44 

      without  A6bH2 6138.00 39.2 39.1 41 

       D A6bM1 5959.30 38.1 37.9 67 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 5997.80 38.3 38.2 62 

      without  A6bH2 6019.60 38.5 38.3 57 

      D  A6bM1 5839.90 37.3 37.2 76 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 5950.00 38.0 37.9 69 

      without  A6bH2 5971.70 38.2 38.0 65 

      D  A6bM1 5792.90 37.0 36.9 80 

A2aM2 A2bH1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6603.80 42.2 42.0 4 

      without  A6bH2 6626.70 42.4 42.2 2 

       D A6bM1 6442.40 41.2 41.0 18 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 6491.60 41.5 41.3 12 

      without  A6bH2 6514.70 41.6 41.5 10 

       D A6bM1 6330.40 40.5 40.3 27 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 6436.40 41.1 41.0 19 

      without  A6bH2 6459.30 41.3 41.1 15 

      D  A6bM1 6275.30 40.1 39.9 30 

    A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6174.00 39.5 39.3 39 

      without  A6bH2 6195.80 39.6 39.4 37 

      D  A6bM1 6016.50 38.5 38.3 59 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 6054.30 38.7 38.5 52 

      without  A6bH2 6076.10 38.8 38.7 48 

       D A6bM1 5896.30 37.7 37.5 72 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 6006.50 38.4 38.2 61 

      without  A6bH2 6028.30 38.5 38.4 55 

      D  A6bM1 5849.10 37.4 37.2 75 

  A2bM1 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6228.00 39.8 39.6 34 

      without  A6bH2 6250.60 39.9 39.8 32 

       D A6bM1 6067.60 38.8 38.6 50 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 6112.50 39.1 38.9 45 

      without  A6bH2 6135.30 39.2 39.1 42 

      D  A6bM1 5952.00 38.0 37.9 68 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 6061.00 38.7 38.6 51 
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      without  A6bH2 6083.40 38.9 38.7 47 

      D  A6bM1 5900.80 37.7 37.6 71 

    A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 5806.80 37.1 37.0 78 

      without  A6bH2 5827.90 37.2 37.1 77 

       D A6bM1 5650.10 36.1 36.0 87 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 5683.10 36.3 36.2 84 

      without  A6bH2 5704.30 36.5 36.3 83 

       D A6bM1 5526.30 35.3 35.2 93 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 5639.00 36.0 35.9 89 

      without  A6bH2 5660.20 36.2 36.0 86 

       D A6bM1 5482.70 35.0 34.9 95 

  A2bM2 A5bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 6590.00 42.1 41.9 5 

      without  A6bH2 6613.10 42.3 42.1 3 

       D A6bM1 6428.40 41.1 40.9 21 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 6478.40 41.4 41.2 13 

      without  A6bH2 6501.40 41.5 41.4 11 

      D  A6bM1 6316.80 40.4 40.2 28 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 5325.00 34.0 33.9 98 

      without  A6bH2 5346.90 34.2 34.0 97 

       D A6bM1 5166.90 33.0 32.9 99 

    A5bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 5093.60 32.6 32.4 101 

      without  A6bH2 5114.00 32.7 32.6 100 

       D A6bM1 4939.10 31.6 31.4 105 

      A6aH2 A6bH1 4958.30 31.7 31.6 103 

      without  A6bH2 4979.10 31.8 31.7 102 

      D  A6bM1 4803.30 30.7 30.6 107 

      A6aM1 A6bH1 4923.80 31.5 31.3 106 

      without  A6bH2 4944.00 31.6 31.5 104 

       D A6bM1 4769.30 30.5 30.4 108 

In CS14 interventions on solid walls (A6b) are the most effective when applied individually in both scenarios 

(with dehumidifier - Table 6.17 - and without dehumidifier - Table 6.18), achieving 20% energy savings with 

aerogel insulation (H1), which gives similar results to wood fibreboard insulation (H2) in the scenario with 

dehumidifier (19% energy savings). In the scenario without dehumidifier instead, H2 generates 17% energy 

savings, because the decrease in electricity consumption (due to the lack of dehumidifier) is counteracted by 

an increase in gas consumption due to limited insulation applicable to the envelope.   
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TABLE 6.17 MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS: INDIVIDUAL RANKING FOR CS14D 

CS14d 

 
 
Areas Codes 

 
 

Interventions 

HEC 
savings 
(KWh/y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 
Ranking 

HEC  

CO2 
savings 

% 

 
Ranking 

 CO2 

A2b 
Windows 
back 

M1 
Secondary glazing  

(single low-E) 1540.4 10.5 6 10.5 6 

M2 
Secondary glazing 

(slim double-glazing low-E) 1809.3 12.4 5 12.3 5 

H1 Slim double-glazing low-E 2067.9 14.1 4 14.1 4 

A3b 
Doors 
back M1 

 
Wood fibreboard 

20.5 0.1 12 0.1 12 

A4a 
Ground 
floor 
solid 

M1 Aerogel board 1231 8.4 7 8.4 7 

H1 

Limecrete floor 

1138.8 7.8 8 7.7 8 

A5a 
Roof 
pitched 

M1 Sheep wool insulation between rafters 29.1 0.2 10 0.2 10 

H1 
Wood fibreboard insulation above 

rafters 199.7 1.4 9 1.4 9 

A5b 
Roof 
flat 

M1 Sheep wool insulation between joists -19.1 -0.1 13 -0.1 13 

H1 
Wood fibreboard insulation above flat 

roof 26.3 0.2 11 0.2 11 

A6b 
Wall 
solid 

M1 Cork plaster  2089.1 14.3 3 14.2 3 

H1 Aerogel blanket 2876.3 19.6 1 19.6 1 

H2  
with D62 

Wood fibreboard 
2743.305 18.7 2 18.3 

2 

TABLE 6.18 MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS: INDIVIDUAL RANKING FOR CS14 

CS14 

Codes 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh/y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

 
CO2 

savings 
% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2bM1 1540.4 10.5 10.5 6 

A2bM2 1809.3 12.4 12.3 5 

A2bH1 2067.9 14.1 14.1 4 

A3bM1 20.5 0.1 0.1 12 

A4aM1 1231 8.4 8.4 7 

A4aH1 1138.8 7.8 7.7 8 

A5aM1 29.1 0.2 0.2 10 

A5aH1 199.7 1.4 1.4 9 

A5bM1 -19.1 -0.1 -0.1 13 

A5bH1 26.3 0.2 0.2 11 

A6bM1 2089.1 14.3 14.2 3 

A6bH1 2876.3 19.6 19.6 1 

A6bH2 2444.2 16.7 16.6 2 

 

62 Measure needing dehumidifier. 
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The range of combinations available for CS14 generate 40.4% and 39.5% average HEC savings in the scenario 

with dehumidifier (Table 6.19) and without (Table 6.20) respectively.  

TABLE 6.19 THE COMBINATIONS RANKING MATRIX FOR CS14D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER) 
CS14d          

Combinations of Interventions 
 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 
Ranking 

HEC 

CO2 

savings 
% 

Ranking 
CO2 

A2bH1 A4aH1 A5aH1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6594.00 45.0 3 44.8 2 

        A5bM1 6527.70 44.6 8 44.4 6 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 6552.68 44.8 6 44.3 7 

      with D A5bM1 6539.40 44.7 7 44.2 8 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5751.80 39.3 48 39.1 48 

        A5bM1 5690.20 38.9 52 38.7 52 

    A5aM1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6394.50 43.7 11 43.5 10 

        A5bM1 6328.60 43.2 18 43.0 15 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 6349.61 43.4 15 42.9 18 

      with D A5bM1 6336.53 43.3 16 42.8 19 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5556.50 38.0 55 37.8 55 

        A5bM1 5495.30 37.5 57 37.4 57 

  A4aM1 A5aH1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6653.30 45.4 1 45.2 1 

        A5bM1 6588.60 45.0 5 44.8 3 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 6603.54 45.1 2 44.7 4 

      with D A5bM1 6590.54 45.0 4 44.6 5 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5816.10 39.7 42 39.5 42 

        A5bM1 5756.30 39.3 47 39.1 46 

    A5aM1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6455.20 44.1 9 43.9 9 

        A5bM1 6391.00 43.7 12 43.5 11 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 6403.06 43.7 10 43.3 13 

      with D A5bM1 6390.06 43.6 13 43.2 14 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5621.60 38.4 53 38.2 53 

        A5bM1 5562.30 38.0 54 37.8 54 

A2bM1 A4aH1 A5aH1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6001.80 41.0 34 40.8 34 

        A5bM1 5936.30 40.5 39 40.4 38 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5946.72 40.6 38 40.2 39 

      with D A5bM1 5933.42 40.5 40 40.1 40 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5167.20 35.3 67 35.1 67 

        A5bM1 5106.20 34.9 68 34.7 68 

    A5aM1 A6bH1 A5bH1 5805.40 39.7 43 39.5 43 

        A5bM1 5740.20 39.2 50 39.0 49 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5747.54 39.3 49 38.8 50 

      with D A5bM1 5734.34 39.2 51 38.7 51 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 4975.00 34.0 71 33.8 71 

        A5bM1 4914.40 33.6 72 33.4 72 

  A4aM1 A5aH1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6064.10 41.4 31 41.2 30 

        A5bM1 6000.30 41.0 36 40.8 35 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 6001.78 41.0 35 40.6 36 

      with D A5bM1 5988.98 40.9 37 40.5 37 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5234.20 35.8 64 35.6 64 

        A5bM1 5175.30 35.4 66 35.2 66 
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    A5aM1 A6bH1 A5bH1 5868.80 40.1 41 39.9 41 

        A5bM1 5805.40 39.7 43 39.5 43 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5802.72 39.6 45 39.2 45 

      with D A5bM1 5790.02 39.6 46 39.1 47 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5043.00 34.4 69 34.3 69 

        A5bM1 4984.30 34.0 70 33.9 70 

A2bM2 A4aH1 A5aH1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6318.90 43.2 19 43.0 16 

        A5bM1 6253.20 42.7 24 42.5 22 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 6274.19 42.9 22 42.4 23 

      with D A5bM1 6260.89 42.8 23 42.3 24 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5476.60 37.4 59 37.2 59 

        A5bM1 5415.80 37.0 60 36.8 60 

    A5aM1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6121.50 41.8 27 41.6 26 

        A5bM1 6056.20 41.4 33 41.2 31 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 6073.91 41.5 30 41.1 32 

      with D A5bM1 6060.81 41.4 32 41.0 33 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5283.40 36.1 63 35.9 63 

        A5bM1 5222.90 35.7 65 35.5 65 

  A4aM1 A5aH1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6381.60 43.6 14 43.4 12 

        A5bM1 6317.50 43.2 20 43.0 17 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 6329.76 43.2 17 42.8 20 

      with D A5bM1 6316.96 43.1 21 42.7 21 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5543.70 37.9 56 37.7 56 

        A5bM1 5484.90 37.5 58 37.3 58 

    A5aM1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6185.00 42.2 25 42.1 25 

        A5bM1 6121.40 41.8 28 41.6 27 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 6129.93 41.9 26 41.4 28 

      with D A5bM1 6117.13 41.8 29 41.3 29 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5351.20 36.6 61 36.4 61 

        A5bM1 5292.70 36.2 62 36.0 62 

 

TABLE 6.20 THE COMBINATIONS RANKING MATRIX FOR CS14 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER) 
CS14         

Combinations of Interventions 
 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 

savings 
% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2bH1 A4aH1 A5aH1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6594.00 45.0 44.8 2 

        A5bM1 6527.70 44.6 44.4 4 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 6128.90 41.9 41.7 16 

      
without 

D A5bM1 6115.50 41.8 41.6 19 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5751.80 39.3 39.1 38 

        A5bM1 5690.20 38.9 38.7 42 

    A5aM1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6394.50 43.7 43.5 6 

        A5bM1 6328.60 43.2 43.0 9 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5931.00 40.5 40.3 27 

      
without 

D A5bM1 5917.60 40.4 40.2 28 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5556.50 38.0 37.8 49 

        A5bM1 5495.30 37.5 37.4 53 

  A4aM1 A5aH1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6653.30 45.4 45.2 1 
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        A5bM1 6588.60 45.0 44.8 3 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 6189.20 42.3 42.1 13 

      
without 

D A5bM1 6176.30 42.2 42.0 15 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5816.10 39.7 39.5 34 

        A5bM1 5756.30 39.3 39.1 37 

    A5aM1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6455.20 44.1 43.9 5 

        A5bM1 6391.00 43.7 43.5 7 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5992.40 40.9 40.7 24 

      
without 

D A5bM1 5979.40 40.8 40.7 25 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5621.60 38.4 38.2 45 

        A5bM1 5562.30 38.0 37.8 48 

A2bM1 A4aH1 A5aH1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6001.80 41.0 40.8 22 

        A5bM1 5936.30 40.5 40.4 26 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5541.60 37.9 37.7 51 

      
without 

D A5bM1 5528.40 37.8 37.6 52 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5167.20 35.3 35.1 67 

        A5bM1 5106.20 34.9 34.7 68 

    A5aM1 A6bH1 A5bH1 5805.40 39.7 39.5 35 

        A5bM1 5740.20 39.2 39.0 39 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5346.60 36.5 36.4 60 

      
without 

D A5bM1 5333.50 36.4 36.3 61 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 4975.00 34.0 33.8 71 

        A5bM1 4914.40 33.6 33.4 72 

  A4aM1 A5aH1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6064.10 41.4 41.2 20 

        A5bM1 6000.30 41.0 40.8 23 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5604.30 38.3 38.1 46 

      
without 

D A5bM1 5591.60 38.2 38.0 47 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5234.20 35.8 35.6 64 

        A5bM1 5175.30 35.4 35.2 66 

    A5aM1 A6bH1 A5bH1 5868.80 40.1 39.9 31 

        A5bM1 5805.40 39.7 39.5 35 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5410.00 37.0 36.8 57 

      
without 

D A5bM1 5397.40 36.9 36.7 58 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5043.00 34.4 34.3 69 

        A5bM1 4984.30 34.0 33.9 70 

A2bM2 A4aH1 A5aH1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6318.90 43.2 43.0 10 

        A5bM1 6253.20 42.7 42.5 12 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5853.50 40.0 39.8 32 

      
without 

D A5bM1 5840.30 39.9 39.7 33 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5476.60 37.4 37.2 55 

        A5bM1 5415.80 37.0 36.8 56 

    A5aM1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6121.50 41.8 41.6 17 

        A5bM1 6056.20 41.4 41.2 21 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5657.20 38.6 38.5 43 

      
without 

D A5bM1 5644.10 38.6 38.4 44 
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      A6bM1 A5bH1 5283.40 36.1 35.9 63 

        A5bM1 5222.90 35.7 35.5 65 

  A4aM1 A5aH1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6381.60 43.6 43.4 8 

        A5bM1 6317.50 43.2 43.0 11 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5916.10 40.4 40.2 29 

      
without 

D A5bM1 5903.40 40.3 40.1 30 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5543.70 37.9 37.7 50 

        A5bM1 5484.90 37.5 37.3 54 

    A5aM1 A6bH1 A5bH1 6185.00 42.2 42.1 14 

        A5bM1 6121.40 41.8 41.6 18 

      A6bH2 A5bH1 5720.70 39.1 38.9 40 

      
without 

D A5bM1 5708.10 39.0 38.8 41 

      A6bM1 A5bH1 5351.20 36.6 36.4 59 

        A5bM1 5292.70 36.2 36.0 62 

The highest savings from the OAAT simulations of interventions for CS16 (Table 6.21) are obtained by A6bH2 

(wood fibreboard insulation for solid walls). It results in 22% savings (for both energy and carbon) which 

outweigh those achievable by interventions for windows (13% from the best performing slim-double low-E 

glazing -H1).  

TABLE 6.21 MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS: INDIVIDUAL RANKING FOR CS16 

CS16 

 
 
Areas Codes 

 
Interventions 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 

savings 
% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2a 
Windows 
front 

M1 
Secondary glazing  

(single low-E) 
802.9 10.3 10.3 6 

M2 

Secondary glazing 
(slim double-
glazing low-E) 

937.5 12.1 12.0 5 

H1 
Slim double-
glazing low-E 

995.1 12.8 12.8 4 

A4b 
Ground 
floor 
suspended 

M1 Aerogel board 621.7 8.0 8.0 7 

H1 

Sheep wool 
insulation 

between joists 

585.6 7.5 7.5 8 

A6b 
Wall 
solid 

M1 Cork plaster 1410 18.2 18.1 3 

H1 Aerogel blanket 1495.5 19.3 19.2 2 

H2 Wood fibreboard 1680.5 21.7 21.6 1 

The range of combinations available for CS16 generate 41% average HEC savings (Table 6.22). The Table also 

shows a recurring pattern, with the second of every group of 3 combinations being the most effective, 

certainly due to intervention A6bH2 being the most effective measure when applied individually (Table 6.21).  
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TABLE 6.22 THE COMBINATIONS RANKING MATRIX FOR CS16 
CS16       

Combinations of Interventions 
 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 

savings 
% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2aH1 A4bH1 A6bH1 3185.50 41.0 40.9 7 

    A6bH2 3413.60 44.0 43.8 2 

    A6bM1 3109.10 40.1 39.9 11 

  A4bM1 A6bH1 3213.50 41.4 41.2 5 

    A6bH2 3465.90 44.7 44.5 1 

    A6bM1 3135.20 40.4 40.2 10 

A2aM1 A4bH1 A6bH1 2953.50 38.1 37.9 16 

    A6bH2 3176.70 40.9 40.8 8 

    A6bM1 2876.00 37.1 36.9 18 

  A4bM1 A6bH1 2982.30 38.4 38.3 15 

    A6bH2 3201.50 41.2 41.1 6 

    A6bM1 2903.30 37.4 37.3 17 

A2aM2 A4bH1 A6bH1 3053.10 39.3 39.2 13 

    A6bH2 3358.00 43.3 43.1 4 

    A6bM1 3053.10 39.3 39.2 13 

  A4bM1 A6bH1 3159.10 40.7 40.5 9 

    A6bH2 3382.60 43.6 43.4 3 

    A6bM1 3080.10 39.7 39.5 12 

In CS17, the highest savings from the measures applied individually (Table 6.23) are generated by 

interventions on walls finished in plaster on lath (which, only in this CS, take up both the front and most of 

the back walls, corresponding to 54% of the thermal envelope - Table 5.4, p.119), with aerogel insulation 

(A6aH1) producing 18% energy and carbon savings. These savings far outweigh those achievable by 

interventions for windows (reaching only 5% energy and carbon savings with the best performing slim-double 

low-E glazing for back windows -A2bH1). Back windows take up 11% of the thermal envelope (Table 5.4) and 

their performance can only be limitedly improved. In fact, two out of 8 back openings are french doors, 

where the space limitations do not allow for the addition of any secondar glazing. The application of slim 

double glazing generates also limited savings for 4 out of 8 back windows because the frame takes up 40% to 

50% of their opening area (appendix 11). Front windows (A2a), where slim double glazing cannot be applied 

because of heritage value limitations, give a minimum contribution to energy and carbon savings as they take 

up only 5% of the thermal envelope (Table 5.4).  
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TABLE 6.23 MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS: INDIVIDUAL RANKING FOR CS17 

CS17 

 
 
Areas Codes 

 
Interventions 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 

savings 
% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2a 
Windows 
front M1 

Secondary 
glazing  

(single low-E) 

147.4 1.6 1.5 11 

M2 

Secondary 
glazing 

(slim double-
glazing low-

E) 

191.3 2.0 2.0 10 

A2b 
Windows 
back M1 

Secondary 
glazing  

(single low-E) 

225.0 2.4 2.4 9 

M2 

Secondary 
glazing 

(slim double-
glazing low-

E) 

330.3 3.5 3.5 8 

H1 
Slim double-
glazing low-E 

438.6 4.6 4.6 7 

A6a Wall 
plaster 
on lath M1 

Blown 
cellulose 

insulation 

1565.3 16.5 

16.4 

3 

H1 
Aerogel 
blanket 

1724.5 18.1 
18.0 

1 

H2 
Wood 

fibreboard 
1599.6 16.8 

16.7 
2 

A6b 
Wall 
solid 

M1 Cork plaster 637.4 6.7 6.7 6 

H1 
Aerogel 
blanket 

819.7 8.6 
8.6 

4 

H2 
Wood 

fibreboard 
770.6 8.1 

8.1 
5 

The range of combinations available for CS17 generate 30% average HEC savings (Table 6.24).  
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TABLE 6.24 THE COMBINATIONS RANKING MATRIX FOR CS17 

CS17 
     

 
 

Combinations of Interventions 
 

HEC 
savings 
(kWh /y) 

HEC 
savings 

% 

CO2 

savings 
% 

Ranking 
HEC and 

CO2 

A2aM1 A2bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 3120.00 32.8 32.6 2 

      A6bH2 3077.90 32.4 32.2 4 

      A6bM1 2934.90 30.9 30.7 18 

    A6aM1 A6bH1 2957.00 31.1 30.9 15 

      A6bH2 2914.60 30.7 30.5 20 

      A6bM1 2772.30 29.2 29.0 40 

    A6aH2 A6bH1 3008.70 31.7 31.5 8 

      A6bH2 2978.00 31.3 31.1 12 

      A6bM1 2828.70 29.8 29.6 32 

  A2bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2895.50 30.5 30.3 22 

      A6bH2 2852.20 30.0 29.8 29 

      A6bM1 2710.60 28.5 28.4 47 

    A6aM1 A6bH1 2733.50 28.8 28.6 44 

      A6bH2 2690.00 28.3 28.1 49 

      A6bM1 2547.20 26.8 26.6 54 

    A6aH2 A6bH1 2776.80 29.2 29.0 38 

      A6bH2 2745.20 28.9 28.7 43 

      A6bM1 2596.60 27.3 27.2 52 

  A2bM2 A6aH1 A6bH1 3008.60 31.7 31.5 9 

      A6bH2 2965.60 31.2 31.0 14 

      A6bM1 2823.50 29.7 29.5 33 

    A6aM1 A6bH1 2845.90 29.9 29.8 30 

      A6bH2 2802.60 29.5 29.3 36 

      A6bM1 2660.70 28.0 27.8 50 

    A6aH2 A6bH1 2893.40 30.4 30.3 23 

      A6bH2 2862.00 30.1 29.9 28 

      A6bM1 2712.30 28.5 28.4 46 

A2aM2 A2bH1 A6aH1 A6bH1 3161.10 33.3 33.1 1 

      A6bH2 3119.00 32.8 32.6 3 

      A6bM1 2976.10 31.3 31.1 13 

    A6aM1 A6bH1 2998.70 31.5 31.4 11 

      A6bH2 2956.30 31.1 30.9 16 

      A6bM1 2813.90 29.6 29.4 35 

    A6aH2 A6bH1 3048.00 32.1 31.9 6 

      A6bH2 3017.30 31.7 31.6 7 

      A6bM1 2865.00 30.1 30.0 26 

  A2bM1 A6aH1 A6bH1 2936.70 30.9 30.7 17 

      A6bH2 2893.40 30.4 30.3 23 

      A6bM1 2751.80 29.0 28.8 41 

    A6aM1 A6bH1 2775.10 29.2 29.0 39 

      A6bH2 2731.60 28.7 28.6 45 

      A6bM1 2588.90 27.2 27.1 53 

    A6aH2 A6bH1 2815.40 29.6 29.4 34 

      A6bH2 2783.80 29.3 29.1 37 

      A6bM1 2634.80 27.7 27.6 51 
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  A2bM2 A6aH1 A6bH1 3049.70 32.1 31.9 5 

      A6bH2 3006.80 31.6 31.4 10 

      A6bM1 2864.40 30.1 30.0 27 

    A6aM1 A6bH1 2887.50 30.4 30.2 25 

      A6bH2 2844.30 29.9 29.8 31 

      A6bM1 2702.30 28.4 28.3 48 

    A6aH2 A6bH1 2931.40 30.8 31.5 19 

      A6bH2 2900.10 30.5 31.1 21 

      A6bM1 2750.20 28.9 29.6 42 

6.4.2 Sensitivity Analysis 

Choosing the method of analysis 

SA was performed on the outputs of a multi-stage application of the DES tool (IES-VE) to test the effect of all 

possible combinations of medium- and/or high-risk interventions. The simulations were carried out on BL 

scenario of base-case models where all the low-risk interventions were implemented, and their envelope 

constructions were modified according to the specification of each retrofit option.  For each CS, the variables 

utilised in the SA are: 

- U-values of the envelope63( W/m2K). The external envelope was subdivided into areas of intervention 

(A264 to A6) and the corresponding U-values achieved by the construction in each retrofit scenario 

were calculated by IES. The U-values obtained this way, were used as input data in the simulations 

and constitute independent variables (IVs) in the statistical analysis because the change in the 

dependent variables takes place as a consequence of their change.  

- HEC (kWh/y) and CO2 (Kg/y) obtained as output from the simulations. They constitute dependent 

variables (DVs) because their change is generated by the change in the U-value of the envelope 

computed as a result of modelling the constructions post interventions. 

SA considers the relationship between a set of input values, i.e. IVs and a set of outputs, i.e. DVs. Due to the 

data type and the methods deployed in this study, the problem to investigate is of deterministic and not 

probabilistic nature. Hence, SA is not needed here for uncertainty analysis of the input values (IVs) (Coackley, 

2014; Georgiou, 2015; Korolija, 2011; Porrit, 2012; Taranto-Rodriguez, 2009). In fact, the baseline 

constructions of the CSs are considered to be within comparatively small uncertainty ranges, due to the 

mixed methods approach devised and deployed for data collection and calibration (sections 4.2 and 4.3). 

Furthermore, the output of the DES is fully determined by the parameters’ new values (the changes operated 

in the constructions) and the initial conditions and no randomness is involved. Hence, statistical methods 

were not aimed at making predictions but at isolating and understanding the effects of individual IVs on the 

 

63 An area-weighted U-value was calculated for each element (area of intervention) of the thermal envelope.  
64 A1 is not included in the SA as there is no medium- or high-risk option applicable to the whole dwelling. 
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DVs. SA was utlilised to investigate the strength of relationship between the changes (retrofit measures) 

applicable to the areas of intervention identified in this research (section 5.4), and the changes in HEC and 

CO2 emissions obtainable as a result of such measures (section 3.8). 

To identify the most suitable approach for the purpose of this stage of the study, a literature review was 

carried out (section 2.7). Table 2.5 (p.51) lists the SA methods available for building performance analysis. The 

following considerations were made, based on Solmaz et al. (2018) and Tian (2013).: 

- Local SA serves to assess the impact of OAAT interventions, and is a straightforward method, at low 

computational cost, capable of providing useful information to aid in the decisions of the most 

effective interventions to apply when it is not possible to have a whole house retrofit approach 

- Global SA consents to compare the outcome of different retrofit options applied simultaneously on 

all areas of intervention. 

SA was carried out, firstly, utilising global SA to identify the areas of the external envelope having the highest 

impact on reducing HEC and CO2 emissions (as a result of improvements in their U-value, achievable by 

applying the retrofit interventions selected). Then, local SA was used to identify the interventions giving the 

highest contribution to energy and carbon savings within those areas (section 3.8). 

All IVs and DVs were considered continuous variables as they can potentially take any value within their 

maximum and minimum. The main statistical techniques to explore relationships between continuous 

variables are all based on correlation (Pallant, 2020). Correlation analysis techniques, in fact, are defined as 

statistical methods used to measure the strength of relationship between two quantitative continuous 

variables (Gu Kang, 2020).  

Given the type of relationship between IVs and DVs in this study, it can be assumed that there is a linear 

correlation between them, hence regression analysis can be performed. Regression analysis can be used as a 

statistical method to estimate the relationship between a DV and one IV - simple/linear regression - or more 

IVs - multiple regression. Because there is more than one IV involved, multiple regression (MR) technique is 

best suited to answer the research questions in this study. This technique is often used as a method to 

predict scores (values) of a DV from scores (values) of a set of IVs (Pallant, 2020). However, it can also be used 

with the exclusive aim of identifying relationships (Tabchnick & Fidell, 2013), which is the purpose of MR in 

this study.  

Before performing MR, the results of simulations were organised using the following method. A 

representative sample of variants for each base-case model was identified and modelled: each variant 

consists of a different combination of parametric variables. To perform the SA with regard to each different 

area of intervention, the outcome of a building energy model was considered as a mathematical function, 

Y(X) with Y as the model output (where the focus is, respectively, on the annual HEC and on the associated 
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CO2 emissions) and X as a N*k matrix of model inputs X with N (options) samples of k (areas of intervention) 

input parameters. The BES models created in this study contain several IVs, X = (X1, ..., Xn) (the input values), 

and one DV (Y) at a time, which is either HEC or CO2 emissions, where Y = f(X).   

According to Tabchnick and Fidell (2013), the flexibility of the regression techniques is especially useful where 

multiple variables can have influence on the DV. In MR several IVs are combined to predict a value on a DV. 

The regression equation takes the following form:  

Y = A + B1X1 + B2X2 + . . . +BKXK EQUATION 6.1 

where: 

- Y is the predicted value of the DV 

- A is the Y intercept (the value of Y when all the X values are zero) 

- the Xs represent the various IVs (s=1, 2, …., K) 

- the bs are the coefficients assigned to each of the IVs during regression (s=1, 2, …., K).  

For each IV, b represents “the DV associated unit change when all other IVs are held constant” (Tabchnick & 

Fidell, 2013, p.157).  The accuracy of parameter estimates depends on the agreement with the assumptions 

of regression analysis.  

According to Tabchnick & Fidell (2013), there are some general considerations for choosing IVs. Regression 

will be best used when each IV is strongly correlated with the DV but uncorrelated with other IVs. A general 

goal of regression is to identify the fewest IVs necessary to predict a DV, where each IV predicts a substantial 

and independent part of the variability in the DV (Tabchnick & Fidell, 2013). Hence, in this study, the process 

carried out to generate base-case models, was aimed at: 

- excluding from the analysis all the determinants of energy consumption not related to HEC  

- standardising all the behavioural determinants of HEC 

- introducing change only to IVs corresponding to areas of the thermal envelope. 

The base-case models allow this way for limiting the determinants of energy consumption to the physical 

determinants affecting HEC and the CO2 emissions associated.  

Another important consideration to take into account when preparing data for MR, is that the cases65-to-IVs 

ratio must be “substantial” or the solution could be meaningless (Tabchnick & Fidell, 2013). Required cases 

size depends on several issues and is strongly related to the number of predictors (IVs). Although most of the 

literature in this area seems to be coming from the social science context it was still considered relevant 

because of the application of the method rather than the context in which it has been applied. Stevens (2002) 

 

65 Variants, or number of combinations assessed. 
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recommended about 15 cases per predictor. Green (1991) provided a rule of thumb using the formula 

N=number of cases ≥ 50 + 8m (where m is the number of IVs) for MR. Field (2009) recommended the use of 

10 to 15 cases at least for each predictor in the model to produce a reliable MR analysis. Hence, for example, 

when assessing CS2, the number of variants necessary to give reliable results, according to Stevens would be 

N=15x466= 60, while according to Green, it would be N ≥ 50 + 8x4 = 82, and according to Field it would be 

from 40 to 60. Field (2009) suggests using the graphs produced by Miles and Shevlin (2001) to illustrate the 

cases size needed to achieve different levels of power, for different effect sizes, as the number of predictors 

vary (Figure 6.9).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

FIGURE 6.9 DIAGRAM SHOWING THE SAMPLE SIZE (NUMBER OF CASES) REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE A HIGH LEVEL OF POWER DEPENDING ON 

THE NUMBER OF PREDICTORS AND THE SIZE OF EXPECTED EFFECT (FIELD,2009: P.223) 

Table 6.25 (elaborated from Table 5.14, p.172) reports the number of predictors (IVs) and cases (number of 

simulations) for each CS. Assuming all predictors to have a large effect67 on the DV, the minimum number of 

variants to ensure a high level of power of the MR is considered 40 for example for CS2 (see the yellow lines 

in Figure 6.9). All but CSs 8 and 16 (their respective number of cases is highlighted in red in Table 6.25) fulfil 

the criteria as illustrated in Figure 6.9. However, a SA was considered doable and effective also for these CSs 

because: 

- the need for a higher cases-to-IVs ratio is mostly recommended when a substantial measurement 

error is expected for less reliable IVs (Tabchnick and Fidell, 2013), which is not the case for any of the 

models 

- the sample size required ultimately depends on the size of the effect (i.e. how well the IVs predict the 
DV) and how much statistical power68 is needed to detect these effects (Field, 2009); the variables 

 

66 4 is the number of IVs assessed for this specific CS 
67 All the IVs considered are expected to have a considerable effect on the DV. Hence, any change in each IV is expected 
to largely contribute to the corresponding change of the DV. 
68 The statistical power of a study tells how likely the study is to distinguish an actual effect from one of chance. For 
example, a study that has an 80% power means that the study has an 80% chance of the test having significant results. 

https://www.statisticshowto.com/what-is-statistical-significance/
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investigated are all assumed to have a large effect on the DVs due to the normalisation process 
(section 3.5) carried out in this study. 

TABLE 6.25 PREDICTORS (IVS) AND CASES (NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS USED) FOR EACH CS  

CS Predictors (IVs) Cases  
(Number of simulations69) 

CS2 1. A2a: Windows front 
2. A2b: Windows back 
3. A6a: Walls (plaster on lath) 
4. A6b: Walls (solid or dry-lined) 

47 

CS7 1. A2a: Windows front 
2. A2b: Windows back 
3. A5b: Flat roof 
4. A6a: Walls (plaster on lath) 
5. A6b: Walls (solid or dry-lined) 

126 

CS8  1. A2b: Windows back 
2. A6b: Walls (solid or dry-lined) 

18 

CS12 1. A2a: Windows front 
2. A2b: Windows back 
3. A3a: External doors front  
4. A4b: Suspended timber ground floor  
5. A5b: Flat roof 
6. A6a: Walls (plaster on lath) 
7. A6b: Walls (solid or dry-lined) 

162 

CS13 1. A2a: Windows front 
2. A2b: Windows back 
3. A5b: Flat roof 
4. A6a: Walls (plaster on lath) 
5. A6b: Walls (solid or dry-lined) 

230 

CS14 1. A2b: Windows back 
2. A3b: External doors back 
3. A4a: Solid ground floor 
4. A5a: Pitched roof 
5. A5b: Flat roof 
6. A6b: Walls (solid or dry-lined) 

112 

CS16 1. A2a: Windows front 
2. A4b: Suspended timber ground floor  
3. A6b: Walls (solid or dry-lined) 

30 

CS17 1. A2a: Windows front 
2. A2b: Windows back 
3. A6a: Walls (plaster on lath) 
4. A6b: Walls (solid or dry-lined) 

70 

Problems can also arise having too many cases. As the number of cases (combinations of interventions in this 

instance) becomes too large, any multiple correlation may depart significantly from zero. For both statistical 

and practical reasons then, Tabachnick and Fidell (2013) recommended the use of the smallest number of 

cases that can reveal a relationship between IVs and DV. The goal of regression is, according to Tabachnick 

and Fidell (2013), to find the set of b values (in equation 6.1) called regression coefficients, for the IVs that 

bring the Y values predicted from the equation as close to the Y values obtained via measurement as possible.  

 

69 Simulations needed to assess all medium- and/or high-risk options. 
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The questions that the analysis should address in this study are: 

- Which area of intervention has the highest impact on (or is most strongly related to) the HEC and CO2 

emission of the CSs investigated, hence which IVs are the best predictors of the DVs? 

- Within those most important areas of intervention, which retrofit option ensures the highest HEC 

savings and associated CO2 emissions reduction? 

Therefore, MR must compare the predictive ability of the given set of IVs on two continuous DVs. Figure 6.10 

shows the diagram that summarises the key points of these research questions as follows.  

 

FIGURE 6.10 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES (IVS) AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES (DVS) OBJECT OF THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

The IVs (input data) are the U-values of the areas of intervention (A2-A6) and their variations correspond to 

the BL scenario constructions and all those produced by applying the retrofit interventions available (M1, M2, 
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H1, H2) for each area of intervention. The DVs (output data) are HEC and its associated CO2 emissions. In 

some cases, an additional measure (i.e. dehumidifier) had to be added to safely apply the retrofit 

interventions, hence its associated energy consumption was added to calculations, which affected the direct 

correlation between IVs and DVs (section 6.4.1). The combination of IVs available for each CS varies from one 

model to another, depending on the level of the flat (lower ground floor, ground floor, intermediate floor, 

top floor), the heritage significance assessment (section 5.3) and the condensation analysis (section 5.5.3) 

carried out for each intervention in each CS (appendix 11).  

Multiple regression results and OAAT Figures 

The results obtained from MR and the OAAT Figures of HEC and CO2 emissions with 95% confidence interval 

error bars70 are presented and analysed as follows. An in-depth description is first provided of the results 

obtained for CS2. Then all the results obtained for the other CSs, are analysed more in synthesis following the 

scheme presented for CS2. MR results obtained targeting HEC are different from those obtained targeting 

CO2 emissions only for CSs needing dehumidifier (for the reasons explained in section 6.4.1). Hence, when 

dehumidifier was not needed, only one set of results (targeting HEC) are presented here.  

Appendix 12a reports the analysis carried out in SPSS, describing in detail the assumptions checks made for 

running MR for CS2 and then rolled out for all other CSs.  

  

 

70 A 95% confidence interval is a range of values that can be 95% certain to contain the true mean of the population. 
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CS2 - MR and OAAT analysis results  

Target: HEC and CO2 emissions 

Figure 6.11 shows the Model Summary, which displays 

the accuracy value (goodness of fit) of the regression 

model used to analyse the results from simulations of 

combinations of interventions for CS2. The model 

accuracy (R2) tells how well the model fits the data, 

hence the amount of variance in the DV that the model 

can explain thanks to the variance of the IVs. The Model 

Summary is considered to evaluate the reliability and 

validity of the statistic model utilised, hence, to assess 

the reliability of the results obtained from MR and 

analysed in this section. The value of the displayed 

accuracy on the model summary chart is 100 × the 

adjusted R2. Models with R2 of less than 0.5 are considered 

no better than random models (Norušis, 2012). The model 

summary here shows an accuracy of 97.9% (R2 0.979), hence 

the model was confidently considered reliable.  

The predicted by observed graph is shown in Figure 

6.12. It is a plot of the predicted results based on the 

regression model vs the observed results that were 

extracted from the simulations. The closer the scatter of 

the plots are to 45°, approximately contained in the shape 

of an ellipse around such line (Field, 2009), the more 

accurate the model can be considered (Norušis, 2012). It can 

be noticed that a few values are aligned horizontally in the 

middle of the graph and not perfectly along the 45° line; 

they correspond to the interventions for solid walls (A6b) 

simulated individually (resulting in HEC ranging from 6052 kWh to 6440 kWh). In the MR model, all 

interventions are represented by the change in U-value of the construction, which is however limited 

amongst the different measures for solid walls (with a maximum ∆U-value of 0.29W/m2K between A6bM1 - 

cork plaster - and A6bH1 - aerogel insulation - see Table 6.2, p.194) as they all aim at achieving the target U-

value required by the Building Regulations. Hence, the differences in U-value of these interventions is 

achieved through different insulation materials (cork plaster, aerogel blanket and wood fibreboard for solid 
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walls) and the outcome of heritage assessment and condensation risk assessment of the constructions. MR 

assumes the U-values to be directly correlated to the change in HEC. This is true only to a certain extent, as 

the DES also accounts for the thermo-hygrometric behaviour of the construction, which is different with the 

three materials, likely generating slightly different indoor conditions. Hence, the range of values observed 

from simulation is slightly different from the nearly constant HEC predicted by the model. This is even more 

true when assessing the outcome of combinations of interventions (the lowest plots in the graph). Here, the 

observed values also reflect the non-linear correlation between change in windows U-value and resulting 

change in HEC, due to the corresponding change in g-value, as explained in appendix 8b. However, the graph 

shows overall values reasonably aligned along a 45° line, indicating a good accuracy of the model. 

Figure 6.13 finally shows the influence of each parameter (IV) on the DV investigated by quantifying the 

importance of the parameters in each dataset.  

For linear models, the importance of a predictor is obtained by the residual sum of squares with the predictor 

removed from the model, normalised so that the importance values sum up to 1 (Norušis, 2012). Hence, the 

predictors’ importance ranking is obtained by the partial R2, the proportion of residual variation explained by 

adding each predictor to the full model without the predictor. Such partial R2 tells the percentage of the 

variance a variable explains that the other variables in the model cannot explain, hence the amount of unique 

variance that each variable explains above and beyond the other variables in the model. A6b (solid walls) is 

the most important predictor for both DVs (72% importance), far exceeding the importance of all other IVs.  

Figure 6.14 shows the OAAT graphs targeting both HEC and CO2 emissions. On the x-axis, the variations (in 

W/m2K) of each parameter are shown, while their influence on the energy consumption (in kWh/y) and CO2 

emissions (in Kg/y) is reported on the y-axis. The same scale has been assigned to the axes in all the graphs to 
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FIGURE 6.13 MR RESULTS FOR CS2 TARGETING HEC: PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE GRAPH 
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allow for a fair comparison of the parameters’ importance. The graphs confirm the findings of MR analysis, as 

reported in the Coefficients Tables for both the DVs (appendix 12a). In fact, the Tables show that all 

predictors make a statistically significant unique contribution to the equation (Sig. value less than .05), 

confirming that all the IVs (Areas of intervention) have significant influence on both the DVs. Similarly, in the 

OAAT graphs, the blue lines (for HEC) and red lines (for CO2 emissions) that connect the mean values of the 

variations associated with each predictor, are all different from the horizontal and steeply sloping, confirming 

the size of the effect of each IV on the DVs.  
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FIGURE 6.14 CS2: OAAT ANALYSIS TARGETING HEC (IN BLUE) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (IN RED)  
AREAS OF INTERVENTION: A2A(1), A2B(2), A6A(3) AND A6B(4) 

 

Figure 6.14 confirms the hierarchy of predictors importance, as obtained by the MR (Figure 6.13). Walls 

finished in plaster-on-lath (A6a) show the steepest slopes in the OAAT graph (Figure 6.14(3)); hence, this IV 

could potentially have the highest impact on the DVs. However, the measures (variations) applicable to this 

area of intervention are limited in number and in efficacy. This is due to the restrictions imposed by the 

heritage value of the dwelling, where A6a corresponds to the front walls, decorated by internal cornices 

(section 5.4.6 and appendix 11). Hence, the resulting change to the U-value of front walls, can have only 

limited impact on the final HEC and CO2 emissions, which is reflected in the shorter lines in Figure 6.14(3). 
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Furthermore, the actual surface area of all rear walls (A6b) 

sums up to 49% of the thermal envelope, while front walls 

(A6a, highlighted in red in Figure 6.15) account for 28% of it 

(Table 5.4, p.119).  

The OAAT graphs finally show the variation which ensures 

the highest energy and carbon savings for each predictor. 

HEC and CO2 emissions show the same pattern as the latter 

are a result of the first exclusively and obtained by applying 

the respective conversion coefficients (BEIS, 2019a) to the 

gas and electricity component of the HEC. For the most 

important predictor - variable A6b (solid walls)- the option 

with highest influence on the DVs, is A6bH1 (aerogel 

insulation), which allows for the lowest U-value of the 

construction in this CS. The same correlation can be seen 

for all the parameters as all show a linear relationship 

between the reduction in U-value and that of HEC and CO2 

emissions.  

  

 

 

 

FIGURE 6.15 CS2: AREA OF INTERVENTION A6A (WALLS 

FINISHED IN PLASTER-ON-LATH) IN THE RED RECTANGLE 
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CS7d (with dehumidifier) and CS7 (without dehumidifier) - MR and OAAT analysis results  

Target: HEC and CO2 emissions 

The model summaries (Figures 6.16(1 and 2) for CS7d, and 6.17(1 and 2) for CS7) targeting HEC and CO2 

emissions show an accuracy ranging from 89.7% to 91.8%, hence the models were considered overall reliable. 

CS7d results having lower accuracy values than CS7 likely due to the non-liner relationship between some of 

the IVs and the DV when the dehumidifier energy consumption is added to the results of simulation. 

1.                                                                                                 2.                     

FIGURE 6.16 MR RESULTS FOR CS7 D (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER): MODEL SUMMARY TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (2) 

 

 

FIGURE 6.17 MR RESULTS FOR CS7 (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER): MODEL SUMMARY TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (2) 

 

1.                                                                                              2.                     
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The predicted vs observed graphs (Figures 6.18 (1 and 2) for CS7d, and 6.19 (1 and 2) for CS7) show values 

broadly aligned along a 45° line, indicating a reasonably good accuracy of the models. 

  

 

FIGURE 6.18 MR RESULTS FOR CS7 D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER): PREDICTED BY OBSERVED GRAPH TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 

EMISSIONS (2) 

 

 

FIGURE 6.19 MR RESULTS FOR CS7 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER): PREDICTED BY OBSERVED GRAPH TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 

EMISSIONS (2) 

Some values in the graphs are aligned horizontally and not perfectly along the 45° line for the reasons 

explained for CS2. Here, in Figure 6.18(2) the graph takes the shape of a clear sequence of horizontal lines 

1.                                                                                        2.                     

1.                                                                                            2.                     
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along the diagonal also due to the non-linear correlation between change in walls U-values and resulting 

change in CO2 emissions when dehumidifier is used.  

Figures 6.20 (1 and 2) for CS7d and 6.21(1 and 2) for CS7, show the predictors importance ranking targeting 

HEC and CO2 emissions respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 6.20 MR RESULTS FOR CS7 D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER): PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE GRAPH TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 

EMISSIONS (2) 
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FIGURE 6.21 MR RESULTS FOR CS7 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER): PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE GRAPH TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 

EMISSIONS (2) 

Solid walls (A6b), highlighted in yellow in Figure 6.22, result the most important predictor of HEC in both 

scenarios (Figures 6.20(1) and 6.21(1)) because: 

- they take up a large part of the thermal envelope (31%, as shown in Table 5.4, p.119) 

- they have the same surface area as the pitched roof (102m2, Table 5.4); however, the roof is 

insulated in the baseline scenario, hence the amount of change produced on the DVs by the 

interventions applicable on it is certainly more limited. 
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Walls finished in plaster on lath (A6a) correspond to only 

10% of the thermal envelope (Table 5.4). In the scenario 

with dehumidifier, the HEC savings achieved through 

interventions on the front walls (A6a) are counteracted 

due to increase in energy consumption by dehumidifier 

and variable A6a results having half of the importance 

attributed to A6b (Figure 6.20(1)). For the same reason, 

A6a results instead the most important predictor for CO2 

emissions in Figure 6.20(2). In the scenario without 

dehumidifier (Figure 6.21), the importance of A6a 

sensibly increases and the two predictors importance 

bars result similar in length.  

Figures 6.23 and 6.24 show the OAAT graphs for the 

scenario with dehumidifier and without. In both scenarios the IVs A2a (front windows, Figures 6.23(1) and 

6.24(1)) and A2b (back windows, Figure 6.23(2) and 6.24(2)) show a non-linear relationship with the DVs. This 

is due to intervention M2 (slim-double low-E secondary glazing), corresponding to the lowest U-value for 

these constructions, where the added layers of glass also generate the lowest g-value, thereby reducing the 

solar heat-gain. This reflects on the final HEC, which is higher for M2 compared to H1 (slim-double low-E 

glazing), despite the lower U-value of M2, as explained in appendix 8b. The increase in energy consumption, 

however, is much steeper for front windows (A2a) as they are south-facing and overlooking the sea (hence 

not sheltered), therefore potentially subject to higher heat-gain/loss than the north facing back windows 

(A2b).  

The OAAT graphs finally present the variations which ensure the highest energy and carbon savings. In CS7, 

the condensation analysis showed that the intervention H2 (wood fibreboard insulation) needs the use of 

dehumidifier when applied to the living room walls (A6a) (section 5.5.4). This is not counter-balanced by the 

HEC savings achieved through fabric improvement (which results in reduction in the U-value) in this scenario. 

Hence, in the scenario with dehumidifier (Figure 6.23(4)), the lowest U-value for A6a (H2) cannot correspond 

to lowest energy consumption and CO2 emissions in the graph, as expected. The added electricity 

consumption due to the dehumidifier generates a steeply pitched line for the CO2 emissions associated with 

this parameter. This finding confirms the findings from the simulation of the interventions applied individually 

(Table 6.5, p.200) suggesting that the added energy consumption due to the dehumidifier has an impact on 

the DVs when the measure is applied both individually and in combination with others. When simulated 

without the use of dehumidifier (Figure 6.24(4)), the OAAT analysis for A6a shows instead a similar pattern 

FIGURE 6.22 CS7: AREA OF INTERVENTION A6B (SOLID 

WALLS) HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW 
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for both DVs and the lowest U-value in the graph (for H1, aerogel blanket) corresponds to lowest HEC and 

associated CO2 emissions, as expected. 

For A6b (solid walls), in both scenarios (Figures 6.23(5) and 6.24(5)) the option corresponding to the lowest 

U-value (H1, aerogel blanket) does not correspond to the lowest energy consumption and associated CO2 

emissions. These are instead achieved by the option H2 (wood fibreboard) although it permits a slightly 

higher U-value. This is an interesting finding and could be further investigated, for example examining the 

dynamic moisture behaviour of this construction when retrofitted with aerogel or with wood fibreboard. In 

fact, both are a vapour-open materials that allow for storing the excess of moisture; however, the thickness 

of the layer of wood fibreboard likely allows for storing larger quantities of moisture in excess and this may 

contribute to the energy efficiency of this solution by reducing the excess of RH from the room. 
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FIGURE 6.23 CS7D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER): OAAT ANALYSIS TARGETING HEC (IN BLUE) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (IN RED)  
AREAS OF INTERVENTION: A2A (1), A2B (2), A5B (3), A6A (4) AND A6B (5) 

1.                                                                                            2.                     

3.                                                                                             4.                     

5.                                                                                            
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FIGURE 6.24 CS7 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER): OAAT ANALYSIS TARGETING HEC (IN BLUE) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (IN RED)  
AREAS OF INTERVENTION: A2A (1), A2B (2), A5B (3), A6A (4) AND A6B (5) 

1.                                                                                              2.                     

3.                                                                                             4.                     

5.                                                                                         
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CS8 - MR and OAAT analysis results  

Target: HEC and CO2 emissions 

The model summary (Figure 6.25) shows an accuracy of 

95%, hence the model was considered reliable. 

The predicted vs observed graph (Figure 6.26) shows 

values aligned along a 45° line, indicating a reasonably 

good accuracy of the model.  

In this CS, glazed constructions take up a quarter of the 

thermal envelope area (Table 5.4, p.119 and Figure 

6.27), reaching the largest windows-to-wall ratio (33%, 

see Table 4.1, p.85) out of all CSs. Windows (A2b) 

result the largest contributor to energy and CO2 

emissions savings, achieving an 80% predictor’s 

importance (Figure 6.28). 

The OAAT graph for A2b (Figure 6.29(1)), does not 

show a perfectly linear relationship between the 

change in the construction’s U-value and the obtained 

HEC and CO2 emissions. This is due to the reduced 

heat-gain due to the addition of a third layer of 

glazing in the solution that achieves the lowest U-

value (M2, slim-double low-E secondary glazing), as 

explained for CS7. The non-linearity, however, is 

limited in this CS compared to most of the others, likely as 

a consequence of orientation (see appendix 8b).  

The OAAT graphs adds to the results obtained from MR, 

by showing, for each predictor (area of intervention), the 

variation (retrofit measure) which ensures the highest 

energy and carbon savings, i.e. H1 (slim-double glazing) for 

windows and H2 (wood fibreboard) for walls.  

 

FIGURE 6.25 MR RESULTS FOR CS8 TARGETING HEC: 

MODEL SUMMARY 

FIGURE 6.26 MR RESULTS FOR CS8 TARGETING HEC: 

PREDICTED BY OBSERVED GRAPH 

FIGURE 6.27 CS8: THE THERMAL ENVELOPE IN BLUE 
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FIGURE 6.28 MR RESULTS FOR CS8 TARGETING HEC: PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE GRAPH 

 

 

FIGURE 6.29 CS8: OAAT ANALYSIS TARGETING HEC (IN BLUE) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (IN RED)  
AREAS OF INTERVENTION: A2B (1), A6B (2) 
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CS12 - MR and OAAT analysis results  

Target: HEC and CO2 emissions 

The model summary (Figure 6.30) shows an accuracy of 97.9% (R2 0.979), hence the model was considered 

reliable. The predicted vs observed graph (Figure 6.31) shows values well aligned along the 45° line, indicating 

a very good accuracy of the model. 

 

Solid walls (A6b) are the largest area of the thermal 

envelope (Figure 6.32), taking up 43% of its total surface 

(Table 5.4, p.119). They result the predictor having highest 

importance on the variation of the DVs, as shown in Figure 

6.33. The flat roof (A5b), covering most of the first floor and 

taking up 17% of the thermal envelope (Table 5.4), is already 

insulated in the baseline scenario. Hence, the applicable 

interventions have minimal effect and this predictor has no 

importance on the final change in the DVs. The importance of 

this predictor would certainly increase if the base-case 

construction was uninsulated, as shown in the OAAT graph, 

being steeply inclined but extremely short (Figure 6.34(5)).  

 

FIGURE 6.32 CS12: SOLID WALLS (A6B) IN BLUE 
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FIGURE 6.30 MR RESULTS FOR CS12 TARGETING HEC: 

MODEL SUMMARY 

FIGURE 6.31 MR RESULTS FOR CS12 TARGETING HEC: 

PREDICTED BY OBSERVED GRAPH 
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FIGURE 6.33 MR RESULTS FOR CS12 TARGETING HEC: PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE GRAPH 

The OAAT Figures for A2b (back windows) (Figure 6.34(2)), confirm the non-linear relationship between 

windows U-values and the DVs, already noticed in CSs 7 and 8. Front windows show instead a more linear 

relationship with both HEC and CO2 emissions (Figure 6.34(1)), because intervention H1 (slim-double low-E 

glazing) is not applicable on A2a (being them original Regency sash-windows). A check was considered 

necessary, to assess if the non-perfectly linear correlation noted between windows U-values and DVs - in this 

and other CSs - may affect the outcome of MR analysis underestimating the importance of windows 

constructions in the HEC and CO2 emissions output. Hence, a test was carried out using this CS and excluding 

the intervention M2 (slim-double low-E secondary glazing) for A2b to obtain a more linear graph for the 

relationship between A2b and the DVs. Then the change (if any) of predictors’ importance in this scenario 

was assessed following a new MR. The test, reported in detail in appendix 12b (test 1), obtained the same 

predictors importance ranking as that obtained from the analysis reported here, although a minimal increase 

in the percentage importance could be attributed to back windows (23% in the test vs 22% in Figure 6.33). 

The results from the test confirmed the validity of the MR analysis carried out for this and all other CSs as 

reported in this chapter.  

The OAAT graphs finally complete the findings given by the MR, by showing each predictor’s variation which 

offers the highest energy and carbon savings. The most important predictor, A6b, shows a linear correlation 

between the change in the construction’s U-value and the associated HEC consumption and CO2 emissions 

and intervention H2 (wood fibreboard) corresponds to the lowest U-value and to the maximum reduction in 

HEC and CO2 emissions.  
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FIGURE 6.34 CS12: OAAT ANALYSIS TARGETING HEC (IN BLUE) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (IN RED)  
AREAS OF INTERVENTION: A2A (1), A2B (2), A3A (3), A4B (4), A5B (5), A6A (6) AND A6B (7) 
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CS13d (with dehumidifier) and CS13 (without dehumidifier) - MR and OAAT analysis results 

Target: HEC and CO2 emissions 

The model summaries (Figures 6.35(1 and 2) and 6.36(1 and 2)) show an accuracy of 96.3% and 96.6% for 

CS13d and CS13 respectively, hence the models were considered overall reliable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 6.36 MR RESULTS FOR C13 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER): MODEL SUMMARY TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (2) 

The predicted vs observed graphs (Figures 6.37(1 and 2), 6.38(1 and 2)) show values broadly aligned along the 

45° line, indicating a reasonably good accuracy of the model in both scenarios. 

 

FIGURE 6.35 MR RESULTS FOR C13 D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER): MODEL SUMMARY TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (2) 
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The ranking of predictors importance is the same in the two scenarios (Figures 6.39(1 and 2) and 6.40(1 and 

2)). In both scenarios, the predictor showing highest impact on both HEC and CO2 emissions is the flat roof 

(A5b). This is likely because the flat roof area (uninsulated in its baseline construction) is the largest part of 

1.                                                                                                2.                     

FIGURE 6.37 MR RESULTS FOR C13 D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER): PREDICTED BY OBSERVED GRAPH TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 

EMISSIONS (2) 
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FIGURE 6.38 MR RESULTS FOR C13 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER): PREDICTED BY OBSERVED GRAPH TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 

EMISSIONS (2) 
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the envelope of this dwelling (Figure 6.41), taking up 41% of the thermal envelope area (Table 5.4, p.119). 

 

 

FIGURE 6.39 MR RESULTS FOR CS13D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER): PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE GRAPH TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 

EMISSIONS (2) 
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FIGURE 6.40 MR RESULTS FOR CS13 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER): PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE GRAPH TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 

EMISSIONS (2) 

Walls finished in plaster on lath (A6a) are the area of intervention where there is a need for dehumidifier. 

They have slightly higher importance in the scenario with dehumidifier (9% on HEC and 8% on CO2 emissions) 

than in the scenario without dehumidifier (5% for both HEC and CO2) as shown in Figures 6.40 and 6.41. This 

is likely due to the more limited interventions available for this area in the scenario without dehumidifier. 
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The predictors importance ranking is confirmed by the OAAT graphs 

showing the steepest sloping lines for the interventions applicable 

to A5b (Figures 6.42(3) and 6.43(3)). In both scenarios, the areas of 

intervention A2a (front windows) and A2b (back windows) show a 

non-linear relationship with both DVs (Figures 6.42(1 and 2) and 

6.43(1 and 2)) for the reasons explained in appendix 8b.  

 

 

 

 

   

   

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 6.42 CS13D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER): OAAT ANALYSIS 

TARGETING HEC (IN BLUE) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (IN RED)  

AREAS OF INTERVENTION: A2A (1), A2B (2), A5B (3), A6A (4) 

AND A6B (5) 
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FIGURE 6.41 CS13: AREA OF 

INTERVENTION A5B (FLAT ROOF) 

HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW. 
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FIGURE 6.43 CS13 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER): OAAT ANALYSIS 

TARGETING HEC (IN BLUE) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (IN RED) 

AREAS OF INTERVENTION: A2A (1), A2B (2), A5B (3), A6A (4) 

AND A6B (5) 

  

 

The OAAT graphs finally show for each predictor, the variation which ensures the highest energy and carbon 

savings. The most important predictor, A5b confirms the linear relationship between the change in the 

construction’s U-value and the associated energy consumption and CO2 emissions. The intervention H1 

(wood fibreboard) for the flat roof, in fact corresponds to the lowest U-value and to the lowest HEC and CO2 

emissions output.   
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CS14d (with dehumidifier) and CS14 (without dehumidifier) - MR and OAAT analysis results 

Target: HEC and CO2 emissions 

The model summaries (Figures 6.44(1 and 2) and 6.45(1 and 2)) show an accuracy higher than 99% in both 

scenarios, hence the models were considered reliable. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 6.44 MR RESULTS FOR C14 D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER): MODEL SUMMARY TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (2) 

1.                                                                                           2.                     

FIGURE 6.45 MR RESULTS FOR C14 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER): MODEL SUMMARY TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (2) 

1.                                                                                           2.                     
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The predicted vs observed graphs (Figures 6.46(1 and 2) and 6.47(1 and 2)) show values well aligned along 

the 45° line, indicating a good accuracy of the models. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For both scenarios - with and without dehumidifier - solid walls (A6b) result the most important predictor of 

HEC and CO2 emissions (Figures 6.48(1 and 2) and 6.49(1 and 2). They constitute the totality of external walls 

(Figure 6.50) and take up 34% of the thermal envelope (Table 5.4, p.119). The percentage of importance, 

FIGURE 6.46 MR RESULTS FOR C14 D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER): PREDICTED BY OBSERVED GRAPH TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 

EMISSIONS (2) 
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FIGURE 6.47 MR RESULTS FOR C14D (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER): PREDICTED BY OBSERVED GRAPH TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 

EMISSIONS (2) 
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however, is slightly higher in the scenario with dehumidifier (Figure 6.48(1 and 2)) where all the retrofit 

options are applicable on this area, and the external walls are retrofitted at their full potential.  

 

 

FIGURE 6.48 MR RESULTS FOR CS14D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER): PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE GRAPH TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 

EMISSIONS (2) 
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FIGURE 6.49 MR RESULTS FOR CS14 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER): PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE GRAPH TARGETING HEC (1) AND CO2 

EMISSIONS (2) 

For both scenarios, pitched and flat roofs (A5a and A5b) show the steepest OAAT graphs (Figures 6.51(4 and 

5) and 6.52(4 and 5)), therefore could contribute to the variations in HEC and CO2 emissions. On the contrary, 

the MR analysis (Figures 6.48 and 6.49) resulted in pitched roofs being the least important predictor scoring 

just above 0% and flat roof even less. In fact, these areas of intervention, despite their potentially high 

influence on the changes of the DVs, take up only a limited area of the external envelope of CS14 (17% and 

2% respectively, see Table 5.4, p.119) and are both retrofitted in their baseline scenario.  
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The OAAT graphs complete the findings from MR, 

by showing, for each predictor, the variation 

which ensures the highest energy and carbon 

savings. In the scenario with dehumidifier, A6b 

(solid walls) shows a not perfectly linear 

relationship between the change in the fabric 

materials build-up and the associated HEC and CO2 

emissions (Figure 6.51(6)). In fact, the intervention 

H2 (wood fibreboard), which corresponds to the 

lowest U-value, sees a slight increase in the 

corresponding HEC and CO2 emissions achievable 

compared to those achievable with the 

intervention H1 (aerogel blanket), despite the 

latter’s slightly higher U-value. This is due to need for using a dehumidifier for this intervention. In the 

scenario without dehumidifier, on the contrary, the intervention H1 results in the lowest U-value (H2 being 

applied only on the walls with no risk of condensation71) and results in the lowest HEC and CO2 emissions 

(Figure 6.52(6)).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

71 Hence the area-weighted U-value resulted higher than that of H1. 

FIGURE 6.50 CS14: MODEL IN IES-VE 
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FIGURE 6.51 CS14D (WITH DEHUMIDIFIER: OAAT ANALYSIS TARGETING HEC (IN BLUE) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (IN RED)   
AREAS OF INTERVENTION: A2B (1), A3B (2), A4A (3), A5A (4), A5B (5) AND A6B (6) 
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FIGURE 6.52 CS14 (WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER: OAAT ANALYSIS TARGETING HEC (IN BLUE) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (IN RED)  
AREAS OF INTERVENTION: A2B (1), A3B (2), A4A (3), A5A (4), A5B (5) AND A6B (6) 
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CS16 - MR and OAAT analysis results  

Target: HEC and CO2 emissions 

The model summary (Figure 6.53) shows an accuracy of 

98%, hence the model was considered reliable.  

The predicted vs observed graph (Figure 6.54) shows 

values overall aligned along a 45° line, indicating a good 

accuracy of the model.  

All the external walls are solid walls (A6b) in this CS 

(Figure 6.55) and they take up 31% of the thermal 

envelope (Table 5.4, p.119). They result the highest 

contributor to the variations in HEC and CO2 emissions 

(65% percentage importance, Figure 6.56) followed by 

windows (A2a) (24% percentage importance).  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 6.54 MR RESULTS FOR CS16 TARGETING 

HEC: PREDICTED BY OBSERVED GRAPH  

 

 

FIGURE 6.53 MR RESULTS FOR CS16 TARGETING HEC: 

MODEL SUMMARY 

FIGURE 6.55 CS16: AREA OF INTERVENTION A6B 

(SOLID WALLS) IN BLUE 
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FIGURE 6.56 MR RESULTS FOR CS16: PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE GRAPH TARGETING HEC 

The timber ground floor (A4b) takes up 61% of the thermal envelope (Table 5.4, p.119) and the OAAT graph 

(Figure 6.57(2)) shows the steepest lines. However, the improvements in the ground floor construction result 

in having very low impact on the variation in HEC and CO2, and this predictor’s importance accounts for only 

11%. In fact, the ground floor is not as exposed to the climate’s elements – e.g. extreme winter temperatures 

- as the external envelope.   

For the reasons explained in appendix 8b, front windows (A2a) do not show a perfectly linear relationship 

between the change in the construction’s U-value and the associated HEC and CO2 emissions (Figure 6.57(1)). 

The non-linearity, however, is limited in this CS compared to most of the others, as this is a lower-ground 

floor flat, and windows are west-facing and sheltered. Therefore, the reduced heat-gain due to intervention 

M2 is more limited than that noticeable for south-facing windows when not sheltered by adjacent buildings 

(e.g. in CSs 7 and 13).  

The OAAT graphs finally show, for each predictor, the variations which offer the highest reduction in energy 

and carbon emissions. For A6b (solid walls), the intervention H2 (wood fibreboard) corresponds to the lowest 

U-value and thereby to the lowest energy consumption and CO2 emissions, as expected (Figure 6.57(3)). 
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FIGURE 6.57 CS16: OAAT ANALYSIS TARGETING HEC (IN BLUE) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (IN RED)  
AREAS OF INTERVENTION: A2A (1), A4B (2) AND A6B (3) 
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CS17 - MR and OAAT analysis results  

Target: HEC and CO2 emissions 

The model summary (Figure 6.58) shows an accuracy of 

97.6%, hence the model was considered reliable. 

The predicted vs observed graph (Figures 6.59) shows 

values overall aligned along a 45° line, indicating a good 

accuracy of the model.  

Walls finished in plaster on lath (A6a) form the largest 

part of the thermal envelope in CS17 (in red in Figure 

6.60) taking up 64% of it (Table 5.4, p.119) and result the 

most important parameter, targeting both HEC and CO2 

emissions (Figure 6.61). They show the steepest lines in 

the OAAT graph, although being consented only a limited 

amount of change, which is reflected in the limited length 

of such lines in the graph (Figure 6.62(3)).  This 

parameter is followed by solid walls (A6b, highlighted in 

blue in Figure 6.60), with a percentage importance five 

times smaller. They correspond to 17% of the thermal 

envelope (Table 5.4). In this CS, windows (A2a and A2b) 

result having only a very limited impact on the change 

of the DVs.   

 

FIGURE 6.58 MR RESULTS FOR CS17 TARGETING 

HEC: MODEL SUMMARY 

FIGURE 6.59 MR RESULTS FOR CS17 TARGETING HEC: 

PREDICTED BY OBSERVED GRAPH 
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FIGURE 6.61 MR RESULTS FOR CS17: PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE GRAPH TARGETING HEC 

The OAAT graphs (Figure 6.62) finally show the variations which ensure the highest energy and carbon 

savings for each predictor. For walls finished in plaster on lath (A6a, Figure 6.62(3)), the intervention H2 

(wood fibreboard), allows for a retrofitted construction with the lowest U-value (0.67W/m2K, Table 6.2, 

p.194), but results in a slight increase in the energy consumption and CO2 emission compared to the H1 

solution (aerogel blanket, which has a U-value of 0.71W/m2K, Table 6.2). Wood fibreboard insulation takes up 

a considerable amount of internal space and is not appropriate on the front wall (part of the area of 

intervention A6a), because it is internally decorated in its status-quo (section 5.4.6). The weighted average U-

value of the area A6a retrofitted with intervention H2 is lower than its weighted average U-value once 

retrofitted with H1. The scenario which includes intervention H2 results in higher HEC because the 

uninsulated front wall is part of the living room, where the heating set-point is 21°C (vs 18°C in the other 

rooms). The heating energy demand is therefore certainly higher in the living room where wood fibreboard 

(H2) cannot be applied, generating higher HEC compared to intervention H1 (applicable to A6a, included front 

walls).  
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FIGURE 6.62 CS17: OAAT ANALYSIS TARGETING HEC (IN BLUE) AND CO2 EMISSIONS (IN RED)   

AREAS OF INTERVENTION: A2A (1), A2B (2), A6A (3) AND A6B (4) 
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6.5 Conclusion  

This chapter presented and analysed the results from three main stages of simulation. 

In the first stage (section 6.2) the status-quo energy consumption scenario was reported based on meter-

readings, which were used to calibrate the status-quo models. Then the Normalised scenario was presented, 

where only HEC was accounted for, the pattern of use was normalised, and the behavioural determinants 

were excluded from the analysis. Finally, the Baseline scenario (B) was introduced, obtained from the 

application of the same heating system to all the normalised models. This scenario was then used for 

comparison with the HEC after low-risk interventions were applied, allowing for a balanced cross-case 

analysis.  

Section 6.3 presented the results from the simulations of the low-risk interventions, individually and 

combined, suggesting draught-proofing as the most effective measure wherever applicable. Applying all the 

low-risk interventions on the base-case models, the BL scenario was then presented.  

Finally, section 6.4.1 presented the results of medium- and/or high-risk interventions, applied to the CSs in 

their BL scenario. The results of interventions individually simulated were followed by ranking matrices for all 

the combinations of interventions, with an aim:  

- to highlight the most effective combinations in reducing HEC and CO2 emissions and amongst these 

- to assess the combinations that use the least number of high-risk measures, and 

- to come up with a list of responsible, safe, and most effective combinations of retrofit options. 

The results of SA were then illustrated and discussed in section 6.4.2, aiming at identifying the areas of 

intervention having the highest impact on reduction of HEC and CO2 emissions. Within each area, the results 

of the OAAT graphs were also presented as a quality check of the results of MR and to highlight the 

intervention resulting in the highest possible energy and carbon savings within the range of permissible 

interventions selected. 

In the following chapter, the individual results for each CS discussed in this chapter will be used for a cross-

case analysis and will be finally placed in the wider context of the literature in this field for discussion. 
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Chapter 7. Discussion of findings 
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7.1 Introduction  

This chapter aims to place the study in the wider context of the current body of research in this area and 

triangulates the findings of this research with the review of the state-of-the-art literature, as described in 

chapter 2. It follows and interprets the analysis of findings (chapter 6) aiming, first, to identify a pattern, if 

any, that drives the changes in the investigated output variables (HEC and CO2 emissions) as a consequence of 

those operated in the input variables (the areas of intervention, as defined in chapter 5, and their respective 

U-values, through different retrofit interventions applicable to them). The chapter then aims to identify 

similarities and differences between the patterns eventually found for the different CSs, to aid in the 

generalisation of findings and replicability of the methodology applied in this specific context. It finally shows 

how the findings of this study may confirm or otherwise contradict those of previous studies and explains the 

reason(s) behind that. A decision support system can be devised this way, which aids in assessing the impact 

that each of the input variables can have on the investigated parameters. Hence, all the influential variables 

analysed in the previous chapter, will be discussed according to their impact on both HEC and CO2 emission 

assessment indicators. Finally, the discussion presented in this chapter sets up the scene to draw conclusions 

from the findings of this research. 

7.2 Low-risk interventions 

The HEC savings percentage which could be achieved through individual application of low-risk interventions 

were reported in section 6.3 and are summarised in Figure 7.1. 

 

FIGURE 7.1 ANNUAL HEC SAVINGS % [(KWH B – KWH POST INTERVENTION) / KWH B] AFTER THE APPLICATION OF THE LOW-RISK 

INTERVENTIONS OAAT 
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7.2.1 Draught-proofing 

The cross-case comparison shows that, when applicable (section 5.5), draught-proofing (A1L1) the envelope 

can generate the highest HEC savings (hence the highest reduction in CO2 emissions). They range from 7.4% 

(CSs 12) to 17.4% (CS7) (see Table 6.1, p.191). Such range of values is likely due the differences in the baseline 

conditions of the CSs under investigation (section 4.2.7). CS7 shows a much higher potential for improvement 

than CS12 as its baseline scenario is characterised by higher values of ACH in most rooms’ templates 

(appendix 11), which led to the highest level of draught-proofing reasonably achievable and safely applicable 

to this dwelling (as explained in section 5.5.2). Wherever more than one measure is applicable on a single CS, 

draught-proofing also results in the highest reduction in energy consumption achievable by low-risk 

interventions.  

Hence, the findings of this study confirm the general approach of heritage bodies and conservation experts 

(English Heritage, 2008b; Historic England, 2012; Suhr & Hunt, 2013; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010, 

to cite but some) that unanimously regard this low-risk and low-cost intervention as highly effective in 

reducing heat-loss and recommend it as a priority within full range of passive retrofit measures for improving 

the energy performance of the envelope of TLDs. 

It should be noted that the other low-risk interventions may all contribute to draught-proofing (which, as 

explained in section 5.4.1, is not necessarily a measure limited to windows); however, the extent of each 

individual contribution cannot easily be quantified. It is therefore a common practice in previous similar 

studies, to assess the contribution of draught-proofing as a separate intervention from other energy saving 

measures (Ascione et al., 2011; Banfill et al., 2012; Ben & Steemers, 2014; Blecich et al., 2016; Broström et al., 

2014; Flores, 2013; Litti et al., 2018; Lo Cascio et al., 2016; Moran, 2013; Rhee Duverne & Baker, 2015; Sahin 

et al., 2015; Sdei et al., 2015).  

In this study, the HEC savings and consequent CO2 emissions reductions from draught-proofing, were 

obtained by:  

- first applying reasonable and safe reductions to the air-leakage values of each room template in the 

base-case models, wherever this intervention was applicable (sections 5.5)  

- then running the simulations in the new modified scenario 

- finally comparing the results obtained this way to the baseline HEC and CO2 emissions.  

The savings obtained this way can be placed within the range of those found in previous research (Ascione et 

al., 2011; Ben & Steemers, 2014; Blecich et al., 2016; Litti et al., 2018; Neroutsou & Croxford, 2016) which 

investigated retrofit options for heritage buildings in similar and different contexts. The study conducted by 

Litti at al. (2018) in Germany, investigated the results obtained by combining windows maintenance with 

windows draught-proofing to retrofit a heritage building. They obtained smaller savings (up to 6.44%) than 
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those obtained in the current study. Energy savings in the range of 6% were also obtained by Ben and 

Steemers (2014) from draught-proofing a 1930’s (hence not of traditional construction) heritage dwelling in 

the UK.  

Studies that investigated the impact of passive retrofit measures on traditional buildings in the UK are few 

and far between, and even fewer are those that applied them to dwellings. The study conducted by 

Neroutsou and Croxford (2016) on a Victorian dwelling in England (similar construction to that of the 

dwellings investigated in this study) showed potential energy savings of more than 20%, due to the improved 

air-tightness post intervention, achieving values that exceed the maximum achieved in the current study 

(17%). A wide range of findings were obtained investigating traditional dwellings in different climates. In 

Portugal (Mediterranean climate), Flores (2013) used simulation to assess draught-proofing in 10 heritage 

dwellings and showed that very limited energy savings (only 1.38% reduction in energy consumption) were 

achievable. This result is likely to be due to the milder Mediterranean climatic conditions in Portugal, where 

the use of heating systems is considerably lower, compared to the Oceanic climatic conditions of the UK. The 

author, however, considered draught-proofing effective and beneficial also in the Mediterranean area as a 

means for effectively improving the occupants’ comfort. Although other studies - e.g. Ascione et al. (2011) in 

Italy and Blecich et al. (2016) in Croatia, both in Mediterranean climatic conditions similar to Flores (2013) - 

show closer results to that of this research (11% and 15% energy savings respectively), they are on public 

heritage buildings rather than residential stock.   

The actual effectiveness of draught-proofing, varies, as shown by the range of results obtained in this 

research and by comparing such results with those of previous research, conducted in either similar or 

different contexts and where the subject of investigation is more or less similar in nature, specifications and 

characteristics, to the dwellings investigated here. This is likely due to the different baseline conditions used 

to assess the savings potential (alongside different climatic conditions).  

7.2.2 Internal shading devices  

The reduction in HEC achievable using internal shading devices (A2L1 in Figure 7.1, p.270) ranges from 1 % 

(CS7) to 6.6% (CS2). The reason for such broad range of results is in the differences in the baseline scenarios. 

In CS7 there are shutters in the new windows on the loft and part of the envelope has already been upgraded 

in the status-quo condition. In CS2 shutters were re-introduced (considered as the reinstatement of an 

original feature, likely part of the dwelling as it was originally) together with heavy curtains for front 

windows, while low-E blinds were added for all the back windows in accordance with the strategy deployed in 

this study (section 5.5.2).  

The largest body of research assessing shading devices has been conducted in hot countries and in the 

Mediterranean region, often focusing on summer thermal comfort, with an aim to reduce overheating. The 
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existing literature addresses both office or public buildings (Ascione et al., 2015; Becich et al, 2016) and 

residential ones (Aelenei et al., 2014; Avola et al., 2019; Carletti et al., 2014 and 2016; Flores, 2013; Lai & 

Wang, 2011). The studies carried out in the continental or temperate climate are fewer, and often refer to 

commercial or office buildings. They mostly considered the use of shading devices to improve the indoor 

thermal environment during summertime (Kunwar & Bhandari, 2020; Ylitalo et al., 2013) and reduce cooling 

loads (Lomanowski, B.A. & Wright, J.L, 2007a and 2007b). The body of research consents that internal shading 

devices are more beneficial than external ones for the reduction of HEC, whereas external shading devices 

are more effective in reducing energy consumption pertaining to cooling loads (Carletti et al., 2014; 

Lomanowski, B.A. & Wright, J.L, 2007a and 2007b; Nikoofard et al., 2014). Internal shading devices, and in 

particular venetian blinds were proven worse performing when kept always closed during the year, as they 

contribute to a reduction in solar heat gain that ultimately leads to an increase in HEC (Carletti et al., 2014). 

Hence, their use is recommended if they can be operated and kept open during the hours when solar gain is 

achievable (Carletti at al., 2014), which is the strategy also used in this study (section 5.5.2). Addressing the 

impact of internal shading devices on energy conservation and carbon reduction, previous research carried 

out in different climatic conditions achieved entirely different outputs from the current study. Flores (2013), 

investigating traditional heritage dwellings in the Mediterranean area, found that reinstating original internal 

shutters generated only negligible energy savings.  

Similar results to those achieved in the current research were obtained by Nikofaard et al. (2014) and by Wise 

et al. (2021). The first study analysed a range of house types in Canada and found energy savings from 1% to 

4% using internal venetian blinds. The second study investigated traditional heritage dwellings in the UK and 

obtained 0.2% to 5% energy savings with thermal curtains and 7% energy savings with internal shutters in the 

three CSs modelled. Similarly to the current study, the smallest savings were obtained by the CS which 

already had a combination of shutters, secondary glazing, and wooden double-glazing in its status-quo.  

7.2.3 Carpets  

The use of carpets (A4L1 in Figure 7.1, p.270), when applicable (section 5.4.4), achieves similar energy and 

carbon reductions on both solid (A4a) and suspended ground floors (A4b), ranging from 3.2% (suspended 

floor in CS16) to 3.5% (solid floor in CS14). Conservation and heritage bodies suggest the use of carpets 

alongside draught-proofing and the application of internal shading devices (Changeworks, 2008; Historic 

England, 2016e, 2016g, 2017b, 2018a; Historic Scotland, 2013; SPAB, 2016; STBA, 2012; The Prince’s 

Regeneration Trust, 2010) as low-risk and low-cost interventions. They should be considered for energy 

retrofit prior to the use of other interventions. 

It is not possible to compare the individual results obtained when applying carpets in this study with those 

obtained in precedent research as the studies that investigated this measure include the intervention in a 
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range of combined retrofit measures (Gillott et al. 2016). Historic England (2018a) recommends the use of 

carpets as a means to reduce radiant heat-loss in ground floors, and to reduce air-leakage in suspended 

ground floors (Historic England, 2012, 2016g). The use of carpets is mainly considered as an effective measure 

that contributes to improve the air tightness of dwellings by sealing the floors (Banfill et al., 2012; Gillott et al. 

2016). Hence, it could be argued that the actual effect of adding carpets may be underestimated in the 

current study if considering draught-proofing as an individual measure for the reasons explained in section 

7.2.1. 

7.2.4 Draught-proofing, internal shading devices and carpets combined 

Internal shading devices (A2L1) and/or carpets (A4L1), both contributing to the reduction of air-leakage, while 

also improving the thermal performance of the envelope, were also assessed, wherever applicable, in 

combination with draught-proofing (A1L1). 

Figure 7.2 shows the energy savings achievable combining all the low-risk measures that contribute to 

draught-proofing and compares them with those achievable by loft insulation (A5L1) where applicable. 

 

FIGURE 7.2 ANNUAL HEC SAVINGS % ACHIEVABLE AFTER THE APPLICATION OF THE LOW-RISK INTERVENTIONS (A1L1+A2L1+ A4L1) -
DRAUGHT-PROOFING + SHADING DEVICES + CARPETS - AND A5L1 - LOFT INSULATION  

The results obtained this way are closer to those obtained for draught-proofing the envelope by Neroutsou 

and Croxford (2016) on a Victorian dwelling in England (20%). 

7.2.5 Loft insulation 

The reduction in energy consumption achievable using loft insulation (A5L1 in Figure 7.1, p.270) range from 

0.5% (CS7) to 4.3% (CS17). This range of results is due to the different baseline scenarios.  In fact, CS7 is 

already insulated in the loft space in its base-case model, hence can be upgraded to limited extents. To the 

contrary, the loft space in CS17 was not insulated in the baseline scenario therefore allowing for significant 
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reduction in HEC as a result of this intervention. However, this proved not to be the case because the external 

roof area was limited in CS17 (16% of the thermal envelope, as seen in Table 5.4, p.119) only covering the 

main bedroom, situated in the rear extension (appendix 11).  

The results obtained by the simulation of this intervention are in line with those achieved by similar studies in 

the UK. Simulating retrofit measures for the housing stock in the North-East of England, He et al. (2014) could 

achieve only a 1.7% reduction in total heat demand from application of loft insulation vs the 5% achieved 

through application of internal wall insulation. Rhee Duverne and Baker (2015) investigated the energy 

performance improvements obtained by individual retrofit measures for a Victorian terrace house (where the 

roof area ratio was significantly larger than in CS17) and obtained insignificant energy savings through loft 

insulation (meeting the target U-value as set in Part L1B of the Building Regulations), compared to internal 

wall insulation. The reason for this is certainly due to the fact that the Victorian dwelling, like CS7, had 

already been partially retrofitted with loft insulation in the baseline scenario, hence the addition of a further 

layer of insulation did not impact the energy consumption as expected. Similarly, in the study by Wise et al. 

(2021) the energy simulation showed negligible savings achievable with loft insulation (ranging from 0.7% to 

2.3%) compared to other fabric measures as all the traditional heritage dwellings investigated had already 

been partially insulated in the loft in their baseline scenario. This conforms to the findings of the DEEP 

research paper (BEIS, 2021a) which shows that a large proportion of lofts have been insulated, thus the 

further addition of loft insulation only reduces space heating bills by 2-4%. Similarly, the NEED report on 

domestic energy consumption (BEIS, 2021b) shows mean energy saving of 3% as a result of loft insulation in 

UK domestic properties. 

Hence, although loft insulation is generally suggested as an effective low-risk measure to improve the energy 

performance of traditional dwellings, it often does not perform as expected due to the likelihood of insulation 

already being present (BRE, 2008; Organ et al., 2020).  

7.3 Medium- and/or high-risk interventions 

Figure 7.3 summarises the results presented in detail in section 6.4 for each CS. It shows the HEC savings 

percentage after the application of medium- and/or high-risk interventions (see Figure 6.8, p.193), 

individually, on the BL scenario (B scenario upgraded with all the low-risk interventions applicable in each CS). 

The savings % obtainable from medium- and/or high-risk options range from nearly zero to more than 30%. 
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FIGURE 7.3 ANNUAL HEC SAVINGS % [(KWH BL – KWH POST INTERVENTION) / KWH BL] ACHIEVABLE AFTER THE APPLICATION OF 

THE MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS INDIVIDUALLY ON THE BL SCENARIO 

To facilitate cross-case comparison, Table 7.1 reports a synopsis of the annual HEC savings in kWh per m2 of 

TFA obtained from the application of the measures OAAT.  

TABLE 7.1 ANNUAL HEC SAVINGS IN KWH PER M2 OF TFA FOR EACH MEASURE 

  CS2 CS7 CS8 CS12 CS13 CS14 CS16 CS17 

A2a 
front 
windows 

M1 9.89 0.25  3.36 0.41  11.04 1.22 

M2 11.61 0.23  4.12 0.69  12.89 1.59 

H1  2.64     13.68  
A2b 
back 
windows 

M1 7.35 0.63 17.11 5.23 8.95 10.36  1.87 

M2 9.24 1.28 21.46 6.65 11.50 12.17  2.74 

H1 9.40 1.76 22.11 8.12 11.65 13.91  3.64 

A3a front doors M1    0.29     
A3b back doors M1      0.14   
A4a solid g-floor M1      8.28   

H1      7.66   
A4b suspended 
g-floor 

M1    2.61   8.55  
H1    2.09   8.05  

A5a pitched roof M1      0.19   
H1      1.34   

A5b flat roof M1  1.41  0.12 22.23 -0.13   
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H1    0.09 25.05 0.18   
A6a wall  
plaster on lath M1 8.11 5.25  2.86 

8.07(d)72 
5.32   12.99 

H1 6.83 5.33  2.83 
7.92(d) 

6.99   14.31 

H2  

3.85(d) 
2.87   

6.74(d) 
5.23   13.28 

A6b wall  
solid or dry-lined 

M1 21.56 4.49 9.12 11.33 4.62 14.05 19.39 5.29 

H1 26.61 6.74 9.59 13.21 5.72 19.34 20.57 6.80 

H2 24.43 6.74 11.17 16.05 5.81 
18.45(d) 

16.44 23.11 6.40 

Interestingly, a wide range of results is noticeable when looking at the same intervention across different CSs. 

Similar to the low-risk interventions, this is likely due to:  

- differences in the % of the thermal envelope taken by the intervention (Table 5.4, p.119)  

- differences in the baseline U-value of the construction, where some CSs may have been subject to 

previous interventions aimed at improving their energy efficiency (Table 6.2, p.194) 

- limitations imposed by heritage value, where the application of some interventions may not be 

allowed or may be limited in thickness because heritage features may be compromised 

- limitations due to condensation risk, where the application of some interventions may not be 

possible, may require the use of dehumidifier, or be limited in thickness. 

For these same reasons, there are intrinsic limitations in the comparison between the results from this study 

and from other studies, even when those were conducted in the same climatic conditions and on similar 

constructions. 

The interventions producing the widest range of results across different CSs are those applicable on windows 

(A2), as shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, and specifically: 

- M1 Secondary glazing (single, low-emissivity)  

- M2 Secondary glazing (slim-double, low-emissivity)  

- H1 New slim-double low-emissivity glazing  

 

 

72 Savings obtained when the intervention is applied with the use of dehumidifier. 
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FIGURE 7.4 HEC % SAVINGS FROM MEDIUM-AND HIGH-RISK OPTIONS FOR A2A (FRONT WINDOWS) 

 

FIGURE 7.5 HEC % SAVINGS FROM MEDIUM-AND HIGH-RISK OPTIONS FOR A2B (BACK WINDOWS) 

The wider range of results for back windows (A2b, Figure 7.5) across all CSs, is mainly due to CS8. This west-

facing studio flat is the smallest CS and the only one where the highest energy reduction can be obtained with 

retrofit measures for windows, while for most other CSs, the interventions applicable to the external walls 

(A6a and A6b) show the highest savings potential.  

External doors take up only a minimal part of the thermal envelope (1.3% for CS12 and 0.6% for CS14, see 

Table 5.4, p.119), therefore minimal savings were obtained from this area of intervention (0.3% for CS12 and 

0.1% for CS14, see Tables 6.11, p.206 and 6.19, p.217). These results are in line with the findings of previous 

research investigating heritage dwellings retrofit solutions. Wise et al. (2021) found savings ranging only from 

0.6% to 1.3% despite retrofitting external doors at a higher standard, using 10mm aerogel blanket.  
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The findings from the analysis of the individual interventions, are further confirmed by the SA of the medium- 

and/or high-risk combination of interventions that followed (section 6.4.2). Table 7.2 reports a synthesis of 

the parameter’s importance (coloured in shades of green accordingly) obtained from SA and of their 

respective importance per m2 of surface area (in shades of brown). 

TABLE 7.2 PARAMETERS’ IMPORTANCE TARGETING HEC AND CO2 EMISSIONS: % VALUE OF EACH AREA OF INTERVENTION AND % VALUE 

PER SURFACE UNIT (M2) OF EACH AREA 

  
  
  
  
  
  

 
Windows Ground floor  Roof  

 
Walls  

 total 

Front 
A2a 

Back 
A2b 

Solid 
A4a 

Suspen
ded 
A4b 

Pitched 
A5a 

Flat 
A5b 

Plaster 
on lath 

A6a 

Solid/ 
dry-
lined 
A6b 

CS
2 

% Importance  
target: 
HEC 
and 
CO2

73 

12% 10% 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 6% 72% 
100
% 

Importance/m2 
 

1.54 
 

1.45 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

0.35 
 

2.37 
 

CS
7d
74 

% Importance   
  

target: 
HEC 7% 1% 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 0% 0% 31% 61% 

100
% 

target: 
CO2 0% 0% 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 0% 0% 62% 38% 

100
% 

Importance/m2 

target: 
HEC 

 
0.34 

 
0.12 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 

 
0.00 

 
0.00 

 
0.94 

 
0.60 

 

target: 
CO2 

 
0.00 

 
0.00 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 

 
0.00 

 
0.00 

 
1.87 

 
0.37 

 

CS
7 

% Importance 
target: 
HEC 
and 
CO2 

6% 1% 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 0% 0% 42% 51% 
100
% 

Importance/m2 
 

0.29 
 

0.12 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

1.27 
 

0.50 
 

CS
8 

% Importance 
target: 
HEC 
and 
CO2 

n.a 80% 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. n.a 20% 
100
% 

Importance/m2 
n.a. 

 
8.51 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 

 
1.04 

 

CS
12 

% Importance 
target: 
HEC 
and 
CO2 

2% 22% n.a 1% n.a 0% 1% 74% 
100
% 

Importance/m2 
 

0.27 
 

1.24 
 

n.a 
 

0.03 
 

n.a 
 

0.00 
 

0.05 
 

0.93 
 

CS
13
d 

% Importance  
  

target: 
HEC 0% 15% n.a. n.a. n.a. 72% 9% 4% 

100
% 

target: 
CO2 0% 15% 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 73% 8% 4% 

100
% 

Importance/m2 

target: 
HEC 

0.00 1.09  
n.a. 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 

1.13 0.16 0.33 
 

target: 
CO2 

0.00 1.09  
n.a. 

 
n.a. 

 
n.a. 

1.14 0.14 0.33 
 

CS
13 

% 
Importance 

target: 
HEC 
and 
CO2 

0% 21% 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 70% 5% 4% 
100
% 

Importance/m2 
 

0.00 
1.52  

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

1.10 
 

0.09 
 

0.33 
 

CS
14
d 

% Importance  
  

target: 
HEC 

 
n.a. 28% 8% 

n.a. 
0% 0% 

n.a. 
64% 

100
% 

target: 
CO2 

n.a. 
29% 8% 

n.a. 
0% 0% 

n.a. 
63% 

100
% 

 

73When dehumidifier was not needed, the % importance obtained for the predictors is the same when targeting HEC or 
CO2 emissions (for the reasons explained in section 6.4.1), hence only one set of results is presented. For the same 
reasons, two set of results are presented only for the CSs needing dehumidifier (CSs 7, 13 and 14).  
74 Simulated with the use of dehumidifier, when necessary (section 5.5.4). 
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Importance/m2 

target: 
HEC 

 1.32 0.07  0.00 0.00  0.66 
 

target: 
CO2 

 1.37 0.07  0.00 0.00  0.65 
 

 
CS
14 

% Importance 
target: 
HEC 
and 
CO2 

n.a. 
30% 9% 

n.a. 
0% 0% 

 
n.a. 61% 

100
% 

Importance/m2 
 

n.a. 
 

1.42 
 

0.08 
 

n.a. 
 

0.00 
 

0.00 
 

n.a. 
 

0.63 
 

CS
16 

% Importance  
target: 
HEC 
and 
CO2 

24% 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 11% 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 65% 
100
% 

Importance/m2 
2.67   0.15    1.77 

 

CS
17 

% Importance  
target: 
HEC 
and 
CO2 

1% 3% 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 80% 16% 
100
% 

Importance/m2 
0.19 0.26  

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
 

n.a. 
1.40 1.05 

 

Analysing the ranking of parameters’ influence on HEC and CO2 emissions obtained from the SA, it is clear 

that, in the majority of dwellings (6 out of 8), the most important predictor (dark green cells in Table 7.2) are 

external walls (A6), and more specifically solid walls (A6b). External walls constitute the largest area of the 

thermal envelope in most CSs (Table 5.4, p.119). Where walls finished in plaster on lath (A6a) were found, 

most of the time they form the front of the dwelling, often the most decorated part in Regency buildings. 

Therefore, this is where more limitations were likely imposed by the listing, which may hinder major 

alteration of the status-quo, limiting the fabric performance improvements achievable with the interventions 

(see Table 6.2, p.194, for the reduction in U-value produced by each intervention applicable). In all dwellings 

except CS17, solid walls enclose rooms to the back of the building, where diverse interventions have taken 

place over the time. This may have led to the loss of the original plaster on lath, if there was any in place, and 

predisposed these walls to a wider range of interventions. 

Windows (A2) are generally poorly performing in the population investigated and offer a high potential for 

heat-loss reduction (Table 6.2, p.194). However, confirming the findings from the simulations of the medium- 

and/or high-risk interventions OAAT (Figure 7.3 and Table 7.1, p.276), A2 results the most important 

predictor (targeting both HEC and CO2 emissions) only in CS8 (Table 7.2, p.279). In this studio flat (62.4m2 of 

TFA), windows (A2b) take up 33% of the external envelope vs 67% taken by walls (A6b) (Table 5.4) and the 

dwelling has the highest windows-to-wall ratio of all CSs (33% vs 21% average value of the other cases, Table 

4.1 p.85).  

The ranking of predictors sometimes changes if their importance is divided by their respective area of the 

envelope. Windows are the area of intervention having the highest importance/m2 in 5 out of 8 CSs 

(highlighted in dark brown in Table 7.2). The importance of windows also increases in the remaining CSs.  

 This is an interesting finding which can be useful to facilitate the choice of area of intervention that could be 

addressed first to maximise the savings, where a whole building retrofit is not applicable. 
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Figure 7.6 represents a summary of the predictors’ importance % of each area of intervention targeting HEC, 

obtained summing up the percentage importance of the two sub-areas in which they are divided (e.g. 

A2=A2a+A2b). It clearly shows that, overall, walls (A6=A6a+A6b) result the most influential predictor. 

 

FIGURE 7.6 PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE %: SUMMARY FOR ALL CSS 

CSs 7, 13 and 14 are presented twice in the Figure to illustrate the results for the models when using 

dehumidifier (d). As expected, when looking at all the CSs where dehumidifier was not deemed necessary, 

each predictor’s importance percentage is the same for HEC and for CO2 emissions because the latter are a 

direct consequence of the former (Table 7.2). In fact, CO2 emissions are calculated by multiplying the gas (the 

larger and variable part of the output) and electricity (the smaller and constant part of the output after 

normalisation) components of the HEC by their respective conversion factors (BEIS, 2019b). When looking at 

the CSs that need dehumidifier (CS7d, CS13d and CS14d), the SA showed instead a difference in the results 

when targeting HEC or CO2 emissions. This can be explained by looking at Figure 7.7, which shows the energy 

and carbon savings % achievable in these three CSs by means of 36 out of the total combinations of 

interventions applied to them in the scenarios with and without dehumidifier. In each graph, for the scenario 

with and without dehumidifier:  

- HEC savings% are shown in blue and grey respectively 

- CO2 emissions savings% are shown in orange and yellow.  
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FIGURE 7.7 CS7(A), CS13(B) AND CS14(C): HEC (IN BLUE AND GREY) AND CARBON (IN ORANGE AND YELLOW) SAVINGS%  
IN THE SCENARIO WITH AND WITHOUT DEHUMIDIFIER - IN THE GREY BOXES THE COMBINATIONS NOT NEEDING DEHUMIDIFIER 
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Analysing the combinations of interventions that include those at risk of condensation (outside the grey 

boxes in the graphs), for all CSs it is evident that:  

- the scenario without dehumidifier, shows almost identical pattern for energy (in grey) and carbon 

emissions (in yellow) savings, as expected75  

- the scenario with dehumidifier (blue) permits higher energy savings than that without dehumidifier 

(grey).  

CO2 emission savings are higher in the scenario with dehumidifier (orange) than in that without (yellow) only 

for CSs 13 and 14, while CS7 shows much lower CO2 emission savings when using dehumidifier. This is due to 

the increased electricity consumption caused by the use of dehumidifier (as electricity bears a higher CO2 

conversion rate than gas) as a result of the application of the retrofit intervention A6aH2 (wood fibreboard 

insulation). Hence, if CO2 reductions is given a higher priority, the scenario with dehumidifier (orange) should 

be preferred in both CSs 13 and 14, while the scenario without dehumidifier (yellow) should be preferred in 

CS7. This is also the reason as to why, in the predictors importance graphs for CS7d (with dehumidifier), walls 

result in being almost entirely responsible for the CO2 emissions, making windows almost uninfluential only in 

this case (Figure 7.6).  

The findings from this study confirm the results of most of the literature on building retrofit, in the UK and 

elsewhere. Ben and Steemers (2014), investigated non-traditional dwellings retrofit and found 6% energy 

savings for secondary glazing and 9% for cavity wall insulation. Such savings are smaller than the ones 

reached in this study from solid wall insulation (from less than 5% to more than 25% considering A2a and A2b 

individually). However, the savings predicted from secondary glazing in some CSs (Figure 7.3, p.276) are 

similar to those in Ben and Steemers (2014). The study conducted by He et al. (2014), simulating traditional 

and non-traditional dwellings in the North-East of England, obtained lower energy savings than this study but 

achieved a similar ranking of interventions effectiveness.  Their study showed that the highest energy savings 

were achieved by means of solid wall insulation (heating demand reduction of 5.7%), which far outweigh 

those achievable by double-glazing (heating demand reduction of 0.6% only). A comprehensive review of the 

outcome of UK retrofit research projects to date was conducted for the DEEP research paper (BEIS, 2021a), 

whose findings suggest that upgrading windows can reduce space heating bills by between 5% and 15% 

(slightly lower than the range fund in the current study), while solid wall insulation can generate from 13% 

and 68% savings in HEC (within the same range as those obtained in the current study), confirming the 

significant reductions in heat transfer achievable with solid wall insulation. Interestingly, the NEED analysis of 

domestic energy consumption (BEIS, 2021b) resulted in lower energy savings from solid wall insulation 

 

75 CS 13 (Figure 7.7(b)) is the only one that shows similar pattern for energy and CO2 emissions also in the scenario with 
dehumidifier because here dehumidifier is needed for all interventions available for walls finished in plaster on lath 
(A6a), hence for all combinations. 
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measures, with a mean value of 17%. Nonetheless, solid wall interventions are potentially the most effective 

compared with other measures evaluated in NEED (new boiler, loft insulation, cavity wall insulation and PV 

panels). Other studies in cold climatic conditions came to different conclusions. Rasmussen (2011) reviewed a 

large listed residential building in Denmark where retrofit scenarios inclusive of energy efficient windows, 

roof insulation and internal wall insulation were simulated. The study showed that windows interventions 

generated the highest energy savings, followed by roof insulation. From the analysis of an old Danish multi-

family building retrofit, Morelli et al. (2012) found instead the savings achievable with windows interventions 

in the range of those achievable with interventions on walls, both about 20%. Most studies conducted in the 

Mediterranean area (Blecich et al. (2016) - in Croatia - and Fabbri et al. (2014) and Galatioto et al. (2019) - in 

Italy) came to similar conclusions to those achieved in most CSs in the current research, showing the impact 

of energy efficient windows to be less significant than the impact of thermal insulation on the HEC of the 

buildings investigated. Blecich et al. (2016) nevertheless advocated the replacement of windows since it can 

provide a wider range of positive effects, including lower transmission heat-losses and improved airtightness 

of historic heritage buildings. Fabbri et al. (2014), investigating the energy savings potential of a range of 

retrofit interventions on a dwelling model characterised by different construction types, obtained higher 

energy savings by means of wall insulation (up to 26%) compared to windows improvements (up to 14%). 

Galatioto et al. (2019), assessing the outcome of retrofit interventions for windows, walls, and roof of a 

heritage public building, confirmed the highest energy savings attributed to internal wall insulation (at least 

doubling those achievable by windows and roof retrofit interventions).  

The Mediterranean climate is the main cause for low overall HEC savings post intervention in the studies 

conducted in Turkey by Sahin (2015) and in Portugal by Flores (2013). In both studies, the energy savings 

achievable with windows retrofit interventions (for a public historic building and for historic dwellings 

respectively) were estimated to be below those achievable through wall interventions. However, savings 

from each measure individually accounted for only below 5%. The study conducted on solid walled residential 

building prototypes by Kolaitis et al. (2013) showed instead higher energy saving potential (65%) for internal 

wall insulation configurations when the modelled flat was simulated in the warm Mediterranean climate. The 

savings achievable when the same intervention was simulated in the colder oceanic climate – where major 

risks of condensation were highlighted - accounted for 47%. Kolaitis et al. (2013) also found that on average, 

external insulation outperformed the internal insulation configuration by 8%, although also implying 50% 

more investment costs. 

There are also studies conducted in the Mediterranean area, on historic public buildings in Italy, that showed 

opposite findings to the current study, where windows indicated the highest energy savings (Ascione et al., 

2011; Mancini et al.,2016). Ascione et al. (2011) found that the heating energy demand was reduced by 37% 

with the application of new double-glazed windows (to achieve a U-value of 1.49W/m2K), vs 9% with 5cm of 
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insulating plaster for most of the walls. Mancini et al. (2016) showed potential HEC savings due to retrofit 

interventions for windows in the range of 28%, which far outweigh those achievable through other retrofit 

interventions, e.g. walls insulation (21%), loft insulation (9%), and floor insulation (7%).  

Fewer studies refer to traditional dwellings in the UK and even less address traditional dwellings of heritage 

value. Rhee Duverne and Baker (2015), assessing the outcome of a range of retrofit interventions for a 

Victorian terraced house in the UK, conceded to the energy improvements achievable by reinstating old 

timber windows upgrading their glazing, which also aids in restoring the original character of the building. 

Their study showed that retrofit interventions for windows can reduce the heat-loss through the element by 

43%. However, it also demonstrated that solid walls retrofit measures can reduce heat-loss through the wall 

by more than 80%. Wall insulation results in this study as the best performing intervention (given the SAP 

rating). These data might not be directly comparable to the results of the current study, but they still confirm 

our findings by showing that interventions on walls can potentially generate the highest energy savings. The 

study conducted by Moran (2013) in three 19th C terraced houses, considered retrofit interventions applied 

progressively in packages. It included windows retrofit in the first combination of measures, involving 

draught-proofing, ground floor and roof insulation, as well as boiler and appliances upgrade. The savings 

attributable to this package of interventions range from 8% to 51%, while those obtained when adding wall 

insulation to these measures range from 54% to 85%. Although in Moran’s study it is not possible to directly 

compare the savings due to walls’ retrofit to those attributable to other parts of the building envelope, it is 

evident that external walls performance play an important role in determining the final HEC, hence CO2 

emissions, as shown for many of the CSs investigated here. A different conclusion was obtained in the study 

of a Victorian terrace house conducted by Neroutsou and Croxford (2016). Their study found a significant 

disproportion between the heating loads reduction achievable with windows retrofit interventions (30%) 

compared to that achievable with walls insulation (18%) - both aiming to meet the target U-value imposed by 

Building Regulations - despite the higher percentage of the external envelope taken up by walls in their CS 

(based on an end of terrace house). When the building was simulated to meet EnerPHit standards (with lower 

envelope U-values) the heating load reductions from retrofitting walls (33%), roof (31%) and windows (32%) 

were similar. Only ground floor insulation showed negligible savings in comparison (4% in the first scenario 

and 7% in the EnerPHit scenario).  

Comparison of results of current study with previous studies in the UK and elsewhere shows similarities but 

also many differences, even when considering the same population and similar climatic contexts. Such 

variances are a consequence of three main factors: 

- differences in the specific baseline conditions and in the range of interventions, hence in the actual 

reduction in the U-values of the constructions 

- differences in the surface areas of the envelope attributed to each intervention 
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- differences (if any) in the climatic conditions in which the studies were carried out. 

This conforms to the suggestions made by heritage and conservation bodies (Historic England, 2012 and 

2018a; Historic Scotland 2013; STBA, 2012a) when it comes to traditional heritage buildings retrofit, 

articulating them further into the following findings: 

- each building must be assessed individually 

- is characterised by an individual baseline scenario 

- it is essential to strike a balance between  

o the importance of the heritage features,  

o the thermo-hygrometric behaviour of the construction and  

o the status-quo and target energy performance,  

these all play a special role in the selection of the most responsible, safe, and effective retrofit 

measures and affect their outcome.  

At this stage of the study, it was also considered necessary to assess how the importance of windows 

interventions could change if including internal shading devices as part of the upgrades in the MR analysis. A 

test was carried out on CS2 and reported in detail in appendix 12b (test2). For the test, a new baseline 

scenario was created by excluding all internal shading devices from the BL scenario. Then, the shading devices 

were added to windows alongside each medium- and/or high-risk retrofit intervention. The new resulting 

predictors’ importance graph is shown in Figure 7.8, for CS2 where windows retrofit interventions were 

considered inclusive of the shading devices. 

 

FIGURE 7.8 PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE FOR CS2 WHEN WINDOWS RETROFIT INTERVENTIONS WERE CONSIDERED INCLUSIVE OF THE 

SHADING DEVICES 
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A2a Windows-front 
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The ranking obtained is the same as that already presented in chapter 6 (Figure 6.13, p.232), where the 

impact of windows on the final HEC was estimated only based on secondary glazing and slim-double glazing 

interventions. In both results, solid walls appear to be the most important predictor. However, the 

percentage value of the predictors’ importance changes drastically and windows become much more 

important when the interventions considered include the use of shading devices (from just above 10% to 

more than 30% for front windows and from nearly 10% to nearly 20% for back windows). Consequently, the 

importance of solid walls decreases in the new scenario, as shown in Figure 7.8 (from 72% to 44%). When 

internal shading devices are added to the interventions (Figure 7.8), the collective results obtained for front 

and back windows (A2a+A2b) exceed those obtained for walls (A6a+A6b).  

Furthermore, it cannot be ignored that, beyond improving the thermal resistance of windows, all the retrofit 

measures for this area of intervention also involve a reduction of the baseline air-infiltration rates. Draught-

proofing, however, was considered as an individual intervention in this study, to be assessed independently 

from the other low-risk measures (for the reasons explained in section 7.2.1) and from the medium- and/or 

high-risk measures for windows because: 

- they constitute two different interventions (although often interrelated)  

- they are part of two different stages of intervention (low-risk and medium-risk options), as explained 

in chapter 5, with low-risk interventions generally applied first, as suggested by conservation bodies 

and by the evidence of current practice and confirmed by the approach taken by most participants in 

this study 

- this is a usual practice, also applied in precedent studies (Ascione et al., 2011; Banfill et al., 2012; 

Brostrom et al., 2014; to cite but some).  

Old windows are substantial contributors to air-leakage in traditional dwellings; hence it is likely that any of 

the retrofit interventions involving them, would necessarily imply also draught-proofing and that the 

reduction in air-leakage this way may play a major part in the overall reduction through draught-proofing of 

the entire envelope. Hence, another test was finally carried out to assess the importance of windows 

interventions on HEC if draught-proofing and internal shading devices were both considered part of the 

windows retrofit options (appendix 12b, test3).  CS12 was used for this purpose, where both draught-

proofing and shading devices are available low-risk options. A new baseline scenario was generated from the 

base-case model, considering windows without shading devices and the baseline air-leakage values. Then the 

shading devices were introduced, and the air-leakage values were decreased as a consequence of draught-

proofing wherever an intervention for windows was modelled. A new MR analysis was carried out of the 

results from simulations. The new predictors importance graph generated by MR (Figure 7.9) shows the same 

ranking as that obtained for CS12 in this study (Figure 6.33, p.247) where windows retrofit interventions were 

not considered inclusive of the shading devices and draught-proofing. Solid walls proved to be the most 
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important predictor in both scenarios followed by back windows. However, the relative importance of 

windows compared to the other parameters remarkably increases in the new scenario with back windows 

accountable for nearly 30% of the reduction in HEC, compared to 22% for the scenario where shading devices 

and draught-proofing were not part of the retrofit interventions. This means that a 1% decrease in the U-

value of back windows, accompanied by the reduction of air-leakage rate as a consequence of this 

intervention, could lead to a 30% decrease in annual HEC. Equally, the importance of solid walls decreases 

from 74% (Figure 6.33) to just below 60% in the newly simulated scenario (Figure 7.9). However, in this CS, 

even summing up the relative importance of both front and back windows, the whole area of intervention A2 

does not achieve a higher importance than that of solid walls in the determination of the final HEC, and 

external walls confirm being the most important predictor. 

 

FIGURE 7.9 PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE FOR CS12 WHEN WINDOWS RETROFIT INTERVENTIONS WERE CONSIDERED INCLUSIVE OF BOTH 

THE SHADING DEVICES AND DRAUGHT-PROOFING 

These findings highlight the need of an ad-hoc analysis for each individual dwelling to devise the most 

responsible, safe, and effective interventions. They also add to the results of this study, shedding new light on 

the importance of a comprehensive approach to TLDs retrofit, where the significance of retrofit interventions 

for windows should not be underestimated. This is especially true for the CSs where the importance of area 

unit (m2) of windows is higher than walls (see Table 7.2, p.279). Windows interventions could then be 

prioritised in those cases where retrofitting IWI would: 

- noticeably reduce the usable internal space, 

- result in higher condensation risks and/or  

- impose higher risks to the heritage value. 

As previously noted by Historic England (Organ et al.,2020), original single-glazed window performance can 

sensibly be improved with the addition of double-glazed secondary glazing, resulting in windows becoming 

almost as energy efficient as if they were upgraded to slim-double glazing (see Figures 7.4 and 7.5, p.278). 

This finding can be particularly important for front windows, where the originals are often still in place, to 
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ensure their conservation while improving performance. This is particularly true for the front windows (A2a) 

in CSs 2, 8, 12 and 16 (west-facing), 7 and 13 (south-facing), exposed to the prevailing winds in this area 

(coming from south-west). In fact, although this intervention gives slightly lower energy savings compared to 

slim double-glazing in these CSs (29% vs 30% in CS8 and 8% vs 10% in CS12, see Tables 6.9 and 6.11, pp.205-

206), their orientation is ideal to reduce the risk of condensation with this intervention (see section 5.4.2). 

Any intervention on windows in TLDs may however need to be negotiated with conservation officers due to 

the impact on their heritage value. In some dwellings, the risks imposed to the heritage value and the 

negative consequences for the usability of the window, may outweigh the benefits of any medium-and high-

risk intervention. In CS17 for instance, the savings obtainable by means of secondary glazing or slim-double 

glazing are minimal, ranging from 1.6% to 4.6% (Table 6.23, p.222) and the simple addition of internal shading 

devices permits the achievement of equivalent savings (3.1%, Table 6.1, p.191). Similar findings were 

obtained in the study conducted by Wise et al. (2021), where interior shutters reduced HEC by a similar 

amount to new double-glazing for two out of the three 19th C heritage dwellings investigated.  

Further analysing the predictors’ importance results presented in Table 7.2 (p.279) and Figure 7.6 (p.281), the 

flat roof (A5b) results the most important predictor (targeting both HEC and CO2 emissions reductions) only 

for CS13, potentially producing up to 20% energy savings, far outweighing what can be achieved by means of 

walls insulation. This is certainly due, in this CS, to the large area ratio taken up by the flat roof construction 

(41%, see Table 5.4, p.119), uninsulated in the baseline scenario (Table 6.2, p.194).  In the other dwellings, 

(CSs 7, 12, 14, and 17), the roof constructions constitute a smaller area of the external envelope and are 

suitable only for loft insulation (CSs 7 and 17) and/or have already been insulated in their baseline scenario 

(CSs 7, 12 and 14), which leads to small potential of U-value improvement in the retrofitted scenarios (Table 

6.2, p.194).   

It is not possible to compare these results with the majority of previous studies as most of them are either 

focused on retrofit interventions for walls exclusively (Atkinson, 2015; Campbell et al., 2017; Eriksson et al., 

2014; Galliano et al., 2015; Harrenstrup & Svendsen, 2015; Hopper at al., 2012; Kolaitis et al., 2013; Little & 

Arregi, 2013; Little et al., 2015; Soulios et al., 2019; Vereecken et al., 2015) or for windows only (Heat et al., 

2010a; Heat & Baker, 2013; Litti et al., 2018; Memon, 2014), or on combinations of multiple interventions, 

often including both active and passive measures (Ascione et al., 2011; Ben and Steemers, 2014; Bothwell et 

al., 2011; Broström et al., 2014; Fabbri et al., 2014; Flores, 2013; Fregonara et al., 2016; Heat et al., 2010b; 

Hugoni et al., 2019; Lo Cascio et al., 2016; Lowe, 2007; Mancini et al., 2016; Dalla Mora et al., 2015; Moran, 

2013; Morelli et al., 2012; Rhee Duverne & Baker, 2015; Sahin et al., 2015) and frequently assessing them as a 

whole. Neroutsou and Croxford (2016) however found a 24% HEC saving potential from pitched roof 

insulation between rafters in a traditional Victorian house, when aiming to achieve a target U-value of 

0.20W/m2K, hence resulting in a similar scenario to the one found in this research. They achieved 31% energy 
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savings for the same building element instead when aiming for the EnerPHit target U-value of 0.13W/m2K. 

Similarly, the DEEP research paper (BEIS, 2021) found that room in roof insulation could reduce whole-house 

heat loss by 20%, which is as much as SWI. These data are not directly comparable with the results of this 

work as the CSs investigated were already insulated in their baseline scenario. 

In none of the ground floor level dwellings investigated (CSs 12, 14, and 16) the ground floor construction 

results the most important predictor (Table 7.2, p.279) and it is rather overshadowed by the importance of 

walls retrofit interventions. In CS12, the energy savings achievable by means of retrofit options for the 

suspended timber ground floor are negligible (3.1% for aerogel insulation board above the ground floor 

construction and 2.5% for sheep wool insulation between the joists, see Table 6.11, p.206) because only one 

room is in contact with the ground, hence the area ratio of this construction is only 17% of the total thermal 

envelope (Table 5.4, p.119). In CSs 14 and 16, the whole dwelling area is at ground level, corresponding to 

40% (in CS14) and 73% (in CS16) of the thermal envelope. In these CSs, the results obtained for solid ground 

floor (A4a, in CS14) and suspended ground floor (A4b, in CS16) show energy savings just below 10%, hence 

should not be ignored (Tables 6.17 and 6.18, p.216 and 6.21, p. 220).   

It is not easy to compare these results with most previous studies, as they either did not include such 

interventions or considered them together with a package of retrofit measures for the envelope. The DEEP 

literature review on domestic retrofit practice (2021a) states that suspended ground floor retrofits are rare 

despite there being around 10 million uninsulated floors; however, the study suggests that insulating these 

floors could reduce heat loss in homes by up to 20%, depending on how much infiltration is taking place 

through the ground floor. This value is much higher than that found in CS16, despite the large proportion of 

the thermal envelope taken up by ground floor in that dwelling. This is possibly due to the combined effect of 

adding insulation and draught proofing, which in this study are instead considered as two separate 

interventions.  The few studies that assessed the outcome of ground floor insulation for traditional dwellings 

generally showed less savings than those found in the current study. Wise et al. (2021), investigating 

traditional heritage dwellings in the UK, obtained 1.5% and 1.7% HEC savings. This is likely because in their 

study the dwellings investigated presented a mixture of solid and suspended ground floor constructions but 

only the suspended floors were insulated as part of the interventions proposed. Similarly, Neroutsou and 

Croxford (2016) found a 3.5% HEC saving potential from ground floor insulation in the Victorian 2-storeys 

terraced house investigated. Rhee Duverne and Baker (2015) found the energy savings achievable by floor 

insulation, nine times smaller than those achievable by wall insulation (approximately 10 kWh/m2yr vs 90 

kWh/m2yr) for a Victorian terrace house and double than those achievable by loft insulation. CSs 14 and 16 in 

this study, show similar energy savings obtained by ground floor insulation (from 7.7 kWh/m2yr with 

limecrete floor in CS14, to 8.9 kWh/m2yr with thin aerogel board for CS16, as shown in Table 7.1, p.276). 

However, the maximum savings achievable by walls in these CSs are below 20 kWh/m2yr hence just double 
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the size of those achievable by ground floor insulation. These results are likely due to the thermal envelope 

area ratio taken by the ground floor constructions in these studies, which is certainly larger when assessing 

an individual dwelling (as in the current study) than when assessing two-storey terrace houses. 

7.4 Low-, medium- and/or high-risk interventions combined 

A wide range of energy and carbon savings were computed based on different combinations of responsible 

and safe interventions, as shown in chapter 6 (Tables 6.3-6.24, pp.197-223). Figure 7.10 summarises the 

annual HEC/m2 of the CSs investigated in their Normalised scenario (N, in grey), Baseline scenario (B, in 

yellow), Baseline scenario post low-risk interventions (BL, in blue) and in the best performing scenario post 

medium- and/or high-risk options application (in green). 

 

  

FIGURE 7.10 ANNUAL HEC IN KWH/M2 IN THE SCENARIOS: N, B, BL, AND AFTER THE APPLICATION OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE MEDIUM- 

AND/OR HIGH-RISK RETROFIT MEASURES COMBINATION 

Figure 7.11 shows the energy savings percentage obtained in these subsequent scenarios. The most effective 

combinations of medium- and/or high-risk interventions (in lightest green in Figure7.11) for the selected CSs, 

could provide energy savings ranging from 18% (CS7) to 54% (CS2) compared to the energy consumption in 

the BL scenario. This is due to differences in baseline scenarios, where CS7 has already been partially 

retrofitted (in the upper floor, loft insulation, upgraded windows, see Table 6.2, p.194). In contrast, CS2 which 

has not been subject to any prior retrofit intervention, shows the highest energy savings potential despite the 

limitations due to heritage features and potential condensation risks.  Furthermore, CS7 has a large form 

factor (1.69, see Table 4.1, p.85), which is double that of CS2 (0.81). Despite WWR being higher in CS2 - 24% 

for CS2 vs 18% for CS7 in Table 4.1 - windows can be retrofitted to higher levels of performance compared to 

the walls of CS2 (achieving a maximum ∆U-value of 4.11W/m2K with secondary double-glazing for both front 

and back windows vs a ∆U-value of 1.58W/m2K with aerogel blanket for solid walls, as shown in Table 6.2, 
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p.194). CSs 14 and 16 both show 45% energy savings with the best performing combination of medium- 

and/or high-risk options, despite having large form factors (1.63 for CS16 and 1.94 for CS14 - the largest of all 

CSs). This is likely because a large part of the thermal envelope of these dwellings is the ground floor 

construction (about 40% for the solid ground floor in CS14 and 61% for the suspended ground floor in CS16, 

Table 5.4, p.119) and both dwellings are sheltered from the weather being at lower ground floor (with CS14 

overlooking the internal courtyard of the building). Considering the impact of low-, medium- and/or high-risk 

interventions on the Baseline scenario (bar in the middle for each CS in Figure 7.11), the savings range from a 

minimum of 33% for CS7, to a maximum of 57% for CS2. The savings due to low-risk options (the difference 

between first and second bar for each CS in Figure 7.11) are highest for CS7, despite the loft already being 

insulated. This is because the baseline air-leakage rates are particularly high (1.2 to 1.4ACH in most rooms vs 

different values for the other CSs, ranging from 0.4ACH – for CS14 – to 1.1ACH – for CS16 – as shown in 

appendix 11), hence CS7 has a larger potential for improvement by means of draught-proofing, compared to 

the other dwellings (Figure 7.1, p.270). 

When placing these findings into the wider context of the literature, it is obvious that a unique pattern is very 

difficult to discern and probably less relevant because no two properties are the same. Nevertheless, this 

chapter aims to present results which can be cross compared meaningfully not only between the CSs under 

investigation but also with those of other studies and can therefore be generalised with a satisfactory level of 

reliability both internally and externally. The energy and carbon saving potential of interventions are strictly 

related to: 

- the geometry of each dwelling 

- the thermo-physical characteristics of the envelope in its base-case 

- the area-ratio of each part of the envelope to the whole thermal envelope  

- the target performance to be achieved and  

- the limitations due to thermo-hygrometric balance and heritage value of the constructions.  

Bothwell et al. (2011), simulating retrofit packages for the social housing stock in the UK, found a 25% HEC 

reduction, when combining external wall, ground floor and loft insulation, triple-glazed windows, and 

draught-proofing. He et al. (2014) reached an overall reduction of 13.9% in total heating demand by applying 

a range of passive retrofit options on a large number of dwellings in the UK. Both these UK studies resulted in 

significantly lower energy savings being predicted by the most effective combinations of interventions on 

dwellings (but not for traditional construction).  

Similar results to those of the current study were obtained by Neroutsou and Croxford (2016) and by Rhee 

Duverne and Baker (2015) investigating passive retrofit measures for Victorian terrace houses (end-of-terrace 
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and mid-terrace house respectively). They achieved approximately 50% and 43% energy savings respectively 

through the combination of all the measures selected.  

When considering combinations of measures, the literature often adds the heating system upgrade to the 

range of passive measures applied to the envelope. The study conducted by Broström et al. (2014) for 

dwellings of heritage value in Sweden, resulted in annual energy savings ranging from just below 20% (for 

heating system upgrade, draught-proofing and loft insulation) to nearly 75% (when those measures were 

combined with external wall insulation and new triple low-E glazing windows). In the Mediterranean area, the 

study conducted by Dalla Mora et al. (2015) demonstrated that the combination of all the retrofit 

interventions proposed for a traditional listed building (heating system upgrade, solar and photovoltaic 

panels, energy efficient windows, internal wall insulation) achieved 88% HEC savings.  

The NEED literature review (BEIS, 2021a) suggests that the HEC savings obtained by whole house retrofit 

studies in the UK range from 35 to 56%. Amongst other UK studies, Ben & Steemers (2013) study of a non-

traditional heritage dwelling, resulted in 30% energy savings achievable by means of the most effective 

combination of measures (including both passive measures and boiler upgrade). The study by Heat et al. 

(2010b) on traditional heritage dwellings in Scotland, utilised steady-state energy simulation software 

applications to simulate boiler upgrades together with a range of passive measures (double-glazed windows, 

ground floor insulation, loft insulation and internal wall insulation). They obtained a wide range of results, 

with average energy savings of approximately 65%. This high value can be attributed to the derelict 

conditions of the building in its baseline scenario, confirming the variability of findings due to diversities in 

status-quo condition. Moran (2013) found savings ranging from 54% to 85%. This range of results is also a 

consequence of the range of baseline scenarios of the CSs (whose base-case energy use ranged from 499 

kWh/m2 to 197 kWh/m2). The gap between these results and the results of the current study, is again due to 

different baseline scenarios (base-case energy use in the current study ranging from 231 kWh/m2 to 40 

kWh/m2 as shown in Figure 6.2, p.187). Different U-value targets for the envelope - which were based on 

passive-house standards for Moran (2013) - are another contributing factor to the differences between 

findings.  Organ et al. (2021) results for the archetype models of a pre-1850 terrace house and two Victorian 

terrace houses ranged from 53% to 67% HEC savings with a low-impact package of responsive measures 

(including heating system upgrade alongside measures for the envelope). They also simulated the same 

models with a high-impact package of measures (including photovoltaic panels alongside all other measures, 

applied to a greater extent) and found HEC savings ranging from 68% to 75%.  

To compare the findings of the current study with this part of the literature, the energy savings achievable 

with the most effective combinations of interventions for all the CSs investigated also referred to the 

normalised scenario (N), not inclusive of the boiler upgrades, as shown in darkest green in Figure 7.11. The 

HEC savings achieved by the best performing combinations of low-, medium- and/or high-risk passive 
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measures together with boiler upgrades range from 48% (CS17) to 67% (CS8). As expected, CS8 achieves the 

highest energy savings. This dwelling is heated by an old LPG heater and a small electric heater (in the 

bathroom) in its status-quo condition; hence, the change to a high efficiency boiler certainly improves its 

energy performance. All the CSs show considerable to significant improvements achievable by their heating 

systems upgrade, resulting in an average 15% HEC savings potential across the CSs investigated. This finding 

further confirms the advice of conservation bodies, which stresses the importance of this intervention prior 

to any passive retrofit measure which can pose higher risks to the heritage value of the dwelling and to the 

thermo-hygrometric balance of its constructions (English Heritage, 2008b; Historic England, 2012; Suhr & 

Hunt, 2013; The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, 2010, to cite but some).   

FIGURE 7.11 HEC SAVINGS % ACHIEVABLE WITH THE MOST EFFECTIVE COMBINATIONS OF: 

- MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS AGAINST THE BL SCENARIO (IN LIGHTEST GREEN) 
- LOW-, MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS AGAINST THE B SCENARIO (COLUMNS IN THE MIDDLE)  
- BOILERS UPGRADE, LOW-, MEDIUM- AND/OR HIGH-RISK INTERVENTIONS AGAINST THE N SCENARIO (IN DARKEST GREEN) 

The results obtained in this study are in the range of those found in previous studies that investigated 

retrofitting traditional dwellings in the UK. These findings prove the significant energy and carbon saving 

potential for TLDs and for the pre-1919 dwelling stock, as highlighted by Organ et al. (2020) in their Historic 

England Report on Carbon reduction scenarios in the built environment. The report concluded that out of 

three sources of carbon savings evaluated (i. building fabric and air tightness improvements, ii. a shift away 

from fossil fuel-based heating, and iii. the decarbonisation of the national electricity grid), building fabric 

improvements indicated the greatest potential for carbon reductions. The current study shows that such 

potential can be fulfilled by means of safe interventions that respect the heritage value of this part of the 

housing stock.  
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7.5 Wider implications of findings 

The following are wider implications that can be extrapolated from the findings of this study. 

1. Amongst the low-risk interventions draught proofing proves to be the one producing highest HEC 

savings.  

2. Excessive airtightness implies higher risks of interstitial condensation, hence retrofit interventions 

should aim for post intervention air-tightness values of not less than 0.5ACH.  

3. When shutters can be reintroduced and combined with heavy curtains, these can prove the most 

effective measure among internal shading devices.   

4. Loft insulation, although generally suggested as an effective low-risk measure to improve the energy 

performance of traditional dwellings, does not often perform as expected due to the likelihood of 

insulation already being present. 

5. Among the medium- and high-risk interventions, IWI generally outperforms all other measures. 

However, if combining windows upgrade with draught-proofing and shading devices, interventions 

on windows can produce HEC savings as high or higher than those produced by IWI. 

6. IWI implies the risk of interstitial condensation. To avoid this, the insulation should be breathable, 

and the retrofitted construction should aim for a U-value ranging from 0.44 to 0.92W/m2K (for solid 

walls) and from 0.55 to 0.77W/m2K (for walls finished in plaster on lath). Hence, to be on the safe 

side, the target U-value suggested by the AD part L1B of the Building Regulations should not 

generally be targeted for dwellings of traditional construction.  

7. Among windows measures, secondary slim double low-E glazing is the best performing and results in 

HEC savings higher than slim double glazing, while implying less risks for the heritage value. To avoid 

risks of condensation, secondary double glazing should be prioritized especially for windows facing 

South or South-West in Brighton, as these are exposed to the prevailing winds.  

8. Both secondary slim double low-E glazing and slim double low-E glazing allow to achieve lower U-

values than those asked for windows by AD part L1B of the Building Regulations. 

9. External door retrofit produces only small HEC savings and is often discouraged in traditional 

dwellings for front doors due to heritage value considerations. 

10. Insulating ground floors can achieve nearly 10% HEC savings, in both solid and suspended ground 

floors especially when the ground floor construction takes up a large proportion of the external 

envelope.  

11. Both aerogel insulation blankets and sheep wool insulation (for suspended floors) or limecrete (for 

solid floors) help to achieve similar energy savings for ground floors. The choice should be made 

balancing the level of acceptable disruption. When there are no historic finishes to conserve, the 

option of aerogel blankets is preferable to limit the level of disruption; when historic finishes are in 
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place, high-risk measures (i.e. sheep wool insulation or limecrete floor) are more suitable as they 

allow the conservation of the existing flooring material although causing higher disruption.   

12. Roof insulation is an effective option when the roof is uninsulated and even more if it takes up a 

large proportion of the external envelope, e.g. in top floor flats. 

13. For roofs, the choice between medium- or high-risk solutions mainly depends on the level of 

disruption acceptable and on the heritage value of the ceiling. When the ceiling is not decorated, 

sheep wool insulation is preferable, if some disruption is acceptable. This may not be permitted if 

the occupants stay in the flat during the work. If there is a decorative ceiling, it is preferable to add 

insulation on top of rafters/joists when this does not lead to unacceptable changes in the uniformity 

of the roofs’ height (i.e.in a row of listed terraces) and allowing for the higher costs due to the 

removal and repositioning of the roof cladding. 

14. The highest HEC savings from the retrofit measures can be obtained, as expected: 

a. By combining low-, medium- and high-risk options with boiler upgrade 

b. For the dwellings that have the highest thermal envelope-to-TFA ratio. 

7.6 Conclusion 

This chapter discussed the findings of the current research, comparing the results obtained for all the CSs and 

triangulating them with the state-of-the-art literature, wherever applicable. 

Each influential parameter analysed in the study was therefore considered and its contribution towards the 

change in HEC and CO2 emissions assessed by means of parametric and sensitivity analysis. Energy and 

carbon savings achievable through the individual interventions and with the most effective combinations of 

interventions were discussed comparing the CSs transversally between each other and in the wider context of 

the literature.  

The analysis of the findings of this study, highlighted how the range of baseline conditions, limitations 

imposed by heritage value and condensation risk, are all factors strictly intertwined with the range of energy 

and carbon savings potential of the investigated interventions. The analysis and discussion of these research 

findings confirm the major contribution of this study being in its unprecedented, comprehensive, tiered 

methodology, applied to a number of representative CSs, equally replicable in wider, similar or different 

contexts. Such methodology has proven to be able to overcome hurdles on the way of retrofit interventions 

in TLDs - where heritage values and thermo-hygrometric balance were proportionately attended to – turning 

them into opportunities. 

This research builds its knowledge claims on a thorough in-depth case study analysis. Each dwelling is unique, 

requiring individual assessment to devise the most responsible, safest, and effective retrofit measures, able 

to improve energy performance and decrease carbon emissions while respecting heritage character and 
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traditional construction. Nevertheless, the discussion highlighted some patterns to interpret the results from 

this study, that link the importance of each parameter to its corresponding area-ratio of the envelope and to 

the actual change in its U-value as a result of interventions.  

The findings of this study tested and quantified the output of low-risk interventions, targeting HEC and CO2 

emission reduction. This was often recommended but rarely critically assessed in the literature. The results of 

low-risk interventions were compared to that of medium- and/or high-risk interventions. The discussion 

highlighted the major importance of draught-proofing (amongst the low-risk interventions) and of retrofit 

interventions for walls (amongst the medium- and/or high-risk interventions). However, the comprehensive 

and holistic approach of this study showed that the importance of walls amongst the areas of intervention 

can be counteracted by the high level of risk imposed to the heritage value and to the thermo-hygrometric 

balance of the constructions.  This contrasts with the level of interventions applicable to windows, which can 

result in higher reductions of HEC. 

Some findings of this research confirm what was found in the literature, while some others contradict those 

findings and the variations of the results between this study and the literature were elaborated upon. In fact, 

results can be influenced by a wide array of parameters when a baseline scenario has not been devised. This 

highlighted the importance of the normalisation process, followed by the shaping of a baseline scenario, 

which allowed for a transversal analysis of the results across different models. However, this chapter showed 

that results can be highly influenced by other parameters that cannot be normalised – including: 

- floor level 

- geometry and orientation of the dwelling 

- area-ratio of each part of the envelope 

- status-quo constructions and target U-values of the interventions 

- limitations imposed by heritage value features and  

- condensation risk. 

Therefore, there are differences between the findings of these CSs (when cross-compared internally) as well 

as between the findings of this study and those of other studies. The analysis and discussion carried out in 

this and the previous chapter, shed light on the interpretations of such differences allowing further isolation 

of parameters needing investigation. This could lead to additional research aimed at addressing the 

importance of those parameters that cannot be modified, to predict the amount of savings in HEC and carbon 

emissions of a whole ensemble of such dwellings (e.g. the whole listed entry or conservation area to which 

they belong) or on a larger part of the building stock. This chapter has established a fundamental link to the 

following chapter that concludes this study. 
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In this study, the most effective low-, medium- and high-risk interventions combined with boiler upgrade, 

reduced operational CO2 emissions by a mean of 1800kg among the CSs selected. To give a rough estimate, if 

all the listed converted flats in Brighton (over 5,000, as estimated in section 3.2.3) were retrofitted, 

approximately 9000tCO2 could be saved. If the whole number of traditional dwellings in Brighton (40,000, as 

explained in section 3.2.3) were retrofitted, the savings can increase to up to 72,000tCO2. The findings of this 

study conform to Grosvenor Report (Grosvenor, 2021) showing that historic buildings can play a substantial 

part in achieving the net zero target. According to the Grosvenor report, the inclusion of heritage buildings 

(listed and unlisted) in the decarbonization policies can cut operational carbon emissions by up to 7.7 MtC02 

per year. This is the equivalent of 5% of the UK carbon emissions associated with buildings in 2019 and 

approximately 30% of the annual reductions in UK carbon emissions required to meet the Sixth Carbon 

Budget. The report stressed the need for a major planning reform to enable heritage buildings’ full 

contribution to be realised. Such need is also acknowledged in the White Paper (MHCLH, 2020) produced as 

an outcome of public consultation on proposals to reform the planning system in England. Proposal 17 of the 

Paper states that it is the Government’s intention to “review and update the planning framework for listed 

buildings and conservation areas, to ensure their significance is conserved while allowing, where appropriate, 

sympathetic changes to support their continued use and address climate change” (MHCLH, 2020: p.58). This 

could be done, according to the Grosvenor Report (2021) by revising the NPPF to allow for a closer 

relationship between heritage protection and environmental sustainability. Such a planning reform is even 

more desirable with the UK hosting the 26th UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26) in 

November 2021, to enhance the leadership role of the UK in tackling the climate change crisis. 
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Chapter 8. Conclusion 
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8.1 Introduction  

The rationale for this research was introduced in chapter 1 and elaborated on in chapter 2. The review of the 

state-of-the-art literature highlighted the need for a comprehensive, tiered, holistic methodology to devise 

suitable energy retrofit solutions for TLDs. A tailored approach is required for these dwellings, due to the 

uniqueness of their thermo-hygrometric behaviour and their heritage value, both needing careful 

consideration. However, TLDs were often subject to partial analysis, which lacked an understanding of 

numerous interrelated factors affecting their delicate balance, or they were excluded from retrofit strategies. 

Hence, this study aimed to: 

- explore the potential energy and carbon savings achievable by means of a range of passive retrofit 

measures applicable to TLDs 

- manage the risks to the heritage value and  

- assess the condensation risks to their construction 

- propose responsible, safe, and effective combinations of such interventions and  

- contribute to shape a future-proof heritage.  

To accomplish the aim of this study, a mixed methodology was developed (chapter 3), applied and tested on 

representative TLDs to ensure its validity and replicability. It utilises a CS research approach to investigate: 

- the heritage value and status-quo energy performance and carbon emissions of the CSs selected 

- a range of responsible and safe energy retrofit measures applicable to them 

- the possible reductions of HEC and carbon emissions through application of such measures, 

individually and combined. 

Multiple methods were used to collate and analyse a wide range of primary and secondary data, including 

geometry and orientation of all CSs under investigation, their materials build-up, occupancy profile and 

pattern of use, heritage values and special features in need of protection, current energy performance and 

thermo-hygrometric behaviour. The data collected was used for the generation of status-quo energy models 

(section 4.2) and for their calibration (section 4.3), to ensure that the models created were true and accurate 

representations of the real CSs investigated. The calibrated models were then normalised, and base-case 

models were created to allow for cross-case comparison and generate a baseline scenario of HEC where only 

the physical determinants played a role (section 4.4). Following a heritage significance assessment of each CS 

(section 5.3), responsible measures were then selected (section 5.4). The condensation risk in such measures 

was analysed and finally they were assessed in their energy and carbon reduction potential by means of DES 

(section 5.5). The analysis presented in chapter 6 aided in the assessment of the potential outcome of each 

individual intervention, and in identification of the most effective combinations of responsible and safe 

measures for each TLD investigated. Finally, a SA identified the most important parameters of the envelope 
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affecting the final HEC and carbon emissions for each CS investigated and the variation of such parameters 

corresponding to the highest energy and carbon savings. 

To achieve the aim of this study a set of objectives were shaped.  The research objectives are reviewed and 

discussed in this chapter to indicate how they were accomplished through the stages of this research. The 

chapter then elaborates on the methodological, theoretical, and practical contributions of this study. 

Subsequently, the research limitations are acknowledged and finally potential future developments for this 

research and in this field of study are discussed. 

8.2 Review of the research objectives 

Objective 1: to establish the most applicable method for carrying out energy analysis to best serve the 

purpose of this study. 

To achieve this objective, a review of literature was conducted (section 2.4). Energy simulation was chosen as 

the most applicable method, allowing a full factorial parametric analysis of all variables, while having several 

other advantages compared to physical modelling and mathematical modelling.  Critical review of literature 

highlighted dynamic software applications being the most accurate for the energy analysis of buildings of 

traditional construction, due to the flexibility and customisability of their input data sets. If correctly 

calibrated, they can reliably resemble the actual dwellings’ thermo-hygrometric behaviour and energy 

consumption. Finally, IES-VE was chosen for energy simulation, following a literature review, desk survey and 

conversations with experts in this sector (section 3.3.1).   

Objective 2: to devise a methodological approach to data generation which is reliable, valid, and 

replicable in similar or identical contexts. 

Building on the literature reviewed (section 2.5), a calibration strategy was specifically devised for this study, 

which made use of metered energy and indoor conditions data (section 4.3). This approach is based on three 

subsequent stages: 

1. Accurate Energy models were created using the data collected by visual and measured surveys, 

thermographic surveys, questionnaires, interviews, literature review and secondary data collection 

2. A first calibration round was made using annual and sub-annual metered energy consumption data  

3. A second calibration round was made using sub-hourly temperature and RH metered data during the 

heating and non-heating periods. 

For each CS, the iterative calibration process was deemed satisfactory when all the calibration criteria were 

fulfilled, aiming to obtain models that reliably represent the true energy performance and thermo-
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hygrometric behaviour of the CSs under investigation. The results of the calibration performed are reported 

in detail in Appendix 11 for each CS. 

Objective 3: to devise a systemic methodology for the selection of representative CS TLDs to be utilised for 

the design and development of the research instruments for this study. 

To accomplish this objective, the target population was first investigated to identify the age of the majority of 

TLDs. The secondary data collection and analysis reported in section 3.2.2 concluded that most of the TLDs in 

the South-East of England were built in the 19th C, hence this part of the dwellings stock was targeted for the 

selection of representative CSs. 

The city of Brighton and Hove, in South-East England, was chosen as main location for this study due to it 

being one of the areas with the highest number of traditional dwellings, many of which are listed and poorly 

performing (section 3.2.3).  

A combination of convenient and purposive sampling was used to select representative TLDs. The first CSs 

were selected by means of emails circulated through the university mail system. Then, the overarching 

variables of the population investigated were assessed to decide about the total number of CSs needed and 

address the second stage of selection. The remaining CSs were found by means of letters delivered door to 

door (with the help of some willing participants) in the two main areas of the city which were the object of 

investigation. The number of cases was decided based on the need to have represented all the overarching 

variables identified in this population (explained in section 3.2.4).  

Objective 4: to establish the actual energy consumption and thermo-hygrometric behaviour of the CSs 

selected in their status-quo condition. 

Firstly, past years’ utility bills were collected from the participants to have a broad overview of the status-quo 

energy consumption of the investigated CSs. Then, one year of spot meter-readings for gas (or LPG, where 

applicable) and electricity consumption were carried out for all the dwellings (section 3.3.5). Two to five 

months of indoor temperature and RH data logging were carried out in two rooms for each CS to develop an 

understanding of their current thermo-hygrometric behaviour and aid in the calibration of the status-quo 

models (section 3.3.6). To ensure that the different length of the data logging periods did not impact or 

skewed the research results, it was considered essential to collect data during both the heating and non-

heating season for all CSs, so that the thermo-hygrometric behaviour of the envelope could be better 

understood. Finally, internal and (whenever possible) external thermographic surveys were conducted to aid 

in clarifying some uncertainties on the material build-ups of the constructions, highlighting areas of thermal 

bridges or air-leakage in the external envelope (appendix 4 reports the review of methodologies and 
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approaches to indoor conditions data logging and infra-red thermography; appendix 11 contains the 

individual reports of the thermographic surveys). 

Objective 5: to generate a baseline scenario of heating energy consumption (HEC) and CO2 emissions to 

evaluate the benefits of selected passive retrofit interventions across different CSs. 

To achieve this objective, an in-depth literature review (section 2.6) was carried out to investigate the 

meaning of normalisation for BES models, the reasons for it and the methods deployed in previous BES 

studies.  A normalisation strategy was then devised which aimed to analyse the HEC of the calibrated models 

standardising all the behavioural determinants (sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). Finally, a baseline scenario was 

generated to best serve the analysis of physical determinants of HEC across different CSs, hence facilitating 

the assessment of passive retrofit measures (section 4.4.3).   

Objective 6: to devise a process for the selection of responsible and safe energy retrofit measures for the 

TLDs investigated. 

Chapter 5 explained the strategy developed in this research for the selection of permissible, responsible and 

safe energy retrofit measures for the CSs investigated. It started with the systematic review of the existing 

regulation and guidance, alongside precedent studies carried out in the UK and elsewhere. This first stage 

allowed for the shaping of an array of permissible measures for TLDs, dividing them into low-, medium- 

and/or high-risk options (section 5.2). A heritage significance assessment was then carried out for each CS 

individually, by means of desktop study, secondary data collection and visual surveys, and checked by means 

of an expert interview with a local Conservation Officer (section 5.3). This way, the range of permissible 

interventions was refined to contain only the responsible ones, i.e. those respecting the specific heritage 

features of the individual CSs investigated (section 5.4). The responsible measures selected were then 

modelled in IES-VE, by modifying the envelope constructions in accordance with the new material build-ups 

of each intervention. This was done initially aiming at achieving the target U-values recommended by the 

Building Regulations, while accounting for limitations imposed by heritage value, space constraints and 

technical limitations. Each new construction was then assessed for potential condensation risk and the 

material build-ups refined (when needed) to shape a scenario of responsible and safe (i.e. respecting the 

thermo-hygrometric balance of the construction) retrofit measures (section 5.5).  

Objective 7: to determine the impact of proposed interventions on the CSs investigated (with reference to 

their heritage value, thermo-hygrometric balance, energy consumption and CO2 emissions). 

The interventions (chapter 5) were organised and coded dividing the thermal envelope into different areas  

and sub-areas of intervention (section 5.6). The measures were then applied, individually and in different 

combinations, to the base-case models and were simulated, to assess their effectiveness in reducing HEC and 
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CO2 emissions. The simulation results concerning HEC were collated and exported to Excel for the first stage 

of analysis. It assessed the energy and carbon savings achievable post interventions against the baseline 

scenario, and placed these results against the level of risk imposed on the heritage value and thermo-

hygrometric balance pertaining to each combination (sections 6.3 and 6.4.1).  

Objective 8: to determine the most effective combinations of retrofit interventions with the least negative 

impact on heritage value and thermo-hygrometric balance. 

In chapter 6 the results of the simulations were grouped systematically and presented in the form of ranking 

Tables (Tables 6.3-6.24). Sections 6.3 and 6.4.1 show the interventions resulting in the highest energy and 

carbon savings, individually and in combination, and the level of risk associated with them. The approach 

allows for identification of combinations with the smallest number of high-risk options amongst the most 

effective ones (hence potentially the most responsible and safest ones), and to assess the trade-offs between 

energy improvents and potential risks in each combination.  

Objective 9: to devise a systematic method to assist with the choice of areas of intervention having 

highest impact on dwellings’ final HEC and CO2 emissions.  

The areas of intervention devised in chapter 5 were used as parameters in the analysis that followed. Hence, 

their respective U-values were considered as variations of such parameters, to study the influence of each 

key parameter on the final HEC and CO2 emissions.  For this second stage of analysis, the HEC and carbon 

emission results from simulations (output variables) were exported to IBM SPSS for SA. They were then 

organised alongside their corresponding input variables (the change of U-value in each area of intervention, 

as a consequence of each measure applied). To quantify and evaluate the effect of the variation of each input 

variable on the output variables, a multiple regression analysis was used. It allowed for measuring the 

importance of each parameter from the analysis of the results obtained from simulations where all input 

variables were changed simultaneously. The findings were then presented and analysed in section 6.4.2. 

Chapter 7 finally discussed and triangulated the results, comparing them across the different CSs and placing 

them within the broader context of the state-of-the-art literature in this field of research.  

8.3 Contribution to advancing knowledge 

Energy and carbon retrofit are at the present time global targets. In line with the commitment made, 

amongst other nations, with the Paris agreement, the UK is aiming to date for a 100% reduction in carbon 

emissions by 2050 (CCC, 2019b). To date, the targets set in interim carbon budgets have been achieved (BEIS, 

2019d) but a major challenge is still awaiting the country in addressing effective retrofit measures for the 

built environment. This sector, although being a foremost contributor to the UK carbon emissions, is falling 

behind in the path to achieve zero emissions. The residential stock is responsible for nearly half of the built 
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environment’s contribution, mainly due to space heating; nevertheless, the efforts made in this sector to date 

are still too lax. Energy and carbon retrofitting the UK dwelling stock is therefore much needed, however this 

process faces a multi-faceted and complex suite of issues and problems. The UK housing stock is the oldest in 

Europe, acknowledged as poorly performing, but not yet completely understood in its status-quo thermo-

hygrometric balance when subject to retrofit interventions. This part of the stock is also left behind in the 

decarbonisation strategies put in place for other sectors, as it often presents high historic or architectural 

values. Therefore, any intervention in such dwellings may pose a dual threat to them, potentially harming the 

fabric (by altering the original thermo-hygrometric balance of the constructions) as well as damaging the 

heritage features. It cannot be ignored, however, that the mere conservationist approach in this instance, 

opting for non-intervention at all in order to avoid any risk, turns out to be unsustainable in the long run, 

from environmental, economic and social points of view. Hence, this research project was designed to 

specifically address TLDs’ energy retrofit, aiming to devise a responsible, safe and effective approach to 

improve their energy performance and decrease their carbon emissions. This study’s contribution to 

knowledge can be organised in some major categories, as follows. 

8.3.1 Comprehensive and flexible methodology  

The main contribution of this study is in the development of a new methodological approach, which aims to 

provide fully comprehensive answers to the research questions investigated (section 1.3), while being flexible 

and adaptable for the investigation of a range of different contexts. The main novelty of this research lays 

therefore, in the rigorous, layered, and systemic mixed-method approach taken to devise effective retrofit 

solutions for TLDs, applied and tested on multiple representative CSs, of which multiple units of analysis were 

accounted for (chapter 3). The critical review of literature reported in chapter 2, highlighted a major research 

gap indicating lack of such all-inclusive methodology, capable of ensuring that all participating factors (within 

the scope of the study) are taken into account, while the need for it has been repeatedly called for by 

academics. The combination of a multitude of carefully selected appropriate methods allowed for gathering 

of a whole set of qualitative and quantitative data, which were collated and analysed using multiple units of 

analysis. The data collected was used for in-depth configuration of the dynamic energy models created, 

aimed to ensure that their simulated behaviour is as close to that of the real dwellings as possible (chapter 4, 

appendix 11).  

The literature review showed that often the use of simulation for the energy analysis of traditional buildings 

may fail to generate an accurate assessment of their performance (hence failing to provide accurate results 

concerning potential retrofit benefits) unless a powerful validation tool is deployed. Hence, the calibration 

methodology devised specifically for this research (section 4.3) adds to the novelty of the study using multiple 

monitoring methods on all the CSs investigated which facilitate the triangulation of a wide set of data and 

adds to the reliability of the outputs from the simulation. It moves one step further from previous research 
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that deployed both energy and indoor conditions data for calibration of BES using CSs of public buildings with 

heritage value, dwellings, or traditional dwellings (section 2.5). In fact, in this study, both energy consumption 

and indoor conditions data were used for calibration, using PDs, ASHRAE statistical indices and graphic 

analysis.   

The stage that followed aims at the generation of base-case models. It also contributes to the novelty of the 

approach developed in this study (section 4.4). The strategy devised elaborates what was previously done in 

similar research in this field (section 2.6) and aims at generating models where the behavioural determinants 

are excluded from the analysis and only the physical determinants play a role. This strategy facilitates cross-

case comparison and analysis of the effect of passive retrofit measures, thereby setting the foundations for 

the following stage of research.  

The process devised for the selection of suitable retrofit interventions (chapter 5), also contributes to the 

novelty of this all-inclusive methodology, aiding in the definition of responsible and safe interventions, 

addressing both risks of condensation and loss of heritage value. The methodological approach devised for 

this study builds upon that already taken by previous UK and international projects, e.g. CALEBRE, 3ENCULT, 

EFFESUS, RIBuild) (section 5.2), as follows: 

- it stems from a similar approach to retrofit to that of the CALEBRE project, aiming at improved air 

tightness and U-values of the external envelope,  

- it filters the range of measures selected through the identification of the specific heritage values to 

be protected in each CS and  

- it assesses the impact of each measure on such values, similarly to the 3ENCULT and EFFESUS 

projects to come up with a list of responsible measures 

- it applies a further filtering of the responsible retrofit measures selected, assessing the associated 

condensation potential, as in the CALEBRE and RIBuild projects to obtain the responsible-and-safe 

range of measures and determine in detail material build-ups for each of them, and finally 

- it assesses the effectiveness of the interventions devised, by measuring their impact on energy 

consumption and associated CO2 emissions by means of DES as in the CALEBRE and 3ENCULT 

projects.  

This strategy contributes to the novelty of the study, implementing what precedent studies have done 

partially, which curtailed their ability to fully account for all the complex interrelated factors that characterise 

TLDs retrofit. The strategy developed in this study, by contrast, aims to take a holistic approach to address all 

these multiple aspects of the problem (HEC and carbon emissions reduction, heritage values preservation, 

condensation risk). It does so by devising a trade-off between the need for individual solutions - accounting 

for the complexity of all factors involved in each dwelling - and the necessity of consistency in the rationale 

behind the choice of interventions and materials.  
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The approach taken for the classification and coding of the interventions (section 5.6), aids in the 

management and organisation of the large number of DES runs that followed and in the subsequent stage of 

analysis of the results. The potentialities of the simulation software, which can test a multitude of measures, 

singularly and combined, on the selected CSs, add to the depth of the analysis.  

Finally, the analysis carried out of the results and the discussion that followed (chapters 6 and 7), constitute 

the necessary conclusion for this holistic methodological approach, considering the impact of the 

interventions, individually and combined, on the final HEC and carbon emissions of the dwellings investigated 

alongside the risks associated with them. The approach taken in the analysis allows firstly, to generate 

ranking Tables, highlighting the most effective combinations while assessing the level of risk implied with 

them. Subsequently, the SA allows to identify the relative importance of each area of intervention in each 

specific CS, with reference to the individual dependent variables under investigation. 

Due to its multifaceted, modular and adaptable approach, the methodology devised, used, and tested for 

dwellings in the South-East England, is flexible and customisable, therefore, could easily be applied to 

investigate the current behaviour and formulate energy improvements solutions for similar or different 

buildings, in similar or different contextual conditions. 

8.3.2 Framework of tested solutions  

Another contribution to knowledge is in the results of this research where a range of passive interventions 

were tested and studied in terms of feasibility and effectiveness on selected CS TLDs to generate a framework 

of tested solutions. The need for decision making/assisting tools for retrofit has been highlighted in the 

literature, to aid both users and designers in the choice of the most suitable and effective retrofit scenario. 

The methodology devised allows for carrying out a range of different combinations of solutions to evaluate a 

variety of intervention scenarios assessing the impact of each intervention OAAT and in combination with 

others.  

The analysis of the simulation results (chapter 6), and the ranking Tables generated (Tables 6.3-6.24) can be 

of use for researchers in identifying the most effective combinations of interventions, while assessing the 

level of risk associated with them. The SA performed using the results of simulations facilitates the choice of 

the most important parameter(s) of the envelope to address the reduction of HEC and CO2 emissions. 

Likewise, as a secondary outcome, the study could support practitioners, homeowners and stakeholders in 

the decisions involving energy upgrade measures for this part of the housing stock diagnosing areas where 

energy savings could be made more effectively, thus decreasing the risk of non-effective interventions and 

negative impacts on the fabric and occupants’ health and/or on the heritage value. The envisaged results 

could finally provide a more reliable framework of tested solutions. They could facilitate the dialogue with 

conservation officers and public conservation bodies and extend the effective and healthy service life of 

heritage buildings, safely enhancing their energy performance while preserving their heritage values.  
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8.3.3 Guidance for policy and decision makers 

Previous research in this area highlighted the lack of local and national policies and guidance specifically 

dedicated to energy improvements for heritage buildings. The decarbonisation process of the built 

environment can certainly be accelerated by means of well-targeted regulations that specifically address this 

sector (see section 7.5).  

The solutions investigated in this study could assist policy makers and legislators – e.g. local and central 

governments, English Heritage – in the development of new, clear, and easy to access guidance and 

incentives for the retrofit of TLDs.  

Due to: 

- the comprehensive criteria used for the selection of representative CSs 

- the triangulation of the results across the different CSs and 

- the analysis and discussion of findings  

the cross-comparative analyses carried out can be rolled out to similar, or even different cases in other 

settings nationally and internationally. Specifically, the results obtained in this study, could be generalised to 

a part of the population of dwellings belonging to the two main areas of investigation, and more likely to 

those belonging to the same listed entries (converted flats in grand Regency terraces of houses). This strategy 

could help in simplifying the listed building consent process, for a range of responsible, safe, and effective 

interventions. If tested solutions could be suggested and allowed within certain areas, this could be an 

incentive for homeowners when undertaking energy saving interventions. Equally, the methodology adopted 

here, could be replicated in similar areas to facilitate the application of a range of suitable solutions. This 

approach could finally provide the basis for a more widespread use of HPAs and LLBCOs and facilitate the 

rolling-out of responsible, safe, and effective energy improvement measures in large groups of listed 

buildings (see section 2.2).  

In this sense, this study can facilitate the sustainability triangle in a more all-inclusive manner. This can be 

done by balancing environmental issues (the energy efficiency of this part of the stock), socio-cultural issues 

(the conservation of heritage assets as witnesses of the history and culture of a society) and economic issues 

(guaranteeing a longer life to historic cities’ core areas maintaining a healthy combination of housing and 

non-housing stock).  

8.3.4 Contribution to the research in building energy simulation  

The literature review (chapter 2) highlighted how often, energy simulation models have been considered 

incapable of reproducing the actual energy performance and hygro-thermal behaviour of traditional 

dwellings. The literature suggested the use of DES methods vs Steady state ones, in this field of research, 

however acknowledging that the results obtainable by simulation are strictly linked to the amount and 
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precision of the input data collected and their correct and expert use for the generation of accurate energy 

models.    

This study provides a useful insight into the data sourcing process used for the creation of realistic energy 

models of TLDs, presenting a comprehensive report of all the data gathered, their sources and the 

assumptions made and contributing in this way to the novelty of this research (section 4.2; appendix 5). It 

aims to address a gap frequently pointed out by previous research that considers BES of traditional dwellings 

extremely challenging because of the lack of detailed knowledge about their materials, constructions, and 

pattern of use. To ensure that the created models are accurate representations of the real-world cases, input 

data were collected using visual and measured surveys, thermographic surveys, meter-readings, data logging, 

questionnaires, and interviews. Where primary data were not possible to collect because of the invasiveness 

of in-situ testing, certain assumptions were necessary. These were based on literature review and secondary 

data collection, alongside the analysis of findings from the surveys undertaken. The data sourcing process 

devised in this study was then used to validate the models created in the subsequent stage of calibration, 

when all the input data were checked and, when required, fine-tuned, to allow for a good correspondence 

between simulated and monitored data (section 4.3).  The detailed description of the creation and calibration 

process of each model ensures the replicability of this methodology for the application of DES on dwellings of 

traditional construction. 

To be able to develop the scope and applicability of this research and increase its validity and reliability 

through facilitation of cross-comparison internally (between the findings for different CSs in this research) 

and externally (between the findings of this research and those of other studies), it was crucial to ensure that 

models represent the real performance of the actual CSs as closely as possible, hence the paramount 

importance of this stage of the study.        

8.3.5 In-depth study of a specific typology of dwellings of heritage value 

A further contribution of this study to knowledge lies in the in-depth investigation carried out of the current 

energy performance and thermal behaviour of TLDs, followed by the comprehensive analysis of all the 

passive energy improvements applicable on them, to strike a sensible balance between environmental and 

conservation issues. The literature review conducted and reported in chapter 2, evidenced the need for 

similar comprehensive studies concerning TLDs in the UK, which were rarely investigated or were mostly 

subject to partial analysis, often limited to a specific aspect and lacking the holistic approach repeatedly 

called for when addressing this part of the stock. 

More specifically, the choice of Brighton as the geographical setting for the application of this methodology, 

contributes to the uniqueness and novelty of the study. It does so through in-depth investigation of energy 

performance of Regency and early Victorian dwellings, typical of this and many other coastal towns in the 
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South-East of England. A study as such is unprecedented and adds a useful insight to the characteristics of 

this part of the heritage stock, addressing its heritage value, thermo-hygrometric behaviour, and potential for 

energy improvements. 

8.4 Research limitations  

8.4.1 U-value calculations 

A considerable body of research currently agrees on the importance of a clear understanding of the 

construction of the building envelope for heat-loss calculations (Barnham et al., 2008; Heat et al., 2010; 

Ingram & Jenkins, 2013; Jenkins, 2008); the area of external wall being generally the largest contributor to 

this (Ingram, 2013).  

The IES-VE model that is used requires the researcher to input construction details, and the software 

calculates the wall U-value based on thickness, conductivity, density, heat capacity and resistance of each 

material. However, research conducted by Glasgow Caledonian University for Historic Scotland (Baker, 2008b; 

Baker, 2011) and by the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (Rye, 2010) demonstrated how the U-

values generated by the standard calculation method used for modern constructions, are not representative 

of the actual values for traditional constructions. Instead, they frequently overestimate them, therefore 

underestimating the actual performance of the building.  

The previously cited research has been conducted on a range of typical traditional masonry buildings made of 

homogeneous (stone, bricks, or cob) or heterogeneous materials (stone and plasterboard, bricks and lath and 

plaster, etc.). During the 19th century, the construction materials and techniques for the external walls of 

dwellings in Brighton, were mostly bricks and lime plaster (frequently lath and plaster) or bungaroosh76. The 

listed entry summary which reports the main characteristics of the sequence of terraced houses to which 

each CS belongs (Historic England, 2018b) describes the external front walls as made of rendered brickwork. 

They were originally finished in a lime-based stucco externally and lime plaster on lath internally and were 

modelled accordingly (see appendix 4). The visual surveys and the interviews with the occupants led to 

assuming that the rear walls were also made of brick, as no evidence was found on site, of the actual 

presence of bungaroosh in the constructions investigated (e.g. in CS14 the painted brickwork is visible in the 

external elevation). Party walls instead could be made of bungaroosh (more likely in Kemp Town 

 

76 Bungaroosh is a typical compound used in Brighton; the Regency Society describes it as “made principally of lime, 
gravel, coarse sands and flints, often with some brick fragments or other rubble added” (RTH, 2018b). 
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Conservation Area, where bungaroosh was visible at the entrance in the party wall of CS1577).  It was decided 

to simplify those constructions to brickwork because: 

- Bungaroosh is a non-standard construction, hence, to create it accurately in IES, regress lab tests of 

several samples would be needed, which would not be doable in heritage buildings 

- party walls were all assumed to be in adiabatic conditions with the adjacent dwellings, also occupied 

and heated, hence there would be no heat exchange between two sides of separating walls. This 

makes the material of the construction less relevant. 

Invasive investigations (e.g. core sampling) were not possible in the CSs investigated due to the private 

ownerships of the dwellings and to their heritage value. Hence, the material build-ups for the whole 

envelope, are based on: the actual thickness of the construction, as measured in-situ, the visual and tactile 

investigation of the internal and external surfaces, the thermal imaging survey and the literature review and 

conversations with local experts on the construction methods and materials of the time. The thermal 

performance of such envelopes, therefore, is subject to a certain degree of uncertainty. For this matter, it 

was also considered whether to collect primary data from the real cases to calculate the U-values of their 

envelope using heat flux-meters coupled with internal and external temperature sensors (Baker, 2008; Baker, 

2011; Rye, 2010). This could have been an option, adding to the credibility of the study, but did not prove to 

be the most practicable one as it has cost implications and involves more time or repeated visits which may 

not have been welcomed by the participants. Furthermore, due to the range of materials used within the 

same envelope in traditional dwellings, and to varied thicknesses of such envelope, the test should have been 

repeated in more than a few spots for each CS, in order to reach credible fabric survey outcomes. 

Therefore, the contingency plan has been to use the calculated U-value for each building element according 

to the assumptions related to the material build-ups. A quality check of such values was done comparing the 

U-values calculated by the software, with those measured by similar research on traditional masonry 

buildings. The comparison showed U-values in the range of those measured (Baker, 2008; Baker, 2011; 

Ingram, 2013; Rye, 2010) or calculated (IES-VE, 2009) by previous studies. Further confirmation of the 

assumptions made was given by the success of the following calibration stage (section 4.3).  

8.4.2 Air-leakage assumptions 

Researchers currently agree that an important uncertainty is associated with the ventilation rate predictions 

and the need for simplification in this area are widely acknowledged in previous research (Hong et al., 2006; 

IES-VE, 2009; Hubbard, 2011; Jones et al., 2015; Johnston et al., 2004; Parker et al., 2019). Airtightness is used 

 

77 This CS belongs to the same listed terrace of CSs 7, 13 and 14 but was excluded from the study after the calibration 
stage which was not successful here (section 3.2.4). 
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in the energy assessment when determining the heat loss through infiltration. The air permeability of the 

envelope is a parameter that has a major impact on the overall thermal performance of a building. Therefore, 

an in-situ measurement would be useful to obtain real input data and a higher accuracy in simulation 

predictions. A blower-door test, however, can be quite intrusive and was not welcomed by all participants but 

one. Hence it was decided not to carry out such tests as the data obtained for only one CS would not be 

applicable to the whole range of the other cases, which therefore would have no impact on the results of this 

study. Average infiltration rates from the CIBSE Guide A, were used (CIBSE, 2015) for the first stage of 

simulations, modulated based on the results obtained from visual survey, interviews and thermographic 

surveys (chapter 4 and appendix 5). The calibration process that followed, validated, or adjusted (when 

needed) the assumptions made about the air-leakage values (section 3.4.2 and appendix 5), hence permitting 

exclusion of the uncertainty surrounding such input. To investigate how sensitive the omission of an air-

tightness test could have been in absence of a calibration strategy, CS2 was used in its baseline scenario to 

run a test. For this purpose, the assumed air-leakage value (which in this CS is 0.5ACH for each room 

template) was varied from 0.3ACH to 1.4ACH (within the range given by CIBSE Guide A (CIBSE, 2015) using 

steps of 0.1ACH. The total energy consumption as a result from this simulation was exported in Excel and 

finally in SPSS to run a linear regression analysis. The results are presented in Appendix 5b. 

8.4.3 Condensation risk analysis 

The intrinsic limitations in the use of a steady state method for condensation risk analysis were described in 

appendix 9a. They were addressed in this study by the application of a worst-case scenario of boundary 

conditions (section 5.5.3 and appendix 9b).  

It should be mentioned, however, that the approach utilised does not consider the effect of occupancy on the 

indoor RH levels of the dwellings investigated, which are unoccupied but heated in their base-case model. 

When the rooms are in use, the number of users and the activities performed certainly affect the indoor RH, 

which is likely to be higher than the used value of 50% in simulations. This may have triggered the use of 

dehumidifier for longer periods than those calculated in the CSs needing it and may have required the use of 

it in some of the CSs which otherwise did not need it. However, this limitation was considered not relevant in 

this study because of the following reasons: 

- Higher RH levels when rooms are occupied are more likely to be measured where moisture-producing 

appliances are utilised, mostly in kitchen or bathrooms, which are not the rooms where condensation 

risk was measured in this study 

- The calculation of the energy consumed by the dehumidifier was based upon power consumption 

rates of desiccant dehumidifiers, which are higher than those of refrigerant models, hence producing 

a more demanding scenario of energy consumption 
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- Dehumidifiers were assumed in use anytime the indoor RH was higher than 45% in the rooms where 

condensation risk was detected. This condition may also occur when the heating is not on, therefore 

when condensation risk may not be a problem.  

Finally, to assess how conservative the IES predictions are and whether this may affect the results, a 

Dynamic hygrothermal simulation test was carried out for one wall construction, in its baseline scenario 

and post interventions. For this purpose, the software Wufi (Fraunhofer, 2018) was utilised as it was 

widely used in similar studies (see appendix 9a). Unlike the Glaser method the software does not provide 

a simple pass/fail result. Instead (given the materials build-up, internal and external conditions, angle of 

inclination of the building element, orientation and a set simulation running time) it produces graphs 

showing the dynamic variation of moisture content, temperature, and humidity over time for the specific 

element investigated. The test is reported in appendix 9c in detail. Analysis of the Wufi graphs allows 

identification of risks from moisture accumulation in each layer of the materials build-up. The results of 

such analysis clearly showed that all retrofit interventions applied to this wall construction resulted in an 

increase of moisture content within the assembly. However, this accumulation leads to condensation 

only for limited periods throughout the 3 to 5 years investigated. Most of the time, condensation risk 

does not take place at the interface between materials but inside the masonry layer, at a distance from 

the internal face which rarely implies risks for the timber structures connected. The test confirmed the 

results given by the steady state assessment carried out in IES, which only shows condensation risk where 

it takes place at the junction between materials. This confirms the validity of the approach taken in this 

study to overcome the limitations of a steady state assessment which does not account for the transient 

dynamics within the wall assembly (and explained in section 5.5.3). However, the test also highlighted a 

further limitation in the steady state hygrothermal simulation. The IES analysis in fact only shows 

interstitial condensation risk, hence condensation taking place between materials’ layers. The dynamic 

hygrothermal simulation method indeed considers what happens at each interface, but Wufi simulates 

what happens throughout each layer as well, showing whether, and where moisture might accumulate 

within a layer of the construction, hence highlighting the layers most likely to be problematic. Wufi 

simulation is likely to provide a much deeper understanding of what takes place within the component 

over time; however, its results also require expert interpretation.  

8.5 Recommendations for future research 

This research aimed to provide a systemic approach for the selection of passive retrofit solutions for 

traditional dwellings of heritage value, which holistically and comprehensively accounts for multiple and 

interrelated factors affecting the energy consumption (hence CO2 emissions), heritage value and thermo-

hygrometric behaviour of such buildings. 
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This study could however be further developed to add other insights in this field of research and the 

methodology applied here could also be further applied to other similar or different contexts to widen the 

impact of this research and allow for a wider breath of results. Some areas where this research could be 

further developed, or the methodology could further be applied, are as follows. 

8.5.1 Modelling 

The use of heat flux meters and of blower-door tests could allow for a confirmation or refinement of the 

thermal and air-leakage parameters obtained with the strategy applied in this study (chapter4, and section 

8.4.1 and 8.4.2). These primary data could add to the reliability of the energy models created.  

8.5.2 Dynamic condensation risk analysis 

The limitations inherent in the use of a steady-state method for the analysis of condensation risk post 

intervention were discussed in appendix 9a. A dynamic condensation risk analysis could contribute to a 

clearer understanding of the thermo-hygrometric behaviour of the traditional constructions investigated, 

before and after the application of the retrofit interventions. This would permit for the assessment of the 

risks involved with the interventions selected with a higher degree of certainty. It can particularly be 

important in the context of this study, when addressing internal wall insulation solutions, to evaluate the 

long-term performance of the proposed interventions. The use of a dynamic software for condensation risk 

analysis, would aid in understanding of the transient moisture transport in the walls. This could be of special 

interest for dwellings exposed to high winds and wind-driven rain, which is the case for most of the CSs in this 

research. In fact, due to the typical layout and orientation of the population investigated, few dwellings are 

protected by adjoining buildings, while most of them overlook large squares or the sea promenade and are 

subject to the prevailing strong winds of this geographical context. 

8.5.3 Indoor comfort 

The retrofit measures selected and tested in this study, were assessed against four main criteria, i.e. impact 

on the heritage value, risk of condensation and potential reductions in both HEC and CO2 emissions. The 

assessment of indoor comfort criteria pre- and post-intervention can add another useful output of this study 

and further contribute to the holistic approach. This could be important to address the risk of overheating for 

retrofitted dwellings and is particularly needed for dwellings retrofitted using internal wall insulation. This 

intervention can diminish the thermal storage capacity offered by the external walls (by reducing the heat 

flow from the interior space to the envelope and exposing the façade to more severe oscillations of 

temperature). Over the past decade, the Adaptation Sub-Committee (ASC) of the CCC, has repeatedly 

stressed the urgency to address this growing risk for the UK dwellings, alongside other building types (CCC, 

2017). This can be done, firstly, by adding occupancy to the pre- and post-retrofit scenarios, then by 
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extrapolating the relevant output (hours of exceedance of the upper limit temperature) from the simulations. 

Finally, combining the results of overheating analysis with the results of this research could help assess the 

trade-offs between HEC savings and indoor comfort conditions. A test run of thermal comfort and 

overheating analysis using TM59 methodology was carried out to ensure compliance with PAS 2035 

(appendix 14) and can be used for future research. A further stage of simulation would then be needed to 

explore forthcoming climate scenarios, using average future weather projections.  

8.5.4 Economic implications of the interventions 

The cost of the interventions was excluded from this study. However, this could be a further decision factor 

to add to the investigation of suitable retrofit measures alongside other analysis criteria. The modularity and 

flexibility of the methodology devised in this study, however, proves effective and customisable to serve a 

wider analysis.  

8.5.5 Behavioural measures 

Analysis of behavioural patterns is yet another field of research and can certainly have an influence on the 

energy performance and carbon emissions of dwellings. Behavioural determinants of HEC were excluded 

from the analysis in this study (section 3.5). The systematic and flexible methodology adopted however, can 

be tailored to involve this further criterium of analysis to estimate the impact that behavioural changes 

(alongside the other independent variables considered) can have on the dependent variables under 

investigation.   

8.5.6 Life Cycle Analysis 

Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) and Life Cycle Costing (LCC) are another research stream that this study may help to 

develop, by enabling easier comparative cost assessments of retrofit solutions over the buildings’ lifetime, 

accounting for all related economic factors (from the initial cost of construction to any future operational 

cost). 

8.5.7 Alternative approaches to parametric and sensitivity analysis 

In this study, statistical methods coupled with DES made correlations between the buildings’ properties, 

environmental conditions, and energy performance to provide reliable answers. These were found by means 

of a multi-stage methodology which utilised  

- DES to model a baseline scenario and a range of retrofitted scenarios 

- Parametric analysis of the results from simulations to investigate the outcome of retrofit 

interventions, applied individually and in combination, and identify the safest, most responsible and 

most effective measures, individually and combined  
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- Global Sensitivity analysis to highlight the areas of intervention having the highest impact on the final 

HEC and CO2 emissions 

- Local Sensitivity Analysis to identify the measures producing the highest energy and carbon savings 

within each area of intervention.  

The targets of SA were HEC and CO2 emissions. It was not within the scope of this study to investigate other 

parameters, such as cost effectiveness of measures and indoor thermal comfort. Alternative approaches 

could be used to achieve a wider range of objectives, e.g. to minimise energy consumption, environmental 

impact, life cycle impact and retrofit cost. When the outcome of variations of multiple parameters must be 

investigated towards the effect it has on multiple targets, such complex problems can be extremely 

computationally demanding, adding to processing time. For this purpose, multi-objective building 

performance optimisation (BPO) could be utilised (section 2.8).  

Similarly, for future studies, a multi criteria optimisation process could be applied to select the best 

combinations of interventions capable of minimising HEC and CO2 emissions, investment costs and risks of 

overheating. For this purpose, IES could be coupled with a statistical simulation tool to provide timely and 

more comprehensive answers to the problem of retrofitting heritage buildings. 

8.5.8 Experiments 

The comparison between the results obtained through simulation with those achieved by means of 

experimental research on a real CS dwelling, would allow for a further check of the validity of the 

methodology devised in this study. For this purpose, it would be interesting for example to use a building like 

the Regency Town House (RTH), already used in this study for the investigation of materials and construction 

methods which are commonly used in the buildings under investigation. The refurbishment works of the RTH 

are near completion, and the whole envelope has been restored to its original condition. It would be possible 

then, to test the application of fully reversible measures and assess the behaviour of the real thermal 

envelope by means of monitoring and experiments, to compare the results obtained this way with those 

achieved by means of DES and make an in-depth contribution to existing knowledge in the area of 

performance gap in TLDs/buildings of heritage values. 

The application of BPE methods to assess the performance gap in real retrofits would allow to assess, among 

other factors, the impact of quality of installation on the results of interventions, which was excluded from 

the scopes of this study as explained in section 5.7.  

8.5.9 Cold bridging  

The simulations carried out with IES quantify the effect of thermal bridging by applying a factor to the 

standard area weighted average U-values of both actual and notional constructions when performing Part L2 
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compliance testing. Because the main focus of this study has not been cold bridging, it was decided to follow 

the existing trend in previous studies where pre-sets for cold bridging were used in energy simulation for a 

range of different wall constructions (Pernigotto et al., 2012), or specifically for traditional dwellings (Moran, 

2013).  

Furthermore, the thermographic survey (in appendix 11 for each CS) showed that: 

- the influence of thermal bridges in the existing condition may be low in the walls’ construction, which 

were mostly uniform in the buildings investigated 

- most original windows have thermal bridges due to high air leakages; these were accounted for in the 

ACH values assigned to each room template (section 4.2.7).  

The use of internal wall insulation may increase the risk of thermal bridges (e.g. where external walls connect 

with uninsulated party walls and ceilings), which may in turn limit the effectiveness of the insulation layer.  

Internal walls, which do not form part of the external thermal envelope may also constitute a thermal bridge 

if enabling heat-loss to untreated spaces.  

More in-depth studies about the impact of thermal bridges could be a potential future research area to 

quantify the impact of thermal bridges in the existing condition and post intervention and to assess the actual 

limits of IWI in TLDs. This could be done by means of experimental studies (e.g. using monitoring and thermal 

imaging) and with the aid of specialist software applications (e.g. HEAT, Therm or TRISCO).  

8.5.10 Active measures 

This research was concerned with passive measures, hence excluded any active solution from the range of 

interventions considered. However, the boilers upgrade was simulated, and the results were analysed and 

discussed in chapters 6 and 7. This stage of simulation was used to generate a baseline scenario of energy 

consumption that facilitated the cross-case analysis of the benefits of passive retrofit measures on the CSs 

under investigation (section 3.5).  

The energy and carbon savings as a result of active measures, alongside their impact on the heritage value of 

TLDs, could also be assessed, e.g. considering the use of PV panels. Despite the impact on the heritage value 

of the dwellings, MVHR systems could be investigated to ensure high ventilation rates are maintained after 

retrofitting, thereby facilitating the movement of moisture, and preventing decay, while recovering heat. This 

strategy could be simulated and assessed for example in rooms where high levels of moisture are expected, 

like kitchen and bathrooms.  

8.5.11 Applications of the methodology for further research  

The methodology devised in this study could be extended to a larger population, and/or applied and tested in 

different contexts for the analysis of different typologies of buildings. 
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The strategy adopted for the selection of representative CSs (section 3.2) could be tailored to generate the 

outcomes for a wider population of retrofit projects. Hence, the potential energy and carbon savings 

obtainable from a whole conservation area deep retrofit could be estimated.   

As a result of this research, outcomes of responsible and safe interventions can be better forecast, meaning 

that major retrofit programs can be confidently planned and implemented. 
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Participation Information Sheet  

Title of Study 

A future-proof cultural Heritage 

Responsive retrofit measures for traditional listed dwellings 

 

You are cordially invited to participate in a research project which sets out to investigate how 19th century 

listed dwellings can be improved with reference to their carbon and energy footprint, to ensure a more 

future-proof cultural heritage in the UK. 

The study will consist of an interview and some monitoring/survey exercise in your dwelling. 

The interview will take approximately 30 minutes; the survey will include the collection of measures and 

photographs if needed; the monitoring will make use of data loggers and energy bills. 

Why have you been invited to participate? 

You are invited because you are currently living in a 19th century listed dwelling that would be suitable as 

case study together with other dwellings. 

 

Do you have to take part? 

Participation is voluntary, and participants are free to withdraw at any time without giving a reason.  

 

What are the potential disadvantages or risks of taking part? 

No disadvantages or risks are envisaged for taking part in this study. 

 

What are the potential benefits of taking part? 

The findings of this research will be also accessible to the participants. They will provide information on 

the current energy performance of the dwelling in its unimproved condition to assist the owners or 

tenants in diagnosing areas where energy savings could be made more effectively. Furthermore, the 

results of this study are expected to be contributing to support homeowners, tenants and stakeholders in 

the decisions involving energy upgrade measures for this part of the housing stock, thus decreasing the 

risk of non-cost-effective interventions and negative impacts on the heritage value. 
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Will your participation in the study/project be kept confidential? 

Your participation in this project will be kept anonymous and you will not be personally identifiable. Any 

confidential information will be seen only by the researcher and will not be revealed to anyone else. 

 

What will happen to the results of the project? 

The results will be anonymised, then used for data analysis of a PhD research, in academic papers, 

possibly in conferences and seminars. The participants will be offered the opportunity to see the results 

of the study, if they wish. 

 

Who is organising and funding the research? 

The research is organised, overseen and governed by the University of Brighton and the researcher is, at 

the moment, self-funded. 

 

What if there is a problem? 

Any concerns or complaints should be addressed in person to the researcher or to the Head of School 

(contact details below).  

 

Contact details 

Researcher: Michela Menconi email: M.menconi3@brighton.ac.uk 

Head of School: Dr Kirsty Smallbone email: K.Smallbone@brighton.ac.uk 

 

Who has reviewed the study? 

The study has been reviewed and approved by the SET Ethics Committee. 

  

mailto:M.menconi3@brighton.ac.uk
mailto:K.Smallbone@brighton.ac.uk
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Participant Consent Form  

A future-proof cultural Heritage 

Responsive retrofit measures for traditional listed dwellings 

  Please 

initial or 

tick box  

 

I agree to take part in this research, which is to propose a framework to intervene in 

the traditional listed building stock in order to lower their energy consumption and 

carbon dioxide emissions while trying to preserve their original characteristics as 

much as possible. 

  

   

The researcher has explained to my satisfaction the purpose, principles and 

procedures of the study and the possible risks involved. 

  

   

I have read the information sheet and I understand the principles, procedures and 

possible risks involved. 

  

   

I am aware that I will be required to answer an interview and allow the researcher 

some monitoring/survey exercise in my dwelling. 

  

   

I agree to the researcher taking photographs during the project if needed.   
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I understand how the data collected will be used, and that any confidential 

information will normally be seen only by the researcher and will not be revealed to 

anyone else. 

  

   

I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without giving a 

reason and without incurring consequences from doing so. 

  

   

I agree that should I withdraw from the study, the data collected up to that point 

may be used by the researcher for the purposes described in the information sheet. 

  

   

I agree that data collected may subsequently be archived and used by other bona 

fide researchers. 

  

 

Name (please print) …………………………………………………………………………… 

Signed ………………………………………………………..   Date ………………………… 
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Appendix 3a: Review of findings from the literature concerning 
behavioural determinants of domestic energy consumption 
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User behaviour and whole building energy performance  

Behaviour is defined as the aggregated response of a person resulting because of complex interactions 

between internal and external factors (Gill et al. (2010). The users’ behaviour and habits are major 

determinants of domestic energy use, therefore, cannot be ignored in the study of the energy 

performance of dwellings in their status-quo and post retrofit interventions (Buttitta et al., 2015 Dall & 

Toft, 1996; Eihab Abdelghaffar Elsharkawy, 2013; Janda, 2011; Love, 2014; Porrit et al., 2010; Palmborg, 

1986; Sonderegger, 1978). 

Occupants’ behaviour is an area of investigation on its own and a substantial volume of research exists in 

this field. The study conducted by Sonderegger (1978) looked at the impact of a range of occupancy 

patterns on space heating energy use in dwellings. It noted that space heating energy consumption can 

vary by up to 100%, or sometimes more, due to occupancy and behaviour factors alone. How people live 

in their dwellings can meaningfully affect how much energy they consume (Bell and Lowe, 2000; Gill, 

2012; Moran et al., 2012; Roaf and Hancock, 1992; Roth and Broderick, 2008; Socolow et al., 1978). 

Schipper et al. (1992) showed that approximately half of the energy use in a building depends on the 

characteristics of it and its equipment, while the other half depends on the residents’ behaviours. 

Behavioural parameters resulted in the most important from sensitivity analysis of the energy 

performance and comfort in residential buildings from Ioannou & Itard (2015).  

Occupancy patterns also play a fundamental role in explaining the gap between modelled and measured 

energy consumption in dwellings. The project conducted by Bell & Lowe (2000) suggested that such gap is 

mainly due to variations in the way houses are used. The study from Gilani et al. (2016) emphasized the 

importance of incorporating empirically derived dynamic occupant models for simulation-aided design to 

prevent inaccurate predicted building performance and sub-optimal design decisions. 

The users’ behaviour is considered the main determinant of the take-back or “rebound effect” that may 

follow an energy retrofit. Rebound effect' was described by Eihab Abdelghaffar Elsharkawy (2013) as an 

important implication of energy consumption’s behaviour, which often occurs with energy retrofit. With 

lowered energy consumption generated by energy retrofit measures, homeowners could be tempted to 

heat up their homes to higher setpoints or even to divert any cost savings towards other, equally 

environmentally damaging means, such as purchasing more energy consuming appliances. Technical 

improvements do not always result in the expected energy and emissions savings (Chitnis et al., 2013; 

Druckman et al., 2011; Hong et al., 2006) when some of these savings are taken back through increased 

comfort demand.  
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The users are recognised, therefore, as key factors that affect the building’s performance to the extent 

that retrofit interventions could become ineffective, unless they are coupled with behavioural changes of 

inhabitants (Janda, 2011, Schippers et al., 1992). The importance of behavioural changes alongside the 

use of technical measures to reduce the UK housing stock energy consumption has therefore been 

unanimously agreed in precedent studies (Bell & Lowe, 2000; Janda, 2011; Roaf & Hancock, 1992 to cite 

but some). When it comes to dwellings of heritage value, English Heritage’s view is that it is just as 

important to change occupants’ behaviour, as it is to improve energy performance (English Heritage, 

2008b). 

In this research, data concerning the actual users’ behaviour, lifestyle and temperature set points were 

collected for each CS making use of a questionnaire (appendix 2) and a follow-up interview to investigate 

the common activities within the households with respect to energy consumption as a result of space 

heating, water heating and use of appliances. The data relating to the real use of the building replaced the 

proposed standardised datasets in the energy performance simulation to make sure that the results were 

as close to the actual performance of the building as possible. The literature review about users’ 

behaviour’s influence on energy performance of dwellings and questionnaires strategies, summarised 

here, guided the design of the questionnaire. Some references, in particular, were used, including: a 

Community energy saving programme survey in Aspley, Nottingham (Eihab Abdelghaffar Elsharkawy, 

2013), a Community Energy Survey in Swale (Braey, 2009), a benchmarking study on historic buildings in 

Bath (Moran, 2013) for their similarity or relevance to the current research.  

Behavioural determinants of energy consumption in dwellings 

Occupants’ behaviour is the result of preferences and lifestyles that vary depending on the age, gender, 

and income of the occupants (Eihab Abdelghaffar Elsharkawy, 2013; Guerra-Santin & Itard, 2010). 

Together, all these factors contribute to significant variations in energy use and heating trends. The 

household type and the working status of the occupants are also important factors that affect a dwelling’s 

energy use (NHBC, 2012). Therefore, socio-demographic trends such as smaller size households, older or 

aged occupants, a rise in the household incomes and increased work from home, have an unquestionable 

impact on energy consumption.  

Looking at the breakdown of energy consumption of dwellings in depth, heating and hot water account, 

respectively for 70% and more than 10% of the total energy use in a typical home in the UK (BEIS, 2017b). 

The interaction between occupants and building control systems may result in large variations in energy 

used for heating and hot water in dwellings (Andersen at al., 2009). Therefore, this is a major aspect of 

the users’ behaviour that needs to be investigated to understand the drivers of actual energy 

consumption in a dwelling. The study conducted by Guerra-Santin & Itard (2010) in The Netherlands 
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showed that the number of usage hours for the heating system has a stronger effect on energy 

consumption than temperature setting. However, changes in the heating set-point patterns resulted 

responsible for more than one quarter of the total energy used for heating a property in the study from 

Gartland et al. (1993). BERR (2008, cited in CIPHE, 2008) showed that turning a room’s thermostat down 

by just 1ºC can reduce heating bills by 10%; on the other hand, a 1% increase in heating temperature set-

point was estimated to cause a 1.55% increase in carbon emissions. The study conducted by Azar & 

Menassa (2012) demonstrated that the highest sensitivity of buildings energy models to different input 

parameters was obtained when varying the heating temperature set point parameter. This parameter 

therefore needs to be carefully investigated and inputted into the model to achieve results from the 

simulation as close to the actual energy performance of the dwelling as possible. 

Another aspect of the occupants’ behaviour that can significantly affect the energy demand in buildings is 

the users’ habitual patterns related to natural ventilation (Chenari et al., 2016; Fabi et al., 2012). 

Summerfield et al. (2010) highlighted that occupants’ behaviour can counteract the internal temperature 

of even well insulated buildings by simply opening the windows. 

Several studies demonstrated how reducing the load of appliances in the dwelling can significantly 

decrease the electricity use (Gupta & Chandiwala, 2010). However, in the past few years, a sensible 

increase in energy-consuming equipment has been recorded, especially for entertainment (Vale & Vale, 

2010). Therefore, the walk-in survey must take note of all the white goods, appliances, and equipment, 

and the frequency of use of each must be carefully recorded.  

Finally, it should be noted that a part of the energy consumption of a building also takes place when the 

users are not using it. Large quantities of energy are frequently wasted during unoccupied hours in 

buildings (Masoso & Grobler, 2010). These findings are mainly related to research conducted on office 

buildings, but they also apply to domestic energy consumption. Therefore, the questionnaire developed 

for this study, investigates how often the dwelling is empty, which appliances are kept running during 

those periods as well as the equipment usually kept in stand-by mode when not in-use (even if the 

property is in its regular occupation periods/hours). 
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Appendix 3b: Questionnaire form 
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Occupancy Pattern Survey 

This survey is part of a research project on retrofit measures for listed dwellings entitled: 

A FUTUREPROOF CULTURAL HERITAGE: A UK PERSPECTIVE 

Responsive retrofit measures for traditional listed dwellings  

Helpful hints to complete this questionnaire 

Thank you for taking the time to answer this questionnaire. 

This can be done by any resident aged 18 or over living at this address. 

Please read each question carefully: in most cases you will only need to tick one box to give your answers 

but sometimes you may need to tick more than one; some parts will need a written answer. 

You can do this before the survey takes place or you can leave part of the questionnaire to be filled with 

the help of the researcher. 

The survey consists of 10 pages and should take no longer than 30 minutes to complete. 

It will be the researcher’s responsibility to bring you a printed copy of this in person in a meeting agreed 

with you at your best convenience at your place to do the measured survey. 

By completing this form, you agree to take part in this research project and give permission for the 

researcher, Michela Menconi, to use findings in her PhD research project, subsequent papers and general 

academic publications.  

This research complies with the Data Protection Act (1998), which clearly states that the information or 

data that you provide will be maintained as confidential by the researcher. All information gathered will 

be used only for research. All personal information will not be revealed to anyone. Nobody will be able to 

identify you or use the information against you. 

 

About you 

Name (optional):………………………………:………………… Gender:……………:………… Age: …………… 

Address:………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Email address (please provide for further updates regarding your research project): 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Section 1: Home information  

1. What type of property do you live in? 

 House   Flat/Maisonette 

 End of terrace   In a purpose-built block  Lower ground floor 

 Mid terrace   In a converted house   Ground floor  

 Semidetached  Other (please specify):  Mid floor  

 Detached  …………………………….   Top floor 

 Other (please specify):     Other (please specify): 

……………………………..                                     …………………………….. 

   

2. When was your home built?  

Exact date if known…………………………………………………. or 

 1750-1800  1801-1850  1851-1900  Not known 

 

3. Is your building listed or/and in a conservation area? 

 Grade 1  Grade 2 *  Grade 2  Conservation area  Not sure 

 

4. How much do you value the heritage character of your home?  

Please rank from 1 to 5 with 1= maximum importance.   

 

5. How much do you value to the energy performance of your home?  

Please rank from 1 to 5 with 1= maximum importance.   

 

6. Ownership info:   

 Own (no mortgage)   Rented: housing association   Own (with mortgage)  

 Rented: private landlord   Rented: local authority  Other (please specify): …………….. 
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Section 2: The building fabric   

 

1. Do you know what the external walls of your home are made of?  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Do you know what the ground floor level (if applicable) in your home is made of? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Do you know what the intermediate floor of your home (if applicable) is made of?  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Do you know what the intermediate ceiling of your home (if applicable) is made of?   

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. Do you know what the roof of your home (if applicable) is made of?  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

6. How thick is the roof insulation (if applicable)? What type is it?  

 50 mm        Rockwool  

 100 mm        Fibreglass  

 150 mm        Rigid Foam  

 200 mm        Not sure 

 250 mm +        Other (please specify): 

 Unknown       ……………………………………. 

 Not applicable  
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7. Which best describes the frame material of the windows in your property?  

 Timber  uPVC  Metal   Other (please specify) ……….…… 

  

8. Which best describes the glazing of the windows in your property?    

 Single glazing  Double glazing  Triple glazing   Other (please specify): …...…… 

 

9. If applicable, the glazing cavity is filled with:    

 Vacuum  Air  Gas  Other (please specify): ………… 

 

10. Which of the following do your windows mainly have? 

 Shutters  Curtains  Venetian blinds   Rolling blinds  

 Other (please specify):…………..…. 

 

12. What are your external doors made of?   

 Wood              uPVC (plastic)  Other (please specify): …………….       

 

13. Is there any draught-proofing layer on/under your doors and windows?     

 No  Yes (please show the researcher where) 

 

14. Do you have any open fireplace/chimney?   No  Yes (please show the researcher where) 
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15. Do you have any of the following problems in your home? (Please show the researcher where) 

  Never  Rarely Sometimes Usually Always Comments 

Damp             

Mould             

Drafts             

Condensation             

Other (please specify):             

…………………………             

…………………………             

…………………………             

…………………………………            

 

16. Have you already taken any measure to rectify those problems? Were them effective? Were them 

expensive? Did they require any special permission? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

17. Do you know what options are there to rectify those problems? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

18. If there was an incentive to cover part of the cost to make your home more energy efficient, which 

measures would you adopt? Please list in order of importance, from the most important to the least. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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19. Are you aware of any alteration to the internal layout of your dwelling made over the years? If yes, 

could you please describe them (where, when, what, how)? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

20. Are you aware of any energy saving measures already added to your home?  

Energy efficient technology Date Details 

Double glazing     

Secondary glazing     

Additional roof/loft insulation     

Solid wall insulation     

Floor insulation     

Draught proof doors     

Draught proof windows     

Improved efficiency boiler     

Shutters     

Heavy/lined curtains     

Energy saving light bulbs     

A-rated appliances     

Thermostatic controls     

Central heating programmer     

Insulate pipes in unheated space     

Others (please specify)     
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Renewable energy technology Date Details 

Photovoltaic (PV) panels     

Solar water heating      

Ground source heat pumps     

Ground source heat pumps      

Biomass (wood pellets) boiler system      

Wood burner stoves      

Others (please specify)     

      

      

      

      

      

 

21. What is your opinion about barriers to install the above options in your home? 

Please rank in order of most prohibitive from 1 to 5 with 1=strongest deterrent, 5=lowest deterrent. 
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Deterrents Ranking 

Planning regulations   

Visual appearance/unattractiveness   

High cost/expensiveness   

Long pay back   

Technical difficulties   

Other (please specify)   

    

 

Section 3: The Building Services 

1. What type of main heating system do you use in your dwelling?  

 Central heating with radiators and combi boiler    

 Central heating with radiators and system boiler (hot water cylinder)   

 Central heating with radiators and regular boiler (hot water cylinder and cold-water storage tank) 

 Warm air system     

 Electric storage heaters      

 Individual heaters     

 Individual fire/ wood burners      

 Others (please specify) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. If applicable, can you provide the boilers details? (Type, name, age) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. What type of fuel do you use for your main heating system? 

 Gas   Electricity  Oil  LPG  Coal  Wood   Other…………………….  
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4.  What heating controls does your main heating system have? 

 On/off only  Programmer/time clock  Room thermostat   Smart control 

 Thermostatic Radiator valves (TRV)  Others (please specify)……………………………………… 

 

5. Do you have any other form of heating in your home in addition to the main heating system? 

 Gas fire   Electric heater   Open solid fuel fire  

 Wood burner   Under floor heating   Other (please specify)……………….. 

 

6. Do you have a hot water cylinder?   Yes  No 

 

7. If YES is it from:     If NO is your hot water from:  

  The main heating system   Combi boiler 

  Immersion heater    Gas instantaneous 

  Off peak Immersion heater   Electric instantaneous 

  Other (please specify)……………………..  Other (please specify) …………………….. 

  Not sure     Not sure   

 

8. If YES does it have any insulation? 

 None   Jacket (please specify the thickness if known) …….. 

 Not sure  Other (please specify) ………………………………… 

In addition to your main hot water system, do you have any secondary water heater in your dwelling?  

 Combi boiler  Gas instantaneous  Electric instantaneous  Other (please specify)……… 

 

9. Can you provide the details of any secondary device you may use to provide hot water? (Type, name, 

age) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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10. How often do you use the secondary heater during winter? 

Never Sometimes Usually Always Not applicable 

     

 

11. How often do you use the secondary heater during summer? 

Never Sometimes Usually Always Not applicable 

     

 

12. What is the percentage of low electricity light bulbs in your property?  

0% from 0% to 25% from 25% to 50% from 50% to 75% more than 75% 

     

 

13. Which of the following home appliances do you have (please give the number of them if you have 

more than one)? 

                    A rated   C rated 

Electric Hobs  Microwave  Slow Cooker      

Gas Hobs  Hi/Fi Stereo  Electric Kettle   

Dishwasher  Television   Computer/laptop  

Electric Oven  Dvd Player   Vacuum cleaner  

Fridge   Games console  Hair dryer   

Freezer   Other…………  Other……………..     
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    A rated   C rated 

Fridge/Freezer     

Washing Mach.  

Tumble dryer  

 

Section 4: The occupancy pattern and lifestyle  

1. How many people live in your dwelling in total including you?  Males  Females 

2.How many in your home are: 

Infants (<3)  Children (3-12)  Teenagers (12-19)  

19-25    25-35     35-50    

50-70    over 70     

 

3. How many people in your dwelling work from home?………………………….. 

How many days per week?……………………………………………………………… 

How many hours per day (in average)?………………………………………………..  

 

4. How many people occupy the dwelling during the 24 hours of a weekday? Could you fill in an estimate 

number below each hour time?  

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
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5. How many people occupy the dwelling during the 24 hours of a weekend-day? Could you fill in an 

estimate number below each hour time?  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

                        

 

6. How many hours a day is your central heating on during the winter?    

During the week      During the weekend  

All the time constantly      All the time constantly   

All daytime (more than10hrs)     All daytime (more than10hrs)   

Nighttime only       Nighttime only    

Between 6 and 10 hrs a day     Between 6 and 10 hrs a day  

Between 2 and 6 hrs a day     Between 2 and 6 hrs a day  

Less than 2 hrs a day      Less than 2 hrs a day   

 

7.How many hours a day is any secondary form of heating on during the winter (please specify which 

one)? 

Secondary Heating system 1……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Secondary Heating system 2 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Secondary Heating system 3 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

During the week  1 2 3       

All the time constantly         

All daytime (>10hrs)         

Nighttime only         

Between 6 and 10 hrs a day       

Between 2 and 6 hrs a day       

Less than 2 hrs a day     
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During the weekend 1 2 3       

All the time constantly         

All daytime (>10hrs)         

Nighttime only         

Between 6 and 10 hrs a day       

Between 2 and 6 hrs a day       

Less than 2 hrs a day     

 

8. If you have a thermostat, which is its set point in the living area?  

During the week……………………………. During the weekend………………………………. 

 

9. If you have a thermostat, which is its set point in the bedrooms?  

During the week……………………………. During the weekend……………………………….  

 

10. How do you set your heating at night? 

 Switch off completely   Leave on and turn thermostat down to less than 16 C 

 Leave on with no change 

 

11. How long is your home empty for periods longer than two days due to holidays, trips, work-away in 

winter?  

Less than one week  Less than one month  Less than 3 months   Other (please specify) …… 

 

12. How do you set your heating when you leave the house for more than one day? 

 Switch off completely   Leave on and turn thermostat down to less than 16 C 

 Leave on with no change  Other (please specify)…………………………………… 
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13. Do you close shutters or curtains at night during the winter? 

 Yes  Sometimes  Usually  Always  Not applicable 

 

14.How many hours a day do you keep your windows open during the winter? 

During the week…………………………….  During the weekend………………………………. 

 

15.How many hours a day do you keep your windows open during the summer? 

During the week…………………………….  During the weekend………………………………. 

 

16. How would you rate the thermal comfort in your dwelling in winter? 

Awful Bad So/so Good Excellent 

     

 

17. How would you rate the thermal comfort in your dwelling in summer? 

Awful Bad So/so Good Excellent 

     

 

18. How long in minutes does your bath/shower take in average?………………………………...  

 

19. How many baths/showers a week do you have between all the residents in your home in average 

during summer? ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….  

 

20. How many baths/showers a week a day do you have between all the residents in your home in 

average during winter? ………………………………………………………………………………………………………..  

Section 5: Energy use 

1. How do you pay your bills? 
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 Prepayment meter  Monthly Direct Debit   Quarterly Direct Debit  

 Standby Order  Cash/cheque    Payment cards  

 Others (Please specify)………………………. 

2. What is your average amount of monthly bills for: 

Gas (per month)…………………………….. Electricity (per month) …………………………….. 

3. Please enter energy use using the dates of actual meter readings or a fuel delivery: 

(In case you find it difficult to answer this question please feel free to contact me for assistance, 

otherwise the inclusion of copies of previous years gas and electricity bills would be welcomed). 

Date         Amount used   

from 
  

to 
  

Gas Electricity Oil Coal Wood/Biomass 

Other 
(please 
specify) 

Kwh Kwh L Kg (or number of bags)  Kg (or number of bags)   

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete this questionnaire, it is of invaluable help to my 

research. 

Please return this questionnaire in person to the researcher. 

If you have any question, please contact me at: M.menconi2@brighton.ac.uk. 

If you have any concerns regarding this questionnaire/survey and/or this research in general please feel 

free to contact my supervisor, Mr.Noel Painting, at: N.J.Painting@brighton.ac.uk. 
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Appendix 4: Review of methodologies and approaches to indoor 
conditions data logging and infrared thermography  
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Data logging 

In this study, temperature and relative humidity (RH) data logging provide data to quality control the 

results of the first set of simulations. Guerra-Santin & Tweed (2015) distinguished between subjective and 

objective data in the context of building performance evaluation. According to the authors, temperature 

and RH are objective data as they are not influenced by the perceptions of the occupants and can be 

measured within the building. To facilitate the choice of the monitoring techniques to be used in a 

specific study, the authors described three main typologies of building performance monitoring: 

indicative, investigative, and diagnostic. “Studies to verify building performance would be indicative in 

nature; studies to improve the performance of the building would be diagnostic; and the studies to 

provide lessons for future projects would be of an investigative nature” (Guerra-Santin & Tweed, 2015 

p.191). The measurements of temperature and RH necessary for this research are not intended strictly to 

improve the performance of the dwelling, nor are they per-se to provide lessons for future projects. They 

are meant to be used to aid in the calibration of the simulations and as a checkpoint to quality control the 

information produced by the users concerning pattern of use and temperature set points; therefore, 

according to the literature investigated, the monitoring method needed for this study is of an indicative 

nature.  

The literature reviewed that analysed the energy performance of case study buildings using energy 

modelling tools, often also used measured data to validate the results of the simulations (Ascione et al., 

2011; Khalfan and Sharples, 2016; Laskari et al., 2017; Sahin et al., 2015 to cite some). The monitored 

data used for calibration was generally gas and electricity consumption; however, when a more in-depth 

understanding was aimed of the thermal behavior of the building envelope, data concerning the indoor 

temperature was also monitored and used for calibration in comparison with the output of simulations 

(Flores, 2013; Georgious, 2015; Porrit, 2012).   

In the studies investigated, the data logging was performed for durations from 10 days to one whole 

month; the results obtained from data logging compared with the data outputted from the simulation, 

helped to control the accuracy of input data. Through data logging, in fact, the actual conditions of the 

building in use can be measured and recorded for a period of time, providing a triangulation of the results 

obtained from the simulations and of the data (concerning buildings’ operation) gathered from the 

interviews, finally contributing to a better comprehension of the building’s thermal behavior, and to the 

reliability of the results generated. 

The measurements can be done at intervals from minutes to hours (Guerra-Santin & Tweed, 2015); an 

hourly monitoring was estimated as the most convenient for the purpose of most studies (Loyd et al., 

2008; Mba et al., 2016 to cite a few). ASHRAE 55 standard (ASHRAE, 2017a) suggests taking the 
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measurements in the center of the room in locations where the users spend most of their time. The 

standard recommends that measurements be taken sufficiently away from the boundaries of any 

occupied zone and away from any surface to allow for air circulation around measurement sensors; 

ideally, the sensors must be placed in the core of the space. It also suggests that the temperature should 

be taken at 1.1m level for standing occupants. The loggers should be placed away from direct solar 

radiation, heaters, lamps or other heat sources or air conditioning systems to avoid erroneous readings 

(Fitton, 2016; Kavgic et al., 2012). For the same reason they should also be away from cold draughts (next 

to an entrance door for example) or from cold surfaces (such as external walls) particularly if not insulated 

(Fitton, 2016).  

The data loggers used in this research also collect RH data. RH is a measure of the water vapour present in 

the air, expressed as a ratio between the amount of water present in the air at a given temperature over 

the maximum amount that could be in the air at that temperature. Although RH does not have a direct 

effect on fuel consumption, it can contribute to how the ambient temperature is perceived, persuading 

occupants to change the thermostat settings, thereby having an indirect impact on the energy 

consumption. The monitoring of such data will be utilized to gain a better understanding of the thermal 

behaviour of the dwelling and to aid in the calibration process. To gain an assessment of the current RH is 

also fundamental in order to select the right strategy for the implementation of energy saving measures 

in each dwelling. Maintaining a relative humidity in the range of 40 – 60 % is considered optimum for a 

comfortable, healthy indoor environment and to avoid damage to the fabric of the building (Hubbard, 

2011). Therefore, the adequate choice of hygroscopic materials - to maintain traditional methods of 

moisture transfer - together with provision of sufficient ventilation - through the openings - are 

fundamental issues to account for during the selection of the interventions to implement. They are 

closely related to the RH registered in the dwelling in its status-quo. Loggers recording RH should be 

located away from all sources of moisture, such as sinks, showers and tumble dryers (Fitton, 2016). 

A review of precedent studies that used data loggers as monitoring devices in the built environment, was 

also conducted to aid in the decision concerning the most suitable instruments to deploy in this research. 

Temperature and RH data loggers have been used in previous research related to energy consumption in 

buildings with the following purposes: 

- for monitoring the indoor environmental quality and comfort in dwellings (Altan at al., 2013; 

Cantin et al., 2010; Laskari et al., 2017; Lloyd,et al., 2008; Ramos et al., 2015) 

- as quality check of the assumptions made for simulations of cooling (Ding et al., 2016) or heating 

loads (Kavgic et al., 2012; Gill et al., 2011) 

- to corroborate the outcomes of energy simulation in existing dwellings (Georgiou, 2015; Khalfan 

& Sharples, 2016; Royapoor & Roskilly, 2015; Sahin et al., 2015) 
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- to assess the effect of occupants’ behaviour on buildings performance and energy usage (Lloyd,et 

al., 2008; Summerfield et al., 2007).  

Hobo data loggers (model Hobo UX100-03, temperature and relative humidity data logger) were chosen 

to use in this study for the following main reasons: 

- they are widely used in research (Ahrentzen et al., 2016; Altan et al., 2013; Cantin et al., 2010; 

Cipriano ei al., 2015; Da Cunha, 2015; Ding et al., 2016; Dunham et al., 2005; Georgiou, 2015; 

Kavgic et al., 2012; Khalfan & Sharples, 2016; Loyd et al., 2008; Porrit, 2012) 

- they are accurate (Da Cunha, 2015) 

- they are affordable, low-maintenance, easy to operate and durable, compact instruments that 

consume little power (Da Cunha, 2015; Whiteman et al., 2000) 

- they guarantee sufficient precision for the purpose of this study and have enough storage 

capacity for the periods of data collection intended (ONSET, 2018). 

Thermographic surveys 

Infrared thermography (IR) works on the principle that all objects with a temperature above the absolute 

zero (-273C) emit invisible heat energy (Pearson, 2011).  Thermal images (thermograms) show, using 

different colours, the infrared radiation (heat energy) emitted from the surface of any object as well as 

the pattern of the temperature differences across the same object (Pearson, 2011). They are images of 

thermal radiation intensity, or of the apparent temperature of the target objects. 

Thermography techniques can be qualitative or quantitative (Kylili et al., 2014). Qualitative analysis in 

thermography is the visual evaluation of colour patterns to identify the location of thermal anomalies 

within a thermal image, which represent differences in measured radiation (Fox et al., 2014). Quantitative 

analysis instead uses quantitative data from the IR images to quantify thermal gradients for numerical 

analysis (Fox, 2014). 

Two main approaches for thermography inspections are described as follows (Fox et al., 2014): 

- the passive approach uses the temperature differences of an object under normal conditions 

- the active approach generates the temperature differences of the object using an external 

stimulus (any kind of external heat source, such as lamps); the nature of the stimulus 

distinguishes active thermography into pulsed thermography (PT) and lock-in thermography (LT).  

Figure 0.1 illustrates the thermography techniques described. 
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FIGURE 0. 1 IR THERMOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES (KYLILI, 2014) 

Building thermography can be internal or external. The latter is of course more conditioned by the 

environmental conditions; the internal one, conversely, is not much affected by climatic changes but 

requires the occupant’s consent. 

Infrared thermography is mostly deployed in qualitative surveys of buildings to identify anomalies 

through the evidence of changes in the surface temperatures (Atkinson, 2015). A thermogram can show 

the continuity or lack of insulation, thermal bridges, air-leakage, moisture, and damp within an element 

(those areas appear as colder) or hidden components (such as pipes and wall ties). It has been widely 

deployed in many studies as it is a non-destructive, reasonably quick and inexpensive tool, that facilitates 

the identification of buildings’ defects without damaging the buildings’ fabric (Fox et al., 2014), and allows 

detection of patterns of energy leaking from the building’s envelope (Balaras & Argiriou, 2002). 

Some specific environmental conditions are considered the most suitable to guarantee the accuracy of a 

thermographic survey (Hart, 1992; Hopper et al., 2012; Pearson, 2011). Hopper et al. (2012) evidenced 

how different authors give, sometimes, different prescriptions on this matter. Hart (1992) suggested to 

undertake thermographic surveys in cold and cloudy days and recommended that the façade of the 

building should not be exposed to solar radiation during and for at least 12 hours prior to the survey to 

avoid the risk of misleading data. Pearson (2011), also stressing the importance of minimising the effects 

of solar radiation, recommended undertaking the survey when it is dark; however, he considered enough 

to allow one hour after the exposure of the surfaces to be photographed to direct solar radiation. Both 

Hart (1992) and Pearson (2011) agreed on a temperature difference of at least 10°C between the inside 

and outside of the building for the preceding 24 hours and while the survey is undertaken. Pearson (2011) 

recommended that the building should not be exposed to precipitation for the preceding 24 hours of a 

survey. Both the authors, (Hart, 1992; Pearson, 2011) recommend that surfaces should be dry at the time 

of the survey.  Pearson (2011) suggested wind speeds not exceeding ten metres per second; however, this 

could not be the case for qualitative internal IR thermography when used for detecting patterns of air 

leakage (Kylili et al., 2014). All the recommendations concerning environmental conditions are in fact of 
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fundamental importance for external surveys, while some authors suggested that they can be ignored for 

internal ones (Balaras & Argiriou, 2002; Pearson, 2011).  

In the last ten years, the use of infrared technology for applications in buildings has been promoted by 

many authors thanks to its non-intrusiveness, relatively low cost, quick results, and effectiveness for 

buildings diagnostic (Kylili et al., 2014). Widely used amongst the non-destructive techniques as a 

qualitative method of analysis of buildings energy efficiency (Moron et al., 2018), infrared technology has 

also been recently proposed as a quantitative method for in-situ U-value measurement using data from the 

IR images to quantify thermal gradients for numerical analysis (Tejedor et al., 2017). This method can be 

particularly valid for historic buildings, where intrusive tests are not recommended, and the standard U-

value calculation method can only be based on assumed materials build-up. The U-value assessment by 

infrared technology is to date a subject of study by many research groups, therefore there is not yet an 

agreed methodology concerning its use (Nardi et al., 2014). Researchers currently agree about the 

importance of accurate data concerning the object’s emissivity and the reflective temperature for the 

calibration of measurements (Kylili et al, 2014). Environmental conditions are a very important factor to 

account for to achieve a reliable quantitative measurement. The general advice on the most suitable 

environmental conditions is similar to that valid also for qualitative thermography:  

- direct solar irradiation must be avoided, as may affect the temperature of the surface 

investigated 

- wind speed must be lower than 1m/s (best condition is lower than 0.2 m/s) as high winds (more 

than 5m/s) may generate erroneous results (because of the higher rates of heat convection that 

they produce, leading to reduced surface temperatures of the object investigated) (Tejedor et al., 

2017) 

- the surface to wind angle and the wind direction play an important role (Tejedor et al., 2017) 

- the surface temperature of the wall should be greater than the outdoor environment 

temperature (at least 2 °C) (Nardi et al., 2014) 

- the difference between inner and outer temperature during the test should be of at least 10-15°C 

(Albatici & Tonelli, 2010). 

Temperature difference between indoor and outdoor space is also essential to achieve robust results 

using Heat flux meters when measuring the U-value of the building envelope. However, in the case of 

solid masonry walls, infrared technology has proved to be a more reliable instrument than Heat flux 

meters for the investigation of the thermal performance of the envelope (Dall’O. et al., 2013) when the 

conditions explained from the literature are fulfilled. IR thermography also has other advantages 

compared to Heat flux meters for the investigation of historic building fabrics (Nardi et al., 2014): 
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- it can measure more than one point of the wall, therefore can provide more accurate results for 

non-homogenous building elements 

- it is less time consuming (2-3 hours for IR thermography compared to 72 hours - 1 week for Heat 

flux meters). 

The literature reviewed has shown that often infrared thermography was used as a complement to the 

energy audit of buildings (Lucchi, 2018) to:  

- perform U-value calculations of the external walls and windows 

- detect areas of thermal bridging or heat loss 

- examine the thermal insulation continuity 

- determine areas of air leakage or where moisture is present 

- visualize the performance of HVAC systems or the amount of electricity dissipated from electric 

systems 

- measure indoor temperatures and assess human comfort.   

This method was often deployed specifically for the investigation of heritage buildings, where more 

invasive techniques should be avoided, aiming at obtaining quantitative information such as the defect 

depth (Sfarra et al., 2016) or at monitoring different stages of a conservation project, from decay 

diagnosis to assessment of conservation (Moropoulou et al., 2018), or at investigating the building’s 

thermal behaviour (Gil et al., 2017). 
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Appendix 5: Data collection for model creation in IES-VE 
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Construction Templates  

Walls  

Masonry 

Most of the external walls in the dwellings selected are made of rendered brickwork. This is confirmed in 

the listed entry summaries which report the main characteristics of the sequence of terraced houses to 

which each CS belongs (Historic England, 2018b). By the Regency period in fact, brick making was 

common in England and widely used in areas where clay was available more than other materials, like 

Brighton (RTH, 2018a). The thin layer of clay that could be found on the surface of the city’s soil (called 

“brick earth”), was used during the Regency period as raw material for the brick making process. The 

bricks were mostly used for the ‘framing’ of buildings as they were still a relatively expensive construction 

material. Also, to avoid unnecessary costs, it was the convention that the bricks required for a building 

project would be sourced from brick earth dug up immediately adjacent to the building site and then 

fabricated and fired in situ. This is exactly what happened in Brunswick Town (RTH, 2018a; Nick Tyson 

curator of RTH, personal communication, 11th of June 2017). 

The size of bricks varied slightly throughout the centuries in this area, constantly being twice as long, as 

they were broad for ease of handling them. Throughout the 19th C, in Brighton, bricks of imperial size 

(227mmx115mm) were still used; metric size bricks however soon became the favourite choice 

(215mmx102.5mm). Both these sizes of bricks were found In the Regency Town House in Brunswick 

Square (Nick Tyson curator of RTH, personal communication, 11th of June 2017). 

During the survey, the overall thickness of each wall was measured in the dwellings under investigation. A 

tactile inspection of the wall then guided the assumptions concerning the presence or not of plaster on 

lath and battens or plasterboard on the inside. Hence, the layer of brickwork in the material build-ups was 

assumed to be made of imperial size bricks or of metric size bricks, given the outcome of the measured 

survey and depending on the presence or not of plaster on lath (or plasterboard) internally. The thickness 

of the layer of imperial brickwork in the constructions was estimated to be: 

- 115mm for a half-brick wall 

- 227mm for a one-brick wall 

- 352mm= 227mm+10mm (mortar)+115mm for a one-and-half-brick wall 

- 464= 227mm+10mm (mortar)+227mm for a two- bricks-wall and so on 

When the bricks were assumed to be of metric size, the thickness of the layer of brickwork was estimated 

to be: 
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- 102mm for a half-brick wall 

- 215mm for a one-brick wall 

- 327= 215mm+10mm (mortar)+102mm for a one-and-half-brick wall 

- 440= 215mm+10mm (mortar)+215mm for a two-bricks-wall and so on. 

Brick masonry was assumed to be the material used also for rear and party walls, although frequently 

these in Brighton were made of Bungaroush. This is a typical compound used in the area of Brighton; the 

Regency Society describes it as “made principally of lime, gravel, coarse sands and flints, often with some 

brick fragments or other rubble added. The combination forms a type of mortar, or reinforced concrete” 

(RTH, 2018b). This compound was not modelled as the software only allows the creation of construction 

templates made of homogeneous layers, eventually including one composite layer (which can be made of 

two materials in different percentages), which would not be yet a good approximation of the real 

material. However, to assume the party walls made of bricks even when they may not be, did not 

interfere with the simulations results due to the fact that the software assumes all the walls adjacent to 

other buildings to be in adiabatic condition with the neighbouring dwellings (all occupied and heated). 

Therefore, the difference, if any, between the U-value of a bungaroush and that of a brick wall can be 

ignored in the simulation.  

The rear walls were considered made of bricks, as no evidence was found on site, of the actual presence 

of bungaroush in the constructions investigated. 

The internal partitions were modelled as: 

- brick walls when their measures, visual and tactile inspection confirmed it 

- stud walls partitions when the measured, visual, and tactile surveys gave good reasons to believe 

so or when the interviews confirmed that the internal layout of the dwellings had been modified 

over time. 

Finishes  

During the regency period, lime-based plasters were largely used in Brighton, as a uniform exterior finish 

for the main elevations of large terraces of houses and as internal finish applied on timber lath or directly 

on brick walls constructions (RTH, 2018b). Despite the distinction, the requirements for lime-based 

products used internally (plasters) or externally (renders) were essentially the same in most cases 

(Nogueira et al., 2018). 

The use of lime was widespread during the early 19th C, before the introduction of modern cements. The 

main advantages in the use of lime plaster compared to more impermeable cement-plasters, are that:  
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- the microporous structure of lime plaster, allows the walls to absorb and release moisture (the 

characteristic “breathability” of traditional buildings) 

- lime plaster also allows for some structural movement to take place avoiding the risk of cracking, 

which is higher with cement-based render (RTH, 2018b).   

The listed entry summary of the dwellings investigated frequently describes their front elevation as 

covered in stucco. A variety of materials were used to produce traditional stucco; in England, the most 

common was an exterior render prepared from hydraulic lime, sand and hair (to reduce shrinkage during 

setting) (Constantinides & Humphries, 2018; Nogueira at al., 2018). The main reason for the widespread 

use of this type of stucco was its affordability compared to stone; this was mainly true in England and 

Wales and in many seaside resorts in these regions, where it also provided defence against the salt spray. 

It was generally used to cover the whole façade but not the sides and back (Constantinides & Humphries, 

2018). The stucco that covers most of the regency terraces in Brighton and Hove is a type of render made 

from lime mortar. To be used in construction, lime was taken from chalk and heated in a kiln at 

approximately 1,000° C, to produce ‘quicklime’; the quicklime was then mixed with water to form ‘lime 

putty’; after a period of maturation, this was mixed with sand and other fine aggregates, to create a range 

of plasters and renders (Minerva Stone Conservation, 2018; RTH, 2018b). 

During the Regency period many attempts were made to produce harder, smoother and more durable 

plasters, adding ingredients to the lime putty, such as white marble dust, or milk, cheese and egg white 

(all rich in protein), to improve the binding and waterproofing qualities of stucco; pozzolanic materials 

were also used to improve strength and resistance to water penetration (Nogueira, R. et al., 2018). 

Most stucco was painted, and in the Regency period, it was often much darker than it is today (RTH, 

2018b).  The main characteristic of stuccoed terraces, however, was their unified entity, obtained with 

the use of a uniform colour for all the row of houses. 

In all the dwellings investigated, the external face of the main elevation is finished in traditional lime-

based stucco as it originally was. The IES library does not include such a material. Therefore, for the 

modelling of this layer, a new lime-plaster material was created. To generate realistic building 

constructions, the new material had to resembles the thermo-physical characteristics of the lime-based 

plasters and renders generally used in the traditional buildings investigated. Materials are defined in IES 

using the following parameters: density, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, water vapour resistivity.  

Therefore, a review of the existing literature concerning lime plasters was carried out, taking into account 

the values reported by the different authors for such parameters. Table 0.1 reports a synthesis of the 

literature reviewed. 
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TABLE 0.1 REVIEW OF LIME PLASTERS THERMO-PHYSICAL DATA FROM THE LITERATURE 

Author Location 
of the 
study 

Thermal 
conductivity 
W/mK  

Density 
kg/m3 

Specific 
heat 
capacity 
J/KgK 

Vapour 
resistivity 
GNs/Kgm 

Water vapor 
diffusion 
resistance 
factor (µ) 

Permeance 
(equivalent 
thickness of air) 
(m)  

Čachova, M. 
et al., 2016 

Czech 
Republic 

- - - 50 (wet) 
185 (dry) 

10 (wet)  
37 (dry) 

- 

Cerny, R., et 
al., 2006 

Czech 
Republic 

0.73 (dry) 1660 970 (dry) 75 15 - 

Konakova et 
al., 2017 

Czech 
Republic 

- 1630 - 62.5 12.5 
  

- 

Nogueira et 
al., 2018 

Portugal - - - <75 <15  

Pavlikova et 
al., 2016a; 
2016b 

Czech 
Republic 

0.674 1650  24.5 (wet) 
51 (dry) 
 

4.9 (wet) 
10.2 (dry) 
 

-- 

Stefanidou et 
al., 2010 

Greece       

Theodoridou 
et al., 2016 

Cyprus 0.69 (dry) 
0.94 (wet) 

 812 (dry) 
887 (wet) 

   

Tesarek et 
al., 2017 

Czech 
Republic 

-   75 15  

Veiga et al., 
2001 

 - - - - - < 0.08 (renders) 
< 0.10 (plasters) 

Vejmelkova 
et al., 2012a 

Czech 
Republic 

0.65 (dry) 
0.83 (wet) 

1745 - 29 (wet) 
61 (dry) 

5.8 (wet) 
12.2 (dry) 

- 

Walker & 
Pavía, 2015 

Ireland 0.8 1820 863.9 - - - 

A wide range of values were found by different authors for the range of samples of lime-based plasters 

investigated. Most of the studies (Fort et al., 2014; Pavlikova et al., 2016a and b; Tesarek et al., 2018; 

Vejmelkova et al., 2012a) agreed that the thermal performance of lime plasters is strictly related to the 

total pore volume, distribution and cross connections of pores and changes considerably when the same 

material is analysed in a wet or dry condition. The thermal conductivity of water in fact is more than 20 

times higher than of that of air (Fort, J. et al., 2014). Therefore, also the thermal conductivity of the lime 

increases with the increase of moisture content at a ratio that depends on the porosity of the material. 

The literature reviewed suggests different values for the thermal conductivity of lime-based plasters, 

which range from 0.65 W/mK (Vejmelkova et al., 2012a) in dry conditions, to 0,94 W/mK (Theodoridou, 

2016) in wet conditions, also reporting values higher than 1,0 W/mK (Fort, J. et al., 2014) when the 

volumetric moisture content increases above 0.1m3/m3.  

The behaviour of the material with water vapour is assessed using three different parameters in the 

studies investigated: vapour resistivity, water vapour resistance factor and permeance (µ-value). They 

provide a measure of the material’s reluctance to let water vapour pass through it. These parameters are 

linked by following relationships illustrated in Figure 0.2, where: 

- T is thickness of the material (m) 

- A is the vapour permeability of still air (0.2gm/MNs). 
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FIGURE 0.2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN: VAPOUR RESISTIVITY, WATER VAPOUR RESISTANCE FACTOR AND PERMEANCE (µ-VALUE) 

The vapour resistance values proposed by different studies for different tested lime plasters are not 

homogeneous and range from 25.4 MNs/gm (Pavlikova et al., 2016a) for wet material, to 185 MNs/gm 

(Čachova, M. et al., 2016) for dry material. The studies reviewed agree that the capacity of the lime-based 

plasters to let water vapour pass through them, decreases with increasing moisture content; therefore, 

the vapour resistivity follows an inverse pattern, increasing with diminishing moisture content.  

It was finally decided to follow the indications given by the International Standard Organization (BS EN ISO 

10456, 2007) and CIBSE (2015) for the definition of the characteristics of the lime-plasters to be used in 

the simulation. These are as follows: 

- Thermal conductivity: 0.8 W/mK 

- Density: 1600 kg/m3 

- Specific heat capacity: 1000 J/KgK 

- Water vapour resistance factor (µ): 6 (wet material); 10 (dry material). 

The values of the vapour resistivity calculated using ISO µ-values range from 30 MNs/gm for a wet 

material to 50 MNs/gm for a dry material. Such values are also in the range of those proposed by previous 

research (Cerny, R., et al., 2006; Theodoridou et al., 2016; Vejmelkova et al., 2012a) given the variability 

of thermal conductivity, heat capacity and vapour resistivity of this material, as a consequence of its 

moisture content. The material database window in IES only allows for the input of one value for each of 

the parameters. Therefore, the value of 45 MNs/gm (within the limits suggested by ISO) was assigned to 

the water vapour resistivity of the lime-based plaster used internally, which is also within the range of 

values proposed by previous research and corresponds to the value that the software gives to the 

lightweight plaster. It was considered whether to use a higher value for the lime plaster used externally 

(stucco), that was certainly meant to be more water resistant because exposed to the environment. 

However, stucco is also frequently wet in the climatic area investigated, therefore its resistivity could be 
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lessened, potentially reaching values much lower than 45 according to previous research. Therefore, the 

same value of 45 MNs/gm was given to the lime plaster used internally and externally. 

The internal face of exterior walls, mainly in the most important rooms and where the walls, like in 

Brunswick square, are curved, was originally often finished in lime plaster over lath. This was a common 

method for interior finishing as it allowed smooth finish for ornamental or unusual shapes like rounded 

walls. Plaster on lath has been mostly replaced with plasterboard, whenever works were carried out on 

the interior surfaces, as this construction is faster and less expensive to install. However, in most of the 

CSs, where curved walls are present (in CS2), and the tactile inspection confirmed it and/or the 

participants were aware of the existence of such construction in the internal face of the walls (for most 

CSs in the front walls), a material build-up that resembles lath and plaster was modelled. In those CSs the 

materials build-up accounted for: 

- 30 to 50mm of cavity (the thickness of the vertical timber battens)  

- 6mm of wood (oak essence for the lath) and  

- 15mm of lime plaster (this thickness aiming to take into account the plaster forced into the gaps 

between the lath as well as the plaster on top of the lath and any further layer of plaster 

frequently added during the time when the lath has not been replaced by plasterboard). 

The rear elevations were mostly finished in lime plaster externally and internally; when the walls were 

made of bricks they were usually directly coated in plaster with no need for the additional cavity and lath. 

Internal floors - ceilings 

The intermediate floors are made of timber as they were originally. The original ones were finished with 

floorboards, but these were frequently replaced with chipboard flooring and carpets and they have been 

modelled to reflect this. The ceilings, instead, as generally less modified, have been mostly assumed to be 

still the historic one finished in lath and plaster. 

Ground floors  

CSs 12, 14 and 16 contain floors in direct contact with the ground. In none of these CSs were the 

occupants aware of the materials build-up of the ground floor, but they confirmed that no insulation had 

been added over time to them. The floorings in such dwellings are made of wood, carpet, laminate, vinyl, 

clay tiles or stone. To model them, the default constructions contained in the software database for 

uninsulated suspended timber floors and uninsulated solid ground floors were used and modified in line 

with previous similar research (IES-VE, 2009; Memon, 2014; Neroutsou & Croxford, 2016). Appendix 11 

provides details of the material build-ups used for each CS.  
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The soil-ground floor interface temperature is of paramount importance for the accuracy of the output of 

hygro-thermal simulations (Coelho et al.,2018). The soil behaves as a temperature buffer; however, the 

actual interface temperature is not easily monitored and in heritage buildings this can be even more 

challenging because of the impossibility of carrying out invasive tests. According to IES, the ground 

temperature at a depth of about 1m, can be generally assumed to be 13°C in the UK (IES-VE, 2018a).  

Therefore, for each floor in contact with the ground, a constant temperature boundary condition of 13°C 

was set utilising an ad-hoc temperature profile applied to the whole year. 

Roofs 

CSs 7, 12, 13, 14, and 17 contain roofs, although only CS7 is a top floor dwelling. It spans over the top two 

floors of two terrace houses and half of its roof was converted to generate an added floor covered by a 

flat roof. All the other roofs are traditional timber constructions. In CS7 it was possible to inspect the roof 

space (in the older part of the dwelling, where the loft space had not been converted). The typical 

construction found here, made of timber rafters, timber boards and slate tiles (Figure 0.3), was assumed 

to be also used in the pitched roofs of the other CSs, with the addition of layer of gypsum plasterboard in 

the internal face when the roof covered a habitable space. The ceiling below the sloping roof (Figure 0.4), 

was already insulated with sheep-wool in CSs 7, hence the construction was created accordingly in IES 

(see appendix 11). 

Only in CS14 the pitched roof had been recently renovated, hence a layer of insulation was added to the 

materials build-up.  

           

FIGURE 0.3 THE TIMBER ROOF IN CS7 -INSIDE AND OUTSIDE- SHOWING THE TIMBER CONSTRUCTION AND THE SLATE TILES 

CLADDING 
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The flat roofs, where present, are all made of timber; a few of them are insulated (as evinced from the 

interviews with the occupants, or where the construction is fairly recent). The external layer is made of 

felt bitumen (appendix 11 for details). The assumptions concerning the status-quo material build-ups for 

flat roof constructions, were made based on their overall thickness. In CS12 overall thickness of the flat 

roof construction was measured through the skylight (Figure 0.5, left). In CS13, only the distance from 

lintel to gutter was possible to measure, hence the overall thickness of the flat roof construction had to 

be deducted from that measure (Figure 0.5, right). 

 

FIGURE 0.5 THE FLAT ROOFS IN CSS 12 (LEFT) AND IN 13 (RIGHT) 

 

Glazing 

Most of the windows are the original timber sash ones in the main elevations, while those on the back 

elevations or on the loft were sometimes modernized. The models take this into account in the Apache-

FIGURE 0.4 THE TIMBER ROOF IN CS7, SHOWING THE TIMBER 

CONSTRUCTION AND THE SHEEP-WOOL LOFT INSULATION IN PLACE 
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Sim module and reproduce each external opening with its size, materials and type of shading device 

eventually used (all the other characteristics, affecting the ventilation rates, having been detailed in 

Macro-Flo). 

The status-quo scenario, for most CSs, was therefore modelled as a single glazed construction. In IES, the 

clear float glass modelled for this construction, is 6mm thick, which is actually the case only for some of 

the windows investigated (e.g. for the high front windows in CSs 2 and 13, as shown in Figure 0.6), most 

of the others likely being thinner than 6mm. 

 

FIGURE 0.6 CSS 2 AND 13: FRONT WINDOWS 

A clear float pane of 6mm was used in the status-quo constructions because, when modelling a glazing 

system, IES recommends to account for the main performance parameters (IES-VE, 2018d). The 

interventions assessed in this study are aimed to reduce heating energy consumption (HEC), hence the 

most relevant parameter when modelling the building envelope, is the thermal transmittance (U-value) of 

the status-quo and retrofitted constructions. When it comes to glazed constructions, two values are 

calculated:  

- the centre of pane U-value, which refers exclusively to the glass and is the reciprocal of the sum of 

the internal and external thermal resistance and total thermal resistance of the glazing 1. 

- the whole window U-value, which includes the effects of frame and glazed edge area.  

In this study, the thickness of 6mm for the status-quo glazed constructions, was considered appropriate 

to achieve a centre of pane U-value of the construction as close as possible to the reference U-value 

taken from the literature (see Table 0.11). The whole window U-value of the constructions created varies 

for each window, depending on the parameters related to the frame (material -softwood for most of 

 

1 In the case of a double or triple glazing, the sum of the thermal resistances of the layers of glass and the thermal 
resistance of the cavity. 
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them- and frame % -window frame area/whole opening area). In the Project Construction Tab, for all the 

other input (Thermal Conductivity, Angular dependence2, Resistance, Transmittance3, Outside and Inside 

Reflectance4,Refractive Index5, Outside and Inside Emissivity6) the default value associated with the given 

material was used for this construction, as suggested by IES when such values are not given by the 

manufacturer (IES-VE, 2018e). 

The values assigned in the Apache Constructions database to the resistance of the shading devices, their 

shading coefficient and short-wave radiant fractions were taken from previous research (Fitton et al., 

2017; IES-VE, 2009), from CIBSE Guide A (2015), based on Wood et al. (2009) and from IES-VE Apache-

Tables (IES-VE, 2018b), that elaborated data from BRE and ETSU. Table 0.2 presents the relevant input 

values concerning shading devices, as found in the literature reviewed. To make a decision concerning the 

right input to use for each shading device, assumptions were made for each model, based on the visual 

survey and on the values suggested by the literature.  Such values ware applied using a profile specifically 

made for each shading device, that reflects its actual pattern of use as given by the interviewees 

(appendix 11). 

TABLE 0.2 SHADING DEVICES AND THEIR SHADING COEFFICIENT, SHORT WAVE RADIANT FRACTION AND THERMAL RESISTANCE 

Shading device Shading 
coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Resistance 
m2K/W 

Conventional roller blinds, curtains, venetian blinds (CIBSE, 
2015) 

- - 0.05 

Closely fitted curtains (CIBSE, 2015) - - 0.07 

Fully sealed blinds (CIBSE, 2015) - - 0.18 

Low-emissivity fully sealed blinds (CIBSE, 2015) - - 0.44 

Blinds (IES-VE, 2009) 0.61 0.3 0.05 

Wooden Shutters (IES-VE, 2009) 0.28 0.4 0.29 

Curtains (IES-VE, 2009) 0.49 0.3 0.07 

Venetian Blinds (IES-VE, 2018c) 0.61 0.3 - 

White cotton curtains (IES-VE, 2018c) 0.54 0.3 - 

Cream linen blinds (IES-VE, 2018c) 0.40 0.3 - 

Curtains (fine) (IES-VE, 2018c) 0.76 - - 

Blinds (Fitton et al., 2017) - - 0.14 

Heavy curtains (Fitton et al., 2017) - - 0.16 

Low-emissivity roller blinds (Fitton et al., 2017) - - 0.30 

Well-fitting shutters (Fitton et al., 2017) - - 0.33 

 

2 Specifies the angular dependence of the pane’s optical properties, as explained in: 
https://help.iesve.com/ve2019/glazed_construction___construction_layers.htm. The option ‘Fresnel’, used by default 
by the software, calculates the angular dependence using the Fresnel equations and the specified refractive index. 
3 The transmittance of the pane for solar radiation at normal incidence, as explained in:  
https://help.iesve.com/ve2019/glazed_construction___construction_layers.htm.   
4 The reflectance of the outside or inside surface of the pane for solar radiation at normal incidence. 
5 The refractive index of the material composing the pane. 
6 The emissivity of the outside and inside surface of the pane. These are used to calculate the thermal resistance of 
the adjacent surface or cavity (unless this resistance has been otherwise specified). 
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Heating and DHW Systems 

Table 0.3 reports the status-quo heating and DHW system(s) in each CS. Combi boilers are shown in green 

in the Table as they are the most energy efficient. 

TABLE 0.3 HEATING AND DHW SYSTEM(S) FOR EACH CASE STUDY 

CS 
number heating system1 heating system2 heating system3 DHW1 DHW2 

2 
combi boiler ALPHA in 
tech 26 XE  -  - from combi boiler  - 

7 

regular boiler 
POTTERTON "Prima" 
n8  - 

electric underfloor 
heating n.8  

HW tank 40*70cm 
n.7 from regular 
boiler n.8 

HW tank 30*140 
cm n.8 from 
regular boiler n.8 

8 

Calor Super Heat 
butane gas heater 
(LPG) electric heater  - 

hot water tank with 
electric immersion 
heater   - 

12 

system boiler 
VAILLANT ecoTEC Plus 
630  -  - 

HW tank 
450x1150mm from 
system boiler  - 

13 

combi boiler 
WORCHESTER 
GREENSTAR Cdi 

electric heater De 
Longhi "RADIA"   from combi boiler  - 

14 

combi boiler 1 
WORCHESTER living 
area 

combi boiler 2 
VOKERA Easi-heat 
Plus 

electric underfloor 
heating 

from Combi boiler 1 
kitchen and shower 

from Combi boiler 
2 bathroom 

15 
combi boiler VAILLANT 
ecoTEC Plus 831  -  - 

from combi boiler 
for back of house 

from THERMtec 
off peak 
immersion heater 
for front of house 

16 combi boiler Main  -  - from combi boiler  - 

17 
combi boiler Greenstar 
28i  -  - from combi boiler  - 

Heat gains 

People 

CIBSE Guide A (2015) provides average heat emission rates per person (male or average for mixture of 

men, women, and children) depending on the activity and dry bulb temperature of the room. The Guide 

also suggests that the value of heat gain from a female body can be calculated multiplying by 0.85 the 

value given for the male body. In each room template, the actual occupancy pattern, as evinced by the 

questionnaires/interviews, was taken into account to make a decision concerning the values of sensible 

and latent heat gains to use (assuming the rooms to be at 20°C).  

The values used in the status-quo models are reported in Table 0.4 respectively for a male (m), female (w) 

or an average of male-female-child (a) occupant. In the Table, to each type of activity corresponds a value 
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of the heat gains as prescribed by CIBSE and a typology of room to which such activity was related in this 

study.  

TABLE 0.4 VALUES OF SENSIBLE AND LATENT HEAT GAINS USED IN THE SIMULATIONS  

Activity Room templates Sensible Heat Gain Latent Heat Gain 

Seated, inactive Bedroom  90(m); 76(w); 78(a) 25(m); 21(w); 22(a) 

Seated, light work Bath, Kitchen, Study 100(m); 85(w); 90(a) 40(m); 34(w); 36(a) 

Standing, light work Living room, Kitchen 110(m); 94(w); 97(a) 50(m); 42(w); 44(a) 

Lighting 

The dwellings investigated mainly use Fluorescent lamps and Tungsten lamps (showing also a propension 

to opt for more efficient lamps when in need of renovation); some of the flats have LED lights in some 

rooms.  

CIBSE Guide A (2015) explains that all the electrical energy used by a lamp is released as heat, therefore 

the value given to the energy consumption of each appliance corresponds in this case to the value of the 

sensible heat gain from it.  Values suggested by CIBSE (2015) were used for heat gain generated by 

lighting in the measure of 8 to 12 W/ m2 based on fluorescent lamps. The Guide suggests the upper value 

for older installations and halved values for LED lighting. Therefore, the values used in each room 

template for energy consumption and heat gain generated by lighting fittings are: 

- 12W/ m2 for room templates where lighting was mostly Tungsten 

- 8W/ m2 for room templates where lighting was mostly Fluorescent 

- 4W/ m2 for room templates where lighting was mostly LED. 

Appliances 

The values suggested by CIBSE (2015) for energy consumption and heat gain of typical domestic and office 

equipment and of electric and gas hooded cooking equipment were used in this study. Such values 

depend on the appliance rating, the type of wash (for washing appliances), the type of fuel and the 

presence or not of a hood (for cooking appliances). Therefore, heat gains and energy consumption for 

each appliance in each dwelling were taken from CIBSE Guide and inputted in each model according to 

the information provided by the visual survey (type of appliances present in each CS and their rating) and 

confirmed or complemented by the questionnaires and interviews.  Table 0.5 reports the input values 

concerning energy consumption and heat gain used for each appliance, when present. A profile of use 

was also created according to the information provided by the occupants with the 

questionnaire/interviews and concerning the frequency and length of use of each appliance. 
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TABLE 0.5 VALUES OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND HEAT GAIN FOR DOMESTIC APPLIANCES USED IN THE SIMULATIONS ACCORDING 

TO CIBSE (2015) 

Equipment Energy 
consumed (1 

hour) 

Heat gain 

Washing machines A-rated (60ºC wash) 940W -7 

A-rated (40ºC wash) 560W - 

C-rated (60ºC wash) 1230W - 

C-rated (40ºC wash) 740W - 
Tumble driers A-rated 1840W - 

C-rated  2450W - 
Dishwashers A-rated (65ºC wash) 1000W - 

A-rated (55ºC wash) 700W - 

C-rated (65ºC wash) 1320W - 

C-rated (55ºC wash) 920W - 
Ovens 
(electric or gas) 

A-rated 970W 147W8 

C-rated  1370W 
Microwave oven  1390W - 
Microwave oven standby  4W - 
Hobs Electric 725W 147W9 

Gas 1000W 293W10 
Televisions LCD 50W 50W 
Tv standby - 1W 1W 
DvD standby - 4W 4W 
Fridge-freezers A-rated 36W - 

C-rated  60W - 
Refrigerators A-rated 16W - 

C-rated  31W - 
Freezers A-rated 24W - 

C-rated  36W - 

Desktop Computer   73W 73W11 

Flat panel monitor  90W 90W 

Laptop Computer  36W 36W 

  

 

7 CIBSE (2015) suggests ignoring the casual heat gains produced by washing machines, dishwashers and tumble driers 
as they are considered negligible. 
8 Recommended rates of radiant heat gains from hooded electric and gas appliances during idle (ready-to-cook) 
condition (CIBSE, 2015) for a convection oven (half size being these values for restaurant equipment).   
9 Recommended rate of radiant heat gains from hooded electric appliances during idle (ready-to-cook) condition 
(CIBSE, 2015) for a range top (half size being these values for restaurant equipment).     
10 Recommended rate of radiant heat gains from hooded gas appliances during idle (ready-to-cook) condition (CIBSE, 
2015) for a range top (half size being these values for restaurant equipment).     
11 According to CIBSE (2015) heat gains from office equipment is equal to the total power input. 
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Appendix 5b: Sensitivity of HEC results to air leakage input value 

Infiltration rates have been shown to have a large effect on the outcome of simulations (Hong et al., 2006; 

IES-VE, 2009; Hubbard, 2011; Parker at al, 2019), hence being an important factor of uncertainty in model 

inputs. A large body of research investigated methods to address uncertainty in input data (Coackley et 

al., 2014; Gillich et al., 2019; Tian et al, 2018). In this study, a strategy was devised to reduce the level of 

uncertainty associated with air leakage rates, therefore excluding the need for airtightness tests, which 

were potentially too intrusive and not welcomed by the occupants. Average infiltration rates from the 

CIBSE Guide A (CIBSE, 2015) were firstly chosen based on the results obtained from visual surveys, 

interviews, and thermographic surveys. These were used to model the status-quo condition of the 

dwellings investigated (chapter 4). Hence, in the initial stage, their most suitable value was chosen, within 

the range recommended by CIBSE (2015), based on the analysis of the individual cases (appendix 11). The 

calibration process that followed (section 4.3 and appendix 11), adjusted the air leakage value 

assumptions to obtain the best balance between simulated and measured energy consumption and 

indoor conditions of the dwellings investigated.  

Table 0.6 shows as an example the results obtained for CS2, when running the first stage of calibration 

(section 4.3.1 and appendix 11). The first filtering of the ACH values was done by only selecting those that 

permitted a PD between measured and simulated annual energy consumption within ±10% (0.4 to 0.9, as 

shown in bold in the first row of the Table).  

TABLE 0.6 PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEASURED AD SIMULATED ENERGY CONSUMPTION AS A CONSEQUENCE OF 

CHANGES IN THE AIR LEAKAGE VALUE INPUT IN CS2. 

ACH 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 

kWh tot en 
measured 17794 17794 17794 17794 17794 17794 17794 17794 17794 17794 17794 17794 

kWh tot en 
simulated 15763 16380 17001 17623 18244 18863 19483 20103 20723 21343 21962 22582 

PD 11.42 -7.95 -4.46 0.96 2.53 6.01 9.49 12.98 16.46 19.94 23.42 26.91 

The air leakage values (in ACH) shown in bold in Table 0.6 were utilised in the next stages of calibration, 

when comparing the following values: 

1. Sub-annual measured and simulated gas and electricity consumption 

2. Hourly and sub-hourly indoor temperature and RH data for two periods (during the heating and 

non-heating seasons) in two rooms for each dwelling. 

Within the ACH values, 0.5ACH resulted in the best match between sub-annual measured and simulated 

energy consumption and indoor conditions data for this CS. 
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CS2 was used as a test to assess how sensitive the omission of airtightness tests could be on the final HEC 

results had a thorough calibration strategy been not carried out. The CS2 base-case model was used and 

the air-change value modulated within the range suggested by CIBSE (2015), from 0.3ACH to 1.4ACH in 

steps of 0.1ACH.  

The HEC as a result of simulations was accessed through VistaPro and exported into Excel. Input (air-

change values, in ACH) and output (HEC, in kWh) data were finally exported into SPSS and a graph was 

computed, as shown in Figure 0.7. The graph clearly shows that the sets of values have a linear 

correlation indicating HEC high sensitivity to the changes in air-leakage input values. Had a validation 

strategy not been taken, the lack of a measured value for air-leakage could be deemed an important 

source of uncertainty.  

 

FIGURE 0.7 GRAPH SHOWING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHANGES IN ACH AND VARIATION IN HEC 

Nevertheless, in this study, the calibration process validated or adjusted (when needed) the assumptions 

made about the air-leakage values (section 3.4.2); this adds to the reliability of the results obtained from 

simulation.    
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Appendix 6: Input data hierarchy and calibration checks 
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Input Data Hierarchy 

Previous research pointed out how the calibration process can be extremely dependent on the 

researcher’s personal judgment about the individual relevance of the multitude of parameters that need 

to be inputted in the simulation software (Maile et al., 2012; Raftery et al., 2011). Therefore, to avoid 

such subjective approach and to improve the reliability and accuracy of the calibration, a methodology 

was applied based on previous studies (Gines Cooke, 2018; Parker et al., 2012; Raftery et al., 2011). First, 

a hierarchy was devised for the wide range of input data depending on the source used to obtain them.  

To guarantee consistency throughout the calibration process, a hierarchy of sources in the process of data 

gathering and in the following data checking process was decided - the sources capable of providing on-

site measured data concerning the specific CS under investigation were considered the most reliable- as 

follows: 

- Direct observation (mainly concerning the materials of the envelope -when visible- and the 

heating/DHW systems) and measured data recorded during the site surveys 

- Questionnaires and interviews with the occupants, mainly concerning the occupancy profile and 

pattern of use (related to heating schedules and temperature set points, lighting schedules, DHW 

use, natural ventilation habits and frequency of use of the equipment). It was however necessary 

to acknowledge also the variability of such profiles throughout the year, therefore the need for an 

update of the generic profiles of use relative to the whole year (as provided by the first 

questionnaires and interviews) to take into account any special conditions happening during 

shorter periods of investigation 

- Benchmark studies and best practice guides, standards and guidelines, operation manuals (CIBSE, 

2015; EST, 2008; IES, 2009; Wood et al., 2009) to cover areas where it was not possible to secure 

data from other sources (e.g.: air leakage values and heat gains). Such sources were always 

triangulated with the other sources to come out with the most realistic value for each dwelling 

investigated. 

Data Check 1  

Data based on direct observation and measured data was considered as the most accurate because 

collected on site. However, during the calibration stage, a first revision was carried out for all such data, 

after the first round of simulations, to make sure that they had been correctly inputted into the software. 

During this stage, the most relevant checks were: 

- Construction details 

- Openings type, orientation, percentage of opening 
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- Appliances in use and their rating. 

A few mistakes in the input values digited were noticed and corrected. For example, it was noted that 

frequently, the models containing ground floor levels, had been created initially omitting to select the 

“adjust” option in the constructions database window for the elements in contact with the ground and to 

input the external temperature as constant (13° C as suggested by IES (2018a)).  

A revision was also done of the input data obtained by questionnaires and interviews during this first 

check. Therefore, to ensure that all the inputted values and the profiles generated matched the data 

obtained from the analysis of the questionnaires and interviews, the following further checks were 

carried out on the input data concerning: 

- Heating schedule(s) 

- Heating set-point(s) 

- Ventilation schedule and shading devices types and use pattern for each window 

- DHW use pattern 

- Lighting and appliances types and use pattern. 

Finally, the following data, obtained from benchmark studies, best practice guides, standards and 

guidelines (CIBSE, 2015; EST, 2008; IES, 2009; Wood et al., 2009) were taken into consideration and when 

necessary adjusted to obtain the aimed PD between simulated and monitored data: 

- DHW usage (based on the formula given by EST, 2008) 

- Energy consumption of domestic equipment (based on the values given in CIBSE Guide A, 2015) 

- Internal heat gains for people, lighting systems, equipment (based on the values given in CIBSE 

Guide A, 2015) 

- Air exchange values for infiltration in each room template (based on the range of values given in 

CIBSE Guide A, 2015 and modulated – according to the orientation of the openings, the floor 

level, the type and age of windows, the thermo-graphic survey undertaken – within the range 

given by CIBSE) 

- Thermal resistance for shading devices (based on the values given in IES, 2009 and Wood et al., 

2009). 

Data Check 2  

The input data obtained by questionnaires and interviews was taken into account again and, wherever it 

was necessary (due to persistent discrepancies between the simulated and measured energy data), more 

in-depth questions about the ventilation habits, heating and appliances use patterns were asked from the 
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participants, for the specific sub-annual periods where the margins of error exceeded the allowable PD. It 

emerged for example that, during the summer, hot water was not used at all in some dwellings or some 

periods of absence - resulting in no use of heating and hot water system(s) and appliances - had not been 

recorded. Sometimes instead, periods of increased numbers of occupants were highlighted, resulting in a 

more intense use of heating and DHW system(s) and/or appliances as well as different heating set-points 

for certain rooms which were otherwise usually unoccupied. 

Data concerning air infiltration values for each room template was modulated, within CIBSE Guide A 

range, according to the orientation of the openings, the level of the flat, the thermo-graphic survey 

undertaken to achieve the best match between simulated and measured data. 

Data Check 3  

When calibrating indoor conditions data, it was noted how small changes in the occupancy profile can 

generate big variations in the indoor temperature and RH profiles of a room. Therefore, at this stage, to 

allow for the best alignment between simulated and recorded temperature and RH data, more in-depth 

questions concerning occupancy profiles during the specific periods of the year when the data logging 

was conducted were asked and the heat gains and ventilation profiles were fine-tuned accordingly. 
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Appendix 7: Process of selection of suitable insulants to model 
the retrofit interventions 
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Table 0.7 reports a synthesis of the thermophysical properties data collected for each insulation material, 

in alphabetical order. The data that refer to the materials chosen for modelling and simulation in this 

study are highlighted in green; the data used for the modelling and simulation of the chosen material 

were obtained as an average of the primary and secondary data collected for each of them and are shown 

in dark green in the Table. 

TABLE 0.7 INSULATION MATERIALS AND THEIR THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

Material Source Data type 
P (primary) 
S 
(secondary) 

Condu
ctivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m3 

Specific 
heat 
capacity 
J/KgK 

Vapour 
resistivity 
MNs/gm 
 

µ 
(vapour 
diffusion 
factor) 

Vapour 
open? 

Notes 

Aerogel-
based 
plaster 

Buratti et 
al., 2016 

S 0.026 156 990 21 4.25   

Fantucci et 
al., 2020 

P 0.024 139  55 11  Outlier 
(Vapour 
res.) 

Stahl et al., 
2012 

P 0.025 200  20 4   

Simulated 
aerogel 
plaster 

S 0.025 165 990 20.5    

Aerogel  
blanket 

Galliano et 
al. 2015 and 
2016 

P 0.025      Outlier 
(Conduct
ivity) 

Greenspec 
2019 

P 0.014 150 1000   Yes  

Little et al. 
2015 

S 0.014 146 1000 23.5 4.7   

Proctor 
Group Ltd. 
2015 

P 0.015 150 1000 37    

Thermablok 
2019 

P 0.014      Walls, 
Floors 

Walker & 
Pavia 2015 
and 2016 

P 0.016  1233    Outlier 
(S. Heat 
Capacity) 

Simulated 
aerogel 
blanket 

S 0.015 149 1000 30    

Calcium 
silicate 
board 

Little et al. 
2015 

S 0.057 222 1303 27 5.4   

Bottino-
Leone et al. 
2019 

S 0.057 222 1303 27 5.4   

Walker & 
Pavia 2015 
and 2016 

P 0.089 402 819.4     

Cellular 
glass 

CIBSE 2015 S 0.048 140 840   No  

Greenspec 
2019 

S 0.041 115 1000   No  

Cellulose 
blown/sp
rayed/sla
bs 

Little et al. 
2015 

S 0.040 50 2000 9 1.8   

Greenspec 
2019 

S 0.035 
in lofts 
0.038-
0.040 
in walls 

27-65 2020   Yes  
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Lopez 
Hurtado et 
al. 2010 

S 0.040 48-62 for 
walls 

     

Superhomes 
2021 

S    10 2   

Simulated 
cellulose 
blown 

S 0.040 50 2010 9.5    

Cork 
board 

Bottino-
Leone et al. 
2019 

S 0.047 114 2253  28.9 Yes  

Mike Wye & 
Associates 
Ltd. 2018 

P 0.043 140-160    Yes  

Cork 
loose 
 

CIBSE 2015 S 0.04 160 1890 23-50  Yes  

Amorim 
2021 

P 0.041 50      

Cork 
Lime 
plaster 

Diasen 2019 P 0.045 360 1000 20 4   

Mike Wye & 
Associates 
Ltd. 2018c 

P 0.1 900  <75 <15   

Walker & 
Pavia 2015 

P 0.065 806 866.5     

Simulated 
Cork-Lime 
Plaster 

S 0.07 689 933 47.5    

Cork, 
Clay, 
Lime 
screed 

Diasen 2019 P 0.06 800 1000 20 4   

Cotton 
(recycled
) blanket 

Architecture 
& Design 
Scotland 
2019 

P 0.039     Yes  

Expande
d clay 
loose 

Laterlite 
2021 

P 0.09-
0.12 

350-680    Yes  

Leca, 2021 P 0.1-
0.14 

250-450    Yes  

Mike Wye & 
Associates 
2018b 

P 0.1     Yes  

TechFil 
2021 

P 0.113 300-600 1250-
1350 

    

Expande
d clay-
lime 
screed 

Mike Wye & 
Associates 
2018b 

S 0.2     Yes  

Ty-Mawr 
2021 

P  1380-
1440 

   Yes  

Expande
d 
polystyre
ne (EPS) 

CIBSE 2015 S 0.040     No?  

Expande
d 
polystyre
ne (EPS) 
boards/ 
loose fill 

Greenspec 
2019 

S 0.034-
0.038 

15-30 1300   No  
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Expande
d 
polystyre
ne (EPS) 
loose fill 

Thermofloc 
2011 

P 0.034   25 5   

Ducoulombi
er & Lafhaj 
2017 

P 0.034-
0.038 

15-20 1568 175 35   

Extruded 
polystyre
ne 

CIBSE 2015 S 0.035     No  

Greenspec 
2019 

S 0.033-
0.035 

20-40      

Flax 
boards 

CIBSE 2015 S 0.12 500 1880   Yes  

Foam 
glass 
loose-
gravel 

Janetti et al. 
2015 

P 0.09-
0.1 

250-350    Yes  

Mike Wye & 
Associates 
Ltd 2016 

P 0.07 190    Yes  

Mike Wye & 
Associates 
Ltd 2018a 

P 0.08 150    Yes  

Ty-Mawr 
2021 

P 0.078 95-120 850 25  Yes  

Simulated 
Foam glass 
loose-gravel 

S 0.084 192 850 25    

Glass 
fibre 
board 

CIBSE 2015  0.036 100 960   Yes  

Glass 
wool 

Ducoulombi
er & Lafhaj 
2017 

P 0.032-
0.028 

28-33 928 10 2   

Glass 
mineral 
wool 
batts/roll
s 

Greenspec 
2019 

S 0.035 20 1030   Yes  

Hemp 
batts/roll
s 

Greenspec 
2019 

S 0.039-
0.040 

25-38 1800-
2300 

  Yes  

Buldit 
Ltd.2021 

P    25 5   

Hemp-
lime 
plaster 

Greenspec, 
2019 

S 0.06 275 1500-
1700 

  Yes  

Mazhoud et 
al. 2016 

P 0.196 723      

Sutton et 
al., 2011 

S 0.07-
0.09 

270-330    Yes  

Walker & 
Pavia 2015 

P 0.09 602 1068     

Perlite 
board 

Galliano et 
al. 2015 and 
2016 

P 0.063       

Superhomes 
2021 

S    25 5   

Perlite 
loose-fill 

Galliano et 
al. 2016 

P 0.046       

Perlite 
Expande
d loose-
fill 

SuperHome
s 2021 

S    12 2   

Perlite 
lime 
plaster 

Bauwer 
2019 

P 0.034 
(aggreg
ate) 

280  20 4   

Stahl et al. 
2012 

P 0.077 300  45 9   
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Perlite 
lime and 
cement 
(7.5%) 
plaster 

Fenoglio et 
al. 2018 

P 0.059-
0.118 
depen
ding on 
concen
tration 

      

Perlite 
and cork 
plaster 

Stahl et al. 
2012 

P 0.103 432  30 6   

Phenolic 
foam 

CIBSE 2015  0.040 300 1400   No  

Polystyre
ne beads 

SuperHome
s 2021 

S    10 2   

Polyuret
hane 
(PUR) 

BEIS, 2017 S 0.025       

Poly-
isocyanur
ate (PIR) 

BEIS, 2017 S 0.025       

Polyuret
hane 
(PUR) 

CIBSE 2015 S 0.028 30 1470     

Polyuret
hane 
foam 

Greenspec 
2019 

S 0.039 - -   Yes  

Reed/veg
etable 
fibre  

CIBSE 2015 S 0.055 290 1300   Yes  

Rock 
wool 

Ducoulombi
er & Lafhaj 
2017 

P 0.032-
0.036 

39 802 10 2   

Stone 
mineral 
wool/bat
ts 

CIBSE 2015 S 0.038     No?  

BEIS 2017 S 0.039     Yes  

Stone 
mineral 
wool/ 
boards, 
batts, 
rolls 

Greenspec 
2019 

S 0.032-
0.044 

- -   Yes  

Stone 
mineral 
wool/qui
ts 

CIBSE 2015 S 0.042     No?  

Vermiculi
te/loose 

CIBSE 2015 S 0.069       

Vermiculi
te/plaste
r 

CIBSE 2015 S 0.2       

VIP BEIS 2017 S 0.007     No  

Wood-
fibre 
board - 
walls 

Greenspec 
2019 

S 0.042 140-160 2100 15 3 Yes  

Gutex 2012 P 0.040 130 2100 15 3   

P 0.040 160 2100 25 5   

Mike Wye & 
Associates 
Ltd 2018d 

P 0.043 
(Pavat
herm 
plus) 

180 2100 25 5 Yes  

SuperHome
s 2021 

S    25 5   
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Ducoulombi
er & Lafhaj 
2017 

P 0.031-
0.046 

176-180 1515 20 4  Outlier 
(S. Heat 
Capacity) 

Simulated 
wood-fibre 
board 
(walls) 

S 0.040 161 
 

2100 21    

Wood-
fibre 
board - 
Roofs 

Greenspec 
2019 

S 0.043 180 2100 21   Roof  

Simulated 
wood-fibre 
board 
(roofs) 

S 0.043 180 2100 21    

Sheep’s 
Wool 
batts/roll
s 

Black 
Mountain 
Insulation 
Ltd. 2021 

P 0.039 19      

Greenspec 
2019 

S 0.038 23 1800   Yes  

Sheep Wool 
Insulation 
Ltd., 2019 

P 0.036 20      

Thermafleec
e 2021 

P 0.038 18 1800 9    

Simulated 
sheep’s 
wool 

S 0.038 20 1800 9    

To aid in the decision of the most suitable insulation material to use in each retrofitted construction, 

firstly, for each insulation material, Table 0.8 was obtained from table 0.7 and lists the insulation 

materials available, to include:  

- their breathability (Yes or No) 

- the type of insulation product that they can make (loose-fill, rolls/blankets, boards/batts, spray-

foam and/or insulated plaster/screed) 

- their thermal conductivity12 (obtained as an average of the data collected in table 0.7).  

  

 

12 In table 0.8, Conductivity is shown only for the breathable materials, for the reason explained in step 1, that 

follows. 
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TABLE 0.8 INSULATION MATERIALS, THEIR BREATHABILITY, THE TYPE OF INSULANTS THAT THEY CAN MAKE AND THEIR AVERAGE 

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 

 Material 
breath
able? 

loose 
fill 

/gravel 
rolls/ 

blanket 
boards/

batts plaster  screed 

 
spray 
foam* 

N
at

u
ra

l (
p

la
n

t/
 

an
im

al
 d

er
iv

ed
) 

                

Cellulose Y 0.040 0.040        

Cork expanded Y 0.040   0.043 0.070    

Cotton Y   0.039        

Expanded Clay Y 0.11       0.200  

Flax Y     0.12      

Hemp Y   0.040 0.040 0.095    

Reed Y     0.055      

Sheep's wool Y   0.038        

Wood fibreboard Y     0.040      

M
in

e
ra

l (
in

o
rg

an
ic

) 

            

Aerogel Y   0.015   0.025    

Calcium silicate Y     0.073      

Cellular glass N       

Foam glass Y/N*** 0.084          

Glass fibre Y**            

Perlite Y 0.046   0.063 0.077    

Stone mineral wool Y   0.039 0.039      

Vermiculite Y/N 0.069      

P
e

tr
o

ch
e

m
ic

al
  

(o
il 

d
er

iv
ed

) 

          

Expanded polystyrene Y/N 0.036          

Extruded polystyrene N            

Phenolic foam N            

Polyurethane (PUR) N            

Poly-isocyanurate (PIR) N            

Recycled plastic fibre 
wool Y   0.04       

 

Composit
e 

Multifoils N       

Vacuum insulated 
panels N  

  
  

 

* Excluded as not reversible (Suhr and Hunt, 2013; The Prince's Regeneration Trust, 2010). 
** The insulation effectiveness sensibly decreases if the material is compressed or if it becomes wet (Suhr and 
Hunt, 2013); for this reason, this material was excluded although being breathable. 
*** The material is breathable when used in its first available type of insulation, while it is not when used to make 
the second type of insulation; therefore, in the columns that follow, thermal conductivity is shown only for the 
breathable type of insulation, while for the other the cell is barred as irrelevant in this study. 

Appropriate insulants for each intervention were chosen from Table 0.8, following the steps described as 

follows. The steps were decided using the criteria evinced from the literature reviewed (see chapter 5, 

section 5.5.2). 

Step 1 Exclusion of all non-breathable materials 

Firstly, all the non-breathable materials (“N” in Table 0.8) were excluded, as they are not compatible with 

traditional constructions (criterium n.1 in chapter 5, Table 5.9, p.151). Hence, the thermal conductivity 

cells corresponding to the type(s) of insulants that they can make were barred as not relevant for this 

A6aH2 
A6bH2 

A6aH1 
A6bH1 

A6bM1 
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study. For all the vapour open (Y in Table 0.8) materials, the cell corresponding to the column titled 

‘Breathable?’ was highlighted in light blue; they are hygroscopic and permeable, therefore suitable to use 

in traditional buildings.  

Step 2 Exclusion of all non-reversible types of insulants 

The second step looked at the type of insulation material (i.e.: loose, rolls/blankets, batts/boards, or spray 

foams) that the available insulants can make. At this stage, the materials in the state of foams were 

excluded because not a reversible option (criterium n.2 in chapter 5, Table 5.9). Hence, the thermal 

conductivity cells corresponding to the type(s) of insulants that they can make were barred. 

Step 3 Choice of the suitable form (loose, rolls/blankets, batts/boards) 

The third step concerned the decision about the most suitable type of insulation material (i.e.: loose, 

rolls/blankets, batts/boards, or spray foams) for each retrofit option. The insulants must cover the area of 

intervention uniformly, without creating thermal bridges (criterium n.3 in chapter 5, Table 5.9). At this 

stage, for each intervention, the column(s) corresponding to the type of insulation material that best 

suites criterium n.3 were considered. 

Step 4 Assessment of thermal performance against other relevant criteria  

For each intervention, in Table 0.8 the column(s) selected in stage 3 were finally scanned to choose the 

breathable material suitable to make the right type of insulant for the measure in object and having the 

best thermal performance. A colour was assigned to each cell showing the Thermal Conductivity (in 

W/mK) of each breathable material, in order to generate five ranges of Thermal Conductivity, and make a 

ranking of the thermal performance of each available material, form very low (dark grey) to very high 

(dark green), as follows:  

Thermal Conductivity > or =0.1 

0.1>Thermal Conductivity > or =0.075 

0,075>Thermal Conductivity > or =0.05 

0.05>Thermal Conductivity > or =0.025 

Thermal Conductivity <0.025 

For each measure, the material characterised by the lowest range of conductivity within the column(s) 

selected in stage 3 was used for the modelling and simulation of the intervention. If more than one 

material was within the same best range of performance, then the natural material was chosen for the 

retrofit intervention. In fact, the literature considers natural materials the most applicable for traditional 

buildings and recommends their use as they are (English Heritage, 2008; Rhee-Duverne & Baker, 2015; 

Suhr & Hunt, 2013): 

- the closest to the original materials and constructions  
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- highly breathable by nature  

- suitable for totally reversible types of applications 

- available in different shapes, with thermal performance similar to that of inorganic materials  

- safer than inorganic materials, requiring minimal protective clothing  

- totally eco-friendly as made from organic materials  

- biodegradable and recyclable. 

If more than one natural material was available sharing the same range of performance, then the one 

with the lowest vapour resistivity (Table 0.7) was prioritised (when this data was available). If also these 

values were the same, the material with highest specific heat capacity was chosen (Table 0.7).  

Mineral and petrochemical materials, when breathable, cannot per-se be excluded by the decision 

process. In fact, it is not within the scope of this study to assess the effectiveness of the interventions 

proposed on the basis of their embodied carbon, which is certainly higher for these materials. The energy 

savings achievable through the correct insulation use, could potentially far outweigh the energy used in 

the manufacture of any insulation material. Therefore, to limit the insulation’s embodied carbon (which 

can be seen as part of criterium n.5 - eco-friendliness - in chapter 5, Table 5.9) is generally a desired but 

not an essential requirement (Greenspec, 2019).  

Hence, if: 

- a mineral or/and petrochemical material would show a thermal conductivity in a lower range 

(darker green in Table 0.8) than the natural one(s) available for a specific intervention (therefore 

being more effective and allowing to save internal space) and  

- that intervention would benefit from using a thinner construction to ensure the usability of the 

internal space 

then the best performing natural insulant and the best performing mineral or petrochemical insulant 

were both selected, and two simulations were carried out for the same intervention using two different 

materials (unless the use of the natural material would imply unacceptable limitations in the usability of 

the internal space; then only the mineral or petrochemical material would be used).  
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Appendix 8a:  Data sourcing and practicalities for the modelling 
of the retrofit options in IES-VE 
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A1: Whole dwelling 

A1L1: Draught proofing 

Part L1B does not prescribe a specific value of air tightness to be met when undergoing retrofit for 

existing dwellings and simply asks for “reasonable provision” to be made to reduce unwanted air leakage 

through the envelope. Hence, this intervention was modelled aiming for a minimum value of 0.5 ACH to 

be achieved post-retrofit as explained in chapter 5. 

In most of the dwellings investigated, the fireplaces, when present were closed in the status-quo models, 

therefore no air-leakage rates were added in the base-case models. CS7 had open chimneys not in use (in 

the living room and dining room) and they were accounted for in the status-quo and baseline models (see 

appendix 11). The option of closing them by means of a damper or balloon during the unheated season 

and opening them again in winter (to burn wood) was taken into consideration; this way the heat 

generated in the central core of the building could have aided in the control of moisture. Another, more 

effective way of using such chimneys could be retrofitting wood burning stoves in them. However, it is 

not within the scope of this study to investigate active measures to reduce HEC. Hence, to facilitate the 

cross-case energy analysis of the passive retrofit interventions implemented, heating is assumed to be 

exclusively generated by combi boilers for all the cases (see chapter 4, section 4.4). Therefore, in all cases, 

when chimneys were found, the corresponding air-infiltration rates (22.22 l/s for the open chimneys, 

11.11 l/s for the partially closed ones, according to BRE, 2015 and 2016) were excluded from the air-

exchanges tab of their room template post-draught-proofing assuming that, as part of the intervention, 

the chimneys were all sealed and not used.  

The available guidance (chapter 5) suggests that natural or mechanical air-extractors should be provided 

in those rooms where water vapour is more likely to be generated (e.g. kitchens and bathrooms); 

however, given the strategy devised for the generation of the base-case models (chapter 4, section 4.4), 

they were all considered unoccupied (but heated), hence the use of intermittent air-extractors was 

excluded from the simulated scenarios where rooms are not in use. 

A2: Windows  

A2L1: Heavy curtains/shutters 

In the Apache Constructions database, the values assigned to the resistance of the shading devices, their 

shading coefficient and short-wave radiant fractions were taken from previous research (Fitton et al., 

2017; IES-VE, 2009), from CIBSE Guide A (2015), based on Wood et al. (2009) and from IES Apache-Tables 

(IES, 2018b), that elaborated data from BRE and ETSU. Table 0.9 presents the relevant input values 
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concerning shading devices, as used in this study. Appendix 11 reports in detail, for each CS, the shading 

devices utilised in each window and the input data used for each of them. 

TABLE 0.9 SHADING DEVICES AND THEIR SHADING COEFFICIENT, SHORT WAVE RADIANT FRACTION AND THERMAL RESISTANCE . 

Shading device Shading 
coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Resistance 
m2K/W 

Heavy curtains (IES, 2009; Fitton et al., 2017) 0.49 0.3 0.16 

Low-E blinds (Fitton et al., 2017) 0.40 0.3 0.30 

Well-fitting shutters (IES, 2009; Fitton et al., 2017) - - 0.33 

Such values were applied using the normalised standard profile of use for the shading systems. It assumes 

the shading device always closed at night, as shown in Table 0.10.  

TABLE 0.10 SHADING DEVICE ANNUAL PROFILE OF USE 

Period Time of shading device closed 

1st Jan - 20th April 12midnight-7am; 8pm - 12midnight 

21thApril - 15th October 12midnight-7am; 11pm – 12 midnight 

16th October – 31st December 12midnight-7am; 8pm - 12midnight 

A2M1: Single low-E secondary glazing  

The first medium-risk retrofit intervention considered for windows is single low-E secondary-glazing (M1) 

to be applied in the internal side of the original glazing. When modelling a secondary-glazing construction, 

IES support team (email 1.6.2020, ref.n.25994) suggested to create the window as a single unit, as 

opposed to adding a new window to the original one, placed in the internal side of the original window. 

The IES advise was then to carefully set the thermal properties (U-value and g-value) to represent the 

secondary glazing as a whole. This implied an approximation of the frame make-up. This strategy is meant 

to avoid unnecessary complicacies that could increase the simulation time and potentially generate 

inaccurate results. 

When creating the properties of new glazing constructions, IES suggests referring to the values published 

by manufacturers (IES-VE, 2018d) as an alternative to the use of the default values given by the software. 

Hence, to model low-E coatings, the IES advice is to match the manufacturer’s mid-pane U-value by a 

suitable choice of air-gap resistance13(IES-VE, 2019a).  The air-gap resistance, in fact, includes the effect of 

low-E coatings facing into the glazing cavity. In fact, the coating generally faces into the cavity, therefore 

the emissivity of the outer surfaces (which the software allows the modeller to input, if needed) is not 

affected and it has the default value for glass, i.e., about 0.9. Finally, IES suggests adjusting the 

 

13 The thermal resistance of the air gap, taking account of both convection and radiation across the gap. The air-gap 
resistance will be higher if a low-emissivity coating is applied to either of the surfaces facing into the cavity. If the 
cavity convection coefficient is inputted, it is used, with the adjacent pane surface emissivity, to calculate the cavity 
resistance.  
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reflectance, absorptance and transmittance of the unknown panes, to match the manufacturer’s 

parameters, when available. 

To generate realistic glazed constructions, the thermal properties measured by previous studies for 

traditional windows retrofitted with single low-E secondary glazing, were collated and analysed (see Table 

0.11 for a report of the main findings from the literature reviewed alongside data from the 

manufacturers). The average value of the centre of pane U-values collated in the Table for each 

construction investigated was used as reference value for each glazed retrofit option to be modelled. In 

the Apache Constructions database, the air-gap resistance was manually changed to achieve such centre 

of pane U-value, in accordance with the IES advice (IES-VE, 2018d).  

TABLE 0.11 GLAZED CONSTRUCTIONS PROPERTIES TAKEN FROM PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND FROM MANUFACTURERS DATA  

Window 
type 

Author Data type Layers 
From outside to 
inside (when 
available)  

Type of 
coating 
(Emissivity) 

Cavity 
thermal 
Resistance 
m2K/W 

Centre-
of-
pane 
U-
value 
W/m2K 

Whole 
window 
U-value 
W/m2K 

g-
value  

Singe 
glazing 
(original) 

Baker, 2008a Primary   No coat. - 5.5   

Changeworks, 
2008 

Secondary  No coat. -  5.5  

Heat et al., 
2010a 

Primary 
and 
secondary 

 No coat. - 5.4 5.1 
5.2 

 

Heat et al., 
2010b 

Secondary  No coat. - 5.5   

IES, 2009 Secondary 6mm (clear float 
glass) 

No coat. -  4.66  

Memon, 2013 Secondary 4mm (clear float 
glass) 

No coat. - 5.75   

Rhee-Duverne 
and Baker, 2015 

Primary  No coat. - 4.5 
 

  

SPAB, 2016 Report  No coat. -  4.3 
4.5 

 

Wood et al., 
2009 

Primary  No coat. - 5.3 4.3  

Average     5.3 4.8  

Secondary 
glazing  
(single 
low-E) 
  

Baker, 2008a Primary  Low-E  1.7 
2.3 

  

Baker, 2009 Primary  Low-E  2   

Heat et al., 
2010a  

Primary 
and 
secondary 

 Low-E  2.3 2.0 
2.1 

 

IES, 2009 Secondary 50mm (cavity-air) ?   2.5  

Rhee-Duverne 
and Baker, 2015 

Primary  Low-E  2.1 
1.63 
1.64 
1.8 

  

Suhr and Hunt, 
2013 

Secondary  Loe-E   1.8  

SPAB, 2016 Secondary  Low-E   1.8  

Wood et al., 
2009 

Primary  Low-E  2.0 1.8  

Average     1.9 2.0  
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Secondary 
glazing 
(slim 
double-
glazing 
vacuum) 

Rhee-Duverne 
and Baker, 2015 

Primary    1.2 
0.81 

  

Slim 
double 
glazing 
(low-E) 

Heat et al., 
2010a 

Primary 
and 
secondary 

3mm (clear float 
glass)  
3mm (air) 
3mm (clear float 
glass)  

  2.8 2.9  

(argon)   2.0 
2.8 

From 
2.2 to 
3.0 

 

(xenon and krypton)   From 
1.7 to 
2.7 

From 
2.0 to 
2.8 

 

Heat and Baker, 
2013 

Primary (air) Low-E  2.8 
2.9 

  

(argon) Low-E  2.0 
2.1 

  

(xenon and krypton) Low-E  From 
1.7 to 
2.7 

  

SPAB, 2016 Secondary 
 

(air or gas)  Low-E   2.2  

Slim 
double 
glazing 
(low-E 
vacuum) 

Heat et al., 
2010a 

Primary 
and 
secondary 

4mm (clear float 
glass)  
0.2mm (vacuum) 
3mm (clear float 
glass)  

  1.0 From 
1.4 to 
1.9 

 

Heat and Baker, 
2013 

Primary (vacuum) Low-E  0.9 
1.0 

  

Pilkington, 2018 Primary 3mm (Pilkington 
low-E) 
0.2mm (vacuum) 
3mm (clear float) 

low-E  1.1  0.67 

average     1 1.75  

Double 
glazing 
(low-E)  

Baker, 2008a Primary  Low-E  1.9   

IES, 2009 Secondary  ?   1.8  

Memon, 2013 Secondary 4mm (glass) 
12mm (air) 
4mm (glass) 

low-E  
e= 
0.15-0.18 

0.173 2.85   

4mm (glass) 
12mm (argon) 
4mm (glass) 

low-E 
e= 
0.15-0.18 

0.196 2.67   

Pilkington, 2012 
and 2016 

Primary 4mm (Pilkington 
Optiwhite) 
16mm (gas Argon) 
4mm (PilkingtonK 
glass S) 

low-E  1.2  0.75 

In the Project Constructions Tab, multiple glazed constructions are defined by two further input values for 

the cavity: gas14and convection coefficient15. These values are interrelated in IES with the value assigned 

 

14 Gas type of the cavity. If set, this is used to calculate the cavity convection coefficient. 
15 The convection coefficient for heat transfer across the cavity. If set (or calculated from Gas), this is used, with the 
adjacent pane surface emissivity, to calculate the cavity resistance. 
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to the cavity thermal resistance. Hence, in this study, the change in the input value operated for the 

resistance, was reflected in the gas and convective coefficient value of the cavity. 

Another important thermal parameter to take into account when modelling windows constructions, is the 

g-value, or solar heat gain coefficient. The solar heat gain is the increase in indoor temperature as a result 

of solar radiation, hence it certainly affects the total HEC results. It is defined as the ratio of solar gain 

through a unit area of glazing to the solar radiation incident on a unit area of the external surface, for a 

given incident angle and environmental conditions (indoor and outdoor temperature, wind speed) 

(Memon, 2013) and ranges from 0 to 1. In cold climates, the optimal value should likely be as close as 

possible to 1, to ensure the maximum solar heat gain. Like the U-value, also the g-value cannot be 

manually imputed in IES, as it is calculated by the software given the solar transmittance, reflectance and 

absorptance of each glass layer of the construction (Figure 0.8).  

 

 

 

 

The construction created in IES for M1 results having a total g-value of 0.69. Pilkington technical office, 

consulted by email for advice about the actual value achievable by adding single low-E Pilkington K 

secondary glazing to an original 19th C glass (emails with Pilkington UK Limited, 3.6.2020), suggested to 

make a test using the application Spectrum for calculations of glazing parameters. Spectrum allows to 

model any type of glazing system which utilises Pilkington range of glass. The glazing tested in Spectrum 

was made of the following layers: 

- 6mm Pilkington Optifloat (the standard Pilkington clear float glass) 

- 50mm cavity 

- 4mm Pilkington K low-E glass. 

This construction resulted to have a total g-value of 0.72, slightly higher than the one created in IES. The 

answer received from Pilkington technical office when consulted again about this difference in g-values 

results (emails with Pilkington UK Limited, 4.6.2020), was that the real g-value of a similar construction, 

where the external glass is not a new one but the 19th C original one, is likely slightly lower than that 

obtained when using a new clear float glass because generally old glass has also lower g-value than a 

modern clear float. Hence the M1 construction created in IES was considered accurate enough to be used 

S A 

R T 
FIGURE 0.8 TOTAL INCIDENT SOLAR RADIATION (S), AND THE PROPORTION WHICH 

IS REFLECTED (R), TRANSMITTED (T) AND ABSORBED (A) BY THE GLAZING UNIT 
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for the simulation of the energy savings achievable with single low-E secondary glazing in the CSs 

investigated.  

A2M2: Slim low-E double secondary glazing  

The second medium-risk option considered for windows in this project is slim-profile low-E double 

secondary glazing (vacuum filled) (M2). To create this construction, first the slim low-E double glazing unit 

(vacuum filled) (H1) had to be modelled (see next section).  

The M2 construction was finally modelled, from outside to inside, as follows: 

- original glass 

- 50 mm cavity 

- slim double-glazing vacuum low-E.  

The centre of pane U-value obtained this way for the M2 construction, was then checked with the 

reference value given by the literature and found within the range measured by previous research (Table 

0.11).  

The g-value obtained in IES for this construction, is 0.55, sensibly lower than the 0.66 obtained for the H1 

solution (slim double-glazing vacuum low-E), hence lower heat gains can be expected from this 

intervention, which can reflect on the final HEC of the retrofitted model. Appendix 8b reports in detail the 

test carried out on a simplified single room energy model to assess the reliability in the outcome HEC of 

each retrofit construction created this way. 

A2H1: Slim low-E double glazing 

The reference centre of pane U-value was 1.00 W/m2K (average value obtained from previous research 

and the data provided by Pilkington for the glazing system “Spacia” - Slim low-E double glazing vacuum - 

Table 0.11). Hence, for modelling of the H1 construction, the original glass was replaced by a new glazing 

system where the cavity thermal resistance was modified to allow the construction to match the average 

centre of pane U-value given by literature and producers (Table 0.11).  

Then, the g-value calculated by the software was also checked against the g-value given by the 

manufacturers (i.e. Pilkington “Spacia” slim-profile low-E vacuum double glazing). The reference g-value 

(Pilkington “Spacia”) is 0.67, while the g-value obtained for the H1 equivalent construction in IES is 0.66. 

This value was checked with the technical office in Pilkington and found reasonably close to the real-

world scenario (emails with Pilkington UK Limited, 3.6.2020). 
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It should be noted that the construction used for the slim low-E double glazing, was applied, when 

applicable, for front and rear windows when they retain the original old frame, as well as for the few back 

windows where the original frame was previously replaced. Where this option is applied on a 

replacement window frame, the new glazing would be, either: 

- fitted in the existing window frame (when this is of sympathetic material and shape to the original 

one) or 

- fitted in a new sympathetic window frame (when the replacement window is an unsympathetic 

intervention).  

This is a simplification of the real scenario; in fact, the whole U-value given by the software for the glazed 

construction, is calculated by IES taking into account also the frame. Such frame however, in the first case 

is the old one, after draught-proofing (A1L1), while in the second case is a new timber one, perfectly 

sealed. Therefore, in the real world a slim-profile low-E vacuum filled new window may very likely have a 

better thermal performance, hence a lower whole U-value, than an identical glazing system applied to an 

old window frame (although draught-proofed). Anyway, this applies only for a few back windows (e.g. in 

CS7), which were previously replaced with modern window frames. Furthermore, all the medium- and 

high-risk options (M1, M2 and H1 for windows) were applied on the BL scenario, obtained from the B 

scenario after all the low-risk interventions were applied. Hence, the whole dwelling is assumed to be 

draught proofed already to the best achievable level (A1L1). Therefore, the same overall U-value for H1, 

when applied on a new frame and on an old one, was considered in this study a necessary and acceptable 

simplification that should not hinder the outcome of simulations generating unrealistic results. 

A3: Doors 

A3M1: Insulating external doors  

In this study, only CS12 has an external front door. It is an original oak panelled one. The door is 64 mm 

thick, but the panelling certainly lowers its thermal performance. Therefore, it was modelled as 54mm 

thick in its base-case scenario and the software generated a U-value for it of 2.20 W/m2K which is higher 

than the 1.8 W/m2K target U-value; it has a flat finish on the inside so it could potentially be insulated 

internally with a thin insulation board. 

CS14 has an un-insulated timber back door. In this CS, as in many listed buildings in Brighton, the rear 

elevation has been object of a variety of interventions over the time and the original back door is not 

anymore in place. The replacement door, sympathetic with the original character of the building, is not 

glazed and has a flat finish on the inside, hence the addition of a thin layer of insulation internally can be 

an easy and reversible intervention, after draught-proofing. 
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Although aerogel solutions may give a thermal performance that far out-weight that given by natural 

materials, the area is so limited that the benefits are ignorable. Therefore, only wood fibre board was 

modelled for this intervention and a layer of 5mm was added to the base-case construction achieving a 

retrofitted U-value of 1.73 W/m2K. 

A4: Ground floor 

A4L1: Carpets 

In all the CSs investigated, when a ground floor construction is present, the original flooring was lost. 

Hence, during the first stage of simulation, the low-risk intervention applicable for ground floor was 

added to all the ground floor constructions where the use of carpets was compatible with the destination 

of the room (see appendix11 for a detailed description of the constructions modelled in each CS). 

Whenever applicable, the following layers were added to the ground floor constructions, from bottom to 

top: 

-10mm wool-felt underlay 

-10mm wool carpet. 

A4aM1 and A4bM1: Thin insulation board for solid and suspended ground floors 

This option is not effectively doable using natural insulation materials, as they would require a 

considerable thickness of insulation, creating problems with doors and skirtings and in adjoining floor levels. 

In fact, the floor-to-ceiling height available in the CSs investigated (where a ground floor construction is 

present), is only limited and the creation of a step would unacceptably compromise their layout and 

usability. Therefore, only a thin aerogel insulation board was considered as insulation material for both 

the interventions A4aM1 and A4bM1. 

Ground floors aerogel insulation is generally a composite board designed to be laid directly on the 

existing flooring. The insulation is screwed to the existing layer (in the CSs investigated either timber or 

screed) or fixed with plastic mushroom fixings (email from Enviroform Insulation Solutions, 18.11.2019). 

The insulation system is made of an aerogel blanket (various thicknesses available from 5mm in multiples 

of 5) bonded to a 6mm Magnesium Oxide Board (Proctor Group Ltd., 2019a and 2019b). The thickness of 

the aerogel blanket (Thermal Conductivity 0.015 W/mK) was decided on a case-by-case basis (see 

appendix 11 for an in-depth report) in order to achieve the target U-value of 0.25 W/m2K. Any floor finish 

can be applied as a finishing layer.  
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A4aH1: New Limecrete floor for solid ground floors 

Small-foamed glass beads or clay aggregate are generally used as the base to limecrete rather than 

hardcore. They provide both the insulation and some moisture barrier, being non-capillary substrate 

materials. They are to be preferred to hardcore because the latter allows capillary action that could draw 

up ground moisture causing damp problems. In fact, being limecrete a breathable floor, it cannot have a 

traditional DPM. Any breathable floor finishing material can be applied on limecrete. If adhesive is used, it 

must also be breathable.  

In this research, only CS14 has solid a ground floor, where the finish is not the original historic one (see 

appendix 11 for an in-depth report). In its BL scenario, the ground floor construction is finished with 

ceramic tiles, stone tiles and carpets. Therefore, the new material build-up was modelled with 50mm 

foam glass aggregate (Thermal Conductivity 0.084 W/mK) applied on top of the (assumed) existing 

hardcore. The limecrete slab (Thermal Conductivity 0.06 W/mK) provides the necessary insulation. Hence, 

the thickness of this layer was decided, for each construction, to achieve the target U-value of 0.25 

W/m2K for the ground floor construction. Any finishing layer can finally be added on top of the slab.   

A4bH1: Insulation between joists for suspended timber ground floors 

The strategy devised in this study for the selection of the most suitable insulation material for each 

intervention (appendix 7), led to the choice of sheep wool insulation (Thermal Conductivity 0.038 W/mK) 

for suspended timber ground floors. This type of ground floor construction is only found in CSs 12 and 16. 

In both cases, the current floor finishes are not the original ones, hence this intervention is applicable and 

does not imply risks for the heritage value of the flooring, although considered a high-risk one because of 

the higher costs associated. In both CSs, 100mm sheep wool insulation was added to the original 

construction in order to allow for 100 mm clear ventilation space, to avoid risks of condensation.  

A5: Roof  

A5aL1: Loft insulation 

CSs 7 and 17 both have pitched roof spaces which are not usable as habitable rooms. Hence, for both 

these CSs, the only retrofit intervention considered for the roof was loft insulation. Sheep wool insulation 

(Thermal Conductivity 0.038 W/mK) was considered the most suitable material for loft insulation (see 

appendix 7, for the decision-making process for insulation materials). Hence, in both CSs, a layer of 

225mm of sheep wool insulation was modelled, to be laid between the existing joists and on top of them, 

to achieve the target U-value of 0.16 W/m2K as given by AD Part L1B for pitched roofs with insulation at 

ceiling level. 
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FIGURE 0.9 THE PITCHED ROOFS IN CS7 (LEFT) AND CS 14 (RIGHT) 

A5aM1 and A5bM1: Insulation at rafters/joists level 

Only CS14 has a habitable pitched roof, where the medium and high-risk options were modelled and 

simulated. Flat roof constructions are found in CSs 7 (in the relatively new and unsympathetic loft 

conversion, facing the front of the buildings), 12, 13 and 14 (all facing the back of the building). 

Sheep wool insulation (Thermal Conductivity 0.038 W/mK) was considered the most suitable material for 

insulating at rafters/joists level, between rafters/joists (see appendix 7, for the decision-making process 

for insulation materials). Hence, a layer of sheep wool insulation was modelled to be laid between the 

existing rafters/joists. The base-case material build-ups were obtained, for pitched roofs, by the visual and 

measured survey of the roof in CS7 (insulated at loft level, but accessible, where all the rafters, 

uninsulated, are visible, as shown in Figure 0.9, left) and in CS14 (where the pitched roof space is used as 

a habitable room and three skylights allow for measuring the total thickness, as shown in Figure 0.09, 

right).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Given the base-case scenario of roof construction (appendix 5), the added layer of sheep wool for the 

medium-risk interventions was limited by the size of the timber elements in order to ensure a ventilation 

space of 50mm to address the risk of condensation. Hence the new modified constructions for both 

pitched and flat roofs do not achieve the target U-value of 0.18 W/m2K as given by AD Part L1B (HM 

Government, 2010) for roofs with insulation at rafters/joists level (appendix 11). It would have been 

possible to achieve lower U-values for such constructions by adding a further layer of insulation below the 

rafters/joists level. However, this option was excluded for the reasons explained in chapter 5. 

A5aH1 and A5bH1: Insulation above rafters/joists level  

The high-risk option available for pitched roofs was applicable in CS14, in the following two pitched roofs 

(see Figure 0.10): 
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- roof 1, a habitable space positioned between the central courtyard of the building and the rear 

garden, in a segregated position 

- roof 2, covering a small outbuilding at the back. 

The alteration of the height of such constructions does not affect the overall rhythm of the main elevation 

as this lower ground floor dwelling was originally designed as a rear extension of the main building (Figure 

0.10), hence no adjacent roofs are going to be affected by the intervention.  

 

FIGURE 0.10 CS14: IN BLUE IN THE 3D VIEW (LEFT) AND IN THE SITE PLAN (RIGHT) 

For both pitched and flat roofs, the material selected to insulate above the rafters, was wood fibreboard 

(see appendix 7, for the decision-making process for insulation materials). When using natural insulation 

materials such as this, a new vapour permeable membrane should be laid on the upper layer of plywood 

to waterproof the roof while allowing water vapour to escape (NBT, 2017). The vapour resistivity 

recommended for this layer is in the range of 15000 MNs/gm (NBT, 2017), while the other thermophysical 

properties of a breathable membrane are assumed to be similar to other spun-bond non-woven materials 

(email with Proctor Group Ltd., 13.11.2019). Therefore, a layer of 0.8 mm (the thickness of a breather 

membrane according to Rubber Waterproofing Association, 2008) of felt material was modelled as its 

vapour resistivity is in the range of vapour permeable membranes (NBT, 2017). All the layers below the 

felt layer in the base-case constructions were left unchanged in the new retrofitted ones (appendix 11 

gives details of the materials build-up modelled for such constructions).  

Roof 1 

Roof 2 
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A6: Walls 

A6aM1: Blown insulation behind lath 

The material chosen in this study for the medium-risk retrofit option (blown insulation behind lath) for 

walls finished in plaster on lath is cellulose (see appendix 7, for the decision-making process for insulation 

materials). This insulation material is obtained from recycled newspapers, shredded, and mixed with 

inorganic salts to make it resistant to fire, mould, and insects (Greenspec, 2019). It can be installed blown 

(as loose fill) or damp sprayed (Suhr & Hunt, 2013). 

In most of the CSs investigated, the front walls are finished in plaster on lath. In those on the ground and 

first floor level, often such walls are also decorated with original cornices and frames, which makes any 

intervention on them particularly delicate for their heritage value. Hence, LBC is more likely to be granted 

for blown insulation than for any other intervention on such walls (confirmed by the interview with 

Conservation Officer on 12/12/2019). Such system may imply some risks to the thermo-hygrometric 

balance of the construction. This was taken into account in the following stage of research when 

condensation analysis was performed for all the new modelled constructions. 

The new retrofitted constructions were modelled at this stage by simply filling the entire cavity between 

lath and wall with the blown insulation material (Thermal Conductivity 0.04 W/mK). The new U-value 

achieved this way, varies slightly depending on the estimated size of the cavity (in the range of 30-40mm) 

in each base-case construction. This measure was assumed given: 

- the total measured thickness of the construction (A),  

- the assumed size of the brick wall and external lime render (see appendix 5) (B) 

- the measure of the layer of plaster and lath, internally (C), obtained as C=A-B. 

In all cases, the U-value achieved by the new retrofitted construction cannot meet the target U- value 

imposed by the Building Regulations Approved Document L1B (0.30 W/m2K), due to the limited space 

available for adding insulation material.  

A6bM1: New insulated plaster  

The medium-risk intervention selected for A6b (walls finished internally with plaster applied directly on 

the brickwork or dry-lined) is an insulated plaster. It consents to improve the thermal performance of the 

wall while retaining any decorative element in place and taking up little of the internal usable space. An 

insulated plaster is easily applicable on any type of surface, flexible and able to fill gaps, diminishing the 

risk of thermal bridges (Stahl et al., 2012) and interstitial condensation (Buratti et al., 2016). 
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When selecting the type of insulant material for the plaster to use for this intervention, the aerogel 

plaster showed a thermal conductivity in a lower range than any plaster insulated using natural additives. 

Therefore, following the decision-making process for insulation material described in appendix 7, it was 

considered whether to model also a mineral plaster (aerogel plaster) alongside a natural one. However, 

when assessing the different uses of the aerogel material as an insulant, it was clear that aerogel shows 

an even lower thermal conductivity when it is in the form of blanket. Hence, an aerogel blanket was 

modelled instead, as an alternative to natural plaster for A6b, having the same maximum thickness of 

50mm achievable with the insulating natural plaster. This was considered a high-risk intervention (A6bH1) 

because of the higher costs associated with this material. 

It was decided to model the insulated plaster utilising a natural material (cork) as an additive. Cork lime 

plaster is an innovative and effective material, capable to achieve a good energy improvement, generally 

within a thickness of 50mm (Historic Scotland, 2013). The new lime plaster is generally applied after the 

removal of the existing finishes. However, in the CSs investigated, where most of the times the current 

finish is the original lime plaster, it was decided to leave it in place as part of the historic construction and 

to add instead the new plaster on top of it.  

The cork lime plaster is batched up and applied in layers to give a smooth finish. For the total new layers 

of insulated plaster, a maximum thickness of 50mm was considered desirable for ease of installation, 

which does not always allow to achieve the target U-value imposed by the Building Regulations Approved 

Document L1B (HM Government, 2010) of 0.30 W/m2K. Limewash (5mm) is generally used as final 

decoration and was modelled as internal finish. 

A6aH1 and A6bH1: Internal blanket insulation  

For both walls finished in plaster on lath (A6a) or solid/dry-lined (A6b), when there are decorative 

elements in place (generally in the front rooms of ground and first floor) the only high-risk option 

potentially permissible can be the use of high-performance thin insulation materials (Fantucci et al., 2020; 

Proctor Group, 2019b) on the internal face of the wall (confirmed by the interview with Conservation 

Officer on 12/12/2019). 

In this study aerogel blanket insulation was modelled and simulated for this intervention because, thanks 

to its nano spheres structure (Carty, 2017), it has extremely low density (3-100 kg/m3, depending on the 

porosity) and very low thermal conductivity (0.003-0.015 W/mK), while being also a good fire and 

acoustic insulator (Buratti et al., 2016). Its use is not yet widespread because of the high manufacture 

costs associated (Buratti et al., 2016; Carty, 2017; Ibrahim et al., 2014) and the ongoing concerns about its 

actual embodied energy, considered high, compared to other insulation materials. However, the 

extremely low thermal conductivity, which implies only a small increase in the thickness of the wall, 
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together with the durability of this solution, can both be highly influential factors when considering 

aerogel materials as retrofit options (Buratti et al., 2016; Carty, 2017). It should be noted that this 

solution also has several advantages compared to other high-performance thermal insulation materials 

that require only a minimum thickness, such as vacuum insulation panels (VIP) (Carty, 2017). In fact, VIP 

are non-breathable, need to be produced in precise dimensions, can easily be damaged if nails or screws 

are used on them, require a plane surface to be properly applied, as well as the use of gluing or other 

fastening systems and have limited durability (Morelli et al., 2012).  

Aerogel based insulation comes in boards or blankets (rolls of 5 or 10mm thickness). Multiple layers can 

be added, depending on the aimed outcome in thermal performance and on the available space. They are 

fixed to the internal face of the wall (either solid or finished in plaster on lath) using an expanded steel 

mesh and thermally decoupled expansion fasteners to prevent thermal bridging (Historic Environment 

Scotland, 2019; Proctor Group, 2019b; online conversation with Proctor Group Technical Support Team, 

22.11.2019). The blankets can be easily used on flat as well as curved or uneven surfaces thanks to their 

limited thickness and to their flexibility (Thermablock, 2019). Two coats of plaster are applied on the 

mesh and finished with permeable paint.  

When applied on walls finished in plaster on lath, this solution has some advantages compared to the 

blown insulation as it maintains unchanged the ventilated cavity behind the laths, hence it limits risks of 

condensation taking place. It is especially recommended for exposed walls, which are more prone to be 

constantly wet (Changeworks, 2008; Historic Scotland, 2013). This is the case for most of the front 

elevations of the CSs investigated, facing a square or overlooking the sea, hence not sheltered by adjacent 

buildings and exposed to the prevailing winds (coming from south-west in this geographic area). 

In addition, modern high performing aerogel materials have been often considered favourably by 

conservation bodies as they allow for minimal loss of internal space and proportions, while retaining all 

the elements. When the room is decorated by cornices, and skirtings, very limited change in thickness is 

recommended, not to alter the internal proportions and to keep the decorative elements in place, 

because removing and reinstating them could pose risks to their integrity (Historic England, 2018a). A 

good practice sometimes recommended is to use a timber bead when applying aerogel blankets on a 

decorated wall, to ensure a neat junction (Changeworks, 2008; Historic Scotland, 2013).  

An added thickness of maximum 20mm could potentially be permissible on decorated walls, if justified by 

a sensible improvement in the thermal performance of the construction (confirmed by interview with 

Conservation Officer, 12/12/2019) and was used for all the walls that present cornices or stucco 

mouldings. For not decorated walls, the thickness of the aerogel blanket was firstly decided on a case-by-
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case basis to achieve the target U-value of 0.30 W/m2K for each construction. Lime plaster was modelled 

to finish the constructions internally. 

In the following stage of research, the condensation risk assessment allowed to finalise the actual 

thickness of the insulation blanket applicable in each construction to limit the risk of interstitial 

condensation. 

A6aH2 and A6bH2: Internal board insulation 

Wood fibreboard (Thermal Conductivity 0.040 W/mK) was chosen in this study to be modelled and 

simulated as internal board insulation for both walls finished in plaster on lath (A6a) and solid/dry-lined 

(A6b) when there are no decorative elements in place. The literature review concerning retrofit measures 

for walls, highlighted wood fibreboard as one of the most suitable materials to be used for internal wall 

insulation (Changeworks, 2008; Historic England, 2012, 2016f, 2018a; Historic Scotland, 2013; SPAB, 2014; 

Suhr & Hunt, 2013). Although its performance is not as high as that of some petrol-chemical materials 

(therefore requiring more substantial sections), it has many advantages compared to them: it has a lower 

embodied energy, it is manufactured from renewable resources, reusable and recyclable and, most 

importantly, totally breathable, capable of storing any excess of water vapour from the internal 

environment and to allow transpiration of moisture from external sources in the internal space 

(Greenspec, 2019). When considering internal wall insulation in boards/batts or rolls, wood fibre board 

insulation was preferred also to some other natural insulation materials available in rolls, like sheep’s wool 

insulation. The decision to opt for wood fibre was due to the following reasons: 

- this material is repeatedly cited by the literature reviewed as the most suitable for internal solid 

walls insulation of traditional buildings, it is therefore a commonly used material  

- importantly, it does not require the use of battens, therefore the added work necessary for the 

installation and potential thermal bridges are avoided  

- it is easier to apply than any material available in rolls and thermal bridges can be better 

addressed16 

- it can be plastered directly on top.   

This insulation should be placed on a thin layer of lime plaster to provide an even surface (Historic 

England, 2016f). It is common practice to remove the plaster on the inside face of the wall before the 

 

16 It should be noted that wood fibreboard performance can be affected by high levels of humidity. This has not 
been noticed for sheep’s wool insulation (Little and Arregi. 2013). However, sheep wool insulation needs battens, 
hence implies higher risk of thermal bridges. 
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insulation is added to lose a minimum amount of the internal usable space. However, careful 

consideration is needed at this stage and this option must be sensibly weighted against (Suhr & Hunt, 

2013): 

- the risk of removing original historic fabric (when original lime plaster is present) 

- the disruption caused by the removal 

- the cost associated with removing the existing plaster 

- the production of dust 

- the need for disposal of the removed material. 

When plaster is removed, usually a thin layer of lime plaster is applied to the wall to fill cracks and holes, 

aiding in draught-proofing, and to generate a smooth surface for the application of the insulation (Suhr & 

Hunt, 2013). The individual boards should be sealed at any junction using airtightness tape; finally, the 

surface is coated with mesh reinforced lime plaster.   

Insulating directly onto the existing plaster surface, on the contrary, could increase the impact on the 

room proportions. Existing wallpaper and non-permeable paints should be stripped off the surface of the 

wall before insulation is added and a vapour permeable adhesive should be applied to fix the panels in 

place (Historic Scotland, 2013). The boards should be applied to smooth surfaces or a thin layer of plaster 

should be given prior to the installation; they are generally finished with two coats of plaster and a 

permeable paint finish (SPAB, 2014).  

The decision between maintaining or removing the existing lime plaster was taken on a case-by-case 

basis, opting for maintaining the existing layer of lime plaster, when the original layer was still in place, or 

for adding a new layer of lime plaster when the wall was finished with plasterboard (after removing the 

plasterboard). These two options have no different effect on the modelling of the solution, that in this 

study included always a first layer of lime plaster after the brickwork. When added as part of the retrofit 

intervention, this layer is shown in a green cell in the Table that report the material build-ups of each 

retrofitted thermal element in appendix 11.  

In some rooms, and often where existing plaster on lath has been removed or is badly damaged, there 

may be space to fit thicker boards of insulation between new timber frames (or proprietary metal frame 

systems). The depth of the framing is dictated by the thickness of the insulation material and this is 

decided based on the thermal performance achievable, the room features and available room space. The 

insulation is placed between the framing and closed in behind plasterboard or clay board.  

The thickness of the insulation layer was decided, firstly, case by case, to achieve the target U-value of 

0.30 W/m2K. The condensation analysis carried out in the following stage of research led to the revision of 
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some of these constructions, reducing the total layer of insulation material, to reduce the risk of 

interstitial condensation taking place.  

For all the medium- and high-risk solutions, the literature stresses the importance of avoiding thermal 

bridges as much as possible when carrying out internal wall insulation (Historic Scotland, 2013). Careful 

detailing is needed for the application of internal insulation, especially around windows and door 

openings; usually it is necessary to use a thinner layer of insulation in those areas, which could potentially 

generate cold bridges and condensation (Historic England, 2012). 
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Appendix 8b:  Windows constructions performance test  
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To assess the accuracy of the retrofitted glazed constructions created for this study in IES, a test was 

conducted on a simplified one-room energy model (Figure 0.11). The model has no appliances, windows 

constantly closed, default heating system (gas boiler - 89% seasonal efficiency, operation profile set to 

“constantly on” and default temperature set-point of 19°C). The aim was to investigate, on a simplified 

scenario, the impact of changes made on the U-value of glazed constructions (which also caused changes 

in the g-value of the glazing systems), on the HEC outcome of the simulations. The simulations were run 

for the same model, modifying the orientation to assess both a south-facing and north-facing window and 

have an overview of the impact of solar heat gain on the final HEC output of the simulations. 

Table 0.12 describes the constructions created for this 

study (B, M1, H1, M2) and two added test constructions 

(M2_1 and M2_2) as follows:  

- B (baseline construction, the status-quo original 

glazing) 

- M1 (single low-E secondary glazing) 

- H1 (double slim-profile low-E glazing) 

- M2 (double slim-profile low-E secondary 

glazing)  

- M2_1 same as M2 in all parameters except 

convection coefficient of the first cavity17 (which is 

null) 

- M2_2 same as M2 in all parameters except g-value (which is the same as the g-value of H1). 

Table 0.12 summaries, for each glazed construction: 

-  Layers and cavity thermal resistance (indicated in brackets by each cavity size; in red when this 

was manually changed, in accordance with the IES advice for modelling low-E glazing constructions) 

- convection coefficient calculated by the software for the cavity  

- whole U-value 

- centre of pane U-value 

- R-value 

- g-value 

- annual HEC outcome of the simulation runs 

 

17 Between existent glazing and new secondary glazing. 

FIGURE 0.11 THE TEST ENERGY MODEL 
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- energy savings % achievable with each intervention applied individually, against the B scenario, 

when the windows were assumed south-facing  

- energy savings % achievable with each intervention applied individually, against the B scenario, 

when the windows were assumed north-facing.  

TABLE 0.12 GLAZING CONSTRUCTIONS, THEIR PROPERTIES AND ENERGY SAVINGS ACHIEVABLE WITH EACH INTERVENTION  
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 6mm clear float - 5.55 5.69 0.18 0.82 6463.7 
 

 7341.5  

M1 
 

 5cm  6mm clear float 
50mm cavity (0.34) 
4mm Pilkington 

 
- 

2.35 1.92 0.52 0.69 6023.8 
 

6.8 
 

6791.5 7.5 

H1  3mm Pilkington 
0.2mm cavity (0.8) 
3mm Pilkington 

 
- 

1.58 1.02 0.98 0.66 5799.6 
 

10.3 6528.0 11.1 

M2  5cm  6mm clear float 
50mm cavity (0.18) 
3mm Pilkington 
0.2mm cavity (0.8) 
3mm Pilkington 

 
1.89 
 
- 

1.44 0.86 1.16 0.55 5894.2 8.8 
 

6579.1 10.4 

M2_1  5cm  6mm clear float 
50mm cavity (0.18) 
3mm Pilkington 
0.2mm cavity (0.8) 
3mm Pilkington 

 
- 
 
- 

1.44 0.86 1.16 0.55 5893.7 8.8 6578.6 10.4 

M2_2  5cm  6mm clear float 
50mm cavity (0.18) 
3mm Pilkington 
0.2mm cavity (0.8) 
3mm Pilkington 

 
- 
 
- 

1.44 0.86 1.16 0.66 5753.1 11.0 6470.7 11.9 

The following Figures present the Project Construction Tabs for the windows in their baseline scenario 

and post interventions. In each Figure, in the red rectangle are annotated the reference U-values taken 

from the literature and desktop research (see appendix 8a, Table 0.11). 

Figure 0.12, below, shows the project construction tab for the windows in their base-case scenario (B). 

Although, in most of the windows under investigation, the thickness of the original glass is less than 6mm, 

a 6mm clear float glass was modelled to achieve a centre of pane U-value of the construction close 

enough to the reference centre of pane U-value taken from previous research (see appendix 5 – 

Construction Templates). It should be considered that, when analysing the data collected from previous 

research concerning the U-values of traditional windows, a wide array of values has been measured by 

experimental studies (see Table 0.11), ranging from 4.5 kWh/m2K (Rhee-Duverne & Baker, 2015) to 5.5 

kWh/m2K (Baker, 2008a and Heat et al., 2010b) or used in previous studies when modelling similar 

constructions, with a maximum value of 5.75 kWh/m2K (Memon, 2013). Considering the median instead 
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of the mean of the U-values from previous research concerning traditional windows, the reference value 

would be 5.5 kWh/m2K, closer to the centre of pane U-value used in this study. 

 

FIGURE 0.12 PROJECT CONSTRUCTION TAB FOR BASE-CASE WINDOW 

Figure 0.13 shows the project construction tab for the retrofit option M1 (single low-E secondary glazing). 

The cavity thermal resistance value has been manually inputted, as suggested by IES guidance (see 

appendix 8a), to match the centre of pane U-value given by the literature (in the red rectangle in Figure 

0.13). 

 

FIGURE 0.13 PROJECT CONSTRUCTION TAB FOR RETROFIT OPTION M1 (SINGLE LOW-E SECONDARY GLAZING) 

Figure 0.14 shows the project construction tab for the retrofit option H1 (double slim-profile low-E 

glazing). The cavity thermal resistance value has been manually changed, as suggested by IES guidance, to 

match the centre of pane U-value given by the literature (in the red rectangle in Figure 0.14). For this 

construction, a reference g-value was also available from the industry. Hence, the g-value obtained in the 

modelled construction was checked with that provided by Pilkington manufacturer for the double slim-

profile low-E glazing “Spacia” and fount reasonably close (emails with Pilkington UK Limited, 3.6.2020). 

Reference values 
U-value (including frame) 4.8 W/m2K 
U-value (glass only)  5.3 W/m2K 

 

Reference values 
U-value (including frame) 2.0 W/m2K 
U-value (glass only)  1.9 W/m2K 
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FIGURE 0.14 PROJECT CONSTRUCTION TAB FOR RETROFIT OPTION H1 (DOUBLE SLIM-PROFILE LOW-E GLAZING) 

Figure 0.15 shows the project construction tab for the retrofit option M2 (double slim-profile low-E 

vacuum secondary-glazing). This construction is presented after H1 (Figure 0.14) as it was created after 

that, adding the H1 construction to the original glazed construction (B), allowing for a 50mm cavity 

between them. The centre of pane U-value obtained this way for this new construction, was finally 

checked and found within the range given by previous research (in the red rectangle in Figure 0.15). 

 

FIGURE 0.15 PROJECT CONSTRUCTION TAB FOR RETROFIT OPTION M2 (DOUBLE SLIM-PROFILE LOW-E SECONDARY GLAZING) 

When changing the value in the cavity thermal resistance column to take into account the low-E coating, 

the convection coefficient for that cavity is automatically changed to null by the software. Hence, the 

construction M2_Test1 was made, equivalent in all to M2 but with no convection coefficient in the first 

cavity. The aim was to check whether the change operated in the cavity thermal resistance may generate 

overestimated energy savings, because it ignores the convective currents that take place in the 50mm 

cavity. Figure 0.16 shows the project construction tab for the test construction M2_Test1, obtained fusing 

the same input data used in M2, only changing the cavity thermal resistance from 0.1788 (resistance of 

Reference values 
U-value (including frame) 1.7 W/m2K 
U-value (glass only)  1.0 W/m2K 
g-value   0.67 
 

 

Reference values 
U-value (including frame) - 
U-value (glass only)               0.8-1.2 W/m2K 
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air in M2) to 0.18. This, however minimal, change in the thermal resistance, prompts the software to 

consider null the convection coefficient in the first cavity as well.  

 

FIGURE 0.16 PROJECT CONSTRUCTION TAB FOR RETROFIT OPTION M2_TEST1 (M2 WITH NO CONVECTION COEFFICIENT IN ANY 

CAVITY) 

A further test construction (M2_Test2) was finally created to assess the impact of the change in g-value 

on the overall thermal performance of the constructions. M2_Test2 was made using the same input 

values as M2 (double slim-profile low-E secondary glazing) for all but the transmittance of the Pilkington 

glass, in order to obtain a g-value for the new construction that matches the g-value of construction H1, 

while keeping the U-value the same as the one of M2. Figure 0.17 shows the project construction tab for 

the test construction M2_Test2. 

 

FIGURE 0.17 PROJECT CONSTRUCTION TAB FOR RETROFIT OPTION M2_TEST2 (M2 WITH SAME G-VALUE AS H1) 

Figures 0.18 and 0.19 show the outcome of the simulation runs of the model, implemented of each of the 

constructions described, one at a time, considering respectively the south and north orientation and 
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compare input data (U-value and g-value) and output data (HEC and heat gain) associated with each 

construction. 

For both North and South scenario, the U-value (in grey) of the constructions shows, as expected, a 

progressive decrease from B to M2, (sensibly steeper from B - base-case window - to M1 - single low-E 

secondary glazing -). It is then constant for M2, M2_Test1 and M2_Test2, as these are made of the same 

layers. The g-value also decreases progressively from B to M2, then stays the same as M2 for M2_Test 1 

and raises up to the same level of H1 for M2_Test 2. The solar gain has also a similar pattern in both the 

scenarios although the gains are sensibly higher for the south-facing scenario, as expected. The annual 

HEC shows two interesting outcomes: 

1. It stays unchanged from the M2 to the M2_Test1, showing that the convection coefficient in the 

windows constructions does not affect the final energy consumption of the model if the overall 

and centre of pane U-values of the constructions are the same. 

2. It shows increased energy consumption from H1 to M2, despite the reduction in U-value of the 

construction. The reason for this is likely the decrease in solar heat-gain from H1 to M2, that is 

not compensated by the reduction of U-value from the first to the second construction. This is 

confirmed by the output of the M2_T2 simulation, where the window construction has same U-

value as M2, but the g-value has been given the same value as that of H1. For the M2_T2 

construction a further reduction in energy consumption is obtained, as a combined result of its U-

value (the lowest of all) and g-value (lowest and equal to H1). 
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FIGURE 0.18 TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND SOLAR HEAT GAIN OUTCOME OF THE SIMULATION RUNS FOR B, M1, H1, M2, 

M2_TEST1, M2_TEST2, THEIR U-VALUE AND G-VALUE FOR THE SOUTH FACING SCENARIO 

 

 

FIGURE 0.19 TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND SOLAR HEAT GAIN OUTCOME OF THE SIMULATION RUNS FOR B, M1, H1, M2, 

M2_TEST1, M2_TEST2, THEIR U-VALUE AND G-VALUE FOR THE NORTH FACING SCENARIO 

This finding is even more evident in Figures 0.20 and 0.21 which compare the energy savings percentage 

achievable with each intervention. 
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FIGURE 0.20 TOTAL ENERGY SAVINGS OF THE SIMULATION RUNS FOR B, M1, H1, M2, M2_TEST1, M2_TEST2, THEIR U-VALUE 

AND G-VALUE FOR THE SOUTH FACING SCENARIO 

 

 

FIGURE 0.21 TOTAL ENERGY SAVINGS OF THE SIMULATION RUNS FOR B, M1, H1, M2, M2_TEST1, M2_TEST2, THEIR U-VALUE 

AND G-VALUE FOR THE NORTH FACING SCENARIO 
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Appendix 9a:  Summary and review of condensation risk analysis 
approaches 
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When addressing energy retrofit interventions for traditional buildings, the current body of regulation 

and guidance stresses the importance of preserving the balanced hygrothermal behaviour of their 

envelopes, alongside their heritage value (Historic England, 2012; Historic Scotland, 2013; Suhr & Hunt, 

2013; SPAB, 2014; STBA, 2012a and 2015). A similar approach is echoed in the National Standard BS EN 

16883:2017. The technical compatibility of the retrofit measures selected, is considered by the standard 

as the first assessment criterion to aid in the decision-making process for improving the energy 

performance of historic buildings. Within such criterion, hygrothermal risk is considered of uppermost 

importance (BS EN 16883:2017).  

In a healthy traditional building, moisture flows freely through the envelope, generally maintaining a 

balance between evaporation and condensation. Such balance keeps the overall level of moisture in the 

building elements within tolerable and safe limits (May & Sanders, 2014; Suhr & Hunt, 2013). Any 

alteration of the thermal envelope of traditional buildings, may imply risks for such balance. When the 

hygrometric balance is lost, condensation can form, either on the surface of the building element or 

between the materials layers of it (interstitial condensation) (Historic England, 2016a). Condensation is 

the result of the interaction between a complex set of factors, to include (Thorpe, 2013): 

- the occupancy profile in the given room and the amount of moist generated 

- the time variable indoor and outdoor RH, temperature, and pressure  

- the materials build-up of the building element  

- the surfaces (e.g. paint type), both inside and outside, of the construction. 

Condensation, in turn, can generate mould and potential health problems for occupants and fabric, 

causing timber decay and reducing the performance and durability of most insulation materials.  

To avoid the risk of condensation, hygrothermal analysis could be performed by means of laboratory tests 

or on-site assessments. However, both methods are costly and time consuming and the latter is not 

applicable prior to the application of the actual measures (Cascione et al., 2017). Alternatively, two 

calculation methods are available to assess the risk of condensation in buildings. They are described 

respectively in the British Standard BS EN ISO 13788:2012 and in the British Standard BS EN ISO 

15026:2007. The standard BS 5250:2011 (Code of practice for control of condensation in buildings) gives 

an overview of both these methods and a synthesis of the boundary conditions (indoor and outdoor 

environmental data) that they adopt. 

The Glaser method consists of a simplified, steady state, one-dimensional calculation method for 

predicting the risk of interstitial condensation occurring under specified environmental conditions. It is an 

evolution of the Dew-point method, which graphically shows the estimated saturation pressure of water 

vapour and the actual vapour pressure through the wall in order to estimate the probability of 
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condensation within the wall; if, at any point within the envelope, the vapour pressure is higher than the 

saturation pressure condensation is considered to occur.  

The Glaser method, like the Dew-point method, facilitates assessment of the amount of condensation 

predicted and is considered by BS 5250 standard a useful assessment tool, suitable for comparing 

different constructions and assessing the effects of design changes. It does so by investigating the 

moisture transport that takes place through vapour diffusion and using monthly mean climate data 

(exclusively temperature and RH) to account for the external and internal environment. The method 

indicates how much condensate will be deposited, how much will evaporate and any balance which might 

accumulate year on year. However, it cannot be ignored that the process described by the Glaser method 

is a simplified version of what happens in reality. In fact, the mechanisms that simultaneously control the 

transport of moisture in a wall are more complex than this. Their driving forces could be summarised as 

(De Freitas et al., 1996): 

- diffusion and convection movements (for moisture in the vapour state) 

- capillary action, gravity, and the result of external pressure gradients (for moisture in the liquid 

state). 

Therefore, the Glaser method has some important limitations, as it does not account for the following: 

- the effect of moisture content on the material properties 

- the effect of capillary suction and liquid moisture transport within constructions 

- the effect of air movement from within the building into the component through gaps or within 

air space, therefore of vapour convections 

- the effect of hygroscopic moisture capacity of materials. 

Due to such limitations, the method is considered by the standard “less reliable for structures with large 

thermal and moisture capacity and which are subject to significant air leakage” (ISO BS EN 13788:2013). 

The results obtained with the Glaser Method are deemed by ASHRAE “as approximations and should be 

used with extreme care” (ASHRAE, 2009, p.25). However, despite these limitations, ASHRAE also affirms 

that “the Dew-point and Glaser methods … are still used by design professionals and actually form the 

basis for most codes [building regulations / building standards] dealing with moisture control and vapor 

retarders” (ASHRAE, 2009, p.13). The Glaser method is widely used in the UK and in Ireland to provide an 

assessment of condensation risk in the building fabric (Little et al., 2015). When addressing condensation 

risk in walls, Approved Document C of the Building Regulations specifically refers to the BS EN ISO 13788 

(therefore the Glaser method) and to BS 5250:2011 (Code of Practice for Control of Condensation in 

Buildings). BS 5250:2011 considers BS EN ISO 13788 the preferred assessment method for condensation 

risks, only mentioning the existence of “more advanced” methods, which are standardized in BS EN15026.  
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The numerical simulation assessment method, described in the British Standard BS EN 15026:2007, 

includes in the analysis the effects of precipitation, hygroscopicity and liquid transport. It takes into 

account all forms of heat and moisture storage and transport, internal and external temperature and RH, 

alongside solar and longwave radiation and precipitation, wind speed and direction. Defining the scope of 

this method, the Standard states that “in contrast to the steady-state assessment of interstitial 

condensation by the Glaser method (as described in EN ISO 13788), transient hygrothermal simulation 

provides more detailed and accurate information on the risk of moisture problems within building 

components and on the design of remedial treatment” (BS EN 15026:2007, p.4). The aim of the numerical 

simulation standard, as pointed out by Little et al. (2015), “is much wider than the Glaser method 

standard: whereas the latter was predominantly concerned with the assessment of condensation risk, the 

numerical simulation standard aims at providing a model for simulating the hygrothermal performance of 

building fabric over time” (Little et al., 2015, p.120). 

Extensive critical reviews of the state-of-the-art hydrothermal simulation tools can be found in Delgrado 

et al. (2010) and Woloszyn & Rode (2008). Delgrado et al. (2010) identified 14 hygrothermal models 

currently available to the public, including steady state and non-steady state ones, all capable of 

reproducing the heat, air, and moisture (HAM) behaviour of buildings more or less in-depth. A similar list 

was provided by Woloszyn & Rode (2008), presenting 17 HAM models capable of performing 

condensation risk assessment. According to the authors, most of the existing programs are specialised on 

only one of the aspects of simulation, either moisture modelling or energy modelling, while addressing 

the other in a more simplified way, or even neglecting it. Therefore, to ensure a realistic analysis of the 

complex physics taking place within the building envelope, they called for models capable of simulating 

the coupled heat and moisture transfer. They concluded pointing out that “the actual challenge in whole 

building HAM modelling is to ensure a good balance between the many different physical phenomena, 

which interact with each other, rather than to develop models that focus too much on mainly one 

phenomenon” (Woloszyn & Rode, 2008, p.21). This target is achievable, according to the authors, only by 

testing the available tools by means of validating studies that utilise measured data and field tests to 

calibrate their results. 

Numerical simulation assessments have some limitations and the standard (BS EN 15026:2007, p.5) 

specifies that they should not be used when:  

- Convection takes place through holes and cracks 

- Two-dimensional effects play an important part (e.g. rising damp or thermal bridges). 

Addressing the limitations in the use of dynamic tools for the assessment of hygrothermal risk in building 

components, Tijskens et al. (2017) highlighted the shortcomings in the limited range of indoor conditions 
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that they take into account (only temperature and RH). According to the authors, a wider range of 

realistic boundary conditions should be accounted for, such as ventilation rates, vapour production, heat 

gains, thermal and hygric inertia of the constructions, to generate more realistic predictions. May & 

Sanders (2018), addressing condensation risk analysis for traditional buildings, noted that most traditional 

buildings materials cannot have standardised qualities because of the variable characteristics of natural 

materials such as stone, clay and timber, and partly due to the more localised, small scale and sometimes 

handmade nature of production. Particular care is required therefore in the assessment of the material 

qualities of old buildings. In a single traditional building, even similar materials (such as brick, stone, 

mortar, or timber) may present very different qualities. This uncertainty is one reason why assessment 

must not be over-reliant on modelling. Therefore, the authors concluded pointing out that modelling can 

certainly be very helpful in identifying moisture risk, but unable to fully determine it. 

Historic Scotland, in Technical Paper 15 (Little et al., 2015), gave a detailed description of the two 

methods commonly used to assess the risk of condensation: the Glaser method (BS EN ISO 13788) and 

the Numerical simulation (BS EN 15026). It specified their scope and limitations and compared the 

outcome of the analysis of one case study traditional wall, performed before and after retrofit, utilising 

both the methods. It concluded asserting that “the limitations and scope set out in ISO BS EN 13788:2013 

should be understood to rule out this method for hygrothermal risk assessments of hygroscopic solid 

walls of any kind” (Little et al., 2015, p. 197). The reason for this, according to this study, is that the Glaser 

method assessments considered condensation-safe the constructions implemented with impermeable 

retrofit options, while hygrothermal analysis using numerical simulation (under BS EN 15026:2007) of the 

same retrofits predicted successive increases in relative humidity over the time and elevated risk of 

condensation taking place.  

However, it could also be concluded instead, that the method does not allow for a realistic investigation 

of impermeable constructions, while could be considered capable of providing a worst-case scenario for 

permeable constructions. The Glaser method, in fact, cannot account for the range of moisture and water 

transport mechanisms that take place in reality in porous hygroscopic materials. Their characteristics can 

buffer any excess in moisture allowing water vapour to naturally redistribute away from critical locations 

(Little et al., 2015). For this reason, the Glaser method has been often used to investigate the risk of 

condensation in solid walled buildings (Cascione et al., 2017; Kunzel et al., 2000; Scottish Energy Centre, 

2013) and is currently one of the most widespread condensation risk assessment methods. 

Cascione et al. (2017), in Italy, compared the results produced by the Glaser method and the dynamic 

hygrothermal simulation for the analysis of condensation risk of three dwelling envelopes, made of bricks, 

concrete blocks and limestone. The study highlighted that the dynamic simulation methods are capable of 

computing the dynamic moisture movement through the envelope, including in the calculations the 
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drying potential of walls for solar radiation, as well as water absorption due to rainfall, and can often 

result in a compensation of the negative effects of moisture accumulation. The Glaser method, despite 

being a steady state method, is bound to produce a worst-case scenario, when correct input data are 

utilised.  

The risks associated with moisture build-up in buildings are a major field of research and the implications 

of moisture for the occupants and fabric health, as well as for the envelope performance are object of a 

conspicuous body of literature (Bui et al., 2019; May & Sanders, 2014 and 2020; Liu et al., 2017; Orlik-

Kożdoń, 2019; Tijskens et al., 2017; Vereecken et al., 2015; to cite but some). This is also a recurrent 

subject in previous research specifically concerning traditional buildings in the UK and in different climatic 

areas. The research conducted by Kunzel at al. (1998 and 2000) in Germany looked at the effects of 

adding internal insulation on the hygrothermal behaviour of the building envelope and added important 

insights in this field of research. The authors explained that two driving potentials are necessary for 

moisture transport: the vapour pressure (function of temperature and RH) and the relative humidity. The 

application of IWI does not affect the water absorption of the façade. However, by lowering the 

temperature level in the masonry, it reduces the drying capacity of the wall. This leads to higher average 

moisture levels in the construction and increases the risk of frost damage, while slightly decreasing the 

thermal resistance of the masonry. Furthermore, this effect is, according to the authors, almost 

independent from the vapour permeability of the insulating material utilised (Kunzel at al. (1998). This 

finding makes IWI a particularly controversial intervention, when addressing walls exposed to the 

prevailing winds, hence to wind-driven rain. This is the case for south and west facing walls in this study; 

however, south facing walls are also the most exposed to the beneficial effect of solar radiation in the 

climatic area investigated. Kolaitis et al. (2013), in Greece, investigating buildings envelopes made of 

porous materials, pointed out that high temperature difference between inside and outside the building 

element, combined with high indoor RH are the main conditions for condensation to take place. 

Therefore, during the winter season, when the difference in temperature is more extreme in the 

Mediterranean climate (where the research takes place), water vapour moves towards the colder 

external surface. When IWI is used, the wall mass cannot be heated by the interior of the building, and 

the outer face of the wall is directly exposed to the outdoor low temperatures, therefore compromising 

the drying potential of the wall. The same drivers of condensation risk highlighted in the Mediterranean 

climate by Kolaitis et al. (2013), were noted in two different studies, by Orlik-Kozdon et al. (2019) and 

Wojcik and Bomberg (2016), both carried out in Poland. Both concluded stating that the application of IWI 

implies higher risks of interstitial or surface condensation for the traditional building fabric, which in turn 

can compromise the integrity of wooden ceilings, typical in traditional buildings. This is especially true in 

areas of temperate climate, where the external temperatures can be significantly low in winter, therefore 
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the difference between indoor and outdoor surface temperature of the building envelope can be sensibly 

high. Starting from the same consideration, Harrestrup & Svendsen (2016), evaluated the risk of mould 

growth in the wooden beams and in the interface between the insulation and the brick wall of a 

traditional building in Denmark. They recommended not applying IWI on walls exposed to the prevailing 

winds and therefore to heavy rains, since the drying potential is reduced. They proposed a solution by 

adding a 200mm gap in the insulation above and below the floor/ceiling and assessed it with in situ 

measurements and with hygrothermal modelling. The results showed that, at low rain exposure 

coefficients, this solution can be considered moisture safe. Alternatively, as pointed out by Kolaitis et al. 

(2013), the common practice to alleviate problems associated with condensation is to apply a water 

vapour barrier on the inner surface of the insulation layer. However, the barrier can be mechanically 

damaged, therefore its effectiveness may be reduced; furthermore, and more importantly, preventing 

removal of the water vapour from the interior of the building, it may lead to an undesirable increase in 

the indoor relative humidity. Little et al. (2015) in Scotland, assessing common retrofit practice in the UK, 

came to a similar conclusion as Kolaitis et al. (2013). The authors criticised the common construction 

guidance and practice in the UK and in Ireland, based on the BS 5250:2011. In fact, the standard 

recommends the use of an air and vapor control layer (AVCL) to be placed in the warm side of the 

insulation whenever IWI is used, to avoid the risk of condensation, independently from the type of 

envelope. Little et al. (2015) pointed out that vapour barriers can sometimes turn out to be harmful to the 

building because they prevent vapour from evaporating from the room by diffusion when outside surface 

temperatures are higher than the room’s ambient temperature. In the temperate climate of the UK, this 

condition certainly takes place in the summer but also in some sunny winter days. 

In the UK, most of regulation and guidance on traditional heritage buildings, although stressing the 

importance of cautious interventions that take into account unintended consequences, does not provide 

specific advice concerning the actual methods to use to assess condensation risk. Most of the guidance 

produced by Historic England on Energy Efficiency and Historic Buildings simply reiterates that careful 

consideration must be taken of the condensation risks involved in adding insulation to traditional 

constructions (Historic England, 2016a, 2016b, 2016c, 2016d, 2016e and 2016h; Historic Scotland, 2013; 

SPAB, 2014 and 2020; STBA, 2012a). These retrofit guidance reports unanimously suggest the need for 

adequate ventilation and encourage the use of hygroscopic insulation materials. Breathable, hygroscopic 

materials in fact are considered beneficial thanks to the ‘buffering’ effect which they produce during 

fluctuations in temperature and vapour pressure, reducing the risk of surface and interstitial 

condensation occurring, hence minimising the impact on the hygrometric balance of the constructions. 

This approach was tested by Little and Arregi (2013) assessing the risk of condensation taking place after 

the application of a range of retrofit interventions for a traditional solid wall dwelling in Ireland. The 
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authors found that the assemblies with high vapour permeability and no membranes resulted in the 

lowest hygrothermal risk.  

A wide range of research has been conducted in Denmark to assess the risks of condensation caused by 

different internal insulation systems in order to aid in the decision-making process concerning the most 

suitable materials to use (Hansen et al., 2018; Nielsen et al., 2019; Soulios et al., 2019 to cite but some). 

They all came to similar conclusions as the study from Little and Arregi (2013). Soulios et al. (2019) 

noticed that the lowest increase in moisture content of the building envelope is expected when using 

systems made of capillary active insulation materials. The reason for this, according to the authors, is that 

they likely divert part of the moisture inwards to the insulation and eventually to the indoor environment. 

Hansen et al. (2018) utilised measurements and hygrothermal simulation to assess the risk of 

condensation in 4 CSs heritage dwellings when IWI was applied. Their study showed that a vapour barrier 

does not contribute positively to the performance of the system, while the solid masonry performs at its 

best when it is maintained vapour open. However, the envelope performance is highly dependent on 

other parameters as well, like insulation thickness and surface treatment and, above all, on the external 

hygrothermal loads. Nielsen et al. (2019) assessing the hygrothermal conditions of solid brick walls after 

the application of IWI, used dynamic hygrothermal simulation and sensitivity analysis to identify the 

dominating parameters responsible of the moisture content in the innermost layer of the bricks. They 

found that the wall orientation and the exposure to driving rain are much more relevant than the effect of 

a vapour barrier and the thickness of the insulation. Therefore, they concluded suggesting that the main 

focus, when insulating solid brick walls, should be on the resistance of the brick wall to driving rain and 

not on tightness of the vapour barrier or the insulation thickness as it has been traditionally. Other studies 

conducted in northern Europe pointed out that the effectiveness of IWI without vapour barrier depends 

on the application of insulation materials with enhanced water transport properties (Kloseiko et al., 2015; 

Vereeken et al., 2015; Jerman et al, 2019 to cite but some). Such materials contribute to fast liquid 

moisture redistribution therefore to mitigation of the risks related to water vapour condensation. Jerman 

et al. (2019), assessing a range of available IWI materials, recommend the use of wood fibreboard, flax 

fibres, hemp fibres, jute fibres, and sheep wool when it comes to historical and traditional buildings. 

These materials in fact are characterised by low thermal conductivity as well as high moisture diffusivity. 

Kloseiko et al. (2015) came to similar conclusions in Estonia assessing the condensation risk associated 

with the use of different IWI materials on a traditional brick wall by means of in-situ testing and dynamic 

hygrothermal simulation. The materials characterised by closed pores and relatively high vapour diffusion 

resistance resulted in the highest risk of condensation. The authors concluded suggesting that, in 

buildings subject to high moisture loads, alongside using materials with low vapour diffusion resistance, 

the use of a lower thickness of insulation could also be considered to reduce condensation risk. Similarly, 
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in the UK, Little et al. (2015) pointed out that “higher (i.e. poorer) U-values are hygrothermally less risky 

when insulating solid walls” (Little et al., 2015, p.196).  They suggested a sensible low-risk value to be 

achieved for retrofitted constructions in the range between 0.6 and 0.45 W/m2K, however calling for 

more research in this subject.  

Investigating a heritage building in Germany, Bottino et al. (2019) assessed the effect of breathable 

mineral and vegetal-based insulation systems (having excluded animal- based insulations systems due to 

lack of consistent hygrothermal data for them) and one capillary-active synthetic insulation system 

(polyurethane rigid foam board), utilising dynamic hygrothermal simulation. They concluded asserting 

that wood fibre and mineral foam are the best performing insulation materials when assessing the 

average relative humidity of the plaster behind the insulation. However, when simulated under the effect 

of heavy rain loads, moisture content in the wooden beams exceeded the critical threshold in all cases. 

Hence the authors also tested the use, on the outer face, of a water-repellent render. When assessing the 

thermal performance of the insulation assemblies, the authors noted a higher increase of the thermal 

transmittance with moisture content for vegetal insulation systems, especially wood fibre and cork. This is 

due to the higher moisture storage properties of these materials, which negatively affect the thermal 

transmittance of the insulation materials. Despite this, the thermo hygrometric analysis method utilised 

in this study evaluated positively the use of natural materials concluding that, beside their lower 

environmental impact, they can offer safer design solutions, preventing moisture related damages such as 

wood decay. When IWI was made of sheep wool, no decrease in thermal performance with the increase 

in moisture content was measured by Campbell et al. (2017) in a CS solid wall dwelling in the UK.  

Table 0.13 reports a synthesis of the literature reviewed that carried out condensation risk assessment 

studies, the retrofit measures investigated (internal wall insulation -IWI-, external wall insulation -EWI-, 

ground floor insulation -GFI-, roof insulation -RI-), the method used, the boundary conditions 

(temperature -T- and relative humidity -RH-). 

TABLE 0.13 CONDENSATION RISK ASSESSMENT STUDIES 

Author, year Type of building Location Retrofit 
measure 

Method Boundary conditions 

Bottino et al., 
2019 

1 CS 
Historic building 

Germany IWI Dynamic 
hygrothermal 
simulations 
(Delphin) 

External 
Average weather file 
Internal 
T 20-25°C 
RH 30-60% (based on ext daily temp 
data, EN 15026) 

Campbell et al., 
2017 

2 CS 
Traditional 
dwellings 

UK IWI Monitoring and 
Thermography 

N.a. 

Cascione et al., 
2017 

3 CS 
Dwellings 

Italy IWI Glaser method  
And Dynamic 
hygrothermal 
simulation (WUFI) 

External  
Average weather file 
Internal 
RH normal moisture load 
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(UNI EN ISO 13788) 

Hansen et al., 
2018 

4 CS Historic 
Dwellings 

Denmark IWI In situ 
measurement 
And Dynamic 
hygrothermal 
simulations 
(Delphin) 

External 
Specific weather file 
Internal  
T 22°C 
RH 55%  

Harrestrup & 
Svendsen, 2016 

1 CS Heritage 
dwellings block 

Denmark IWI In situ 
measurement 
And Dynamic 
hygrothermal 
simulations 
(Delphin) 

External 
Average weather file 
Internal  
T 20°C 
RH 50% 

Kloseiko et al., 
2015 

1 CS 
Historic building 

Estonia IWI In situ testing  
And 
Dynamic 
hygrothermal 
simulations 
(Delphin) 

External 
Test reference year weather file 
Internal  
T 21°C 
RH Moisture in excess of +2.3 to +4.4 
g/m3 (average 
conditions in dwellings with high 
humidity loads) 

Kolaitis et al., 
2013 

1 model of 
typical 
dwelling 

Greece IWI and 
EWI 

Hygro-thermal 
simulations 
(HETRAN code) 

External 
Average weather file 
Internal  
T 20°C 
RH 50% 

Kunzel, 1996 1 model of 
typical solid wall   

Germany IWI and 
EWI 

In situ 
measurement 
And 
Dynamic 
hygrothermal 
simulations (WUFI) 

External 
Average weather file 
Internal 
T 22°C 
RH 50%  

Kunzel, 2000 1 model of 
typical 
Cathedral  

Germany RI Glaser method  
And  
Dynamic 
hygrothermal 
simulation 
(WUFI) 

External 
Average weather file 
Internal 
T 20°C 
RH 50%  

Little & Arregi 
2013 

1CS 
Traditional 
dwelling 

Ireland IWI DHS (WUFI) 
And physical 
measurements 

External 
Average weather file 
Internal  
RH 40-60% (based on ext daily temp 
data, EN 15026) 

Little et al., 
2015 

1CS 
Traditional 
dwelling 

Scotland IWI 
 

Glaser method  
And  
Dynamic 
hygrothermal 
simulations (WUFI) 

Glaser Method: 
External 
Average weather file 
Internal  
T 20°C 
RH based on ext daily temp, EN 15026  
Dynamic hygrothermal simulations: 
External 
Design Reference Year dataset 
Internal  
T 20°C 
RH 40-60% (based on ext daily temp 
data, EN 15026) 

Liu et al., 2017 1 model of 
typical solid wall   

China N.a. Dynamic 
hygrothermal 
simulation 

External 
72 hours of monitored data 
Internal 
T 22°C 
RH 50%  
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Orlik-Kozdon, 
2019 

1 CS 
solid wall 
building 

Poland IWI In situ 
measurement 
And 
Dynamic 
hygrothermal 
simulations (WUFI) 

External  
Average weather file 
Internal  
Measured T and RH data 

Scottish Energy 
Centre, 2013 

1 CS 
Traditional 
Dwelling 

Scotland IWI In situ testing, 
Thermography 
And  
Glaser method 

External 
T given by monitoring during the 
month of October 
Internal 
T 16°C 
RH Critical period of high indoor 
measured RH  

Soulios et al., 
2019 

1 CS 
solid wall 
building 

Denmark IWI Dynamic 
hygrothermal 
simulations 
(Delphin) 

External  
Average weather file 
Internal 
T 22°C 
RH 50%  

Tijskens et al., 
2017 

1 model of 
typical solid wall   

Belgium IWI Dynamic 
hygrothermal 
simulations 
(Delphin) 

External  
Average weather file 
Internal 
Indoor values in a range 

Vereecken et 
al., 2014 

1 model of 
typical solid wall   

Belgium IWI Probabilistic 
method 

External  
Average weather file 
Internal 
T 20°, +/-1.5°C living 
T 17°, +/-2° C bedroom 
RH g/m3 +/-0, 3.5 % 

* The standard specifies that, in the absence of well defined - controlled, measured or simulated - internal air conditions, a 
simplified approach to determine the internal temperature and humidity for heated buildings (only dwellings and offices) based 
on the external air temperature may be used. 
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Appendix 9b:  Condensation risk analysis application  
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This section presents the detailed description of the condensation analysis performed for one element of 

the construction in CS7. The element object of analysis is the external south-facing wall finished in plaster 

on lath. Figure 0.22 (left) shows the IES model of the dwelling investigated (in blue) and of the adjacent 

dwellings. The wall object of the analysis is the one highlighted in blue in the photo (Figure 0.22, right). 

 

FIGURE 0.22 CS7 AND THE WALL FINISHED IN PLASTER ON LATH, OBJECT OF THE CONDENSATION ANALYSIS 

 Appendix 11 describes, for each element of the construction, the status-quo material build-up (Table 

0.14 for this example) and the material build-ups modelled to simulate all the selected responsible 

interventions for it.  

TABLE 0.14 CS7: A6A EXTERNAL WALL FINISHED IN PLASTER ON LATH – STATUS-QUO CONSTRUCTION 
External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 1.1843 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 426.5        

Int. conditions: T21C (living room set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

 

Below each status-quo Construction Table (in the red rectangle here below Table 0.14) the internal and 

external conditions used in the condensation analysis were reported in appendix 11 for each CS. The 

construction investigated here is in both the living room and the master bedroom. The temperature set-

point used in the modelling of the base-case scenario is 21°C for the living room and 18°C for the 

bedroom. Hence, for the analysis of this construction, 21°C (the highest indoor temperature) was used, to 

allow for the highest temperature difference between indoor and outdoor conditions. This way, the 
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worst-case scenario was considered for the condensation risk assessment, following the advice in BS EN 

15026. The indoor RH and external conditions were also obtained as recommended by the BS EN 15026 

and explained in chapter 5 and the following values were used: 

- 50% for indoor RH  

- 4.7°C for external temperature (the lowest value out of one year monthly average temperatures 

from the Brighton weather file, adjusted according to BS 5250)  

- 90% for external RH (the highest value out of one year monthly average RH from the Brighton 

weather file adjusted according to BS 5250). 

Firstly, the medium risk intervention M1 (blown insulation behind lath) was assessed. Table 0.15 reports 

the material build-up of the retrofitted construction as it was modelled in IES. The new layer added to the 

base-case construction was evidenced in green in the tab.  

TABLE 0.15 CS7: A6AM1 INTERNAL BLOWN INSULATION BEHIND LATH 

A6aM1 (Blown Cellulose) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.6658 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Blown Cellulose    33.5 0.04 50 2010 0.8375  9.5 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 426.5        

 

For each new retrofitted construction modelled in Apache Sim, in the project construction window the 

“condensation analysis” option was selected (see Figure 0.23, highlighted in red) to carry out the moisture 

risk-assessment. 
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FIGURE 0.23 PROJECT CONSTRUCTION TAB FOR THE CONSTRUCTION A6AM1 MODELLED IN IES 

In the condensation analysis window, the boundary conditions were set in accordance with the strategy 

devised and described in chapter 5, as follows: 

- Internal Temperature: 21°C 

- Internal RH: 50% 

- External Temperature: 4.7°C 

- External RH: 90% 

Given these set conditions, the graph shown in Figure 0.24 was produced, where the dashed green line 

represents the temperature gradient from inside to outside the construction, through all the layers of it. 

The blue line shows the saturated vapour pressure and the red line the modelled vapour pressure 

through the construction. If these two lines intercept, the software shows a dot where this takes place to 

indicate the likelihood of condensation forming. In this construction, the two lines never meet, although 

being very close to each other at one point. Therefore, this intervention was considered moisture safe 

and this material build-up was applied to the base case construction in the following stages of analysis to 

assess the effectiveness of this intervention, individually and combined with the others. 
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FIGURE 0.24 CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WINDOW FOR INTERVENTION A6AM1 

The first high-risk intervention (H1) devised for this construction is internal blanket insulation (A6aH1) and 

the new material build-up is described in Table 0.16 (in green the added layers). Because there were no 

decorative elements in the construction in object, it aimed to achieve the target U-value of 0.30 W/m2K 

for this construction, utilising a 40mm aerogel blanket. However, the Table shows in red the summary 

data concerning this construction to highlight that, given this material build-up, the construction failed 

the condensation analysis. 

TABLE 0.16 CS7: A6AH1 INTERNAL BLANKET INSULATION 40MM  

A6aH1 (Aerogel blanket) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.2838 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 476.5        

 

The graph produced by the condensation analysis window in IES and shown in Figure 0.25, shows two 

potential points of condensation: one at the connection between aerogel and lime plaster and one along 

the internal face of the wall. Both quite dangerous positions for condensation to take place as extremely 

close to the internal face of the wall, hence potentially affecting the wall where it meets timber elements 

of the construction. 
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FIGURE 0.25 CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WINDOW FOR INTERVENTION A6AH1: 40MM INSULATION BLANKET 

Hence, following the strategy devised in this study to ensure that the interventions proposed are 

reasonably moisture safe (chapter 5), the thickness of the aerogel insulation was first halved and a new 

construction with 20mm blanket insulation was considered (Table 0.17). 

TABLE 0.17 CS7: A6AH1 FIRST REVISION: INTERNAL BLANKET INSULATION 20MM 
A6aH1 (Aerogel blanket) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.4566 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 456.5        

 

The graph produced by the condensation analysis window in IES and shown in Figure 0.26 still highlights 

one potential point of condensation along the internal face of the wall.    
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FIGURE 0.26 CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WINDOW FOR INTERVENTION A6AH1: 20MM INSULATION BLANKET 

Hence, following the strategy devised in this study, the thickness of the insulation was further reduced to 

10 mm (halving the previous thickness again) and a new construction was tested (see Table 0.18). 

TABLE 0.18 CS7: A6AH1 SECOND REVISION: INTERNAL BLANKET INSULATION 10MM 

A6aH1 (Aerogel blanket) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.6564 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 1000 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 446.5        

 

Finally, the graph produced by the condensation analysis window in IES, shown in Figure 0.27, did not 

highlight any potential point of condensation and the construction modelled this way was considered 

safe, although not anymore achieving the target U-value. Hence the modified materials’ build-up post 

analysis was used for the intervention A6aH1 in CS7, to be applied to the base-case model and simulated 

in the following stage of research. 
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FIGURE 0.27 CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WINDOW FOR INTERVENTION A6AH1: 10MM INSULATION BLANKET 

The second high-risk intervention (H2) devised for this construction is internal wood fibre board insulation 

(A6aH2). The material build-up for it is described in Table 0.19 (in green the added layers). Aiming to 

achieve the target U-value of 0.30 W/m2K for this construction, 100mm wood fibreboard insulation was 

initially added to the base-case material build-up.  

TABLE 0.19 CS7: A6A_H2 INTERNAL WOOD FIBRE BOARD INSULATION 100MM 

A6aH2 (wood fb) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.2979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood fb 100 0.040 161 2100 2.5000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 536.5        

The graph produced by the condensation analysis window in IES and shown in Figure 0.28 highlights one 

potential point of condensation along the internal face of the wall.    
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FIGURE 0.28 CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WINDOW FOR INTERVENTION A6AH2:  100MM WOOD FIBREBOARD INSULATION 

Hence, following the strategy devised in this study, the thickness of the insulation was first halved to 

50mm, and a new construction was assessed (Table 0.20). 

TABLE 0.20 CS7: A6A_H2 INTERNAL WOOD FIBRE BOARD INSULATION 50MM 
A6aH2 (wood fb) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.4746 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood fb 50 0.040 161 2100 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 486.5        

However, the graph produced by the condensation analysis window in IES and shown in Figure 0.29 still 

highlights one potential point of condensation along the internal face of the wall. 
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FIGURE 0.29 CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WINDOW FOR INTERVENTION A6AH2: 50MM WOOD FIBREBOARD INSULATION 

Hence, following the strategy devised in this study the thickness of the insulation was further reduced to 

40mm, the minimum considered practicable for a natural material (Table 0.21).  

TABLE 0.21 CS7: A6AH2 INTERNAL WOOD FIBRE BOARD INSULATION 40MM 

A6aH2 (wood fb) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.5385 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood fb 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 476.5        

For this construction, even considering the minimum insulation thickness, the graph produced by the 

condensation analysis window in IES (Figure 0.30) highlights one remaining potential point of 

condensation along the internal face of the wall. 
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FIGURE 0.30 CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WINDOW FOR INTERVENTION A6AH2: 40MM WOOD FIBREBOARD INSULATION 

Hence, following the strategy devised in this study, the same construction was assessed for condensation 

assuming the use of a dehumidifier to keep the indoor RH within 45%. The graph produced as an outcome 

of the condensation analysis is shown in Figure 0.31. The saturated vapour pressure line (in blue) and the 

modelled vapour pressure line (in red) do not meet in the graph. Hence, the analysis excludes the risk of 

interstitial condensation taking place. The construction was therefore considered moisture-safe and 

applicable, when made of 40mm of insulation and ensuring that internal RH does not exceed 45% by 

means of a dehumidifier. 

 

FIGURE 0.31 CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WINDOW FOR INTERVENTION A6AH2:  40MM WOOD FIBREBOARD INSULATION AND 

DEHUMIDIFIER IN THE LIVING ROOM (21°C INDOOR TEMPERATURE) 

The same analysis was carried out at this stage for the bedroom wall, with the same construction but 

indoor temperature of 18°C, and the graph resulted in no points of condensation (Figure 0.32). Hence, the 
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use of dehumidifier was deemed necessary only in the living room, where the indoor temperature set-

point is 21°C. 

 

FIGURE 0.32 CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WINDOW FOR INTERVENTION A6AH2: 40MM WOOD FIBREBOARD INSULATION IN THE 

BEDROOM (18°C INDOOR TEMPERATURE) 
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Appendix 9c:  Dynamic Hygrothermal simulation test 
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A test was carried out using dynamic hygrothermal simulation to assess the risk of condensation taking 

place in the external south-facing wall of CS7, internally finished in plaster on lath and exposed to the 

prevailing winds`. The wall was assessed in its baseline construction and post retrofit (insulated with 

blown cellulose, aerogel, and wood fibreboard). For this purpose, the software WUFI (Fraunhofer, 2018) 

was used to run a basic simulation of the wall’s assemblies, given the average Brighton weather file, 

orientation and level above ground of the construction. The results obtained by the dynamic simulation 

were compared with those given by the IES analysis carried out for this construction (as described in 

section 5.5.3 and reported in appendix 11 for each construction in each CS). The comparison was used to 

assess how conservative the IES predictions are and whether this could affect the results of this study. 

The results of this analysis are reported as follows. 

Baseline scenario 

The wall was first assessed in its baseline construction. For this purpose, a component was created in 

WUFI, made of all the layers of the wall construction (Figure 0.33). For each material in the assembly, the 

most suitable one from the WUFI database was selected, its thermo-hygrometric properties were 

checked and, where necessary modified to match those inputted in the IES constructions. The WUFI 

manual suggests a calculation period of at least three years to run the simulation in order to determine 

whether the construction is in dynamic equilibrium, i.e. whether there is any change in moisture content 

from one year to the next (Fraunhofer, 2019). For this study the calculation period was extended to 5 

years to have a better understanding of the behaviour of the building element over time.  

 

FIGURE 0.33 COMPONENT ASSEMBLY IN WUFI. 
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The report obtained as an outcome of the simulation (Figure 0.34) shows only one convergence failure, 

which, according the WUFI manual (Fraunhofer, 2019), means the calculation was carried out without any 

significant problem. This is also confirmed by the two Balances, which were close in this analysis. Balance 

1 shows the change in total water content during the calculation and Balance 2 is the sum of the moisture 

flows over the surfaces. Large differences between them would mean numerical problems in the 

calculation and an unreliable result (Fraunhofer, 2019).  

 

FIGURE 0.34 SCREENSHOT OF PART OF THE REPORT FROM THE WUFI SIMULATION 

The quick graphs option provides an overview of the calculation result. The first evaluation of the result is 

based on the total water content. This indicates whether moisture increases or decreases in the 

component during the investigated period. In the graph obtained for the front wall of CS7 in its baseline 

scenario (Figure 0.35), the water content decreases over time from the initial conditions, hence the 

construction is drying out and the assembly is reaching its dynamic equilibrium (where the variation in 

water content is contained within a very small range of values). If this was not the case, it would have 

been necessary to extend the simulation time. When comparing different constructions, the level of the 

total amount of water content is irrelevant as it depends on the thickness and materials build-up of the 

construction. It is possible instead to compare different constructions on the basis of the pattern of the 

total water content throughout the five years investigated. 
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FIGURE 0.35 TOTAL WATER CONTENT FOR THE WALL CONSTRUCTION IN THE BASELINE SCENARIO  

The total water content graph (Figure 0.35) indicates that moisture decreases in the component during 

the investigated period, hence the construction is drying out and the assembly is reaching its dynamic 

equilibrium.  

This is likely due to two main reasons: 

- the wall faces South, hence can benefit from the highest solar gain 

- it is on the 4th floor, hence more exposed to the prevailing winds, which can help the drying process of 

the assembly.  
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The following graphs (Figure 0.36) show the water content in the individual material layers. No 

permanent moisture accumulation takes place in the individual layers, and they all reach dynamic 

equilibrium at the end of the period. 

  

  

 

FIGURE 0.36 WATER CONTENT FOR THE INDIVIDUAL LAYERS OF THE CONSTRUCTION  

Finally, the course of actual and dew-point temperature is displayed for each monitor position set in the 

construction assembly (exterior surface, masonry wall and interior surface, see Figure 0.33). The graphs 

are plotted against time and show the relationship between actual temperature and dew-point 

temperature at critical locations, with visible peaks and valleys occurring on an annual basis. Where the 

actual temperature overlaps the dew-point temperature, it can be assumed that condensation will form. 

The greater the deviation between the two temperatures the less risk of the formation of condensation. 

The graphs shown in Figure 0.37 allow for examining whether the actual temperature (in red) falls below 

the dew-point temperature (in violet) at any time during the period of analysis: in those points, 

condensation could take place. This is not the case for any monitor position in the base-case assembly. 

However, the external surface (first graph in the series) shows actual temperature very close to the dew-
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point temperature for the whole period of investigation. The masonry construction (second graph) shows 

a clear improvement after the third year, with actual temperature clearly higher than dew-point 

temperature. Finally, the interior surface (third graph) shows two distinct lines for the whole length of the 

graph.  

 

 

 

FIGURE 0.37 ACTUAL AND DEW-POINT TEMPERATURE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL MONITOR POSITIONS SET IN THE CONSTRUCTION 

ASSEMBLY 

Lastly the graph “Mon.Pos. Isopleths” (Figure 0.38) plots, for each monitor position, the relative humidity 

at each time step against the simultaneous temperature. The time reference is indicated by a colour 

sequence from yellow (first time step) to black (last time step). This enables, among other things, an 

evaluation of whether conditions of high temperature and high humidity occur at the same time which 

may create problems for some materials. For the monitor position on the interior surface the limit 

isopleths for mould growth, depending on the substrate quality, are also shown (with grey lines). If the 
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hygrothermal conditions at the interior surface or at material boundaries stay below these curves, any 

risk of mould growth can be excluded. In this instance, no mould growth should take place on the internal 

face of the assembly. 

 

FIGURE 0.38 “MON.POS. ISOPLETHS” PLOT FOR THE INTERIOR SURFACE 

The postprocessor WUFI® Bio was lastly used to check whether growth conditions for surface 

condensation take place at any time during the period of assessment. Figure 0.39 shows the output 

where the risk-free condition is highlighted by the green circle on the top left corner. 

 

FIGURE 0.39 SURFACE CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WITH WUFI BIO 

Figure 0.40 shows the last screenshot of the simulation animation, where it is clearly shown that, at that 

moment in time, the wall is not at risk of condensation (RH steeply dropping, moving toward the interior 

face of the wall). The full animation confirms the results obtained from the IES analysis, showing that 

condensation risk decreases over time in this construction.   
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FIGURE 0.40 LAST PHOTOGRAM OF THE SIMULATION ANIMATION IN WUFI FOR THE BASELINE SCENARIO 

Blown cellulose insulation 

The report obtained for the assembly retrofitted with blown insulation, shows no convergence failure, 

meaning the calculation was carried out without any problem at all. This is also confirmed by the identical 

Balances.  

The total water content (Figure 0.41) indicates that moisture decreases in the component during the 

investigated period, hence the construction is drying out. 

 

FIGURE 0.41 TOTAL WATER CONTENT FOR THE WALL CONSTRUCTION IN THE BASELINE SCENARIO  
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The following graphs (Figure 0.42) show the water content in the individual material layers. No 

permanent moisture accumulation takes place in these layers, and they all reach dynamic equilibrium by 

the end of the period. 

  

  

 

FIGURE 0.42 WATER CONTENT FOR THE INDIVIDUAL LAYERS OF THE CONSTRUCTION 

Finally, the course of actual temperature and dew-point temperature is displayed for the individual 

monitor positions set in the construction assembly (Figure 0.33). In none of the graphs (Figure 0.43) does 

the violet course of the dew-point temperature lie above the red course of the temperature. However, 

the graph for the brickwork layer (second graph in the series) shows a temperature constantly close to its 

lowest limit, confirming what was highlighted by the IES analysis (Figure 0.44, as shown in appendix 11). 

The two lines tend to be more clearly distinguished approaching the 3rd year of investigation, meaning 

that the condition is stable and safe. The interior surface (last graph) shows two distinct lines for the 

whole length of the graph, meaning that there is no risk of condensation throughout the whole period.  
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FIGURE 0.43 ACTUAL AND DEW-POINT TEMPERATURE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL MONITOR POSITIONS SET IN THE CONSTRUCTION 

ASSEMBLY 

 

FIGURE 0.44 IES CONDENSATION RISK ASSESSMENT FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INSULATED WITH BLOWN CELLULOSE  
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Lastly the graph “Mon.Pos. Isopleths” for the interior surface (Figure 0.45) shows that the limit isopleths 

for mould growth are well above the hygrothermal conditions at the interior surface, hence any risk of 

mould growth can be excluded.  

 

FIGURE 0.45 “MON.POS. ISOPLETHS” PLOT FOR THE INTERIOR SURFACE 

The postprocessor WUFI® Bio output (Figure 0.46) finally confirms the risk-free condition, highlighted by 

the green circle on the top left corner of the graph.

 

FIGURE 0.46 SURFACE CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WITH WUFI BIO 

Figure 0.47 shows the last screenshot of the simulation animation where it is evident that the RH in the 

wall does not reach 100% for most of its thickness and condensation could only take place close to the 

external face of the construction, hence not generating risks for the timber floor and ceiling structures. 

The full animation confirms the results obtained from the IES analysis, showing that condensation risk 

decreases over time in this construction.   
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FIGURE 0.47 LAST PHOTOGRAM OF THE SIMULATION ANIMATION IN WUFI FOR THE BASELINE SCENARIO 

Aerogel insulation 

The assembly with aerogel insulation, was then assessed.  The report obtained as an outcome of the 

simulation run, shows four convergence failures, meaning the calculation was carried out without 

significant problems. This is also confirmed by the nearly identical Balances.  

The total water content (Figure 0.48) indicates that moisture decreases in the component during the 

investigated period, hence the construction is drying out and the assembly is reaching its dynamic 

equilibrium.  

 

FIGURE 0.48 TOTAL WATER CONTENT FOR THE WALL CONSTRUCTION IN THE BASELINE SCENARIO  
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The following graphs (Figure 0.49) show the water content in the individual material layers. No 

permanent moisture accumulation takes place in these layers, and they all reach dynamic equilibrium. 

  

  

  

 

FIGURE 0.49 WATER CONTENT FOR THE INDIVIDUAL LAYERS OF THE CONSTRUCTION  

Finally, the course of actual and dew-point temperature is displayed for the individual monitor positions 

set in the construction assembly (Figure 0.50). In none of the graphs does the violet course of the dew-

point temperature lie above the red course of the temperature. The graph for the brickwork layer (second 

graph in the series) indicates this layer as the most problematic showing a temperature constantly close 
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to its lowest limit, validating what was highlighted in the IES analysis (Figure 0.51, as shown in 

appendix11). The two lines tend to be more clearly distinguished in the second part of the graph, from 

the 3rd year of investigation, showing a slight improvement in the conditions. The interior surface (third 

graph) shows two distinct lines for the whole length of the graph.  

 

 

 

FIGURE 0.50 ACTUAL AND DEW-POINT TEMPERATURE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL MONITOR POSITIONS SET IN THE CONSTRUCTION 

ASSEMBLY 
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FIGURE 0.51 IES CONDENSATION RISK ASSESSMENT FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INSULATED WITH BLOWN CELLULOSE  

Lastly the graph “Mon.Pos. Isopleths” for the interior surface (Figure 0.52) shows that the limit isopleths 

for mould growth are well above the hygrothermal conditions at the interior surface, hence any risk of 

mould growth can be excluded.  

 

FIGURE 0.52 “MON.POS. ISOPLETHS” PLOT FOR THE INTERIOR SURFACE 

The postprocessor WUFI® Bio output (Figure 0.53) confirms the risk-free condition, indicated by the green 

circle on the top left corner of the graph. 

 

FIGURE 0.53 SURFACE CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WITH WUFI BIO 
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Figure 0.54 shows the last screenshot of the simulation animation. The RH in the wall does not reach 

100% for most of its thickness and condensation could only take place close to the external face of the 

construction, hence not generating risks for the wooden structures. The full animation confirms the 

results obtained from the IES analysis, showing that condensation risk decreases over time. 

.   

FIGURE 0.54 LAST PHOTOGRAM OF THE SIMULATION ANIMATION IN WUFI FOR THE BASELINE SCENARIO 

Wood fibreboard 

The report for the assembly with wood fibreboard insulation shows only four convergence failures, hence 

the calculation has no significant problems. This is confirmed by the nearly identical Balances.  

The total water content (Figure 0.55) indicates that the assembly is reaching its dynamic equilibrium after 

the first year; yet seasonal variations of the total water content take place along the graph, as expected. 

This can be considered normal as they are confined to a limited range of variation. 
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FIGURE 0.55 TOTAL WATER CONTENT FOR THE WALL CONSTRUCTION IN THE BASELINE SCENARIO  

The following graphs (Figure 0.56) show the water content in the individual material layers. No 

permanent moisture accumulation takes place in the individual layers, and they all reach dynamic 

equilibrium in 5 years. 

   

  

 

FIGURE 0.56 WATER CONTENT FOR THE INDIVIDUAL LAYERS OF THE CONSTRUCTION  
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Finally, the course of actual and dew-point temperatures is displayed for the individual monitor positions 

(Figure 0.33). In none of the graphs (Figure 0.57) does the violet course of the dew-point temperature lie 

above the red course. The graph for the brickwork layer (second graph in the series) shows a temperature 

constantly close to its lowest limit, confirming what was highlighted in the IES analysis (Figure 0.58). The 

two lines tend to be more clearly distinguished after the 3rd year of investigation. The interior surface 

(third graph) shows two distinct lines for the whole length of the graph.  

 

 

 

FIGURE 0.57 ACTUAL AND DEW-POINT TEMPERATURE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL MONITOR POSITIONS SET IN THE CONSTRUCTION 

ASSEMBLY 
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FIGURE 0.58 IES CONDENSATION RISK ASSESSMENT FOR THE CONSTRUCTION INSULATED WITH BLOWN CELLULOSE 

Lastly the graph “Mon.Pos. Isopleths” for the interior surface (Figure 0.59) shows that the limit isopleths 

for mould growth are above the hygrothermal conditions at the interior surface, hence any risk of mould 

growth can be excluded.  

 

FIGURE 0.59 “MON.POS. ISOPLETHS" PLOT FOR THE INTERIOR SURFACE 

The postprocessor WUFI® Bio output (Figure 0.60) confirms the risk-free condition, highlighted by the 

green circle on the top left corner of the graph. 

 

FIGURE 0.60 SURFACE CONDENSATION ANALYSIS WITH WUFI BIO 
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Figure 0.61 shows the last screenshot of the simulation animation where it is evident that the RH in the 

wall does not reach 100% for most of its thickness and condensation could only take place close to the 

external face of the construction, hence not generating risks for the timber floors. However, the full 

animation shows that condensation risk increases over time in this construction.  

 

 

FIGURE 0.61 LAST PHOTOGRAM OF THE SIMULATION ANIMATION IN WUFI FOR THE BASELINE SCENARIO 

To better assess the condensation risk taking place with all the interventions investigated for this wall, 

further graphs were produced (Figure 0.62). These show the variation in RH in the brickwork, during the 

period investigated, for the following constructions: baseline scenario, with blown cellulose, with aerogel, 

with wood fibreboard.  
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FIGURE 0.62 VARIATION IN RH IN THE BRICKWORK FOR THE SCENARIOS: BASELINE, WITH BLOWN CELLULOSE, WITH AEROGEL, 

WITH WOOD FIBREBOARD 

The graphs clearly show all interventions increase the RH value in the brickwork compared to the baseline 

scenario (first graph). In all the insulated constructions, condensation takes place recurrently every year in 

the solid bricks layer (where the blue line for RH reaches 100%). For all insulated constructions, however, 

high peaks of RH are always followed by periods of lower RH values, in which the construction may 

release its moisture content back to the internal and/or external environment. Nevertheless, the 

construction insulated with wood fibreboard (fourth one in the series) shows RH values to be higher 

overall than the other constructions and shorter periods of lower RH values. This may lead to more 

frequent problems of condensation. Wood fibreboard therefore has the highest condensation risk, as 

shown in the IES analysis. However, to further assess whether and how much of the condensation taking 

place is then able to evaporate, more research is needed.   
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Appendix 10:  Summary and review of available dehumidifiers  
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In CSs 7, 13 and 14, when applying the measures at risk of condensation, the energy consumption and 

CO2 emissions post intervention must also take into account the consumption due to the use of a 

dehumidifier (see chapter 5, section 5.5.4).  

To estimate the energy consumption of the currently available dehumidifiers suitable for use in dwellings 

in the UK, firstly, a desktop research was carried out. From a first look at the manufacturers’ websites 

(EcoAir, Ecor, Fral, Igenix, Inventor, Meaco, Stanley, Toyotomi, all marketed in the UK), it was clear that 

the energy consumption of different dehumidifiers can be different, and often in correlation not just to 

their capacity, but also to the type chosen, i.e. desiccant or refrigerant. These two main categories of 

dehumidifiers available in the industry are characterised by different methods of extracting moisture from 

the air and different running costs. 

Refrigerant dehumidifiers draw in indoor damp air from the building and pass it over a cold evaporator 

coil which cools the air below its dew-point temperature. This results in condensation that is collected 

and removed. The dry air in the machine is then passed over warm coils, heating the air again before 

exiting the machine. This dry air is in many machines pushed out at pressure so can be directed at specific 

damp affected areas to accelerate drying. Desiccant dehumidifiers instead, operate by way of passing air 

through a rotor which contains moisture adsorbent desiccant material (typically silica gel). Once water is 

removed, dry air can be blown back into the dwelling. Water collected within the desiccant wheel is 

removed by adding heat and the vaporised moisture can then be ducted out of the building. 

Table 0.22 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of the two types of dehumidifiers considered in 

the context of this study, based on the information collected through the desk study (AHAM, 2020; 

choosedehumidifier.co.uk, 2020, 2020b, 2020c).  

https://choosedehumidifier.co.uk/
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TABLE 0.22 REFRIGERANT AND DESICCANT DEHUMIDIFIERS AND THEIR MAIN ADVANTAGES (IN GREEN) AND DISADVANTAGES (IN 

RED) 

Assessment 
criteria 

Refrigerant dehumidifiers Desiccant dehumidifiers 

Advantages Disadvantages Advantages Disadvantages 

Running costs Have the lowest running 
cost when indoor 
temperature is above 
15°C 

  Slightly higher running 
costs 

Extraction 
rate 

 The extraction rate 
sensibly drops when 
indoor temperature 
goes below 20°C 

Extraction rate is 
constant at different 
ranges of indoor 
temperature and RH 

 

Range of 
indoor 
conditions 

 Most effective at higher 
RH (60% and more) and 
temperatures (20°C and 
more) 

Most effective at lower 
RH and temperatures.  
 

 

Capacities  Larger capacity (10-20 
litres/day) 

Smaller capacity (6-12 
litres/day) 

 

Loudness  Compressors generally 
make these 
dehumidifiers slightly 
louder than desiccant 
ones 

No compressor or coils 
needed, hence they are 
quieter than refrigerant 
ones 

 

Weight/size  Heavier and larger in 
size  
 

Lighter as they don’t 
include a compressor or 
coils 

 

Comfort    Can make the room 
uncomfortably warm in 
the summer  

To make a decision about the type of dehumidifier to deploy in this study, first of all a list of the 

specifications due to the conditions of use in the CSs investigated was made, as follows: 

- It must be small in size and non-intrusive to account for the heritage value of the building 

- It does not need to work in large spaces, as it is not used to provide a whole house 

dehumidification. In fact, given the condensation analysis, just one room needs a dehumidifier in 

CS7 (living room, 55m2) and CS14 (living room, 20.4m2) and two adjacent rooms need it in CS13 

(living room and study, total of 54m2) 

- It must be used in living areas, hence must not be noisy 

- It must run in winter, when condensation is likely to take place in the climatic area investigated, 

therefore the only main disadvantage of a desiccant dehumidifier (increasing room temperature), 

could be disregarded 

- It must be in use during the time when the heating system is also in use (therefore when the 

highest temperature differential can be recorded), hence when indoor temperature is 21°C 

(temperature set-point in the living room) 

- It must reduce the indoor RH to 45% and to be activated whenever it exceeds this value. 

For these reasons, a desiccant dehumidifier was chosen in this study, because they offer several 

advantages for the type of dwellings under investigation: 
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- They are available in smaller sizes and capacities than refrigerant dehumidifiers (often preferred 

for a whole house dehumidification), which is of fundamental importance in this study due to the 

heritage value of the dwellings investigated 

- They are quieter than refrigerant dehumidifiers, which is also an essential characteristic if they 

need to be used in the living areas when they are occupied and in use 

- They are more effective than refrigerant dehumidifiers at humidity levels lower than 60%, which 

is generally the case in the dwellings investigated, when the heating system is in use. 

The size of the dehumidifier also determines its energy consumption. The technical data available by 

manufacturers, generally refer to the water tank size and to the machine’s capacity. The water tank size 

of a domestic dehumidifier is generally between 2-6 litres. Manufacturers list capacity in litres of water 

extracted per day, which often range from 5l/day to 50l/day. This is a useful figure for comparing 

dehumidifiers, but it usually refers to the maximum extraction in ideal conditions (ideal temperature and 

RH). Most of the manufacturers’ website consulted provide the humidity and temperature the capacity 

was measured at. A dehumidifier will rarely reach these numbers because extraction varies greatly 

depending on the temperature and humidity of the air. All dehumidifiers are rated in Watts (W). This is 

the amount of energy per second the dehumidifier requires to run. Alongside their power rating, the 

dehumidifiers’ energy consumption is affected by RH, temperature, energy saving features and running 

time. 

A rough calculation of the size of the dehumidifier needed was made following the specifications given by 

the guides published by the American Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM, 2020). It 

recommends the values reported in Table 0.23 for spaces not bigger than 45m2 and 90m2, which is the 

case for this study. 

TABLE 0.23 CAPACITY LINKED TO ROOM SIZE AND HUMIDITY LEVELS 

Level of moisture Room size 
not bigger than 45m2 

Room size 
between 45 and 90 m2 

Mild damp 5.5 l/day 8 l/day 

Moderate damp 6.5 l/day 9.5 l/day 

Therefore, the study room in CS13 (19m2) and the living room in CS14 (20.4m2) were estimated to need a 

6l dehumidifier, while the study and living together in CS13 (54m2 in total) and the living room in CS7 

(55m2) were estimated to need a 9l dehumidifier. From the desktop research conducted, two desiccant 

dehumidifiers were selected, which have the capacities needed in the rooms investigated, as follows: 

A. Eco Air DD1 Mini SLIM 6L Desiccant Dehumidifier (power consumption 442W) 

B. Toyotomi TDZ80 9L Desiccant dehumidifier (power consumption 620W). 

http://www.aham.org/
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Hence, for the CSs needing dehumidifier, the contribution given by the use of dehumidifier to the final 

HEC was calculated utilising the power consumption of either A. or B. (depending from the size of the 

rooms where it was needed) and multiplying this value by the estimated hours of use of the dehumidifier 

over a year as explained in chapter 5, section 5.5.4. 
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Appendix 11: Case Studies Reports 
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Notes to Appendix 11 

A1 115mm for a half-brick wall (imperial size). 

A2 227mm for a one-brick wall (imperial size). 

A3 352mm= 227mm+10mm (mortar)+115mm for a one-and-half brick wall (imperial size). 

A4 464mm= 227mm+10mm (mortar)+227mm for a two-bricks wall (imperial size). 

B1 102.5 mm for a half-brick wall (metric size). 

B2 215 mm for a one-brick wall (metric size). 

B3 327.5 mm= 215mm+10mm (mortar)+102.5mm for a one-and-half brick wall (metric size). 

B4 440mm= 215mm+10mm (mortar)+215mm for a two-bricks wall (metric size). 

B5 552.5mm= 215mm+10mm (mortar)+215mm+10mm (mortar)+102.5mm for a two-and-half bricks wall 

(metric size). 

B6 665mm= 215mm+10mm (mortar)+215mm+10mm (mortar)+215mm for a three-bricks wall (metric 

size). 

C 30 to 50mm of cavity (depending on the overall thickness of the construction) for the vertical timber 

battens needed in the lath and plaster construction. 

D 6 to 8 mm of wood, oak essence, for the lath on plaster construction. It has been decided to replace the 

default value (1025 MNs/gm) for the vapour resistivity of the oak layer in IES with the same vapour 

resistivity value (45 MNs/gm) of lime plaster. This was done to account for the overall permeability of the 

construction, given by the spacing of the lath, and for the contribution of the oak layer in the overall U-

value of the construction. 

E1 A new material (lime plaster) was created and added to the materials library of the project, to simulate 

the lime-based plaster typically used in the regency buildings in Brighton (see appendix 5, construction 

templates). 

E2 15mm of lime plaster was used to model the traditional plaster on lath construction (see appendix 5, 

construction templates). 

F For these input values data from previous research have been used (IES, 2009; IES, 2015b; CIBSE, 2015) 

(see appendix 5, construction templates, Table 0.2). 

G To calculate wind pressure, Macro-Flo uses coefficients provided for a range of exposure types (see 

chapter 4, section 4.2.3). 

H The Crack Flow Coefficient (CFC, a coefficient characterising the leakage properties of the crack) and the 

Crack Length (CL, the length of the crack around the opening, expressed as a percentage of the opening’s 

perimeter length) have been given a value of zero for all the openings. For the internal doors generally 
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closed it has been assigned a value for the CFC given by IES Tables (IES, 2015) (see chapter 4, section 

4.2.3). 

I1 The opening threshold refers to the temperature in the room adjacent to the opening which, when 

exceeded, will trigger the opening of the window or door. Once open, it will remain so until the Degree of 

Opening profile is zero, regardless of subsequent values of the adjacent room air temperature. In this 

research it has always been given a value of 0°C to ensure that the pattern of opening simply follows the 

Degree of Opening percentage profile (see chapter 4, section 4.2.3). 

I2 The Degree of Opening is a Profile which determines when and to what degree the opening type is 

considered open. 

J SCoP is the Seasonal Coefficient of Performance of the Heating System. The software automatically 

calculates the value of the SCoP for each system created, given the Boiler Seasonal Efficiency (manually 

inputted) and the Heating Delivery Efficiency (HDE), assigned to each system by default when using the 

UKNCM wizard. 

K For the Heating Plant Radiant Fraction, the default value given by the software for the corresponding UK 

NCM Type was used, and namely 0.2 for the UK NCM type Central heating using water (radiators). 

L DHW consumption was calculated using the formula: DHW=40+28N l/day (Energy Saving Trust, 2008) 

where N=number of people in the dwelling (see chapter 4, section 4.2.5). 

M1 Values of heat gains from people were taken from CIBSE Guide A (CIBSE, 2015: Table 6.3) for male, 

female, or mixture of occupants (see appendix 5, Heat gains). 

M2 Values of heat gains from lighting equipment were taken from CIBSE Guide A (CIBSE, 2015: Table 6.2) 

(see appendix 5, Heat gains). 

M3 Values of heat gains from typical domestic equipment were taken from CIBSE Guide A (CIBSE, 2015: 

Tables 6.15 and 6.16) (see appendix 5, Heat gains). 

 M4 Values of heat gains from hooded cooking equipment were taken and adapted from CIBSE Guide A 

(CIBSE, 2015: Tables 6.18 and 6.20) (see appendix 5, Heat gains). 

N1 Values for the auxiliary ventilation were taken from CIBSE Guide A (CIBSE, 2015: Table 4.2(a)). 

N2 Values for the infiltration were taken from CIBSE Guide A (CIBSE, 2015: Table 4.24) and modulated 

based on the outcome of visual survey, interview, and thermographic survey, as explained in chapter 4, 

section 4.2.7. 
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Case study 2 

Location: Brunswick Place 
Typology: 1st floor converted flat 
Date of construction: 1st half 19C 
Listing: Part of List Entry Number 1204771  
 
NOS 9-69 AND ATTACHED WALLS AND RAILINGS 
Grade: II 
 
Location: NOS 9-69 AND ATTACHED WALLS AND RAILINGS, 9-69, BRUNSWICK PLACE, Non-Civil Parish, 
HOVE, The City of Brighton and Hove 
Brunswick Town Conservation Area 

 

FIGURE 0.63 MAP SHOWING THE LISTED BUILDINGS INCLUDED IN THE ENTRY, ADAPTED FROM HISTORIC ENGLAND (2018). 

EVIDENCED IN THE RED CIRCLE THE LOCATION OF CS2 

 
Extract from the List Entry Summary: 
“Terrace of dwellings. c1840-1855, some mid C20 alterations to attics. Stucco over brick, slate roofs. 
Terrace on hillside. 4 storeys plus attic over basement; Nos 9-13 have deep bow-fronts, otherwise 3-
window frontage to each shallow curved full-height bay; sash windows with some glazing bars missing, 
some attic windows inserted between pilasters in parapet, others with baluster parapets, moulded 
cornice, moulded surrounds to square-headed window openings, individual cast-iron balustrade to first 
floor of each dwelling, rusticated ground floors, pilaster doorcases, variety of doors (mostly half-glazed 
with leaded lights), approached by short flight of steps, some with tessellated pavements. Cast-iron 
railings and bottle balustrading returned from entrances along street frontage” (Historic England, 2018). 
  
  

https://www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1204771
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Status-quo 

Constructions and building materials 
 

 
FIGURE 0.64 CS2: FLOOR PLAN WITH  ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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Internal Ceiling/Floor - Reference ID: C  
Overall U-value: 1.2669 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Wilton Carpet   10 0.06 186.3 1360 0.1667 13 

Chipboard Flooring   25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 - 

Cavity    220  - -  - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 700 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1600 0.0187 45 

Total Construction 276      

 
External Wall 550 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 1.0163 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 25 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Brickwork A4 464 0.84 1700 800 0.5524 58 

Cavity C     40  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Total Construction 550      

 
External Wall 250 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 2.1323 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 250      

 
Internal Partition 382 - Reference ID: P1 
Overall U-value: 1.3952 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Total Construction 382      

 
Internal Partition 382 - Reference ID: P1 
Overall U-value: 1.3952 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 17.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0219 45 

Brickwork A1 115 0.84 1700 800 0.1369 58 

Lime plaster E1 17.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0219 45 

Total Construction 150      

 
Wooden Door  
Overall U-value: 2.1944 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Pine 40 0.14 419 2720 0.2857 200 

Total Construction 40      
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External Window sash front - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SF 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5505 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Blinds 0.14 0.49 0.3 

 
External Window bedroom - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SB 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5505 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

 
External Window sash back - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: S 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5505 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None  -  - -  

 
External Window bedroom2 - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SB2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5505 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

 
Internal Window - Frame: Softwood (30%)  
Overall U-value (including frame): 3.7888 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 
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Openings database 
 
 

 

FIGURE 0.65 CS2: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH OPENING 
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Ref. ID SC SO DC DO IW 

Description 

External 
window 

sash closed 

External 
window 

sash open door closed door open 

Internal window 

Exposure Type G 
semi-exposed 

wall 
semi-exposed 

wall Internal Internal 
 

Internal 

Opening Window - sash Window - sash 
Window / door 

side hung 
Window / door 

side hung 
Custom/sharp 

edge orifice 

Openable Area 
% 5 10 100 100 

 
0 

Max Angle 
Open ° - - 90 90 

- 

Proportions - - 
Length/Height < 

0.5 
Length/Height < 

0.5 
- 

Equivalent 
Orifice Area  
(% of Gross) 5.242 10.484 103.226 103.226 

 
 

0 

Crack Flow 
Coefficient H 

(s -1 m -1 Pa -0.6) 0 0 1.3 0 

 
 

0 

Crack Length 
(% of Opening 
Perimeter) H 0 0 100 0 

 
0 

Opening 
Threshold (°C) I1 0 0 0 0 

 
 

0 

Degree of 
OpeningI2 off continuously 

 Annual Profile 
ventilation off continuously on continuously 

 
off continuously 

 

No: 
 
Annual Ventilation Profile: 

End 
month: End day: 

1 off continuously [OFF] Jan 4 

2 B Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0013] Apr 22 

3 off continuously [OFF] May 1 

4 B Weekly Profile ventilation summer [WEEK0011] Jul 28 

5 off continuously [OFF] Sep 2 

6 B Weekly Profile ventilation summer [WEEK0011] Oct 1 

7 B Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0013] Dec 18 

8 off continuously [OFF] Dec 31 
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B Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0013] 

 
 
B Daily Profile ventilation winter [DAY0038]18 

 
 
B Daily Profile ventilation winter WE [DAY00] 

 
  
 
 
 

 

18 (ta>20) I (rh>60) is a formula profile that means that the window is open when indoor temperature is higher than 20°C or indoor 

relative humidity is higher than 60% within the time step when the formula is applied. 
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B Weekly Profile ventilation summer [WEEK0011] 

 
 
B Daily Profile ventilation summer [DAY0012]19 

 
 
B Daily Profile ventilation summer [DAY0010] 

 
  
 

 

19 (ta>24) is a formula profile that means that the window is open when indoor temperature is higher than 24°C. 
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Systems database  
 

Heating/DHW 
System  UK/NCM type  Fuel 

Seasonal 
efficiency SCoP J  

DHW Delivery 
efficiency 

Combi boiler 
ALPHA in tech 
26 XE 

Central heating 
using waters: 
radiators Natural gas 0.8100 0.7228 0.7400 

 
Template 
Name bathroom bedroom bedroom2 circulation kitchen living 

shower 
room 

Room Type 
Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heating 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Aux. Vent 
System None None None None None None None 

DHW System 1 None None None None None none 

Heating Plant 
Radiant 
Fraction K 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Heating 
Profile 

Annual 
Profile 
heating 

Annual 
Profile 
heating 

Annual 
Profile 
heating 

Annual 
Profile 
heating 

off 
continuously 

Annual 
Profile 
heating 

Annual 
Profile 
heating 

Heating 
Setpoint (°C) 

Profile: 
thermostat 

Profile: 
thermostat 

Profile: 
thermostat 

Profile: 
thermostat - 

Profile: 
thermostat 

Profile: 
thermostat 

DHW  
Pattern of Use 
Profile 

Annual 
Profile 
DHW - - - - - - 

DHW 
Consumption L 4 l/h(max) - - - - - - 

 
Annual Profile Heating  

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 on continuously [ON] Jan 5 

2 B Weekly Profile heating mum [WEEK0003] Feb 19 

3 B Weekly Profile heating [WEEK0043] Apr 25 

4 on continuously [ON] May 1 

5 B Weekly Profile heating [WEEK0043] May 24 

6 off continuously [OFF] Sep 20 

7 B Weekly Profile heating [WEEK0043] Dec 18 

8 on continuously [ON] Dec 31 
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B Weekly Profile heating [WEEK0003] 

 
 
B Daily Profile heating [DAY0004] 
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B Weekly Profile heating [WEEK0043] 

 
 
B Daily Profile heating [DAY0035] 

 
 
Annual Profile Thermostat 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 constant 12 [WEEK0046] Jan 5 

2 constant 22 [WEEK0052] Apr 25 

3 constant 12 [WEEK0046] May 1 

4 constant 21 [WEEK0046] May 24 

5 constant 12 [WEEK0046] Sep 15 

6 constant 22 [WEEK0052] Dec 18 

7 constant 12 [WEEK0046] Dec 31 
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Heat Gains 
 

Room 
template Heat gains  

Max 
sensible 
gain 

Max latent 
gain 

Occ. 
Density 

Variation 
profile Fuel 

Max power 
consumption 

Bathroom 

People M1 
100 
W/person 

40 
W/person 1 person 

Annual profile 
occupancy bath - - 

Tungsten 
lighting M2 12 W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
occupancy bath Electricity 12 W/m2 

Bedroom People M1 
90 
W/person 

25 
W/person 1 person 

Annual profile 
occupancy bed - - 

Bedroom2 

People M1 
90 
W/person 

25 
W/person 1 person 

Annual profile 
occupancy bed - - 

Washing 
machine M3 - - - 

Annual profile 
washing 
machine Electricity 940 W 

Kitchen 

Dish washer M3 - - - 
Annual profile 
dish washer Electricity 700W 

Hobs M4 293W - - 
Annual profile 
hobs Gas 1000W 

Oven M4 147W - - 
Weekly profile 
oven Electricity 970W 

People M1 
110 
W/person 

50 
W/person 1 person 

Annual profile 
occupancy 
kitchen - - 

Tungsten 
lighting M2 12 W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
occupancy 
kitchen Electricity 12 W/m2 

Refrigerator-
Freezer M3 60W - - on continuously Electricity 60W 

Living 

DVD standby 

M3 4W - - on continuously Electricity 4W 

People M1 
110 
W/person 

50 
W/person 2 people 

Annual profile 
occupancy 
living - - 

Tungsten 
lighting M2 12 W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
occupancy 
living Electricity 12 W/m2 

tv M3 50W - - 

Annual profile 
occupancy 
living Electricity 50W 

tv standby M3 1W - - on continuously Electricity 1W 
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Air exchanges  
 

Room template Auxiliary ventilation N1 
Variation profile: annual profile occupancy bath 

Infiltration N2 
 

ON continuously 

Bathroom 15 l/s - 

Bedroom - 0.520 ACH 

Bedroom2 - 0.5 ACH 

Circulation - 0.5 ACH 

Kitchen - - 

Living - 0.5 ACH 

Shower room 15 l/s - 

Thermographic survey      

The utilization of data from thermal imaging has been explained 

in chapters 3 (sections 3.1. and 3.3.7) and 4 (section 4.2.7). 

 

                  

 

 

                          

 

 

 

                           1     

 

20 The initial value assigned to the air leakage in all rooms was 0.7 ACH, which is lower than the value suggested by 
CIBSE for old leaky windows (CIBSE, 2015). This value was used because both front and back windows are on partially 
sheltered walls. This value was initially confirmed by the visual survey, which took note of the overall good condition 
of all the windows in the dwelling, although being them prevalently the original single glazed sash. The overall good 
condition of the windows was also confirmed by the questionnaire and interview with the occupants, which did not 
consider the windows particularly leaky. The air leakage value was finally changed into 0.5 ACH during the following 
calibration stage (see chapter 4, section 4.3). The value finally used is also in accordance with the one used in previous 
research on similar properties of the same period (IES, 2009; Porrit, 2012). 

FIGURE 0.66 CS2: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED THE 

POSITION WHERE EACH THERMAL IMAGE WAS TAKEN 
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2       

3       

4       

5       
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6       

7       

8       

9       
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10     

11    

12     

13     
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Model calibration 

Energy data 
 

GAS kWh ELECTRICITY kWh 

measured 15.11.2017-15.11.18  15505.00 measured 15.11.2017-15.11.18  2289.00 
simulated annual 15218.10 simulated annual 2095.80 
measured average per month 1292.08 measured average per month 190.75 
simulated average per month 1268.18 simulated average per month 174.65 
PD -1.85 PD -8.44 
measured 15.11.17/19.2.18 7689.00 measured 15.11.17/30.5.18 1222.00 
simulated 15.11.17/19.2.18 7349.20 simulated 15.11.17/30.5.18 1234.10 
PD -4.42 PD 0.99 
measured 19.2.18/30.5.18 4759.00 measured 30.5.18/20.9.18 576.00 
simulated 19.2.18/30.5.18 4660.80 simulated 30.5.18/20.9.18 492.00 
PD -2.06 PD -14.58 
measured 30.5.18/20.9.18 473.00 measured 20.9.18/25.11.18 491.00 
simulated 30.5/20.9 491.60 simulated 20.9.18/15.11.18 369.70 
PD 3.93 PD -24.70 

measured 20.9.18/15.11.18 2584.00    

simulated 20.9.18/15.11.18 2716.50    

PD 5.13    

n 4.00 n 3.00 
ΣaD/n 3876.25 ΣaD/n 763.00 
Σ(aD-sD)² 82311.61 Σ(aD-sD)² 37326.24 
Σ(aD-sD) 286.90 Σ(aD-sD) 193.20 
ΣaD 15505.00 ΣaD 2289.00 
NMBE 1.85 NMBE 8.44 
RMSE 165.64 RMSE 136.61 
CV(RMSE) 3.70 CV(RMSE) 14.62 
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Indoor conditions data 
 
 

 

FIGURE 0.67 FLOOR PLAN OF THE CASE STUDY DWELLING N.2 (1ST FLOOR) WITH ANNOTATED POSITION OF TEMPERATURE AND RH 

DATA LOGGERS IN THE LIVING AREA (L) AND BEDROOM AREA (B1: MAIN BEDROOM; B2: GUEST BEDROOM) 
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Temperature living room 5th May - 1st July 2017    
  
___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 4th May 2017 - 1st July 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8274 

NMBE -6.77% 

CV(RMSE) 8.47% 
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RH living room 5th May - 1st July 2017  
  
___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 5th May 2017 - 1st July 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8274 

NMBE 10.76% 

CV(RMSE) 14.15% 
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Temperature living room 14th December 2017 - 14th February 2018  
 
___Simulated (2017 weather file and average weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 14th Dec 2017 - 14th Feb 2018 

Weather file 
Brighton 2017 and  
Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE -4.68% 

CV(RMSE) 11.38% 
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RH living room 14th December 2017 - 14th February 2018 
 
___Simulated (2017 weather file and average weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 14th Dec 2017 - 14th Feb 2018 

Weather file 
Brighton 2017 and  
Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE 10.18% 

CV(RMSE) 23.99% 
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Temperature living room 30th May – 1st August 2018 
 
___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 

 

 
 
 
 

Period 30th May 2018 - 1st Aug 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8929 

NMBE 0.63% 

CV(RMSE) 8.47% 
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RH living room 30th May – 1st August 2018 
 
___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 30th May 2018 - 1st Aug 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8929 

NMBE 5.07% 

CV(RMSE) 15.96% 
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Temperature master bedroom 30th May – 1st August 2018 
 
___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 

`  
 
 
 

Period 30th May 2018 - 1st Aug 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8929 

NMBE 4.14% 

CV(RMSE) 11.34% 
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RH master bedroom 30th May – 1st August 2018 
 
___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 30th May 2018 - 1st Aug 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8929 

NMBE -1.48% 

CV(RMSE) 17.82% 
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Temperature Guest Bedroom 14th December 2017 - 14th February 2018          
 
___Simulated (2017 weather file and average weather file)  
___Measured 

 
 
 
 

Period 14th Dec 2017 - 14th Feb 2018 

Weather file 
Brighton 2017 and  
Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE -4.54% 

CV(RMSE) 7.22% 
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RH Guest Bedroom 14th December 2017 - 14th February 2018          
 
___Simulated (2017 weather file and average weather file)  
___Measured 

 

 
 
 
 

Period 14th Dec 2017 - 14th Feb 2018 

Weather file 
Brighton 2017 and  
Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE -2.96% 

CV(RMSE) 14.37% 
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Interventions: First stage 

A2ab: Front and Back Windows 

A2ab_L1: Heavy curtains and Shutters  

 

FIGURE 0.68 CS2: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH SHADING DEVICE 

 

 Baseline scenario R Shading 
coeff. 

Short 
wave 
radiant 
fraction 

Post intervention 
A2ab_L1 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short 
wave 
radiant 
fraction 

A Blinds  0.14 0.49 0.3 Heavy curtains and 
Shutters 

0.16 
0.33 

0.49 
- 

0.3 
- 

B None - - - Low-E blinds 0.30 0.40 0.3 

C Heavy curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 Low-E blinds 0.30 0.40 0.3 
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 Interventions: Second stage 

 

FIGURE 0.69 CS2: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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A2a: Front Windows 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

A2abL1 External Window sash front - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SF 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5505 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 5.6928 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

M1: Secondary glazing (single, low-E) 

A2aM1 External Window sash front - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SF 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.3480 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, low-E vacuum) 

A2aM2 External Window sash front - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SF 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.4442 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

A2b: Back Windows 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

A2abL1 External Window bedroom - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SB 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5505 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 5.6928 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

A2abL1 External Window sash back - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: S 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5505 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 5.6928 W/ m²·K 
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Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2abL1 External Window bedroom2 - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SB2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5505 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 5.6928 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

M1: Secondary glazing (single, low-E) 

A2bM1 External Window bedroom - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SB 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.3480 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM1 External Window sash back - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: S 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.3480 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.925 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM1 External Window bedroom2 - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SB2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.3480 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 
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M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, low-E vacuum) 

A2bM2 External Window bedroom - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SB 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.4442 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM2 External Window sash back - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: S 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.4442 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM2 External Window bedroom2 - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SB2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.4442 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

H1: Slim double (low-E vacuum) 

A2bH1 External Window bedroom - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SB 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.5828 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 
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External Window sash back - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: S 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.5828 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
External Window bedroom2 - Frame: Softwood (15%) - Reference ID: SB2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.5828 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

  

A6a: External Walls - internal face lath on plaster 

B: Baseline  

External Wall 550 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 1.0163 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster   25 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Brickwork  464 0.84 1700 800 0.5524 58 

Cavity  40  -  - - 0.1800  - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster   15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Total Construction 550      

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

M1: Internal blown insulation behind lath 

A6aM1 (Blown Cellulose) External Wall 550 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.5543 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster   25 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313  45 

Brickwork  464 0.84 1700 800 0.5524 58 

Blown Cellulose    40 0.04 50 2010 1.0000  9.5 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster   15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Total Construction 550      
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H1: Internal insulation on lath and plaster - mineral 

A6aH1 (Aerogel blanket) External Wall 550 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value:  0.6013 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster   25 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313  45 

Brickwork  464 0.84 1700 800 0.5524 58 

Cavity  40  -  - - 0.1800  - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster   15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 1000 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   1021 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 570      

 
  

 

21 Decorated internal wall, hence the thickness of insulation limited for the reasons explained in chapter 5 (see Figure 
5.28). 
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A6b: External Walls - internal face solid or dry-lined 

B: Baseline  

External Wall 250 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 2.1323 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster   13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 250      

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

M1: New permeable plaster- natural 

A6bM1 (Cork-Lime Plaster) External Wall 250 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.8407 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster   13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster  10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster   5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0037 45 

Total Construction 305      
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H1: Internal blanket insulation - mineral 

A6bH1 (Aerogel Plaster) External Wall 250 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.2872 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster   13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 45 0.015 149 1000 3.0000 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 305      

 
 
A6bH1 (Aerogel Plaster) External Wall 250 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.5510 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster   13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster  22 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 280      

 

22 Aerogel blanket could be applied directly on the masonry. However, the existing layer of lime plaster is assumed to 
be only 10mm (given the measured survey and tactile inspection); therefore, the level of disruption caused by its 
removal is too high compared to the benefits achievable by it. Furthermore, the retention of the existing layer of 
plaster consents the creation of a smooth surface for an easier application of the blanket. 
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H2: Internal board insulation - natural 

A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External Wall 250 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.2872 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster   13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster  23 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 120 0.040 161 2100 3.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 380      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

23 The original internal lime plaster has been retained to provide an even surface, recommended for the application of 
the insulation (Historic England, 2016f). 
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A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External Wall 250 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.5047 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster   13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 60 0.040 161 2100 1.5000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 320      

 
A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External Wall 250 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.6750 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster   13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 300      
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Case study 7 

Location: Arundel Terrace 
Typology: 3rd floor converted maisonette on three levels 
Date of construction: 1st half 19C 
Listing: Part of List Entry Number: 1379917 
 
ARUNDEL HOUSE 
Grade: I 
 
Location: 1 TO 13, ARUNDEL TERRACE; ARUNDEL HOUSE, 12 AND 13, ARUNDEL TERRACE, Non-Civil Parish, 
BRIGHTON, The City of Brighton and Hove 
Kemp town Conservation Area 

 

FIGURE 0.70 MAP SHOWING THE LISTED BUILDINGS INCLUDED IN THE ENTRY, ADAPTED FROM HISTORIC ENGLAND, 2018. 

EVIDENCED IN THE RED CIRCLE THE LOCATION OF CS7. 

Extract from the List Entry Summary: 
“Terraced houses. 1824-1828. Designed by Amon Wilds and Charles Augustin Busby for Thomas Read Kemp. Stucco. 
Roofs of Nos 10, 12 and 13 of slate, the rest obscured by parapet. EXTERIOR: 3 storeys and attic over basement; Nos 
8 and 12 have dormers as well. 3 windows each. The entire terrace treated as a single, bilaterally symmetrical 
composition of projecting, porticoed bays and recessed, connecting ranges. The centre 5 units, Nos 5-9, have giant 
Composite pilasters and columns, detailed below; the giant Composite order appears again on the end units, Nos 1 
and 13 (the latter part of Arundel House). The rhythm of constituent bays can be notated thus: ac, b, b, b, aa, a, c, a, 
aa, b, b, b, ac. Apart from this overall emphasis the architects gave the terrace visual unity by treating the ground 
floors as a base of banded rustication from which the giant orders rise; the boldly scaled entablature and cornice are 
continuous across the terrace as well. The climax of the composition, labelled "c" above, is No.7, which projects 
further forward than any other unit, its ground floor serving as a true base for giant tetrastyle portico of Composite 
columns to the first and second floors; responds of Composite pilasters; the entablature capped by a balustrade 
which encloses the only attic porch. The windows of the attic storey, like all those in the pilastered bays are 

https://www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1379917
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separated into 3 bays by pilaster strips topped by a plain cornice and low parapet. All windows in terrace are flat 
arched. The flat-arched entrance of No.7 reached by flight of steps, the whole enclosed by a distyle in-antis porch, the 
side walls of which are by windows; only the entrance porches of the end units are of the same scale and type and 
will be described below. All entrances flat arched, but few with original doors or hardware. French doors to first floor 
of every unit are exceptionally tall; sashes of original design to No.7, 2 panels to transom, and 3 to each door, margin 
lights at sides and top; cast-iron balconies to first floor. The entrance of No.7 set to right party wall, the rest whether 
enclosed by porches or not are set to the left. The ground floors of Nos 5 and 9, labelled "aa" above, project to serve 
as a base for a tetrastyle portico of giant, attached Composite order: there are pilasters at the party walls and 
attached columns between. The intermediary centre units, Nos 6 and 8, labelled "a" above, do not project as far 
forward as any other bay in the centre, but have a giant order of pilaster similar to Nos 5 and 9. (…) There have been 
many alterations to the original scheme, some recent and others dating from near the time of completion; these will 
now be described. There is a continuous cast-iron porch to the first floor and entrance porch of all except Nos 5, 7 
and 13. (…) No.8 has been insensitively altered in the late C20: glazed porch to first and second floors encloses giant 
pilasters and attached columns; attic pilasters gone; C20 balustrade and extra storey added to roof. (…) The effect of 
these details is to give an otherwise Classical elevation a decidedly eastern, or "Moorish" flavour, intended as a 
reference to the Royal Pavilion (qv). (…) Arundel Terrace was the first part of the Kemp Town estate to be finished. 
The complete Kemp Town layout constitutes a most important group” (Historic England, 2018). 
 

Status-quo 

Constructions and building materials 

 
 
 

FIGURE 0.71 CS7: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; 

IN RED: CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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Ground floor lift - Reference ID: GF  
Overall U-value: 0.8326 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Brickwork   250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Cast concrete   100 1.4 2100 840 0.0714 500 

Screed 50 0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Total Construction 1150      

 
Flat Roof kitchen and lift24 - Reference ID: RK  
Overall U-value: 0.2749 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers   5 0.5 1700 1000 0.01 15000 

Fibreboard   13 0.06 300 1000 0.2167 263 

Cavity 50 -  -  - 0.18 - 

Glass fibre quilt 120 0.04 12 840 3 6 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 206        

 
Gable Roof Living - Reference ID: R  
Overall U-value: 1.7932 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Slate tiles 8 2.00 2700 753 0.0040 250 

Cavity   25 - - - 0.18 - 

Roofing felt 2  0.19 960  837 0.0105 31000 

Wood 27 0.121 593 837 0.2066 200 

Total Construction 62        

 
Roof terrace 25 - Reference ID: RT  
Overall U-value: 0.2514 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Concrete tiles 20 1.1 2100 837 0.0182 500 

Screed 50 0.41 1200 840 0.122 50 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.5  1700 1000 0.01 15000 

Fibreboard 25 0.06 300 1000 0.4167 263 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.18 - 

Glass-fibre quilt 120 0.04 12 840 3 6 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 288        

 
Internal Door 
Overall U-value: 2.1997 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plywood- 30 mm   37 0.13 500 1500 0.2846 - 

Total Construction 37      

 
  

 

24 The loft conversion and lift shaft were built 20 years ago. 
25 The roof terrace was built 20 years ago. 
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Internal stud partition - Reference ID: P1  
Overall U-value: 1.7888 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plasterboard   12.5 0.21 700 1000  0 0 

Cavity    100  -  - - 0.18 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0595 0 

Total Construction 125        

 
Party wall - Reference ID: P2  
Overall U-value: 0.9908 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plasterboard   12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 0 

Cavity    30  -  - - 0.18 - 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity    30  -  - - 0.18 - 

Plasterboard   12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 0 

Total Construction 312        

 
Internal partition bricks 140 - Reference ID: P3  
Overall U-value: 2.3356 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 12.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0162 45 

Brickwork A1 115 0.84 1700 800 0.1369 58 

Lime plaster E1 12.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0162 45 

Total Construction 140        

 
Internal partition bricks 460 - Reference ID: P4  
Overall U-value: 0.8635 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plasterboard   9.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0592 0 

Cavity    40  -  - - 0.18 - 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.419 58 

Cavity    40  -  - - 0.18 - 

Plasterboard   9.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0592 0 

Total Construction 457        

 
Party wall roof - Reference ID: P5  
Overall U-value: 1.801 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 247        
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External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 1.1843 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Total Construction 426.5        

 
External wall back 420 - Reference ID: W2  
Overall U-value: 1.0970 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
Mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 19 0.8 1600 1000 0.0238 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 48 

Cavity    30  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 19 0.16 950 840 0.1188 45 

Total Construction 420        

 
External party wall roof terrace- Reference ID: W3  
Overall U-value: 2.0823 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 26 20 0.5 1300 1000 0.0400 50 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Total Construction 247        

 
External wall dining27 - Reference ID: W4  
Overall U-value: 0.1977 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 28 20 0.5 1300 1000 0.0400 50 

Brickwork B1 102.5 0.84 1700 800 0.1220 58 

Cavity    50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Polyurethane board 25 0.025 30 1400 1.0000 550 

Expanded polystyrene 120 0.035 25 1400 3.4286 200 

Gypsum Plasterboard 19 0.16 950 840 0.1188 45 

Total Construction 336.5        

 
External wall back 570 - Reference ID: W5  
Overall U-value: 0.9410 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 75 

Brickwork A4 464 0.84 1700 800 0.5524 58 

Cavity    50  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 19 0.16 950 840 0.1188 45 

Total Construction 563        

 
 

 

26 The party wall exposed by the creation of the loft terrace was recently rendered with a not-cementitious plaster.  
27 The loft conversion was built 20 years ago. 
28 The elevation of the loft conversion was recently rendered with not-cementitious plaster.  
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External wall back 320 - Reference ID: W6  
Overall U-value: 1.3042 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 75 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity    50  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 19 0.16 950 840 0.1188 45 

Total Construction 316        

 
Internal floor/ceiling timber - Reference ID: FT  
Overall U-value: 1.3294 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Timber Flooring   15 0.14 650 1200 0.1071 200 

Chipboard Flooring   20 0.13 500 1600 0.1538 - 

Cavity    220  -  - - 0.21 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 268        

 
Internal floor/ceiling carpet - Reference ID: FC 
Overall U-value: 1.1762 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Wilton Carpet   10 0.06 186.3 1360 0.1667 13 

Chipboard Flooring   25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 - 

Cavity    220  -  - - 0.2100 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 268        

 
Internal floor/ceiling loft - Reference ID: FL  
Overall U-value: 0.1759 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
Mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plywood   25 0.13 500 1500 0.1923 - 

Cavity    60  -  - - 0.2100 - 

Sheep’s wool  29 190 0.038 20.5 1800 5.0000 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 288        

 
  

 

29 It was possible to inspect the ceiling below the sloping roof (see appendix 5, construction templates), which was insulated with 
sheep’s-wool. The insulation was old, and the thermographic survey showed patches in the ceiling closer to the eaves where the 
insulation layer is thinner. 
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External Window kitchen - Frame: PVC (10%) - Reference ID: wK 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.6 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 12 - Argon 0.6183 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Venetian 
Blinds 0.14 0.49 0.3 

 
External Window master bed - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: wB 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3289 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  6.4 1.06 -  0.0060 

Cavity 10 - Krypton 0.8711 

Inner Pane 6.4 1.06 - 0.0060 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Venetian 
Blinds 0.14 0.49 0.3 

 
External Window timber - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: wT 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.9415 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  4 1.06 -  0.0038 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.4359 

Inner Pane 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Venetian 
Blinds 0.14 0.49 0.3 

 
External Window UPVC - Frame: PVC (10%) - Reference ID: wP 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.9415 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  4 1.06 -  0.0038 

Cavity 12  - Air  0.4359 

Inner Pane 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Venetian 
Blinds 0.14 0.49 0.3 

 
External Window dining - Frame: PVC (10%) - Reference ID: wD 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.6 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 12  - Argon  0.46183 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.29 0.28 0.4 
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External Window study - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: wS 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.9104 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  4 1.06 -  0.0038 

Cavity30 80  - Air 0.4473 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Venetian 
Blinds 0.14 0.49 0.3 

 
Internal Window study - Frame: softwood (30%) - Reference ID: w 
Overall U-value (including frame): 3.7888 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float   6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 

 
 

  

 

30 This window has a secondary single glazing in its status-quo. The distance between the original window and the secondary 

glazing frame is 80mm. 
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Openings database 
  

FIGURE 0.72 CS7: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH OPENING 
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Ref. ID SN SS 
 

HN 
 

SL DC DO 
 

IW 

Description 

External 
window 

sash North  
closed 

External 
window 

Sash South 
 open 

Side hung 
window 
North  
closed 

 
Sliding 

window 
South 
open 

door  
closed 

door  
open 

 
Internal 
window 

Exposure Type G 

semi-
exposed  

wall 
Exposed  
long wall 

semi-
exposed 

wall 

Exposed 
long 
wall Internal Internal 

Internal 

Opening 
Window - 

sash 
Window - 

sash 

Window /  
door 

side hung 

Sliding/ 
roller 
door 

Window / 
door 

side hung 

Window / 
door 

side hung 

Custom/sh
arp edge 

orifice 

Openable Area % 50 5 90 5 100 100 0 

Max Angle Open ° - - 90 - 90 90 - 

Proportions - - 

1=<Length
/ 

Height < 2 

- 
Length/Hei

ght < 0.5 
Length/Hei

ght < 0.5 

- 

Equivalent Orifice 
Area  52.419 5.242 

 5.242 
103.226 103.226 

0 

(% of Gross)   
94.335     

Crack Flow 
Coefficient H 0 0 

 0 
1.3 0 

 
0 

(ls-1m-1Pa-0.6)   
0     

Crack Length 0 0  0 100 0 0 

(% of Opening 
Perimeter) H   

0  
  

 

Opening Threshold 
(°C) I1 0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 

Degree of OpeningI2 
off 

continuously 

 Annual  
Profile  

ventilation 

 
off 

continuou
sly 

Annual 
Profile  

ventilati
on 

off 
continuousl

y 

on 
continuousl

y 

 
off 

continuous
ly 

 
Annual Profile ventilation 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

2 A Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK007] Apr 15 

4 A Weekly Profile ventilation summer [WEEK008] Oct 15 

7 A Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK007] Dec 31 
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A Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0007] 

 
 
A Daily Profile ventilation winter [DAY0011] 31 

 
 
  

 

31 rh>60 is a formula profile which means that the window is open when indoor relative humidity is higher than 60% within the 

time step when the formula is applied. 
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A Weekly Profile ventilation summer [WEEK0008] 

 
 
A Daily Profile ventilation summer [DAY0010] 32 

 
 

 

32 (ta>24) I (rh>60) is a formula profile that means that the window is open when indoor temperature is higher than 24°C or 

indoor relative humidity is higher than 60% within the time step when the formula is applied. 
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Systems database  
 

Heating/DHW systems 
 

UK NCM 
Type 

Fuel Seasonal 
efficiency 

SCoP J DHW 
delivery 
efficiency 

Hot 
water 
tank 
Size 

Hot water 
tank 
Insulation 

Regular boiler 
POTTERTON “Prima” 

Central 
Heating using 
water: 
radiators 

Natural 
Gas 

0.78 0.6960 0.95 88L Factory 
insulated 
(20mm) 

Regular boiler 
POTTERTON “Prima” 

Central 
Heating using 
water: 
radiators 

Natural 
Gas 

0.78 0.6960 0.95 100L Factory 
insulated 
(20mm) 

Underfloor electric 
heating 

GENERIC 
Heating only - 
Electric 
resistance 

Electricity - 1.0670 - - - 

 

Template Name 
n.7 
Bathroom 

n.7 
Bedroom 

n.7 
Circulation 

n.7 
Living 

n.7 
Roof 

Room  
Type 

Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Unheate
d roof  

Heating System 1 1 1 1 None 

Aux. Vent System None None None None None 

DHW  
System 1 None None None None 

Heating Plant 
Radiant Fraction K 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 - 

Heating Profile 
Annual profile 
heating n.7 

Annual profile 
heating n.7 

Annual profile 
heating n.7 

Annual profile 
heating n.7 - 

Heating Setpoint (°C) 
Thermostat 
profile n.7 

Thermostat 
profile n.7 

Thermostat 
profile n.7 

Thermostat 
profile n.7 - 

DHW  
Pattern of Use 
Profile 

Annual profile 
DHW guests - - - - 

DHW Consumption L 1.16 l/h - - - - 

 
Annual Profile heating n.7 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 on continuously [ON] May 15 

2 off continuously [OFF] Oct 1 

3 on continuously [ON] Dec 31 
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Template 
Name 

n.8 
Bathroom 

n.8 
Circulation 

n.8 
Dining 

n.8 
kitchen 

n.8 
Lift 

n.8 
Mast

er 
Bed 

n.8 
Show

er 

n.8 
Stud

y 

Room  
Type 

Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Other 
buffer 
space 

Heat
ed or 
occu
pied  

Heat
ed or 
occup

ied 

Heat
ed or 
occu
pied 

Heating 
System 3 2 2 3 None 2 3 2 

Aux. Vent 
System None None None None None 

Non
e None 

Non
e 

DHW  
System 2 None None 2 None 

Non
e 2 

Non
e 

Heating Plant 
Radiant 
Fraction K 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 - 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Heating 
Profile 

Annual 
Profile 
heating 
kitchen 

Annual 
Profile 

heating n.8 

Annual 
Profile 

heating n.8 

Annual 
Profile 
heating 
kitchen - 

Annu
al 

Profil
e 

heati
ng 
n.8 

Annu
al 

Profil
e 

heati
ng 

kitch
en 

Annu
al 

Profil
e 

heati
ng 
n.8 

Heating 
Setpoint (°C) 20 

Thermostat 
profile n.8 

Thermostat 
profile n.8 20 - 

Ther
most

at 
profil
e n.8 20 

Ther
most

at 
profil
e n.8 

DHW  
Pattern of Use 
Profile 

On 
continuously - - 

On 
continuously - - 

Off 
conti
nuou

sly - 

DHW 
Consumption L 3.5 l/h(max) - - 0.5 l/h (max) - - 

0 l/h 
(max) - 

 
Annual Profile heating n.8 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 on continuously [ON] May 15 

2 off continuously [OFF] Sep 25 

3 on continuously [ON] Dec 31 
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Annual profile thermostat n.7 

 
 
Weekly profile thermostat n.7 light (WEEK0053) 

 
 
Weekly profile thermostat n.7 (WEEK0043) 
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Daily profile thermostat n.7 (DAY0033) 

 
 
Annual profile thermostat n.8 

 
 
Weekly profile thermostat n.8 (WEEK0044) 
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Weekly profile thermostat n.8 oct-dec (WEEK0057) 

 
 
Daily profile thermostat n.8 (DAY0034) 

 
 
Daily profile thermostat n.8 oct-dec (DAY0038) 
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Heat gains  
 

Room 
template 

Heat gains Max 
sensible 
gain 

Max 
latent 
gain 

Occ. 
Density 

Variation profile Fuel Max power 
consumption 

n.7 
Bathroom - - - - - - - 

n.7 
Bedroom People M1 

78 W/ 
person 

22 W/ 
person 2 people 

Weekly profile 
bedroom n.7 - - 

n.7 
Circulation - - - - - - - 

n.7 
Living 

Fluorescent 
lighting M2 

8W/ 
m2 - - 

Annual profile 
lighting living Electricity 8W/m2 

People M1 
97 W/ 
person 

44 W/ 
person 2 people Annual profile living - - 

Tv M3 50W - - Weekly profile tv Electricity 50W 

Tv standby M3 1W - - On continuously Electricity 1W 

n.7 
Roof  - - - - - - - 

n.8 
Bathroom 

Fluorescent 
lighting M2 

8W/ 
m2 - - 

Annual profile 
bathroom Electricity 8W/m2 

People M1 
90 W/ 
person 

36 W/ 
person 1 person 

Annual profile 
bathroom - - 

n.8 
Circulation - - - - - - - 

n.8 Dining 
People M1 

97 W/ 
person 

44 W/ 
person 2 people 

Annual profile 
occupancy dining - - 

Tungsten 
lighting M2 12W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
occupancy dining Electricity 12W/m2 

n.8 
Kitchen People M1 

97 W/ 
person 

44 W/ 
person 2 people 

Annual profile 
occupancy kitchen - - 

Fluorescent 
lighting M2 

8W/ 
m2 - - 

Annual profile 
occupancy kitchen Electricity 8W/m2 

Hobs M4 500W33  - 
Annual profile 
cooking 

Natural 
gas 1000W 

Refrigeration M3 36W - - On continuously Electricity 36 W 

Washing 
machine M3 - - - 

Weekly profile 
washing machine Electricity 940W 

Dish washer M3 - - - 
Weekly profile dish 
washer Electricity 1000W 

Oven M4 147W   Weekly profile oven Electricity 970W 

n.8 Lift - - - - - - - 

n.8 
Master 
bedroom People M1 

78 W/ 
person 

22 W/ 
person 2 people 

Annual profile 
occupancy master 
bedroom - - 

n.8 
Shower - - - - - - - 

n.8 Study 
People M1 

90 W/ 
person 

36 W/ 
person 1 person 

Annual profile 
occupancy study - - 

 

33 The recommended rate of radiant heat gain from hooded gas appliances (CIBSE, 2015) has not been halved 
because of size and pattern of use of the appliance.  
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Tungsten 
lighting M2 12W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
lighting study Electricity 12W/m2 

Computer M3 73W - - 
Annual profile 
occupancy study Electricity 73W 

Monitor M3 36W - - 
Annual profile 
occupancy study Electricity 36W 

 
Air exchanges  
 

 

34 CIBSE (2015) suggests a value of 1.4ACH for old leaky windows on exposed walls. The value assigned to the rooms 
facing the back is 1.2ACH because back rooms are partially sheltered due to orientation and adjacent properties. Such 
value was confirmed during the following calibration stage (chapter 4, section 4.3).  
35 The value assigned to the rooms facing south (the most exposed to the prevailing winds) was initially 1.4ACH, 
following CIBSE (2015) for old leaky windows on exposed walls. The visual survey took note of the leakiness of most of 
such windows, all single glazed, which was also confirmed by the questionnaire and interview with the occupants. 
Such initial value was finally confirmed during the following calibration stage. 
36 Infiltration through the open chimney (BRE, 2016). 
37 The value assigned to the air leakage in the pitched roof was 1.4ACH. The visual survey took note of this 
construction as extremely leaky. The value assigned was confirmed during the following calibration stage. 
38 The initial value assigned to the air leakage in the attic level was 0.25ACH, in accordance with CIBSE (2015) for new 
highly energy efficient windows on exposed walls, because the windows in this room are new double-glazed (argon 
filled). The visual survey took note of the good condition of such windows, also confirmed by the questionnaire and 
interview with the occupants, which highlighted a sensible difference between the old leaky windows and the ones in 
the top floor. Such initial value was finally increased to 0.6 ACH as part of the fine-tuning process needed in following 
calibration stage. The reason for this higher air leakage value could be that, although equipped with modern windows, 
this room is not separated from the rest of the dwelling, where most windows are the old leaky ones. 
39 The initial value assigned to the air leakage in master bedroom was 0.25ACH, in accordance with the value that 
CIBSE suggests for new highly energy efficient windows on exposed walls because, the windows in this room are new 
double glazed (argon filled). The visual survey took note of the good condition of such windows, also confirmed by the 
questionnaire and interview with the occupants. Such initial value was finally changed into 0.6 ACH as part of the fine-
tuning process needed in following calibration stage. 
40 The initial value assigned to the air leakage in the study was 0.5ACH, less than the value which CIBSE suggests for 
old leaky windows because on partially sheltered walls facing the back of the building and retrofitted with secondary 
glazing in its status-quo. This value was confirmed by the visual survey, which took note of the overall good condition 
of this window, also confirmed by the questionnaire and interview with the occupants, which did not consider the 
window particularly leaky. Such initial value was finally changed into 0.6 ACH as part of the fine-tuning process 
needed in following calibration stage. 

Room template Auxiliary ventilation N1 
Variation profile: annual profile 
occupancy bathroom 

Infiltration N2 
 
ON continuously 

n.7 Bathroom - 1.2 ACH34  

n.7 Bedroom - 1.2 ACH 

n.7 Circulation - - 

n.7 Living - 1.4 ACH35 + 22.22 l/s36 

n.7 Roof  - 1.4 ACH37 

n.8 Bathroom - - 

n.8 Circulation - - 

n.8 Dining  0.6 ACH38 + 22.22 l/s 

n.8 Kitchen  0.6 ACH32 

n.8 Lift  1.2 ACH 

n.8 Master Bedroom  0.6 ACH39 

n.8 Shower  1.2 ACH 

n. 8 Study  0.6 ACH40 
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Thermographic survey 
 

FIGURE 0.73 CS7: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED THE POSITION WHERE EACH THERMAL IMAGE WAS TAKEN  
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Model calibration  

Energy data 
 

GAS Kwh ELECTRICITY  Kwh 

measured 4.10.17-4.10.18  32063.76 measured 4.10.17-4.10.18  8179.00 

simulated annual 31298.50 simulated annual 7589.60 

measured average per month 2671.98 measured average per month 681.58 

simulated average per month 2608.21 simulated average per month 632.47 

PD -2.39 PD -7.21 

measured 4.10.17/11.12.17 5697.55 measured 4.10.17/11.12.17 1559.00 

simulated 4.10.17/11.12.17 5137.30 simulated 4.10.17/11.12.17 1513.40 

PD -9.83 PD -2.92 

measured 12.12.17/20.2.18 10594.12 measured 12.12.17/20.2.18 1995.00 

simulated 12.12.17/20.2.18 12088.80 simulated 12.12.17/20.2.18 2010.90 

PD 14.11 PD 0.80 

measured 21.2.18/24.4.18 10220.53 measured 21.2.18/24.4.18 1739.00 

simulated 21.2.18/24.4.18 9127.40 simulated 21.2.18/24.4.18 1699.70 

PD -10.70 PD -2.26 

measured 25.4.18/3.10.18 5551.56 measured 25.4.18/3.10.18 2886.00 

simulated 25.4.18/3.10.18 4945.00 simulated 25.4.18/3.10.18 2365.60 

PD -10.93 PD -18.03 

n 4.00 n 4.00 

ΣaD/n 8015.94 ΣaD/n 2044.75 

Σ(aD-sD)² 585622.87 Σ(aD-sD)² 347392.36 

Σ(aD-sD) 765.26 Σ(aD-sD) 589.40 

ΣaD 32063.76 ΣaD 8179.00 

NMBE 2.39 MBE 7.21 

RMSE 382.63 RMSE 294.70 

CV(RMSE) 4.77 CV(RMSE) 14.41 
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FIGURE 0.74 FLOOR PLANS OF THE CASE STUDY DWELLING N.7 (2ND, 3RD, 4TH FLOOR) AND ANNOTATED POSITION OF 

TEMPERATURE AND RH DATA LOGGERS IN THE LIVING AREA (L) AND BEDROOM AREA (B) 

 

Indoor conditions data 
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Temperature Dining Room 5th Oct – 5th Dec 2017    
  
___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 

Period 5th Oct 2017 - 5th Dec 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2928 

NMBE 3.24% 

CV(RMSE) 6.48% 
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RH Dining Room 5th Oct – 5th Dec 2017    
  
___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 

Period 5th Oct 2017 - 5th Dec 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2928 

NMBE 8.33% 

CV(RMSE) 18.23% 
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Temperature Dining Room 22nd Feb – 22nd April 2018    
  
___Simulated (average weather file) 
___Measured 
 

 
 

Period 22nd Feb 2018 - 22nd Apr 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2832 

NMBE -1.99% 

CV(RMSE) 12.93% 
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RH Dining Room 22nd Feb – 22nd April 2018    
  
___Simulated (average weather file) 
___Measured 

 

 
 
 
 

Period 22nd Feb 2018 - 22nd Apr 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2831 

NMBE 3.14% 

CV(RMSE) 26.27% 
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Temperature Dining Room 26th Sept – 28th Nov 2018 
 
___Simulated (average weather file) 
___Measured 
 

 
 

    

Period 26th Sept – 28th Nov 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 9073 

NMBE 1.57% 

CV(RMSE) 14.10% 
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RH Dining Room 26th Sept – 28th Nov 2018 
 
___Simulated (average weather file) 
___Measured 
 

 
 

Period 26th Sept – 28th Nov 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 9073 

NMBE 1.11% 

CV(RMSE) 20.05% 
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Temperature Master Bedroom 22nd Feb – 22nd April 2018    
  
___Simulated (average weather file) 
___Measured 
 

 
 

Period 22nd Feb 2018 - 22nd Apr 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2832 

NMBE -10.05% 

CV(RMSE) 13.50% 
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RH Master Bedroom 22nd Feb – 22nd April 2018    
  
___Simulated (average weather file) 
___Measured 
 

 
 
 

 

Period 22nd Feb 2018 - 22nd Apr 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2832 

NMBE 10.54% 

CV(RMSE) 23.45% 
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Temperature Master Bedroom 26th Sept – 28th Nov 2018 
 
___Simulated (average weather file) 
___Measured 
 

 
 

    

Period 26th Sept – 28th Nov 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 9073 

NMBE 2.89% 

CV(RMSE) 12.04% 
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RH Master Bedroom 26th Sept – 28th Nov 2018 
 
___Simulated (average weather file) 
___Measured 
 

 
 

    

Period 26th Sept – 28th Nov 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 9073 

NMBE -2.74% 

CV(RMSE) 20.21% 
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Temperature Guest Bedroom 5th Oct – 5th Dec 2017    
  
___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 

 

 
 

Period 5th Oct 2017 - 5th Dec 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2928 

NMBE 6.98% 

CV(RMSE) 14.78% 
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RH Guest Bedroom 5th Oct – 5th Dec 2017    
  
___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 

 

 
 
 

Period 5th Oct 2017 - 5th Dec 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2928 

NMBE 5.28% 

CV(RMSE) 18.89% 
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 Interventions: First Stage 

A1: Whole Dwelling 

A1_L1: Draught-proofing

 

FIGURE 0.73 CS7: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED ACH RATES POST INTERVENTION 

 

Room template Ach Normalised scenario  Ach - Post intervention 

Bathroom n.7 1.2 0.9 

Bedroom n.7 1.2 0.9 

Circulation n.7 - - 

Living room n.7 1.4 + 22.22l/s open chimney 1.1  

Roof n.7 1.4 1.4 

Bathroom n.8 - - 

Circulation n.8 - - 

Dining room n.8 0.6 + 22.22l/s open chimney 0.5  

Kitchen n.8 0.6 0.5 

Lift n.8 1.2 0.9 

Master bedroom n.8 0.6 0.5 
Shower n.8 1.2 0.9 

Study n.8 0.6 0.5 

 
  

 

0.9 

1.1 

0.5 

0.9 

0.9 

0.9 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 
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A2ab: Front and Back Windows 

A2ab_L1: Heavy curtains and Shutters  

 
FIGURE 0.74 CS7: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH SHADING DEVICE 
 

 

 Baseline 
scenario 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short wave 
radiant 
fraction 

Post intervention 
A2ab_L1 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short 
wave 
radiant 
fraction 

A Blinds  0.14 0.49 0.3 Low-E blinds 0.30 0.40 0.3 

B Old shutters  0.29 0.28 0.4 Heavy curtains 
and Shutters 

0.16 
0.33 

0.49 
- 

0.3 
- 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

A 

B 

A A       A 

A 

A 

A A      A         
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A5a: Pitched Roof 

Status-quo 

Internal floor/ceiling loft - Reference ID: FL  
Overall U-value: 0.1759 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
Mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plywood  41 25 0.13 500 1500 0.1923 - 

Cavity    60  -  - - 0.2100 - 

Sheep’s wool  190 0.038 20.5 1800 5.0000 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 288        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

A5a_L1: Loft insulation 

A5aL1 Internal floor/ceiling loft - Reference ID: FL  
Overall U-value: 0.1612 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
Mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Sheep’s wool42 225 0.038 20 1800 5.9211 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard  13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 238        

 
 

 

 

41 The condensation analysis performed with IES-VE highlighted the risk of condensation on the underside of the 
plywood that is in place in the status-quo construction. Therefore, the retrofitted construction removed the layer of 
plywood as the roof space is not habitable; a large board placed above the joists can be sufficient to access the space 
for regular inspection and maintenance. 
42 The original construction, although retrofitted, does not reach the U-value recommended by Building regulations 
(0.16 W/m2K for loft insulation). Therefore, a new layer of sheep’s wool insulation has been modelled, with a total 
thickness of 225mm, to achieve the target U-value (0.16W/m2K).  
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Interventions: Second Stage 

 

FIGURE 0.75 CS7: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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A2A: FRONT WINDOWS (TARGET U-VALUE: 1.6 W/M2K) 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

External Window master bed - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: wB 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3289 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  6.443 1.06 -  0.0060 

Cavity 10 - Krypton 0.8711 

Inner Pane 6.444 1.06 - 0.0060 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
External Window timber – front Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: wT  
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.9415 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  4 1.06 -  0.0038 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.4359 

Inner Pane 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
External Window dining - Frame: PVC (10%) - Reference ID: wD 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.6 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 12  - Argon  0.6183 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Heavy 
curtains  

0.16 
 

0.49 
 

0.3 
 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

M1: Secondary glazing (single, low-E)45 

A2aM1 External Window timber - front Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID:  
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.4146 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0447 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  4 1.06 -  0.0038 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.4359 

Inner Pane 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 

43 Acoustic glass. 
44 Acoustic glass. 
45 Only this option was considered for the timber widows as they have already been retrofitted and nearly reach the 
U-value target in their status-quo therefore it would be impractical to opt for more complex measures.  
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M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, low-E vacuum) 

A2aM2 External Window timber - front Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID:  
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.0376 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.6258 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  4 1.06 -  0.0038 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.4359 

Inner Pane 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

H1: Slim double (low-E vacuum) 

A2aH1 External Window timber - front Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: wT 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3968 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

A2b: Back Windows 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

External Window kitchen - Frame: PVC (10%) - Reference ID: wK 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.6 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 12 - Argon 0.6183 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 
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External Window study46 - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: wS 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.8372 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear float  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 8047  - Air 01748 

Clear float 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
External Window timber – back Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: wT  
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.9415 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  4 1.06 -  0.0038 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.4359 

Inner Pane 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
External Window UPVC48 - Frame: PVC (10%) - Reference ID: wU 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.9415 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  4 1.06 -  0.0038 

Cavity 12  - Air  0.4359 

Inner Pane 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

M1: Secondary glazing (single, Low-E) 

A2bM1 External Window study49 - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: wS 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.2070 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear float  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
  

 

46 This window has already been retrofitted with the addition of secondary glazing. However, according to the 
calculations made using IES-VE, the status-quo construction does not reach the U-value recommended by Building 
regulations for windows (1.6W/m2K). Therefore, the original window will be object of all the interventions decided for 
not retrofitted windows. 
47 This window has already been retrofitted with secondary glazing. The new frame is set 80 mm inside from the 
original one. 
48 This window is an unsympathetic replacement of an old historic one, hence, will be replaced by a new timber 
window, in line with the original ones (see chapter 5). 
49 The status-quo secondary glazing is replaced with low-E glazing in the retrofitted construction M1. 
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A2bM1 External Window timber - back Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID:  
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.4146 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0447 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  4 1.06 -  0.0038 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.4359 

Inner Pane 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, Low-E vacuum) 

A2bM2 External Window study - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: wS 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.2502 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear float  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.18 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM2 External Window timber - back Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID:  
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.0376 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.6258 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane  4 1.06 -  0.0038 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.4359 

Inner Pane 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

H1: Slim double (Low-E vacuum) 

A2bH1 External Window study - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: wS 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3968 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): .1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 
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A2bH1 External Window (UPVC) - wood - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: wP 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3968 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bH1 External Window timber - back - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID:  
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3968 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

A5b Flat Roof 

B: Baseline  

Flat Roof dining and lift - Reference ID: RK  
Overall U-value: 0.2756 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers   5 0.5 1700 1000 0.01 15000 

Fibreboard   13 0.06 300 1000 0.2167 263 

Cavity 50 -  -  - 0.18 - 

Glass fibre quilt50 120 0.04 12 840 3 6 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 201        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
 
  

 

50 The thickness of the insulation layer was assumed as a result of the measured survey that took note of the overall 
thickness of the roof (accessible through the rooflight). The U-value is higher than that recommended by the Building 
Regulations for flat roofs (0.18 W/m2K). Glass fibre insulation is also available in rolls of 170mm thickness (Insulation 
Shop Ltd, 2019). However, the current body of research has raised concerns about the safety of this material. 
Therefore, it was decided to intervene in this roof replacing the existing insulation. 
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Roof terrace - Reference ID: RT  
Overall U-value: 0.2520 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Concrete tiles 20 1.1 2100 837 0.0182 500 

Screed 50 0.41 1200 840 0.122 50 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.5  1700 1000 0.01 15000 

Fibreboard 25 0.06 300 1000 0.4167 263 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.18 - 

Glass-fibre quilt 120 0.04 12 840 3 6 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 283        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

M1: Insulation between joists  

A5bM1 Flat Roof kitchen and lift - Reference ID: RK  
Overall U-value: 0.2641 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers   5 0.5 1700 1000 0.01 15000 

Fibreboard   13 0.06 300 1000 0.2167 263 

Cavity 50 -  -  - 0.18 - 

Sheep wool 120 0.038 20 1800 3 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 201        

 
A5bM1 Flat Roof kitchen and lift - Reference ID: RK  
Overall U-value: 0.4531 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers   5 0.5 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Fibreboard   13 0.06 300 1000 0.2167 263 

Cavity 110 -  -  - 0.1800 - 

Sheep wool 60 0.038 20 1800 1.5789 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 201        
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A5bM1 Flat Roof kitchen and lift - Reference ID: RK  
Overall U-value: 0.5950 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers   5 0.5 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Fibreboard   13 0.06 300 1000 0.2167 263 

Cavity 130 -  -  - 0.1800 - 

Sheep wool 40 0.038 20 1800 1.0526 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 201        

 

 
A5bM1 Flat Roof kitchen and lift - Reference ID: RK  
Overall U-value: 0.2641 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers   5 0.5 1700 1000 0.01 15000 

Fibreboard   13 0.06 300 1000 0.2167 263 

Cavity 50 -  -  - 0.18 - 

Sheep wool 120 0.038 20 1800 3 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 201        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 40% (dehumidifier) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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Or  
A5bM1 Flat Roof kitchen and lift - Reference ID: RK  
Overall U-value: 0.2641 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers   5 0.5 1700 1000 0.01 15000 

Fibreboard   13 0.06 300 1000 0.2167 263 

Cavity 50 -  -  - 0.18 - 

Sheep wool 120 0.038 20 1800 3 9 

Vapour control layer 0.2 1.00 1100 1000 0.0002 1000000 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 201.2        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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A5bM1 Roof terrace - Reference ID: RT  
Overall U-value: 0.2423 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Concrete tiles 22 1.1 2100 837 0.0200 500 

Screed 50 0.41 1200 840 0.122 50 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.5  1700 1000 0.01 15000 

Fibreboard 25 0.06 300 1000 0.4167 263 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.18 - 

Sheep wool 120 0.038 20 1800 3 9 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 285        

 
A5bM1 Roof terrace - Reference ID: RT  
Overall U-value: 0.4531 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Concrete tiles 22 1.1 2100 837 0.0200 500 

Screed 50 0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.5  1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Fibreboard 25 0.06 300 1000 0.4167 263 

Cavity 110 - - - 0.1800 - 

Sheep wool 60 0.038 20 1800 1.5789 9 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 285        
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A5bM1 Roof terrace - Reference ID: RT  
Overall U-value: 0.4944 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Concrete tiles 22 1.1 2100 837 0.0200 500 

Screed 50 0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.5  1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Fibreboard 25 0.06 300 1000 0.4167 263 

Cavity 130 - - - 0.1800 - 

Sheep wool 40 0.038 20 1800 1.0526 9 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 285        
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A5bM1 Roof terrace - Reference ID: RT  
Overall U-value: 0.2423 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Concrete tiles 22 1.1 2100 837 0.0200 500 

Screed 50 0.41 1200 840 0.122 50 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.5  1700 1000 0.01 15000 

Fibreboard 25 0.06 300 1000 0.4167 263 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.18 - 

Sheep wool 120 0.038 20 1800 3 9 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 285        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 40% (dehumidifier) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

 
Or: 
A5bM1 Roof terrace - Reference ID: RT  
Overall U-value: 0.2423 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Concrete tiles 22 1.1 2100 837 0.0200 500 

Screed 50 0.41 1200 840 0.122 50 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.5  1700 1000 0.01 15000 

Fibreboard 25 0.06 300 1000 0.4167 263 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.18 - 

Sheep wool 120 0.038 20 1800 3 9 

Vapour control layer 0.2 1.00 1100 1000 0.0002 1000000 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 285.2        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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A6a: External Walls - internal face lath on plaster 

B: Baseline  

External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 1.1843 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 426.5        

Int. conditions: T21C (living room set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

M1: Internal blown insulation behind lath 

A6aM1 (Blown Cellulose) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.6658 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Blown Cellulose    33.5 0.04 50 2010 0.8375  9.5 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 426.5        
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H1: Internal insulation on lath and plaster - mineral 

A6aH1 (Aerogel blanket) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.2838 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 476.5        
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A6aH1 (Aerogel blanket) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.4566 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 456.5        

 
 
 
A6aH1 (Aerogel blanket) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.6564 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 1000 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 446.5        
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H2: Internal insulation on lath and plaster - natural 

A6aH2 (wood fb) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.2979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood fb 100 0.040 161 2100 2.5000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 536.5        
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A6aH2 (wood fb) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.4746 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood fb 50 0.040 161 2100 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 486.5        

 
 
A6aH2 (wood fb) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.5385 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood fb 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 476.5        
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A6aH2d (wood fb) External wall front 420 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.5385 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity    33.5  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood fb 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 476.5        

Int. conditions: T21C (set point), RH 45% (dehumidifier) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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A6b: External Walls - internal face solid or dry-lined 

B: Baseline  

External wall back 420 - Reference ID: W2  
Overall U-value: 1.0970 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster 19 0.8 1600 1000 0.0238 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 48 

Cavity    30  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 19 0.16 950 840 0.1188 45 

Total Construction 420        

Int. conditions: T18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
 
External wall dining - Reference ID: W4  
Overall U-value: 0.1977 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering  20 0.5 1300 1000 0.0400 50 

Brickwork  102.5 0.84 1700 800 0.1220 58 

Cavity    50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Polyurethane board 25 0.025 30 1400 1.0000 550 

Expanded polystyrene 120 0.035 25 1400 3.4286 200 

Gypsum Plasterboard 19 0.16 950 840 0.1188 45 

Total Construction 336.5        

 
External wall back 570 - Reference ID: W5  
Overall U-value: 0.9446 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 75 

Brickwork  464 0.84 1700 800 0.5524 58 

Cavity    50  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 19 0.16 950 840 0.1188 45 

Total Construction 563        

Int. conditions: T18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
 
External wall back 320 - Reference ID: W6  
Overall U-value: 1.3089 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 75 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity    50  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 19 0.16 950 840 0.1188 45 

Total Construction 316        

Int. conditions: T18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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M1: New permeable plaster- natural 

A6bM1 (Cork Plaster) External wall back 420 - Reference ID: W2  
Overall U-value: 0.7430 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster 19 0.8 1600 1000 0.0238 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 48 

Lime plaster51 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Total Construction 436      

 
A6bM1 (Cork Plaster) External wall back 570 - Reference ID: W5  
Overall U-value: 0.6698 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 75 

Brickwork  464 0.84 1700 800 0.5524 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Total Construction 559      

 

51 Cork plaster is generally applied on a first coat of consolidating lime mortar (Mike Wye & Associates Ltd, 2018). 
Therefore, a new 10mm layer of lime plaster has been accounted for in the new construction, or the existing lime 
plaster has been retained when present. 
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A6bM1 (Cork Plaster) External wall back 320 - Reference ID: W6  
Overall U-value: 0.8345 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 75 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Total Construction 312      
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H1: New permeable blanket- mineral 

A6bH1 (Aerogel Blanket) External wall back 420 - Reference ID: W2  
Overall U-value: 0.3026 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster 19 0.8 1600 1000 0.0238 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 48 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 431      

 
 
A6bH1 (Aerogel Blanket) External wall back 420 - Reference ID: W2  
Overall U-value: 0.5073 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster 19 0.8 1600 1000 0.0238 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 48 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 411      
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A6bH1 (Aerogel Blanket) External wall back 570 - Reference ID: W5  
Overall U-value: 0.2897 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 75 

Brickwork  464 0.84 1700 800 0.5524 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 554      

 
A6bH1 (Aerogel Blanket) External wall back 570 - Reference ID: W5  
Overall U-value: 0.4721 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 75 

Brickwork  464 0.84 1700 800 0.5524 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 534      
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A6bH1 (Aerogel Blanket) External wall back 320 - Reference ID: W6  
Overall U-value: 0.2865 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 75 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 45 0.015 149 1000 3.0000 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 312      

 
 
A6bH1 (Aerogel Blanket) External wall back 320 - Reference ID: W6  
Overall U-value: 0.5484 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 75 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 287      
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H2: Internal board insulation 

A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External wall back 420 - Reference ID: W2  
Overall U-value: 0.2749 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster 19 0.8 1600 1000 0.0238 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 48 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 120 0.040 161 2100 3.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 511      
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A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External wall back 420 - Reference ID: W2  
Overall U-value: 0.4678 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster 19 0.8 1600 1000 0.0238 45 

Brickwork  352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 48 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 60 0.040 161 2100 1.5000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 451      

 
 
A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External wall back 570 - Reference ID: W5  
Overall U-value: 0.3044 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 75 

Brickwork  464 0.84 1700 800 0.5524 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 100 0.040 161 2100 2.5000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 614      

 
A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External wall back 320 - Reference ID: W6  
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Overall U-value: 0.2865 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 75 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 120 0.040 161 2100 3.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 387      

 
A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External wall back 320 - Reference ID: W6  
Overall U-value: 0.5025 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 75 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 60 0.040 161 2100 1.5000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 327      
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A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External wall back 320 - Reference ID: W6  
Overall U-value: 0.6710 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 75 

Brickwork  227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 307      
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Case study 8 

 
Location: Norfolk Terrace 
Typology: 2nd floor converted flat 
Date of construction: 2nd half 19C 
Listing: Part of List Entry Number 1380608 
 
NUMBERS 1-13 AND ATTACHED BALUSTRADES 
Grade: II 
 
Location: NUMBERS 1-13 AND ATTACHED BALUSTRADES, 1-13, NORFOLK TERRACE, Non-Civil Parish, 
BRIGHTON, The City of Brighton and Hove 
 
Montpellier and Clifton Hill Conservation Area 
 

 

FIGURE 0.76 MAP SHOWING THE LISTED BUILDINGS INCLUDED IN THE ENTRY, ADAPTED FROM HISTORIC ENGLAND (2018). 

EVIDENCED IN THE RED CIRCLE THE LOCATION OF CS8 

Extract from the List Entry Summary: 
“Terraced houses. Mid-C19. Stucco, roofs of slate and tile where visible. EXTERIOR: Nos 1-6 of 3 storeys over basement 
with dormers, the rest 4 storeys; 3-window range except No.1 which is of 2-window range and No.8 which is of 5-
window range and double-fronted. Nos 7-9 form a centrepiece, though not strictly central; (…) Nos 1-6 and 10-13: 
paired flat-arched porches with pilasters and entablature, except No.13 which has a round-arched porch with elaborate 
moulded archivolt and vermiculated keystone; recessed entrance with overlight, (…). Ground-floor windows flat-arched 
with consoles to sills and moulded stucco architraves; (…) first-floor windows round-arched over entrance with 
bracketed sill and moulded stucco architrave, the other 2 flat-arched with sill stepped forward in centre and moulded 
stucco architrave; sill band with Vitruvian scroll to second-floor windows which are flat-arched with moulded stucco 

https://www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1380608
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architrave, except that the 2 inner windows of Nos 2-6 are segmental-arched; (…). Nos 1-6 have dormers in mansard 
roof. (…)” (Historic England, 2018). 

Status-quo  

Constructions and building materials 
 
 

 
 

 

FIGURE 0.77 CS8: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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Internal Ceiling/Floor Mezzanine - Reference ID: M  
Overall U-value: 1.2118 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Synthetic Carpet   10 0.06 160 2500 0.1667 25 

Chipboard Flooring   25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 - 

Cavity    120  -  - - 0.2100 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 9 0.16 950 840 0.0562 45 

Total Construction 164      

 
 
Internal Floor – Reference ID: F  
Overall U-value: 1.2192 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Synthetic Carpet   10 0.06 160 2500 0.1667 25 

Chipboard Flooring   25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 - 

Cavity    220 -   - - 0.1800 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 268        

 
Internal Door 
Overall U-value: 2.1997 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plywood- 30 mm   37 0.13 500 1500 0.2846 - 

Total Construction 37      

 
Internal Partition 400 – Reference ID: P1  
Overall U-value: 1.222 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plaster (Lightweight)  30 0.355 1960 840 0.0845 45 

Brickwork B3 327 0.84 1700 800 0.3893 58 

Plaster (Lightweight)  30 0.355 1960 840 0.0845 45 

Total Construction 387        

 
Internal Partition stud – Reference ID: P2  
Overall U-value: 1.7888 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 0 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.18 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 0 

Total Construction 100        

 
Internal Partition stud tiles – Reference ID: P2  
Overall U-value: 1.7888 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Clay tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 0 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 0 

Total Construction 100        
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External wall 470 – Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 1.3399 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stucco 52 20 0.721 2659 837 0.0277 100 

Brickwork B4 440 0.84 1700 800 0.5238 58 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 470        

 
External Window kitchen – Frame: softwood (18%) – Reference ID: K 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.522 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 

 
External Window sash A – Frame: softwood (10%) – Reference ID: SA 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

 
External Window sash B – Frame: softwood (11%) – Reference ID: SB 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5884 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  

 

52 The rear elevation was likely rendered with some cementitious plaster.  
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Openings database 

 
FIGURE 0.78 CS8: 3D MODEL WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH OPENING 

 

Ref. ID S K DC DO 

Description 
External window 
sash  

External window 
kitchen door closed door open 

Exposure Type G semi-exposed wall semi-exposed wall Internal Internal 

Opening Window – sash 
Window / door 
side hung 

Window / door 
side hung 

Window / door 
side hung 

Openable Area % 10 10 100 100 

Max Angle Open ° - 45 90 90 

Proportions - Length/Height < 0.5 
Length/Height < 
0.5 

Length/Height < 
0.5 

Equivalent Orifice Area  10.484 8.065 103.226 103.226 

(% of Gross)     
Crack Flow Coefficient 
H 0 0 1.3 0 

(ls-1m-1Pa-0.6)     

Crack Length 0 0 100 0 
(% of Opening 
Perimeter) H     
Opening Threshold (°C) 
I1 0 0 0 0 

Degree of OpeningI2 
Annual Profile 
ventilation 

 Annual Profile 
ventilation off continuously on continuously 

 
Annual Profile ventilation 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 Norfolk Weekly Profile wintervent [WEEK009] Apr 15 

2 B Weekly Profile summervent [WEEK0005] Sep 30 

3 Norfolk Weekly Profile wintervent [WEEK009] Dec 31 
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Norfolk Weekly Profile wintervent [WEEK009] 

 
 
Norfolk Daily Profile wintervent [DAY0005] 53 

 
 
 
  

 

53 ta>20| rh>60 is a formula profile which means that the window is open when indoor temperature is higher than 

20° C or indoor relative humidity is higher than 60% within the time step where the formula is applied; ta>20 & 
rh>60 in the daily profile means that the window is open when indoor temperature is higher than 20° C and relative 
humidity is higher than 60% within the time step where the formula is applied. 
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Norfolk Daily Profile vent summer [WEEK0005]  

 
 
Norfolk Daily Profile vent summer [DAY0006] 54 

 
 
 
 
 

 

54 rh>70 is a formula profile which means that the window is open when indoor relative humidity is higher than 70% 

within the time step where the formula is applied; ta>20 | rh>70 in the daily profile means that the window is open 
when indoor temperature is higher than 20° C and/or relative humidity is higher than 70% within the time step 
where the formula is applied. 
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Systems database  
 

Heating/DHW 
system 
 

UK NCM Type Fuel Seasonal 
efficiency 

SCoP J DHW 
delivery 
efficiency 

Hot 
water 
tank 
Size  

Hot water tank 
Insulation 

Calor Super Heat 
butane gas heater  

Other local 
room heater - 
unfanned 

LPG 

0.7 0.56 - 

 
 
- 

 
 
- 

Electric heater Unflued 
radiant heater  Electricity 0.8 0.7467 - 

 
- 

 
- 

Hot water tank 
with immersion 
heater  

GENERIC 
Heating only - 
Electric 
resistance Electricity - 1.067 0.95 

 
 
 
75L 

 
 
 
50mm 

 

Template Name Bathroom 
Living/ 
Bedroom Entrance Kitchen 

Loft 
volumes Store 

Room Type 
Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heating System 2 1 None None None None 

Aux. Vent System None None None None None None 

DHW System 3 None None None None None 

Heating Plant 
Radiant Fraction K 0.2 0.2 - - - - 

Heating Profile 
Off 
continuously 

Annual Profile 
heating - - - - 

Heating Setpoint 
(°C) - 19 - - - - 

DHW  
Pattern of Use 
Profile 

Weekly 
Profile DHW - - - - - 

DHW Consumption L 
2.8300 
l/h(max) - - - - - 
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Annual Profile heating 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 Norfolk weekly profile heating [WEEK0018] Apr 15 

2 off continuously [OFF] Oct 15 

4 Norfolk weekly profile heating [WEEK0018] Dec 31 

 
Norfolk weekly profile heating [WEEK0018] 

 
 
Friday heating [DAY0016] 

 
 
Sat-Sun heating [DAY0004] 
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Norfolk weekly profile DHW [WEEK0037] 

 
 
Heat gains  
 

Room 
template 

Heat gains Max 
sensible 
gain 

Max 
latent 
gain 

Occ. 
Density 

Variation profile Fuel Max power 
consumption 

Bathroom 

People M1 
85 
W/person 

34 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy bath - - 

Fluorescent 
lighting M2 8 W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
occupancy bath Electricity 8 W/m2 

Living 
Bedroom People M1 

94 
W/person 

42 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy  - - 

Fluorescent 
lighting M2 8 W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
lighting  Electricity 8 W/m2 

tv M3 50W - - Weekly profile tv Electricity 50W 

Entrance 
- - - - - - - 

Kitchen 

 People M1 
94 
W/person 

42 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy kitchen - - 

Fluorescent 
lighting M2 8 W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
lighting kitchen Electricity 8 W/m2 

Fridge-
freezer M3 - - - On continuously Electricity 36 W 

Washing 
machine M3 - - - 

Weekly profile 
washing machine Electricity 560W 

Oven M4 147 - - 
Weekly profile 
cooking Electricity 970W 

Hobs M4 146 - - Weekly profile hobs Electricity 725W 

Loft 
volumes - - - - - - - 

Store - - - - - - - 
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Air exchanges  
 

 
 
 

Thermographic survey 

 
FIGURE 0.79 CS8: 3D MODEL WITH ANNOTATED THE POSITION WHERE EACH THERMAL IMAGE WAS TAKEN  

 

55 The initial value assigned to the air leakage in the living room and kitchen in CS8 was 1.0ACH. This is less than the 
value which CIBSE suggests for old leaky windows because these windows are partially sheltered by the buildings on 
the other side of the place. This value was finally changed into 0.7ACH during the following calibration stage (see 
chapter, section 4.3). 

Room template Auxiliary ventilation N1 
Variation profile: annual profile occupancy 
bathroom 

Infiltration N2 
 
ON continuously 

Bathroom 15l/s - 

Living/Bedroom - 0.7 ACH55 

Entrance - - 

Kitchen - 0.7 ACH 

Loft volumes - - 

Store - - 
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1     

2     

3     

4     
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6     
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Model calibration  

Energy data 
 

GAS Kwh ELECTRICITY  Kwh 

measured 16.4.17 - 15.4.18 1020.00 measured 28.11.17 - 27.11.18 1444.50 

simulated year  1079.10 simulated year  1474.80 

measured average per month 85.00 measured average per month 120.38 

simulated average per month 89.93 simulated average per month 122.90 

PD 5.79 PD 2.10 

16.4.17/14.10.17 0.00 measured 28.11.17/21.1.18 233.00 

simulated 0.00 simulated 219.80 

PD 0.00 PD -5.67 

15.10.17/14.1.18 510.00 measured 21.1.18/21.4.18 379.00 

simulated 523.6 simulated 361.70 

PD 2.67 PD -4.56 

15.1.18/15.4.18 510.00 measured 22.4.18/22.7.18 332.00 

simulated 555.50 simulated 374.20 

PD 8.92 PD 12.71 

    measured 23.7.18/30.10.18 375.00 

    simulated 405.80 

    PD 8.21 

    measured 31.10.18/27.11.18 125.50 

    simulated 113.30 

    PD -9.72 

n 3.00 n 5.00 

ΣaD/n 340.00 ΣaD/n 288.90 

Σ(aD-sD)² 3492.81 Σ(aD-sD)² 918.09 

Σ(aD-sD) -59.10 Σ(aD-sD) -30.30 

ΣaD 1020.00 ΣaD 1444.50 

NMBE -5.79 NMBE -2.10 

RMSE 41.79 RMSE 15.15 

CV(RMSE) 10.04 CV(RMSE) 4.69 
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Indoor conditions data 
 

 
FIGURE 0.80 FLOOR PLAN OF THE CASE STUDY DWELLING N.8 AND ANNOTATED POSITION OF TEMPERATURE AND RH DATA 

LOGGERS IN THE LIVING/BEDROOM AREA (L) AND KITCHEN (K) 
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Temperature living room 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018    
  
___Simulated (Brighton average weather file)  
___Measured 

 

 
 
 
 

Period 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018    

Weather file Brighton average weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2832 

NMBE -0.33% 

CV(RMSE) 17.39% 
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RH living room 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018    
  
___Simulated (Brighton average weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018    

Weather file Brighton average weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2832 

NMBE -8.30% 

CV(RMSE) 23.19% 
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Temperature living room 3rd May - 1st July 2018    
  
___Simulated (Brighton average weather file)  
___Measured 

 

 
 
 
 

Period 3th May - 1st July 2018    

Weather file Brighton average weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8418 

NMBE -2.65% 

CV(RMSE) 8.84% 
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RH living room 3th May - 1st July 2018    
  
___Simulated (Brighton average weather file)  
___Measured 

 

 
 
 
 

Period 3th May - 1st July 2018    

Weather file Brighton average weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8418 

NMBE 1.55% 

CV(RMSE) 13.27% 
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Temperature Kitchen 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018    
  
___Simulated (Brighton average weather file)  
___Measured 

 

 
 
 
 

Period 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018    

Weather file Brighton average weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2832 

NMBE -1.03% 

CV(RMSE) 18.61% 
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RH Kitchen 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018    
  
___Simulated (Brighton average weather file)  
___Measured 

 

 
 
 
 

Period 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018    

Weather file Brighton average weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2832 

NMBE -6.89% 

CV(RMSE) 22.89% 
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Interventions: First Stage 

A1: Whole dwelling 

A1_L1: Draught-proofing 

Room template ach   
Normalised scenario  

ach - Post intervention 
A1_L1: draught-proofing 

Living room 0.7 0.5 

Kitchen 0.7 0.5 

 

A2ab: Front and Back Windows  

A2ab_L1: Heavy curtains and Shutters 

 
FIGURE 0.81 CS8: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH SHADING DEVICE 

 

 

 Baseline 
scenario 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short 
wave 
radiant 
fraction 

Post 
intervention 
A2ab_L1 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short 
wave 
radiant 
fraction 

A Heavy 
curtains  

0.16 
 

0.49 0.3 Low-E blinds  0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

B None  - - 0.4 Low-E blinds  0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

A A B 
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Interventions: Second Stage 
 

 
 

 
 

 
FIGURE 0.82 CS8: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION  
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A2b: Back Windows 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

A2bL1 External Window kitchen - Frame: softwood (18%) - Reference ID: K 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5220 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

 Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6  1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device 

 
Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

 0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bL1 External Window sash A - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: SA 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bL1 External Window sash B - Frame: softwood (11%) - Reference ID: SB 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5884 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

M1: Secondary glazing (single, low-E) 

A2bM1 External Window kitchen - Frame: softwood (18%) - Reference ID: K 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.4325 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM1 External Window sash A - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: SA 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.2070 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only):1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 
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A2bM1 External Window sash B - Frame: softwood (11%) - Reference ID: SB 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.2352 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, low-E vacuum) 

A2bM2 External Window kitchen - Frame: softwood (18%) - Reference ID: K 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.5607 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM2 External Window sash A - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: SA 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.2502 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM2 External Window sash B - Frame: softwood (11%) - Reference ID: SB 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.2890 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 
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H1: Slim double (low-E vacuum) 

A2bH1 External Window kitchen - Frame: softwood (18%) - Reference ID: K 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.6943 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bH1 External Window sash A - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: SA 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3968 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bH1 External Window sash B - Frame: softwood (11%) - Reference ID: SB 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.4340 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

A6b: External Walls - internal face solid or dry-lined 

B: Baseline  

External wall 470 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 1.3623 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stucco  20 0.721 2659 837 0.0277 100 

Brickwork  440 0.84 1700 800 0.5238 58 

Lime plaster  10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 470        

Int. conditions: T 21C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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M1: New permeable plaster- natural 

A6bM1 (Cork Plaster) External wall 470 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.6875 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stucco  20 0.721 2659 837 0.0277 100 

Brickwork  440 0.84 1700 800 0.5238 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster   5 0.8 1600 1000 0.063 45 

Total Construction 525      

 

H1: New permeable blanket- mineral 

A6bH1 (Aerogel blanket) External wall 470 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.2930 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stucco  20 0.721 2659 837 0.0277 100 

Brickwork  440 0.84 1700 800 0.5238 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 520      
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A6bH1 (Aerogel blanket) External wall 470 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.4808 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stucco  20 0.721 2659 837 0.0277 100 

Brickwork  440 0.84 1700 800 0.5238 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 500      

 
A6bH1 (Aerogel blanket) External wall 470 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.7076 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stucco  20 0.721 2659 837 0.0277 100 

Brickwork  440 0.84 1700 800 0.5238 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 1000 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 490      
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H2: Internal board insulation 

A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External wall 470 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.2860 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stucco  20 0.721 2659 837 0.0277 100 

Brickwork  440 0.84 1700 800 0.5238 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 110 0.040 161 2100 2.7500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 590      
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A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External wall 470 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.5009 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stucco  20 0.721 2659 837 0.0277 100 

Brickwork  440 0.84 1700 800 0.5238 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 50 0.040 161 2100 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 530      

 
A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External wall 470 - Reference ID: W1  
Overall U-value: 0.5726 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stucco  20 0.721 2659 837 0.0277 100 

Brickwork  440 0.84 1700 800 0.5238 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 520      
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Case study 12 

Location: Sussex Square 
Typology: Ground floor converted maisonette 
Date of construction: 1st half 19C 
Listing: Part of List Entry Number 1380971 
 
NUMBERS 41-50 AND ATTACHED RAILINGS 
Grade: I 
 
Location: NUMBERS 41-50 AND ATTACHED RAILINGS, 41-50, SUSSEX SQUARE, BRIGHTON, The City of 
Brighton and Hove 
 
Kemp Town Conservation Area 

 

 
FIGURE 0.83 MAP SHOWING THE LISTED BUILDINGS INCLUDED IN THE ENTRY, ADAPTED FROM HISTORIC ENGLAND (2018). 

EVIDENCED IN THE RED CIRCLE THE LOCATION OF CS12. 

 
Extract from the List Entry Summary: 
“Terraced houses, most now converted to flats. Facades date to 1825-27, with the interiors executed over 
the next several years. Designed by Amon Wilds and Charles Augustin Busby for the developer of Kemp 
Town, Thomas Read Kemp; Thomas Cubitt the builder of some of the units. Stucco (…). All the gambrel 
roofs of slate (…). EXTERIOR: 3 windows each. 3 storeys and attic over basement (…). All openings are flat 
arched. The most striking motif used throughout the group is one found in other designs by CA Busby, 
most notably in the rest of Sussex Square (qv), Lewes Crescent (qv), and Portland Place (qv): a giant 
tetrastyle portico of Composite pilasters applied to the first and second floors of every third unit and a 
plain pilastrade on the same axis to the attic storey. (…) Features common to each unit and which help to 
unify the design of the whole include: a ground floor treated as banded rustication; (…) French doors to 
first-floor openings; (…) the roof of all entrance porches are extensions either of a balcony or a verandah 

https://www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1380608
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(…). There are entrance porches to Nos 41-44, the entrances to which units also have sidelights. The design 
of each porch is nearly identical: side walls ending in Tuscan antae support an entablature with projecting 
cornice. (…) There are a considerable number of sash windows of an original early to mid C19 design: 2 x 2 
to ground-floor windows of No.43 (…). Many windows on the ground and second floors are fitted with 
tracks for shutters. (…) Every unit but No.45 has 4-panel, studded doors of original design (…). INTERIOR: 
not inspected. Railings to stairs and broad areas are complete. (…)” 
 

Status-quo 

Constructions and building materials 
 

 
 
FIGURE 0.84 CS12: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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Ground Floor - Reference ID: G    Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.9072 W/ m²·K    Ground temperature: constant 13C  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5319 400 

Cavity    200  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 450 

Plastic tiles 10 0.50 1950 837 0.0200 45000 

Total Construction 985        

 
Ceiling/Floor Carpet - Reference ID: C      
Overall U-value: 1.2669 W/ m²·K       

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Synthetic Carpet   10 0.06 160 2500 0.1667 25 

Chipboard Flooring   25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 - 

Cavity    220 -   - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 276        

 
Flat roof - Reference ID: R       
Overall U-value: 0.2042 W/ m²·K       

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings   10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 10 0.50 1700 1000 0.0200 15000 

Fibreboard 13 0.06 1000 1000 0.2167 263 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Glass-Fibre Quilt 170 0.04 840 840 4.2500 6 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 840 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 266        

 
Plywood Door - Reference ID: d 
Overall U-value: 2.1997 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plywood  37 0.13 500 1500 0.2846 - 

Total Construction 37      

 
Wooden Door - Reference ID: D 
Overall U-value: 2.1944 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Pine 40 0.14 419 2720 0.2857 200 

Total Construction 40      

 
Front Door - Reference ID: FD 
Overall U-value: 2.2016 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Oak   54 0.19 700 2390 0.2842 1025 

Total Construction 54      
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Internal Partition Bricks 347 - Reference ID: P1 
Overall U-value: 1.4817 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Brickwork B3   327.5 0.84 1700 800 0.3899 58 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 347.5      

 
Internal Partition Stud - Reference ID: P2 
Overall U-value: 1.7888 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plasterboard   12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0592 - 

Cavity    100  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard   12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0592 - 

Total Construction 125      

 
Internal Partition fireplace - Reference ID: P3 
Overall U-value: 1.6467 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plasterboard   9.5 0.21 700 450 0.0452 - 

Cavity  30  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Brickwork B1   102.5 0.84 1700 800 0.1220 58 

Total Construction 142      

 
External Wall Front 530 - Reference ID: W1 
Overall U-value: 1.0332 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 35 0.8 1600 1000 0.0437 45 

Brickwork B4 440 0.84 1700  0.5238 440 

Cavity C 35  -  -  0.1800 35 

Oak D 6 0.19 700  0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 531      

 
External Wall Back 300 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 1.0332 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B2 215 0.84 1700 800 0.2560 58 

Cavity    50  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 - 

Total Construction 298      

 
External Wall Back 400 - Reference ID: W3 
Overall U-value: 1.0332 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork outer leaf B3 327.5 0.84 1700 800 0.3899 58 

Cavity    40  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 - 

Total Construction 400      
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External Window Sash C - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: C 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.4335 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile curtains   

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.16 0.54 0.3 

 
External Window Side Hung - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: H 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.4335 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: -   

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 

 
External Window Kitchen - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: K 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.1006 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.3213 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile curtains   

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.16 0.54 0.3 

 
External Window Sash Secondary Glazing - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: S 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.8198 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.3213 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: On Continuously   

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Blinds - - - 

 
External Window Sash Front - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: F 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.4335 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters   

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

 
External Window Rooflight - Frame: metal (15%) - Reference ID: R 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.6229 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0094 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.2381 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: -   

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 
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Openings database 
 

 
FIGURE 0.85 CS12: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH OPENING 
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Ref. ID DC DF DO R SB SF WF WK 

Descripti
on 

Door Closed Door Front Door Open Rooflight Sash 
Back 

Sash 
Front 

Window 
Fix 

Window 
Kitchen 

Exposur
e Type G 

Internal Semi-exp long 
wall 

Internal Semi-exp 
roof no 
pitch 

Semi-
exp 
wall 

Semi-
exp 
long 
wall 

Semi-exp 
long wall 

Semi-exp wall 

Opening 

Window/door 
– side hung 

Window/door 
– side hung 

Window/door 
– side hung 

Custom/s
harp edge 
orifice 

Windo
w-sash 

Windo
w-sash 

Custom/s
harp edge 
orifice 

Window/door 
– side hung 

Openabl
e Area % 

0 0 0 0 10 20 0 10 

Max 
Angle 
Open ° 

0 0 0 - - - - 20 

Proporti
ons 

Length/Heigh
t<0.5 

Length/Heigh
t<0.5 

Length/Heigh
t<0.5 

- - - - Length/Heigh
t<0.5 

Equivale
nt 
Orifice 
Area  
(% of 
gross) 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.484 20.968 0.000 3.548 

Crack 
Flow 
Coefficie
nt H 
(ls-1m-

1Pa-0.6) 

1.3 - - - - - - - 

Crack 
Length H 
(% of 
opening 
perimet
er) 

100 - - - - - - - 

Opening 
Threshol
d (°C) I1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Degree 
of 
Opening 
I2 

Off 
continuously 

Off 
continuously 

On 
continuously 

Off 
continuou
sly 

Annual 
profile 
ventilat
ion  

Annual 
profile 
ventilat
ion  

Off 
continuou
sly 

Annual 
profile 
ventilation  

 
Annual Profile ventilation 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 Sussex Weekly Profile winter vent kitchen [WEEK0064] Apr 15 

2 Sussex Weekly Profile summer vent kitchen [WEEK0014] Sep 30 

3 Sussex Weekly Profile winter vent kitchen [WEEK0064] Dec 31 
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Sussex Weekly Profile winter ventilation [WEEK0064] 

 
 
Sussex Weekly Profile summer ventilation [WEEK0012] 
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Sussex Daily Profile winter ventilation [DAY0037] 56 

 
 
Sussex Daily Profile summer ventilation [DAY0010] 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 

56 (ta>22)|(rh>70) is a formula profile which means that the window is open when indoor temperature is higher 

than 22°C or the indoor RH is higher than 70% within the time step when the formula is applied. 
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Systems database  
 

Heating/DHW 
system 
 

UK NCM 
Type 

Fuel Seasonal 
efficiency 

SCoP J DHW 
delivery 
efficiency 

Hot 
water 
tank 
Size  

Hot water 
tank 
Insulation 

System Boiler 
VAILLANT ecoTEC 
Plus 630  

Central 
heating 
using 
water: 
radiators 

Natural 
Gas 

0.89 0.7228 0.95 

 
 
167L 

 
 
20mm 

 
Ground Floor 
Template 
Name  Bathroom1 Bedroom1 Entrance Kitchen Living 

 
 
Toilet 

Room Type 
Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

 

Heating System 1 1 None 1 1 
 
1 

Aux. Vent 
System None None None None None None 

DHW System 1 None None None None None 

Heating Plant 
Radiant 
Fraction K 0.2 0.2 - - - - 

Heating Profile 

Annual 
Profile 
heating 
thermostat 

Annual 
Profile 
heating 
thermostat - 

Annual 
Profile 
heating 
thermostat 

Annual 
Profile 
heating 
thermostat 

Off 
continuously 

Heating 
Setpoint (°C) 

Thermostat 
main bed 
profile 

Thermostat 
main bed 
profile - 

Thermostat 
profile 

Thermostat 
profile 17 

DHW  
Pattern of Use 
Profile 

Weekly 
Profile DHW - - - - - 

DHW 
Consumption L 

4.000 
l/h(max) - - - - - 

  
 

First Floor Template Name  Bathroom2 Bedroom2 

 
 
Study 

Room Type 
Heated or 
occupied  Heated or occupied  Heated or occupied  

Heating System 1 1 1 

Aux. Vent System None None None 

DHW System None None None 

Heating Plant Radiant Fraction K 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Heating Profile 
Off 
continuously 

Annual Profile heating 
thermostat 

Annual Profile heating 
thermostat 

Heating Setpoint (°C) 17 Thermostat2 profile Thermostat2 profile 

DHW  
Pattern of Use Profile - - - 

DHW Consumption L - - - 
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Annual Profile heating thermostat 
No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 on continuously [ON] May 5 

2 off continuously [OFF] Oct 3 

3 on continuously [ON] Dec 31 

 
  
 
Weekly Profile Thermostat [WEEK0048] 

 
 
Daily Profile Thermostat (DAY0030) 
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Weekly Profile Thermostat2 [WEEK0049] 

 
 
Daily Profile Thermostat2 [DAY0031] 
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Heat gains 
 

Room 
template 

Heat gains Max 
sensible 
gain 

Max latent 
gain 

Occ. 
Density 

Variation 
profile 

Fuel Max power 
consumption 

Bathroom1 
Fluorescent 

lighting M2 8 W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bath Electricity 8 W/m2 

People M1 
100 
W/person 

40 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bath - - 

Bathroom2 - - - - - - - 

Bedroom1 

People M1 
78 
W/person 

22 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bedroom1 - - 

Bedroom2 - - - - - - - 

Circulation - - - - - - - 

Entrance - - - - - - - 

Kitchen 

 Dishwasher 
M3 - - - 

Annual profile 
washing 
machine Electricity 1000 W 

Fluorescent 
lighting M2 8 W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
lighting 
kitchen Electricity 8 W/m2 

Fridge M3 16W - - 
On 
continuously Electricity 16W 

Freezer M3 24W - - 
On 
continuously Electricity 24W 

Hobs M4 293W - - 
Weekly Profile 
hobs Gas 1000W 

Oven M4 147W - - 
Weekly Profile 
hobs Electricity 1370W 

People M1 
97 
W/person 

44 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
kitchen - - 

Tumble 
drier M3 - - - 

Weekly Profile 
tumble drier Electricity 1840W 

Ventilator - - - 
Annual Profile 
ventilator Electricity 100W 

Washing 
machine M3 - - - 

Weekly profile 
washing 
machine Electricity 9400W 

Living DVD 
standby M3 4W - - 

On 
continuously Electricity 4W 

Fluorescent 
lighting M2 8 W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
lighting living Electricity 8W/m2 

People M1 
97 
W/person 

44 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
living - - 

Tv M3 50W - - 
Weekly profile 
tv Electricity 50W 

Tv standby 
M3 1W - - 

On 
continuously Electricity 1W 

Ventilator - - - 
Annual Profile 
ventilator Electricity 100W 
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Fireplace 800W - - 
Annual Profile 
fireplace Biomass 800W 

Room 
template 

Heat gains Max 
sensible 
gain 

Max latent 
gain 

Occ. 
Density 

Variation 
profile 

Fuel Max power 
consumption 

Study 
Computers 
M3 73W - - 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
study Electricity 73W 

Fluorescent 
lighting M2 8 W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
study Electricity 8W/m2 

Monitor M3 90W - - 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
study Electricity 90W 

People M1 
100 
W/person 

40 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
study - - 

Toilet - - - - - - - 

  
Air exchanges 
 

Room template Auxiliary ventilation N1 
Variation profile: annual profile occupancy bath 

Infiltration N2 
 
ON continuously 

Bathroom1 15l/s - 

Bathroom2 - 0.6 57ACH 

Bedroom1 - 0.6 ACH 

Bedroom2 - 0.6 ACH 

Circulation - - 

Entrance - 0.6 ACH 

Kitchen - 0.458 ACH 

Living - 0.6 ACH 

Study - 0.4 ACH 

Toilet - 0.6 ACH 

 

57 The initial value assigned to the air leakage in most rooms in CS12 was 0.7 ACH, less than the value which CIBSE 
suggests for old leaky windows (CIBSE, 2015) because on partially sheltered walls. This value was confirmed by the 
visual survey, which took note of the overall good condition of all the windows in the dwelling, although being them 
prevalently old single glazed sash. Such initial value was finally changed into 0.6 ACH during the following calibration 
stage (chapter 4, section 4.3). The given value is also in accordance with the one used in previous research on similar 
properties of the same period (IES, 2009; Porrit, 2012). 
58 The air leakage value in both kitchen and study was assigned as lower to that given to the other rooms because in 
both rooms the original windows are partially retrofitted in their status-quo (see double glazing and secondary glazing 
constructions in the previous section). 
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Thermographic survey 

 
FIGURE 0.86 CS12: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED THE POSITION WHERE EACH THERMAL IMAGE WAS TAKEN  

 

1     2  
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3   4    

5   6    

7   8    

9   10  
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Model calibration  

Energy data 
 
 

GAS Kwh ELECTRICITY  Kwh 

measured 11.10.2017-11.10.2018 16292.33 measured 11.10.2017-11.10.2018 3085.00 

simulated year  15903.50 simulated year  3227.30 

measured average per month 1357.69 measured average per month 257.08 

simulated average per month 1325.29 simulated average per month 268.94 

PD -2.39 PD 4.61 

measured 11.10.17/11.12.17 3182.84 measured 11.10.17/11.12.17 557 

simulated 11.10.17/11.12.17 3227.8 simulated 11.10.17/11.12.17 651.8 

PD 1.41 PD 17.02 

measured 11.12.17/9.7.18 11975.02 measured 11.12.17/9.7.18 1774 

simulated 11.12.17/9.7.18 11376.4 simulated 11.12.17/9.7.18 1917.3 

PD -5.00 PD 8.08 

measured 9.7.18/12.9.18 724.8 measured 9.7.18/12.9.18 540 

simulated 9.7.18/12.9.18 840.10 simulated 9.7.18/12.9.18 451.00 

PD 15.91 PD -16.48 

measured 12.9.18/11.10.18 409.67 measured 12.9.18/11.10.18 214 

simulated 12.9.18/11.10.18 459.20 simulated 12.9.18/11.10.18 207.2 

PD 12.09 PD -3.18 

n 4.00 n 4.00 

ΣaD/n 4073.08 ΣaD/n 771.25 

Σ(aD-sD)² 151188.77 Σ(aD-sD)² 20249.29 

Σ(aD-sD) 388.83 Σ(aD-sD) -142.30 

ΣaD 16292.33 ΣaD 3085.00 

NMBE 2.39 NMBE -4.61 

RMSE 194.42 RMSE 71.15 

CV(RMSE) 4.77 CV(RMSE) 9.23 
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Indoor conditions data59 

 
 
FIGURE 0.87 FLOOR PLAN OF THE CASE STUDY DWELLING N.12 (GROUND FLOOR) AND ANNOTATED POSITION OF TEMPERATURE 

AND RH DATA LOGGERS IN THE LIVING AREA (L) AND BEDROOM AREA (B) 

 
 
  

  

 

59 The ground floor bedroom was used for data logging as it is the only one used and subject to a more 
regular pattern of use. 
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Temperature Living Room 29th Apr – 1st Jul 2017   
  

___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 29th Apr – 1st Jul 2017    

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 9018 

NMBE 4.51% 

CV(RMSE) 8.89% 
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RH Living Room 29th Apr – 1st Jul 2017    
  

___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 29th Apr – 1st Jul 2017    

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 9018 

NMBE 5.71% 

CV(RMSE) 12.59% 
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Temperature Living Room 11th Dec 2017 – 11th Feb 2018    
  

___Simulated (Brighton 2017 and Average Brighton Weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 

 
 

Period 11th Dec 2017 – 11th Feb 2018    

Weather file 
Brighton 2017 and  
Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 3024 

NMBE 7.38% 

CV(RMSE) 10.21% 
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RH Living Room 11th Dec 2017 – 11th Feb 2018    
  

___Simulated (Brighton 2017 and Average Brighton Weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 

 
 

Period 11th Dec 2017 – 11th Feb 2018    

Weather file 
Brighton 2017 and  
Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 3024 

NMBE 8.03% 

CV(RMSE) 20.33% 
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Temperature Living Room 9th Jul 2018 – 9th Sep 2018    
  

___Simulated (Average Brighton Weather file)  

___Measured 

 

 
 
 
 

Period 9th Jul 2018 – 9th Sep 2018    

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8929 

NMBE 3.52% 

CV(RMSE) 9.14% 
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RH Living Room 9th Jul 2018 – 9th Sep 2018    
  

___Simulated (Average Brighton Weather file)  

___Measured 

 

 
 
 
 

Period 9th Jul 2018 – 9th Sep 2018    

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8929 

NMBE -0.76% 

CV(RMSE) 16.17% 
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Temperature Master Bedroom 11th Dec 2017 – 11th Feb 2018    
  

___Simulated (Brighton 2017 and Average Brighton Weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 11th Dec 2017 – 11th Feb 2018    

Weather file 
Brighton 2017 and  
Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE -4.11% 

CV(RMSE) 9.78% 
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RH Master Bedroom 11th Dec 2017 – 11th Feb 2018    
  

___Simulated (Brighton 2017 and Average Brighton Weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 11th Dec 2017 – 11th Feb 2018    

Weather file 
Brighton 2017 and  
Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE 10.72% 

CV(RMSE) 24.08% 
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Temperature Master Bedroom 9hJul – 9th Sep 2018    
  

___Simulated (Average Brighton Weather file)  

___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 9th Jul 2018 – 9th Sep 2018    

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8929 

NMBE 2.76% 

CV(RMSE) 8.71% 
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RH Master Bedroom 9hJul – 9th Sep 2018    
  

___Simulated (Average Brighton Weather file)  

___Measured 

 

 
 
 
 

Period 9th Jul 2018 – 9th Sep 2018    

Weather file Average Brighton Weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8929 

NMBE 2.27% 

CV(RMSE) 16.96% 
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Interventions: First Stage 

A1: Whole Dwelling 

A1_L1: Draught-proofing 

Room template ach   
Normalised scenario  

ach - Post intervention 
A1_L1: draught-proofing 

Bathroom2         0.6 0.5 

Bathroom1 - - 

Bedroom1 0.4 0.4 

Bedroom2 0.6 0.5 

Circulation - - 

Entrance 0.6 0.5 

Kitchen 0.4 0.4 

Living 0.6 0.5 

Study          0.4 0.4 

Toilet 0.6 0.5 

A2ab: Windows (front and back) 

A2ab_L1: Heavy curtains and Shutters 

 
FIGURE 0.88 CS12: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH SHADING DEVICE 

 
 Baseline 

scenario 
R Shading 

coeff. 
Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Post 
intervention 
A2ab_L1 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

A Shutters  0.33 0.28 0.4 Heavy curtains 
and shutters 

0.16 
0.33 

0.49 
- 

0.3 
- 

B Heavy 
curtains  

0.16 
 

0.49 0.3 Low-E blinds  0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

C None - - - Low-E blinds  0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

A A 

B 

B 

C 
C 

 

C 
C 

 

C 

B 
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Interventions: Second Stage 
 

 
FIGURE 0.89 CS12: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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A2a: Front Windows 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

External Window Sash Front - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: F 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.4335 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Heavy 
curtains 

0.16 
 

0.49 
 

0.3 
 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

M1: Secondary glazing (single, low-E) 

A2aM1 External Window Sash Front - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: F 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.0426 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised   

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Heavy 
curtains 

0.16 
 

0.49 
 

0.3 
 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, low-E vacuum) 

A2aM2 External Window Sash Front - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: F 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.0857 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8000 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Heavy 
curtains 

0.16 
 

0.49 
 

0.3 
 

Shutters 0.33 - - 
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A2b: Back Windows 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

External Window Sash C - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: C 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.4335 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
External Window Side Hung- Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: H 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.4335 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
External Window Kitchen - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: K 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.1006 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.3213 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
External Window Sash Secondary Glazing - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: S 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.8198 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 60 - Air 0.1773 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
External Window Rooflight - Frame: metal (15%) - Reference ID: R 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.6229 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0094 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.2381 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 
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M1: Secondary glazing (single, low-E) 

A2bM1 External Window Sash C - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: C 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.0426W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM1 External Window Side Hung - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: H 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.0426 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM1 External Window Kitchen - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: K 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3733 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.1815 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.3213 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM1 External Window Sash Secondary Glazing - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: S 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.0426 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 
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M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, low-E vacuum) 

A2bM2 External Window Sash C - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: C 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.0857 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM2 External Window Side Hung - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: H 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.0857 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM2 External Window Kitchen - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: K 
Overall U-value (including frame): 0.9152 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.6724 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.3213 

Inner Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM2 External Window Sash Secondary Glazing - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: S 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.0857 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer Pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 
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H1: Slim double (low-E vacuum) 

A2bH1 External Window Sash C - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: C 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.2324 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bH1 External Window Side Hung- Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: H 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.2324 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bH1 External Window Kitchen - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: K 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.2324 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bH1 External Window Sash Secondary Glazing - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: S 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.2324 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
External Window Rooflight - Frame: metal (15%) - Reference ID: R 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3387 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0575 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised  

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 
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A3a: External Doors – Front 

B: Baseline  

Front Door - Reference ID: FD 
Overall U-value: 2.2016 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Oak   54 0.19 700 2390 0.2842 1025 

Total Construction 54      

 

M1: Insulating Front Doors 

A3aM1 Front Door - Reference ID: FD 
Overall U-value: 1.7265 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Oak   54 0.19 700 2390 0.2842 1025 

Wood Fibre board 5 0.040 161 2100 0.1250 21 

Total Construction 59      

A4b: Suspended timber Ground Floor 

B: Baseline 

Ground Floor - Reference ID: G    Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.9072 W/ m²·K       

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5319 400 

Cavity    200  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 450 

Plastic tiles 10 0.50 1950 837 0.0200 45000 

Total Construction 985        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016): 9.9C (for A4bM1) and 10.2C (for A4bH1), RH 90%  

M1: Thin insulation board 

A4bM1 (aerogel board) Ground Floor - Reference ID: G   Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.2426 W/ m²·K   Ground temperature: constant 9.9C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5319 400 

Cavity    200  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 450 

Aerogel blanket 45 0.015 149 1000 3.0000 30 

Magnesium Oxide board  6 0.19 1050 955 0.0316 103 

Clay tiles 5 0.5710 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 1031        
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H1: Insulation between joists 

A4aH1 (Sheep’s wool) Ground Floor - Reference ID: G   Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.2686 W/ m²·K   Ground temperature: constant 10.2C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5319 400 

Cavity    100  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Sheep’s wool insulation 100 0.038 20 1800 2.6316 9 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 50 1600 0.1923 450 

Clay tiles 5 0.5710 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 980        
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A5b: Flat Roof 

B: Baseline  

Flat roof - Reference ID: R       
Overall U-value: 0.2043 W/ m²·K       

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings   10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 5 0.50 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27 0.12 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Glass-Fibre Quilt 170 0.04 840 840 4.2500 6 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 840 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 275        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016 

M1: Insulation at ceiling level 

A5bM1 Flat roof - Reference ID: R       
Overall U-value: 0.1954 W/ m²·K       

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings   10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 5 0.50 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27 0.12 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Sheep’s wool 170 0.038 20 1800 4.4737 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 840 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 275        
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A5bM1 Flat roof - Reference ID: R       
Overall U-value: 0.3636 W/ m²·K       

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings   10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 5 0.50 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27 0.12 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity 140 - - - 0.1800 - 

Sheep’s wool 80 0.038 20 1800 2.1053 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 840 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 275        

 
A5bM1 Flat roof - Reference ID: R       
Overall U-value: 0.1954 W/ m²·K       

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings   10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 5 0.50 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27 0.12 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Sheep’s wool 170 0.038 20 1800 4.4737 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 840 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 275        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 40% (dehumidifier) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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Or 
A5bM1 Flat roof - Reference ID: R       
Overall U-value: 0.1954 W/ m²·K       

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings   10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 5 0.50 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27 0.12 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Sheep’s wool 170 0.038 20 1800 4.4737 9 

Vapour control layer 0.2 1.00 1100 1000 0.0002 1000000 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 840 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 275        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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H1: Insulation above  

A5bH1 Flat roof - Reference ID: R       
Overall U-value: 0.1822 W/ m²·K       

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings 10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 0.7 0.50 1700 1000 0.0014 15000 

Plywood 13  0.15 560 2500 0.0867 750 

Wood Fibre board 190 0.043 180 2100 1.2500 21 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 5 0.50 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27 0.12 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity 220 - - - 0.1800 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 840 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 478.7        

 

A6a: Walls - internal face lath on plaster 

B: Baseline  

External Wall Front 530 - Reference ID: W1 
Overall U-value: 1.0332 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  35 0.8 1600 1000 0.0437 45 

Brickwork  440 0.84 1700  0.5238 58 

Cavity  35  -  - - 0.1800 35 

Oak  6 0.19 700  0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Total Construction 531      

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016 
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M1: Internal blown insulation behind lath 

A6aM1 (Blown Cellulose) External Wall Front 530 - Reference ID: W1 
Overall U-value: 0.6041 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  35 0.8 1600 1000 0.0437 45 

Brickwork  440 0.84 1700 800 0.5238 58 

Blown Cellulose    35 0.04 50 2010 0.8750  9.5 

Oak  6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Total Construction 531      

 

H1: Internal insulation on lath and plaster - mineral 

A6aH1 (Aerogel blanket) External Wall Front 530 - Reference ID: W1 
Overall U-value: 0.6071 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster  35 0.8 1600 1000 0.0437 45 

Brickwork  440 0.84 1700 800 0.5238 58 

Cavity  35  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak  6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0313 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 1000 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 551      
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A6b: Walls - internal face solid or dry lined 

B: Baseline  

External Wall Back 300 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 1.4470 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B2 215 0.84 1700 800 0.2560 58 

Cavity    50  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 0 

Total Construction 298      

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016 
 
External Wall Back 400 - Reference ID: W3 
Overall U-value: 1.2130 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B3 327.5 0.84 1700 800 0.3899 58 

Cavity    40  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 0 

Total Construction 400      

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016 
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M1: New permeable plaster- natural 

A6bM1 (Cork Plaster) External Wall Back 300 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.8442 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B2 215 0.84 1700 800 0.2560 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster   5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Total Construction 300.5      

 
A6bM1 (Cork Plaster) External Wall Back 400 - Reference ID: W3 
Overall U-value: 0.7588 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B3 327.5 0.84 1700 800 0.3899 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster   5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Total Construction 412.5      
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H1: New permeable blanket- mineral 

A6bH1 (Aerogel Blanket) External Wall Back 300 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.2876 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B2 215 0.84 1700 800 0.2560 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 45 0.015 149 1000 3.0000 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 300.5      

 
A6bH1 (Aerogel Blanket) External Wall Back 300 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.5525 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B2 215 0.84 1700 800 0.2560 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 275.5      
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A6bH1 (Aerogel Blanket) External Wall Back 300 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.8747 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B2 215 0.84 1700 800 0.2560 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 1000 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 265.5      

 
 
A6bH1 (Aerogel Blanket) External Wall Back 400 - Reference ID: W3 
Overall U-value: 0.28605 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B3 327.5 0.84 1700 800 0.3899 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.025 165 1000 2.6667 20.5 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 422.5      
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H2: Internal board insulation 

A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External Wall Back 300 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.2876 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B2 215 0.84 1700 800 0.2560 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 120 0.040 161 2100 3.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 375.5      

 
 
A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External Wall Back 300 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.5059 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B2 215 0.84 1700 800 0.2560 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 60 0.040 161 2100 1.5000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 315.5      
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A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board) External Wall Back 300 - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.6772 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B2 215 0.84 1700 800 0.2560 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 295.5      
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A6bH2 (Wood Fibre board External Wall Back 400 - Reference ID: W3 
Overall U-value: 0.2967 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0256 45 

Brickwork B3 327.5 0.84 1700 800 0.3899 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 100 0.040 161 2100 2.5000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 467.5      
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Case study 13      

Location: Arundel Terrace 
Typology: 1st floor converted flat 
Date of construction: 1st half 19C 
Listing: Part of List Entry Number: 1379917 
 
ARUNDEL HOUSE 
Grade: I 
 
Location: 1 TO 13, ARUNDEL TERRACE; ARUNDEL HOUSE, 12 AND 13, ARUNDEL TERRACE, Non-Civil Parish, 
BRIGHTON, The City of Brighton and Hove 
 
Kemp town Conservation Area 
 

 
FIGURE 0.90 MAP SHOWING THE LISTED BUILDINGS INCLUDED IN THE ENTRY, ADAPTED FROM HISTORIC ENGLAND, 2018. 

EVIDENCED IN ORANGE THE CS 13 

 
Extract from the List Entry Summary: 
“Terraced houses. 1824-1828. Designed by Amon Wilds and Charles Augustin Busby for Thomas Read Kemp. Stucco. (…)  EXTERIOR: 3 storeys and 
attic over basement; (…).  3 windows each. The entire terrace treated as a single, bilaterally symmetrical composition of projecting, porticoed bays 
and recessed, connecting ranges. The centre 5 units, Nos 5-9, have giant Composite pilasters and columns, detailed below; (…). Apart from this 
overall emphasis the architects gave the terrace visual unity by treating the ground floors as a base of banded rustication from which the giant 
orders rise; the boldly scaled entablature and cornice are continuous across the terrace as well. (…). All windows in terrace are flat arched. (…) 
French doors to first floor of every unit are exceptionally tall; (…) cast-iron balconies to first floor. (…). The ground floors of Nos 5 and 9, (…), 
project to serve as a base for a tetrastyle portico of giant, attached Composite order: there are pilasters at the party walls and attached columns 
between. (…) he entrances to Nos 3, 5, 9-12 are set under porches of similar design: entablature supported by antae of the Doric order, side walls 
pierced by round-arched windows. (…) There is a continuous cast-iron porch to the first floor and entrance porch of all except Nos 5, 7 and 13. (…) 
The effect of these details is to give an otherwise Classical elevation a decidedly eastern, or "Moorish" flavour, intended as a reference to the Royal 
Pavilion (qv). (…) 

https://www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1379917
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Status-quo 

Constructions and building materials 
 

 
FIGURE 0.91 CS13: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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Internal Floor Timber - Reference ID: T 
Overall U-value: 1.3587 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Timber Board   15 1.65 1600 1600 0.0909 200 

Chipboard Flooring 20 0.13 1600 1600 0.1538 - 

Cavity 220 - - - 0.2100 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard   13  0.16 840 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 268        

 
Internal Floor Carpet - Reference ID: C 
Overall U-value: 1.2192 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 

MNs/gm 

Synthetic Carpet 10 0.06 160 2500 0.1667 25 

Chipboard Flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 - 

Cavity    220 -  - - 0.1800 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard   25 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 268        

 
Flat Roof uninsulated- Reference ID: R2 
Overall U-value: 1.5915 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings 10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 10 0.50 1700 1000 0.0200 15000 

Fibreboard 13  0.06 300 1000 0.2167 263 

Cavity   140 - - - 0.1600 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 186        

 
Internal Door 
Overall U-value: 2.1997 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plywood- 30 mm   37 0.13 500 1500 0.2846 - 

Total Construction 37      

 
Internal Partition stud - Reference ID: P1  
Overall U-value: 1.8851 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plasterboard 9.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0452 0 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 9.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0452 0 

Total Construction 94        
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Internal Partition staircase - Reference ID: P2  
Overall U-value: 1.5128 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 10.0 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Brickwork A1 115.0 0.84 1700 837 0.1582 35 

Cavity C 40.0  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6.0 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15.0 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Total Construction 186        

 
Internal Partition – Party wall - Reference ID: P3 
Overall U-value: 0.974 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 10.0 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Oak D 6.0 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Cavity C  50.0  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Brickwork A2 227.0 0.727 1922 837 0.3122 35 

Cavity C  50.0  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6.0 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15.0 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 364        

 
Internal Partition stud - Reference ID: P4  
Overall U-value: 1.5713 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A1 115 0.84 1700 800 0.1369 58 

Cavity 50.0 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 0 

Total Construction 94        

 
Internal Partition Front wall 460- Reference ID: P5 
Overall U-value: 1.0561 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A3 352.0 0.84 1700 0.4190 0.4190 58 

Cavity 50.0 - - 0.1800 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6.0 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15.0 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 453        

 
External construction Veranda - Reference ID: W1 
Overall U-value: 2.3927 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Wood 30 0.121 593 837 0.02479 45 

Total Construction 30        
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External wall Kitchen - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 2.0782 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster E2 13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0162 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 260        

 
External wall Bathroom 310 - Reference ID: W3 
Overall U-value: 1.4646 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 308        

 
External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 1.4123 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 318        

 
Internal Window Veranda - Frame: softwood (30%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 3.7888 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 

 
External Window Veranda - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds     

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Blinds 0.16 0 0 
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External Window Blinds - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds     

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Blinds 0.16 0 0 

 
External Window Curtains - Frame: softwood (15%) - Reference ID: w4 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5505 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds     

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.33 0.49 0.3 

 
Openings database 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 0.92 CS13: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH OPENING  
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Ref. ID WF wF 
 

WS 
 

SK WK Wb 
 

Sb 
 

WB 
 

DO 
 

DC 

Description 

External 
window 

Front 

Internal 
window 

Front 

 
Extern

al 
windo

w 
Study 

 
Sash 
wind
ow 

Kitch
en 

French 
windo

w 
Kitchen 

French 
windo
w Bath 

 
Sash 
wind
ow 

Bath 

French 
windo
w Bed 
room 

 
Door 
Open 

 
Door 

closed 

Exposure 
Type 

Exposed 
long wall Internal 

Shelte
red 

short 
wall 

Shelt
ered 
short 
wall 

Shelter
ed 

short 
wall 

Shelter
ed 

short 
wall 

Shelt
ered 
short 
wall 

Semi-
expose
d wall Interna

l 
Interna

l 

Opening 

Window /  
door 

side hung 

Window /  
door 

side hung 

Windo
w sash 

Wind
ow 

sash 

Windo
w / 

door 
side 
hung 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Wind
ow 

sash 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Openable 
Area % 5 5 

 
5 

 
5 0 0 

 
5 

 
5 100 100 

Max Angle 
Open ° 20 20 

 
- 

 
- 20 20 

 
- 

 
10 90 90 

Proportions 
Length/He
ight < 0.5 

Length/Hei
ght < 0.5 

 
- 

 
- 

Length/
Height 
< 0.5 

Length/
Height 
< 0.5 

 
- 

Length/
Height 
< 0.5 

Length/
Height 
< 0.5 

Length/
Height 
< 0.5 

Equivalent 
Orifice Area    

  
   

  
  

(% of Gross) 1.774 1.774 
5.242 5.242 

0 0 
5.242 0.806 103.22

6 
103.22

6 

Crack Flow 

Coefficient H 
0 0 

 
0 

 
0 

0 0 
 

0 
 

0 
0 1.3 

(ls-1m-1Pa-0.6)           

Crack Length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 

(% of 
Opening 
Perimeter) 

          

Opening 
Threshold 
(°C) 0 0 

 
 

0 

 
 

0 0 

 
 

0 

 
 

0 

 
 

0 0 0 

Degree of 
Opening 

Annual  
Profile  

ventilation 

 Annual  
Profile  

ventilation 

off 
contin
uously 

 
Annu

al 
Profil

e  
ventil
ation 

off 
continu

ously 

off 
continu

ously 

 
Annu

al 
Profil

e  
ventil
ation 

 
Annual 
Profile  
ventilat

ion On 
continu

ously 

Off 
continu

ously 

 
Annual Profile ventilation 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 A Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0062] May 1 

2 A Weekly Profile ventilation summer [WEEK0048] Sep 30 

3 A Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0062] Dec 31 
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A Weekly Profile winter ventilation winter [WEEK0062] 

 
 
A Daily Profile winter ventilation [DAY_0038] 60

 
 

 

60 rh>70 is a formula profile which means that the window is open when indoor RH is higher than 70% within the 

time step when the formula is applied. 
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A Weekly Profile winter ventilation summer [WEEK0048] 

 
 
A Daily Profile winter ventilation summer [DAY_0032] 61

 
 

 

 

61 (ta>24) | (rh>70) is a formula profile which means that the window is open when indoor temperature is higher 

than 24°C or indoor RH is higher than 70% within the time step when the formula is applied. 
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Systems database  
 

Heating/DHW systems 
 

UK NCM Type Fuel Seasonal 
efficiency 

SCoP J  DHW 
delivery 
efficiency 

1. Combi boiler 
WORCHESTER 
GREENSTAR Cdi 

Central Heating 
using water: 
radiators 

Natural Gas 0.81 0.7228 0.87 

2. Electric heater De 
Longhi RADIA 

Unflued radiant 
heater 

Electricity 0.80 0.7467 - 

 
 

Templat
e Name 

Bath 
room 

Bed 
Room1 

Bed 
Room2 

Circulati
on Kitchen Living Study Terrace 

 
Toilet 

Room  
Type 

Heated 
or 

occupie
d  

Heated 
or 

occupie
d  

Heated 
or 

occupie
d 

Heated 
or 

occupie
d 

Heated 
or 

occupie
d 

Heated 
or 

occupie
d  

Heated 
or 

occupie
d 

Other 
buffer 
space 

Heated 
or 

occupie
d 

Heating 
System 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 None 

 
1 

Aux. 
Vent 
System None None None None None None None None 

 
None 

DHW  
System 1 None None None 1 None 2 None 

 
None 

Heating 
Plant 
Radiant 
Fraction 

K 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 - 

 
 
 

0.2 

Heating 
Profile 

Annual 
Profile 

heating2 

Annual 
Profile 

heating2 

Annual 
Profile 

heating2 

Annual 
Profile 

heating2 

Annual 
Profile 

heating2 

Annual 
Profile 

heating2 

Annual 
Profile 

heating2 - 

Annual 
Profile 

heating2 

Heating 
Setpoint  
(°C) 

Weekly 
profile 

thermos
tat 18 

Weekly 
profile 

thermos
tat bed 

Weekly 
profile 

thermos
tat 16 

Weekly 
profile 

thermos
tat 16 

Weekly 
profile 

thermos
tat 16 

Weekly 
thermos

tat 
Profile 

Weekly 
thermos

tat 
Profile - 

Weekly 
profile 

thermos
tat 16 

DHW  
Pattern 
of Use 
Profile 

Annual 
Profile 
DHW - - - 

Annual 
Profile 
DHW - - - - 

DHW 
Consum

ption L 
3.0 

l/h(max) - - - 
1.0 

l/h(max) - - - - 
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Annual Profile heating 2  

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 on continuously [ON] Jan 27 

2 off continuously [OFF] Feb 7 

3 on continuously [ON] May 15 

3 off continuously [OFF] Sep 30 

5 on continuously [ON] Dec 31 

 
Weekly profile thermostat (WEEK0054) 
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Weekly profile thermostat 18 (WEEK0055) 

 
 
Weekly profile thermostat Bed (WEEK0070) 
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Weekly profile thermostat 16 (WEEK0068) 

 
 

Daily profile thermostat 22.5 (DAY0035) 
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Daily profile constant 16 (DAY0044) 

 
 

Daily profile constant 18 (DAY0029) 
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Daily profile thermostat bed (DAY0045) 
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Heat gains  
 

Room 
template 

Heat gains Max 
sensible 
gain 

Max latent 
gain 

Occ. 
Density 

Variation profile Fuel Max power 
consumption 

Bathroom 

Tungsten 
lighting 12W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bathroom Electricity 12W/m2 

People 
90 
W/person 

60 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bathroom - - 

 
Bedroom1 

People 
90 
W/person 

60 
W/person 

2 
people 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bedroom1 - - 

Electric 
heater 1200W - - 

Annual profile 
electric heater 
master bedroom Electricity 1200W 

Bedroom2 - - - - - - - 

Circulation - - - - - - - 

Kitchen  
People 

90 
W/person 

60 
W/person 

2 
people 

Weekly profile 
occupancy kitchen - - 

Tungsten 
lighting 12W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
occupancy kitchen Electricity 12W/m2 

Fridge-
freezer 36W - - On continuously Electricity 36W 

Oven 147W - - Weekly profile oven Electricity 970W 

Hobs 275W -  Weekly profile hobs Gas 1000W 

Dishwasher - - - 
Weekly profile 
dishwasher Electricity 1000W 

Washing 
machine - - - 

Weekly profile 
washing machine Electricity 940W 

Tumble 
drier - - - 

Weekly profile 
tumble drier Electricity 1840W 

Living Tungsten 
lighting 12W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
lighting living Electricity 12W/m2 

People 
90 
W/person 

60 
W/person 

2 
people 

Weekly profile 
occupancy living - - 

Tv 50W - - Weekly profile tv Electricity 50W 

Tv standby 1W - - On continuously Electricity 1W 

DvD 
standby 4W - - On continuously Electricity 4W 

Electric 
heater 2400W - - 

Annual profile 
electric heater  Electricity 2400W 

Study Tungsten 
lighting 12W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
lighting study Electricity 12W/m2 

People 
90 
W/person 

60 
W/person 

2 
people 

Weekly profile 
occupancy study - - 

Computers 15W/m2 - - 
Weekly profile 
occupancy study Electricity 15W/m2 

Terrace - - - - - - - 

Toilet - - - - - - - 
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Air exchanges  
 

 
 

 

62 The initial value assigned to the air leakage in the rooms facing the back in CS13 was 0.7 ACH, less than the value 
which CIBSE suggests for old leaky windows (CIBSE, 2015) because on partially sheltered walls facing the back of the 
building. This value was confirmed by the visual survey, which took note of the overall good condition of all the 
windows in the dwelling, although being them prevalently old single glazed sash. This was also confirmed by the 
questionnaire and interview with the occupants, which did not consider the windows particularly leaky. Such initial 
value was finally changed into 0.5ACH during the following calibration stage (see chapter 4, section 4.3). The given 
value is also in accordance with the one used in previous research on similar properties of the same period (IES, 2009; 
Porrit, 2012). 
63 The initial value assigned to the air leakage in the living room in CS13 was 0.5 ACH, less than the value which CIBSE 
suggests for old leaky windows. The reason for this was because, although in presence of three original french 
windows and although south facing and overlooking the sea (hence, exposed to the prevailing winds) the windows are 
sensibly sheltered by the enclosed space of the balcony in front of them and their air leakage is certainly diminished 
also by the presence of heavy curtains always closed at night. Such initial value was also confirmed during the 
following calibration stage (see chapter 4, section 4.3). 
64 The initial value assigned to the air leakage in the balcony in CS13 was 1.4 ACH, which is the value suggested by 
CIBSE for old leaky windows. The balcony in fact is enclosed by an original glazed timber structure opened to the 
south (and overlooking the sea, hence exposed to the prevailing winds) with three original french windows. Such 
initial value was also confirmed during the following calibration stage (see chapter 4, section 4.3). 

Room template Infiltration 
 
ON continuously 

Bathroom 0.5 ACH62 

Bedroom1 0.5 ACH 

Bedroom2 0.5 ACH 

Circulation - 

Kitchen  0.5 ACH 

Living 0.5 ACH63 

Study 0.5 ACH 

Terrace 1.4 ACH64 

Toilet 0.5 ACH 
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Thermographic survey  

 
FIGURE 0.93 CS13: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED THE POSITION WHERE EACH THERMAL IMAGE WAS TAKEN  

1      

2      

3      
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4      

5     

6     

7     
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8         

9         

10      

11     
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12     

13     

14     

15     
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16     

17     

18     
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Model calibration  

Energy data 
 

measured 29.9.2017-29.9.2018 18838.43 measured 29.9.2017-29.9.2018 4550.00 

simulated year 19540.00 simulated year 4569.30 

measured average per month 1569.87 measured average per month 379.17 

simulated average per month 1628.33 simulated average per month 380.78 

Percentage Difference 3.72 Percentage Difference 0.42 

measured 29.9.17/11.12.17 4071.55 measured 29.9.17/11.12.17 1015 

simulated 4933.20 simulated 1026.6 

PD 21.16 PD 1.14 

measured 12.12.17/21.2.18 6685.25 measured 12.12.17/21.2.18 1261 

simulated 7537.80 simulated 1099.5 

PD 12.75 PD -12.81 

measured 22.2.18/3.5.18 6138.95 measured 22.2.18/3.5.18 910 

simulated 5441.00 simulated 1022.4 

PD -11.37 PD 12.35 

measured 4.5.18/6.7.18 1119.00 measured 4.5.18/6.7.18 551 

simulated 1024.50 simulated 693.4 

PD -8.45 PD 25.84 

measured 7.7.18/28.9.18 823.68 measured 7.7.18/29.9.18 813.00 

simulated 603.50 simulated 727.40 

PD -26.73 PD -10.53 

n 5.00 n 5.00 

ΣaD/n 3767.69 ΣaD/n 910.00 

Σ(aD-sD)² 492200.46 Σ(aD-sD)² 372.49 

Σ(aD-sD) -701.57 Σ(aD-sD) -19.30 

ΣaD 18838.43 ΣaD 4550.00 

NMBE -3.72 NMBE -0.42 

RMSE 350.79 RMSE 9.65 

CV(RMSE) 8.33 CV(RMSE) 0.95 
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Indoor conditions data 
 

 
FIGURE 0.94 FLOOR PLAN OF THE CASE STUDY DWELLING N.13 AND ANNOTATED POSITION OF TEMPERATURE AND RH DATA 

LOGGERS IN THE LIVING AREA (L) AND BEDROOM AREA (B) 
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Temperature Living Room 1st Oct – 29th Nov 2017    
  

___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 1sth Oct 2017 - 29th Nov 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2880 

NMBE 3.76% 

CV(RMSE) 11.03% 
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RH Living Room 1st Oct – 29th Nov 2017    
  

___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 

 

Period 1sth Oct 2017 - 29th Nov 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2880 

NMBE 3.46% 

CV(RMSE) 16.44% 
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Temperature Living Room 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018  
  

___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 

Period 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2832 

NMBE 10.17% 

CV(RMSE) 15.87% 
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RH Living Room 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018  
  

___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 

Period 3rd March – 22nd Apr 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2402 

NMBE -9.64% 

CV(RMSE) 23.32% 
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Temperature Living Room 6th Jul – 6th Sept 2018  
  

___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 17th Aug – 6th Sept 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 3019 

NMBE 5.92% 

CV(RMSE) 8.63% 
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RH Living Room 6th Jul – 6th Sept 2018  
  

___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

  
 

Period 12th Aug – 29th Aug 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 2591 

NMBE -10.53% 

CV(RMSE) 14.08% 
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Temperature Guest Bedroom 1st Oct – 30th Nov 2017    
  

___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 

Period 1sth Oct 2017 - 30th Nov 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2926 

NMBE 4.77% 

CV(RMSE) 8.94% 
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RH Guest Bedroom 1st Oct – 30th Nov 2017    
  

___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 1sth Oct 2017 - 30th Nov 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2926 

NMBE 5.66% 

CV(RMSE) 13.95% 
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Temperature Master Bedroom 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018  
  

___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 

Period 22nd Feb – 22nd Apr 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2832 

NMBE 1.09% 

CV(RMSE) 16.35% 
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RH Master Bedroom 1st March – 22nd Apr 2018  
  

___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 

Period 3rd March – 22nd Apr 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2402 

NMBE -8.69% 

CV(RMSE) 24.54% 
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Temperature Master Bedroom 6th Jul – 6th Sep 2018  
  

___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 6th Jul – 6th Sep 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8929 

NMBE 8.80% 

CV(RMSE) 16.12% 
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RH Master Bedroom 6th July – 6th Sep 2018  
  

___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 

Period 14th July – 29th Aug 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 2303 

NMBE -6.43% 

CV(RMSE) 13.28% 
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A 

Interventions: First stage 

A2ab_L1: heavy curtains and shutters 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 

Baseline 
scenario 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short 
wave 
radiant 
fraction 

Post 
intervention 
A2ab_L1 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short 
wave 
radiant 
fraction 

A Heavy 
curtains 

0.16 0.49 0.3 Low-E blinds 0.30 0.40 0.3 

B Blinds 0.14 0.49 0.3 Low-E blinds 0.30 0.40 0.3 

C None - - - Low-E blinds 0.30 0.40 0.3 

A 

B 

 

 

B 

B 

A A 

C 

C C C 

B 

C 

C 

FIGURE 0.95 CS13: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH SHADING DEVICE 
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Interventions: Second stage 

 

 
FIGURE 0.96 CS12: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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A2a: Front Windows 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

Internal Window Veranda65 - Frame: softwood (30%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 3.7888 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 

 
External Window Veranda - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile blinds     

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

M1: Secondary glazing (single, low-E) 

A2bM1 Internal Window Veranda - Frame: softwood (30%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.3025W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.6409 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 

M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, low-E vacuum) 

A2aM2 Internal Window Veranda - Frame: softwood (30%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.7138 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.7999 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 

  

 

65 These are the only front windows where it is possible to intervene in this CS. The others are part of the construction 
of the Veranda, a thin uninsulated original wooden panelling. It was decided to retain the veranda as it is because any 
intervention on the windows could irreparably alter the character of the façade and compromise the limited internal 
space available.  
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A2b: Back Windows 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

A2bL1 External Window Blinds - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile Normalised   

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bL1 External Window Curtains - Frame: softwood (15%) - Reference ID: w4 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5505 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile Normalised     

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

M1: Secondary glazing (single, low-E) 

A2bM1 External Window Blinds - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.2070 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile Normalised   

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM1 External Window Curtains - Frame: softwood (15%) - Reference ID: w4 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.3480 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile Normalised     

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 
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M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, low-E vacuum) 

A2bM2 External Window Blinds - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.2502 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile Normalised   

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM2 External Window Curtains - Frame: softwood (15%) - Reference ID: w4 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.4442 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile Normalised     

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

H1: Slim double (low-E vacuum) 

A2bH1 External Window Blinds - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3968 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile Normalised   

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bH1 External Window Curtains - Frame: softwood (15%) - Reference ID: w4 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.5828 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile Normalised     

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 
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A5b: Flat Roof 

B: Baseline  

Flat Roof uninsulated - Reference ID: R2 
Overall U-value: 1.6005 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings 10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 5 0.50 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27  0.1210 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity   140 - - - 0.1600 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 195        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

 

M1: Insulation at ceiling level  

A5bM1 (Sheep’s wool) Flat Roof - Reference ID: R2 
Overall U-value: 0.3341 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings 10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 5 0.50 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27  0.1210 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity   50 - - - 0.1600 - 

Sheep’s wool 90 0.038 20 1800 2.3684 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 195        
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A5bM1 (Sheep’s wool) Flat Roof - Reference ID: R2 
Overall U-value: 0.5961 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings 10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 5 0.50 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27  0.1210 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity   100 - - - 0.1600 - 

Sheep’s wool 40 0.038 20 1800 2.3684 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 195        

 
 
A5bM1 (Sheep’s wool) Flat Roof - Reference ID: R2 
Overall U-value: 0.3341 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings 10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 5 0.50 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27  0.1210 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity   50 - - - 0.1600 - 

Sheep’s wool 90 0.038 20 1800 2.3684 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 195        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 40% (dehumidifier) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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r 
A5bM1 (Sheep’s wool) Flat Roof - Reference ID: R2 
Overall U-value: 0.3341 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings 10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0104 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 5 0.50 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27  0.1210 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity   50 - - - 0.1600 - 

Sheep’s wool 90 0.038 20 1800 2.3684 9 

Vapour control layer 0.2 1.00 1100 1000 0.0002 1000000 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 195        
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H1: Insulation above  

A5bH1 (Wood Fibreboard) Flat Roof - Reference ID: R2 
Overall U-value: 0.1785W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings 10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0260 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 0.7 0.50 1700 1000 0.0016 15000 

Plywood 13  0.15 560 2500 0.0867 750 

Wood Fibre board 210 0.043 180 2100 4.8837 21 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 5 0.50 1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27  0.1210 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity   140 - - - 0.1600 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 418.7        

 

A6a: External Walls - internal face lath on plaster 

B: Baseline  

Front wall 460- Reference ID: P5 
Overall U-value: 1.0561 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A3 352.0 0.84 1700 0.4190 0.4190 58 

Cavity 50.0 - - 0.1800 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6.0 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15.0 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 453        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  
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External wall Bathroom 310 - Reference ID: W3 
Overall U-value: 1.4646 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 308        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

 
External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 1.4123 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 318        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026)  
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

M1: Internal blown insulation behind lath 

A6aM1 Front wall 460- Reference ID: P5 
Overall U-value: 0.4958 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A3 352.0 0.84 1700 0.4190 0.4190 58 

Blown Cellulose    50 0.04 50 2010 1.2500  9.5 

Oak D 6.0 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15.0 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 453        
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A6aM1/H1 Front wall 460- Reference ID: P5 
Overall U-value: 0.4958 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A3 352.0 0.84 1700 0.4190 0.4190 58 

Blown Cellulose    50 0.04 50 2010 1.2500  9.5 

Oak D 6.0 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15.0 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 453        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 45% (dehumidifier) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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A6aM1 External wall Bathroom 310 - Reference ID: W3 
Overall U-value: 0.5705 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Blown Cellulose    50 0.04 50 2010 1.2500  9.5 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 308        

 
 
A6aM1 External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 0.6544 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Blown Cellulose    40 0.04 50 2010 1.0000  9.5 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 318        
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A6aM1/H1 External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 0.6544 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Blown Cellulose    40 0.04 50 2010 1.0000  9.5 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 318        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 45% (dehumidifier) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016 
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H1: Internal insulation on lath and plaster - mineral 

A6aH1 Front wall 460- Reference ID: P5 
Overall U-value: 0.6150 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A3 352.0 0.84 1700 0.4190 0.4190 58 

Cavity 50.0 - - 0.1800 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6.0 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2  15.0 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 1000 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 473        

 
 
A6aH1 External wall Bathroom 310 - Reference ID: W3 
Overall U-value: 0.2974 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 358        
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A6aH1 External wall Bathroom 310 - Reference ID: W3 
Overall U-value: 0.4930 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 338        
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A6aH1 External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 0.2952 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 368        

 
 
A6aH1 External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 04869 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 348        
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A6aH1 External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 07209 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 1000 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 338        
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A6aH1 External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 07209 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 1000 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 338        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 45% (dehumidifier) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016 
 
 

 

H2: Internal insulation on lath and plaster – natural 

A6aH2 External wall Bathroom 310 - Reference ID: W3 
Overall U-value: 0.2903 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster66 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Wood Fibre board 110 0.040 161 2100 2.7500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 428        

 

66 The original internal lime plaster has been retained as part of the plaster on lath construction of historic value. The 
removal of such plaster could potentially damage the lath underneath while retaining that layer helps also to provide 
an even surface for the application of the insulation (Historic England, 2016f). 
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A6aH2 External wall Bathroom 310 - Reference ID: W3 
Overall U-value: 0.5141 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Wood Fibre board 50 0.040 161 2100 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 368        
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A6aH2 External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 0.2881W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood Fibre board 110 0.040 161 2100 2.7500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 438        

 
 
 
A6aH2 External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 0.5075 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood Fibre board 50 0.040 161 2100 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 378        
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A6aH2 External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 0.5812 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood Fibre board 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 368        
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A6aH2 External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 0.5812 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood Fibre board 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 368        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 45% (dehumidifier) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016 

 
A6aH2 External wall Study 320 - Reference ID: W4 
Overall U-value: 0.5812 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood Fibre board 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 368        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 40% (dehumidifier) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016 
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A6b: External Walls - internal face solid or dry-lined 

B: Baseline  

External wall Kitchen - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 2.0782 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster E2 13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0162 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 260        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016 

M1: New permeable plaster- natural 

A6bM1 External wall Kitchen - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.8321 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster  13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0162 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.6429 47.5 

Lime plaster 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0037 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 315        
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H1: New permeable blanket- mineral 

A6bH1 External wall Kitchen - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0,2862 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster  13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0162 45 

Aerogel Blanket 45 0.015 149 1000 3.0000 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 315        
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A6bH1 External wall Kitchen - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0,5743 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster  13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0162 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 290        

 

H2: Internal board insulation 

A6bH2 External wall Kitchen - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.2862 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster 67 13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0162 45 

Wood Fibre board 120 0.040 161 2100 3.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 390        

 

67 The thin existing coat of lime plaster has been left in place to provide an even surface for the application of the 
insulation (Historic England, 2016f). 
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A6bH2 External wall Kitchen - Reference ID: W2 
Overall U-value: 0.5016 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E2 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster  13 0.8 1600 1000 0.0162 45 

Wood Fibre board 60 0.040 161 2100 1.5000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay Tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 330        
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Case study 14 

 
Location: Lewes Crescent 
Typology: Lower ground floor converted flat 
Date of construction: 1st half 19C 
Listing: Part of List Entry Number: 1381658 
 
NUMBERS 1-14 AND ATTACHED RAILINGS 
Grade: I 
 
Location: NUMBERS 1-14 AND ATTACHED RAILINGS, 1-14, LEWES CRESCENT, BRIGHTON, The City of 
Brighton and Hove 
 
Kemp town Conservation Area 
 

 
FIGURE 0.97 MAP SHOWING THE LISTED BUILDINGS INCLUDED IN THE ENTRY, ADAPTED FROM HISTORIC ENGLAND, 2018. 

EVIDENCED IN ORANGE THE CS 14. 

 
Extract from the List Entry Summary: 
“Terraced houses. Facades completed between 1823 and 1828. Designed by Amon Wilds and Charles Augustin Busby 
for the developer Thomas Read Kemp; (..). Stucco and painted brick or mathematical tiles in Flemish bond. (…). 
EXTERIOR: 3 storeys and attic over basement (…). 3 windows each, (…). On the west and east (qv) the 2 halves of 
Lewes Crescent are laid out as arcs forming the debouchment of Sussex Square (qv) to the north, and acting as 
transitions to Chichester and Arundel Places (qv) to the south; to accommodate the transition to the adjacent 
terraces the end units, Nos 1 and 14, are quite noticeably curved and larger than the rest.(…). Common features help 
to give the group a unified appearance. Among these are: ground floor of banded rustication(…); all openings flat 
arched, (…); stucco to ground floor (…). “  
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Status-quo 

Constructions and building materials  
 

 
 
FIGURE 0.98 CS14: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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Uninsulated solid Ground Floor Tiles - Reference ID: t  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.8151 W/ m²·K    Ground temperature: constant 13C  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Brickwork  250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Cast concrete 100 1.13 2000 1000 0.0885 500 

Screed 50  0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Clay tiles 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 1155        

 
Uninsulated solid Ground Floor Stone - Reference ID: S  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.8173 W/ m²·K    Ground temperature: constant 13C  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Brickwork  250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Cast concrete 100 1.13 2000 1000 0.0885 500 

Screed 50  0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Stone 10 1.8020 2243 837 0.0055 262 

Total Construction 1160        

 
Internal Ceiling/Floor carpet - Reference ID: C    
Overall U-value: 1.1762 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Synthetic carpet 10 0.06 160 2500 0.1667 25 

Chipboard Flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 - 

Cavity    220 -  - - 0.2100 - 

Gypsum plasterboard  13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 268        

 
Internal Ceiling/Floor Timber - Reference ID: T    
Overall U-value: 1.1762 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Timber flooring 10 0.14 650 1200 0.0714 200 

Chipboard Flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 - 

Cavity    150 -  - - 0.2100 - 

Gypsum plasterboard  13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 198        

 
Sloping Roof - Reference ID: R1    
Overall U-value: 0.278 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Slate tiles 20 2.00 2700 753 0.0100 250 

Cavity 20 - - - 0.1600 - 

Roofing Felt 5  0.19 960 837 0.0263 31000 

Cavity   50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Glass-fibre quilt 120 0.04 12 840 3.0000 6 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 228        
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Flat Roof - Reference ID: R2    
Overall U-value: 0.2764 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers 10  0.50  1700 1000 0.0200 15000 

Fibreboard 13 0.06 300 1000 0.2167 263 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1600 - 

Glass-fibre quilt 120 0.04 12 840 3.0000 6 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 206        

 
Internal Wooden Door 
Overall U-value: 2.1944 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Pine 40 0.14 419 2720 0.2857 200 

Total Construction 40      

 
External Back Door 
Overall U-value: 2.2016 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Oak 54 0.19 700 2390 0.2842 1025 

Total Construction 54      

 
Internal stud partition 120 - Reference ID: P1    
Overall U-value: 1.8851 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plasterboard   9.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0452 0 

Cavity    100  -  - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 9.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0452 0 

Total Construction 119        

 
Internal partition bricks - Reference ID: P2    
Overall U-value: 1.3933 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plaster (lightweight)   15.0 0.16 600 1000 0.0938 45 

Brickwork A2   227.0 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Plaster (lightweight)   15.0 0.16 600 1000 0.0938 45 

Total Construction 257        

 
External Wall back bedroom-study - Reference ID: WB    
Overall U-value: 1.2069 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity 60 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard   12.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0595 - 

Total Construction 424.5        
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External Wall 420 Kitchen - Reference ID: WK    
Overall U-value: 1.1681 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity 35 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard   12.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0595 0 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 419.5        

 
External Wall Bathroom - Reference ID: Wb    
Overall U-value: 1.4005 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Plaster (lightweight)   20 0.16 600 1000 0.125 45 

Total Construction 372        

 
External Wall back exit - Reference ID: WE    
Overall U-value: 1.7692 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Plaster (lightweight)   20 0.16 600 1000 0.1250 45 

Total Construction 247        

 
External Wall 300 shower - Reference ID: WS    
Overall U-value: 1.1681 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 15 0.50 1300 1000 0.0300 50 

Brickwork A3 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard   12.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0595 - 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 419.5        

 
External Wall Living 420 - Reference ID: WL    
Overall U-value: 1.2069 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0595 0 

Total Construction 414.5        
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External Window 20% Shutters - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.503 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33 0.28 0.4 

 
External Window 20% - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.4072 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 

 
External Window - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 

 
Rooflight shutters - Frame: softwood (15%) - Reference ID: r1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.3 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 12 - Argon 0.3056 

Inner pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: on continuously     

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33 0.28 0.4 

 
Rooflight - Frame: softwood (15%) - Reference ID: r2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.3 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer pane 6 - - 0.0057 

Cavity 12 1.06 Argon 0.3056 

Inner pane 6 - - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 
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Openings database 
 

 
FIGURE 0. 99 CS14: FLOOR PLANS WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH OPENING 
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Ref. ID WS WK 
 

WL1 
 

WL2 WL3 R 
 

WS1 
 

WS2 
 

WB 
 

DO 
 

DC 

Descrip
tion 

Windo
w 

Shower 

Windo
w 

Kitchen 

Windo
w 

Living -
french 
door 

Windo
w 

Living -
fix 

Windo
w 
Living -
sash 

Roof 
light 

Windo
w 
Study -
french 
door 

 
Windo
w 
Study -
fix 

 
Windo
w Bed -

sash 

 
Door 
Open 

 
Door 

closed 

Exposu
re Type 

Shelter
ed 

short 
wall 

Shelter
ed 

short 
wall 

 
Shelter

ed 
short 
wall 

 
Shelter

ed 
short 
wall 

Shelter
ed 

short 
wall 

Shelter
ed roof 

10-
30deg 

Shelter
ed long 

wall 

 
Shelter
ed long 

wall 
Shelter
ed long 

wall 
Interna

l 
Interna

l 

Openin
g 

Windo
w/  

door 
side 
hung 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Custo
m/shar
p edge 
orifice 

Windo
w - 

sash 

Windo
w – top 

hung 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Custo
m/shar
p edge 
orifice 

Windo
w - 

sash 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Opena
ble 
Area % 5 5 5 

 
0 

5 5 

 
5 

 
0 

5 100 100 

Max 
Angle 
Open ° 15 15 15 

 
- 

- 15 

 
15 

 
- 

- 90 90 

Propor
tions 

Length
/Height 

< 0.5 

Length
/Height 

< 0.5 

Length
/Height 

< 0.5 

 
 
- - 

Length
/Height 

< 0.5 

Length
/Height 

< 0.5 

 
 
- - 

Length
/Height 

< 0.5 

Length
/Height 

< 0.5 

Equival
ent 
Orifice 
Area     

 
 

  

  

   
(% of 
Gross) 1.29 1..29 1..29 

0 
0 3.468 

1.29 0 
5.242 

103.22
6 

103.22
6 

Crack 
Flow 
Coeffici

ent H 

0 0 
 

0 
 

0 
0 0 

 
0 

 
0 

0 0 1.3 

(ls-1m-

1Pa-0.6) 
           

Crack 
Length 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 

(% of 
Openin
g 
Perime
ter) 

           

Openin
g 
Thresh
old (°C) 0 0 

 
 

0 

 
 

0 
0 

 
 

0 

 
 

0 

 
 

0 
0 0 0 

Degree 
of 
Openin
g 

Annual 
profile 
ventilat

ion 

 Annual  
Profile  
ventilat

ion 

off 
continu

ously 
 

 
off 

continu
ously 

Annual  
Profile  
ventilat

ion 

Annual  
Profile  
ventilat

ion 

 
Annual 
Profile  
ventilat

ion 

 
off 

continu
ously 

Annual 
Profile  
Ventila

tion  

On 
continu

ously 

Off 
continu

ously 
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Annual Profile ventilation 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 L Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0033] Apr 30 

2 L Weekly Profile ventilation summer [WEEK0023] Sep 15 

3 L Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0033] Dec 31 

 
 
 
Lewis Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0033] 

 
 
Lewis Daily Profile ventilation winter [DAY_0026] 68

 
 

 

68 rh>70 is a formula profile which means that the window is open when indoor RH is higher than 70% within the 

time step when the formula is applied. 
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Lewis Weekly Profile ventilation summer [WEEK0023] 

 
 
Lewis Daily Profile ventilation summer [DAY_0021] 69

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

69 ta>22 | rh>70 is a formula profile which means that the window is open when indoor temperature is higher than 

22C or indoor RH is higher than 70% within the time step when the formula is applied. 
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Systems database  
 

Heating/DHW systems 
 

UK NCM Type Fuel Seasonal 
efficiency 

SCoP J  DHW 
delivery 
efficiency 

3. combi boiler 
WORCHESTER 
living area  

Central Heating 
using water: 
radiators 

Natural Gas 0.78 0.7228 0.78 

4. combi boiler  VOKERA 
Easy-heat Plus 

Central Heating 
using water: 
radiators 

Natural Gas 0.93 0.7228 0.85 

5. Electric underfloor 
heating 

- Electricity 1.00 1.067 - 

 
Template 
Name Back exit 

Bath 
room 

Bedroom 
- study 

Circulatio
n Kitchen Living 

Mezzanin
e Shower 

Room  
Type 

Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heating 
System None 2 2 2 None 1 None 1 

Aux. Vent 
System None None None None None None None None 

DHW  
System None 2 None None 1 None None None 

Heating 
Plant 
Radiant 
Fraction K - 0.2 0.2 0.2 - 0.2 - 0.2 

Heating 
Profile - 

Annual 
Profile 

heating3 

Annual  
Profile 

heating3 

Annual 
Profile 

heating3 - 

Annual 
Profile 

heating3 - 

Annual  
Profile 

heating3 

Heating 
Setpoint  
(°C) - 

Annual 
thermost
at profile 

Annual 
thermost
at profile 

Weekly 
thermost
at Profile 

Nov - 

Weekly 
thermost
at Profile 
Living - 

Annual 
thermost
at profile 

DHW  
Pattern 
of Use 
Profile - 

L weekly 
profile 
DHW - - 

L weekly 
profile 
DHW - - - 

DHW 
Consump

tion L - 
2.0 

l/h(max) - - 
0.83 

l/h(max) - - - 
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Annual Profile heating 3 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 on continuously [ON] May 12 

2 off continuously [OFF] Sep 22 

3 on continuously [ON] Dec 27 

3 off continuously [OFF] Dec 31 

 
Daily profile thermostat living (DAY0027)  

 
Daily profile thermostat bed (DAY0028) 
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Heat gains 
  

Room 
template 

Heat gains Max 
sensible 
gain 

Max 
latent 
gain 

Occ. 
Density 

Variation profile Fuel Max power 
consumption 

Back exit - - - - - - - 

 
Bathroom 

Washing 
Machine - - - 

Weekly profile 
washing machine Electricity 560W 

Bedroom-
study 

People 
100 
W/person 

40 
W/person 

2 
people 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bedroom - - 

Circulation - - - - - - - 

Kitchen  
People 

100 
W/person 

40 
W/person 

1 
people 

Weekly profile 
occupancy living - - 

Fluorescent 
lighting 8W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
lighting living Electricity 8W/m2 

Fridge-
freezer 36W - - On continuously Electricity 36W 

Oven 147W - - 
Weekly profile 
oven Electricity 970W 

Hobs 275W - - 
Weekly profile 
hobs Gas 1000W 

Dishwasher - - - 
Weekly profile 
oven Electricity 700W 

Living Computer 36W - - On continuously Electricity 36W 

Fluorescent 
lighting 8W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
lighting living Electricity 8W/m2 

People 
100 
W/person 

40 
W/person 

1 
people 

Weekly profile 
occupancy living - - 

Tv 50W - - Weekly profile tv Electricity 50W 

Tv standby 1W - - On continuously Electricity 1W 

DvD 
standby 4W - - On continuously Electricity 4W 

Electric 
heater 1000W - - 

Annual profile 
electric heater  Electricity 1000W 

Mezzanine - - - - - - - 

Shower - - - - - - - 
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Air exchanges  
 

Thermographic survey 

 
FIGURE 0.100 CS14: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED THE POSITION WHERE EACH THERMAL IMAGE WAS TAKEN  

 

70 The initial value assigned in this room was 1.2ACH, obtained as combined outcome from: 
- the visual survey, which recorded this door as weathered and leaky 
- the questionnaire and interview with the occupant, which highlighted the different condition between such 
door and the other openings in the dwelling (all recently renovated) 
- the thermographic survey, which highlighted areas of air leakage all around the opening. 

This value is lower than that suggested by CIBSE for old leaky windows (CIBSE, 2015) because it was meant to account 
for the sheltered position of the door, facing the back of the building. 
It was further reduced to 1ACH as an outcome of the fine-tuning process during the calibration stage (see chapter 4, 
section 4.3).   
71 The initial value assigned to the air leakage in all the other rooms was 0.7 ACH, as combined outcome from: 

- the visual survey, which took note of the sheltered position, facing the back of the building, and described 
these openings as single glazed but recently renovated and in good condition  
- the questionnaire and interview with the occupant, which did not consider the windows particularly leaky 
- the thermographic survey. 

Such initial value was finally changed during the following calibration stage to 0.4 ACH as an outcome of the fine-
tuning process (see chapter 4, section 4.3).   

Room template Infiltration 
ON continuously 

Back exit 1.0 ACH70 

Bathroom 0.4 ACH71 

Bedroom-study 0.4 ACH 

Circulation - 

Kitchen 0.4 ACH 

Kitchen  0.4 ACH 

Living 0.4 ACH 

Mezzanine 0.4 ACH 

Shower 0.4 ACH 
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1     

2     

3     

4     
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5     

6     

7       

8       
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9    

10  

11     

12     
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13     

14     

15     

16     
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17     

18     

19     

20     
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Model calibration  

Energy data 
 

GAS Kwh ELECTRICITY Kwh 

measured 24.9.17/24.9.18 19417.05 measured 24.9.17/24.9.18 3919.00 

simulated year 18108.40 simulated year 3792.60 

Percentage Difference -6.74 Percentage Difference -3.23 

measured 24.9.17/11.12.17 5076.08 measured 24.9.17/11.12.17 890.00 

simulated 4706.30 simulated 963.70 

PD -7.28 PD 8.28 

measured 12.12.17/6.2.18 5406.24 measured 12.12.17/6.2.18 889.00 

simulated 5471.80 simulated 756.20 

PD 1.21 PD -14.94 

measured 7.2.18/27.2.18 2404.25 measured 7.2.18/27.2.18 312.00 

simulated 2120.80 simulated 286.90 

PD -11.79 PD -8.04 

measured 28.2.18/3.5.18 5386.2 measured 28.2.18/3.5.18 776.00 

simulated 4602.7 simulated 736.10 

PD -14.55 PD -5.14 

measured 4.5.18/12.7.18 610.78 measured 4.5.18/12.7.18 513 

simulated 614.10 simulated 518.1 

PD 0.54 PD 0.99 

measured 13.7.18/3.8.18 150.11 measured 13.7.18/3.8.18 144.00 

simulated 160.00 simulated 160.60 

PD 6.59 PD 11.53 

measured 4.8.18/23.9.18 383.39 measured 4.8.18/23.9.18 395.00 

simulated 432.70 simulated 371.00 

PD 12.86 PD -6.08 

n 7.00 n 7.00 

ΣaD/n 2773.86 ΣaD/n 559.86 

Σ(aD-sD)² 1712564.82 Σ(aD-sD)² 15976.96 

Σ(aD-sD) 1308.65 Σ(aD-sD) 126.40 

ΣaD 19417.05 ΣaD 3919.00 

NMBE 6.74 NMBE 3.23 

RMSE 494.62 RMSE 47.77 

CV(RMSE) 17.83 CV(RMSE) 8.53 
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Indoor conditions data 

 
FIGURE 0.101 FLOOR PLAN OF THE CASE STUDY DWELLING N.14 AND ANNOTATED POSITION OF TEMPERATURE AND RH DATA 

LOGGERS IN THE LIVING AREA (L) AND BEDROOM AREA (B) 
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Temperature Living Room 1st Oct – 1st Dec 2017    
  

___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Period 1sth Oct 2017 – 1st Dec 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2928 

NMBE -2.80% 

CV(RMSE) 7.35% 
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RH Living Room 1st Oct – 1st Dec 2017    
  

___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Period 1sth Oct 2017 – 1st Dec 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2928 

NMBE 1.42% 

CV(RMSE) 13.91% 
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Temperature Living Room 29th Apr – 1st Jul 2017    
  

___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Period 29th April – 1st July 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 9018 

NMBE -5.70% 

CV(RMSE) 10.02% 
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RH Living Room 29th Apr – 1st Jul 2017    
  

___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Period 29th April – 1st July 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 9018 

NMBE 4.08% 

CV(RMSE) 13.30% 
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Temperature Living Room 12th Jul – 11th Sep 2018   
  

___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Period 29th April – 1st July 2017 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file  

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8724 

NMBE 0.57% 

CV(RMSE) 9.03% 
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RH Living Room 12th Jul – 11th Sep 2018   
  

___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 29th April – 1st July 2017 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file  

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8724 

NMBE -10.67% 

CV(RMSE) 19.40% 
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Temperature Study 1st Oct – 1st Dec 2017    
  

___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Period 1sth Oct 2017 – 1st Dec 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2928 

NMBE -9.76% 

CV(RMSE) 12.97% 
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RH Study 1st Oct – 1st Dec 2017    
  

___Simulated (2017 weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 

Period 1sth Oct 2017 – 1st Dec 2017 

Weather file Brighton 2017 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2928 

NMBE 8.82% 

CV(RMSE) 14.98% 
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Temperature Bedroom 12th Jul – 11th Sep 2018   
  

___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 

Period 29th April – 1st July 2017 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file  

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8723 

NMBE -2.25% 

CV(RMSE) 8.32% 
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RH Bedroom 12th Jul – 11th Sep 2018   
  

___Simulated (average weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 

Period 29th April – 1st July 2017 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file  

Data logging interval 10 minutes 

Number of measurements 8723 

NMBE -6.19% 

CV(RMSE) 17.66% 
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Interventions: First stage  

A2ab_L1: heavy curtains and shutters 

 
FIGURE 0.102 CS14: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH SHADING DEVICE 

 

 Baseline 
scenario 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short 
wave 
radiant 
fraction 

Post intervention 
A2ab_L1 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short wave 
radiant 
fraction 

A Shutters  0.33 0.28 0.4 Heavy curtains and 
shutters 

0.16 
0.33 

0.49 
- 

0.3 
- 

B None - - - Low-E blinds  0.30 0.40 0.3 

C None - - - Low-E blinds  0.30 0.40 0.3 

A 

B 

A 

A 

B 

B 

B 

C C 

C 

B 
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A4_L1: carpets 

 
FIGURE 0.103 CS14: FLOOR PLAN WITH THE AREAS WHERE CARPETS HAVE BEEN ADDED COLOURED IN BLUE  
 
Status-quo 
Uninsulated solid Ground Floor Stone - Reference ID: S  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.8173 W/ m²·K    Ground temperature: constant 13C  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Brickwork (outer leaf) 250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Cast concrete 100 1.13 2000 1000 0.0885 500 

Screed 50  0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Stone 10 1.8020 2243 837 0.0055 262 

Total Construction 1160        

 
L1: Carpet 
Uninsulated solid Ground Floor Stone Carpet - Reference ID: S  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.6097 W/ m²·K    Ground temperature: constant 13C  

 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Brickwork (outer leaf) 250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Cast concrete 100 1.13 2000 1000 0.0885 500 

Screed 50  0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Stone 10 1.8020 2243 837 0.0055 262 

Wool-felt underlay 10 0.04 160 1360 0.2500 100 

Sheep wool carpet 10 0.06 198.4 1360 0.1667 6 

Total Construction 1180        
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Interventions: Second stage   

 
FIGURE 0.104 CS14: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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A2b: Back Windows 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

A2bL1 External Window 20% Shutters - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.503 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Heavy 
curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

 
External Window 20% - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.4072 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
External Window - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.33 
 

- - 

 
Rooflight shutters - Frame: softwood (15%) - Reference ID: r1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.3 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Cavity 12 - Argon 0.3056 

Inner pane 6 1.06 - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33 0.28 0.4 

 
Rooflight - Frame: softwood (15%) - Reference ID: r2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.3 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Outer pane 6 - - 0.0057 

Cavity 12 1.06 Argon 0.3056 

Inner pane 6 - - 0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 
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M1: Secondary glazing (single, low-E) 

A2bM1 External Window 20% Shutters - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.4889 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Heavy 
curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

 
A2bM1 External Window 20% - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.4889 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM1 External Window - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.2070 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.33 
 

- - 

 

M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, low-E vacuum) 

A2bM2 External Window 20% Shutters - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.6383 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Heavy 
curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

Shutters 0.33 - - 
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A2bM2 External Window 20% - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.6383 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM2 External Window - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.2502 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.178 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.33 
 

- - 

H1: Slim double (low-E vacuum) 

A2bH1 External Window 20% Shutters - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.7687 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Heavy 
curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

 
A2bH1 External Window 20% - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.7687 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 
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A2bH1 External Window - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame):1.3968 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.33 
 

- - 

 
A2bH1 Rooflight shutters - Frame: softwood (15%) - Reference ID: r1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3387 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0575 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33 0.28 0.4 

 
A2bH1 Rooflight - Frame: softwood (15%) - Reference ID: r2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3387 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0575 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds  

0.30 
 

0.40 0.3 

A3b: External Doors – Back 

B: Baseline  

Back Door - Reference ID: bD 
Overall U-value: 2.2016 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Oak   54 0.19 700 2390 0.2842 1025 

Total Construction 54      

M1: Insulating Back Doors 

A3bM1 Back Door - Reference ID: bD 
Overall U-value: 1.7265 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Oak   54 0.19 700 2390 0.2842 1025 
Wood Fibre board 5 0.040 161 2100 0.1250 21 

Total Construction 59      
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A4a: Solid Ground Floor 

B + L1: Baseline + carpets (where applicable) 

Uninsulated solid Ground Floor Tiles - Reference ID: t  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.8151 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Brickwork (outer leaf) 250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Cast concrete 100 1.13 2000 1000 0.0885 500 

Screed 50  0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 1155        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 8.3C, RH 100% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

 
Uninsulated solid Ground Floor Stone - Reference ID: S  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.8173 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Brickwork (outer leaf) 250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Cast concrete 100 1.13 2000 1000 0.0885 500 

Screed 50  0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Stone 10 1.8020 2243 837 0.0055 262 

Total Construction 1160        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 8.3C, RH 100% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

 
A4aL1 Uninsulated solid Ground Floor Stone Carpet - Reference ID: S  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.6097 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 8.3C, RH 100% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Brickwork (outer leaf) 250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Cast concrete 100 1.13 2000 1000 0.0885 500 

Screed 50  0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Stone 10 1.8020 2243 837 0.0055 262 

Wool-felt underlay 10 0.04 160 1360 0.2500 100 

Sheep wool carpet 10 0.06 198.4 1360 0.1667 6 

Total Construction 1180        
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M1: Thin insulation board 

A4aM1 Solid Ground Floor Tiles and aerogel board - Reference ID: t Ground contact floor 
Overall U-value: 0.2444 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   200072 1.50 2180 720 1.3333 400 

Brickwork  250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Cast concrete 100 1.13 2000 1000 0.0885 500 

Screed 50  0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Aerogel blanket 30 0.015 149 1000 2.0000 30 

Magnesium Oxide board 6 0.19 1050 955 0.0316 103 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 2441        

 
 
A4aM1 Solid Ground Floor Stone and aerogel board - Reference ID: S        Ground contact floor 
Overall U-value: 0.2446 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   2000 1.50 2180 720 1.3333 400 

Brickwork (outer leaf) 250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Cast concrete 100 1.13 2000 1000 0.0885 500 

Screed 50  0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Aerogel blanket 30 0.015 149 1000 2.0000 30 

Magnesium Oxide board  6 0.19 1050 955 0.0316 103 

Stone 10 1.8020 2243 837 0.0055 262 

Total Construction 2446        

 

 

72 BS 5250: 2011, point D.3.2.2 requires to take into account 2mt of soil to assess the risk on interstitial condensation 
in ground bearing floors (see chapter 5, section 5.5.3). 
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A4aM1 Solid Ground Floor Stone Carpet and aerogel board - Reference ID: S Ground contact floor 
Overall U-value: 0.2397 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  
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Vapour Pressure Dry Bulb Temp Sat. VP Condensation at boundary

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   2000 1.50 2180 720 1.3333 400 

Brickwork (outer leaf) 250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Cast concrete 100 1.13 2000 1000 0.0885 500 

Screed 50  0.41 1200 840 0.1220 50 

Stone 10 1.8020 2243 837 0.0055 262 

Aerogel blanket 25 0.015 149 1000 1.6667 30 

Magnesium Oxide board 6 0.19 1050 955 0.0316 103 

Wool-felt underlay 10 0.04 160 1360 0.2500 100 

Sheep wool carpet 10 0.06 198.4 1360 0.1667 6 

Total Construction 2461        
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H1: New lime concrete slab and insulation 

 
A4aH1 Solid Ground Floor Tiles- Lime Crete - Reference ID: t  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.2432 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   2000 1.50 2180 720 1.3333 400 

Brickwork (outer leaf) 250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Foam glass aggregate 50 0.084 192 850 0.5952 25 

Limecrete slab 100  0.06 800 1000 1.6667 20 

Clay tile 5 1121 837 0.0088 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 2405        

 
A4aH1 Solid Ground Floor Stone - Lime Crete - Reference ID: S  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.2434 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   2000 1.50 2180 720 1.3333 400 

Brickwork (outer leaf) 250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Foam glass aggregate 50 0.084 192 850 0.5952 25 

Limecrete slab 100  0.06 800 1000 1.6667 20 

Stone 10 1.8020 2243 837 0.0055 262 

Total Construction 2410        
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A4aH1 Solid Ground Floor Stone Carpet - Lime Crete - Reference ID: S Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.2488 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   2000 1.50 2180 720 1.3333 400 

Brickwork (outer leaf) 250 0.84 1700 800 0.2976 58 

Foam glass aggregate 50 0.084 192 850 0.5952 25 

Limecrete slab 70  0.06 800 1000 1.6667 20 

Wool-felt underlay 10 0.04 160 1360 0.2500 100 

Sheep wool carpet 10 0.06 198.4 1360 0.1667 6 

Total Construction 2390        
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A5a: Pitched roof 

B: Baseline  

Sloping Roof - Reference ID: R1    
Overall U-value: 0.2797 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Slate tiles 8 2.00 2700 753 0.004 250 

Cavity 25 - - - 0.1600 - 

Roofing Felt 2  0.19 960 837 0.0105 31000 

Cavity   50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Glass-fibre quilt 120 0.04 12 840 3.0000 6 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 218        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
Ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
  

M1: Insulation between rafters 

 
A5aM1 Sloping Roof - Reference ID: R1    
Overall U-value: 0.2678 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Slate tiles 8 2.00 2700 753 0.004 250 

Cavity 20 - - - 0.1600 - 

Roofing Felt 2  0.19 960 837 0.0105 31000 

Cavity   50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Sheep wool 120 0.038 20 1800 3.1579 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 218        
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A5aM1 Sloping Roof - Reference ID: R1    
Overall U-value: 0.6141 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Slate tiles 8 2.00 2700 753 0.004 250 

Cavity 25 - - - 0.1600 - 

Roofing Felt 2  0.19 960 837 0.0105 31000 

Cavity   130 - - - 0.1800 - 

Sheep wool 40 0.038 20 1800 1.0526 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 218        

 
 
A5aM1 Sloping Roof - Reference ID: R1    
Overall U-value: 0.2678 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Slate tiles 8 2.00 2700 753 0.004 250 

Cavity 25 - - - 0.1600 - 

Roofing Felt 2  0.19 960 837 0.0105 31000 

Cavity   50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Sheep wool 120 0.038 20 1800 3.1579 9 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 218        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 40% (dehumidifier) 
Ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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Or 
A5aM1 Sloping Roof - Reference ID: R1    
Overall U-value: 0.2678 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Slate tiles 8 2.00 2700 753 0.004 250 

Cavity 25 - - - 0.1600 - 

Roofing Felt 2  0.19 960 837 0.0105 31000 

Cavity   50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Sheep wool 120 0.038 20 1800 3.1579 9 

Vapour control layer 0.2 1.00 1100 1000 0.0002 1000000 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 218        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
Ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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H1: Insulation above rafters 

A5aH1 Sloping Roof - Reference ID: R1    
Overall U-value: 0.1803 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Slate tiles 8 2.00 2700 753 0.004 250 

Cavity 25 - - - 0.1600 - 

Breather membrane 0.8 0.50 1700 1000 0.0016 15000 

Plywood 13  0.15 560 2500 0.0867 500 

Wood Fibre board 210 0.043 180 2100 4.8837 21 

Roofing Felt 2  0.19 960 837 0.0105 31000 

Cavity   170 - - - 0.1800 - 

Gypsum Plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 441.8        

 

A5b: Flat roof 

B: Baseline  

Flat Roof - Reference ID: R2    
Overall U-value: 0.2767 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.50  1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27 0.12 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1600 - 

Glass-fibre quilt 120 0.04 12 840 3.0000 6 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 215        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
Ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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M1: Insulation between joists 

A5bM1 Flat Roof - Reference ID: R2    
Overall U-value: 0.2651 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.50  1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27 0.12 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1600 - 

Sheep wool 120 0.038 20 1800 3.1579 9 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 215        

 
 
A5bM1 Flat Roof - Reference ID: R2    
Overall U-value: 0.5999 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.50  1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27 0.12 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity 130 - - - 0.1600 - 

Sheep wool 40 0.038 20 1800 1.0526 9 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 215        
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A5bM1 Flat Roof - Reference ID: R2    
Overall U-value: 0.2651 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.50  1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27 0.12 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1600 - 

Sheep wool 120 0.038 20 1800 3.1579 9 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 215        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 40% (dehumidifier) 
Ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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Or 
A5bM1 Flat Roof - Reference ID: R2   
Overall U-value: 0.2651 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.50  1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27 0.12 593 837 0.2231 200 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1600 - 

Sheep wool 120 0.038 20 1800 3.1579 9 

Vapour control layer 0.2 1.00 1100 1000 0.0002 1000000 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 215.2        

 

H1: Insulation above 

A5bH1 Flat Roof - Reference ID: R2    
Overall U-value: 0.1787 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Stone Chippings 10 0.96 1800 1000 0.0260 250 

Felt/Bitumen Layers 0.7 0.50 1700 1000 0.0016 15000 

Plywood 13  0.15 560 2500 0.0867 500 

Wood Fibre board 210 0.043 180 2100 4.8837 21 

Felt/bitumen layers 5  0.50  1700 1000 0.0100 15000 

Wood 27 0.12 593 837 .2231 200 

Cavity 170 - - - 0.1600 - 

Gypsum plasterboard 13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 448.7        
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A6b: External Walls - internal face solid or dry-lined 

B: Baseline  

External Wall back bedroom-study - Reference ID: WB    
Overall U-value: 1.2069 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity 60 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard   12.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0595 - 

Total Construction 424.5        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
Ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
 
External Wall 420 Kitchen - Reference ID: WK    
Overall U-value: 1.1681 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity 35 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard   12.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0595 0 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 419.5        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
Ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
 
External Wall Bathroom - Reference ID: Wb    
Overall U-value: 1.6285 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.025 45 

Total Construction 372        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
Ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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External Wall back exit - Reference ID: WE    
Overall U-value: 2.1494 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.025 45 

Total Construction 247        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
Ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
 
External Wall 300 shower - Reference ID: WS    
Overall U-value: 1.4139 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 40 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard   12.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0595 - 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 299.5        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
Ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
 
External Wall Living 420 - Reference ID: WL    
Overall U-value: 1.2069 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity 50 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0595 0 

Total Construction 414.5        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
Ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

 

M1: New permeable plaster- natural 

A6bM1 External Wall back bedroom-study - Reference ID: WB    
Overall U-value: 0.7564 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Cork lime plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster E1 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Total Construction 417        
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A6bM1 External Wall 420 Kitchen - Reference ID: WK    
Overall U-value: 0.7444 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933  47.5 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 432        

 
A6bM1 External Wall Bathroom - Reference ID: Wb    
Overall U-value: 0.7493 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster   5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Total Construction 427        
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A6bM1 External Wall back exit - Reference ID: WE    
Overall U-value: 0.8433 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster   5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Total Construction 302        
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A6bM1 External Wall 300 shower - Reference ID: WS    
Overall U-value: 0.8371 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933  47.5 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 307        

 
A6bM1 External Wall Living 420 - Reference ID: WL    
Overall U-value: 0.7564 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster   5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0037 45 

Total Construction 417      
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H1: New permeable blanket- mineral 

A6bH1 External Wall back bedroom-study - Reference ID: WB    
Overall U-value: 0.3048 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 412        

 
A6bH1 External Wall back bedroom-study - Reference ID: WB    
Overall U-value: 0.5135 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 392        
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A6bH1 External Wall 420 Kitchen - Reference ID: WK 
Overall U-value: 0.3023 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 432        

 
 
A6bH1 External Wall 420 Kitchen - Reference ID: WK    
Overall U-value: 0.5064 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 412        
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A6bH1 External Wall Bathroom - Reference ID: Wb    
Overall U-value: 0.3037 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 422        

 
A6bH1 External Wall Bathroom - Reference ID: Wb    
Overall U-value: 0.5102 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 402        
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A6bH1 External Wall back exit - Reference ID: WE    
Overall U-value: 0.2875 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Aerogel Blanket 45 0.015 149 1000 3.0000 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 302        

  
A6bH1 External Wall back exit - Reference ID: WE    
Overall U-value: 0.5522 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 277        
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A6bH1 External Wall back exit - Reference ID: WE    
Overall U-value: 0.8738 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 1000 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 267        

 
A6bH1 External Wall 300 shower - Reference ID: WS    
Overall U-value: 0.2863 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 15 0.50 1300 1000 0.0300 50 

Brickwork A3 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 45 0.015 149 1000 3.0000 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 312        
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A6bH1 External Wall 300 shower - Reference ID: WS    
Overall U-value: 0.5476 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 287        

 
A6bH1 External Wall Living 420 - Reference ID: WL    
Overall U-value: 0.3048 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 412        
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A6bH1 External Wall Living 420 - Reference ID: WL    
Overall U-value: 0.5135 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 392        

 
A6bH1 External Wall Living 420 - Reference ID: WL    
Overall U-value: 0.7808 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 1000 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 382        
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H2: Internal board insulation 

 
A6bH2 External Wall back bedroom-study - Reference ID: WB    
Overall U-value: 0.2973 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster  10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood fb 110 0.21 700 1000 0.0595 21 

Lime plaster  10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 482        
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A6bH2 External Wall back bedroom-study - Reference ID: WB    
Overall U-value: 0.5365 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster  10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood fb 50 0.21 700 1000 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 422        

 
A6bH2 External Wall 420 Kitchen - Reference ID: WK    
Overall U-value: 0.2949 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 110 0.040 161 2100 2.7500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 502        

 
A6bH2 External Wall 420 Kitchen - Reference ID: WK    
Overall U-value: 0.5287 W/ m²·K      
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Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 50 0.040 161 2100 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 442        

 
A6bH2 External Wall Bathroom - Reference ID: Wb    
Overall U-value: 0.2962 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0025 45 

Wood Fibre board 110 0.040 161 2100 2.7500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Total Construction 492        

 

 
A6bH2 External Wall Bathroom - Reference ID: Wb    
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Overall U-value: 0.5329 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster   20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0025 45 

Wood Fibre board 50 0.040 161 2100 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Total Construction 432        

 
A6bH2 External Wall back exit - Reference ID: WE    
Overall U-value: 0.2875W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 120 0.040 161 2100 3.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 377        
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A6bH2 External Wall back exit - Reference ID: WE    
Overall U-value: 0.5056 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 60 0.040 161 2100 1.5000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 317        

 
A6bH2 External Wall back exit - Reference ID: WE    
Overall U-value: 0.6767 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 297        
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A6bH2 External Wall 300 shower - Reference ID: WS    
Overall U-value: 0.2863 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster    10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 120 0.040 161 2100 3.0000 21 

Lime plaster    10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 387        

 
A6bH2 External Wall 300 shower - Reference ID: WS    
Overall U-value: 0.5018 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 15 0.50 1300 1000 0.0300 50 

Brickwork A3 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster    10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 60 0.040 161 2100 1.5000 21 

Lime plaster    10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Clay tile 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Total Construction 327        
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A6bH2 External Wall Living 420 - Reference ID: WL    
Overall U-value: 0.2973 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster    10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 110 0.040 161 2100 2.7500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 482      

 
 
A6bH2 External Wall Living 420 - Reference ID: WL    
Overall U-value: 0.5365 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster    10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 50 0.040 161 2100 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 422      
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A6bH2 External Wall Living 420 - Reference ID: WL    
Overall U-value: 0.6196 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster    10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 412      

 
A6bH2 External Wall Living 420 - Reference ID: WL    
Overall U-value: 0.6196 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster    10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Wood Fibre board 40 0.040 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 412      

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 45% (dehumidifier) 
Ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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Case study 16 

 
Location: Brunswick Road 
Typology: Lower ground floor converted flat 
Date of construction: 2nd half 19C 

Listing: Part of List Entry Number: 1281051 

 
NOS 31-58 AND ATTACHED WALLS AND RAILINGS 
Grade: II 
 
Location: NOS 31-58 AND ATTACHED WALLS AND RAILINGS, 31-58, BRUNSWICK ROAD, HOVE, The City of 
Brighton and Hove 
Brunswick Town Conservation Area 
 

 
FIGURE 0.105 MAP SHOWING THE LISTED BUILDINGS INCLUDED IN THE ENTRY, ADAPTED FROM HISTORIC ENGLAND, 2018. 
EVIDENCED IN ORANGE THE CS 16. 

 
Extract from the List Entry Summary: 
“Terrace with similar range opposite. c1850-60. Stucco over rubble and brick, roofs concealed behind 
parapets. Terrace on hillside. 3 storeys over basement, 2-window bow front, sash windows with glazing 
bars, some missing, parapet with dentil cornice, moulded surrounds to first floor windows, continuous 
cast-iron balustrade to first floor, rusticated ground floor, minimal pilaster porches, doors approached by 
flight of six steps with railings returned to piers fronting road. Mixture of railings and balusters in dwarf 
walls fronting road. (…) “  
 
  

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1281051
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Status-quo 

Constructions and building materials  
 

 
 
FIGURE 0.106 CS16: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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Uninsulated suspended timber floor - Reference ID: T  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.8134 W/ m²·K    Ground temperature: constant 13C  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Cavity 200 - - - 0.2200 - 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 450 

Timber flooring 15 0.14 650 1200 0.1071 200 

Total Construction 990        

 
Internal Ceiling carpet - Reference ID: C    
Overall U-value: 1.2192 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Synthetic carpet 10 0.06 160 2500 0.1667 250 

Chipboard Flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 - 

Cavity    220 -  - - 0.1800 - 

Gypsum plasterboard  13 0.16 950 840 0.0813 45 

Total Construction 268        

 
Internal partition bricks - Reference ID: P1    
Overall U-value: 2.3356 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 12.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0156 45 

Brickwork A1 115 0.84 1700 0.1369 0.1829 50 

Lime plaster E1 12.5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0156 45 

Total Construction 140        

 
Internal partition bricks 380 - Reference ID: P2    
Overall U-value: 1.4005 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 14 0.8 1600 1000 0.0175 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 14 0.8 1600 1000 0.0175 45 

Total Construction 380        

 
Internal partition bricks kitchen - Reference ID: P3    
Overall U-value: 1.0598 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity   45 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 - 

Total Construction 429.5        
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Internal partition bricks 267 - Reference ID: P4    
Overall U-value: 1.7234 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Total Construction 267        

 
Internal partition bricks 380 tiles - Reference ID: P5    
Overall U-value: 1.3889 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 14 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 14 0.8 1600 1000 0.0162 45 

Clay tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 385        

 
Internal partition bricks 267 tiles - Reference ID: P6    
Overall U-value: 1.7243 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A2 227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Clay tile 5 0.84 1900 800 0.0060 200 

Total Construction 267        

 
Internal partition stud - Reference ID: P7    
Overall U-value: 1.7888 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0595 0 

Cavity 100 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 1000 0.0595 0 

Total Construction 125        

 
External wall - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value: 1.4891 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 30 0.5 1300 1000 0.0600 50 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Total Construction 400        
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External wall (ground contact) - Reference ID: W2   Ground contact wall  
Overall U-value: 1.5407 W/ m²·K     Ground temperature: constant 13C  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Total Construction 400        

 
Internal Door 
Overall U-value: 2.1997 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plywood- 30 mm   37 0.13 500 1500 0.2846 - 

Total Construction 37      

 
External Window roller blinds - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.1742 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile heavy curtains 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33 0.54 0.3 

 
External Window net curtains - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.1742 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile light curtains 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.14 0 0 
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Openings database 
 

 
FIGURE 0.107 CS16: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH OPENING 
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Ref. ID WB WL 
 

DO 
 

DC 

Description 
External window 

Bedroom External window Living 
 

Door Open 
 

Door closed 

Exposure Type Sheltered wall Sheltered wall Internal Internal 

Opening Window - sash Window - sash 

Window /  
door 

side hung 

Window /  
door 

side hung 

Openable Area % 5 5 100 100 

Max Angle Open ° - - 90 90 

Proportions - - 
Length/Height < 

0.5 
Length/Height < 

0.5 

Equivalent Orifice Area      

(% of Gross) 5.242 5.242 103.226 103.226 

Crack Flow Coefficient H  0 0 0 1.3 

(ls-1m-1Pa-0.6) 
    

Crack Length 0 0 0 100 

(% of Opening Perimeter) 
    

Opening Threshold (°C) 0 0 0 0 

Degree of Opening Annual profile ventilation Annual profile ventilation On continuously Off continuously 

 
Annual Profile ventilation 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 B Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0012] May 15 

2 B Weekly Profile ventilation summer [WEEK0013] Sep 15 

3 B Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0012] Dec 31 
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B rd Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0012] 

 
 
B rd Daily Profile ventilation winter [DAY_0012] 73

 
 

 

73 rh>70 is a formula profile which means that the window is open when indoor RH is higher than 70% within the 

time step when the formula is applied. 
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B rd Weekly Profile ventilation summer [WEEK0013] 

 
 
B rd Daily Profile ventilation summer [DAY_0013] 74

 
 
 
 

 

74 (ta>24)|(rh>70) is a formula profile which means that the window is open when indoor temperature is higher 

than 24°C or the indoor RH is higher than 70% within the time step when the formula is applied. 
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Systems database  
 

Heating/DHW systems 
 

UK NCM Type Fuel Seasonal 
efficiency 

SCoP J  DHW 
delivery 
efficiency 

combi boiler MAIN  Central Heating 
using water: 
radiators 

Natural Gas 0.85 0.7228 0.95 

 

Template Name 
Bath 
room Bedroom  Circulation Kitchen Living 

Room  
Type Heated or occupied  Heated or occupied 

Heated or 
occupied Heated or occupied 

Heate
d or 

occupi
ed  

Heating System 1 1 None 1 1 

Aux. Vent System None None None None None 

DHW  
System 1 None None 1 None 

Heating Plant 
Radiant Fraction K 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Heating Profile 
Annual Profile 

heating thermostat 
Annual Profile 

heating thermostat - 
Annual Profile 

heating thermostat 

Annua
l 

Profile 
heatin

g 
therm
ostat 

Heating Setpoint  
(°C) 

Profile thermostat 
bedroom 

Profile thermostat 
bedroom - 

Profile thermostat 
living 

Profile 
therm
ostat 
living 

DHW  
Pattern of Use 
Profile Annual profile DHW - - Annual profile DHW - 

DHW Consumption 
L 4.0 l/h(max) - - 1.16 l/h(max) - 

 
Annual Profile heating thermostat 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

1 off continuously [OFF] Jan 3 

2 on continuously [ON] Apr 15 

3 off continuously [OFF] Nov 5 

4 on continuously [ON] Dec 24 

5 off continuously [OFF] Dec 31 
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Heat gains  
 

Room 
template 

Heat gains Max 
sensible 
gain 

Max latent 
gain 

Occ. 
Density 

Variation profile Fuel Max power 
consumption 

 
Bathroom Fluorescent 

lighting 8W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bathroom Electricity 8W/m2 

People 
100 
W/person 

40 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bathroom - - 

Tumble 
drier - - - 

Annual profile 
washing machine Electricity 2450W 

Washing 
Machine - - - 

Annual profile 
washing machine Electricity 1230W 

Bedroom Fluorescent 
lighting 8W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
lighting bed Electricity 8W/m2 

People 
100 
W/person 

40 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bedroom - - 

Circulation - - - - - - - 

Kitchen  
Dishwasher - - - 

Weekly profile 
washing machine Electricity 1320W 

Fluorescent 
lighting 8W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
lighting kitchen Electricity 8W/m2 

Fridge-
freezer 36W - - On continuously Electricity 36W 

Hobs 275W - - Weekly profile hobs Electricity 725W 

Oven 147W - - Annual profile oven Electricity 1370W 

People 
90 
W/person 

60 
W/person 

3 
people 

Weekly profile 
occupancy kitchen - - 

Living Computers 72W - - Weekly profile pc Electricity 72W 

DvD 
standby 4W - - On continuously Electricity 4W 

Electric 
heater 2400W - - 

Annual profile 
electric heater  Electricity 2400W 

People 
100 
W/person 

40 
W/person 

3 
people 

Weekly profile 
occupancy living - - 

Tungsten 
lighting 12W/m2 - - 

Annual profile 
lighting living Electricity 12W/m2 

Tv 50W - - Weekly profile tv Electricity 50W 

Tv standby 1W - - On continuously Electricity 1W 
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Air exchanges  
 

Room template Infiltration 
ON continuously 

Bathroom 1.1 ACH75 

Bedroom 1.1 ACH 

Circulation - 

Kitchen 1.1 ACH 

Living 1.1 ACH 

Thermographic survey 

 
FIGURE 0.108 CS16: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED THE POSITION WHERE EACH THERMAL IMAGE WAS TAKEN  

 

 

75 The initial value assigned to the air leakage in all the rooms with openings was 0.7 ACH, less than the value which 
CIBSE suggests for old leaky windows (CIBSE, 2015) because on sheltered walls on a lower ground floor level. The 
initial value was finally changed into 1.1 ACH to take into account the visual survey, which took note of the extreme 
leakiness of all the windows in the dwelling, also confirmed by the questionnaire and interview with the occupants. 
Such value was finally confirmed in the following calibration stage (see chapter 4, section 4.3). 
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13     

14     

Model calibration  

Energy data 
 

GAS Kwh ELECTRICITY Kwh 

16.2.17/20.2.18 year 5098.01 16.2.17/20.2.18 year 3418 

simulated  5434.40 simulated  3275.30 

Percentage Difference 6.60 Percentage Difference -4.17 

measured 16.2.17/27.9.17 1611.96 measured 15.2.17/27.9.17 2114 

Simulated 1845 simulated (2017weatherfile) 1807.60 

PD 14.46 PD -14.49 

measured 28.9.17/13.12.17 1152.07 measured 28.9.18/13.12.17 726 

simulated  1364.1 simulated (2017weatherfile) 836.5 

PD 18.40 PD 15.22 

measured 14.12.17/15.2.18 2333.98 measured 14.12.17/15.2.18 578 

simulated  2225.3 simulated  631.2 

PD -4.66 PD 9.13 

n 3.00 n 3.00 

ΣaD/n 1699.34 ΣaD/n 1139.33 

Σ(aD-sD)² 113158.23 Σ(aD-sD)² 20363.29 

Σ(aD-sD) -336.39 Σ(aD-sD) 142.70 

ΣaD 5098.01 ΣaD 3418.00 

NMBE -6.60 NMBE 4.17 

RMSE 194.21 RMSE 82.39 

CV(RMSE) 11.43 CV(RMSE) 7.23 
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Indoor conditions data 
 

 
 
 
FIGURE 0.109  FLOOR PLAN OF THE CASE STUDY DWELLING N.16 AND ANNOTATED POSITION OF TEMPERATURE AND RH DATA 

LOGGERS IN THE LIVING AREA (L) AND BEDROOM AREA (B) 
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Temperature Living Room 14th Dec 2017 – 14th Feb 2018   
  

___Simulated (2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Period 14th Dec 2017 – 14th Feb 2018   

Weather file 2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE 4.19% 

CV(RMSE) 16.69% 
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RH Living Room 14th Dec 2017 – 14th Feb 2018   
  

___Simulated (2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Period 14th Dec 2017 – 14th Feb 2018   

Weather file 2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE -9.55% 

CV(RMSE) 24.20% 
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Temperature Bedroom 14th Dec 2017 – 14th Feb 2018   
  

___Simulated (2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Period 14th Dec 2017 – 14th Feb 2018   

Weather file 2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 360 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE -5.95% 

CV(RMSE) 12.18% 
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RH Bedroom 14th Dec 2017 – 14th Feb 2018   
  

___Simulated (2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Period 14th Dec 2017 – 14th Feb 2018   

Weather file 2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE 5.81% 

CV(RMSE) 21.08% 
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Interventions: First stage 

A1_L1: Draught-proofing 

 

2ab_L1: heavy curtains and shutters 

 
 

 
FIGURE 0.110 CS16: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH SHADING DEVICE 
 
 

 Baseline 
scenario 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short 
wave 
radiant 
fraction 

Post intervention 
A2ab_L1 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short wave 
radiant 
fraction 

A Shutters  0.33 0.28 0.4 Heavy curtains and 
shutters 

0.16 
0.33 

0.49 
- 

0.3 
- 

B Blinds  0.14 
 

0.49 0.3 Heavy curtains and 
shutters 

0.16 
0.33 

0.49 
- 

0.3 
- 

Room template Ach 
Normalised scenario 

ach – Post intervention 
A1_L1: draught-proofing 

Bathroom 1.1  0.8 

Bedroom 1.1  0.8 

Circulation - - 

Kitchen 1.1  0.8 

Living 1.1  0.8 

A 

B 

B 

B 

A 
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A4b: Timber Ground floor 

 
FIGURE 0.111 CS16: FLOOR PLAN WITH THE AREAS WHERE CARPETS HAVE BEEN ADDED COLOURED IN BLUE 

Status-quo 

Uninsulated suspended timber floor - Reference ID: T  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.8134 W/ m²·K    Ground temperature: constant 13C  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Cavity 200 - - - 0.2200 - 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 450 

Timber flooring 15 0.14 650 1200 0.1071 200 

Total Construction 990        

A4b_L1: Carpet 

A4bL1 Uninsulated suspended timber floor carpet - Reference ID: T  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.6075 W/ m²·K     Ground temperature: constant 13C  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Cavity 200 - - - 0.2200 - 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 450 

Timber flooring 15 0.14 650 1200 0.1071 200 

Wool-felt underlay 10 0.04 160 1360 0.2500 100 

Sheep wool carpet 10 0.06 198.4 1360 0.1667 6 

Total Construction 1010        
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Interventions: Second stage 

 
 
FIGURE 0.112 CS16: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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A2b: Back Windows 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

External Window roller blinds - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.1742 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

 
External Window shutters - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.1742 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

M1: Secondary glazing (single, low-E) 

A2bM1 External Window roller blinds - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.1601 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

 
A2bM1 External Window shutters - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.1601 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 
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M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, low-E vacuum) 

A2bM2 External Window roller blinds - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3095 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0038 

Cavity 0.2 - Air 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

 
A2bM2 External Window shutters - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3095 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

 Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06  -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 -  Air 0.1788 

Plikington K 3 1.06  - 0.0038 

Cavity 0.2 -  Air 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06  - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

 Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33  - - 

Curtains 0.16  0.49 0.3 

H1: Slim double (low-E vacuum) 

A2bH1 External Window roller blinds - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.4399 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0038 

Cavity 0.2 - Air 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

Curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

 
A2bH1 External Window shutters - Frame: softwood (20%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.4399 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

 Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06  - 0.0038 

Cavity 0.2 -  Air 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06  - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normalised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

 Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Shutters 0.33  - - 

Curtains 0.16  0.49 0.3 
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A4b: Suspended timber Ground Floor 

B + L1: Baseline + carpets (where applicable) 

Uninsulated suspended timber floor - Reference ID: T  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.8134 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Cavity 200 - - - 0.2200 - 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 450 

Timber flooring 15 0.14 650 1200 0.1071 200 

Total Construction 990        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 10.9C (A4bM1) and 11C (A4bH1), RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
 
A4bL1 Uninsulated suspended timber floor carpet - Reference ID: T  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.6075 W/ m²·K       

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Cavity 200 - - - 0.2200 - 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 450 

Timber flooring 15 0.14 650 1200 0.1071 200 

Wool-felt underlay 10 0.04 160 1360 0.2500 100 

Sheep wool carpet 10 0.06 198.4 1360 0.1667 6 

Total Construction 1010        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 10.9C (A4bM1) and 11C (A4bH1), RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

M1: Thin insulation board 

A4bM1 Suspended timber floor - Reference ID: T  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.2546 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 10.9C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Cavity 200 - - - 0.2200 - 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 450 

Aerogel blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Magnesium Oxide board  6 0.19 1050 955 0.0316 103 

Timber flooring 15 0.14 650 1200 0.1071 200 

Total Construction 1036        
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A4bM1 Suspended timber floor carpet - Reference ID: T  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.2360 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 10.9C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Cavity 200 - - - 0.2200 - 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 450 

Aerogel blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Magnesium Oxide board  6 0.19 1050 955 0.0316 103 

Wool-felt underlay 10 0.04 160 1360 0.2500 100 

Sheep wool carpet 10 0.06 198.4 1360 0.1667 6 

Total Construction 1041        
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H1: Insulation between joists 

A4bH1 Suspended timber floor - Reference ID: T  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.2590 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 11 C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Cavity 100 - - - 0.2200 - 

Sheep wool 100 0.038 20 1800 2.6316 9 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 450 

Timber flooring 15 0.14 650 1200 0.1071 200 

Total Construction 990        

 
 
A4bH1 Suspended timber floor carpet - Reference ID: T  Ground contact floor  
Overall U-value: 0.2398 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 11 C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Limestone (hard)   750 1.50 2180 720 0.5000 400 

Cavity 100 - - - 0.2200 - 

Sheep wool 100 0.038 20 1800 2.6316 9 

Chipboard flooring 25 0.13 500 1600 0.1923 450 

Timber flooring 15 0.14 650 1200 0.1071 200 

Wool-felt underlay 10 0.04 160 1360 0.2500 100 

Sheep wool carpet 10 0.06 198.4 1360 0.1667 6 

Total Construction 995        
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A6b: External Walls - internal face solid or dry-lined 

B: Baseline  

External wall - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value: 1.4891 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 30 0.5 1300 1000 0.0600 50 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Total Construction 400        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
 
External wall (ground contact) - Reference ID: W2   Ground contact wall  
Overall U-value: 1.5407 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Total Construction 400        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 8.3C, RH 100% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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M1: New permeable plaster- natural 

A6bM1 External wall - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value: 0.7183 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 30 0.5 1300 1000 0.0600 50 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster   5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0037 45 

Total Construction 455        

 
 
A6bM1 External wall (ground contact) - Reference ID: W2   Ground contact wall  
Overall U-value: 0.7301 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster   5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0037 45 

Total Construction 455        
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H1: Internal blanket insulation - mineral 

A6bH1 External wall - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value: 0.2984 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 30 0.5 1300 1000 0.0600 50 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Aerogel blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 450        
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A6bH1 External wall - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value: 0.4957 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 30 0.5 1300 1000 0.0600 50 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Aerogel blanket 20 0.015 149 1000  30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 430        

 
 
A6bH1 External wall - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value: 0.7403W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 30 0.5 1300 1000 0.0600 50 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Aerogel blanket 10 0.015 149 1000  30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 420        
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A6bH1 External wall (ground contact) - Reference ID: W2   Ground contact wall  
Overall U-value: 0.3005 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Aerogel blanket 40 0.015 149 1000  30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 450        

 

H2: Internal board insulation - natural 

A6bH2 External wall - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value: 0.2912 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 30 0.5 1300 1000 0.0600 50 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Wood fb 110 0.04 161 2100 2.7500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 520        
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A6bH2 External wall - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value: 0.5171 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 30 0.5 1300 1000 0.0600 50 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Wood fb 50 0.04 161 2100 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 460        

 
A6bH2 External wall - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value: 0.5938 W/ m²·K     

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

External rendering 30 0.5 1300 1000 0.0600 50 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Wood fb 40 0.04 161 2100 1.0000 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 450        
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A6bH2 External wall (ground contact) - Reference ID: W2   Ground contact wall  
Overall U-value: 0.2931 W/ m²·K  Ground temperature: constant 8.3C (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016)  

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 30 0.8 1600 1000 0.0375 45 

Brickwork A3 352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 18 0.8 1600 1000 0.0225 45 

Wood fb 110 0.04 161 2100 2.7500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 520        
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Case study 17 

 
Location: Adelaide Crescent 
Typology: Ground floor converted flat 
Date of construction: 2nd half 19C 
Listing: Part of List Entry Number: 1187537 
 
NOS 20-38 AND ATTACHED WALLS AND RAILINGS 
 Grade: II* 
 
Location: NOS 20-38 AND ATTACHED WALLS AND RAILINGS, 20-38, ADELAIDE CRESCENT, HOVE, The City 
of Brighton and Hove 
Brunswick Town Conservation Area 
 

 
FIGURE 0.113 MAP SHOWING THE LISTED BUILDINGS INCLUDED IN THE ENTRY, ADAPTED FROM HISTORIC ENGLAND, 2018. 
EVIDENCED IN THE RED CIRCLE THE LOCATION OF CS 17. 

 
Extract from the List Entry Summary: 
“Terrace forming one of 2 sides of Crescent. Designed 1830 by Decimus Burton but this range erected 
1850-60 to a different ground plan with simplified detailing for the original developer, Isaac Lyon 
Goldsmid. Stucco over brick, modillion eaves cornice and moulded strings, rusticated ground floors and 
slate roofs. (…). 5 storeys over basement, 3-window frontages, square-head windows except to ground 
floor where round-headed, mixed fenestration, mainly sash windows without glazing bars, French 
casements to first floor windows, cast-iron balconies continued around flat roofed pilaster porches, 
fanlights and sidelights to half-glazed doors. Cast-iron railings returned from entrances along street 
frontage with gates to areas. (…)” 
 

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1187537
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Status-quo 

Constructions and building materials  
 

 
FIGURE 0.114 CS17: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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Internal Ceiling/Floor Timber - Reference ID: T    
Overall U-value: 1.3864 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Timber flooring 15 0.14 650 1200 0.1071 200 

Chipboard Flooring 20 0.13 500 1600 0.1538 - 

Cavity    220 -  - - 0.2100 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 276        

 
Internal Ceiling Bedroom - Reference ID: C    
Overall U-value: 3.9947 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 21        

 
Roof - Reference ID: R    
Overall U-value: 1.8599 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Slate tiles 8 2.00 2700 753 0.0125 250 

Cavity    25 -  - - 0.1600 - 

Roofing felt  76 2 0.19 960 837 0.0263 3100077 

Wood 27 0.121 593 837 0.2066 200 

Total Construction 62        

 
Internal partition bricks - Reference ID: P1    
Overall U-value: 2.3702 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Brickwork A1   115 0.84 1700 800 0.1369 58 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 135        

 
Internal partition stud - Reference ID: P2    
Overall U-value: 1.7888 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 450 450 0.0595 0 

Cavity   100 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 450 450 0.0595 0 

Total Construction 135        

 
 

 

76 It is very likely that roofing felt was added to this construction, although not originally present, when most of these 
buildings were re-covered in the 20th C (Historic England, 2016d).  
77 Because this intervention is certainly older than 10 years, the roofing felt is likely impervious rather than vapour 
permeable. 
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Internal partition bricks tiles - Reference ID: P3    
Overall U-value: 2.2596 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Clay tiles 5 0.571 1121 837 0.0088 200 

Screed 10 0.41 1200 840 0.0244 50 

Brickwork A1   115 0.84 1700 800 0.1369 58 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 140        

 
Internal partition cupboard - Reference ID: P4    
Overall U-value: 3.5933 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Hardboard 15 0.82 880 1300 0.0183 615 

Total Construction 15        

 
Internal partition bricks 370 - Reference ID: P5    
Overall U-value: 1.4204 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 372        

 
Internal partition bricks plasterboard - Reference ID: P6    
Overall U-value: 1.5410 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Brickwork A1   115 0.84 1700 800 0.1369 58 

Cavity 20 - - - 0.1800 - 

Plasterboard 12.5 0.21 700 450 0.0595 0 

Total Construction 157.5        

 
Party wall - Reference ID: P7    
Overall U-value: 1.3717 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Total Construction 392        
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External wall front - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value: 1.1931 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity 30 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Total Construction 418        

 
External wall kitchen - Reference ID: W2    
Overall U-value: 1.5648 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Total Construction 392        

 
External wall side - Reference ID: W3    
Overall U-value: 1.4507 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Brickwork A2   227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 30 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 293        

 
External wall back - Reference ID: W4    
Overall U-value: 1.5648 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Total Construction 392        

 
Internal Wooden Door  
Overall U-value: 2.1944 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Pine 40 0.14 419 2720 0.2857 200 

Total Construction 40      
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External Window back - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 

 
External Window bedroom - Frame: softwood (40%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.3132 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters    

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.14 0.54 0.3 

 
External French-Window back - Frame: softwood (50%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.2183 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters    

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0 0 0 

 
External French-Window bedroom - Frame: softwood (40%) - Reference ID: w4 
Overall U-value (including frame): 3.5908 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm 6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.1730 

Clear Float 6mm 6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters    

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Curtains 0.14 0 0 

 
External Window sash front - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w5 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm 6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters    

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Blinds 0.33 0.4 0.3 

 
Entrance door- Frame: softwood (50%) - Reference ID: w6 
Overall U-value (including frame): 3.8052 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm 6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 

 
Internal door- Frame: softwood (30%) - Reference ID: w7 
Overall U-value (including frame): 3.7888 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm 6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

None - - - 
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Openings database 
 

 
 
FIGURE 0.115 CS17: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH OPENING 
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Ref. ID WF WK 

 
 

wK 

 
DB1 

 
 

WS 

 
 

WB2 

 
 

WB1 

 
ED 

 
 

wL 

 
 

wE 

 
DO 

 
DC 

Descript
ion 

Extern
al 

windo
w 

Front 

Extern
al 

windo
w 

Kitche
n 

 
Extern

al 
windo

w 
Kitche
n fix 

 
Extern

al 
door 
Bed 

room1 

 
Extern

al 
windo

w 
Show

er 

 
Extern

al 
windo
w Bed 
Room

2 
 

 
Extern

al 
windo
w Bed 
room1 

fix 

 
Extern

al 
Door 

 

Intern
al 

windo
w 

living 

Intern
al 

windo
w 

entran
ce 

 
Door 
Open 

 
Door 

closed 

Exposur
e Type 

Expos
ed 

long 
wall 

Shelte
red 

short 
wall 

Shelte
red 

short 
wall 

Shelte
red 

short 
wall 

Shelte
red 

short 
wall 

Shelte
red 

short 
wall 

Shelte
red 

short 
wall 

Shelte
red 

short 
wall 

Intern
al 

Intern
al 

Intern
al 

Intern
al 

Openin
g 

Windo
w - 

sash 

Windo
w - 

sash 

Custo
m / 

sharp 
edge 

orifice 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Windo
w - 

sash 

Windo
w - 

sash 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Custo
m / 

sharp 
edge 

orifice 

Custo
m / 

sharp 
edge 

orifice 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Windo
w /  

door 
side 
hung 

Openab
le Area 
% 5 5 0 10 5 5 5 100 0 0 100 100 

Max 
Angle 
Open ° - - - 10 20 - - 90 - - 90 90 

Proporti
ons - - - 

Lengt
h/Hei
ght < 
0.5 

1=< 
Lengt
h/Hei
ght < 

2 - - 

Lengt
h/Hei

ght 
<0.5 - - 

Lengt
h/Hei
ght < 
0.5 

Lengt
h/Hei
ght < 
0.5 

Equival
ent 
Orifice 
Area            

  

(% of 
Gross) 5.242 5.242 0 1.613 3.145 5.242 5.242 

103.2
26 0 0 

103.2
26 

103.2
26 

Crack 
Flow 
Coeffici

ent H 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

  

(ls-1m-

1Pa-0.6) 
          0 1.3 

Crack 
Length 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 

(% of 
Openin
g 
Perimet
er) 

          

  

Openin
g 
Thresho
ld (°C) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 
 

0 

 
 
 

0 

Degree 
of 
Openin
g 

Annua
l 

profile 
ventil
ation 

Annua
l 

profile 
ventil
ation  

Off 
contin
uously 

Annua
l 

profile 
ventil
ation  

Off 
contin
uously 

Off 
contin
uously 

Annua
l 

profile 
ventil
ation  

Off 
contin
uously 

Off 
contin
uously 

Off 
contin
uously 

On 
contin
uously 

Off 
contin
uously 
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Annual Profile ventilation 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

2 A Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0006] Apr 30 

3 A Weekly Profile ventilation summer [WEEK0008] Oct 1 

4 A Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0006] Dec 31 

A Weekly Profile ventilation winter [WEEK0006] 

 
 
A Daily Profile ventilation winter [DAY_0010] 78

 
 

 

78 rh>70 is a formula profile which means that the window is open when indoor RH is higher than 70% within the 

time step when the formula is applied. 
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A Weekly Profile ventilation summer [WEEK0008] 

 
 
A Daily Profile ventilation summer [WEEK0009] 79

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

79 (ta>24)|(rh>70) is a formula profile which means that the window is open when indoor temperature is higher 

than 24C or indoor RH is higher than 70% within the time step when the formula is applied. 
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Systems database  
 

Heating/DHW systems 
 

UK NCM Type Fuel Seasonal 
efficiency 

SCoP J  DHW 
delivery 
efficiency 

Combi boiler 
Greenstar 28i 

Central Heating 
using water: 
radiators 

Natural Gas 0.91 0.7228 0.95 

 
Template 
Name 

Bedroom
1 

Bedroom
2  

Circulatio
n Kitchen Living 

Roof 
space 

Shower Storage 

Room  
Type 

Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied  

Heated or 
occupied 

Heated or 
occupied  

Heating 
System 1 1 1 1 1 None 1 None 

Aux. Vent 
System None None None None None None None None 

DHW  
System None None None 1 None None 1 None 

Heating 
Plant 
Radiant 
Fraction K 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

 
- 

0.2 

 
- 

Heating 
Profile 

Annual 
Profile 
heating  

Annual 
Profile 
heating  

Annual 
Profile 
heating  

Annual 
Profile 
heating  

Annual 
Profile 
heating  

- Annual 
Profile 
heating  

- 

Heating 
Setpoint  
(°C) 

Weekly 
profile 

thermost
at 

bedroom 

Weekly 
profile 

thermost
at 

bedroom 

Weekly 
profile 

thermost
at 

bedroom 

Weekly 
profile 

thermost
at living 

Weekly 
profile 

thermost
at living 

- Weekly 
profile 

thermost
at 

bedroom 

- 

DHW  
Pattern 
of Use 
Profile - - - 

Annual 
profile 
DHW 

guests - 

 
 
 
- 

Weekly 
profile 
DHW 

 
 
 
- 

DHW 
Consump

tion L - - - 
4.6 

l/h(max) - 

 
- 

2.83 
l/h(max) 

 
- 

 
Annual Profile heating thermostat 

No: Weekly Profile: End month: End day: 

2 on continuously [ON] May 15 

3 off continuously [OFF] Sep 1 

4 on continuously [ON] Dec 31 
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Weekly profile thermostat bedroom 
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Weekly profile thermostat living 
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Heat gains  

 

Room 
template 

Heat gains Max 
sensible 
gain 

Max latent 
gain 

Occ. 
Density 

Variation profile Fuel Max power 
consumption 

 
Bedroom1 

Electric 
heater 3500W - - 

Annual profile 
electric heater Electricity 3500W 

Fluorescent 
lighting 8W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
lighting bedroom Electricity 8W/m2 

People 
100 
W/person 

40 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bedroom - - 

Bedroom2 - - - - - - - 

Circulation - - - - - - - 

Kitchen  
Computer 36W - - 

Weekly profile 
computer Electricity 36W 

Dishwasher - - - 
Annual profile 
dishwasher Electricity 1000W 

Fluorescent 
lighting 8W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
lighting kitchen Electricity 8W/m2 

Fridge-
freezer 36W - - On continuously Electricity 36W 

Hobs 275W - - Weekly profile hobs Gas 1000W 

Microwave - - - 
Annual profile 
microwave Electricity 1390W 

Oven 147W - - Annual profile oven Electricity 1370W 

People 
90 
W/person 

60 
W/person 

3 
people 

Weekly profile 
occupancy kitchen - - 

Tumble 
drier - - - 

Annual profile 
tumble drier Electricity 1840W 

Washing 
machine - - - 

Annual profile 
washing machine Electricity 940W 

Living Fluorescent 
lighting 8W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
lighting kitchen Electricity 8W/m2 

People 
100 
W/person 

40 
W/person 

4 
people 

Annual profile 
occupancy living - - 

Tv 50W - - 
Annual profile 
occupancy living Electricity 50W 

Tv standby 1W - - On continuously Electricity 1W 

Electric 
heater 2400W - - 

Annual profile 
electric heater  Electricity 2400W 

Roofspace - - - - - - - 

Shower 
Fluorescent 
lighting 8W/m2 - - 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bathroom Electricity 8W/m2 

People 
100 
W/person 

40 
W/person 

1 
person 

Weekly profile 
occupancy 
bathroom - - 

Storage - - - - - - - 
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Air exchanges  
 

 
 

Thermographic survey 

 
FIGURE 0.116 CS17: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED THE POSITION WHERE EACH THERMAL IMAGE WAS TAKEN  

1      

 

80 The initial value assigned to the air leakage in all rooms in CS17 was 0.7 ACH, lower than the value which CIBSE 
suggests for old leaky windows (CIBSE, 2015), and obtained as combined outcome from: 

- the visual survey, which took note of the overall good condition of all the windows (single glazed), and of 
their position in partially sheltered walls 
- the questionnaire and interview with the occupant, which did not consider the windows particularly leaky  
- the thermographic survey. 

Such initial value was finally confirmed during the following calibration stage (see chapter4, section 4.3). 

 
 

Infiltration 
ON continuously 

Bedroom1 0.7 ACH80 

Bedroom2 0.7 ACH 

Circulation - 

Kitchen 0.7 ACH 

Living 0.7 ACH 

Roof space - 

Shower 0.7 ACH 

Storage - 
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2      

3      

4      

5      
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6      

7      

8      

9       
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10     

11     

12     

13     
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14     

15     

16      

17      
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18      

19      
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Model calibration  

Energy data 
 

GAS Kwh ELECTRICITY Kwh 

measured 27.11.17-6.12.18 17570.12   2550.00 

simulated  16109.20   2537.90 

Percentage Difference -8.31   -0.47 

measured 27.11.17/20.2.18 7843.64 measured 27.11.17/20.2.18 698.00 

simulated  7594.2 simulated  635.60 

PD -3.18 PD -8.94 

measured 21.2.18/9.7.18 5896.12 measured 21.2.18/9.7.18 866.00 

simulated  4742.2 simulated  883.40 

PD -19.57 PD 2.01 

measured 10.7.18/11.9.18 611.36 measured 10.7.18/11.9.18 489.00 

simulated  635.6 simulated  455.30 

PD 3.96 PD -6.89 

measured 12.9.18/26.11.18 3219 measured 12.9.18/26.11.18 497.00 

simulated  3137.2 simulated  563.60 

PD -2.54 PD 13.40 

n 4.00 n 4.00 

ΣaD/n 4392.53 ΣaD/n 637.50 

Σ(aD-sD)² 2134287.25 Σ(aD-sD)² 146.41 

Σ(aD-sD) 1460.92 Σ(aD-sD) 12.10 

ΣaD 17570.12 ΣaD 2550.00 

NMBE 8.31 NMBE 0.47 

RMSE 730.46 RMSE 6.05 

CV(RMSE) 16.63 CV(RMSE) 0.95 
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Indoor conditions data 

 
 
FIGURE 0.117 FLOOR PLAN OF THE CASE STUDY DWELLING N.17 (GROUND FLOOR) AND ANNOTATED POSITION OF TEMPERATURE 

AND RH DATA LOGGERS IN THE LIVING AREA (L) AND BEDROOM AREA (B) 
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Temperature Living Room 14th Dec 2017 – 13th Feb 2018   
  

___Simulated (2017 Brighton weather file – Average Brighton weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Period 14th Dec 2017 – 14th Feb 2018   

Weather file 2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE -0.00% 

CV(RMSE) 6.14% 
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RH Living Room 14th Dec 2017 – 13th Feb 2018   
  
___Simulated (2017 Brighton weather file – Average Brighton weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Period 14th Dec 2017 – 13th Feb 2018   

Weather file 2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE 10.64% 

CV(RMSE) 22.61% 
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Temperature Living Room 6th May - 5th Jul 2018 
  

___Simulated (Average Brighton weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Period 6th May - 5th Jul 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2928 

NMBE -0.85% 

CV(RMSE) 7.82% 
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RH Living Room 6th May - 5th Jul 2018 
  

___Simulated (Average Brighton weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Period 6th May - 5th Jul 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2928 

NMBE 6.16% 

CV(RMSE) 18.66% 
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Temperature Bedroom 14th Dec 2017 – 13th Feb 2018   
  

___Simulated (2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Period 14th Dec 2017 – 13th Feb 2018   

Weather file 2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE 2.37% 

CV(RMSE) 9.50% 
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RH Bedroom 14th Dec 2017 – 13th Feb 2018   
  
___Simulated (2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Period 14th Dec 2017 – 13th Feb 2018   

Weather file 2017 Brighton weather file – average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2976 

NMBE 8.62% 

CV(RMSE) 22.64% 
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Temperature Bedroom 6th May - 5th Jul 2018 
  

___Simulated (Average Brighton weather file)  
___Measured 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Period 6th May - 5th Jul 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2928 

NMBE 9.49% 

CV(RMSE) 15.91% 
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RH Bedroom 6th May - 5th Jul 2018 
  

___Simulated (Average Brighton weather file)  
___Measured 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Period 6th May - 5th Jul 2018 

Weather file Average Brighton weather file 

Data logging interval 30 minutes 

Number of measurements 2928 

NMBE -8.57% 

CV(RMSE) 22.80% 
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Interventions: First Stage 

A1_L1: Draught-proofing 

 

A2ab_L1: Heavy curtains and Shutters 

  
 
 
 
 

 Baseline 
scenario 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short 
wave 
radiant 
fraction 

Post 
intervention 
A2ab_L1 

R Shading 
coeff. 

Short 
wave 
radiant 
fraction 

A None    Low-E blinds 0.30 0.40 0.3 

B Light curtains  0.14 0.49 0.3 Low-E blinds 0.30 0.40 0.3 

C Shutters 0.33 0.4 0.3 Heavy curtains 
and Shutters 

0.16 
0.33 

0.49 
- 

0.3 
- 

D None    Low-E blinds 0.30 0.40 0.3 

  

Room template Ach 
Normalised scenario 

ach – Post intervention 
A1_L1: draught-proofing 

Bedroom1 0.7  0.5 

Bedroom2 0.7  0.5 

Circulation - - 

Kitchen 0.7  0.5 

Living 0.7  0.5 

Roof space - - 

Shower 0.7  0.5 

Storage - - 

AA C 

C 

D 

B 

A 

FIGURE 0.118 CS17: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH SHADING DEVICE 
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A5a Pitched Roof 

Status-quo  

Internal Ceiling Bedroom - Reference ID: C    
Overall U-value: 3.9947 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 21        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

A5a_L1: Loft insulation  

A5aL1 Internal Ceiling Bedroom - Reference ID: C    
Overall U-value: 0.1620 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Sheep’s wool 22581 0.038 19.5 1800 5.9211 9 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 246        

 

  

 

81 225mm is enough to achieve the U-value of 0.16W/m2K recommended by Building Regulations when insulating a 
pitched roof at ceiling level. This insulation thickness can be obtained adding up 3 layers of sheep’s wool (100mm, 
75mm and 50mm) of the commonly available rolls sizes (Celtic Sustainable, 2019). 
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Interventions: Second Stage 

 
 
FIGURE 0.119 CS17: FLOOR PLAN WITH ANNOTATED REFERENCE ID FOR EACH CONSTRUCTION (IN BLACK: FLOORS; IN RED: 

CEILINGS/ROOFS) 
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A2a: Front Windows 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

External Window sash front - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w5 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm 6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normailised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Heavy 
curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

M1: Secondary glazing (single, low-E) 

A2aM1 External Window sash front - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w5 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.2070 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm 6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normailised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Heavy 
curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

Shutters 0.33 - - 

M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, low-E vacuum) 

A2aM2 External Window sash front - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w5 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.2502 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm 6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.178 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile normailised 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Heavy 
curtains 0.16 0.49 0.3 

Shutters 0.33 - - 
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A2b: Back Windows 

B + L1: Baseline + heavy curtains/shutters 

External Window back - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.5979 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
External Window bedroom - Frame: softwood (40%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.3132 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters    

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
External French-Window back - Frame: softwood (50%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame): 5.2183 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters    

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
External French-Window bedroom - Frame: softwood (40%) - Reference ID: w4 
Overall U-value (including frame): 3.5908 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm 6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 12 - Air 0.1730 

Clear Float 6mm 6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters    

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

M1: Secondary glazing (single, low-E) 

A2bM1 External Window back - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.2070 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 
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A2bM1 External Window bedroom - Frame: softwood (40%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 3.0526 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.9252 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.34 

Plikington K 4 1.06 - 0.0038 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters    

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

M2: Secondary glazing (slim double, low-E vacuum) 

A2bM2 External Window back - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.2502 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.178 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bM2 External Window bedroom - Frame: softwood (40%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.4147 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 0.8620 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Clear Float 6mm  6 1.06 -  0.0057 

Cavity 50 - Air 0.178 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters    

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

H1: Slim double (low-E vacuum) 

A2bH1 External Window back - Frame: softwood (10%) - Reference ID: w1 
Overall U-value (including frame): 1.3968 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
 

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 
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A2bH1 External Window bedroom - Frame: softwood (40%) - Reference ID: w2 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.5125 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters    

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bH1 External French-Window back - Frame: softwood (50%) - Reference ID: w3 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.8844 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters    

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

 
A2bH1 External French-Window bedroom - Frame: softwood (40%) - Reference ID: w4 
Overall U-value (including frame): 2.5125 W/ m²·K 
Centre of pane U-value (glass only): 1.0249 W/ m²·K 

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Gas Resistance 
m²K/W 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Cavity 0.2 - vacuum 0.8 

Plikington K 3 1.06 - 0.0028 

Shading Device information F 
 
Profile: Annual profile shutters    

Internal 
Device Resistance  

Shading 
Coefficient 

Short wave 
radiant fraction 

Low-E 
blinds 

0.30 0.40 0.3 

A6a: External Walls - internal face lath on plaster 

B: Baseline  

External wall front - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value: 1.1931 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity 30 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Total Construction 418        

Int. conditions: T 21C (living set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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External wall side - Reference ID: W3    
Overall U-value: 1.4507 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Brickwork A2   227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 30 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 293        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

M1: Internal blown insulation behind lath 

A6aM1 External wall front - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value:  0.7102 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Blown Cellulose    30 0.04 50 2010 0.7500  9.5 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Total Construction 418        

 
 
A6aM1 External wall side - Reference ID: W3    
Overall U-value: 0.7941 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Brickwork A2   227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Blown Cellulose    30 0.04 50 2010 0.7500  9.5 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Total Construction 293        
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H1: Internal insulation on lath and plaster – mineral 

A6aH1 External wall front - Reference ID: W1    
Overall U-value: 0.6591 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Cavity 30 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster  E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0187 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 100 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 438        
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A6aH1 External wall side - Reference ID: W3    
Overall U-value: 0.2969 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Brickwork A2   227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 30 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 100 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 343        

 
A6aH1 External wall side - Reference ID: W3    
Overall U-value: 0.4914 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Brickwork A2   227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 30 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 100 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 323        
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A6aH1 External wall side - Reference ID: W3    
Overall U-value: 0.7307 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Brickwork A2   227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 30 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Aerogel Blanket 10 0.015 149 100 0.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 313        
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H2: Internal insulation on lath and plaster - natural 

A6aH2 External wall side - Reference ID: W3    
Overall U-value: 0.2897 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Brickwork A2   227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 30 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood fb 110 0.040 161 2100 2.7500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 413        

 
A6aH2 External wall side - Reference ID: W3    
Overall U-value: 0.5123 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Brickwork A2   227 0.84 1700 800 0.2702 58 

Cavity 30 - - - 0.1800 - 

Oak D 6 0.19 700 2390 0.0316 45 

Lime plaster E1 15 0.8 1600 1000 0.0188 45 

Wood fb 50 0.040 161 2100 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 353        
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A6b: External Walls - internal face solid or dry-lined 

B: Baseline  

External wall kitchen - Reference ID: W2    
Overall U-value: 1.5648 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Total Construction 392        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 

 
External wall back - Reference ID: W4    
Overall U-value: 1.5648 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Total Construction 392        

Int. conditions: T 18C (set point), RH 50% (BS EN 15026) 
ext. conditions: T 4.7C, RH 90% (BS 5250:2011 + A1 2016) 
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M1: New permeable plaster- natural 

A6bM1 External wall kitchen - Reference ID: W2    
Overall U-value: 0.7355 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Total Construction 447        

 
A6bM1 External wall back - Reference ID: W4    
Overall U-value: 0.7355 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Cork-Lime Plaster 50 0.07 689 933 0.7143 47.5 

Lime plaster 5 0.8 1600 1000 0.0063 45 

Total Construction 447        
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H1: New permeable blanket- mineral 

A6bH1 External wall kitchen - Reference ID: W2    
Overall U-value: 0.3014 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 442        
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A6bH1 External wall kitchen - Reference ID: W2    
Overall U-value: 0.5038 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 422        

 
A6bH1 External wall back - Reference ID: W4    
Overall U-value: 0.3014 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Aerogel Blanket 40 0.015 149 1000 2.6667 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 442        
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A6bH1 External wall back - Reference ID: W4    
Overall U-value: 0.5038 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Aerogel Blanket 20 0.015 149 1000 1.3333 30 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 422        
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H2: Internal board insulation 

A6bH2 External wall kitchen - Reference ID: W2    
Overall U-value: 0.2940 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Wood Fibre board 110 0.040 161 2100 2.6667 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 512        

 
 

A6bH2 External wall kitchen - Reference ID: W2    
Overall U-value: 0.5259 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Wood Fibre board 50 0.040 161 2100 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 452        
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A6bH2 External wall back - Reference ID: W4    
Overall U-value: 0.2940 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Wood Fibre board 110 0.040 161 2100 2.7500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 512        
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A6bH2 External wall back - Reference ID: W4    
Overall U-value: 0.5259 W/ m²·K      

Layer Description  
(from outside to inside) 

Thickness 
mm 

Conductivity 
W/mK 

Density 
Kg/m³     

Specific 
Heat 
Capacity 
J/kgK 

Resistance 
m²K/W 

Vapour 
Resistivity 
MNs/gm 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Brickwork A3   352 0.84 1700 800 0.4190 58 

Lime plaster E1 20 0.8 1600 1000 0.0250 45 

Wood Fibre board 50 0.040 161 2100 1.2500 21 

Lime plaster   10 0.8 1600 1000 0.0125 45 

Total Construction 452        
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Appendix 12a:  Multiple Regression Analysis - proof of concept 
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Preparing data for analysis 

For all the CSs, all the IVs (independent variables, i.e. the U-values of the constructions) and DVs 

(dependent variables, i.e. HEC and CO2 emissions obtained from each simulation run) were imported in 

SPSS from Microsoft Excel™ and data were prepared for the analysis.  

An in-depth description of the data preparation process carried out for CS2 is presented as follows. The 

same data preparation was then carried out for all the CSs. Figure 0.120 shows a snapshot of the SPSS 

“variable view” for CS2, which lists: 

- the IVs, highlighted in blue and defined as input data in the last column 

- the DVs, highlighted in red and defined as target data in the last column.  

For each of them, SPSS shows their codes and labels, data type and measurement level. 

 

FIGURE 0.120 VARIABLE VIEW IN SPSS, AS IT SHOWED FOR CS2 ANALYSIS 

The measurement level (or Scale of measure) must be specified in SPSS for each variable. Measurement 

level can be (Stevens, 2002):  

◦ Nominal (when numbers or other symbols/names are used to identify groups to which various 

objects belong) 

◦ Ordinal or Ranking (when there is a relationship between different objects within one category 

of scale) 

◦ Interval (when the scale has all the characteristics of an ordinal scale and the distances between 

any two numbers on the scale are of known size) 

◦ Scale or Ratio (when in addition to the characteristics of an interval scale, the actual scale has a 

true zero point as its origin). 
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In SPSS the levels of measurement are reduced to the following ones:  

- nominal (unordered categories) 

- ordinal (ordered categories) and  

- scale (for both interval and scale levels of measurement).  

The level of measurement of all the variables could be considered as scale (or continuous) as they could 

potentially take any value within their maximum and minimum. However, the IVs were given only a 

limited number of fixed values in this study. These values, in the analysis, are the U-values generated for 

the material build-ups of each area of intervention in the following stages:  

- BL scenario and  

- modified by the application of the selected low, 

medium-and-high-risk interventions available. 

Hence, the IVs were initially considered of ordinal measure, 

while the DVs are scale measures (Figure 0.120). However, a 

test was carried out also performing a linear regression 

analysis for CS2 considering the IVs as scale variables instead. 

As a result, the software automatically changed the 

measurement level for the IVs from continuous (scale) to 

ordinal, before carrying out the analysis (Figure 0.121). The MR 

analysis carried out considering IVs as ordinal or scale variables, 

gave the same results. Utilising ordinal IVs, however, the software 

automatically places them equally spaced when producing the 

OAAT graphs and scatterplots, assuming the distance between measurement intervals to be equal. This is 

not the case in this study. Hence, it was finally decided to consider all the IVs as scale variables, allowing 

to produce OAAT graphs were the distance between IVs was correctly showing along the X axis. 

For each CS, in the SPSS spreadsheet, the first rows in Variable View contained the list of all areas of 

intervention (the first 4 rows in Figure 0.120, corresponding to the 4 areas of intervention in CS2). They 

were created to generate columns, in Data View (Figure 0.122), containing the codes given to each 

intervention applied to the respective area and simulated. The areas of intervention were inputted as 

string variables as they are alphanumeric and not suitable for numeric calculations, while all other 

variables used in the spreadsheet are numeric (only containing numbers and suitable for numeric 

calculations).  Hence, for CS2, columns 1 to 4 in Data View, contained the codes given to the interventions 

applied for windows and walls (the areas of intervention available for this CS). These were then used to 

FIGURE 0.121 AUTOMATIC DATA PREPARATION 

OUTPUT OF LINEAR REGRESSION MODELLING IN 

SPSS 
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generate the adjacent columns (all numeric) where the U-values of the corresponding constructions (in 

their BL scenario and post interventions) were listed as IVs. Hence for CS2, 4 columns contain the codes of 

the interventions as follows: 

1. Windows Front contains all constructions simulated for the area of intervention A2a, which are:  

o A2aBL: Base-case construction with low-risk interventions, i.e. shading devices 

o A2aM1: Low-E secondary glazing 

o A2aM2: Slim-double Low-E secondary glazing  

o A2aH1: Slim-double glazing  

2. Windows Back contains all constructions simulated for the area of intervention A2b, which are:  

o A2bBL: Base-case construction with low-risk interventions, i.e. shading devices 

o A2bM1: Low-E secondary glazing 

o A2bM2: Slim-double Low-E secondary glazing 

o A2bH1: Slim-double glazing  

3. Wall (Plaster on lath) contains all constructions simulated for the area of intervention A6a, which 

are:  

o A6aB: Base-case construction82 

o A6aM1: Blown cellulose insulation 

o A6a`H1: Aerogel insulation 

o A6aH2: Wood fibreboard insulation 

4. Wall Solid contains all constructions simulated for the area of intervention A6b, which are:  

o A6bB L: Base-case construction with low-risk interventions  

o A6bM1: Cork plaster 

o A6bH1: Aerogel insulation 

o A6bH2: Wood fibreboard insulation 

 

82 There are no low-risk interventions for walls, hence for this area of intervention, B=BL 
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FIGURE 0.122 DATA VIEW IN SPSS FOR CS2 

The data prepared this way, were finally checked using Descriptive statistics to ensure that no mistakes 

had been made in the process of importing from Excell and in the setting up of the SPSS model.  An in-

depth description of the checks carried out on the IVs and DVs for CS2 is presented as follows. 

A first check was carried out of the variables inserted in SPSS for regression analysis using the option 

Frequencies (for all the IVs) and Descriptive (for the DVs), which provide a basic summary-statistics of the 

input data used (Table 0.24).  

For CS2, the total number of variations (simulation runs utilised for the analysis) is 47, which is given by 

the sum of the following: 

- the Baseline scenario B, upgraded with all the low-risk interventions available (BL) 

- the scenarios where the interventions available for each area were applied individually while keeping 

the BL constructions unchanged for all the other areas (OAAT) 

- the scenarios where the interventions available for each area were applied in combination with those 

available for all other areas (C). 
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TABLE 0.24 FREQUENCIES STATISTICS  

Windows front Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid 1.44 19 40.4 40.4 40.4 

2.35 19 40.4 40.4 80.9 

5.55 9 19.1 19.1 100.0 

Total 47 100.0 100.0  

 

Windows back Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid 1.44 13 27.7 27.7 27.7 

1.58 13 27.7 27.7 55.3 

2.35 13 27.7 27.7 83.0 

5.55 8 17.0 17.0 100.0 

Total 47 100.0 100.0  

 

Walls – plaster 
on lath Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid .55 19 40.4 40.4 40.4 

.60 19 40.4 40.4 80.9 

1.02 9 19.1 19.1 100.0 

Total 47 100.0 100.0  

 

Walls – solid  Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid .55 13 27.7 27.7 27.7 

.68 13 27.7 27.7 55.3 

.84 13 27.7 27.7 83.0 

2.13 8 17.0 17.0 100.0 

Total 47 100.0 100.0  

 

Table 0.25 shows the Descriptive Statistics concerning the DVs. The Table contains information 

concerning the distribution of scores (skewness and kurtosis), alongside the total number of data, their 

minimum and maximum value and Mean Standard deviation. Skewness provides an indication of the 

symmetry of the distribution, while kurtosis provides information about the presence of peaks in it. For 

perfectly normal distributions these values should both be 0. Skewness instead, in this case, is 1.39 for 

both DVs, which, being a positive value, suggests that scores are clustered to the left as low values. This is 

due to the fact that only 11 out of 47 are the BL and OAAT combinations, certainly producing sensibly 

higher values of the DVs, while the majority of scores is likely clustered around lower values of the DVs 

(obtained as an outcome of simulations of combinations of interventions). Kurtosis value instead is 0.250, 

close enough to zero, which indicates a distribution that is shaped as a curve and not flat or picked.  
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TABLE 0.25 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR DVS 

 
N 
Statistic 

Minimum 
Statistic 

Maximum 
Statistic 

Mean 
Statistic 

Std. 
Deviation 
Statistic 

Skewness Kurtosis 

Statistic 
Std. 
Error Statistic 

Std. 
Error 

Total HEC 47 3763.40 8094.70 4836.7149 1340.27562 1.390 .347 .250 .681 

CO2 
emissions 

47 774.60 1657.74 993.4277 273.28008 1.390 .347 .250 .681 

Valid N 
(listwise) 

47 
        

The Explore command in SPSS can be used as a means for checking that the skewness of the scores of the 

DVs is not due to errors in the model. It generates the report shown in Table 0.26. 

TABLE 0.26 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR THE DV AS OBTAINED FROM THE EXPLORE COMMAND  

 Statistic Std. Error 

Total HEC Mean 4836.7149 195.49929 

95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean 

Lower Bound 4443.1952  

Upper Bound 5230.2346  

5% Trimmed Mean 4731.8284  

Median 4186.0000  

Variance 1796338.737  

Std. Deviation 1340.27562  

Minimum 3763.40  

Maximum 8094.70  

Range 4331.30  

Interquartile Range 561.50  

Skewness 1.390 .347 

Kurtosis .250 .681 

CO2 emissions Mean 993.4277 39.86200 

95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean 

Lower Bound 913.1896  

Upper Bound 1073.6657  

5% Trimmed Mean 972.0417  

Median 860.8000  

Variance 74682.004  

Std. Deviation 273.28008  

Minimum 774.60  

Maximum 1657.74  

Range 883.14  

Interquartile Range 114.50  

Skewness 1.390 .347 

Kurtosis .250 .681 

In Table 0.26, the true Mean and the 5% Trimmed Mean (the mean value obtained after removing the top 

and bottom 5% of data) for HEC differ by 100 KWh because of the influence of the high values scored by 

BL and OAAT scenarios. However, these outliers are not due to errors in the input. Such extreme scores 

are given by the output of the BL scenario, and of those OAAT simulations where the interventions 

A2bM1, A2bM2, A6aM1 and A6aH1 were applied individually leaving all the other areas of intervention 

unchanged (case numbers 1,8,4,7,5 in Table 0.27). 
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TABLE 0.27 EXTREME VALUES 

 Case Number Value 

Total HEC Highest 1 1 8094.70 

2 8 7572.40 

3 4 7532.10 

4 7 7474.10 

5 5 7387.30 

Lowest 1 33 3763.40 

2 45 3768.50 

3 30 3811.50 

4 42 3814.60 

5 27 3917.20 

CO2 emissions Highest 1 1 1657.74 

2 8 1551.20 

3 4 1543.02 

4 7 1531.20 

5 5 1513.50 

Lowest 1 33 774.60 

2 45 775.60 

3 30 784.40 

4 42 785.00 

5 27 805.90 

Finally, with the test of Normality (Table 0.28), the normality of the distribution of scores of the DV was 

assessed by means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. These statistics confirmed the findings from table 

0.26. Sig. values higher than .05 would indicate normality of scores, which is not the case for these data.  

TABLE 0.28 TEST OF NORMALITY 

 

Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-Wilk 

Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 

Total HEC .350 47 .000 .685 47 .000 

CO2 emissions .350 47 .000 .685 47 .000 

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction 

The Boxplot of total HEC (Figure 0.123) also confirms these findings and highlights the presence of outliers 

and extreme points83 given by the results of the simulations of the BL scenario and of the scenarios 

obtained from the application of interventions OAAT. Therefore, it was considered whether to exclude 

from the analysis these simulations and carry out the further stages only considering the scenarios (C) of 

combinations of all possible interventions for all areas. 

 

83 Outliers are those that extend more than 1.5 box length from the edge of the box, which SPSS shows with the 
circles outside of the box and whiskers. Extremes are those that extend more than 3 box length from the edge of the 
box, which SPSS indicates with an Asterix. 
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FIGURE 0.123 BOX PLOT OF TOTAL HEC FOR CS2 

This way, for CS2 the total number of simulations assessed would be reduced to 36 and the output of 

Descriptive statistics for the DVs would be as shown in Table 0.29 below. 

TABLE 0.29 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR DVS WHEN CONSIDERING ONLY C SCENARIOS OF INTERVENTIONS 

 
N 
Statistic 

Minimum 
Statistic 

Maximum 
Statistic 

Mean 
Statistic 

Std. 
Deviation 
Statistic 

Skewness Kurtosis 

Statistic 
Std. 
Error Statistic 

Std. 
Error 

Total HEC 36 3763.40 4550.90 4128.8444 207.87106 .081 .393 -.741 .768 

CO2 
emissions 

36 774.60 935.20 849.0944 42.38605 .081 .393 -.741 .768 

Valid N 
(listwise) 

36 
        

In Table 0.29, Skewness and Kurtosis are within the range of normal distribution. The Mean and 5% 

trimmed Mean in fact would be much closer in this scenario, as shown in Table 0.30. 
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TABLE 0.30 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR DVS WHEN CONSIDERING ONLY C SCENARIOS OF INTERVENTIONS 

 Statistic Std. Error 

Total HEC Mean 4128.8444 34.64518 

95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean 

Lower Bound 4058.5110  

Upper Bound 4199.1779  

5% Trimmed Mean 4126.6278  

Median 4143.4000  

Variance 43210.377  

Std. Deviation 207.87106  

Minimum 3763.40  

Maximum 4550.90  

Range 787.50  

Interquartile Range 355.18  

Skewness .081 .393 

Kurtosis -.741 .768 

CO2 emissions Mean 849.0944 7.06434 

95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean 

Lower Bound 834.7531  

Upper Bound 863.4358  

5% Trimmed Mean 848.6420  

Median 852.0500  

Variance 1796.577  

Std. Deviation 42.38605  

Minimum 774.60  

Maximum 935.20  

Range 160.60  

Interquartile Range 72.42  

Skewness .081 .393 

Kurtosis -.741 .768 

These findings are also finally confirmed by the boxplot of the results obtained from the analysis of the C 

scenario of combinations only, which appears perfectly symmetrical, and no outliers are shown (Figure 

0.124). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 0.124 BOX PLOT OF TOTAL HEC WHEN CONSIDERING ONLY C SCENARIOS OF INTERVENTION 
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Further confirmation of the normality of scores of the DVs in this scenario is given by the test of Normality 

(Table 0.31). 

TABLE 0.31 TEST OF NORMALITY FOR DVS WHEN CONSIDERING ONLY C SCENARIOS OF INTERVENTIONS 

 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Shapiro-Wilk 

Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 

Total HEC .125 36 .165 .968 36 .371 

CO2 emissions .125 36 .167 .968 36 .373 

 

A result for Sig. of more than .05 indicates normality of scores, which is now the case for these data. 

However, reducing the number of cases investigated to below 40, would also reduce the statistical 

power84 of the analysis (Field, 2009). Furthermore, the normality of scores of the DVs is not a condition 

for MR. Hence, the full range of variations (BL+OAAT+C) were considered for each CS, acknowledging the 

existence of outliers for all of them, as a consequence of the inclusion of the BL and OAAT scenario. 

 

  

 

84 The power of a test is the probability that a given test will find an effect assuming that one exists in the population. 
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Multiple regression (MR) assumptions checking  

Having prepared the data for the analysis, the linear regression modelling method was chosen to run the 

analysis. This method was used as it is the most applicable method when: 

- values of the inputs are already known – with a specific controlled variation – and randomness of values 

are not expected 

- output is a continuous variable, which spans a continuous range of values.  

Regression analysis fits a model to the data and uses it to predict values of the dependent variable (DV) 

from one or more independent variables (IVs) (Field, 2009). Hence, it is a way of predicting an outcome 

variable from one predictor variable (simple regression) or several predictor variables (multiple 

regression) (Field, 2009). Any data (outcome variable) can be predicted using the following general 

equation:  

outcome = model + error. 

The outcome can be predicted by whatever model is fitted to the data plus some error. In regression, the 

model to fit is linear, which means the data set is summarized with a straight line. For this model to be a 

good predictor, the sum of the squared differences between the line and the actual data points must be 

minimized (method of least squares). 

When running linear regression, there are several assumptions that the dataset needs to meet in order 

for the analysis to be reliable and valid. Such assumptions have been checked and verified using the most 

appropriate statistical tests. The step-by-step description of the process of assumptions checking 

performed to run MR targeting HEC for CS2, is presented as follows. Other statistics, also obtained by the 

MR run, were analysed while carrying out the assumptions checking process, to fully understand the most 

important results given by the tables produced. The outcome of this comprehensive analysis is presented 

as follows. 

Assumption 1 - The relationship between the IVs and the DV is linear. 

To check that this assumption is met, scatterplots should be produced to show the relationship between 

each IV and the DV assessed. Figure 0.125 shows the scatterplots produced in CS2 for A2a, A2b, A6a and 

A6b in relation to HEC. In the scatterplots produced by the software, the line of best fit has been drawn 

(in red and dashed).  It should be noted however that, when using discrete IVs, data points are cumulated 

at certain intervals. Thus, the line of best fit might be difficult to find and misleading because the discrete 

nature of the variables makes the points overlap along certain vertical lines. This is even more true when 

the IVs are set as ordinal in SPSS, because they are automatically plotted by the software at equal 

distance in the graph, independently from their actual value. The linear relationship between IVs and DV, 
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if present at all, can be better discerned producing the scatterplots considering the IVs as continuous, as 

shown in Figure 0.125. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 0.125 SCATTERPLOTS OF HEC FOR A2A, A2B, A6A AND A6B IN CS2 

The scatterplots produced this way, despite the limitations due to the ordinal nature of these variables, 

show that the first assumption can be considered met as the relationship between each IV and the DV 

could be assimilated to a straight line. It should be taken into account however, that none of the 

individual parameters is characterised by a perfectly linear relationship with the DV and the one with best 

fitting line is A6b (solid wall). This could potentially have an influence on the results concerning 

parameters importance, underestimating that of other parameters (walls finished in plaster on lath and 

windows). To exclude this risk, a test was carried out and reported in appendix 12b.  

Assumption 2 - There is no multicollinearity in the data, hence IVs are not too highly correlated with one 

another. 

To test this assumption, Linear Regression was run from the Analyze Menu in SPSS, including all IVs and 

selecting HEC as target. The option Collinearity diagnostics was selected from the Statistics Tab. And Table 

0.32, produced this way by the software, shows the correlation values between pairs of variables 

(highlighted in green the table). 
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TABLE 0.32 CORRELATIONS85 

 Total HEC 
windows 
front 

windows 
back 

wall- plaster on 
lath 

wall- 
solid 

Pearson 
Correlation 

Total HEC 1.000 .823 .746 .815 .914 

windows front .823 1.000 .599 .692 .607 

windows back .746 .599 1.000 .617 .520 

wall- plaster on lath .815 .692 .617 1.000 .625 

wall- solid .914 .607 .520 .625 1.000 

Sig. (1-tailed) Total HEC . .000 .000 .000 .000 

windows front .000 . .000 .000 .000 

windows back .000 .000 . .000 .000 

wall- plaster on lath .000 .000 .000 . .000 

wall- solid .000 .000 .000 .000 . 

N Total HEC 47 47 47 47 47 

windows front 47 47 47 47 47 

windows back 47 47 47 47 47 

wall- plaster on lath 47 47 47 47 47 

wall- solid 47 47 47 47 47 

Correlations of more than 0.8-0.9 (Field, 2009), might be problematic. In Table 0.32 none of the IVs 

presents high correlation values with another IV, hence the assumption of no multicollinearity is 

considered met by all the IVs. It should be noted that front windows and wall finished in plaster on lath 

(the front wall in this CS) show the highest value of correlation coefficient (0.69). This must be accounted 

for in the analysis of the results, as the high correlation between two predictors can either limit the size of 

R of generate similar values of predictors importance for the two or more predictors which are correlated. 

If this happens, it is worth checking again the values of the correlation coefficients to decide whether to 

exclude one of the correlated predictors (Field, 2009). 

Table 0.32 also presents the significance (Sig.) of each correlation (values below 0.00 show that the 

correlation coefficient for those variables is significant) and the number (N) of cases contributing to each 

correlation. For this CS, all correlations are significant (Sig. 0.000) and all variations (cases) contributed to 

the correlation. 

The correlations provided by the Table 0.32, however, being limited to those between pairs, may not 

highlight all the problems due to collinearity when there are multiple IVs (Field, 2009). A different test can 

be carried out by looking at the Coefficients Table, produced by SPSS as part of the MR procedure, and 

shown in Table 0.33.  

  

 

85 Correlations are relationships between two variables 
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TABLE 0.33 COEFFICIENTS 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) 1715.507 21.308  80.508 .000   

windows front 219.454 5.185 .247 42.328 .000 .442 2.265 

windows back 186.404 4.753 .205 39.214 .000 .551 1.813 

wall- plaster on 
lath 

1324.669 45.637 .175 29.026 .000 .416 2.403 

wall- solid 1311.919 12.666 .547 103.578 .000 .540 1.850 

 

The test reported in Table 0.33 checks that the IVs are not too highly correlated using Tolerance86 

statistics and VIF87. For the assumption to be met, commonly used cut-off points are considered Tolerance 

scores above 0.2 (Field, 2009) or 0.1 (Pallant, 2016) and VIF scores well below 10 (Field, 2009; Pallant, 

2016). All the values in Table 0.33 are within the limits considered safe in this test, hence they confirm 

that the second assumption is met. 

Table 0.33 also provides other useful information. The Sig. column tells whether each variable is making a 

statistically significant88 unique contribution to the equation. If the Sig. value is less than .05, the variable 

is making a significant unique contribution to the prediction of the DV. This is the case for all variables 

investigated.  

The B (beta) values89 reported in the first column, describe the relationship between the DV investigated 

and each predictor (Field, 2009). They represent the amount by which the DV changes if the IV is changed 

by one unit, keeping the other independent variables constant. If the B value is positive, there is a positive 

relationship between the predictor and the outcome, whereas a negative coefficient represents a 

negative relationship. All predictors have positive B values indicating positive relationships, as expected. 

In fact, the higher the U-value of each area of intervention, the higher the energy consumption output. 

Only looking at the B values, however, could generate erroneous predictions concerning the IVs’ 

importance when different units are used to measure them (which is not the case in this study). The 

 

86 Tolerance is an indicator of how much of the variability of an IV is not explained by the other IVs. 
87 Variance Inflation Factor is the inverse of the Tolerance value (1/Tolerance). It indicates whether a predictor has a 
strong linear relationship with the other predictor(s). 
88 Statistical significance in this instance is the likelihood that a relationship between IV and the DV is caused by 
something other than chance. A variable makes a statistically significant contribution to the equation when it is a very 
unlikely result if the variable in question had no effect; hence the "no effect" hypothesis is cast into doubt and the 
alternative hypothesis becomes more plausible. 
89 They represent the change in the outcome resulting from a unit change in the predictor. If the model was unable to 
predict the outcome in energy consumption, then the change in the outcome as a consequence of the predictors’ 
changes, should be zero. 
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standardized B coefficients instead, are measured in units of standard deviation90. Therefore, they tell 

how many standard deviations a DV will change, per standard deviation increase in the predictor variable 

(IV). They are all measured in standard deviation units, therefore also directly comparable. Hence, they 

are best used to rank predictors (or independent or explanatory variables) as they exclude the units of 

measurement of independent and dependent variables. Therefore, one way for ranking independent 

variables, is by looking at the absolute value of standardized coefficients. The most important variable will 

have the highest absolute value of standardized coefficient. Looking at B values, the area of intervention 

A6a (wall finished in plaster on lath) appears the one with highest impact on the HEC for this model, while 

assessing the standardised B coefficients overturns the results. In fact, walls finished in plaster on lath 

result to be the least important parameter. This is due to the fact that A6a, although potentially influent 

on the DV, has the highest standard error associated to its B coefficient, which sensibly reduces the value 

of the standardised coefficient. A6a is an area of intervention of limited size compared to A6b (see 

chapter 5, Table 5.4), hence likely having less influence on the value of the DV. Furthermore, the amount 

of change applicable to this area of intervention, is only limited because of the restrictions imposed by the 

heritage features of the front walls internally decorated. The standardised B coefficients rank the area of 

intervention A6b (solid wall) instead as the most important predictor (its standardized B value is 

highlighted in blue in Table 0.33). In fact, increasing the U-value of the solid walls by 1 standard deviation, 

the HEC scores would likely increase by .547 standard deviation units. This value is the largest of all IVs, 

indicating that the solid walls retrofit options are those that make the largest unique contribution to final 

HEC in CS2. 

The value of the Beta coefficients (regression coefficient) in simple regression represents the gradient of 

the regression line. The closer the regression coefficient to 0, the smaller the amount of change in the 

predicted value of the outcome resulting from a unit change in the predictor and the closer the gradient 

of the regression line is to 0, meaning that the regression line is flat. Hence, if a variable significantly 

predicts an outcome, then it should have a B value significantly different from zero. This hypothesis is 

tested using a t-test, and the results are reported in the column titled t in Table 0.33. The t-statistic tests 

the null hypothesis of the model ability to estimate values of the outcome. Hence, the t-test associated 

with each B value should be checked as well. If this is significant (if the value in the column labelled Sig. is 

less than .05) then the predictor is making a significant contribution to the model. The amount of 

significance, hence of importance of the predictor, will be directly proportional to the size of the t-

statistics. The smaller the value of Sig. (and the larger the value of t), the greater the contribution of that 

 

90 Ơ=√ Ơ2 = √{(x1-µ)2+….+(xN-µ)2)/N} 
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predictor. This further check confirms the standardised B coefficients values showing a value of t 

(highlighted in blue in the column t in Table 0.33) sensibly higher for the area of intervention A6b (solid 

wall). 

 Assumption 3 - The values of the residuals are independent. 

To check this assumption, the Model Summary output must be taken into account and specifically the 

Durbin-Watson statistic. This value checks that the residuals are independent (or uncorrelated), hence 

whether the assumption of independent errors is fulfilled (Field, 2009).  This statistic can vary from 0 to 4.  

For assumption 3 to be met, this value should be close to 2.  Values below 1 and above 3 can be cause for 

concern (Field, 2009). This was not considered to be the case in this study, although the Durbin-Watson 

statistics (highlighted in green in Table 0.34) is 0.92, because this value is close to 1 and a high correlation 

between IVs (see assumption 2) has already been excluded.  

TABLE 0.34 MODEL SUMMARY 

Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

Durbin-
Watson 

1 1.000a .999 .999 35.31641 .921 

The Model Summary also provides another useful information. In fact, once the software has found the 

actual line of best fit, it is important to check the goodness of fit of the model to assess how well this line 

fits the actual data. R2 represents the amount of variance in the outcome explained by the model (SSM) 

relative to how much variation there was to explain in the first place (SST), hence R2 = SSM/ SST (Field, 

2009). Therefore, the R square value tells how much of the variance in the DV is explained by all the IVs in 

the model. In this case the value is 0.99991, a very good result. It means that changes in the IVs 

investigated can account for 99.9% of the variation in HEC for CS2. Therefore, when aiming to explain the 

reason for different outcomes in energy consumption for CS2, we should look at the variation in the U-

value of windows (A2a and A2b) and external walls (A6a and A6b). A 0.999 value of R square means that 

only 0.01% of the variation in HEC cannot be explained by the IVs alone. This value confirms the validity of 

the normalization process devised for this study and carried out on the models. It was aimed not just at 

comparing energy performance for different CSs under equivalent conditions (ISO 5006, 2014), but also at 

excluding all influential factors on the final HEC which were not pertaining to the characteristics of the 

thermal envelope. The R square is important, but with rather small samples as such (total of 47 

simulations of combinations for this CS), this index may overestimate the true value of the population 

 

91 This means that the model explains 99.9% of the variance in Heating energy consumption. 
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(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). The adjusted R square statistics corrects this value to provide a better 

estimate of the true population value. In this case the adjusted R square is the same as the R square, with 

a value of 0.999 which confirms in toto the precedent finding.  

 Assumption 4 - The variance of the residuals is constant (homoscedasticity).  

This assumption means that the variance of the residuals around predicted DV scores should be the same 

for all predicted scores (Pallant, 2016), hence the amount of error in the model should be similar at each 

point across the model. To test the fourth assumption, the final graph of the output must be analysed. 

This graph plots the standardised values the model would predict, against the standardised residuals 

obtained.  As the predicted values increase (along the X-axis), the variation in the residuals should be 

roughly similar and should look like a random array of dots (Field, 2009) roughly rectangularly distributed, 

with most of the scores concentrated in the centre, along the zero point (Pallant, 2016).  If the graph 

looks like a funnel shape, then, according to Field (2009), it is likely that this assumption has been 

violated. The graph should not show any clear pattern for the residuals and any deviation from a 

centralised rectangle may suggest some violation of the assumptions, according to Pallant (2016). 

For this CS, the graph (Figure 0.126) produced does not appear exactly like a random plot but more like 

two random groups of plots. This is due to the inclusion in the analysis of the BL and OAAT scenarios 

(highlighted in brown). Since the graph, overall, appears more random than funnelled, the fourth 

assumption was considered met. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 0.126 SCATTERPLOT STANDARDISED PREDICTED VALUES - RESIDUALS 

 

BL and OAAT 
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Assumption 5 - The values of the residuals are normally distributed.  

Many of the statistical procedures utilised to analyse data are parametric tests based on the normal 

distribution. To carry out parametric tests, the data that needs analysing must be distributed according to 

one of the range of distributions that statisticians have described (hence, parametric). For data to be 

parametric certain assumptions must be true. Utilising a parametric test when the data are not 

parametric, the results are likely to be inaccurate (Field, 2009). The main assumption that must be met for 

most parametric tests is that of normal distribution. This can have different meaning however, depending 

on the parametric test used. General linear models, as those used in regression, assume that errors in the 

model (deviations) are normally distributed. This means that, with regression, the line that best describes 

the data collected must be found first. This is the line that best “fits” the data (i.e. a line that goes 

through, or as close to as many of the data points as possible). “This ‘line of best fit’92 is found by 

ascertaining which line, of all of the possible lines that could be drawn, results in the least amount of 

difference between the observed data points and the line” (Field, 2009, p.200). Once the line of best fit is 

found, for any values of the predictor variable in the model, the resulted value of the outcome variable 

can be estimated (Field, 2009). What needs checking are the vertical differences between the line and the 

actual data because the line is the model used to predict values of Y (DV) from values of the X (IVs) 

variables. In regression these differences are usually called residuals rather than deviations. 

This assumption can be tested by looking at the   P-P plot93 for the model (Figure 0.127).  The closer the 

dots lie to the diagonal line, the closer to normal the residuals are distributed, hence the closer the model 

is to normality. 

 

92 Given the data, the software utilises the method of least squares to select the line that has the lowest sum of 

squared differences (i.e. the line that best represents the observed data). 
93 The P–P plot (probability–probability plot) plots the cumulative probability of a variable against the cumulative 
probability of a particular distribution (in this case we would specify a normal distribution). 
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FIGURE 0.127 P-P PLOT 

In this case, the data points hardly touch the line at all, indicating that assumption 5 may be partially 

violated.  However, as only extreme deviations from normality are likely to have a significant impact on 

the findings (Field, 2009), the results were considered still valid. 

The scatterplot also aids in identifying the presence of outliers, which can cause the model to be biased 

because they affect the values of the estimated regression coefficients (Field, 2009). Tabachnick and Fidell 

(2013) defined outliers as cases that have, in the scatterplot, a standardised residual of more than 3.3 or 

less than -3.3. There are not such cases in the scatterplot produced in this instance. 

Another way for checking this assumption is by looking at the graph showing the distribution of the 

residuals (Figure 0.128). If they are close enough to a gaussian distribution, they are assumed to be 

normally distributed.  
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FIGURE 0.128 STANDARDISED RESIDUALS DISTRIBUTION 

 

Assumption 6 - There are no influential cases biasing the model.  

This assumption can be tested in the Data File by looking at the Cook’s Distance values that SPSS saved in 

a new column (COO_1) in the Data view as a final outcome of the linear regression analysis.  This column 

contains the Cook’s Distance statistics for each observation, which provides information about any undue 

influence that the presence of outliers could have on the model.  Any values over 1 are likely to be 

significant outliers according to Tabachnick and Fidell (2013) and may place undue influence on the 

model. They should therefore be removed, and the analysis rerun. In this case, none of the combinations 

analysed shows values higher than one, hence the assumptions for MR were considered overall met.  

 

Conclusion and summary of the assumptions making process  

This appendix describes the process of assumptions checking carried out for CS2 to perform multiple 

regression analysis. The strategy was then rolled out for all CSs and results are reported in appendix 12b. 

The results obtained from the assumptions checking process for CS2 are summarised as follows. 

Assumption 1:  The relationship between the IVs and the DV is linear. Scatterplots show that this 

assumption has been met. 
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Assumption 2:  There is no multicollinearity of data. Analysis of collinearity statistics shows that this 

assumption has been met, as VIF scores are well below 10, and Tolerance scores above 0.2 (maximum VIF 

value 2.40 and minimum tolerance value .55 respectively).  

Assumption 3:  The values of the residuals are independent.  The Durbin-Watson statistic shows that this 

assumption may have been violated as the obtained value is just below 1 (Durbin-Watson = .92). 

However, this value is close to 1 and a high correlation between IVs (see assumption 2) has already been 

excluded. Hence, this assumption has been considered met.  

Assumption 4:  The variance of the residuals is constant.  The plot of standardised residuals vs 

standardised predicted values shows no obvious signs of funnelling, suggesting the assumption of 

homoscedasticity has been met. 

Assumption 5:  The values of the residuals are normally distributed.  The P-P plot for the model suggests 

that the assumption of normality of the residuals may be partially violated.  However, as only extreme 

deviations from normality are likely to have a significant impact on the findings (Field, 2009), this 

assumption has been considered met. 

Assumption 6:  There are no influential cases biasing the model.  Cook’s Distance values are all under 1, 

suggesting that no individual cases are unduly influencing the model. 

 

Sensitivity analysis of energy performance assessment indicators  

Having checked all the MR assumptions for each CS (targeting both DVs), using the linear regression 

analysis option in SPSS, an automatic linear modelling (ALM) was also run to obtain a graphic output 

concerning the individual importance of each predictor. The results of the ALM run for CS2, targeting HEC 

are interpreted in detail as follows.   

The results from all the 47 dynamic simulation variations for CS2 were analysed in SPSS, using a linear 

regression modelling with 95% confidence interval. The automatic linear modelling provides a graphic 

check that the assumption of linearity is overall correct, (hence the model can predict the output), by 

means of the predicted by observed plot (Figure 0.129). It is a plot of the predicted results based on the 

regression model vs. the observed results that were extracted from the simulations. The closer the scatter 

of the plots to 45°, the more accurate the model can be considered (Norušis, 2012).   
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FIGURE 0.129 PREDICTED BY OBSERVED GRAPH 

Figure 0.129 shows values aligned along a 45° line, indicating a reasonably good accuracy of the model, as 

they are approximately contained in the shape of an ellipse around such line (Field, 2009). This was 

confirmed by the Model Summary, also produced as an output from ALM (Figure 0.130). It constitutes a 

graphic summary of the model and its fit, which shows a value for the accuracy (goodness of fit) of the 

model of 97.9%. The model accuracy tells how well the model fits the data, hence the amount of variance 

in the DV that the model can explain thanks to the variance of the IVs in it. It must be taken into account 

in order to ensure the reliability and validity of the statistics model utilised to analyse the simulations 

results, hence of the predicted importance of the IVs obtained as an output from the ALM. The value of 

the displayed accuracy on the model summary chart is 100 × the adjusted R2. Models with R2 of less than 

0.5 are considered no better than random models (Norušis, 2012). In this case, the R2 obtained from the 

ALM is 0.97994, hence the model was considered reliable. 

 

94 It should be noted that this value is slightly different from the R square value obtained with Linear Modelling in SPSS 
(0.999, see Table 0.33). This is due to the fact that the ALM functions mostly as a black box and operates some 
changes in the model (trims outliers, changes measurement level, merges categories to maximise the association with 
the target) whenever they result necessary to produce an accurate outcome concerning the predictors importance. 
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FIGURE 0.130 MODEL SUMMARY 

The most relevant output produced by the ALM performed for this study is the graph showing the overall 

influence of each of the parameters (IVs) considered in the model on the DVs (energy consumption in this 

instance). In this graph, the input variables represent the predictors for which an importance ranking is 

generated for all the indicators (DVs). It is shown in Figure 0.131, where the importance of the 

parameters in this particular dataset, is quantified, ranked and represented graphically. For linear models, 

the importance of a predictor is obtained by the residual sum of squares with the predictor removed from 

the model, normalized so that the importance values sum up to 1 (Norušis, 2012). Hence, ALM generates 

the predictors’ importance ranking given the partial R2, the proportion of residual variation explained by 

adding each predictor to the full model without the predictor. Because the change in R-square analysis 

treats each variable as the last one entered into the model, such change tells the percentage of the 

variance a variable explains that the other variables in the model cannot explain. This change in R-squared 

represents the amount of unique variance that each variable explains above and beyond the other 

variables in the model. It is important to note that the ranking of predictors’ importance obtained this 

way may be different from the one obtained by looking at the beta coefficients produced by running the 

MR (Table 0.33). In fact, a predictor potentially having strong influence on the DV, according to its Beta 

coefficient, could turn out not to be important according to the partial R square. This could take place 

because the amount of unique variance explained by such predictor, with the change that can be actually 

applied to it in the specific model investigated, is smaller in the model created then the one applicable to 

other predictors. Hence, to assess which area of intervention is the one where retrofit measures can 

potentially generate the highest energy savings in each specific CS (characterised by its unique status-quo 

conditions) the ranking given by the ALM is the most suitable to use. 

In this CS, such ranking does not overturn the ranking obtainable by looking only at the standardised B 

values and t-test (Table 0.33) and it shows solid wall (A6b) as the most influential parameter because its 
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variation has the highest influence (more than 70%) on energy consumption figures, which far exceeds 

that of the front windows (12%), back windows (10%) and wall finished with plaster on lath internally 

(6%). It should be noted that, for some CSs, the predictors importance graph, shows no scores for one or 

more predictors, meaning that those IVs have no meaningful effect overall on the DV figures. This is not 

the case for CS2. 

 

FIGURE 0.131 PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE 

 

OAAT analysis of energy performance and CO2 emissions 

Finally, the OAAT analysis of the mean values of variations of each parameter was carried out to have an 

insight into the effect of each parameter’s variation on the indicators (DVs). Figure 0.132 shows the OAAT 

figures of HEC and CO2 emissions with a 95% confidence interval error bars95. On the x-axis, the variations 

(in W/m2K) of each parameter are shown, while their influence on the energy consumption (in kWh/y) 

and CO2 emissions (in Kg/y) is reported on the y-axis. The same scale has been assigned to the axes in all 

the graphs to allow for a fair comparison of the parameters’ importance. 

 The OAAT graphs show that all the IVs (Areas of intervention) have significant influence on the DVs (both 

HEC and CO2 emissions) as the lines that connect the mean values of the different variations available for 

them are all different from the horizontal and steeply sloping.  However, it should be noted also how 

these graphs, obtained as a result of a simple OAAT analysis of the variables involved, cannot be used per-

se to assess the actual hierarchy of the predictors importance for each specific CS, based on the steepness 

 

95 A 95% confidence interval is a range of values that can be 95% certain to contain the true mean of the population. 
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of the lines produced. They must be complemented instead by the results of MR and ALM, which account 

for the actual influence of each parameter in the model, compared to the others. In fact, in CS2, by simply 

analysing the OAAT graphs and setting the same scale for the X and Y axes for all the graphs, walls 

finished in plaster on lath (A6a) could appear to be the most influential parameter because the lines that 

connect their variations are the steepest of all. This is not contradictory with the results produced by the 

MR analysis and ALM that clearly show the highest importance attributed to the solid walls (A6b), far 

exceeding that of all other predictors. This finding confirms the Beta coefficient values obtained from the 

MR analysis (Table 0.33), with the highest value attributed to the walls finished in plaster on lath (A6a). 

The Standardised B coefficient obtained in the same table, overturn the result, showing A6b (walls solid 

or dry-lined) with the highest value. This is clearly due to the fact that, in this CS, the area of intervention 

A6a is extremely limited in size as the external walls finished in plaster on lath are actually only those on 

the front elevation, which is prevalently taken by the high sash windows, that give access to the curved 

front balcony, typical of the first floor layout of grand Regency terrace houses (Figure 0.132). Such area of 

intervention has also a more limited range of variations compared to the other variables in the model 

(only B, M1 and H1). Hence, the percentage of change in the DV, obtained by the addition of the 

variations applicable to the IV A6a, is minimal compared to that achieved by the change actually operated 

in the other IVs in this model. 

  

FIGURE 0.132 CS2 AND AREA OF INTERVENTION A6A (WALLS FINISHED IN PLASTER ON LATH), HIGHLIGHTED IN PLAN IN THE RED 

RECTANGLE 

The OAAT graphs confirm the values obtained as an output form the MR analysis in the Coefficients Table 

(Table 0.33). The Table in fact, shows that all predictors make a statistically significant96 unique 

contribution to the equation (Sig. value less than .05), and the lines in the OAAT analysis are all steeply 

 

96 Statistical significance is the likelihood that a relationship between each IV and the DV is caused by something other 
than chance. A variable makes a statistically significant contribution to the equation when it is a very unlikely result if 
the variable in question had no effect; hence the "no effect" hypothesis is cast into doubt and the alternative 
hypothesis becomes more plausible. 

A6a 
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sloping. The B values97 reported in Table 0.33 highlight the strength of relationship between DV and each 

predictor. A6a has the highest B value, which is also confirmed by the OAAT graph, which shows the 

steepest line for A6a. Only looking at the B values column however, the conclusion concerning predictors 

importance would be similar to that one achievable by exclusively looking at the OAAT graphs, with the 

area of intervention A6a (walls finished in plaster on lath) assumed the one with highest impact on the 

HEC. The standardized beta coefficients and the t-test associated with each B-value, however, overturn 

the results, showing the area of intervention A6b (solid or dry-lined walls) as by far the largest 

contributor.  

Hence, the graphs in Figure 0.133 confirm the findings from the MR, showing that all predictors have 

significant influence on the DVs (as the blue and red lines that connect the mean values are much 

different from the horizontal) and complement such findings by showing, for each predictor, the variation 

which ensures the highest energy and carbon savings. The lowest U-value in the graphs, corresponds to 

lowest energy consumption and associated CO2 emissions, as expected. For solid walls, the option with 

highest influence on HEC, is A6bH1 (aerogel insulation), which allows for the lowest U-value of the 

construction in this CS. The same consideration can be made however for all the parameters, as they all 

result more influential in their variation which consents to achieve the lowest U-value.  

  

 

97 They represent the change in the outcome resulting from a unit change in the predictor. If the model was unable to 
predict the outcome in energy consumption, then the change in the outcome as a consequence of the predictors’ 
changes, should be zero. 
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FIGURE 0.133 OAAT FIGURES OF HEC AND CO2 

EMISSIONS FOR EACH AREA OF INTERVENTION IN CS2 
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Appendix 12b:  Multiple Regression Analysis - Tests 
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Test 1 

It was considered necessary to check whether biased results from MR analysis could be obtained for 

windows retrofit measures because this area of intervention does not always show a clear linear 

relationship between constructions’ U-values (obtainable with different retrofit options) and energy 

consumption (hence CO2 emissions) as shown in the scatterplots produced for CS2 in appendix 12a. The 

reason for this lack of linearity is explained in appendix 8b as follows: for windows, the decrease in the U-

value of the constructions, also coincides with the decrease in the g-value of the glazing systems, hence 

with the reduction of the heat gain attainable through them, which can be particularly relevant for south-

facing windows overlooking the sea (like those in CS7 and CS13). Hence, a test was carried out to check if 

this lack of linear relationship between the independent variable A2 (windows) and the DV (HEC) may 

alter the results of MR concerning predictors’ importance underestimating that of windows. 

CS12 was used for this test, as in this CS the scatterplot produced for the back windows clearly shows a 

non-linear relationship between IV and DV (Figure 0.134). The test aimed at assessing the effect of having 

all IVs in linear relationship with the DV (HEC) on the resulting predictors’ importance and if this would 

subvert the results obtained instead when the IV A2b (back windows) showed non-linear relationship with 

the DV. For this purpose, the option A2bM2 (slim double-glazing vacuum secondary glazing) was excluded 

from the analysis.  The scatterplot obtained for back windows in this study - targeting HEC and including 

option M2 - is shown in Figure 0.134, where the linear relationship between IV and DV is altered by the 

higher values obtained for the option M2, corresponding to the lowest U-value (for the reasons explained 

in appendix 8b). 
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FIGURE 0.134 SCATTERPLOT OF HEC FOR A2B (BACK WINDOWS) IN CS12 

The new scatterplot obtained instead from the CS12 model - where a more limited range of interventions 

was considered for back windows, excluding option M2 - is shown in Figure 0.135.  

 

FIGURE 0.135 SCATTERPLOT OF HEC FOR A2B IN CS12 AFTER THE EXCLUSION OF M2 INTERVENTION 

Figure 0.135 shows a linear relationship between the variables. Therefore, the test model eliminates the 

potential source of bias in the results concerning predictors’ importance. 
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Given this new setting, the ALM was carried out and Figure 0.136 shows the results obtained.  

  

FIGURE 0.136 MODEL SUMMARY FROM THE ALM AND PREDICTED VS OBSERVED PLOT FOR CS12 RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS, AS 

MODIFIED FOR THE TEST, AFTER THE EXCLUSION OF OPTION A2BM2 

The model summary shows a high value of model’s accuracy (99.8%) and predicted vs observed values 

well aligned along the diagonal of the graph, hence the results of the modelling can be considered 

accurate and reliable.  

Looking at the resulting predictors’ importance (Figure 0.137), the ranking of predictors is the same as 

that obtained in this study (chapter 6), which is reported in Figure 0.138. 
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FIGURE 0.137 PREDICTOR IMPORTANCE FOR CS12, EXCLUDING THE OPTION A2BM2 

 

FIGURE 0.138 PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE FOR CS12, INCLUDING THE OPTION A2BM2 

A slight increase in the importance of the back windows can be seen, alongside a decrease in the 

importance of solid walls in the new scenario (Figure 0.137) but such change is barely noticeable. Hence, 

the influence of a non-linear relationship between windows U-values and DVs, was not considered a 

reason for biased results of predictors importance in this study, that may lead to underestimating the 

importance of windows. 
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Test 2 

It was then considered important to assess windows interventions also as inclusive of internal shading 

devices. This test was meant to check if this area of intervention (A2) may increase its relative importance 

compared to the others when considering shading devices not anymore as part of the low-risk 

interventions applicable to generate the BL scenario, but as part of all the medium and high-risk 

interventions applicable to A2. The test was carried out on CS2, where the only low-risk intervention 

available was the use of internal shading devices. 

For this test, a new baseline scenario was created excluding any shading device for windows. Then, the 

shading devices were added to windows as part of all the retrofit interventions selected for them and 

specifically when adding the following interventions in the OAAT simulations 

- A2aM1 – Single secondary glazing for front windows 

- A2aM2 – Slim double-glazing vacuum secondary glazing for front windows 

- A2bM1 – Single secondary glazing for back windows 

- A2bM2 – Slim double-glazing vacuum secondary glazing for back windows 

- A2bH1 - Slim double-glazing vacuum for back windows. 

The models created this way were simulated and the results concerning energy consumption were 

imported in Excell. The corresponding CO2 emissions were calculated, and data were prepared for the SA 

in SPSS as explained in appendix 12a. 

Finally, ALM was carried using the new results of all combinations of interventions for CS2, and of the new 

baseline scenario generated - which considers windows (A2a and A2b) without any shading devices. The 

new regression model (Figure 0.139) shows an accuracy level of 98.9% and predicted vs observed values 

aligned along the diagonal of the graph, hence giving good confidence in the validity of the results 

generated. 
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FIGURE 0.139 MODEL SUMMARY FROM THE ALM AND PREDICTED VS OBSERVED PLOT FOR CS2 WHERE WINDOWS RETROFIT 

INTERVENTIONS WERE CONSIDERED INCLUSIVE OF THE SHADING DEVICES  

The new resulting predictors’ importance ranking is shown in Figure 0.140 for CS2 where windows retrofit 

interventions were considered inclusive of the shading devices.

 

FIGURE 0.140 PREDICTOR IMPORTANCE FOR CS2 WHERE WINDOWS RETROFIT INTERVENTIONS WERE CONSIDERED INCLUSIVE OF 

THE SHADING DEVICES 

The ranking obtained is the same as that obtained for CS2 in this study - presented in chapter 6 -where 

shading devices were considered part of the low-risk interventions to generate the BL scenario (Figure 

0.141). In both results, solid walls appear to be the most important predictor. 
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FIGURE 0.141 PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE FOR CS2 WHERE WINDOWS RETROFIT INTERVENTIONS WERE NOT CONSIDERED INCLUSIVE 

OF THE SHADING DEVICES 

However, the % importance value of the predictors changes drastically in the two scenarios (Figure 0.140 

vs Figure 0.141) and windows become much more important in Figure 0.140 where the interventions 

include the use of shading devices (from just above 10% to more than 30% for front windows and from 

nearly 10% to just below 20% for back windows) and consequently the % importance value of solid walls 

decreases in the new scenario (from more than 70% to just more than 40%). Hence, summing up the 

results obtained for front and back windows (A2a+A2b) and comparing them to those obtained for walls 

(A6a and A6b), the new scenario (with retrofit interventions for windows inclusive of shading devices, 

Figure 0.140) shows the area of intervention A2 (windows) as overall more influential on the HEC if 

compared to the area of intervention A6 (walls). This finding changes the results obtained in this study, 

where, for CS2, even summing up the predictors importance for front and back windows they still result 

less influential compared to the importance attributed to solid walls in the ALM analysis carried out with 

shading devices considered as a low-risk intervention per-se. This should be taken into account when 

driving conclusions from this research, not to overestimate the importance of retrofit interventions for 

walls, especially in those cases where they could imply higher condensation risks, alongside risks to the 

heritage value of the dwelling, while also reducing the usable internal space. 
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Test 3 

It was finally assessed the impact of considering draught-proofing as a separate low-risk intervention on 

the predictors’ importance ranking as produced by the SA. In fact, it cannot be ignored that, beyond 

improving the thermal transmittance, the application of secondary-glazing and the use of double-glazing 

(on the original frame repaired or on a new one) also involves a reduction of the baseline air-infiltration. 

In this study, these two actions were considered separately and this is a usual practice in precedent 

studies (Ascione et al., 2011; Banfill et al., 2012; Brostrom et al., 2014; Lo Cascio et al., 2016; Moran, 

2013; Neroutsou & Croxford, 2016; Rhee Duverne & Baker, 2015; Sdei et al., 2015). Retrofit interventions 

for windows and draught-proofing were considered as two different interventions in this study for two 

main reasons: 

- they belong to two different stages of interventions (low-risk and medium-risk options), as 

explained in chapter 5, with low-risk interventions applied first, as suggested by conservation 

bodies and by the evidence of current practice and confirmed by the approach taken by most 

participants in this study 

- they are two different interventions, although often interrelated and in any draught proofing 

intervention the whole envelope is addressed and not just windows (chapter 5). 

However, it cannot be ignored that old windows are substantial contributors to air-leakage in traditional 

dwellings, hence it is likely that any of the retrofit interventions considered for them would necessarily 

imply also draught-proofing and that the reduction in air-leakage achievable this way may be the major 

part of all the achievable reduction by means of draught-proofing other parts of the envelope. Hence, it 

was considered useful also to investigate which effect would it have to consider the retrofit interventions 

applicable on windows as inclusive of the draught-proofing and shading devices, to assess whether a 

similar set of conditions may change the predictors importance ranking. 

CS12 was used for this purpose and a new baseline scenario was generated for it considering all windows 

with no shading devices and the status-quo air-leakage values for each room template. Then, in the 

models representing the interventions OAAT, the shading devices were introduced alongside the 

interventions on windows and the air-leakage values of each room template were modified according to 

the retrofitted values (chapter 5) anytime a retrofit intervention for windows was modelled. 

A new ALM was carried out and the model’s accuracy and Predicted vs Observed values graph are 

presented in Figure 0.142.                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
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FIGURE 0.142 MODEL SUMMARY FROM THE ALM AND PREDICTED VS OBSERVED PLOT FOR CS12 WHERE WINDOWS RETROFIT 

INTERVENTIONS WERE CONSIDERED INCLUSIVE OF BOTH THE INTERNAL SHADING DEVICES AND DRAUGHT PROOFING  

Accuracy level is 99.5% and predicted vs observed values are perfectly aligned along the diagonal of the 

graph, hence giving good confidence in the validity of the results generated. 

The new predictors importance graph generated by the ALM (Figure 0.143) shows the same predictors’ 

ranking obtained for CS12 in this study (chapter 6), where windows retrofit interventions were not 

considered inclusive of the shading devices and draught proofing (Figure 0.144). Solid walls result the 

most important predictor in both scenarios, followed by the back windows. However, the relative 

importance of windows compared to the other parameters sensibly increases in the scenario where 

windows retrofit interventions were considered inclusive of the shading devices and draught-proofing 

(Figure 0.143), with back windows responsible for nearly 30% of the change in energy consumption 

compared to the 20% of the scenario where shading devices and draught proofing were not part of the 

retrofit interventions for windows (Figure 0.144). Equally, the importance of solid walls decreases from 

nearly 80% (Figure 0.144) to below 60% in the newly simulated scenario (Figure 0.143). However, in this 

CS, even summing up the relative importance of both front and back windows, the whole area of 

intervention A2 does not achieve a higher importance than that of solid walls in the determination of the 

final HEC.  
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FIGURE 0.143 PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE FOR CS12 WHERE WINDOWS RETROFIT INTERVENTIONS WERE CONSIDERED INCLUSIVE OF 

THE SHADING DEVICES AND DRAUGHT PROOFING 

 

FIGURE 0.144 PREDICTORS IMPORTANCE FOR CS12 WHERE WINDOWS RETROFIT INTERVENTIONS WERE NOT CONSIDERED 

INCLUSIVE OF THE SHADING DEVICES AND DRAUGHT PROOFING 
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Appendix 13:  EPC vs DES results 
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The energy consumption as obtained from meter readings (see Figure 0.145) and that obtained from the 

normalised models (Figure 0.146), the constructions assumptions, and estimated energy savings post 

interventions, were compared with those given by the EPC certificates where these were available for the 

CSs investigated. Only four CSs (CSs 2, 13, 16 and 17, highlighted in bold in Figures 0.145 and 0.146) had a 

valid EPC at the time of the study.  

 

FIGURE 0.145 ANNUAL HEC PER M2 TFA (KWH/ M2Y) IN THE STATUS-QUO SCENARIO 

 

FIGURE 0.146 ANNUAL HEC PER M2 TFA (KWH/ M2Y) IN THE NORMALISED SCENARIO 

The normalised scenario of energy consumption, as explained in section 4.4.2, is the closest to that 

assessed by the EPC according to the SAP methodology. In fact, the SAP rating accounts for energy costs 
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associated with space heating and ventilation, assuming a standardised occupancy profile and pattern of 

use, like in the normalised scenario. The following are excluded from the SAP methodology calculation: 

- cost savings from energy generation technologies (BRE, 2012); none are in place for the CSs 

investigated 

- energy used for cooking or appliances, which is also excluded in the normalised scenario. 

The SAP calculation also accounts for energy associated with water heating and lighting; hence it could be 

assumed that the energy consumption associated with the SAP rating may be slightly higher than that 

obtained for the normalised scenario in this study. A comparison was therefore made, and the results are 

reported below.   

Table 0.35 shows a synthesis of the results concerning current HEC and expected savings from the 

interventions, as obtained from the DES (in this study) and the SAP steady state calculation (as reported in 

the EPCs). 

TABLE 0.35 ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND HEC SAVINGS % FROM THIS STUDY AND FROM THE EPCS. 

CSs 

Annual energy consumption kWh/m2year HEC savings % 

this study 
(status-quo) 

this study 
(normalised)  

EPC  

(status-quo) 

this study 

(post best 
performing 
retrofit) 

EPC  

(post 
retrofit) 

CS2 231 125 101-135 61% 16% 

CS13 189 143 136-170  50% 4% 

CS16 117 129 66-100  54% 33% 

CS17 167 100 101-135 48% 6% 

 

The status-quo HEC assumed by the EPC (fourth column in Table 0.35) is significantly lower than the real 

measured one for all the CSs (second column). In fact, the SAP rating does not include energy used for 

cooking or appliances, which contributes to the real scenario. Furthermore, SAP assumes a standardised 

occupancy profile and pattern of use, not accounting for the variability of behavioural determinants of 

energy consumption. This has a major impact in CS2, where the occupants keep the heating on for 

extended periods.  

The annual HEC per m2 TFA (kWh/ m2y) of the CSs in their normalised scenario (third column in Table 

0.35) is within the range calculated in the EPCs (fourth column) for CSs 2 and 13 and only slightly lower for 

CS17. Therefore, the HEC assumed in the Normalised scenario in this study, aligns with the results given 

by the SAP calculation for these dwellings. The Normalised scenario in fact utilises standardised 
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occupancy profile and pattern of use and excludes energy used for cooking and appliances. Only for CS16, 

the HEC of the normalised model is higher than that obtained by the SAP calculation, likely due to the 

constructions assumed in the EPC. In fact, the ground floor construction has been assumed solid (and 

uninsulated) in the EPC, while it is an uninsulated suspended timber ground floor in the real dwelling. This 

results in likely higher air leakage values than those assumed in the SAP calculation. In CS17, the EPC does 

not account for the uninsulated roof. However, this omission does not affect the HEC result of the SAP 

calculation which is slightly higher than the one obtained from the normalised scenario. This is probably 

due to the small area of thermal envelope taken by the roof construction, which only covers the master 

bedroom in CS17. For the remaining CSs, the constructions and heating systems found during the survey 

or assumed in this study (as explained in section 4.2) match those reported in the EPCs.  

The most striking differences are found when comparing the potential energy savings given by the EPCs as 

an outcome of the combination of the applicable retrofit interventions (last column in Table 0.35), with 

those obtained in this study from the best performing combination of interventions (5th column in Table 

0.35). The EPC suggests much lower savings are achievable for all dwellings from the application of similar 

combinations of interventions to those applied in this study.  

In CS2 the EPC assumes only £144 annual cost savings out of the £904 status-quo annual energy cost for 

the dwelling. This corresponds to 16% energy savings potential as an outcome of: low-energy lighting, 

new condensing boiler, low-E double glazing, internal or external wall insulation. The DES carried out in 

this study, instead, gives 61% potential energy savings. It refers to the most effective combination of 

passive retrofit interventions (low-, medium- and high-risk) combined with boiler replacement, hence in 

detail: shading devices, secondary double glazing (for front windows), slim double glazing (for back 

windows), blown cellulose insulation (for walls finished in plaster on lath) and aerogel insulation (for solid 

walls).  

The energy saving potential as an outcome from the interventions in CS13 is only 4% according to the 

EPC, which only includes low-energy lighting, low-E double glazed windows and wall insulation. The DES 

instead achieves 50% HEC savings by means of the following combination of interventions: boiler 

replacement, shading devices, secondary double glazing (for front windows), slim double glazing (for back 

windows), wood fibreboard insulation (for the flat roof), blown cellulose insulation (for walls finished in 

plaster on lath) and wood fibreboard insulation (for solid walls). Interestingly, the SAP calculation does 

not account for retrofitting the uninsulated flat roof construction, which is the most important parameter 

of the thermal envelope from the sensitivity analysis carried out in this study.  

The energy saving potential as an outcome of the interventions in CS16 is 33% according to the EPC, 

accounting for wall insulation, floor insulation, low energy lighting and double glazed low-E windows. The 
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DES shows 54% HEC saving by the following combination: shading devices, draught proofing, carpets, slim 

double glazing (for windows), thin aerogel board insulation (for the ground floor), wood fibreboard 

insulation (for solid walls) and boiler replacement. 

Finally, the energy saving potential as an outcome from the interventions in CS17 is only 6% according to 

the EPC, by adding wall insulation, low energy lighting and double-glazed windows. The DES on the 

contrary shows that 48% HEC saving could be achieved by a combination of shading devices, draught 

proofing, loft insulation, slim double secondary glazing (for front windows), slim double glazing (for back 

windows), thin aerogel board insulation (for all walls) and boiler replacement. 

It can be concluded that the status-quo annual energy consumption as provided by the EPCs is different 

from the measured annual energy consumption of the dwellings, as expected, because the SAP 

calculation excludes energy used for cooking and appliances and the variability of individual use patterns. 

The EPCs generally provide a reasonably reliable scenario of normalised HEC for the CSs investigated. 

Some differences were noted where the EPC certificate made the wrong assumptions concerning status-

quo materials build up for some elements of the thermal envelope (CSs 16 and 17). The energy savings 

foreseen by the EPC as a result of standard retrofit interventions are much lower for all the CSs than those 

obtained as an outcome of DES considering the best performing combination of low-, medium- and high-

risk interventions. This confirms the reliability of steady state simulation tools as assessment methods. 

The SAP methodology, however, is not meant to be a design tool to investigate the potentialities of 

retrofit interventions, which can be better investigated utilising DES tools. 
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Appendix 14:  TM59 thermal comfort and overheating analysis 
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As much as it is important to make existing homes more energy efficient, it is also essential to ensure well 

designed and implemented retrofit works to avoid unintended consequences. The risks of both 

condensation and overheating (Edwards, 2019) have negative implications for thermal comfort and 

occupants’ health (BEIS, 2021a).  Overheating in particular is predicted to increase as global temperatures 

continue to rise.  

The Zero Carbon Hub’s work on domestic overheating (ZCH, 2015) pointed out the lack of guidance on 

how to perform an overheating risk assessment for dwellings and called for a methodology to be 

developed. As a result, CIBSE developed TM59 (CIBSE, 2017) methodology. It is based on TM52 (CIBSE, 

2013) guidelines, which are limited at nondomestic buildings and set out the principles of thermal 

comfort. The domestic assessment methodology also complies with PAS 2035 (Specification and Guidance 

for Retrofitting Dwellings for Improved Energy Efficiency), published by the British Standards Institution 

(BSI, 2019b). PAS 2035 is developed from PAS 2030 and sets out a requirement for the assessment of 

dwellings and the implementation of retrofits; it specifically recommends evaluating overheating risk 

using the TM59 methodology. 

TM59 is a standardised approach to predicting overheating risk for residential building designs (new-build 

or major refurbishment) which utilises dynamic thermal analysis (CIBSE, 2017). Overheating standards 

and assessments in TM52 and TM59 use: 

- the operative temperature (Top) , which is affected by air speed in the room, instead of mean 

radiant temperature 

- the adaptive comfort approach, which is linked to the outside air temperature of previous days.  

The TM59 guideline asks for the following simulation settings:  

- simulations should run using a Design Summer Year (DSY) climate file;  

- more extreme future weather scenarios can also be used to further assess the overheating risk, if 

necessary; 

- standard profiles for occupancy, lighting and equipment gains98 should be used, that represent 

reasonable usage patterns for a home, suitable for evaluating overheating risk; 

- windows in each room should be controlled separately and modelled as open when both the 

internal dry bulb temperature exceeds 22°C and the room is occupied; 

- internal doors can be included and left open in the model in the daytime, but should be assumed 

to be closed when the occupants are sleeping; 

- the inclusion of corridors in the overheating analysis is mandatory where community heating 

pipework runs through them; 

 

98 Where possible the magnitude of gains is taken from CIBSE guidance. 
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- the overheating test for corridors should be based on the number of annual hours for which an 

operative temperature of 28 °C is exceeded99; 

- lighting energy is assumed to be proportional to floor area, and lighting loads are measured in 

W/m² (2 W/m², from 6 pm to 11 pm) 

- bedrooms are set with a 24-hour occupancy profile, which means that one person is always 

considered in each bedroom during the daytime, and two people in each double bedroom at 

night; 

- kitchens/living rooms are set unoccupied during the sleeping hours and occupied during the rest 

of the day; 

- no differences between weekdays and weekend are considered.  

In CIBSE TM52 guidelines there are three criteria that should be passed, as follows: 

- Hours of exceedance  

- Daily weighted exceedance 
- Upper limit temperature. 

 

TM59 for predominantly naturally ventilated dwellings follows the method given in TM52 (CIBSE, 2013), 

with an additional test for bedrooms.  The TM59 compliance is based on passing both of the following 

two criteria: 

(a) for living rooms, kitchens and bedrooms: the number of hours during which ΔT is greater than or equal 

to one degree (K), during the period May to September inclusive, shall not be more than 3 % of occupied 

hours (CIBSE TM52 Criterion 1: Hours of exceedance); 

(b) for bedrooms only: to guarantee comfort during the sleeping hours the operative temperature in the 

bedroom from 10 pm to 7 am shall not exceed 26 °C for more than 1% of annual hours100.  

When retrofitting traditional dwellings, maintaining indoor air quality is essential, while improving 

airtightness to improve the energy performance. In this study, it is assumed that air leakage is reduced by 

means of draught proofing the envelope. A whole house retrofit should aim to reduce air leakage to a 

maximum of 0.5ACH in order not to generate problems of air quality and risks of condensation, as well as 

to avoid overheating (sections 5.4.1 and 5.5.2). 

DES proves useful in predicting overheating risk as a consequence of the interventions introduced; in fact, 

both TM52 and 59 state that DES should be used to assess the risk of overheating.  Therefore, a test was 

 

99 Whilst there is no mandatory target to meet, if an operative temperature of 28 °C is exceeded for more than 3% of 
the total annual hours, then this should be identified as a significant risk within the report. 

100 Criterium b accounts for the advice given in CIBSE Guide A (CIBSE, 2015) regarding sleep quality that may be 
compromised at temperatures above 24 °C. 1% of the annual hours between 22:00 and 07:00 for bedrooms is 32 
hours, so 33 or more hours above 26 °C will be recorded as a fail. 
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carried out utilising CS2 to assess the overheating risk of this dwelling before and after retrofit 

interventions. 

The base case model was first assessed. Models in this study were zoned into kitchen, living areas (or 

combined kitchen-living areas), bedrooms, bathrooms and halls, as suggested by the TM59 methodology. 

In the model, the relevant internal gains profile was assigned to each zone in ApacheSim, among those 

available in the software database for TM59 thermal comfort and overheating analysis. For each openable 

window and door, a profile was also created in Macroflo in accordance with the TM59 methodology. The 

methodology asks for shading devices to be modelled only if they are included in the base case model and 

if they don’t interfere with the opening of windows. For simulation, the normalised pattern of use of 

shading devices was utilised, which closes them only at night, from 11pm to 7am (unlikely therefore to 

interfere with windows opening). 

The methodology requires the use of a Design Summer Year Weather file (DSY1 for 2020s, high emissions 

scenario) from the CIBSE 2016 set (IES, 2021). In this test, the average Brighton weather file was utilised, 

which was readily available from Meteo-Norm. The use of DSY1 and of more extreme weather files (DSY2 

and 3) could be considered for further research. 

After running the simulation in Apache Sim, in the Comfort Parameters Tab the option TM52 “Adaptive 

comfort” was selected for Category III buildings (existing buildings) to create the report of the overheating 

test. The output, saved as an excel file (Figure 0.147), shows that that all habitable rooms (bedroom 1 and 

2, living room and kitchen) passed the analysis. 

 

FIGURE 0.147 SCREEN SHOT OF THE REPORT OF THE OVERHEATING TEST FOR CS2 IN ITS BASELINE SCENARIO 
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To assess compliance with TM59, it is essential to look at criterium 1 only (in Figure 0.147: Hours of 

exceedance) and to run a test for bedrooms and corridors. Hence in VistaPro, the option Range tests was 

selected to assess: 

- the number of hours in which the operative temperature was higher than 26°C from 10pm to 7am 

for the bedrooms (Figure 0.148)  

- the number of hours in which the operative temperature was higher than 28°C for the corridor 

(see Figure 0.149).  

The results for the baseline scenario are presented in Figures 0.148 and 0.149. 

 

FIGURE 0.148 NUMBER OF HOURS (10PM TO 7AM) IN WHICH THE OPERATIVE TEMPERATURE WAS HIGHER THAN 26°C FOR 

BEDROOMS IN THE BASELINE SCENARIO 

 

FIGURE 0.149 NUMBER OF HOURS IN WHICH THE OPERATIVE TEMPERATURE WAS HIGHER THAN 28°C FOR THE CORRIDOR IN THE 

BASELINE SCENARIO 
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There were zero hours of exceedance; hence, the model passed the TM59 test showing no risk of 

overheating in the baseline scenario under the average current weather.   

The same test was then run on the model retrofitted with the following best performing combination of 

interventions: shading devices, slim double low-E secondary glazing (for front windows), slim double low-

E glazing (for back windows), blown cellulose (for walls finished in plaster on lath) and aerogel insulation 

(for solid walls). 

The output report (Figure 0.150) shows that all habitable rooms pass the TM52 test. 

 

FIGURE 0.150 SCREEN SHOT OF THE REPORT OF THE OVERHEATING TEST FOR CS2 POST RETROFIT 

The report in Figure 0.150 shows that all rooms fulfil criteria number 1 (hours of exceedance), 2 (Daily 

weighted exceedance) and 3 (Upper limit temperature). However, the retrofitted scenario shows a slight 

increase in the % of hours that exceed Tmax by more than 1K (from 0.1 to 0.3 for the living room and 

from 0 to 0.2 for the kitchen, highlighted in red) if compared to the baseline.   

In VistoPro, the option Range tests was selected again for the scenario post retrofit, to assess: 

- the number of hours in which the operative temperature was higher than 26°C from 10pm to 7am 

for the bedrooms (Figure 0.151)  

- the number of hours in which the operative temperature was higher than 28°C for the corridor 

(see Figure 0.152).  
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FIGURE 0.151 NUMBER OF HOURS (10PM TO 7AM) IN WHICH THE OPERATIVE TEMPERATURE WAS HIGHER THAN 26°C FOR 

BEDROOMS IN THE SCENARIO POST RETROFIT 

 

FIGURE 0.152 NUMBER OF HOURS IN WHICH THE OPERATIVE TEMPERATURE WAS HIGHER THAN 28°C FOR THE CORRIDOR IN THE 

SCENARIO POST RETROFIT 

There were zero hours of exceedance, therefore the model passed the TM59 test, showing no risk of 

overheating post retrofit, using the current weather profiles.   

A similar test could be run for all combination of interventions, using DSY1, 2 and 3 to have a 

comprehensive assessment of the risk of overheating for all the combinations of measures assessed, in 

the current and future weather scenarios.  
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